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BE ee | e 
is oa = | DAILY RECORD OF BIRDS BANDED 
po a | Beg A LD-WIe8 > | see > Reiss De Submitted by: Wma. H. Schunke 

Site f. oS if N ote 5 alk br vie 5) 4 28 Ass't. Conservationist 
4 Central Wisconsin Game frojcot BOO Boe Gh we hd lies fe Gt tabs ake: 

besa Jenmry 4, 1989 — ‘ ‘ ee Ske ; 
: oe ge ae Ai i o- Ie €Re cl 

aps Location “aa 
Specie | trap | 8. | T+] Re | Sex| Band Nos | __Weight | Weather | Bander |e 
pk : Cos: ee Be Carter Prima-ies blunte 
Ste 1B 455) 3B 046.7 gre | Rain 33— Je Nobertse {| Bird in’ good conditions 

: ; : ee “Bs er" Maries blunt. . 
Ste iG SOL 102967 ere | Hain 88° | J. Rebdert Bird in good condition. | 

oe ee ; 5 Ee} Primiries biluate ste | 6 | sfeole | mf soe | arb gra | main an® | J. novorts | bira in good eontition, 2 
ite | o | olaol2 | um | agzgzoes | 108702 gre Bird in good eesti tons = 
ie 55 986.2 gre} Rain 88° | Je Roberts | Bird in good ‘condition, a 

oe ek ee gd ea) : j ' “Be Ca , taries< one ripnt=- blunt, one 
2° Ste” LS7S9R 924.1 gre} Rain 33° | J. Roberts | left pointed. Bird in. good condition age : = ; Be Cart Primaries tlumt. One weed tick on sate | 6 | olzole | me Leszagpes | ovour gr | main ss? | Js meberte | ist age pecehe 
je | s | ofeole | m | sos | rome gee | i Jz Reterts | Bire in geod oon : : Ste , 106766 gre | Rain 83°: Bird in good condition 

Ste 
Be Varte ‘Frimries blunt. ase js [ie tool | ue [esspeme | orose gre | sain a5% | se Roverte | Bie sn goed cones thon, 

oe |. Noe Sharp=taiis Banded Todays+.... 8." wel 
eae ; j Noe Repeats (6 Sharp-tails lessee 6 os we O + Se 

st Total Nos Birds Trapped Todey sss. 9 ee 

) é *Repeat= Birds banded previouslye.| 4 3 ¢ wf or i * : ; 
oe No escapes. haa pad k a the nal 

i MMC = : a eye a ¢ i 4 tas 6 ticeaphe ee . 
gw as = 7 i 8 

< Yaa alms i fys ‘i Lydd ¢ sf of



re \ , ie 

LD-WI-5 ees 
January 5, 6, and 10, 1939 ae : 

ieee eet. | = Spec p Sei Te. | Re Sex} Band Nos} Weight — Bender ~ Remarks 

bey GM oh ee | 
\ Be Ce 

Ste 2 1 1812058 me lgsmaner awash waa ee be Reberts {Bird i: good conflition 

aa ee Pe ee ee = 
: Be r Primaries Dlun' ai, 

St. 912012 85845 89965 gral Clear 32° Je Roberts {Bird in geod condition é 
2h ae eae ae ee fee 3 

Be Cartel 

sts | 6 | ofzole | wm | ansser-| o65es gre] chouty 52° | Jc Roberts [Dire in good condition 
“ste | 6} olmle | m | | je Meperee [Sted te ped secitions St. 9} 20 99165 ere} Cloudy 32° | Je Roberts {Eird in good condition. 

| steole | | s. Reborta._ lepit fenthere, Bird te. geod conti St. 1034.8. gre| Cloudy 32° | J. Roberts jtail feathers. Bird in good conditim 
j an] : a p i prisaries blunt. Crop full. * 

Sts 16 874.9 ers| Snow 32° im good conditions 

January 6, 1959 ; January 10, 1939 4 

Now Sharp-tails Trapped Today esses 1 (Repent) 1437-2 No» Sharp-tails pended today sesso S eas ae 
Ni Sharp-tails ate escesree 1 = * 

denuary 6, 1959 i = aie . — 

; fs Tota Birds T. a Today.ece 4 
Nos Sharp-teils Trapped Today ee... 1 (iepeat) (439+8 A Bae. Birie Teeppe yoeee ; 

: *Ropeat= Birds banded previously 
No escapee :



LD-Wi-5 . 
; January 11 eud 12, 1939 ( ‘ 

Specie | trap| 5.45%, | sex | Band No. Weight | Weather | Bander Remarks 

y Be Cart rrimaries blunte Top wedium 7 
St. 20 307 838.2 er.| Clear 30° full. Bird in good eondition. 

: of Bo Carter ‘rimaries blunt. Crop fulle 
Ste $08 887.6 gre} Clear 30 | J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. 

Be Carter |] Primaries blunt. “Crops Pulls 
Ste. “873 gre J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. 

’ Be Carter | Primaries blunt. “rep full. 
St. 1018.3 gr.| Closr 22°| J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. ene 

: Be Garter rrimries. biunt. rop hal u 
St. et 38 2 20 S11 1009.2 gr.| Clear 22°|J. Koberts | Bird in good condition. 6 

Teme ed 
: o De er rop haif f *° 

Ste 9 2855e+ * 978.5 gr.| Clear 32 | J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. 
: Soe 3. Varter Trop fulle lak te | ln fk ge 2 since grt Ciene uihla. toverte | tee te good omatelcn. 

, : ‘ Be ba r rep ° 

Ste 6 @.. £37590 949.8 gr.| Clear 32°} J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. 

; bo Larter rop hel f e ‘ 
Sto $02 971.9 gre| Clear 32°| J. Roberts | Bird in good condition. 

: rot : i Be Larter Primaries b « Crop almos 
St. z 28 - 312 848.5 gre! Clear 32°] J. Koberts | empty. Bird in good condition. 

: demuary 11, 1959 January 12, 1939 : 

No. Sharp-tails Rended Today ...... 6 Hoe Sharp-tails Banded Today ssccseee 1: a 
hk Mlp: ROPMRES ack s cheuccecuuschncwssa./ 0 Ho. Hepeats (4 Sharp-tails )escsscecee 4° ye 

Total Now Birds. Trapped Today 5 Total No. Birds Trapped Today 5 49-4 
i s *Repeat- Birds Banded Previously + 

i No escepese
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January 17, 1889 (134 

pecie trap =, Legon sex Band Fos Weight Weather Bander Rema rks 
y B.carter Crop hal? Tol LG Primries 

Ste 2 1820 3 tS 435968 87004 ere Snow 20° Je Roberts blunt. Sird in good enditim 
eo Laer rop e mar iles wn 

a. 2 18 20 38 Me 315 972.8 ure Snow 20° J. Roberts Bird in go condition 
A z : i eet eg « ver rop * 

St. 2 18°20 8 MS 43513B+*- 94768 ere Snow 20° Je. Roberts good condition. 
: B. Carter oo fall.” Bird in good 

Ste 6 9 20 8 lis s02* 962.3 gr. Snow 20° ‘Je Roberts condition. wae 
: Bs Carter Crop fulle Bird in good 

St. 6 O20. 28 25550 950.3 gre Snow 20° Je Roberts condition. ue 
5 : : : Be Carter crop full.e Sird in good 

Ste 6 9 20 2 * Me soge 908.9 ere __ Snow 20° Je Roberts condition. a 
Beets ; , o eo ver rop fullie a a go Bs 

Ste So i Oe 26: Sy Me 49744Re%— 1019.2 gre Snow 20 Je Hoberts conditions 
: ese : Be Carter Crop hal? full. Eird in 

St. 6 Se 20. B: Me 4376 7Be+ 1015.5 gre Snow 20° dg. Roberts. good condition. : 
; Ses : ; 2 : : «os G W,- 93 ea Se 

Sh BL 4g eo a ie ES ee Se el 

Jenusry 17, 1989 - 

é Noe Sharp-taile Banded Today csesevcse 1 j * Repeat-Birds Banded Previously. - 
Noe Repeats (8 Sherp-tails )eccvcccecee 8 * 936-2 a No escapese 

Total No. Birds. Trapped Todaye...< 9 Ss b3 ; 

6 : ;



LD-WI-5 ; 
: January 18, 1939. s 

ee re td Me Red Spe | tine | Beate: oe 
Pere ey |B. Carter | bird had been attached.At base o 

Ste 234le Kr TOl.e7 gre] Cloudy 32°| J. Roberts} neck skin wae broken open,two holes 
Q through skin te crop membrane Edges 

‘ : of wound starting te decompose. Wound 
: possibly 6 or 7 or more days old. 

3 When turned loose, flight we: strong: 
ss normal bird.Further check »ill be 

. ‘ pamde on bird if possible.Caught in 

; tip-top trap-mo injuries fron. trape 
; « ol be rop h e trimgries blu "34 

St. 28 925.1 gre} Cloudy 32 Bird in good. conditions Sea 
f ; om p ; oe "ter |Crop e is see [7 |relools | re | gee | cobat crs] crouty s2°|,J2 Roberts) ira in good condition 

| ; : Be er jCrop full. . 
se | 6 | sloole | u. |  ssrooner| _ani.0 gro| crowty 82°|J. noberte| Birt is good conf ition - 

Be Carter | Crop . st. | 6 | slaole| x | age | ocesr gral crouay s2°|s, noberte| Bird in good conditions 

Hos Sharptails Banded ables rsnsnerens a 
Nos Repeats. (4 Sharp-tails)scccecocecesves 4 '726-)"!  eRepeat=Birds Banded Previously. 

BOR No. escapes : si é aoe ° . 
Total Noe Birds Trapped Todaye-ccucesceees 5 ——o



LD-"I-5 ‘ 
January 19 and 20, 1989 soe : 

om [lel = [em] wee fee ee 
Ste act si ia des 23555e* + 949.6 gre} Cloudy 246°). Roberts | Bird in good condition. 

3 ; : Se Carte Trop. ° q a | ee] alanis | | toon, | nos ge} coudy 16°las Moverts | Bird tn. coed omediti ons 
1 Be Yartel rop le : 

st | 0 | ofzol2 | me | asrsore~ | 960.5 gro| Chowly 24°12 noborte | Uird in good conditions e 
1Be © r rop f ° er, 

a | 6 | sfeole | me | gor | scose grs| caonay 24°| se noverts | Bird in good conditions 
. - g| Be Carter rop fulle ete 

st. | 6 | oleole | um | ssreann Cloudy 24 Diva in. ged conditions : 
dignnary 20» 1989 a i 

| ols | m | mr | i Carte tray Falls Wrtaartes Beat 
Ste 961.5 gre} Clear 32° [Je Roberts Bird in good conditions 

| foo lzojs |» | me | © |: noberts | Bint in eo Ste 932. gre | Clear 32° |Je Roberts | Bird in good condition. 
5 é Be carter rep fulle x 

sts | 2 [asteojs | me | sme | 00.6 gra] creer 22° Bird in goof cond it fon, 
5 ; : 5, Carter rep oe ste] 2 [rsleols | m | sage | ootsa'gra| cienr s2%|3- noborte | Bird in good condition, 

: denuary 19, 1959 : : January 20, 1939 

Mow Sharptails Banded Tondy esseseerene ® 5 “* Yow Sharp-taile Bonded Today s.csecssess 2 | 
Wow Repeats (5 “harp-teils...sccssseses 5 - : Ue oe os Woe Repeats (2 Sharp—tails).:cssessessse 2° '758°7 

“ 
Begs & . si ; 

Total No. Birds Trapped Today eecereve 5 37 fotel No. Birds Trapped Todayseccesss 4 

: *Repeat=- Birds Banded Previously : 
No escepess



LD-WI-5 
danuary 24 and 25, 1939 

Gres | ro] open [te | mee | telat | vention | tae im 

st. | ¢ | a |eols |r | size | wetgned | Snow |ictovorts | 
ste | 2 | se {laos |m | — soe | woigien | cm (5c loberta | | So 

Jamiary 24, 1939 January 25, 1959 

: Noe Stmrp-tails Banded Bes 0 Nos Stiarp-tails Banded Today ~-.eceseceee 0 
Nos Repeats (2 Sharp-tails)esewesse. 2-1928°9 Hos Repeats (1 Sharprtsil) .<eseseceseses 1 © 1731-2 

Gitai No, Birds trapped Yoke 8 Total Nos Birds Trapped Todays.eccesee 1 

, *Repeat-Birds Banded Previously : : 
: : No emoapese : :



vo : . : 

LD-WI-5 
denuary 26, 1939 

oo ae] = em me oe 
ma d pene a ae ae hes Y Be Carter is isthe bird thet was. eaught 
Ste lear O° | J, Roberts] previously and had been badly wound- 

F ed by hawk or other predetor. ‘ Wounds 
show much improvement and signs of... 

: healisgs ‘There are 2 holes im crop. 
membrane which let part of ¢rop coms 
tents through. Bird shows mich better 

: signs of recovery than. previouslys Fur= 
: ther check will be made if possibles: 

i : SB. Varter ip Tulle eos 

Ste eae, 28 3l2* 826.6 grej Clear 0° | J. Roberts} Bird in good comitions - 
: De r srop half e 

Ste 20 2330 80067 Clear 0° | Je Roberts! Bird in good comiition. 
x be Carte rop - ries blunte 

Ste $19 805.35 gre Je Yoberts} Bird in good condition. 
fo Be Cartel rep fp fulle Frimaries blunt. 

Ste 20 320 966 gre oudly de Roberts| Bird in good condition. 

rad cs ee | 

No. Sharptaile Banded zeae plbiscekaae # ees 
Noe Repeats (3 Sharp-tails) -cscscseess 3 - ah ‘ * Repeat-irds Banded Previouslye . 

Total Noe Birds Trapped sseseceoesese 5 3 :



Se ee ee ‘ Rae a Bs ee ee ee 8 : 

_ Specie . rap | S| T.| Re| Sex| Band Noe gh Weather {| Bander |. Remarks _ fs cae tgs os 

re par ge ce eee ree Co oe eer ne Gees ter. eS ee Seen eae 

2 Stes: 28 pels be 512" 2 be ‘Geer 10°] “JeRoberts | Bird in good condition. — <8 

ee emt ot Pee se ede Bee FS SARE ES Laue Crop half full.” a ee 

eet cre 18. Fao | 5 1 Me 43513Be+ | «920.7 gre | Clear so? | akagerte! Bird im ‘pood conditions, — —~ : 

se pee Ge ee ee set oar 3 Ce te eee soe aS: Harter [Crop hal? full». ; oo 

ee 18) FP, | a3s0ene* |. 871.4 gre |” Clear 10 f de Roberts) Bird in good condition.’ 

ct ee iae ae Spas ai i gtee ® Bs . ea ete ; Bel arter Crop fulis , . eB 

Steet: vik bdo bole” * Me VeOe. ds 2008.1 ere | Chear O° | deRoberts | Bird im-good condi tions ‘ ‘ 

mn Ste. 28" | F418 £20 ot ae | Sols eS 4 gre ft Clear: 10° | J. Reberts| Bird ‘in good conditions ES 

3 ee ; rasan : Pee ey een ‘ i Bart | Crop ha Men ce 

et ite See : odlee -.| 437-798 -; 886% |. Clear 15°] J ROborts | Bird in.good conditions Pike 

na ee ee ee 
eS : ae Gop g 2+ 2S Ne Repeats (G@ Sherptails )everceecone 6 Wie aos ce ees 

poe ee (  E hgobed Mea, Birds Trapped Totayere-onss B 7 tee 

a0 5 anes ead ar Me ea Repeat t-Birds Bandea “reviowsly = = a ao 
ee ee: Sees i be ae wo Me emoapes reer es ere es :



= January ce) and Sl, 1939 $ : : Be Niet ey aes 

Spesie | Trap | S.)Tej Rej Sex. | Band No. Weight ~ Weather | Bander | Remarks — oe 
net ta SL tee ee oe ree ae ae 7}... | Bird was caug Wiese before. Oh 

Be Fes P BSaleyey | Clear 86° | B.carter | first catch it had been badly. wound- 
pF ae : : : Sores -» -|deRoberts! ed by a predator. Today wounds are 
oy ; ‘ ie oe baee Beis healed fairly well. Crop is healing 
ee: : go a eer oe! oe : ey end bird is much stronger in flight. 

Bete pate s oe eg SE RS pe BeCarter prtop trap)» py te 
a BBs 28 |.20 oS ST Bae ; ahi Clear 34°} JsHoberts|. Bird in good condition, ‘ ty 
os i ei ‘ x ae ead é b.Cartor. Hounds ond < coming along Fines z 

See ee 28 | 20) : : Clear 34°’ | JeRoberts} Plight. strong. Crop healing nicely. 

ae tes gt gulag 30, IR .. Senvexy 31, 1930 oe 
so “Moe Sharptaile Banded ssccueee0 eS Vos, Sharptails Banded <e+essee Qe 4 ; . 
fee ay Noe Repeats {i Sherptaii),....1 -'93667 °° Nos Repeats: (2 Sharpteiie),.«. 20-177 bed . 

Ps ~~... fotel Nos Birds Trapped Today.1 jose. <3 Motel Wos Birds Trapped Today. 2 | 

ae ee os Cop be i eRepeate Birds: Bended Previously. : 8%



; : ; : E DAILY. RECORD OF BIRDS BRANDED © « 2 

tain on tee Submitted by: lm, H. Schunke 
Bc Site I oe = _. Ass*t. Conservationist — 

Central Wisconsin Game ; : ; 

“ Pe Pebruary 1. and 7, 1959 > : Jae : 

Specie |frap | 8, ;T.| Re} Sex | Hand Now | Weight — | Weether ‘Bender |. Remar ks 

Be ee es a I a, a ; 
es rey ee ote " Be : m : Hi w | B,Cart pr | 3 : ; ‘ : ¥ 

Pheasant} 10 28 }20/3 1° Me ak ; Snow 26° J Roberts| Bird in good condition. : - 

pL bi a ee | 
ECM i 3 Bevarver | Crop: he « Primmries blunt. 

Stee I 2a | 995.4 er. | Clear 20° | J.Roborts| Bird in yood condition. is 
ee Peg fe , BsCarter | trop « Primaries blunt. oy 

Ste We Bs gd Be: 2 LS 5075 BlOeT gr. | Clear 20° | deHoberts| Bird in good conditions: eee 
. | Deve Be: re ss. |2 lie lols | wi soe | | crouay 20° | Je meborte Bird in ool conditions 

i i ; ; ‘ ; | Carter : i : i ee ee eee Jalgnerie| Bisa in good condttt on Bs 
: a ee SS “= B.Carter | Bird is coming along nicely. 

ee aie 2 Foo bo  234lerk bo {| Cloudy 20° | JeRoborts|Flicht it exceptionally strong. 
eR i ee Le BeCarter on eres Cr ica sn ts [ee pols | m | mse |__| caoway 200'| sinonertelpara in good condition 

co. ‘February 1, 1989 a Ge ee ee February 7, 1939 re 
ee ; No. Birds. Sanded sowseeeeecers I (Pheasant) + -» No, Birds Banded eceeeeeeenvcee soak : E « ae 

. Roe Repeats esccneceecevsesene O : Noe Repeats (5 Sharptaile jecwseses8 14 a5 @ 5 5 3 

fotal Now Birds Caught Today seu2 * ce Total Wow Birds Trappea Today...6 364 ae e 

: ; ‘ md # Repeat~ Birds banded Previously : a on 
ae : RS Cee : No. escapes ‘ , ‘ = 
# eo : Bag ; LeBe ='Long Bob Trap. ea va i = j



4 fo ae LD-WI-5 oe Wes as : mes 
pris SS February 8, 1989 | ie ee, : : : 

; ; : ee Se i 34 s BG 5) rop tulle Primaries chun eS 

“ote | seme | rz [ao] 2 | ue | aaagopee| nab? gre | Crean 20°| Jtnoborte Bird tn good conditions 
oe aa eg % me Ss Be er | Crop empty. Primaries bluate 3 

St. = og eae 20 HS [cae haart 4 - 78% 26 Bre | Clear 20°} J.Roberts| Bird in good conditions se 

ay “i mee gt ee ees “of. 2eCarter | Crop half oe Very small hole © 
Ge ties. fA PS 2541 aK* 7086 gre | Clear 20 | JeRobertsl left in left side of crop. All 

epee re beer : base : piv 23° | the rest’of the break in the skin 

as | - “yal Beterter [Crap fully 
Ste 19 Se 1010.5 gr4 Clear 20 '| JeRoberts| Hird in good conditions j 

Res Was : Sree Ee ‘ i ol Bs -arter Crop. full.#rimaries blunt Legs 

Pinnate 19. $23. 1071 gr. | Clear 20 | J.Roberta feathored.Bird in good condition. 

toe ae : ae BUS | demoverte Crop: f « Primaries biunt.s - 

ste |e | eafiol 2 | me | see, | 1020.8 era crear 20% ‘Betartor | Bird in cont condition 
‘ hoe ee Cea Ee grec Fee oe BES hia ks o}. BeCarter | Crop ° maries blunts: 
tc Ste : 8 24 [19 PE a BRD 99166 gre | Clear 20 | JeRoberts Bird in good conditions ; 

7 cs Ses ap ute : oe y # Noe Pinnates Banded Sceseccceeoes i : : : ; ; er tes 

eS Se . : he io KGe: Repetts (4 sharptails jaseaude 4° 1/9369 ths 8 
re % 68 2 = 3 aie i . 

BE BAS Ge at SANE a e aes Res Total No, Birds Trapped Today sseo7? agg st i : 

pe eas aaa ; , aoe cg  WRepeats Birds Handed Previouslye : t : 

iss oe * : PS ee ln ae : oe 

- = t 5 : ty + a x ei é t : ‘



> February 9, 1939. ee 2 ee é eer ae 

Speci te Br ee ee eee eabiaemecmaae fees ‘aa 

ste | 10 | 20 pols | ve | ge | |snam 16° | _sotonerta | Bird tn good conattine 
Bt. 7. | 26 Fo <2 |) 23598%* 796.4 ers |Snow 15° ‘Jehoberts | Bird 4A. good conditions  . Ze 

Ste J 28 420 5 Fe 312% T&7e8 ere {Snow 15 | JeRoberts | Bird in food conditicn.s ” ee 

“ste fe fae tao fs | | oe | [smo 6 | setcberen | Bint am good! omitions 
sue | 2 | 1 loo |s | me | moe [owas | sttaborve | Ard in good conditions 

jee ee os aS 3 : 2 Ro. Sherptaile: Berided Today sarreeeee 6s fesgs A e Ys ; 5 rt a 

ae See ese a | os. Hepes te & mharp\ai)® asnsunt soe & 3 ve <a ae 2 é 

eR ee : ee : Total Now birds trapped Tedevevcesese | ee Bh 2 : : ; 

: ‘ Ss : : “Re eutwHinds Banded Previously. i ca aaa oe Fags 2 Neots 

poo Meee : eae Ho Gedapena ese ee ae ho % a fs ene



: February 16, 1939 : : 

: Location : 7 2 : 

Specie p |S. Te. {Re | Sex Band Nos Weather é Benders ____ Remarks cape . 

: é zs , BeCarter this bird is very much improved since 
St. 234lax*® Cloudy 5°} 681.1 gre| JeRoberts| the last time it was caught.Flight wes 

: stronge oi 
Bb Carter Crop ha f e One broken toe na : 

St. sl2* Cloudy 5°| 779.5 gre| deKoberte | on right foot, center toes 
5 % Ge b Carte rop © 

ste | 2 |aelzo{s | re |assuenes | snow so | 42.2 gro| Jatoberte| tira in good confitions 
2 ; ‘se | Bevarter rop half fulis 

es Ste 18. 309 Snow 5 877.1 grej JeRoberts | Bird in good condition. : 

es , : bevarter rop he i ° : 

Stig 3l0* | Snow 5° | 964.9 grej JeRoberts | Bird in good condition. : 
~ me Soe o 4 Belarter rep e- S ; y 

__ Ste 325 Snow 5 962.8 gre| JeRoberts | Bird im good condition. 

i De er rop tf ° 

St. 2 283095 Snow 10° | 866.4 gr.| JeRoberts| Bird in good condition. 

6 bvarte rop. 2 

S “Stee 18 BS145 Snow 10° | 7877 gre| JeRoberts | Bird in good conditions : 
BEES # Y Carter rop fulle 

st, 1642 Snow 10° }.884.1 gre| JeRoborts | Bird in good condition, : 

; j oo HeCarter rop full. ~ : 

“se | 1 | ulaste | me | sgpgeen | snow 20” | 900.2 gre] Jotoberte | Hire in goed condi tions 
aes i ; ° Be! or rop f « Green on rig S£e 

- Ste 11 0 Snow 10 | 995.3 gre| JeRoberts| Bird in. good condition. _ 
; : cats # Betvarter {| Crop Tulle : 

St. 1 7° S275 ‘Snow 10° | 926.8 gre| deRoberts| Bird in good conditions 
j , | Barter : j 
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. oe oe ee i . - : De Hoe Hopeats (2 Shorptails) ssscssose 2 19 274% NE aE 

Ve ee Total Hoe Finds Trapped folly ovens 8. See



See ey ae | ae Lee | ee ee a 
miata we 

: ; Yellow crest over eyes. young 
Ste: RG 28 : Suav 50°) F. Bowen bird in very zood fleshe 

ste | a [is imle| «| goge | | sno? rs towon 
es eee vt 
ste 1a [is {a fo} wm | nov | eve gr| camey 29° |¥~ nowonl tango yellow crest over eyes. 

: : In excel lent condition ¢ a 
St. 1 21 456723 935 gre | Cloudy 25° |F. Bowon| yellow crest over evyese eo 

fellow creet: over eyes. Very nice —— 
Ste 21 925 gre | Cloudy 25° |F, Bowem| plump bird, feathers bright & oleare 

Slig ving e¢elp. Sird very vigor= 

Ste is.-| 22 [5 6268: 1088 gre | Cloudy 25° |F. Bowen| ous, bright eyes, yellow crest. 

ote | 1 |as far le | a. | anosonen | __| Cnomy 25° | Ps nowom|%o snjuny = 
sp | 2 tie fa je | | asosven| | caowy as” 
oe | « [nu ia te} ue | asgzapen Choway 25° |P. Hower] voliow erest over eyes. 
: : para in excellent condi tion 

2. Ste iL. RG SL 900 gre | Cloudy 25° |F. Rowen|Yellor crest over eyese 
No yellow crest over eyess in 

Ste ii 21 Fe 656057 805 gre | Cloudy 25° |F. Bowenl good flesh. Very quiet while hendlin 
; te oA fellow crest over eyese Very nice 

Ste i 21 le 4551.0. 945 gre; Cloudy 25 {Fs Bowen| quiet bird. In good conditions 

: Jenuary 15, 1939 January 17, 1959 

Noe Sharptails Banded Today sescoss -1 : Noe Sharptails Banded Today ecceceeos 3 

j - Woe Repeats ( 1 Sharp-teil)eceeses 1 (938°9 Hoe Repeats (7 Sharp—taile) ssecocece 7 '937-9 
Total Noe Birds Tracped Todayae 2 Total Noe Birds Trapped Todays.:.-10 

eo: * Repeats ~ birds bended previously



Sree | Po] ae [om [me [moe [ts ee 
dk te YA 

Slight scalpe on wings ard at base o 

Ste 18 RG 32 750 gre Cloudy 32°! Fe Bowen| heek. Young bird,small, excellent 
‘ conditions No yellow crest cver eyes. 

; Slight wing injury. Evideatly in 

St. L 15 }21 43626B** Cloudy 32°} PF. Bowen|trap for several ho rs. 

: ° Slignt wing injury. Evidently in 4 

Ste 18 21. '2 43680B* + Cloudy $2 | F. Bowen} trap for several hourse 

deme sea fog et | 
7 ‘ * No yellow crest over eyes. Bird a 

St. RG 33 805 pre Cloudy 30°} PF. Bowen! excellent condition. : 

se. | 1 | isla le | me | mpage | | chowy 90° | rs dowenito injury : 
cee | 2 | infer fe | wm | asosoner| | caousy 50° | 7. sonen|snsgne wing soalpe 

st. | 1 | asia le | | mgr | | corny 30°] P. owen) Siacht wing soap. 

Sto 4 Pt 13 421° 32 PF. 4356694 &- Cloudy $0° | Fs Bowen|No injury —. 

January 20, 1939 : January 24, 1939. 

No. Sharptails Banded Today ecevecel : No. Shear p-tails Banded Today .ecesees 1 Gm 
Wo. Repeats (Sharptaild).ssc.sveeee2 /977°% Hoe Repeats (Sharptaile) .sccescceses 6 ee : 

Tote] No. Birds Trapped Todey...S Total No. Birds Trapped Todsysasee 7 oy 
6 

; * Repeats - birds banded previously.



nent ng ante tenn cnet a 

Speeie | Trap poets, | Sex | Band Now} Weight Weather Bender Remarks 

genimagang ee a 
ste |e | clali| re | nose | oa gr | snow 20° | v2 toven| to yoliow rest ever qjese 
see_| 1 | islaile| re | noss | ver gre | snow 20° | Fs town| Yo pollen crest ver eyes 
ste fa | ulate| mf mose | roo gn Large yellow ores’ over eyes. 
se |e | aifzal 2] u. | cserore| | snow 20° | Fa nowen| Ho sngu | : 

ecard : * No yellow crest over eyes. oe 

Sts 21 S646 Be 866 gre Snow 20° | Fe. Bowen In excellent condition. : 
on he old woumd on top of head bleeding slight 

Ste 11 _ASS06R* 900 gre Snow 20 F, Bowen| ly. No yellow crest over eyes.Very gad omits 

January 26, 1939 

No. Sharptails Banded Today s.ccccceed : 
No. Repeats (Sharptaila) .seescccceesd - 1737 

, * Repeats .- Birds banded previouslye 
Total No. Birds Trep ped Today essee6 

i. 

‘ ;



damuary 26, 1939 

soveie | trap[ePESPHL | Sex [Bema toc Wetcnt | Ventnor | Tonaer | Senate 
st. | 5 {se |zzj2 | ue |nosr | 900 gre | Ghoudy 26°| ¥. nom |Yelion oreet over eyes. 

: io yellow crest. A young bird in 
St. 21 RG 88 817 gr. | Cloudy 25°] F. Bowen | excellent cond iti one 

st. | x hs|a fe | wu. [rose | ssa gre | cromty 20°| ro nowon | Yellow orost over eyes 
@i,0W crest over one ey@e 

Ste 1 fs 422 471 78 1017' gers | Cloudy 25°| F. Bowen | In excellent condition. g 

st. | 1 hs|m |e | wm |roze | | crowy 25°| re Bowen |e tngurye 
se | a ha bale | um lascume~| 100 gro | ciougy 26°| ¥. nomen [totter oreat over ayess = 
ste | + hater |e | m [asczam~| | crousy 25°] Pe Bowen | | 
ste | «halts | me ppgge |_| caouty 25°] 2 Bowen | 
se. | ba jarfe | um faserose<| | crowiy 256° Fe towon [to snjurien 
Ste | 4 fir f21 12 i, 1RG 40 956 gre | Clear 25° | F. Bowen |Yellow crest over eyes. Good condition. 

VEMURTY “Us [959 ; 

Noe Sharptails Banded Today seccecses4 5 
Nos Repeats (Pharptails esescoseseusO | 127-% % 

327 ee * Repeats-Birds banded previously. 
--fetal No. Birds Tra ped Todayeeld é



Specie Trap oe Re Sex BARE Noe Wei ght Weathor Bander Rewa rks 
SSE TE TE RO LI LE AE RE EE RT I LT EEL LE LSI LE ELE ELLE ELE LE LEAL ELE 

5 January 27, 1939 : 

; é exeelient conc ORs 

St. 2 6 212: wm Rew 958 gre Clear 32° ¥F. Bowen. Yellow orest cver eyes. 
ae ee 3 Yellow creat over eyese 

Ste. 1 ig 2) .2 Me RG 42 956 gr. Cloudy GO Ve Bowen In excellent condition. 
; o ow Crest over eyese ce 

Ste. 1 OSE. SS Ne RG 48 923 _ gre Cloudy, 30° Fe Bowen Im exeellent conditions eis 

: January 31, 1955 : ESSE 

- Ste ‘bw se me 902 gre Clear 35° F. Bowen Yellow crest over cyes. oe 

Ste ee ee le RG 45 850_gre Clear 55° P. Bowen Yellow crest over eyese t 

Ste i 13 2] 2 We Re gee Clear 35° Fe Bowen 

January 27, 1939 Jenvary 31, 1939 

No. Sharptails Banded Today seccesd Hos Sharptails Banded Today ...esse02 
Noe Kepeats (Sharptails) sesecese<0 > Bow Repeats (Sharptails) csccanensecsh ~/ 138-7 

' Potal Birds Trapped fodny.s.cae-3 Total Birds Trapped Today ses-s+sees8 

*Repeats ~- Birds banded previously. 

‘ ees tenn b uals s 

regres (PRO Cee e 
: (9 3¢"4



} 

2 ‘i DAILY RECORD OF BIRDS BANDED 

LD=Wr-6 Submitted by: Was H. Schumke 
Site II ‘ i Ass't. Conservationist. 

: Central Wisconsin “ame Project 
February, 1959 5 

We 
st | «4 {ulalel v | nose fo yellow orest over yee 
st. | 4 [ialale| vr | rcsemer| cos gees | crouey 52° Mo taj 
st. | | alale| uw | sceznex| 100 gro. | crousy 32° Ho sn 

Bend hac & dent made 
Ste Il} 21 n dy F. Bowen| by shot. No injury om birds 

Ss ° : ste | «| nfl a]. | scope | ors gen. | Crouay 52” | ¥ vowom| o1a nul moumd opened up slightly 
; } rge yellow crest over eyege = 

Ste ll RG 47 938 gre. | Cloudy 32° | Fe Bowen | Im execllent condition. 

sta_| 6 | sol 22] 2| ma | ni so | 900 gre. | crougy 86° | 1. towon| tollow creat over sys. 
e No yellow crest over eyes. A young 

Ste 905 gre. | Cloudy 35 FP. Bowen | bird im excellent condition.Plumnage 
3 is light compared with birds caught 
De lazt year, but hac bright well de- 

: g fined markings. 

su | a [asl ate] ma | csorenes 
: 6 ste | 1 | islmle| | roar | 905 gros | coousy 55° | Pa Bowon| saspre injury on bad 

st. | 1 | astmfe| a | 0 30 Couy 35° Slight injury om both wings 
; February 1, 1939 a 

ve * > Noe Sharptails Banded Today ecesseees 4 
: Woe Repeats (Sharpteils ) .s.sscesecees 7 19478 ae * Repeats ~. Birds banded previously 

Total Noe Birds Trapped Today «ceed 260 23 1 Sharpteil escaped from trap today. 

sf : 7



as a i = 

Specie Trap Cire Sex Band Ho. Wei ght | ator | Bander Remarks 

eae be 
st. | 1 [isfale |» | somone | ors ges. | casar 20° | Pe tom 
su | 5 [solezle |» | nose | sor ce. | crear 20° io yollow crest over eyes. 

5 Yellow crest over eyes. 
2) Ste RG 61 919 erse Clear 20° FP, Bowen {Im excelient condition. 

we | 5 |solecte | uw | mage | | cron 20% | 9, nomen s 
DAs : Zs No yellor crest over eyese A 

Ste 780 grse Clear 20 smell bird but im excellent conditix 

wu | 2 [olale| wm | sic | 500 gree | creme 20° |v. Bowen ltolton crest over eyes 
i oe 

; j Young bird, small, in good emditx 
Ste 36} 2212 Pe RG 53 i 753 grss Clear 30° Fe Bowen jNo yellow crest over eyes. 

ee ee a eee ee | 
s. | 2 |elale| w | nose | 1000 | crear so? ellow crest over eyes. 

; February 2, 1939 : : February 3, 1939 

Mow Sharpteile Banded Today sscccssene Bo 5h Now Sharptails Banded Today «esecessses 2 
No. Hopeate (Sharptsila) ...escseesses 5 |}, 4 -{ Mow Roponts (Sharptuils) .1..-+.--s-00 1 128-4 

Total No. Birds Trapped Todsye.e: 6 Total Nos Birds Trapped Today wicasee 4 

é 7 * Repeats + Birds previously barded 
: 3 Birds escaped from trap on February 2. 

1 Bird escaped from trap om February 3.



e e} Re 2 

voruary 5, 1900 Ce 
se | 1 {isjale| mu | gage | megs | cromy 52%. nowen | Ho in 
Mee ries ttm bl 

se | 4 [ulate] mu | ssosmen| | crony 25°] 2. Dower 
st. | 5 |scjeel2| r. | ness | 90,gre.| chovay 26°| 7. Dommal Yollor orest over. oyets 
ss | 5 |ssleele| | gome | | Sromay 20? trite 
so | 5 |soleie| r | page | | cromy 20° Wings snurea | 
stu {| 6 |soleel2| v. | goge | | cronty 26°] Fa nomen) no angery 

ee eee a hess 5 5 No yellow crest over eyes. Bird 
- Ste]. 5B 22 a Bee RG 66 796 prs. Cloudy 26 | Fe Bowen] in excellent condition. 

se | 5 |sefele| v | poms | co gene| crowy 26°| 7. Rowen) Wo injury 
se | 6 {eo leets| uw | oases | | caomay 26°| Ps nowor to injury 

; pene : : é No yellow crest overeyes. feathers 
Ste L 5 RG 57 499 eres Cloudy 25 ovenl seem very loose on all birds. 

st. | 5 |se lela | r.| nose | 976 gree | chouly 25°| P. Somenlto yellow orest over eyees 
sew | 5 |ssfeele| wm | nose | 96 grea | crousy 25°| F. Dowen| Mo inju 
Ste ee tata es ¥. RG'SR. | 803 grse Cloudy 25°, F. Bowen| No yellow crest over eyes. 

February 6, 1939 . , 
No. Sharptails Banded todayesscesceesO i February 7, 1959 continued on next sheet 
Moe Repeats (Sharptails) aceccceeseeelk (129°? ? 

: Total trapped today escessseeues ck * Repeats Uirds~banded previously.



speoten| trap | 8. |f-]Ro| Sex _| mand to | waignt | Yonthor | Dandor_| sie ka | 
eta i Pp at et re ae te a ee a oe ORE e Wing MOMMA Gs MO yellow over 

St. Re 60 816 gree} Cloudy 26°] Fe Bowen| eyes. A young Lire in exeell.e cond. 

st | is | ise jl] » [ma Clougy 25° Mo yellor erest over eyes. 
i : Slight win; injurye Bo yellow eres 

- Ste RG 62 — 776 gres | Cloudy 25° | P. Bowen | over eyes. A young bird. 
‘ : ; op yellow crest over oyese Bird 

St. 5 RG 63 950 gre. | Cloudy 25° | F. Bowen | in good condition. 

se | s | se fofe| | noca | 07 gs. | crow 20° Mo yellow crest over ayes. 
ste | 1 [is ints] v. | nocs | ze gr.| ciomy 26°] r. nowon| to yellow srest over qos. 
se | | as [mje] mu | moze | | crowy 20°] P Dowon| 
Ste 5 mje] me | 4571 Be Cloudy 25° 

Ste is ja |2| me | ne soe Cloudy 250 Dots wine Bleeding 
: Head~wir ge bleedings One very wild 

Ste. x / RG 278 Cloudy 25°] P. Bowen} bird in trap caused both injuries. 

ee | 1 | as jae] um | noce | 057 gre. | chovey 20° lo yellow srect over eyeas 
3 : : : Head end wings injured 

Bte 1 13 43669Be* Cloudy 25°} FP. Bowen | slightly. 

Ste [| 2 | 6 Imig] me | roe7 | 95) gre. | Cloudy 25°] FP. Bowen! Yellow crest over eyeus 5 
BOruer Y . Jou = 

‘Wow Sharptaile Banded Today ...sss0018 y e ibssiia ~ Hivak sea pO ac » - ede > 
Nos. Repeats (Sharptei ls )sececnevenceslS 193s ee " . site 

Total Birds Trapped todeys.ccreed0 a.



apeelee Trap se. TE. | Sex | Band Hos | Weight Weather . Bander e ; Rema rks 

ef as | epee ke | woco | oss gene | ciate 30°] 1, tomen| tition wok gt epee 
met et ils | oe | ok fo eh ee a 
oe fa ld fe | fete act et 

: ; : S i Wings and head injured. 
St. 18 436265%% 1020 gre. j Clear 10°] Fs Bowen}. * 2 

at, fut ial exfe | | cen || cae 10? no | sgt wing inten 
se | a pastas | we | acer Wings and Nond sagured. 

j ee es "Tartan . 

St. 11} 21 Fe RG 69 750 gras F. Bowen} No yellow crest over eyes _ 

se fe fille | ee | aos | 005 seme | snow 20° | 7. Soman tere ving bradvody 
ste |e | tert | ne | spmize| 00 ras | Snow 50° | 2. sowen| to erest over syens 
ate |e | sfetle | we [ina 70 . | s00 geen | snow 26° | rs toven| teoltow erent over yeas 
se | ej elale| | upg | | snow es? | Ps Bement to sno is 

February 8 1932 j 

Now Sharptails banded Today .s....ee-eel ah 3 
Now Repeats (Sharptail ).esceseccecenesd 4 -3 Repeats - birds bended previously. 

Totel No. Birds Trapped Today «.o..7 6 February $5 1939 continued om next sheet



Bede | ee | ee eee | | 
se | 2 | stale | m [nom | 100 gree| snow 26° | matowon | Yottew crest over both ayees 

y aes n excellent condition. 

sts | 2 | olmle | v [nove | ace gree| Grow 25” | Pr towen| so yellor orest owe oes 
ste | 2 | alerts | vr. [noms | nos ure-| snow 26 | 2. towen| No yolior crest over eyese 

om | | olate | w trom | 950 gree] creer 0° | 7. towen | vottow sreey over eyese 
se | 4 [un late | uw [nore | 900 grme| chonr io” | ¥. doven| Yellow erect over eyese 
sve | a tun [ate | u | csonaned | coer 2? | te toren| ws tmgurye | 
¥. ipa fae | fae ft cee se tajueys | 
Ste [no see |__| hear -2° | #. nowon | to tnyurye | Z 
oe fa futale | ve taegoe || cow 2° | Pe town to sages 
ste | a [ute |» [ascosed | etearne® |r. oven | to smgury 
se | « [ulate |v [nore | cao gree] crenr 2° | ra one | to potion crest over gees 
ote | farfen fe | me [naz | roan gone] cies -2% | Ps Bowen | Yor ten orest over both eyene 
ste | 4 | ule | m [nor | 904 gron| ctosr -2° | Ps Bowon| Yoliow rest over ayers 

Februsry 9, 1939 
No. Sharptails Bendec Today se..sseaee 5 { ; : 

: Woe Repeats (Sharptails).«ssesesessses 5 TH = #Repeats - Birds previously bandeds 

: . — rapped Today ecscsaes 8 3 February 10, 1939 continued on next sheets 
c eseape ; :



re ee ee Le Oe en ee EE seceen ean anianatiaiplinciiatiiansts 

se. | 4 [atfarfe | a [nom | ous greu| come -0° |. nowon| Ho yolto crest ever oyese 
st. | 2 | elle | m [noo | — of gov. | casar 5° |, oven] Totiow crest over epone 
ae | 2 | slate | wm legge | | crear -s |r. nomen] to ing 
su | 2 | elle | we [age | | caser 5% |r, nowen| to tmp , : 
ste | 2 | einie | me noo |_| chenr -80 |v. nowon| to snsur a | 
ste | 2 | clale | mw |rom Yellow svest over eyese 

| chruary 18,1989 | SS ee : : 
_ Sts ae Wi { 2 f2 1° Fe PRG 88 885 gers. No yellow crest over eyess 

| a [fate | we [no 0 Mo injery 
ot. | a fulafe |r | sseooneal Heed injury nealSay_ upe 
ce | « [ulate] s [roam | | capeay 20%r. owen! to sng 
st. | « [ulate | m lapze | | comay s0°r. towen| Mient wine injuree 
se | « |ulale| m [ascsrnes| | crovgy 20°} rs toven| to injury 3 
oe | 2 | elle | ue | apogee cr Yellen gront over opts, : 
te] 2 felale | wm toga | Cloudy 56°| 7. Bowen! Ho tnju 
ste | 2 | elmle | m {nom | ro eo.| crovdy 50° 7% Soven| Tolton erent over cess 

Februsry 10, 1959 : February 15, 1939 
No. Sharptails bended today evcccse+6 8 pated 3 Hoe. Sher ptetie pended AVeseveuses 2 Naa ne 

Noe Repeats (Sharptails )ecssessseesee 9 ga Now Repeats (Sharpteils ).vecccoessee 7 38-4 

Totel Nos Birds Trapped Todeys...16 “5s Fotal Wo. Birds Trapped Todtyee. 9 Leo 
1 escape ? 

s #Birds previously banded. ;



sca tion ‘ 

spoote | trap] Sef te] Be] Sex| pana Nor | Notgnt | voator | fonder | ___nemarts 
Pie ee ee a 

ote | 6 | slate] we | mos | | caoar see 
se | 5 | wlele| w | mye | | mre 
se. | 5 | solale| we | pogo | | coarse” 
se | s | sojele| m | nome | | corso” = S 
se. | 6 | selele| v | eg | | crear sz |. nomen | | 
see {5 | solzele | v. | nog | | chor sc? | m bowen | siighe wing injury 

be es ow crest over eyes. 

Ste RG 84 948 ers. | Clear 35° F, powen | Sird in excellent condition. 

ste [ulate | vr | omen | | cieer a6? | P, towen | | 
ste | « |ulmle| w | woe | | comes’ | town | - 
se [ss [ulale| wu | moa | | crear set | p. bowen, 

. On dead unbanded bird in rap 

st. 2 Me RG 7l* Cloudy 28°] FP. Rowen | had bled very freely. Nearly all 
Bee feathers on under part of bird were 

3 pulled offs All signs indicate 
@ weasel did the killing, but the 
crust on snow is hard to do eny 

tracking. 

February 14, 1939 
ito, Biarytalis Bade Gey wens kg 
No. Repeats (Sharptails) ..+-.seesl0 aes y ™ Repeats — Birds banded previously 

Cnr Mortality -: weaved 

Total No. Birds Trappeds--ereell om



sroote | trp] se [ta jna| sex | mein woo | oigre | woatnor | mentor | Boose 
oo acme apie ee , 

ote | a lisiate | m |rooe | 045 gran [erser oe |v. Bowen [rotten orest orer grt 
ste pea ieee | titer fons | tne] 

st. | a [asferfe | me [mpage | 2005 gree 
ste | tis|ate | me [no zoe | 998 gree [orsar 5? | Pe nomen | 
Ste ey beeliniacl uc lero |} isk 1 2, wows fue wounds scabbed ‘rie sede ae 

Ste | erp ia jet dene 1016 ¢ ° Heiwar, 6° |< Soka jena wounds. seabbed ‘ioe’ ae hind “ed 

|i tisfab | we [asesose~ | [eroar s@ | >. sowon lone wounds sontved over anf nealing 
st. |i [rstate | wm [essesem | lease 02 | >. nomom lone wounds sostind ovar at hosing” 
st. {a {islaje |» lesooone | [crear 6° | ¥. toven Jona wosnas opmed. : 
st [a [uta le | we [ness | ous gree [casas s° | ns sowen frolion crest. oner ayers | 
su |e [ulate |r [asconme~ | [rene s° | nomen | 
ste | 4 |ujale | x esos | [enews |r. tomn_ 
ste fs tulm|e | we [rome | foam 6? |r. nowwn | 
se ts [ujaje | me lee | feamwe oe | 7 town | 

Continued on next. sheete :



oon tion 
Species | pj Sej Tey R B - Band Nos Weight Weather Bander Remarks 

a eee eee ee ee 
° ste | 4 intel] x | age | | caer? | re pew 

ate | a dul lel or | pga | fencer 6? | Fe nore 
ste |< |ulmle| v | meg | | crave? | Pe towel 
sta} 2 |elmle| | moor | 0s grea} clear 0% | rs Bowen 
st. | 2 |elalel mu | moc | | ctonro® | Fe bewen : 
st. | 2 |oelele| wm | rome | | creer c® | Ps novon| _siigutly injured wings 

: p : : 3 o yellow crest over cyeSe 
St. RG 88 821 grse| Clear 0 F. Bowen} In very good condition, 

fA petiey tng pom SP et 
re ee ee ee ee ee 
a Viletil et one 1 tel ae 

st {2 [elaje| | move | are gren| snow 50° | Fa Bowenl Yellow crost over gese 
ae. |e |éimje| m | noose |__| snow 30° | F< tomeal O14 wound on beet bleeding. 
nes February 15, 1939 Fobrwry 16, 1939 

No. Sharptails banded today..sscsecess @ 2255 - fo. Sharptails banded today seacecssee 1 s 
193. 7-% 1937-007! 

Noe Repeats (Sharptails )eseccseeeeeesel? 36-9 = No. Repeats (Sharptails) seccccesceces 3 36-4 i. 

; 1 5 oS 
Total Noe Bkapped Today saccoseceetl . 1 Total ‘No. Trapped Today sesecscons 4 J ; 

* Repeats - Birds Previously Banded. *



; ; -* ‘Pebruary 17, 1939 : 

ie eiciee Na ied etal kn) Be ee nn Rem 
ect ie eee | lee eee 

ste oa eB fee ee | 
st. pe Me te fests hace ey ee | | 

se. | 1 islets | mw [as sm | Clear 5° | : 
et. | a {asi |e | m [sores] | crear so? | 

one] Pe (stn ton tte MOTE, Pay ee ee BY 
ste | a {asin |e |r. [nooo | 700 gros| ciosr 6° | Fy Bowen | to yollew reat over even 
se | a [ulate jr [rose | = 
se | a ulate | me [moms | : 

a ee a es ee ee | | 
se | ¢ {ujmle |r. from | sas gres| crear ss? | ¥ poms | 
ote |e futfer fe | me faosee | | treme st | vs nore 7 

: Continued on next sheet ; ; ‘



syeste | trop | se [ts faa] sox | mmnoe| noigre | mnsrer _[rontor | nemeka 

ste | a [alae | | ssocsnes| po k 
ste | is dajale | me | roar | | cane a? |r teen _ : 
St. bose Paria 1 eee 861 pre. : eianbes tow fags das Llow orest over eyese 

ct a ih cla te la Sse | ST mea [ite 
se fe | ele le | | ascoten| | crear se? cS 
Sts beh Eb lars Me RG 67 Clear 32° Pre Be . 

February 17, 1989 es : 
Noe Sharptails banded today eeraseses 2 ae. 5 , ; 

: No.Repeats Char gtekia) seweseseeseecnd eS i. * Birds previously banded. i : “S 

Total Ho. ‘Trapped Today. «-sseeee26 2 aa 5 : a



February 21, 1939 __ 

‘sponte [trap | oe]te [te] Sex | sama no | Wipe | wontner | Banter _ Specie p 8S.) Ts] Re Band Noe E Bender Remarks 

ow [a [ulate |» | aoe crear 28° | Fs Bowen| Ho yellow orest over eyes. 
se fa [ulate |r| nocm |_| exonr 26? | Pe Soren) to sngury 

TT : se [a |ufale| we |noge | | crear 20? | Ps towen| no sng 
; 7 : 

se fe | ulate | we | assamer®| | caer co? | F, nomen) mo sngur 
st. fe | ufale| m | nose | | crear 260 | m. nowon| no injury 
st. |e |ulale| vr | nome | | cosas zo? | Bowon| no ingu 
se | «| fale | me | moar | | enone 20° | 2 owen] mo Sngury 
st. [a | nfale| re | oc | | Greer ss” | 9 noven| Mo injury 
ste [4 | ferle | me | nom | | coerce | Bowen! to snjur | 
ste |e | leale | we | nog | sas gree | crow 20° | v2 now| Wings tmjured 

Yellow crest over eyete 

St. 2 LS 722u f Fe Bowen | Bird in exce) lent condition. 

se 1a [asjmie| ue | nose | | caonr 26° | _P bowen) (Ono sncape frou this trap) 
Be ; Noe Sharptails Banded Today eeveseenel - 

No. Repeats (Sharptail) sececsessesell (Gere to 
. ste4 - DT 

fotal Now Trepped TOGRY cevecesveseslZ tt 

*Repéats- Birds Banded previously. soars 
1 escapes ; ;



Pe tan : het 

en es — Location | = oe an 2 ¢ oe oo 
Species pj Sei. [Re | Sex| Bend Hos | Meight | Heather | Bander | Rernri ie 9 ee 
BERS os ee ~ Rebruary. 2 Tae te - ee ea ae " si 8 - _ 7 : me 

| Bike 6 [21 |e 4 Me FRO 414 "950 grse:| Clear 10° |°F. Bowen fe ae 

“se | a |e tale | [nor | | choae 10°l torent ro spay 
ys Teas ay Very bad head wound pa tiy healed. 

Sts 2 RG 85* © - Clear 10°] Fo Bowen} fhis bird was hurt outside of the. 
ie TBS : : k ees trap sometime after it was banded. 

Bt 2 | oe fale | ws | RG 718 Clear 10°| ¥. Bowen} Head injured 

te [se | slate fu | wor | ial Sokol weak 

sfx | sin|e | | no sce | | cawar 20°] 7. omen to snJur 

“oe | a | asta fe | | doesones| | case 20°| va bomen) to sngury 
“oe fo | iste fe [us | ecocsme~ | | crear 26°] x oven] ito sagury | 
“ge | | aslante |r. | ssocone. Clear 209| Ye Boven| No sajury ee 
ef [asta | | name | | coearce®| Pe nomen to snare 
soe | a [slate [| no soe | 2 | ence 20°l Pe some] no snjur : | 
ae 2 oes coe hv) Sebyury 286 Tae cate 5 

ee “Mos Sharpteils Banded Toidy.teoswe 0 He 
le Tee “Hos Repeats (Sharptails jecereveceeee 5 79 P74 

-  $oteal Noe Birds Wrapped Today Lee. 5 Lae 
aes : *Repeats-Birds Hended Previouslys . : 3 

f . a February 24, 1959 continued on text sheets . ~ a



Mt Lee TRESS 5 =e 

sp [a [infer je | um [asommes| | crear 20| Ps town 
ste fo far |o fe | uw fear | |i ctor 20°] % mown | . 
te fs {itmte fm frou | | creer 2e®| re porn | : 

ss [a [atinte | we [nose f | coeur 20°] r. owon_| | ae 

ste pee bpp ne cana eS 
ast. | out te | uw [re oe | | le 
Sore fa tufts | om age | | caer ee? | re nomen 

ote fa farfarle [om [roe | «| creer 20°] 2. somon _| : : 
“oe {is [ulaje |e. [aoe | | cheer 20°] v, nomem | 
se [is [ulaje | x |asodren| 5 | caear 20°] Pe noven_| 3 
se [a [nfate | w [ascrenee| | troer 20°} rs tonom | % a. 
sot. [a [ufarfe |. | asoosmed] | cious 20°] or. Bowen | 
vse [is [ulated mn [roe | = | crew 20°] P. newen_| us 

se | a [uteje | wu face [| | creer 20] #. sowon | 
wt. [is fuilmts | re [nome | | esas 260 | Pe nowen_| os 

. a : satis a nent ins ti ere =i)



‘Specie p | Sef Ta | Re | Sex | Band Nos - . Wei ght » Weather |< Bender 7] Remarks i (ees 

A Se ees PO eee ee 
se | 2 folate | m [room | | cr 0? Re 

2 re hte ae Tee as oe Sa So ous a ea Ce ee 
oa. x a : My, ? Noe Sharptails Handed Today asassessveel eas ie ¥ age ers ‘ - ay oe 

ee mae : tg Hoe Repeats (Sharptaiie).. Wie edn cies seeeG Pe lf 5 me . q on Pe cuneeete eee ee 

st oe : * flepeate-Biris Previously Banded ae a en 
mek ; 1 esoape from trap #2. | ee a er.



: es oS PALLY. RECORD OF BIRDS BANDED = 2 soe 

eS ee eee 3 hess Conservationist. . 
 Comtral, Wisconsin Came Project. ees = 

Merle ele ck ae ee ee 

ste fa | ul als | a | mes | roo gm | croarss® | 7. powen | soattors Tome Mite 

a te fatete teem ae been ame 
Sie oe | ae ee ee pelea ocd ae ee eee 
we |s | ulate | x | asoummer| caver |__| re sown | gotige oxsate



y oat ion. : ES 2 salts : i ; i i ; 

CARS yee pees eg S ‘ ot ail feather has repiace 

St. 4 12 486108 #+* Clear $4%}. FE Bowen | the one removede - 

Se a GMT AN 4 eS a Bird had ‘wet feathers but was 

4 Ste 11 | 21 RG 44" Cleer 34°  F. Bowon | able to fly» ' 

ee : : ; a i Feathers wet but able to flys. 

*) St. li RG 90* Clear 34 PF. Bowen _ 

st. | «| mfate |. mo [moa | | comme uh] pe newen | es 
Som | 4 | n| mle] me [esr meet | caer a” je 

su | 2 | asf mle | wm | ssovanes | oss irae | chew 24° Ee ae 

oe f 1 {asf fede [ac am | ote gee 2] cee se] pe Bowen | 
‘Ste 2} ¥. | 43669 Bee] 764 gre | Clear 34° 1. Fa Bowen oe 

ee Go. Piste Banded Coday -¢icluccacpew 8: - : 
ta aS ae | Won Ropents (Sharpteils)e-sosessee2l  (147°5 2 tL 

i eo oy ~ Pheasants Trapped Bee ee cece were eee 2 ; ade 

Se ees ee + Yotel Nos Dirds Prepped «.e-ce0e.0008 = 

eg! ts ‘ as *kepeats - Birds Banded Previously. :



oo - oe oe on . ae : 3 2 : speote [trap | 8. [2s | Bo | Sox | pant non | vetghe | toatnor | punter | _emrke 
Ste EE TAT cages OE ae See T5 oo appaeereeaee Se re Ee en mene ar eee Eee eee ee See ee ee aoe See ky Re ea Te eR ee eae 

sti | osfat’s {| noore | om oe. | creo se? Feathers wet but cole Aye 
foe fx | islet a |u| ssoraiew | [+ eiac so | ms tonon’| Poutnem wot bt could flys 
se [a faslale | x [rere | |. ct as ee Paethis poh tie opie “Ape 
ees 5 : yo : Seekers wing injured snc new ta. eather 

ee Ste fo) 134 21. ASBSORFK 952 “exrdse |. ClEC 39° P. Bowen grows. Wet but could flys 

efi | lots | | me | | cra cose Posters wot. but epulé flys 
ste fa | asfata | re | nee || tre to] me nomen | ronttors wot tut. could rye 

a ie a ee eee feathers wet but could fly. 
2 tees a eld ead RO 77s 977 “ers. ¥, Rowan b Texthers wet. - geet 

Ste Pe alee 43621 Be | 1012 gers. fe Bowen Brokon wings Feathers wete 

seta | ulate | we | neo | 00 oe. | Restivers mts 
cad ney : * : x ; : gathers wete 

i Be & 4k 7 Ok: Pe 456065%%* 863> gree. F..Bowen {| -Imjury from last year healede 

oes [ulate |) mee | cto ee] | pew | ee 
eee ds fader] 2 |e | gigs | aegis | te ee 

pte |e | shade) a | neore | soe ema] comer 'eo? | pine 
Pl ko Medd ae | ret oe el ee en ou 

pee ge e SP e ee Total? March 12, 1959 Mies 
a, a ees ¢ : Now Birds Yauded Today enesensoon 9 sae SE E 

caeene sabe Nos Repeats (Phaptails je-seceseeekd 1439-6 co ; : ; 

ee ‘ "Metal No. Birds Trapped sssesenecll eS eee 
Rare aes Wa : : ee st i ive 

Mee ees : : : *Repeats - Birds Banded Previously. : hes a :



see Pf asta de | |” csesomes | = 2 | cnenty 90% | a omen_| git 

Bet lade ee dee ee 
Metal te hw | seb. pee ee 
7 Pe es ee ee ee ea eee eee ee 

ar ee Fe yee es ne ge  Mareh woe Sg0e4 <= 

; pee m : ‘ os "es No. Birde Banded Today sicss0s00000 0°, ae 3 : 
S ee é Noe Repeats @harpteile)eosvesren 9 aa a Z 

Se eee tae _ || Mobel Wo, Birds Trapped Totay 2009 2 ec 

; : ee : ‘ ! a ie & ; sliepints - Binds Previously Handed : sie j



ocat ion =e ot > — 

re a ee basa 
mre ° 939 2 % x > eae i 

OR ca brie et ee eee | 
“su 1a [asfale | m | no 20 way a ae 

st. | 1 |isfale |r | asosones Glouly SF Rites | ihe , 
Terese ee See ee , 

ate | a tafe le | oe Pao me | | cxeay te” BS ere 
ost | 2 | elnie| x | moor | | crouty 36° te 
ste} 2 [eles | we tome | | eteady 0? Lene eae een 
as. | 5 [ulale| om | nose | seo gee |. choy 36° : 
se }s [ufale | we | ne gee | oct gre. | chomy 36° ae ; 

: r : : 2 Ey i peso OD 2, e ie se | s julaje | x) sorer| | chouay 8 | 
a ‘March 14, 1939 oe 

: Woe Birds Banded Today scese+es 1 eS 
Hos Repeats: (Sharptaile)e-.cos. 9 | 2? ao 

tea . , oe otc} 4 : 

: Total Hos Birds Trapped ees.se+10 4 SS 

_  *Repests - Birds banded previously. — : See :



i 5. Mareh 15, 1939 : of < 7. a 
SS oon on ee oS a 
Spectel Prep) 5-7. Be Band Bos pt dk nes 1 Bender | is 

ae ft sl te] eb nest | gon grm | ewe | Epo 
ae Loe tele fk Po sores] Go| ste ot |e nome 

mie hss [ate beh eerie) TP ee ed ee 
[Sia Ak ee eee eee Se eae = : " ers : oe = vue to poor condition of the 
Je be BO ae ek s56aA7 804 grse Snow 26° Fs Bowen| feathers mo tail feather was 

ose fs [ulate | vo] mine | repre, | sume 20° |e, tone ae 

ha bets [oe ee ee” Bee ee 

bags ee a Mon Bigda Santos Today. devnuc<s % Be ce elena - : 
ee : : La ee No. Repeats (Sharptails )essoove Jo: 1 3I12€ : ar rae A NS ge nee 

ig ‘ es 53 Total Nos Birds Trapped sece.se 8 5 . ee ae 

eee _ )“eepeats = Birds Banded Previously. res ee ee



Y ee ee 
43 i: 

= wee 

ee oa | 
es o 

- ieee 

ete



; 1939 ; é r : ae, Pe ae 

is Banding Report, igséeligsal - Pinnated Grouse - Erederick and Frances Hamerstrom ere 
= Col.Band Amt. Length - ‘Fullness Strip. Re- a 

i and No. Color Ne. Sta Pate Trap Sex Height yel. pinnas fail of crop SGap. 0: Remarks in 
<< B356 A 19. la wit 1080.3 > 

2357 =  &  3ftS la M1008.1 Much . me at Poynette 2/11- 
gee: 16/39 - a 

2358 ‘A 1/19 Ae -M 1076.1 Much B*BBBe x 
2 (A. 3/20; 2. 2 a Bone About 3/4" F 

oe 4 Ue 2° Oe wir Much mm - 
ee ZIG. A 1/26 4%  F 916.7 None About 13" F x 

2362 A et & #F 896.1 None Short F %  Poynette. Held for ex- 
‘ hibition. Died... : 

2363 A 06 1/27 2 ¥ © 967.0 None Short F. oe 
2564 A 2/3 lb F 954.0 Little i1" F : fens | 
2 pice A. 2/1: a> MM 992.7 Mea. © 23" BO a 

; See Sharpteil list. gf : ; : 
2367 B 2/1 6 ¥. 865.8 Bone +1" F hems . eee at 

; April &. 
2368 BA ~ F.. 903.3. one: +2" F a Poynette. Released at 

B March 23. ; 
2369 B  e2l. 8 FF 882.5 Hone 131" F a oe at 

; _wpril &. . 
e370 B21 6 F (972.2 Wone +13" ¥ eee Set at 

April 7- 
2371 B 2/1. 8 F. 812.0 Kone vy Poynetts. Released at 

; B March 23. . 
2372 A 2/22  M We Much = Long Male : Poynette. Hela for 

‘ exhibition. 
2373 A 2/2. %  & 1107.0 BB Poynette. Killed for 

. examination 3/16/39. 
2374 A 2/3 Sa M 1043-4. moh Shem Mm Poynette. Held for 

ts : exhibition. —— _ 
2375 A 2/3 Sa «6 F  (956.35 Little 59m PF Poynette. Held for 

exhibition. 
2376 A 2/3 2 Mw 1079.8 Much 75m = Died at Poynette 3/18/39 
2377 A 2/3 2 FF 882.6 None. 39mm F Poynette. Released at 

*fypical female center tail. Less plainly barred toward outer sides. ;



1959 
Pinnated Grouse ~Be ltl 

Col. Band —_ Length Fullness Strip. Re- 

Bt Ho: _Cokor Ho. Ste: ote tian Sn Tees tyne Fa of crop Sep. peat pm earereee a 13 we eee mee Poynette 3/22/39 
2379 A 2f 2 Ww ng Med. + 3-3/4" me Died at Poynette 3/23/39 
2360 A 2fh s mu 1274.4 much + 3" Male 
2361 B 2/2 F 621.4 Trace + P 
2382 A 2/ M 1052.5 Much 76mm. 3B 
oe A 2/6 M 1000.7 Much 77 mm. Male 

© 2/9 %& PF 928.3 Hone 50m. F Released at F Feb. 11. 
238 B 2/10 2 M4 1002.3 Trace 65 mm. MM ‘ Released at ¥ Feb. 11. 
3380 ¢ 2/10 % ¥F 864.2 Hone am. ¥F Released at F Feb. 11. 
2387 B 2/15 2 ¥F 891.6 Trace + if F 
2388 B 2/15 2 F 888.4 Trace + 13" F nana te. Released March 23 

% 3. 
2389 B 2/15 2 F 912.4 Trace 21" All feathers gone. " 
2390 © 2/15 Sa M 1088.9 Little :3* uM Pied in transit from Poy- 

9a3.t Medinw 23” Senet teks ot a M aeciie he 028 
Zan c ws S$ April 13 at E. Had lost 

left outside toe, old 
: injury. 

2392 © 2/15 2 #F Bhh.7 Mone +1)" F regent i. Released Apr. 
t H. 

2393 ¢ 2/15 2 WW 1090.0 Much +33" Mont mise ae transit from 

sent See a. 
2394 ¢ 2/15 2 w 974.9 Much - Mea Pied at Poynette 3/18-23/39. 
2395 © 2/15 2 F 895.7 Littie+ ¥ marae. Released Apr.13 

2396 C 2/15 2 F 688.0 Trace +1* F Dapasthe. Rehenset dgn.35 
at G. 

2397 D 2/15 1» 4M 1043.2 Much « 38 4BBM Poynette. Released Apr. 7 
at G. 

2398 D 2/15 Sa F 614.5 Hone 55 m. F x 
2999 B 2/15 Sa 1040.0 mech 81 mm. B*BRB 

D 2/15 Sa F 928.8 Trace 42mm. F



: 193 

Pinnated Grouse -3- ents 

Col .Band Aunt. heagth Fullness Strip. Re- 

621020 B 2/17 & ¥F 799.7 Trace 50 am. ALL but 2 outer tail 
feathers gone. 

pape og B 2afi17 6 ¥F 90%.8 Trace 46m. F 
621: D 2/17 Sa ¥F 652.7 trace 46m. F x 
= Dp 2/17 I» F 951.8 Mone mm. ¥F x 
621 Ss a 6S lt -8 Wuch 3: 3g" MM ) Weights not representa- 
621076 B 3/8 6 @# -6 Much + ) tive. Birds had been 
621086 B 3/6 6& w 869.0 Much + Mb ) 4m treps at least 2, 

& porhaps 3} days. 
621096 SB 3/9 Se F 614.1 Bone ae m. F 
621106 B 3/9 Se M 964.9 Much ma. (Seo Remarks) Right central barred. Left 

cent. had been lost. New 
feather about 1/3 grown 
shows some mottling, less 
marked. Next each side 

1 mottled. 
62111¢ ¢ 3/9 2 MM 1103.5 Much 83 um. BB 
62112¢ B 3/10 6 ¥ 1112.0 much 73 um. Mit 
= B 3/10 & XM 2132.6 Much 85 um. MUBB 
6211! B 3/10 6 ¥F 877.0 Hone 4 mm. F 
ona B 3/10 & F 831.8 Hone 47 mm. F 
6211) B 3/10 8 MM 1017.0 Much 78 mm. BB Air sacs spongy and yellow. 
62117¢ D 3/12 Se M 1108.3 Much 7 mm. MMMM 
621186 B 3/13 & *¥F 872.3 Trace +124 F 
62119¢ B 3/13 & ¥F 854.3 Trace 11-3/4" F ALl_but-2-teti-fextirers— 

621200 D 3/13 Sa ¥F 850.7 Trace 39 mm. F - ~ 2 tail feathers 

62121¢ P 3/16 2 F 666.2 Trace 43mm. F 

“ie A a I =



: Shs ie : s ; : N Oo 1940 : 
bs _ S Pinnated Orouse ee ae si { 1ss=40 

«Gol. Band — oy Mant. Length ness of Strip. Re- A : 
Band No. Col 9: Sta. Dat, ap Sex Weight yel. . pinnae Tail crop Scap. pes enarks a 

: 
foe Rea (360 2/29/40 liv M 1039.8 Wed. GQum BB Trace «6 Fnir ~=—((“st(ié‘i eicwoon neck... = 

- 62x Red 37 BM  2/29/40 lle w Med. RE as Yair... Neck yellow. 
ue Rea % ® 2/29/40 16 uM 1096.4 Much Jims BB 1/2. Poor Beck 1/2 yellow. 

: Green 69. 2/29/80 4% OM (1082.8 Med. foun ar 2/33 Pair 25¢ spot yellow on neck. 
eet OR ae nas Sgene a ts Released at L 12 hrs. 

ae eae ie ce ea: a later. Wang 

> BOl27@”— Green 72 = 2/29/40 Sa M 107i. Wed. 6Gumn Mit frece Hone No yellow on neck. 
As ae a < Pete Ts * 2 "Released at 1 12 hrs. 

Gt ae ae ees 1038.2, erep emty- 
| 62t2g0 Green Jz Lb 2/ag/4O Sa. M-2125.2 Much 9 7Oma ~~ uM 2/3 Hone Neck yellow. Released | 
eh ore oe iy ae ; Be ts at L 12 hrs. lster 

Beats res oa Mar. 1. Wt, 2093.0, 

oh ‘621096 = Red 2 Mo BifsO 10M 1031.2 Med. 73mm «= ML Ss eae ~~ None’ ‘Ro yellow on neck. © 
: 621300 ss Red oN. 3/1/40. 10 F. B79.1 Trace Jom Trace Hone z ‘ feo ie 
 $2u31G . Red 76 3/1/40 «FP . 793.2 Trace 3am =F Prace § Hone ee



BL o a  &! < e 3 3 % = + 

Pinnated Grouse. = 3 xs: ; 1952-1939 

Col. Band ¢ Ant. Length Fullness Strip. Re- : 
Band No. Color No. Sta. Dat< rap Sex Woigh a pinnee of crop Gap. pea aries ‘ . 6213; aa D 3/16 Sa. 8 49.7 Trace Omm. - : 

6213 D 3/16 2 PF 830.0 race 1° Fr . 
621 D 3/16 2 . FP 790.8 Trace F : 
em 8 3/16 3 OF (866.0 Brace +1" a i 
6213 GC 3/17 2  ¥- 651.3 None £12" P 
62137¢ B aus 4h OF - 8S, 3 Trace 40 mm. PF 
62138¢ 6 46 9 MM 994. 7% ma. ME ‘ Seught on booming ground. 
see oH RAS 9  w 1084y BBBEN Caught on booming ground: 621 H 4/s 9 6M 1120.4 Mu Ceught on booming ground. 
62141C See Sharptail list. ee ; Saye 8 Se 6e1k2¢ x ae 9 M 1080.3 . +3-3/4"" "an é ; “s 621436 T20n, 6/6 9 MK 1013.6 much 43-3/4" Lest most of tail; et 

ce R32, least 1 mottled feather. : Sec.21 ; : Gought oz booming ground. 
SE of ee : ae sy ;



: Col. Band . te Ant. Length ness of Strip. Re- ; 
: and No. ola Sta. Date rap Sex Weigh al. pinnae Tail ec Scap. peat enarks . 

6214) ue 20. 1/30 957-6 trace +1 
62i45c «Blue 270 OT si/FL OH O10425 mch owe Paani : 
62146G «= Blue 28 46 J «/3L 10M 006.7 mech. +32"  MBBM 
62147o Blue 39... «J 2/1 yh oF: 796.5 none +1" P one Xx eu oF eoeraiad 2/5. 

62iksc. = «Blue 360« Ts Bf «10M s«(1072.0 mch 76mm B*BBB* Nene & . Poynette 2/5. Wt. 988.5% 
G2i49¢ =: Blue 3 J fF 10 MW 1153.9 med. 79mm Mit : None x Poynette 2/5. Wt. 1087.67 
621500 - Blue g .2/1 10 F. 980.1 trace +1" Ps empty x . 

: 621516 «Blue 35 «5 . 2/1 10° M 996.0 mch +3% Ma None xX Very thin. a 
621526 = Blue 3 J. 2/1 10° Mo 1182.2 trace +3" MX “Hone Xx One tail feather lost. 
oe K. 2/2 & M 994.0 med. 80m MBB Poynette** = < 

* 621 R ef2 8 FP 831.7 trace 43mm ¥ é Poynette** 
eoizee x af2 6M e much a MA Poynette** 

oo ee re eC ae 8 F 906.6 trace ae ‘Poynette** 
621576 ee ee & M 1065.) much 73mm MBBM : Poynette** : 
62158¢ PO. ens Bee 4% M°1123.8 much 79mm MBB empty None. - » Poynette.*. 
a J 2% 10 ¥F . $89.2 trace 36mm FF empty Bone Peels thin. Poynette** 
621 o .. 2/4 10 -F 842.2 trace 35m =F ° : full None '- Poynette** ‘ 
621616 Kk 2fh “Se. M 1073.1 mch 62m Mi . empty None Poynette** : 
621620 a. 2/5 7 ¥ 953-0 none 36mm =F one Poynette™ - Fos 
—— z 2/5 7 & a ag med. 62mm MME Poynette’* . 

621 J 2/5 h ow 1049.4 med. T7m MM None Poynette* ee. 
bg “SF  Bfs 7 ¥F 812.8 trace 42m fF thin Died 2/27/40. Poynette 
622: a Feo B55 320 Fe: ae none 2 F thin Poynette’* 
62167¢ «Blue 310 S/T 6 F 836.4 none ¥ trace. none . Held for Poynette; released — 

om 2/é at J. Wt. 24 brs.after 
capture 799.7. Slightly 

f é stalped, flew poorly on 

2/9, 2/10, 2/12 (wt. 954-1). 
: ; : saree = 2/12. 

G216ésc = «Blue 300 FBT 7 M 1085.5 med. 77m. Pam 1/3 none Hela for Poynette; released 
2/8 at J. ae hrs. after. 

‘ ture ie 
¥]o Madison for endocrine experiment; killed in pen by dog April 19, 1940. 

: **Kept by Conservation Department. 

~~ ,



Pinnated Grouse -2- yas-1940 

Col .Band Amt. Length ness of Strip. Re- 
and Ho. Col a. Sta Dat tap Sex Weigh ol. pinns sil roy Cap. peat Remarks : 5 ; 

fae 5 ta Te a - ae : i; : net med. 790 aS Nome . Spe 5 injured; fiew 
: j ; poorly on release. 

: : : © Pracked to roost 2/9, 
hee flushed, flew well. . z 

62r7oe. Blue 33 «5 - B/9 TF OCBNT.6 None) = 33mm K (Weld for Poynette, : 
; q ! 5 Peleased 2/10 at J. wt. 

G2ljic «= Blue OCS 2/9 4% 1007.2 Med. Simm MM - Mone Held for Poynette, re- 
Leased 2/10 at J. ¥t. 

oe cee a E ; oe after capture 

621720. Blue 32 5 2/10 7 ¥ 818-9 None fom F Good X - Held for Poynette, re- 
: : ac Leased 2/10 PM at J. 

621730 # .2fll 4% ¥ 794.8 trace ‘5mm PF None Hela for Poynette, de- 
Ks : 10-0. Livered 2/12.°* 
eye ome MOS aft) 4 eR wed. lms 1B ~~ None : : 

2 Aas Biue 42. J 2/18 JY ¥ 827-5 None 28mm fF 3/5 be 
Green 5l iL 2/22 lla M. 1108.0 Much SGm BB © 2/3 None Ne yellow on neck. Re- ‘ 

: ate : leased at L 24 hrs... : 
3 : : ; : 5 later. Wt. 1042.1, 

oc e : : ; ek : crop trace. : 
621776. Green 52... Lb 2/23 Sn MO Meds 3mm MU ifs Poor  X eek full yellow, 

621760 Green 33 L 2/23 lle M 1128.0 Med. 59m BBM 2/3 None Neck 1/2 plus yéellor. 
. 621790. “Yel. 7 uf Se M 1156.2 Med. . 72mm 3B empty Good No yellow on neck. 

621806 Green 54 ob) 3/2 Sh mw «996.2 Med.  Jomm BB empty None Blush of yellow on neck. 
621816 «Green 55 «= Ls2/25. sa M «C1078.1 «Much = 76mm Ss None. No yellow on neck. 
61820 -—- Band defective, not used : . 
62183C Green 56. & 2/28 la M 1124.5 Much 70mm BBBB 1/8 © Mone X. — Neck yellow, released 

: : i : ton 12 brs. later. Wt. 
é 1201.9, ¢ ty. 

621846 «= Blue «443° CT i fH Cd]. CP OANLS Trace «37mm OF ij2 Fair So 
621850 Green 57 Ls 2/25 o M 1131.2 och = 75mm ii 4/5 oat X ‘Neck ‘yellow. 
621866 Green 568 «=k 2/25 M 1107.0 Much 76m ii 4/5 one . Wo yellow on neck. 
62187C . Green 2 & 2/25 ila M 1056.7 Much _ BRBBBR. 4/5 | Yaint blush yellow on neck: 
62166¢ = Green % 2/25 lla M 1052.7 Much 7 M33 25¢ spot of yellow on neck. 
621896 Green 61 Lb 2/ lla M 1128.1 Mmch 62mm Mi 1/2 X Yellow neck. ae 

&: L lla & 6 “ wi g Fair Bo on ‘ : 

——



pis Eo ARO 
Pinnated Grouse - -3- =e 1939=40- 

l= hi = 

’ Gol. Band S. mt. Length’ “pees Of Strip. Be- : ; : 
and Ho. L¢ o.. Sta. Dat rap Sex Woich' ol. olny fail ¢rop SCup - peat Romarks a 

a a: a a 5 —_ En ' sn e + faa ee ch = Ps 1/8 os _— Py cepeiert sey 
621920 «Green 622/26 lle = 2071.0 Much MBBB 1/3 Bood Hoek 2/3 yellow. 
6219 Green 9 & 2/26 Mle ¥F 911.2 Trace ¥ 1/2 None j 
6219c Green & «2/26 Tia  M 1068.7 Mel. Sim - wm 1/3, Bone’ XM yellow on neck. 

‘ 621950. Green 67 & 2/26 Sa MM 1167.6 Much Slum BB race Bone: Paint dlush yellow on 
: i : neck. Scar growth on left 

| 62196¢ Green 66. Lk  o2/26 4M LL57-3 Much «Jam i A/4 Hone | Neck yellow. — from 
pce oa Bey pld cut. ; 

Gaug7e Yel. 77 6M 8/26 a -3 Much Siew Moby ty  Wone X Meck yellow. 
~ 621950 - Bine i a eee . % 13 Much  §75um BBM re Poor: Spot of yellow on neck. 

62199¢ = «Bet AC C/29 le 6M 999.6 Much 72mm BB  Bmpty Good.  Beint blush yellow on neck. 
622006 = Red H 3/2 11a =F (897.6 Trace 33m F  frave Mone 
$2206 «Red RW 36 ee Med. 76mm Wt  ‘Yrace Hone - No yellow on neck 

Red 79  B 3/1 10 ¥ 896.1 Trace fim 7? 1/5 Hone 
Rea (800 OR ORL. 0 rat Trace jam =F Empty None ; 
Bei GL ON 3/2 10 (1093.6 Mach «76mm «=a /7 None | Neck 2/3 yellow. 

Piero Red 82>. BH 3/L 10. FF 891.0 Brace “Somm ¥ Trace Good? ; 
See Sharpteil list. : ee He: Beh : ; 

622076 «Blue 2 J Sl 2. 8 921.3 trese Fee FF 3/4 Beir 5 
. p208¢ —s- Blue of 3/1 Se | M 1051.7 Much 80mm Sy Wapty = Hone Faint. blush yellow on meck.. 

 $ga0ge «Blume B77 fk OM BES Mes. = Hone  X Faint biush yellow on neck. 
— 6g210¢.. Blue 4S oT.  O3/k OCP GO Trace #.-if None ges Beh 

62211 ¢ Blue 49° 5 3/1 yf FF as Trace iam FF 1/3 Bone : es a 
6em2c Blue 50 3 3/k. tO 3.4 Trace jh F . 7/8 Hone Bs ; 
au Blue 5t 63) 3/1. 10H 1079.2 Med. © 58am MBBN Pall Hone Wo yellow on neck. — ere 
Geax ‘Bine $2 J 3/1 10 ' w 1022.5 Much 72mm BBM 7/6 ons Neck 1/3 yellow. 
nee Blue 53 5 3/2 20 MB 1055.0 Much 83mm M/BBRH/B Full None | Heck yellow. : 

6221 Red 6 H- 3/1. 1b F 927.2 Wone  2]mm F ije Poor oe 
» Gezu7e .. Rea Ro 3/1 120. 1067.0 Much  7Gm MBDM 2/3 Mone 5¢ spot of yellow on neck. = 

- 622180 el. 79 uM 3/1. So MM. 978.6 Med. 2 m 6861/2 ~~ Bene 10¢ spot of yellow on neck. 
=~ Green 72. & 3/2 sas O9926G och BB O0Ofraee = Hone Heck 2/3 yellow.’ Re 

8 Green 7 L 1. 5e M 1014.0 Much son mm (fe ; Neck no yellow. 
622216 Green b\ 3/1 Ma  M  992-8 Much MBBM 2/3. Hone Faint blush yellow on neck. 

» 622820 Green 75° L 3/2 “Ya ou ee Much —76um = Ops fone Wecic 2/3 yellow. — 
6222 “ h  3/. Wa M 1096.6 Much 75mm mt 1/3 Hone Bo yellow on neck. 
eune Red 65° BS 32 1d F 929.2 Trace 40m FF 1/3 Fair : os 
Sr Red 86 & 3/2 ld F $06.4 Yreee Yum F Trace Mone ee 

Blue 5§ 3 3/2 J Mw Gie.9 Med Blam ma 3/% Hone  —-—=ss—s Mo yellow on neck. 
622270. Blue 55 3 3/2 JF BM 998.2 Sum BB Oa/2 Hone No yellow on neck. Growth at 

: ee , : : anteior corner of right eye- 
; : f : : Byebrows, right mch yel.,



. 1940 
: Pinnated Grouse =k os = 193940 

es Full~ 
Col. Band Amt. Length ness of Strip. Re- eye 

Band lio. Color lo. Sta. Date rap Sex Woight yel. pinnae Bail crop Seap.__ pent Remar 
622286 Blue ) et aa F 846.4 Trace 4+ F- +. Kone Fes 
622296. Blue zoe % Mf 1089.4 Med. 79mm .MBBB Full =None Ho yellow on neck. 
622306. Blue ee es i ee ee ao Mi - None: Paint blush yellow on neck 
622710 = Blue 2 22 32 2 4 995-9 ed. MEBM full = Poor. Ho yellow om neck. 
62232. —-Biue sé 3. 3/2 2 M 986.6 Med. 73mm Mm Pull None Faint Dlush yellow on meck ~ 

y > 6225 Yel. 60. uM 3/2 lb M 1042.0 Med. 77m BB Full None 25¢ spot of yellow on neck 
eet L 3/2 5d mM 946.2 Much 72mm ty None Neck yellor. : 

an ot sg Yel. 81 Mw 3/14 Ib M 997.3 much ims - MEBN 2/5. = None’ -—_)__ Neck yellow. : 
: 6223 Yel. 82 u 3/15 Se M 1033.0. Much  Jlm Mi ty None_ x 25¢ spot of yellow on neck — 

622370 White 76 O 3/24 7] ¥F. 800.3 Trace 4Om F  if4 — Yone ee 
62238¢ - Hhite W oO. 3/ “7 M ae: Mech 76mm BM 1/5 Kone Neck yellow. : 
pte Green 7 L 3/14 Se M 1168.3 Mech 7énm BB None Neck yellow. 

eo | (See Remarks) P 3/14 10 M 1085-2 Much 64mm BB 2/3 Fair - 2 wed spiral en eons 
: , a ees : ; : band on 2 eg. 

622hic 5 P 3/15 10 FF 849.6 trace kom fF 1/3 Fair seal peltlows y= 228 Bese 
G622k20 ; [Bs BIS 10M a Much .85un. MM 1/2 ‘Bone Neek 1/3 yellow. 

Pa RENNG he A 3/15 10 OM 1094.2 Mach 7 7mu  -MBBM ‘Trecq Hone _.»- Meck yellow. oe 
he ly oo A 3/15 10. M 1079-3 Much 7dmm © PRBM Full Bone Weck yellow. ‘: 

o> Gaakoe A 3/15 5e M 1073-6 Much Sim wu? fh Poor ‘Meck yellow. : 
: % ie Se M 1056.4 Much 82mm omit iff Fair: Neck 1/2 yellow. ie aa eee a oe: : : ‘. 

age oe Pe Se Oe ee a ee 
e 4 e _ side. Showshoes wholly gone 

Bau ee Sees ie : No bumta. Wing elip gent 
: ea ; ; : ‘s, to a ewes - ee 

* ‘olen a a Wi? 9 = -¥ 298.9 «Srace Wem FP Baoty ae s Ho yellow : saeet te : 

: ae ms ee ie Cloace enlarge’. Wing elip, 
eae et a a Seis oe ee & = as Beri ee ws */2 Suoty None eck full yellow. Snowshoes — — Gaahge - oe Meo gm 0828 _ Tom He cn oe wholly gone. Con see no 

re eS ee cree. am bursa, Ying clip, sent to - 

As = ‘ @ Sem sad Yone es ee 
622506 coe MM 9. F 99Rs9.. Tesee a. U5 shoes, Wing elip,sent te 

62510 ‘Yelice 8 Q 4/22. 9 M1075 toch Tine Mh Mapty fw yellow neck. Could not 

; é see bursa. Colored bend 
sbovgaliuminun bend. |



MM Oe babe Oe 
A a loa pees of Strip, Ree A asktcg near ae 

Rem NR 9 MK WG 6T ach Ges ML ity me Tull pelo mek. To soe 
Pe a i Ge ee ey ae a es: 

Cepek SG Oe ety «(ee s=C«ds«sMetk full yellow. Few Lon s< | 

ei ee ee eT a



i : Pinneted Grouse : be x es is . Pee  ges-1939° etn 

Nike.” tite oo ie <eeeek Bisa dele: ies : 
fe USBs) Solor No. St. 8 4 Zon Sox Aight yo <a PinnS Zath of crop Seap. peat Remarks : 

- F60e6o7 ; - oie. 2. - 816.6 pe 4 1? : 
~609622 ae BD. 2/25 2  ¥F © 925.0 Bone +2" ? , : : 

3i-Se36 iD a Sa FO 35.0 None t 1" F : 
. . 37-6096e D 2/25 Sa PF 912.0 None 223" FF 
geet a 2/29 Sa F 90%.6 Mone +419". F x 

37: Bef; 8 ¥F 906.6 Marrow “ ¥ te Bs we 
37-609627 oD 2/26 Sa M 996.0°\ fringe) 76 um. ut Sa ae



; 1440 
Pinnated Grouse = 7 - 1939=40 ‘ 

erie hee (p+ 6 filed with 1938-39 records) 

Band Wo. : Col.Band Ant. Length Fullness Strip. Re- 
Gu oe ) Color Be 2h ae frap Sex we. he yel. ion anae ‘Tail “ crop Seep: peat Remarks : 

a ENtors ie Bu 3/26 ie 7 300.5 Trace | F is a ‘ x hi 

: pag atelly Red 28 B. 2/26 id F 860.8 Trace 40m F None 
33 r3 Red 29 NM 2/26 11d F 839.1 Trace “jum =F  Bupty Hone a 
39-643076 Red 30 BH 2/26 Ub FP pel ae Trace a F Bupty None . 

- .-39-643077 Red «= 31 OB C2/26- lb F «936.3 Trace F Puli Poor 
39-653078 Red 32 NM 2/26 Ub ¥ 826.2 Trace 32mm (Seo Empty Fair 6 central tail feathers 

‘ Remarks) barred, rest mostly plain 
. ? : -. but mottled on outer webs. 

ne, - Red 33 B 2/26 11d ¥ gs Mach 77mm 3B Mmpty one | Baint blush of yellow on neck. 

oes ea rid, 3-3 one Yim F Empty Hone No yellow on neck, no bursa. 
= ? 2 Gelert band above aluxinun 

39-4302 Red 63 G W29 9 M 1090.7 Tel. Sam MY Bnpty None ‘Tollow hack; tar leone aire 
: 5 on throat. Colored band 

: ; Strid : above aluminum band. 
| | 39-643083. Yellow 84 -q@ 5/15 9 M 20778 Much 72m MM ‘Empty ‘None Yellow neck, rather a dominant. 
| o Recs Bact bird. Colored band: above 

39-643090. Yellow 8 Q 5/16 9 ¥F 964.4 Sos None? F Bupty Neck not yeiter. Cobiven Souk , 
; : : : ee over alum. band?



ae Banding Report, 1938-39 and 1939-0 ~ Sherotaiied Grouse - Froderiok & Frances Uanerstrom Oe 
on Col.Band . . ; Amt. Length Foliness Strip. Re~ 

> R366 ae > A 8/2/39 2 MOSK. 5 Much Male ee 

 baeee Rea 35 ne 885.3 None Fomale Gooa ; ‘ 

_ 6oiic - $208 5/18/39 NM  9eh.9 Wale Cegntwe denoting = 
: ; Ree S55 : ey ground. 

e WB of . es 

—- Ge2060.. Tel. 78 M 3/1/40 Se F 796.9 Trace Female 1/5 Good 
> abr. mou oe Ps. 

| mi/fi¢yfo og 4 ~ Medium yok Male Hone Comght on dancing = 
; oe 

ticks, many Tice, meny 

se Prairie Chicken - Shartai) Hybrid 
39-@43080 Green 77 L 3/14/40 Sa mt 995.4 32m Neck lavender. Tail, : - 2 cent. female §.7., 

: eae ; 1/2 longer than rest, 
. which are plain P.¢. 

color, but markedly = 
; Wgussid narrower than F.C. Sa



Ae Bacd's MONTE Sec.15 SU ot mR ) 
_B ShLLabets oe oe a we ee i. 

Sg Conover's 2 1 Pe “ae 

ee eee 0 > emer | 
re pie aimee 

C2 apt Oe ek ewe ee 
| G28 Reoming ground 8, of the rock 20 7 mete! 

ae U. Potate field dooming ground a ene eS 

K Meets Pee ag 1 Ab em oe 

te Bante 5 ee 
CR bale es eee Sas 

A diene ee OR cee 
So eae Om Mit ee 

Q. Halliday booming gromi (OT WS8 OF We : 

| “Ry lst dooming gvound $. of the rock 2 Y  ionotgr 
ee Se Booming ground WW of Booth's 2 9: Nate th cn 

T. Weltus booming growl Ro 19 Ys M0 me or we ; : 

Wye wT mm 
Ts Adene bevaine ground gi ey Rm mw vat



é : ‘Wa - Half-sheol, bob-wire onde S oo aae : 

; Yh + MaaPewheed, funnel-bed ends : < 

2 - Short bod ee ee 

| 5 = Bats-boo Mee Ce 
ee ee A ae 

3 Ga Mprtop, large, met covert coo hia. 

Ge = Mp-top, small, burlap covered i oe | 

Sa 6 - Corn shock oe | : : 

a 1 = Fleet clover 3 Ste pee ae 

= eet slover } | 3 

| 9 - Ground not a Meu g 
; 10 = Pen trap Pg ae 

“Yay frost famed ie



ae fet Brees : : 

¥F - All barred 

P = All plata % 
B - Barred co 

M+ Mottled. Band U refer to the central group of feathers and, 
with P to indicate an unmarked feather in unsymmetrical groupings, 
are placed in positions corresponding to the central feathers. 
MBBM means two central barred, next outer feather on each side 
mottled, rest plain. PMBM means one (right) centrel barred, 
next outer each side mottled, rest plain. BP means one (left) 

: Gentral barred, rest plain. — 3 

* = Slightly. 

X= Poather lost — ae ‘
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January, 1940 

PROGRESS REPORT, 1938-39 - LAKE STATES BANDING COOPERATIVE 

This report covers the work of the 1938-39 season. We have brought 

the total bandings for the Cooperative to 1,498 sharptails and 196 prairie 

chickens, and have been able to offer tested methods to banders outside the 

: Lake States. 

Since our organization assumed its name, North Dakota has been banding - 

sharptails and has pooled its information with ours, Manitoba is banding ~ 

sharptails this winter, Missouri and Nebraska have asked us for methods to 

be used in prairie chicken trapping this winter. All these states may be 

counted upon to chip in their findings; some have already done so. Should 

they not be invited to join the Cooperative? The University of Wisconsin 

moves that they be asked to come in. Since both species are commonly known ss 

_ as "prairie chickens," why not change our name to "Prairie Chicken Cooperative"? 

All members are asked to send in their opinions. 

Traps 

The three most successful traps were the tip-top, portable funnel, and 

short-bob (see below). Again, the traps described in the Manual have been 

modified, and several new traps introduced. 

Tip-top 

Manweiler is making take-down traps, by having the four sides as 

separate panels which can be taken apart and packed flat. A sliding catch, 

similar to the bolt on a door but held in placo by friction, holds the panels 

togethor when set up. 

Mather (38 sharptails) lines his traps with hardware cloth, to stop 

losses to weasels. Burlap, inside the hardware cloth, served as a buffor 

and as protection against wind, and made romoval of birds easier because they 

were quieter in the darkened interior. 

Bradley lined his tip-tops with burlap. 

The Hamerstroms use a tip-top in the shape of a truncated four-sided 

pyramid, with top and bottom frames nailed flat-wise to the corner posts, 

covered with seine or burlap instead of laths. The top frame is thus 

simpler to make than that shown in the Manual. The tip-top swings on a 

! heavy wire (metal coat hanger is good) loosely stapled to the underside of 

the counterweight and passed out through holes drilled through the top frame. 

Bait with ear corn stuck on finishing nails across the end opposite the hinge. 

Seine covered tip-tops, 41"x35" around the bottom frame, 11"x22" around the 

top frame, 17" high, caught 16 prairie chickens; burlap covered, 27"x335" 

bottom, 12"x19$" top, 16" high, caught three chickens. 

Long-bob 

Schunke is building end, sides, and catching compartment as separate 

units to make transportation easier; covers the top of the trap proper with 

roefing paper supported cn 4g" laths fastened across the top, and covers all 

7 with buckwheat hay; recommends water-proof wall board, arched from the lower 

outer sides to the edges of the sliding take-out door on top, as lining for 

the catching compartment.



: SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 

i i i j No. caught in: 
| | ee : a 7 i | tL ope a} Traps i | ee a | manual Other traps 1 | 

vo T g t { 

| ___No. banded Tee Say | oly 2 “| Bs ha | 5 | | 

Mere | i yee te Sos \2-) 83] | | | oO bo Iniw lop las t les % trapped, \ “3 1a fon R|3 s a Be aa Eh 
by whom 'Oct.| Nov.| Dec.| Jan. |Feb.| Mar.| .4 |Totall 9 oy | ou \3 OU patGy ee yl oe ale le jplulr 

(s.c.8. or rea Pee ow ae 
jBeltrami-Pine | 17 j 67 | 92| 46 | 19} 102; 98) 442 | 34196 )164) * | Minn. | Buckwheat | Mul | | 
Island,Minn. | eet | oa | | 

J.Manweiler | | tee) | | (ee 
[Necedah.wis. | | L2oiao} ! | 30) 7in5116|wone} wis. | sh.corme! 6! [igs | | | | 
| W. Schunite | : ' | | | ' | i buckwheat ; ee i | | oe a op hay aia 
Bl.River Falls | Leu 5 Pentel Cee | 41! None] Wis. | Same 17 55 
W. Schunke ; | | 

MINN.STATE CCC | | Ay 
Wilton, Minn. | 51 | 722 3 6} 1} 63; Oj O| 39)None|/Minn. | Zar & sh. | 63) 

| John Virtue | | i corn, | | 
ea, coal aes ! buckwheat } ' 

MICH. CONS. DEPT. pce ts oy on 
Ewen, Mich. 60 4 Talo Te Mich. | Barley & tee 

Albert Cole | | buckwheat | | | 
|B! Anse, Mich.. i0e eke 34 ee Same | Boe a 

Alfred Turner i i | Poll sci - WS8..5. ae Rhinelander ,Wis. 18 | 15 18| None] Wis. | - | : 
D.-Mather AL ee ieee } 

UNIV. OF Wis. To ene 
Plainfield, Wiss. 1 1 2 O} None} Wis. Ear corn zt 4 BF. & F. 

: Hamerstrom Ses 

TOTAL L171 77] 194t 164795] 118113] 778! Nilisee7e Blige seer te ey 
*Red, blue, green, orange, white.



PRAIRIE CHICKEN \ 

i | No. | | No. caught in i 

birds | | | Traps in | other traps 
re-trapped | g EE | 

| No. banded ~e]wo] a | Sule 12, ie re | 

\ Wh T T pe WP ee lee dar wee SS ect i | 
fee 3 Ole; wm] o8l usd a 1S tl bg | ¢ 
| trapped, | | Pe F | a nA Sie Sia p le at at . | | 

loy whom Oet.|Nov.| Dec| Jan. |Feb. et, 4 \Total}| a ]a |e iSula sé |Bait Sie ate AB Can ei? | 

ee + 
$.c.s. ie 1 

Beltrami,Minn. | | | | | | | | | | | | 

J. Manweiler i 1 24-0 4587-9 Minn. tae | | i 

Necedah , Wis. | | | \ | | | 

W.Sehunke dL L Oj} O} 1] None/Wis. ,Sh.corn 1| 

| | buckwh. | | 

| hay : a 
MICH. CONS. DEPT. 

Trout Lake,Mich. 10 10 | Mich. |Barley 10 \ | 

buckwh. 
corn | 

UNIV. OF WIS. 
Plainfield, Wis. 8 UB | 22] 5 83 0 16 Har 19 2B BHO ety pa Bt 

F.& F.Hamer- \ Wis. jcorn | 

strom - i 

USBS 

0.5.5.5. 7m 
Germfask,Mich. 11 Mad 0 USBS | Ear 11 

Homer Bradley $f ;corn 

‘ Mich. 
: blue 

ee ee ee ee re ee oe ee 
Toran S.t. | Ta oe oe [95 (niefii3| 77st Mi goje7e| os Tage tse Peay tT ta 
TOTALS, i aS wolarg] su] salasd ans | | laze Invels7 Lesh le [71s] 
“Pink, green, orange:



SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 

| No. caught in: | 

No. re- i [araee in i 

t Vi i | rapped : g ‘ ot Other a i 

Inia | 39/3 e fii | | ee 
z No. banded lo t het ok \2 oe Oj} 1 | ! ' 

S .O rm or jo Oo 1 > 1&0 | | | j 

Where trapped, jes | an a fo, th gis 

| oy whom Got. [Nov. [Dec [Jan Feb.|uar.[Aprfiotal [A [A jEa ja 8 [sais | papala [a |e | E| F|¢ 
Sarena Hs es aug —- T ae 

Suppl ementar; Data, from Traopers Outside ang Lake States | | | | | \ 

| hee eA 
U.S.B.S. Hoes ae | | | | | 
Upham, N.Dak. 44 | 97 | a3) 2h oe 1 |Nonei US | Far corn (18 g i | 

M.C. Hammond | | | | BS | | 
| | i | 

Denbeigh,N.D. 9 32 Por eS | | | Tee | | Us | or corn | 7 \ 

| S.E.Aldous | | | | ! | | BS | 

! ' ! 
\ 

Kenmare, N.D. Feb. & Mari 167 | Vea | Wheat, 167 

Seth Low (Banded 35 in 1837- | | barley & 
1938, Feb. 28- | | | com TAs 

| ; Mar. 15) | j | | hopper | | 

a le ET | | | |
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Trap A - Short-bobd (sce tables) 

Schunke (60 sharptails) uses a trap similar to the long-bob, but about 
half as long. 

The Hamerstroms (24 chickens and one sharptail) use traps which are 

essentially like the long-vobd except (1) about half as long, (2) to reduce 
escapes, the catching compartment has an entrance door from the main trap, 

either of two pairs of beb-wiros or one similar to the door of the soap-box 

quail trap (see Manuel, fig. 9), so that birds trying to get out of the main 

trap go into the back compartment where they have less chance to escane, (3) 

a tip-top was built into the top of the catching compartment of one of the 

short-bobs, to make a double duty trap. Haelf-bob (1 chicken)--size of short- 

bob, but bob-wires on only one side, no catching commartment. 

Suggestion: for all bob-wire traps--greater slove to the bob-wires makes 

escape more difficult, as canvtive birds tend to climb the wires, forcing 

wires more securely into their sockets. 

Trap B - Four-leaf Clover (14 chickens) 

Feur seine-covered leaflets on frames of heavy wire, attached at the 

corners of a square frame of light wood; four entrances (two pairs of bob- 

wires each) in middles of sides of square; leaflets serve as funnels and 

keep birds inside away from doors; by inserting a sliding door, one leaflet 

serves as a catching compartment. Leaflets may be de-mountable for portability, 

or fixod in place. See sketch of ground plan below. 

e ~*~ 
; = 

BS = 

Dimensions: central square 30"x30"xl3$"high; leaflets about 22" in 
diameter, each made from a single 160" piece of 6-8 ga. wire. Arrows 
indicate positien of doors. Sliding dcor to make catching compartment can 
be slipped across one cornor, from one entrance door to the next (dashed 

me line); or inserted through the top at A, with netting permanontly in place 
ts
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A three-leaf clover trap, built on the same principle, was also tried , 
but caught nothing. Measurements: central triangle, QU" x2h tx2h"x113" high; 
leaflets as for four-leaf clovor. 

Trap C - Falling Door (8 chickens) 

A cubical frame about 18"x18"x15" covered with scine except for the 
front, which is a vertically falling door. Set with figure 4 trigger, or 

: modified figure 4 as follews: one end of a stick laid on top of trap, front 
to back, holds up the door; at back end of stick attach « string, which runs 

down into trap near the back; attach twig to lower «nd of string; lay twig 

length-wise on top of an ear of corn on the ground, lay a second ear cross- 

wise, with one end on the twig and the other on the ground. This modification 

worked better than the standard figure 4, as birds walking around the trap 

tripped the standard figure 4 by striking against the project elbow. Birds 

may be taken out through entrance door, or through « smaller take-out door. 

A useful trap in poor trapping weather, as there is nothing to push against 

or squeeze through. 

Trap D 

Like half-wheel, but in each ond :. seine funnel ending in one pair of 
bob-wires (4 chickens); or with bob-wires completoly across each end (3 
chickens). There were too many escapes from the latter arrangement. Removal 

of birds is difficult without some sort of catching cage attached to one side. 

Trap BE - Corn Shock Trap (3 chickens) 

See sketch of ground plan: 

corn 
shock i 

Measurements: entrance chamber 8"x1l1"x13" high; body of trap two pancls 
17g"x13", one panel ZUS"x13"; panels tied together and to entrance chamber 
with string or wire; cover all with seine. Arrows show position of doors, 

which are of two pairs of bob-wires each. Remove birds through entrance doors. 

Prairie chickens often work around and around corn shocks, stripping the 

outer ears. When this trap is placed against a shock, the shock and sides 
of the trap act as lead-ins. Trap may be made in two parts: rectangular 

entrance chamber, with a door at each end, the other a truncated triangle 
which can be packed flat for carrying. Cover with seine, can be small or 

large in size. Probably would work better if larger than the size given.
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Trap F - Ground Net (5 chickens, 1 sharptail, plus 3 sharptail repeats) 

Two half-ovals of heavy wire linked together at ends to form hinges. ; 

Lay flat to forr. oval, cover with light scine. Staple into ground through 

ond-loops and m‘.ddle of one frame, turn other frame back on it; draw loose 

net up to frames, caver all with grass if desired; spring with pull-string 

attached off-ccntre to upper frame. Seo ground plan below; 

on... 

2 ee wk Spa ee 

Se ¢ ~~ 
- j *~ ps string y 

pull string j : : "0 
x 5 

. IZ é - 
SS - % 

Se i 7 

sprung eS 
/ set 

Measurements: each frame from one 6$3'-7! picce of wire. Arrows 

mark position of staplos. Pull string when bird is at X. 

There is incroasinz need of catching winter banded birds at other 

seasons. Migrations occur before winter trapping bogins, and even before 

autumn hunting seasons open. It is quite possible that a winter-caught bird, 

re-trapped (or shot) at the original station, may have travelled several 

hundred miles since the first catching. Booming and dancing grounds offer 

an opportunity for catching birds outside the winter period. Franklin Schmidt 

caught sharptails with portable funnel traps, F. Baumgartner caught chickens 

with a non-portable funnel trap, on spring display grounds; both used grain 

baits. Grain baits are non-selective and sometimes unreliable whon snow is 

no longer presont. The bohavior of booming and dancing birds makes it 

possible to sot for individuals with unbaited ground nots oporated froma 

blind. The Hamorstroms banded five chickens and one sharptail, and caught 

three banded sharptails, in a short trial of the method last spring. Ground 

nets might also provo useful for catching birds on their dusting places 

(V.W.Lehmann (ms.) found that Attwator's prairic chickens use the samo dust 

baths day after day). They could probably also be used with bait in the 

autumn, before good "trapping weather" arrives. 

Trap G - Foeding Sholtor Trap (167 sharptails) 

Seth Low, Des Lacs Refuge, Kenmare, N. Dak., has given the Cooperative 

a description of a trap which he has used with great success: trap consists 

of hinged panels which fit across the oponing of a hopper lean-to feeding 

shelter to which the birds are already accustomed, One panel contains a 

funnel entrance, the othor a door by which the operator crawls into the trap. 

Birds are retrieved by hand or with a minnow not, Additional plain wire 

covered panols can be added, to pormit the sama trap front to be used on
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feeding shelters of various widths. Dimensions vary accordim to the 

shelters in use, but Low uses panels 4'-5' high, made of frames of 1"xe" 

wood covered loosely with #19, 13" poultry netting which extends 2" beyond 

the top to compensate for variations in shelter height. An important 

addition to the trap frame is an old canvas tarp, rolled on a pole across 

the top of the front of the shelter. The tarp is unrolled to darien the 

interior of the shelter as soon as the operator arrives. The dark interior 

quiets the birds, and makes a place sheltered from the wind in which weighing, 

banding, etc. may be carried on. To unset trap, open the entrance door. 

Panels are foldod together for carrying. Low reports that no birds have 

boon injured to date. A digram of the front clevation is given below: 

he ear ee eae 
| re 

i : a 

} ae 4 ) extra 
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| —til pe 

The splendid performance of this trap--167 birds in two traps in 25 

days, 44 in one trap at ono time--makes it a valuable addition to the 

records of the Cooperative. 

Baits 

Corn and buckwheat again made the biggest catches, but Michigan reports 

good results with barley and buckwhoat. Virtue found both ear and shelled 

corn bettor than buckwheat; Schunke reports less use of buckwheat feeding 

racks this winter than last, with a correspondingly greater use of corn 

shocks. Mather adds an interesting comment: birds regularly ontered his 

food patches from the same direction; placing the trap (tip-top) ends 

toward the direction of entrance gave best results. Buckwheat was the best 

bait, and sand and small gravol, baked to remove moisture and so prevent 

freozing, were eaten in largo amounts. Knolls proved to be the best trapping 

sites. 

Effects of the Season 

A mild winter again handicapped trappers south of northern Wisconsin. 

The three in central Wisconsin made small catches as a result, and Yeatter, 

in Illinois, did not attempt trapping. The Michigan Conservation Department 

still finds mid-winter the least productive trapping period for sharptails, 

while most of the other members count it best. Hammond and Aldous, in North 

Dakota, are strong in their belief that severe winter weather and snow are 

prerequisites of sharptail trapping in their state. All Michigan chickens, 

incidentally, were ceught during January and February.
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Mather found clear, warm days best for sharptail trapping; the 

Hamerstroms genorally: had. best luck with chickens on the first morning 

after a snow, but made their largest single catch during a very severe 

late winter storm. : 

Other Handicaps 

The Faville Grove area, in southern Wisconsin, did not trap chickens, 

as their flock is now so small that they did not wish to add extra dis- 

turbance. 

; Steele reports a marked falling off in the numbers of wintering chickens 

along the Mississippi bottoms in Wisconsin and Minnesota, due to tho radical 

changes which have resulted from the clearing of timber and impounding of 

water above tho dams. He has had no chance to band chickens for the last 

several years. 

_ An over-abundance of corn shocks loft in the fields in the Plainfield, 

Wisconsin, region provided an umusually good food supply for chickens, but 

made trapping difficult. 

Colored Markers 

Two papers on feathor-marking techniques have recently appeared: 

Edminster, Frank C. The marking of ruffed grouse for field 

identification. Jour. Wildlife Management, Vol. 2, No. 2, 

April, 1939, pp. 55-57. The feather marking method is 

essentially the same as that given in the Manual; notes 

on other markers, such as belling, cutting tail feathers, 

which are generally less useful than feather marking. 

Wright, Earl G. Marking birds by imping feathers. Jour. 

Wildlife Management, Vol. 3, No. 3, July, 1939, pp. 238- 

239. Imping is splicing by means of a steel needle inserted 

in tho cores of feather shafts. A colorcd tip can thus be 

spliced to the base of a natural feather. 

Only a few of the cooporators used feather markers or colored leg bands; 

as yet, none of us has used the formulae for dying oluminum bands. For those 

interested in booming and dancing ground work, the use of colored bands this 

winter may be very productive next spring. 

: Sex and Age Characters 

External diagnoses of sex and age still present problems. 

Sex 

One of the cooverators, Jack Manweiler, has just published a paper 

which should vrove very useful; "The Combined Weight Class-Rectrix Pattern 

Method for Determining Sex of Sharp-tailed Grouse," Jour. Wildlife Management, 

Vol. 3, No. 4, 1939, pp. 283-287. The tail feather criterion given in the 

Manual is about 86 per cent accurate, judging by 56 specimons examined 

by Manweiler and 76 by Snyder. Among Snyder's birds thore were two cases 

(about 3 ver cent) of flat reversals, one female with male tail and one male
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with female tail (the Hamorstroms have found one each of these reversals 
in about 75 birds), and nine (about 12 per cent) were intermediate in pattern. 
Since male sharptails are generally heavior than fomales, "by combining 

the rectrix-pattern method with the weight-class method, the errors in sex 
determinationdthe doubtful groups can be reduced to a point where they may 

be considered almost negligible." Tables and explanatory material for the 
use of the method are given in the paper, reprints of which are available. 

The Hamerstroms have found wide variations in the pattern of the central 
feathers of male chickens. At one extreme is the condition cited in the 
Manual; at the other, at least six of the contral feathers may be either 

barred or mottled; and there are several combinations of barring and mottlir., 

involving from two to six feathers. The remaining tail foathers are unmerked, 
however, in contrast to the barring of all fomale tail feathers. 

The amount of yellow in the comb is also a useful sex character in 

both chickens and sharptails. Percentage figures for accuracy are not as 
yot available, but Baumgartnor and Virtue have used it in wintor sharptail 
trapping, and the Hamerstroms have found it to check out well with chickens. 

Females generally have no yellow pigment, at most a few colored papillae 
along the tip of the otherwise bare skin; males generally have many rows of 

brightly colored papillae, covering most or all of the area. 

Age 

W. Carl Gower has a paper on age determination: "The Use of the Bursa 
of Fabricius as an indication of age in game birds," Trans. Fourth North 

Amer. Wildlife Conf., 1939, published by Amer. Wildlife Institute, Investment 
Bldg., Washington, D. C., pp. 426-430. As described and illustrated by 

Gower, the method can be used only on dead birds, by dissection; has been 

used for many upland game birds (including chickens and sharptails) and 
ducks; and is reliable at least through December. H. Albert Hochbaum, 

University of Wisconsin, has used the method on live chickens, sharptails, 
and ducks, by prolapsing the cloaca by finger pressure. There are two 

things to be done: first become familiar with the manipulation and appoarance 

of the cloaca, then find out how long the character holds good. 

Band Sizes 

Several mistakes were made in the table of band sizes in the Manual, 
and changes have beon made, in the mean time, in size designation. The 

$ table below has boon corrected and brought up to date. 

eee ae ee ee Hun, 

a a 
SAE 

a6 [ee [| see 
Wis. | 1 4 ee = — 12 31-6 10 16 

*The size of the U.S.B.S. bands to which they correspond. 
**Possibly too small; if so, use 31-6 or 14; definitely too small for 
F.C, end 8.7.
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History of Chicken Banding in the Lake States 

Wisconsin and Minnesota records were given in the last progress report. 

According to Baumgartner, Michigan has banded 7% sharptails and 37 chickens, 

mostly in the last two years (the last progress report shows 82 sharptails 

banded in 1937-38; four died before release). He has no record of Biologics! 

Survey bands being used. 5 -" 

; Yeatter reports that Illinois relensed 15 game-farm-reared chickens, 

banded with U.S.B.S. bands in 1938. Apparently no wild chickens or sharptails 

have been banded as yet. 

Members of the Cooperative 

Barton, W. W., U. S. Forest Service, Camp Delta, Wis. (Chequamegon Nat'l Forest) 

Baum, L. B., Supt. Douglas Co. Bird Sanctuary, Gordon, Wis. 

_ Bradloy, Homer L., Senoy Migratory Waterfowl Refugo, Germfask, Mich. . 

Bradt, G. W., Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. ; 

Buss, Irven 0., Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

Carter, Burns T., Necedah Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Necodah, Wis. 

Chase, W. W., Soil Conservation Service, 4.650 North Port Washington Road, 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Cox, W. T., Soil Consorvation Service, Milwaukoec, Wis. 

Dobie, John, Pokegama Sanatorium, Pokegame, Minn. 

Elkins, W. A., U. S. Forest Servico, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Evonson, C. M., Supt. Camp Riley, Fifield, Wis. (Chequamegon Nat'l Forest) 

Fonger, G. K., U. S. Forast Sorvico, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Fredine, Gordon, Minn. Div. Game & Fish, State Office Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 

Fry, J. R., Jr., Soil Conservation Service, LaCrosse, Wis. 

Grimmer, W. F., Conservation Department, Madison, Wis. 

Hanerstrom, F. N., Jr., Dept. of Wildlife Menagement, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

Hanerstron, Frances, Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

~ Hammond, Merrill C., Lower Souris Refuge, Upham, North Dakota 

Hawkins, Arthur S., State Natural History Survey, Urbana, I11. 

Hicks, L. B., Ohio Wildlife Cooperative Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, Ohio 
Hill, R. R., U. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Hunt, Robley, Necedah Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Necedah, Wis. 

~~ Emadsen;—Strins—J+;-Projeet—Menager,—SoilC
onsorvetion-Service,-Binek-River 

Falls,—lis. 

Laidlaw, A. F., Soil Conservation Service, Coon Valley, Wis. 

7 Lambert, Bert, Brevort Lake, Allenville, Mich. 

Lee, Clifford, N.Y.A. Supervisor, 1730 Winnebago St., LaCrosse, Wis. 

y Leopold, Aldo, Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

—-Manweiler, Jack, Soil Conservation Service, Baudette, Minn. 

eather, Dean, Nicolet National Forest, Rhinelander, Wis. 

Murphy, W. T., Supervisor, Nicolet National Forest, Rhinelander, Wis. 

Roberts, Jess, Soil Conservation Service, Necedah, Wis. 

Sanders, R. Dale, Chequamegon National Forest, Park Falls, Wis. 

_» Schunke, iim. H., Soil Conservation Service, Black River Falls, Wis. 

Shine, Harold, State Bxperimontal Game & Fur Farm, Poynette, Wis. 

Steele, R. C., U. S. Biological Survey, Foderal Bldg., Winona, Minn. 

Stoeckler, J. H., Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minn. 

Swanson, Gustav, University Farm, Univ. Minn., St. Paul, Minn.
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Tubbs, F. F., Michigan Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

Van Giesen, C. L., Supervisor, Chequamegon Nat'l Forest, Park Falls, Wis. 

» Virtue, John, CCC Camp S-98, Wilton, Minn. : j 

Wilson, Stanley F., U. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Wohlen, Paul A., Supervisor, Upper Mich. Nat'l. Forest, Escanaba, Mich. 

_ Yeatter, R. E,, State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill.
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hah University Farm Place 
Jamary 12, 1940 

Mr. John Dobie 
3217 - 434 Aveme South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Ur. Dobies 

Professor Leopold has asked me to write you about the 

sharptail trapping which you srranged to have done for the Lake States 
Goorsrative last winter. I believe you asked him at the St. Paul meeting 
whether we had received a report. I have a report which I received 
directiy from Mr. Virtue which contains the inforwation *e need, I did 
not ask him for a list of bands used since thay were Minnesota bands 
and eny hunting season return on these bands would be handled through és 
the Minnesota Department. Ye deo have, however, the information we wanted 
on types of traps, baits, sex and age charactere, and the like. 

Thank you again for making the arrangements which made this 
banding possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥, 8. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation



3217-43 Ave. So. . 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
July 27,1939. 

Mr. F.N. Hamerstrom, 
Game Department, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Virtue informed me that he had sent you a 
report on the sharp-teiled grouse trapping on the Bemidji 
Minneaota area. I do not know haw detailed the report 
was but if you desire a full report of the work you can 
obtain one by writing to: 

Mr. L.R.Beatty, : 
Acting Director, 
ccc Central Office, 
Grand Rapids, Minnesota. 

They have some extra copies. I do not know why they have 
not sent you one. I asked them to and they agreed to, 
but I guess that in due regard for government red tape 
you will have to ask for one. 

Would you send them copies of any reports 
that you might make on the work in the future? 

Sincerely “A. 

x Dobie.



: UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Black River Falls, Wisconsin 
December 11, 1939 

Mr, F. N, Hemerstrom Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

In checking the information you requested concerning the 
banded sharptail grouse shot in Jackson County, Mr. Schunke 
found covies of banding records and letter relative thereto, 
which are self-explanatory and copies of which are attached. 

Trowel's marsh covers sections 29, 30, 31, 32 Township 21 
North, Range 2 West, North Millston - Jackson County. 

Very truly yours, 

— _-~ Salas Je Lbs 
Project Sonservationist



University of Wisconsin 
Coe t COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE ; 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Department of Agricultural Economics 

Faville Grove Wildlife Area 
Lake Mills, Wisconsin 
December 10, 1937 

Mr. William H, Schunke 
Project Game Manager — 
Farm Security Admini stration 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Schunke, 

I am sending bands numbered B43501-B43700 under sep= 

arate cover. I trust that they will reach you soon enough, so that 

your operations will not be delayed. 

Judging from the speed in which you went through the 
first lot of bands you must be having considerable success. I hope 
your good luck holds. 

Sincerely, ; 

A. S. Hawkins 
Game “ivision, University of Wisconsin



BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIES. .. : 
Central Wisconsin Same Area 

INDIVIDUAL BIRD TRAVEL AND WEIGHT DATA 12/8/37 - 3/15/38 
SiTD I Se i en eT ee Pde E36 -b937 

Band Nos B 43692 Specie_Sharptail : Sex Male 

BANDING STA. 1 1 . : 

OCATION 30-21-2 30-21-2 30-21-2 30-21-2 

TYPE OF TRAP A A A A 

DATE TRAPPED 3/7/38 3/9/38 3/11/38 3/15/38 

4:80 Pa ‘ ‘ 10130 Aa. 

S - ; . nit 
MPPROK. DISTANCE 
PRAVELED BETWEEN SAME TRAP 
STATIONS 

KC NJURY NONE 

MORTALITY BUCKTHEA ) corn” 

'YPE OF FEED i 
AND BAITING BUCKWHEAT AND CORN 

Sex identified by tail feather markinzs.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OR AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Carbondale, I11. 

Nov. 14, 1939 

LO-IL-11 WHS 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 

you University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Your letter in respect to bend records has been forwarded to 

me here. 

I om unable to give you the information you request until I 

return, which will probably be in 2 week or two. ‘The reason 

I hesitate in giving you the information is that I want to 

recheck the serial numbers and letters. I am quite positive 

thet the Bleck River Falls, sharpteil and pinnate bends were 

Bs, but will check to meke sure. I am here for a while to 

* prepare Wildlife plens for the Crab Orchard Creek Lake which 

Covers spproximately 7000 ecres. 

Had = nice chet with Hawkins recently, also Dr. Frison. 

Will advise you as soon es I return to Bleck River Fells. 

Sincerely Yours 

t wm. H. Schunke
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kak University Farm Place 
November 8, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. William H. Schunke 
Soil Conservation Service 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

Mr. M. H. Fleming, Millston, Wisconsin, shot a banded 
sharptail, #B43692, on October 27, 1939. He gives the place at which 
the bird was shot as Trowel's Marsh, Jackson County. Can you give me 
the towa, range, and section of this place? 

In looking up this band in the records which you sent us, 
I find that #43692 was banded on March 7, 1938, in Sec. 30, 1.21 B., 
R. 2 W. All the Black River Falls bands for that year are without 
Serial letter in yourreport. By comparing notes with the Necedsh 
records for the same year, I feel quite sure that bande of the 43600 
and 43700 series used at Black River should be Bs, and that this one, . 
then, should be B43692. Can you check back and let me know whether 
these bands are all Bs? ‘The proper serial letter, of course, is as 
important as the actual number on the band, since the mmbers are 
repeated under different letter series. Thanks very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr., in Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation



oA i : MILWAUKEE PUBLIC MUSEUM oe 

f MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
; S. A. BARRETT, DirRECTOR 

November 20, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

My dear Hamerstrom:- 

I received the notegin good order. 

Regarding the automatic prairie chicken trap 
that I spoke of in those notes, I will give you the best & 
account that I can from memory. As I recall, the traps 
used by Schmitt were exactly like the government sparrow 
traps only on a larger scale. They were about six feet by 
three feet and probably 20 or 24 inches high, made of 
ordinary large mesh chicken wire stretched over a wooden 
frame work to give it stability. At both ends there was 
a funnel with a wire barrier dividing the trap into two 
parts. Each side was of course baited with shelled corn. 
The entrance hole on each end was just large enough to 

: easily admit a bird the size of a prairie chicken or prairie 
sharp-tailed grouse. Schmitt told us that the grouse were 
very easily caught in this kind of trap and that he had birds 
in it every morning in the spring. These traps, as I recall 
were always placed upon the dancing grounds and I do remember 
that he caught a good number while we were working with him. 

I think you are quite right that the migrations 
take place in autumn. Of course, you will be up against 
the same thing trapping in the spring as you would be in the 
winter because by the time that the grouse are dancing it 
seems that they should be on their established grounds for 
summer. I imagine that it would be pretty hard to trap them 
en route or during migration. I recall that at Cedar Grove, 
Wisconsin, which normally maintains only 3 or 4 prairie chickens 
that is down near the lake shore, we have seen flocks of as 
high as 50 birds moving straight south down over the lake shore 
in the late fall. How far they go, of course, we do not know 
but they are unquestionably birds from farther north. We have 
never seen any northward migrations in the spring, that is I 
have not. There is undoubtedly a great deal to be learned 
about this phase of their life history. As far as the 
description of the trap is concerned you are perfectly welcome 
to pass on this information to whomever you see fit. iL do 
remember that it was a very simple trap and, as I récall, was 
built almost exactly like our government sparrow trap only on 
a larger scale. 

We have a number of mounted prairie chickens (in a



Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. -2= 11-20-39 

cooing group which combines both prairie chickens and 
sharptails)as well as a few skins here. Any time you 
are here in Milwaukee you will be perfectly welcome to 
look them over. 

Of unmounted skins we have two females and one 
male Prairie Sharptail and we have the skins of nine males 
and seven females Prairie Chickens. 

Give my kindest regards to Mrs. Hamerstrom. 

Yours very truly, 

, 0. J. Gromme 

0JG:IR
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Division of Wildlife Management 424 Tniversity Farm "lace 
November 17, 1939 

Mre Owen J. Gromme 
Milwvakee Public Museum 
Milwaukee, Yisconsin : 

Gromme: 
Dear 

I am ashamed of myself. It was very kind of you to let me 
’ borrow your notes for 1931, and I should have returned them long 

before this. I am returning them today { we are just back from 
a trip ) and hope that you have not been inconvenienced. 

There was much of interest to us in these notes. In 
particular, (May 20,p. 1151) you speak of catching two sharptail 
cocks in an "automatic trap". Can you describe this trap? “e are 
trying out different ways of catching pinnates and sharptails on 
the booming and dancing grounds, since winter bending alone will 
give us only part of the information needed in underatanding 

‘ movements. May I pass the description of this trap on to the 
other chicken banders in the Take States Cooperative? They, too, 
will have to be able to trap in spring. As a matter of fact, I 
am beginning to wonder if spring trapping is not more important 
than winter trapping. To unravel local movements both are 

needed, but to get at the question of migration spring banding 
may actually be essential. After all, the migration is said 
to occur in the autumn: we may retrap the same bird in the same 
field winter after winter, but he may spend the summers several 

hundred miles away, for all we know. 

I envy you your ability to make sketehes along with your 
notese What an advantage that is! - 

Can you tell me how many skins of pinnates and sharptails 

you have in the museum? Ye are working on an age character in te ‘ 
plumage, and need to examine as many specimens as possible. 

Thank you very much for letting us look over your chicken 
notes. Ye hope to see you before very long, and can talk 
chickens more thoroughly then. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. Ne Hamerstrom Jr. 

Plainfield, “isconsin. saints = 
fs Se eat a i a i i il il ees



f | UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

= SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milweukee, Wisconsin 
October 18, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was very glad indeed to have your letter of October ) 
and to know that you had an excellent trip with Ernest Holt. 

I have just written Mr. Schweers, suggesting the possibility 
of our getting together about 10:00 a. m. on October 23 as I will 
be in Madison thet day. No doubt he will call you very soon con- 
cerning this. 

I am eagerly looking forward to hearing of the ideas you 

picked up while with Mr. Holt thet may possibly apply to Wisconsin. 

I know of your intense interest in the banding work being 
done by Jack Manweiler end we are doing everything possible to have 
this work continued. I know it would meet with Mr. Holt's approval 

| but the funds set up for the Beltrami project in northern Minnesota 

| are not sufficient to continue the banding work as it has been done 
' in the past. I am writing to Mr, Herbert Flueck, State Coordinator 

\ of Minnesota, suggesting that heteake the matter up with the Minnesota 
ww! ; Conservation Department to see if they are willing to set up a Pit- 

A) it | tman-Robertson project that would make the banding work possible. 
ZN | I am also planning on meeting with the Minnesota Conservation Depart- 

X | ment and Mr. Manweiler on November 3 to work out future plans for 

management of the northern Minnesota projects, and I wish to assure 
| you that additional emphasis will be given to the banding work at 

this meeting. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Warren W. Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Division
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THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF SiSiGS6es) 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

Des lacs Refuge 
IN REPLY REFER TO Kenmare » North Dakota 

: September 27, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Division of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

At last I am answering your letter of August 9, 1939 
regarding my Sharp-tailed Grouse banding. 

You most certainly have my permission to include any- 
: thing which you see fit pertaining to my Grouse trapping. 

As I feel that I have only dabbled experimentally so far, I 
‘ do not intend to publish anything until after I see what 

: I really can do this winter in the way of Grouse trapping. 

I do not know just what Mr. Salyer did or didn't 
write to Professor Leopold, so I will try to tell you briefly 

| the full story on our trapping here the past two winters. 
During the latter part of February, 1938, we had a large 
concentration of Sharp-tails feeding at a shelter on the 
Lostwood Refuge. The shelter, incidentally, was nothing 
but an ordinary lean-to type built out of rough, salvaged 
lumber. It was not covered with thatch, or in anyway camou- 

| flaged. The birds were feeding from a hopper placed in- 
side. 

To trap these birds, we blocked the escape holes and 
constructed a simple flat frame the size of the front of the 

shelter. On this we tacked No. 19, 14 inch mesh poultry 
wire. In the center we made a crude funnel, and to one side 

a door by which we could enter. 

Unfortunately, the spring thaw occurred unusually 
early, Feb. 26th. However, we began trapping on Feb. 28th 
and trapped intermittently until March 15 when all the birds ; 
had ceased feeding in the shelters. In the two weeks, how- 
ever, we trapped 35 and had several repeats. 

last winter I was away on leave from December 16 to 
February lst, making a flying tour of the refuges from New 

ao 
gf
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York to Key West to Louisiana and back up through the in- 
terior. We started trapping on February 9 at the same shel- ; 
ter at the Lostwood Headquarters. We recaptured 17 of the 
1938 birds as well as 62 new ones, Almost all the birds re- 
peated regularly, there frequently being some forty birds 
in the trap in the morning. 

later we moved our trap screen to another shelter 
and caught 44 new birds the first morning. Between Feb. 9 
and March 13 we trapped intermittently 3 shelters on the 
Lostwood Refuge and 3 on the Des lacs Refuge. We banded 
a total of 167 Sharp-tails. 

Judging from your December, 1937 and June, 1938 
reports and considering that we spent only five weeks at it, 
the trapping of 167 new Grouse and 17 returns appears to be 
pretty fair. 3 

As you know, Mr. M. C. Hammond, Biologist, at the 

Lower Souris Refuge has also been trapping Grouse. He 
uses, I believe, a large battery of tip-top traps and 
spends most of his time during the winter months on this * 
work. I have not seen any of his reports and all my infor- 
mation is third hand, but I believe that in 1937-38 he 

trapped 39 and this past winter just under 200. Consider- 
ing that he is in much better Grouse country and spends 

: considerably more time on it, 1 believe my trapping was 
more successful. 

This winter 1 intend to make Grouse trapping my main 
work. I expect to be here all winter and so will start as 
soon as birds commence using the shelters. With luck we 
might band 500, but as you say, local food and weather con- 
ditions play a big role. last winter 125 Grouse fed ona 
small patch of standing corn which we planted for them and 
wouldn't look at two feed hoppers full of shelled corn, 
barley, and wheat. This fall the supply of natural feed is 
poor and our corn patches a failure. Prospects, therefore, 
are good. 

This past winter we improved our trapping technique, 
and as this is what you are interested in I will get back 

on the subject. 

Our banding method, of course, presupposes the ex- 

istence of lean-to type upland game shelters. We experienced 
; the same difficulties which you mention. Our shelters have 

escape holes and are of various sizes and construction. Is- 
: cape holes were boarded up. Our screen construction took 

care of variations in size.
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We built the screen in several sections. The width of a screen 
depends on the available means of conveyance. If they are to 
be carried on the back seat of a sedan, they cannot be much 
over 3 feet wide. If a truck or pick-up is used, they can 
be considerably larger. 

Each section is a rectangular frame of 1" x 2" wood. 
A frame 4' or 5' high will fit most shelters. To allow for 
variation in height of shelters, we extend the wire 2' above 

the frame. We use No. 19, 15 inch mesh poultry wire stapled 
loosely on the frame; that is, not stretched taut. We have 
three types of sections: (a) is a plain wire section (b) has 

: a funnel (or bob wire if preferred) entrance (c) has a hinged 
wire door swinging within its frame for the entrance of the 
bander. Now by having one funnel section, one door section, 
and several plain sections, it is possible to cover the front 
of a shelter of any width. One or more plain sections are 

| added or subtracted as needed. : 

One large frame embodying the funnel and door can 
be used but doesn't lend itself to shelters of varying widths, 
nor is it readily portable. 

An essential part of our trap is an old canvas tarp 
which is rolled up on a long pole and kept on top of the 
shelter. Immediately on reaching the shelter this is un- 
rolled and dropped down over the front of the shelter. This ; 

| darkens the inside of the shelter and keeps the birds quiet. 
| We then crawl inside and pick up the birds by hand or with 
i the aid of a 79¢ Sears, Roebuck minnow net. The canvas also 

| makes the inside of the shelter an ideal place to do the 
actual banding on a windy day with the temperature at minus 
40 degrees! 

When one does not desire to trap for a day or so, it 
isn't necessary to take the sections off the shelter. One 
has only to fasten the hinged entrance door open to provide 
an exit for birds entering the trap. There is, of course, 

some danger with only one exit of predators cornering birds 
inside. However, our shelters are so large this would be 
difficult and we have not experienced any such trouble as yet. 

Our observations have been that as long as no one 
goes near the trap, the birds feed quietly inside. in the 

two winters we have had no casualties and only one injury. 
A wing was broken by careless handling. Judging by our re- 
peaters and returns, I do not believe that we are subsequently 
losing birds due to brain concussions and internal infuries 
sustained in the traps. Our birds do, however, loose quite 

a few feathers, but it doesn't seem to affect their health.
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I have not weighed our birds but one thing was very } 
apparent last winter. Toward the latter part of our trapping 
period, we could tell immediately when we picked up a new F 
bird because it was so much lighter and thinner than the 
regular repeaters. This would seem to indicate that the 
birds fare well even though trapped daily for a few weeks. 

I have heard that Mr. Hammond weighed his birds and 
found them to be losing weight towards spring. From that, 
I would surmise that possibly his birds were not getting 
enough to eat due to the trapping procedure. His traps were 
small tip-tops. It would seem quite probable that birds after 
dropping through into the small compartment would not feed 
quietly. 

I should state at this point that I have not had 
any personal experience trapping Sharp-tails with any of the 

special types of traps described in your manual. However, 
I have had ten years of trapping and banding a wide variety 
of species. From 1930 to 1934 I did most of the banding 
at the Austin Station on Cape Cod, Mass. 

I am one hundred percent for portable traps, even for 
trapping ducks. However, portability shouldn't limit either 
the selectivity or the number of birds the trap can take. 
Off hand, I would presume that it would take several tip-top 
traps to take 50 birds in one morning as is possible with a 
single shelter trap. What is the average and maximum takes 
for a tip-top such as described in your manual? 

Tip-top and other small traps, unless set in a shel- 
ter, would appear to be very likely to drift in with snow. 
Also the traps are more visible to predators and other dis- 
turbing elements. 

To summarize, the advantages of utilizing a shelter 

by placing a screen across the front appear to be these: 
(a) Sereen may be either of poultry wire or netting. 
(b) Either funnel or bob wire entrance may be used. 

(c) Trap is readily portable by building screen in 
sections. 

(a) Unlimited catch possible of several species. 
(e) By leaving bender's door open, trap may be left 

set up and unattended for several days. 
(f) By using a feed hopper, frequent rebaiting is 

unnecessary. 
(g) No trouble has been experienced with hawks and 

owls probably because trapped birds cannot be 
seen from above. 

(h) No trouble has been experienced with mammals. 

. Jackrabbits occasionally have gotten in but no 
injuries to birds resulted.
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(i) Traps do not drift in with snow. 
(3) Birds are able to and apparently do feed freely, 

quietly, and fully. 
(k) Inside the shelter with the canvas down in the 

: front is a nice warm place to sit in the straw 
out of the wind and band, weigh, record, etc. 

(1) Canvas cover over front quiets birds and elim- 

inates need for gathering cage. 
(m) No trouble has been experienced with Pheasants 

injuring themselves or the Grouse. 
(n) On basis of our admittedly limited and brief ex- 

perience with this type of trapping, the shelter 
trap appears to be less conducive to mortalities 

and injuries than other traps in use. 

that is enough, if not too much, on the trap. A brief 
summary of our banding on the Des lecs and Lostwood Refuges 
follows. 

1938- Feb. 28 to Mar. 15. 35 banded in 1 shelter. 
1939- Feb. 9 to Mar. 13. 167 banded in 6 shelters. 

Returns from 35 banded in 1938: 
Oct. 2, 1938. One shot two miles S.E. point of 

banding. 
Feb. 9 to Mar. 2, 1939. 17 recaptured in same 

shelter. 

The survival or total returns captured at the end of 
one year was 48.5%. The total number of recoveries including 

returns was 51.5%. This is a high percentage of return, I 

believe, for any species. 

For bait, we have been using a mixture of shelled 

whole corn, barley, wheat, and rye. ‘The food preferences have 

not been studied. 

I shall be very interested in hearing your comments’ / 
on our banding. As indicated above, I hope this winter to 
spend more time on the banding of upland game birds ie. 
Sharp-tailed Grouse, Pheasants, and Hungarian Partridges. 
Pinnated Grouse are about extinct in this immediate vicinity. 

Any suggestions as to particular problems to work on would 

be appreciated. 7 

From July 31st up until a week ago we were very busy 

with a severe outbreak of botulism. Caring for the sick and
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keeping the dead buried kept us busy until 9 or 10 P.M, every 
day. Sunday the hunting season starts so we will be on the 
go from dusk till dark again. 

Very truly yours, 

Seth H. Low 

SHL/1jh Jr. Refuge Manager 

“tT ve Sart ps Phifis Leon a 
ce Det we wh tteniF poe 

© Af<.
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: one W2h University Parm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management pes c SepRaene: Hh: 1899 

Mr. Seth Low ae . Se 
; Kenmare, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Lows : ; ae 

Dam holding up preparation of this year's 
Be progress report for the Lake States Trepping and Bending 

Cooperative until I hear from you because I am very anxious 
: to include a description of your trap and trapping resulte. 

I wrote you about this a short time ago. May I have your 
Fe permission to inolude this mterial? ae, 

; Very. truly yours, 

F, N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charzo : 2 
: Prairie Chicken Investigation ef 

: ee a Sf ~ As Se cine tae ae ey Got es o + ore see ag ota a ee _ 2 n ed a "Sa



42h University Farm Place ‘ 

Division of Wildlife Management August 95, 1939 

Mr. Seth Low . ; 
Refuge Manager Peon & 
Des Lace,—loxthDaketa |) ) ae 

(Odean POR 
Dear Mr. Low? ‘ : 

: Mr. Salyer has sent Professor Leopold a description of your 
sharptail trap snd trapping results on the Des Lacs Refuge. I am writing 
to ask if I may have your permission to include a description of your 
trap in the progress report of the Lake States Trapping and Banding 
Cooperative which I am now preparing for mimeographing. I am sure that 
the other members of the cooperative would be very glad to know of this 
method and of your success with it. I imagine that you plan to publish 
a description of your trap and so wish to assure you that appearance in 

i the progress report will not interfere with formal publication, as the 
progress report is a mimeograph and has a very limited distribution. 

I am particlarly interested in your trap because during the 
time that I was working on the Central Wisconsin Game Project, Necedah, 
I planned to use a trap based on the same general principle, but gave 
up the idea because our shelters were too large and had, by intention, 
escape holes through the back and eides. Because of this it seemed 
simpler to place smaller portable traps underneath the shelters and trap 
in that manner. 

; Your experience brings out very plainly a fact which I ha&e 2 
: suspected for a long time; namely ,that one has to work out traps and 

nethods for individual localities, that is to say, in several respects 
your experiences have run directly counter to mine and to those of 
other men trapping in the Lake States. For example, we have found catch- 

: ing cages or small catching compartments not only very useful but abso- 
lutely essential. I have watched captive sharptails and pinnates from 
concealment many times and found without exception that they did not 
feed quietly in the traps until disturbed, but began to try to get out 
within a very few mimtes after getting in. Although sharptails have . 
been much easier to handle in traps than pinnates and have injured then- 
selves much less frequently, still even sharptails were never quiet tut 
were doing their best to get out. This, I take it, is not at all as 
you have found it. : 

; Also in the matter of trap injuries and deaths your record is - : 
far better than that of any other grouse trapper I know. I believe that, 

generally speaking, few of us in this region have done better than to
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hold our trap deaths down to 5-10 per cent, and this in using many 
different types of trap. ‘ 

Another example of differing local conditions is the fact 
that Manweiler uses practically nothing but his tip-top trap, while in 
central Wisconsin when tip=tops and long bobs are used side by side, 
the long bobs for some reason make a more consistent catch. 

I agree, of course, with your belief that the Lake States 
Banding Cooperative has no trap which can be considered 100 per cent 
efficient. We are still experimenting and looking for such a trap. 
Relative severity of winters, abundance of grain fields, ragweed fields 
and other sources of feed outside the traps, numbers of birds--all these 
things bear very strongly on success in trapping in this region. 
Wouldn't it be interesting to try your trap here? 

I am very glad to have the opportunity to see the extract 
from your report and congratulate you on your success. 

Very truly yours, 

P. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation 

ce Salyer :



e ae ae aie 42h University farm Place : 

‘Division of Wildlife Management = xo ae - 1939 

. te. Be hewk Salyer 12, Chief atti 
Division of Wildlife Refuges es 

: Burean of meee. Survey aoc ; 
Washington, 2. ¢. . ; : * 

Dear Clarkt 

I think Seth Low's sharptail trap is a sub- 
_. Stential addition to ourrent knowledge on this species, 

: and I thank you for taking the trouble to send it on. 5 
: I am passing it.on to Frederick N. Hamerstrom, who is : 

my student on @harptails and prairie chidkens., Shovld 
we ever get out a revision of the trapping mamal, we . 
would like Mr. Low's permission to dnelude this ides, 

. Ao Tiepela 
2 Professor of Wildlife Managenent 

s uy oer



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY j 

WASHINGTON 

July 26, 1939. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Knowing the leadership you have taken in game bird band- 

ing studies, I am taking the liberty of sending you an excerpt 

from a report of one of our refuge managers giving some interest- 

ing experiences he has had in trapping sharp-tailed grouse with 

a rather simple trap used in conjunction with our standard winter- 

feeding shelter. 

Sincerely yours, 

\ ss 
Enclosure J. Clark Salyer II, 

Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Refuges.



» Taken from Quarterly Narrative Report on Des Lacs, N. Dak., for the 

months of February, March, and April, 1939, submitted by Seth Low, 
Refuge Manager: 

UPLAND GAME BIRD BANDING, 
PARTICULARLY SHARP-TAILED GROUSE. 

This past winter we spent a very small amount of time experi- 
menting with a simple method of trapping upland game birds for banding. 

The method is so obvious, simple, and satisfactory that it is 
astonishing that it has apparently not been used before. ‘The Game 
Management Division of the University of Wisconsin issued in December 
1937 a "Game Bird Banding Manual". In this the authors, A. S. Hawkins 
and F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., compiled a list with descriptions and illus- 
trations of the various types of traps used in the north-central 
states. Several funnel type traps are included but none utilize the 
ordinary lean-to type of upland game shelter. 

Our trap consisted of an upland game shelter across the mouth of 
which we stretch very loosely a wire screen in which there was built a 
funnel. See photographs. 

Our screen was built on a portable frame made of 1" x 2" wood 
scantlings. The length and height depend on the average length and 
height of the shelters which are to be trapped. To allow for varia- 
tions we let the wire lap over two or three feet on each end and on the 
top. To make the screen readily portable, we built what is actually two 
frames joined together by leather straps as hinges. In one frame is 
placed the funnel (or a bob wire type entrance) and in the other a small 
door. This door gives the bander access into the shelter. When not 
tending the trap, the door has only to be tied open to give the birds 
free access in and out of the trap. The following sketch will illustrate 
the main points: 

a H+ Ll 

This type of trapping is, of cdurse, Mependent on the availabil- : 
ity of one or more upland game lean-to type shelters. On our refuge
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areas we have about one shelter to every section of land. A shelter, 
to be used as a trap, must of course be tight. That is, there must be 
no holes in the back, top, or sides through which a bird may crawl or 
dig.- Snow will not serve to block holes as grouse will tunnel right 
through. 

The screen is not tacked or tied in place across the mouth of 
the shelter until after a flock of birds have become in the habit of 
using the shelter. Our shelters each contained a feed hopper filled 
with wheat, barley, and corn. The shelter floors consist of gravel cov- 
ered with straw. ‘Thus birds are also attracted by the grit. 

Only shelters that are not disturbed by humans may be trapped. 
As long as the birds are not disturbed and cannot see anyone, they will 
continue to feed and walk around quietly in the shelter. When trapping 
a shelter, it should always be appromched from the rear. On reaching 
the shelter, a blanket, old tarp, burlap cover, canvas, or the like, 
should be dropped immediately over the opening, thus making it dark in- 
side. ‘The birds will then not jump, dash, and fly about inside and a- 
geinst the screen. We use an old tarp rolled up on a bamboo pole which 
is kept on top of the shelter. It is easily unrolled. 

One may then enter the shelter and readily pick up and band the 
birds. A 79¢ Sears, Roebuck minnow net will help. Gathering cages can 
of course be built onto the shelters. However, we have not found such 
cages satisfactory for the birds when crouched together and confined in 
@ small space would injure themselves and each other. Pheasants are 
particularly hard on other species and themselves. However, pheasants and 
grouse in the shelter get along perfectly as they are free to move about. 

The following is a brief itemization of several features of this 
method of trapping: 

1. Trap does not drift in with snow, 
2. Birds do not injure themselves. 
Ze Unlimited catch possible of several species. 

« Easily portable. 
5- With full feed hopper and door open, trap may be left 

unattended for days or weeks. 
6 Little trouble from hawks and owls as these species 

cannot see birds from above. 
Te No trouble has been experienced with mammals except 

for an occasional rabbit getting in. No harm to 
the birds resulted in such instances. 

8. Inside the shelter is a nice warm place out of the 
wind in which to band and record. 

9- Birds able to feed freely and fully (in the case of top 
traps with a few ears of corn nailed up, the bird 
gets one peck and falls through the trap. Confined
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inside in a narrow dark space, the bird does 
not feed even if ample is available inside. 
Thus, birds attempting to feed at such trap- 
ping stations are likely to go unnourished 
and slowly lose weight). 

10. Either funnel or bob-wire type entrances may be 
used with the portable screen. 

We firmly believe that our method of trapping is definitely sup- 
erior to any other methods which have come to our attention. ‘The re- 
sults listed by the Lakes State Banding Cooperative for the winters of 
1936 = 37 and 1937 - 38 do nét reveal any efficient and successful trap- 
ping. 

We atarted banding on February 9th and stopped on March 13th. 
During that period our two traps were operated only 25 days. At the 

most not more than 4 man-hours per day were spent on trapping, making a 
total of 100 hours. 

The most successful station was the shelter located at the Lost- 
wood Refuge headquarters. It was in this shelter that the 35 grouse 
were trapped in 193%. Patrolman Lawson operated this station and in ad=- 
dition to recapturing 17 of the 1938 birds, banded 62 new grouse. While 
Mr. Lawson was on leave, Patrolman Homestead and the writer trapped a 
shelter in section 15, T. 159 N., banding 48, and another in section 3, 
T.. 158 N., banding § new grouse. 

On Des Lacs in a shelter in an old grove about one-fourth mile 
south of the headquarters, 29 grouse were banded. A shelter at the 
Swanson's Patrol Cabin was tried but only 3 birds were taken. Two shel- 
ters on the Valley Road netted 17 grouse and all the pheasants. 

We caught 17 returns out of 35 sharp-tailed grouse banded the 
l preceding year and banded 167 new ones. Also we banded 19 pheasants and 

17 Hungarian partridges. 

, We had no trap casualities or injuries. Our traps repeated fre- 
{ (| quently. ‘his plus the 43.57% return from the preceding year, are 

\ proof that our birds do not suffer from our operations. We lost only 
one bird which was due to careless handling. 

Sharp-tailed Grouse Banding 
Results 

1938 =~ Feb. 28 to March 15 35 banded in one shelter 
1939 -~ Feb. 9 to March 13 167 banded in six shelters / 

Returns from 35 banded in 1938: 
Oct. 2, 1938: 1 shot 2 miles southeast 
Febr. 9 to March 2, 1939: 17 recaptured in same shelter
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The percentage of recaptures in the same shelter in the exact 
same location one year later was, therefore, 48.57% Including the bird 

shot off the refuge during the hunting season, the total returns were 
51.42%. This is an exceedingly high percentage of returns from any 
species. 

Incidental Results 

The funnels of our traps were kept small and low purposely to keep 
out pheasants. Many could have been trapped by changing the funnel and 
trapping in locations where pheasants were numerous. Hungarian partridges 
show little interest in the bait mixture of barley, wheat, and corn when 
Russian thistle seeds are available. ‘The following were banded: 

Pheasants: 19 
Hungarians: 17



| : 
Reise 42h University Farm Place 

| April 26, 1939 - Division of Wildlife Management | 

Mr. Seth Low ees Refuge Manager : ; Des Lacs Refuge | SS Kenmare, North Dakota . : ‘ 
Dear Mr. Low: . 

At the suggestion o Mr. ¢. J. Henry Lower Souris Refuge, I am aekitae | to ask {you will be kid enough to give : us Some information about yo last winter's trepping and banding work. : ‘ } : ; 3 
‘ Bea the past three ; : 
As you know there has been fr E ; years a banding logeneaas in the three Ike Ghases. tam : Sending you such materiajas we already hve. Although this em cooperative deals primarly with the LakeStates, we aver include whatever materid we can get fro other banders® working ; on prairie chickens ancsharptailed grove. It ie for "Ss Teason that I send youthis letter. I Aso enclose copy 0: the form letter an@ rgort blank which/e are using this year, "which will-explain toyou more definitly what information we ; would like to have. | Se famed 

“Thank you very mech. er : 
ee Very fuly yours, me 

he pA. Hamerstrom dr., In Charge : alee ete hig pirie Chicken Investigation eae 

| ae : e 

ee



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

4650 North Port Washington Road 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
September 25, 1939 

Mr. F, N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Freds 

I appreciated very much having your letter of September 21 
and we are very anxious that banding operations on grouse be con-~ 
tinued in the northern Minnesota land utilization areas. 

Because of lack of funds this year, as much of the game 
work as possible will have to be turned over to the Minnesota 
Conservation Department, and we do not know as yet just what we 
may be able to do ourselves on this bending work. I shall look 
into the matter here in the regional office in an attempt to 

obtain an approval of this type of work but it may be that Mr, 
Manweiler will have to work out a plan with Mr. Fredine and others 

in the Conservation Department to carry on this banding work, I 

will do everything I can to see that the work may be continued. 

I am very glad to hear that you had such a good trip to 
Manitoba, and I hope I will have a chance to see you soon to hear 

of your experiences and to talk over the chicken banding work. 

Sincerely yours, 

Warren W. Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Division



Ue University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management September 21, 1939 

- Dr. Warren W, Chase : 
Soil Conservation Service ; 
4650 North Port Washington Road 
Uilwaukes, Wisconsin : 

Dear Warren: . ‘ 

Coming back from Manitoba about ten days ago I had a chance 
: to stop at Baudette and see Manweiler, He showed us over some of the 

project, but because of bad roads couldn't take us far. Nevertheless 
what we saw wae very interesting. 

Jack told me that there was a chance at least that he might 
not be able to contime the banding work this winter. I hope that this 
work can go on. The banding which has already been done during the 
last several years makes the potentialities for each succeeding year 
greater according to an almost geometric progression. It would be a 
pity to break it off now, particularly es Jack has gone so far in 
analyzing and organizing the results to date. I have a second reason, 
too. On this same Manitoba trip I talked to the people who are 
interested in chickens an@ sharptails there and urged upon them the 
necessity of starting Canndian banding, pointing out that through the 
Lake States Cooperative and Biological Survey areas in the Dakotas : 
there is now a string of banding stations all the way from North Dakota 
to Michigan, which surely improves the chances of getting the information 
which we 80 much need concerning migrations. The northern Minnesota 

- Danding stations are a very important link in that chain. If we are 
ever going te straighten out this question of migration, we are going to 
need more and more banding and on both sides of the international 
doundary. ; 

Can you arrange to continue Jack's banding work? Professor 
Leopold will probably write you when he returns, but I am writing now 
because I know how far ahead one has to make plans in your organization. 

‘3 : Sincerely yours, 

P, N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation 

ee Manweiler 

Leopold



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREALDO OR AGROULIURALX ECONOMIES 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Beudette, Minnesota 
January 3, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Acknowledgment is made of your letter of December 20 with regard 
to the Lake States Banding Cooperative. We are planning to trap 
on both projects through the coming winter and have teken to 

- date approximately 85 new birds. I have been in communication 
with Mr. J. Dobie and have supplied him with our findings. 

During the past month I have been compiling weight data and feel 
sure that worthwhile information on sex determination ic forth- 
coming. I shall send you a copy of the results in this connec- 
tion in the very near future. 

| O nanusaile 
Z Manweiler 

ane Management Specialist
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os UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baudette, Minnesota 

August 15, 1939 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred; 

In answer to your letter of August 11 we used state bands during the 
entire banding period. With regard to the pinnated grouse, we trapped 
one bird in 1938 and a different bird in 1939,with no retraps of this 
species whatsoever. 

I am glad to learn that you are completing the progress report for the 
Cooperative and know that it will be a worthwhile compilation. With 
regard to the banding sumBrization and publication underway here, it 
has been very difficult to accomplish a great deal. We have been at a 
standstill for more than six weeks waiting for approval of funds before 
the projects will again re-open. You, of-eousse, Know how difficult 
it is to accomplish very much under such conditions. We do not plan 
to carry on much trapping and banding this winter because of limited 
funds. The Wildlife Division has been cut to approximately 10 percent 
of funds available in pest years and unless such can be augmented, 
some of the projects heretofore underway will have to be abandoned. 

Best of regards to you and Fran. SS SRED Qn oF 
a «vA 

Y ly, o 

, Manweiler 

Game Management Specialist
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: UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE : 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Black River Falls, Wisconsin 
July 29, 1939 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

In regard to your request of July 20 relative to 
special identification symbols on bands, we find 
that the 300's, etc. were all indicated with a 

symbol of R.G. In making out the report they 
failed to include the R.G. following the band 
number. 

We have double checked on this and found that 
most of the bands received were marked with 
R.G. These must have been intended for Ruff Grouse. 

Sincerely yours, 

SILAS J. KNUDSEN 
Project Conservationist 

By QL TT ae ee 
Wm. H. Schunke
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Black River Falis, Wiscnnsin 
June 14, 1939 

: LD-WI-5 & 6 - WHS 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom, Jre 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

In response to your letter of May 27, 1939 it would appear thet the 
mimeographed summry of the 1939 trapping season was in errore Accord- 
ing to our copy no mention is made of trap Be To clear up the point 
a@ correct copy of the summary is enclosed. 

San 6 traps on the Black River Falls' area were identical in operating 
\ principle but differed in size. Trap No. 4 was a long bob; traps 1,2,3, 
c@ 5 and 6 were designated as A type and could be described as small bob 

\? or drop wire traps. Trap numbers and number of birds caught in each 
trap are given at the close of this letter. 

Your count of 21 1937-38 repeats for LD-WI-6 is correct. The figure 23 
was derived from the trapping mans and it happens that two 1937-38 
repeats were trapped at two different locations and consequently the 
total was erroneously given as 23. 

Age characters: The small size of the birds compared with their excellent 
condition and strong flight, as well as the bright feather markings were 
considered by the men in the field as good indications that the birds 
were hatched in 1938. 

Band sizes: Size 12 bands were not quite large enough to allow complete 
closing over the legs of some of the sharptails. Whether or not this 
will increase the chences for the bird to lose the band was not determined. 
Concerning size 31-6 bands we have none on hand with which to compare 

t the size 12 band. 

We have not sufficient data on hand to state definitely whether or not 
there are now more birds on 6 than 5. The excellent yield of food patches 
with the consequent abundance of grein available combined with the mild 
weather partially explains the relatively few birds banded on both sites.



Page 2 

Trap Noe Description Noe caught(new birds only) 

1 Small drop wire (A) 15 
2 Small drop wire (A) 14 
3 Small drop wire (A) 3 
4 Long bob 17 
5 Small drop wire (A) ae he 
6 Small drop wire (A) 1 

Se 

7 ' wi 
Very truly yours, Nye 

Projec: ger, LU 
Atte ree 

t | 2}? Sf i” 6 | 

we | lo | Long Gt- 17 
Hh | S 
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Species Sharpteil ee 

4 r Traps 
Sc: hinds a Traps in Manual eserigs 

re-trepped 9 “ 

Where “6 2 +g 2 

trapped, Noe Banded & |2 of a aia 

by whom. @ é bs 5 Beit e ~3 3 33 2 
; & |S ag HA aie le g ie 3 

SeptPot.| Nove| Dec. j Jan, |Peb.| Marj Aprgfotal |S | Set ae a insige igel 4 

North 47 21 None Corn +16 

Millston Buckwhet 7 (S 
Twpe Hey x 
dackson Co. 
scs 
LD-"I-6 

LD-"I-5 
Juneau Coe 20 | 10 30 715 None { Ale}Corn ss ey 2 

8.0.5. Buckwhet : 

E ~~ Lb 19 
3 Pheasants Banded in Febe 7 
1 pinnate. 

Ae Smaller than long bob but similar in operating principlee



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baudette, Minnesota 
June 5, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom 
424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I regret exceedingly {inability to give you the information on the grouse 
banding activities last wintery “but it required some time to get the in- 
formation you desired regarding the sizes of Minnesota state bands. En- 
closed herewith is the grouse banding report as per, your, request. This 
last compilation represents all of the birds caughtrand therefore differs 
from the list submitted to you in April. We have had no open season on 
grouse for several years and consequently no banded birds have been turn- 
ed into the State Conservation Department or the Universi ty. We have re- 
turns of 11 birds banded by us. This information will be compiled in the 
publication on the subject when time permits. Should you desire informa- 
tion on it, advise. 

With regard to the sizes of Minnesota bands, the numbers have been changed 
recently. The number used for the chukar partridge is now 995, for the 
Hungarian partridge 994, for quail 993, and for sharptailed and pinnated 
grouse 995(formerly Minnesota #6), all numbers as used by the National 
Band and Tag Company of Newport, Kentucky. 

Yours truly, ‘ 

6 | ifeacvet 
Game Management Soecialist 

a 
-
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Species Sharp-teiled Grouse 

No. birds x Traps in Manual ther Traps H 
re-trapped gS % ee, Castes ee 

Wh 8 S Stl. cae eee 
coe 37, mw RA g oS u > ©} AO} B® 

trapped, No. Banded bie i os jdgo A 8p Lg ea % 
WO}; r] a Aa 8 ne Z als a u g 

“oa AALS [Se [AS] Bait | a eel Sa [mel S 

| Bel.-Pine 34/96 164 | 
| Island Pro i : 

J.Manweilen 

nnated Grouse | 
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Roth males 4 ‘ 

mm | | 
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“* Division of Wildlife Vanagement a 424 t™iversity Farm “lace 
tae g eR ane May 2751959 cat wee 

Mr. William H. Schuake need, : eee ee oo 
. Soil Conservation Service =~ Lee ET a 

_ |. Black River Falls, Wisconsin. -- aa e tie 

_ Dear Billy : ie ae ‘ Be i 

Sig RS ee afraid T cen't arrange to see Siemers in Necedah, much : 
- .9@8 T would like toe hen I was in Juneau county about ten days ago T. 

“had our correspondence along, hoping to be able to.make arrangements i ; 
tO see Siemers, but I could'nt make it. Our work at this season isso 

~... dependant upon the weather that I can't make plans two or three days =. 
-. @head == which would be necessary in order to do as you suggest. If : 

~ you want to have your material included in the Progress Report, there. > 
Seems to be no other way than to straighten things out by mail. To ' 

Soe. Makes it “easder to do. that, T.am sending you more detail in this letters 

SS Nae ea eS ee RP es 
CL) Drapes I etill cantt figure out how many pirds you eaucht (new ‘ 
= bahdings only} not repeats) in “the several types: of traps. In your é ’ -, Last letter you listed the traps referred to in the numbering system 

© used in the report for Necédah, but not’ for Black River Valls; and © 
“vs even for Necgedah there seems ta be a hiteh of some sorts That is, . : 

=. using your cxplanation, I set 6 caught in tip tops, 19 in long.bobs,». © 
~-§ in short bobs;- your sugary gives 3 in tip tops, 6 in the modified 
“long bob (Trap A), 2 in Trap B ( no description as to what this trap 
-. 48), and the rest unaccounted for. Yor Black River Fells, your summary 
- odists one-in Trap A, 6 in Trap’B (no description), and the rest 
-. . unaccounted fore Can you straighten this out? "hat is Tran BR? 

(2) Repeats... Figures fox Ycoedah seam to be in order, but for Black pee 
River Falls you list 23 repeats from 1937-38; T can find only 21. : ; : "* Mhey ares 43605B, 65:10, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 30, 51, 36, 44, 46, 48, 
69, 72,-and 76 (-all B8s);.43711B, 17, 21, 22. ih B's),On the banding a 
sheets I find also as repeats 43622 and 43672 (without B&s). Vere these 

-- last two, perhaps, counted in? So es ae 

- (3) Age characters: how did you determine that all the sharptails — . 
banded on LD-7I-6 were birds of the year? This is something that all — 
fhe cooperators will want to know. eat oe 

- A) Bend sizes: How do the size 12° bands (with Re before the number) - : 
ee work out for sharptails, and do they differ much from the pheasant y 

bands (size 31-6) which were used.in past years? er ae Spe ee,
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Division of Wildlife Management 4oh University Parm Place 
May ah, 1939 

Soil Conservation Service 
Beaudette, Minnesost : 

Dear Jack: 

As most of the reports of the Cooperators are now ing I am trying to 
round up the few points which are still unsettled. I should appreciate it 
vory mech if you would send me, within the next few days if possible, the 
material which I asked for in my letter of April 29. Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fred Hamerstrom 

Please reply to Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

k f 

fi } i,



ce UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

xz COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

3 MADISON. WISCONSIN : 

DEPARTMENT oF Anaenre EcONOMICS 

Division of Wildlife Management 4ou University Farm Place 
May 24, 1939 

Mr. Shaler E. Aldous 
Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Farm 

St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Aldous: 

Thank you very much for the trapping report which you sent me. If 

you could, without inconvenience to yourself, let me know how many birds you 

caught in each type of trap} last winter, I'ld appreciate i t. 

Very truly yours, 

Set nt hae ee 
F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 

Prairie Chicken Investigatioh. 

Please reply to Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

Doar Nemec 

Cee ft fw S psertcle, Chat ota wed 2 

: eo a ee AAs AG tp Hiap.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

LAKE STATES Ponts te een MeNT STATION 

UNIVERSITY FARM, ST. PAUL, MINN. 

. 

May 9, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I received the trapping manual and blank forms 

some time ago but have not been able to fill out the 

blanks as the data requested is still in North Dakota. ; 

I.am leaving for the field today but will send 

these blanks in upon my return provided the data is here 

at that time. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Shaler E. Aldous 
Assistant Biologist



424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 
April 6, 1939 

So All Sooperative Banders: 

Most of you have already finished lest winter's trapping and 

banding, the rest will shortly do so. As I em working on « field project 

this year I have less time for writing follow-up letters te individuals: 

may I ask that you report as promptly and completely as possible? Yor 

the same reason I shall be unable to abstract undigested material and 

ask you to £111 out the enclosed blank and anewer the follewing questions: 

(1) Have you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of | walt 
trapping, bait preferences, ote.? ee 79 wl # } * S ee ee 

(2) Sex and age eriteriat “Th Ma — Paul tapping mececern "te carp 
ant Avatity . . LE A 4 

(3) Comnents, suggestions, perticular points of technique? 
(4) Bo you know of any work outside the cooperative which 

should be included in this year's summery? 

A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. 

=> 
¥. Hameratrom Jr., In Charge 

encl Prairie Chicken Investigation 

a
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oh University Farm Place 
April 13, Division of Wildlife Management wt te 

Mr. Shaler %. Aldous 
Lake States Forest Experiment Station 
University Farm 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Aldous: 

I am sending you the form letter which has been 
sent to the members of the Lake States Trapping and Banding 
Cooperative. Your offer to chip in is much appreciated. 

I am also sending our trapping mamal and last 
year's progress report, under separate cover. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥. MN. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
encl Prairie Chicken Investigation



UNITED STATES 
: DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Black River Falls, Wisconsine 
Mey 5, 1939. 

LD-WI-5 & 6 - WHS 

Mr. F. N, Hamerstrom dre 
Plainfield, Wisconsin ; 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

When transferring the bender's field notes to the consolidated 
report, certain oversights were made which were corrected at a 
later datee The following changes should be incorporated with 
the copy of the banding notes for 1939, now in your possessions 

LD-WI-6 
wv. a 

az . On the 19th sheet, correct January 21 to read February 21, 1939. 

‘  / On the same page correct line 3, RG 97* to read RG 77* Ste, 
I trap 4, Sec. 11, 21, 23 Male, Clear 28°F., F. Bowen, No injury. 
¥ 

3 LD-WI-5 

r January 17, 1939. 
é Line 8 is St. # 43767B* 

is _/ Line 9 should read St., Trap # 2, Sec. 18 Twpe 20N, RSE, 
Male, 301*, 996.9 grams, Snow 20 , Carter, crop fall, 

e Bird in good conditions 
February 9, 1939 

/ Line 2 & 3 read Sec. 24, Twp. 20N R3, correct to Sec. 28, 
Twp. 20N R3E, 

February 21, 1939 

a Line 1 reads Sec. 28, T20N R2E-correct to Sec. 28, T20N r 
_ RSE. 

/ Line 3, reads pheasant 331*= correct to pheasant 331 (new 
bird). 

yx Totals for Feb. 21, 1939 should be- 

No. of St. banded today ...3 
No. of Pheasants banded .....1 
Noe of repeats banded 

PRORSEN Gs icc ces ccecedawses 

Sharptat? sagses 000 s000 00d 
Total 20



Page 2 
FN Hamerstrom, Jre 

Referring to Mr. Hamerstrom's letter of April 29, 1939, Z 

\’ LD-WI-5 paragraph (2) pinnate # 323 was caught in a long bob 
trape 

The following kinds of traps were used on Lp-wi-5 during the 1939 

season: Trap no'se 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were long bobe No's. 

1 and 8 were short-bob. No's. 9, 10 and 11 were tip-tope 

As to the other questions referred to in Mr. Hamerstrom's letters 

of April 29 and May 1, Mr. Schunke feels it would be advisable 

if Mr. Hamerstrom would arrange to meet Mr. Siemers at Necedah 

at an early date to discuss in detail the matter of trapping 

reportse 

Very truly yours, 

asks aS oo 
Project Manager, LU.



Division of Wildlife Management 424 tniversity Farm Place 
Yay 1, 1939 

Mr. Villiam Schunke 5 
Goil Conservation Service 
Black River Falls, Yisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

One more question; how many birds did you catch in each 
type of trap on the Necedah and Black River areas? The totals on 
your report don't come out right. 

Thanks. 

; Very truly yours 

he Pe ae 

Plainfield, Yisconsins | 

\ ‘ 

‘ | 
\ 

d ee 

| he \\ 
i \ 

N 

Y uaa “e | ae A g



424 University Farm Place Division of Wildlife Management 
April 29, 1939 

Mr. Jack Manweiler 
Soil Conserwation Service 
Beaudette, Minnesota 

Dear Jack: ; 

Congratulations on last winter's banding! You are far ahead 
of anyone else who has reported so far. 

; I notive that under "No. birds reetrapped" you have given 
the number of times banded birds were re-trapped, rather than the 
number of individuals, for each yeare I should have made it more 
clear, but it was the latter I was after. 

For the sake of completeness, will you send me your data on 
pinnates? I think one of the main functions of the Progress Report 
is to keep the record complete and up-to-date, no matter how few 
the birds banded. I have a single sharptail to report this year. 

Am I right in thinking that you had no open season in 
Minnesota last year, and that the only band retwtrs are your 
re-trappings? Gus Swanson tells me that you have the only Minne- 
sota returns. 

I have found several mistakes concerning Wisconsin band 
sizes in the Manual, and am correcting theme “hile T am at it, Tf 
want to check up on the other states, as well. “hat can you tell 
me about Minnesota state band sizes for pinnates, sharptails, 
ruffed grouse, pheasant, quail, and Huns? The only Minnesota size 
listed in the Manual is for sharptails -- Noe 66 

It is good news to learn that your sex determination paper 
has been sent to the editor. How is the paper on movements of 
sharptails, as shown by the band returns on the Central Wisconsin 
and Winnesota Projects, progressing? I take it that that is the 
collaboration which you speak of, although, in view of the last 
two years' work, my contribution is very small indeed. 

Best wishes to you both. 

ae yours, 

mek tle Se Ange



‘a 

Division of Yildlife Management 424 Mmiversity Farm Place 
April 29, 1939 

Mr. William He Schunke * 
Soil Conservation Service 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

; Dear Bill: 
e 

Thank you for the trapping data sheets and your excellent 
summary of the winter's banding. I should like to ask for a little 
more information.on a few points: : 

LD-WI-6 

“ $1) You considered all the sharptails to be birds of the year: 
all of us are looking for a means of telling young birds from old 
ones -=+ how did you do it? . 

~ (2) You list 23 repeats from 1937-394 I find 21 in the data . 
sheets, plus #43622% and #43672%; should these not be ~~ and 
#626729. md were they, perhaps, counted as the two birds ich 
: yee hot find? (436228 and 43672B are included in my count of 
1). 

- (3) How do the size 12 bands (with RG before the number) work out 
for sharptails, and do they differ much from the pheasant bands 
(size 31-6) which you were using# before? 

LD-WI-5 

(1) Notes for Feb. 21: #331 (pheasant) carries an asterisk, not 
typed, after ite This is the first time that that number had 

“appeared «= is it a repeat? Should not the summary for the day 
show 3 sharptails and 1 pheasant banded, 15 sharptails and 1 
pheasant as repeats, total of 20 trapped that day? 

, (2) What kind of trap caught the pinnate #323 (Feb. 8)? 

9 LD-WI-5&6 

" {3} What is "Trap B® on the mimeographed form? , 
- (2) Do you think the greater number of sharptails banded on e 
LD-WI-6 is an accident of trapping, or has 6 now more birds than 5? 

‘Sorry to bother you, but I want to be sure the Progress 
Report is “. accurate as possible. 

Very truly yours, : 

e 4



UNITED STATES 
ro 
= DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

: SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Black River Falls, Wisconsin 
April 20, i939 

LD-"I-5 & 6 WHS 

Mre Fe Ne Hamerstrom, Jre, in Charge \ ow <i" 2 
Prairie Chicken Investigation : Cage 
424 University Farm Place ; AW, r 
Madison, Wisconsin = yw 

Lat UO 
Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: at 

In reply to your letter of April 8, 1939, may we submit the 
following information. 

(1) When discussing any seasonal differences in case of trepping 
and bait prefereuce it is weil to remember thet tne 1939 season on 
project LD-\WI-6 was milder aud nad less snow than tne 37-38 seasone 
A greater preference for corn shocks as compared to buckwheat racks 
was experienced during the '39 season. Ail traps duriug both seasous 
were baited witn sneiled corn and buckwheat nay. Snarptails ate 
less buckwneat from stacks during tne 'S9 season than during '37- 
"38. (The'S9 season included Jan. 3 to Feb. 28 and March 9 to 15 
inclusive) (The '37-'38 season included Dec. 1937 and Jan., Feb., 
March 1938) 

(2) The sex ratio on LD-WI-b for 1939 was 52.7% males aud 47.2% 
> females. All birds banded were believed to be natcned the spring 

of 1938, (Sex determination was identified by featner mrkings) 

The sex ratio on LD-"I-b for 1959 was 03.3% males and 36.6% 
femalese A total of SO new Snarptaiis banded, 3 pneasante and 1 
male pinnates 

(3) All corn shock feeding stations were checked about once each 
week by personnel engaged in banding and snelled corn was scattered 
about those locations that were most frequeuted by grousee The 
amouut of feed was gradually reduced uutil the majority was placed 
within the trape Once a trap was located at a particular station, 
the fewer changes made either in location of tne trap or location of 
corn shocks etc, the greater the possibility of the birds entering 
the trape 

Corrugated paste board was found preferable for lining traps to 
guuny sacking. Confining compartments at one end of each trap were 
made smaller so tnat tne birds would uot injure themselves when 
thrashing about as the bander removed birds, As mice use the guuny



Page 2 
F. Ne Hamerstrom, Jr. 

sacking for nest lining and red squirreis knaw the paste board to 
get at tne layers of glue, it is suggested tnat vermin proof and 
water proof building insulation be tried as a lining for the 
confining apartments. No buffer lining was found necessary for the 

remainder of the trap providing straw or hay is piled on and 
about to exclude the light. Note the changes we are making in 
trap on attacned sketcn. 

In an examination and comparison of the 'S7-'S8 season with the 
139 season it is interesting to note tnat tne trap location which 
yielded the greatest uumber of new birds in 'S7-'38 yielded the 
second greatest number of new birds in 'S9. Generally speaking, 
this nolds true for all locations. 

Relatively few birds banded at one location in 'S7-'38 were retrapped 
at a different location in '39 and likewise the cross overs in any 
one season are surprisingly few even though several traps were 

operated less than a mile from another trap. 

The banding of three pneasants was a mistake as we were only 
interested in and permitted to band Sharptail and Pimated 
Grousée 

I hope the above material completes the data which you requestede 

Very truly yours, 

= Je Knudsen 
Project Manager, LU.
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i UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

black iver Falls, Wisconsin ; 

April 20, 1939 

LD-WI-5 & 6 WHS 

Mr. Aldo Leopold : 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

We are enclosing a copy of the remainder of tne 

Trapping and Banding uotes for the season of 
1939. 

In the notes sent to you previously there was 
an omission in the notes for LD-wI-5. The 
following is tne information that was omitted. 

Date - January 17. 
Specie - Snarptail (Repeat) 
Location - Sec. 18 T20N K3E, 
Sex - Male Band Noe - S01 
Weignt - 990.9 gre 

: Bander - Je Roberts & B. Carter 
Remarks: - Crop fulle Bird in good conditions 

Very truly yours, 

ee — 
Project Manager, LU. 

Ence 

zx = : / : 0 At oe Me 
L albed Laan = ra : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Baudette, Minnesota 

April 18, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Enclosed herewith is a summary of the sharptailed grouse 
( banding results. No pinnates are listed because so few 

have been taken. With regard to seasonal differences in 
ease of trapping and bait preference, such information ig 
being compiled for the publication upon which we are all 

gs (\ collaborating. The sex and age criteria is also explained 
: fully and conclusions are explained in "The Combined Weight 

Class-Rectrix Pattern Method of Sexing Sharptailed Grouse" 
submitted to the Wildlife Journal for publication. With 
regard to comments, suggestions, and particular points of 
technique,I cannot think of any that have not already been 
disseminated. 

The only outside work that the cooperative should include 
from Minnesota, to my knowledge, is the banding work be- 
ing carried on by the CCC camps in the vicinity of Bemidji, 
Minnesota. Particulars can be secured from Gordon Fredine, 
Biologist, Division of Game and Fish, State Office Building, 
St. Paul, Minnesota. 

It is hoped that the above information will be of value to 
you. 

Yours truly, 

A Vn 
fame Management Specialist
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4ok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
April 8, 1939 

To All Cooperative Banders: 

Most of you have already finished last winter's trapping and 

banding, the rest will shortly do so. As I am working on a field project 

this year I have less time for writing follow-up letters to individuals: 

dee I ask that you report as promptly and completely as possible? For 

the same reason I shall be unable to abstract undigested material end 

ask you to fill out the enclosed blank and answer the following questions: 

(1) Have you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of 
trapping, bait preferences, etc? 

(2) Sex and age criterta? 

(3) Comments, settedtaiind. particular points of technique? 

(4) Do you know of any work outside the cooperative which 
should be included in this year's summary? 

A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

a K : th meratinen Qh 

F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., In Charge vs encl Prairie Chicken Investigation



4oh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
April 8, 1939 

2e ALL Cooperative Baniers: 

Most of you have already finished last winter's trapping and 

Banding, the rest will shortly do so. As I am working on @ field project 

this yeor I have less time for writing follow-up lettere to individuals: 

may I ask that you report as promptly and completely as possible? Yor 

the same reason I shall be unable to abstract undigested material and 

ask you to £111 out the enclosed blank and answer the following questions: 

(1) Have you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of 
trapping, bait preferences, ete.? 

(2) Sex and age eriteriat 
(3) Comments, suggestions, particular points of technique? 

(4) De you know of any work outside the covperative which 
should be included in this year's summery? 

4 prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

2 Hameretren 

- Lise”



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management fareh 3. 1939 

Dr. F. C. Lincoln 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Lincoln: 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. has, as you know, been 
trapping and banding game birds, principally prairie 
chickens, in connection with his r esearch work for this 
university. He has not heretofore held a migratory bird 
trapping and banding permit because he has not had 
occasion to handle migratory birds. We now find that a 
certain number of migratory birds are being caught in 
conjunction with the prairie chicken trapping operations, 
and accordingly I wish to apply for a migratory bird 
permit for Hamerstron. 

I would appreciate your sending me the necessary 
application blanks since I find I have none. Is there any 
way in which you can issue Hamerstrom a temporary permit 
pending the completion of the formal papers? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



\ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

RESEREEEMEN TT ARMINISTERATION ; 
Soil Conservation Service 

Necedah, Wisconsin IN REPLY REFER TO 
February 13, 1939 

Mre Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: : 

é Jess Roberts and I are doing the banding this yeare I : 
would like to have any new notes sent in by members of 
the cooperative and others of the banding associatione 

Any new information on determing sex or age would be 
greatly appreciatede 

Very truly yours, 

Fe 

~_ . 

Burns Te Carter 

Game Department 
LD=WI=5



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

February 7, 1939 

IN REPLY REFER TO 
LD-WI-5 & 6 WHS 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 
Old Entomology Bldg. 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are enclosing herewith copies of Mr. Schunke's 
monthly Grouse Trapping and Banding reports for 
projects Lp-{I-5 & 6. 

Sample tail feathers taken from banded birds have 

been filed in loose leaf binders and ere available 

for your information. 

Very truly yours, 

A 
Project ager, LU 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN b 
MADISON f 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY January 31, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

Division of Wild Life Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

This letter is in answer to yours of 
January 12, in which you make some suggestions concerning 
Endocrinology experiments on pinnates. I quite agree with 
you that one hundred of these birds would be costly to obtain 
and house. It is also quite apparent that the department 
would not consider a request for that number of bifds as a 
reasonable one. 

I feel, however, that the time and 
effort needed to run a preliminary experiment on a few pin- 
nates would not be very profitable unless it were possible 
to obtain a large number of animals to continue the experiment 
and make a real contribution. In view of the opposition of 
the department, and difficulty in obtaining the birds, it 
would seem to me that the experiment is not a very feasible 
one. 

I think your suggestion of doing work 
on pheasants is much to the point, but I would have to go ; 
into the literature and determine to what extent Endocrinologycal 
work has been done on pheasants. I have talked with Mr. Bert 
Meyer about the possibility of doing such on pheasants and he 
is now looking up the literature on that subject. 

I have been hoping for some time to be 
able to find time to talk with you about the general subject 
of the relationship of Endocrinology research to game birds, 
but it seems I have been unable to find the time. I hope to 
be able to do so very early in the next semester. 

I thank you very much for your kind inter- 
est and cooperation. Your help has been of great value in making 
it possible to carry out Elder's project. As he has probably 
told you, he is making good progress and has obtained a great 
amount of data. 

Very truly yours, 

] 

A of as 7 
Professor of Zoology 

RKM: MB



424 University Parm Place 
Jamary 12, 1 Division of Wildlife wanagement sta 

Prof. RB. K. Meyer 
451 Biology Building 

Dear Professor Meyer: 

Hamerstrom tells me that your present suggestion is that a 
Small preliminary endocrine experiment be run on our birds which we 
hope to have for a feeding test, and that a larger scale 100-bird 
experiment be attempted later 

I would be enthusiastic about such a program, but I think 
I should remind you that 100 pinnates will probably never again be 
obtainable in Wisconsin. One hundred sharptails could probably be 
obtained with the continued rise of the cycle, but it would be costly 
and would require some definite financial arrangement to catch and 
hola the birds. To reduce the risks of loss to a minimum I would sug 
gest that catching and holding be delegated to somebody already expert, 
like Grange. 

Have you considered doing the big-scale work on pheasants, 
extending to grouse the principles to be discovered? This would avert 
the heavy risk of loss in confinement, greatly reduce expense, and get 
around the probable opposition of the Department. Moreover large~scale 
operations need not necessarily be postponed because to loss 100 
pheasants would be no misfortune to anybody. 

I would be glad to talk the whole thing over at your conven- 
lence. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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Division of Wildlife Management Plainfield, Yisconsin 
January 271, 1939, 

Wr. He B. Kellogg Jr. 4 
State Fxperimental Came and Pur Farm 

Poynette, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Kellogg: 

I am sending you, for your files, a record of the plans 

which we agreed upon for the prairie chicken experiment. 

Ae Purpose of the experiment: To determine whether a diet of browse 

alone will maintain weight of penned wild prairie chickens during the 

winter months. 

Be General procedure: ' 
1. Three letsi@of eight birds each will be used. 
2. The birde will be cistributed among the three lots as evenly as 

possible according to sex, weight, and time of capture. 
3. The three lots will be held under the same conditions of penning, 

exposure, and other disturbances, co that the only difference in their 
treatment will be that of diet. \ ‘ 

4. The details of penning are left in the hamds of the game form 
staff. 

5. The pens will be placed as far from human disturbance as 
practicable. 

6. One man will handle the birds. 
7. All birds will be held on ® grain ration for a few days after 

arrival at Poynette. 
8. Once the birds have been placed on one of the experimental 

. vations, the rationg will be fed without change. 

C. Rations: 
1. Browse diet (for one lot) 

Group I <- no omissions. 
white birch - buds and catkins Aspen - buds 
Bog birch - * = Blueberry - * 
Hazel ae = * Willow “ * 
Sweet fern. - * * ® ew -, leaves Group II + will also be fed dr ggnvensenthy BYailavle 
Maple - buds River birch ~ buds and catkins 
Elm-- * Sumac «+ fruit heads



Mr. He Be Kellogg Jr. 
page 2. 

2. Grain diet (for one lot). Ye did not go into details at our | 
meeting, but I suggest the following: corn Trelien) puckwheat, rye, 
oats, barley, wheat, fed in separate containers so that a record of 
Breferences may be kept. Grits Dewberry leaves. 

3. Grain plus browse (for one lot). Diets 1 and 2 together. 

D. Methods of handling browse for diets 1 and 3; 
1. Browse plants will be fed in the form of cut branches and twigs, 

rather than as a collection of individual buds and catkins. 
2. Presh feed will be given every five days, to be sure that 

changes in the cut material do not affect the experiment and that any 
physiological changes which may occur in the living plants are ineluded 

in the diets. 
3. The birds will have all the different kinds of browse before 

them at all times, so that they may choose their own quantities and 

combinations of feed. Certain kinds will probably be eaten more than 

others; cheef emphasis should be placed on gathering these, but a fresh 
supply of a11 kinds should be given at each five day period. There 
may even be preference between the buds and catkins of.the same plant: 
it is important that both be always available. 

4. In the case of white birch, material will be taken only from 

trees eat the outer edge of a stand, or from trees growing in the 

open. A preference for such trees has been noted by Schmidt, although 

its cause is unknown. 
5. The low, bushy willows found in marshes and hay meadows will 

be used, rather than tree willows. 
6. A few sample twigs of each kind of browse will be saved from 

every lot brought in. Hach sample should show the date and place of 

collection. 

E. Yeights: 
1. I will weigh each bird when it is trapped. : 
2. The birds in all three lots will be weighed individually the 

day they they are put on the experimentel diets, and every fifth day 

thereafter. 

Fe Incidental observations: Holding these birds for the feeding 
experiment offers a chance to get incidental information of some 
importance. Examples follow: 

1. Food preferences. Without going to the trouble of keeping 

weight records of the amounts actually eaten, preferences among the 
different kinds of browse will probably be evident. Since these 
preferences may change with the coming of spring, @11 suck observations 
should be dated. In the case of grains, actual weight records could 
more easily be kept; here again, however, rough observations would be 
better than none. 

2. Droppings as indicators of food habits. Dated collections of — 
droppings from the three lots should be valuable in showing whether 
or not chicken droppings are a useful index to food habits. Collec+ 

: tions may be put in paper bags, one for all droppings from each pen



Mre He Be Kellogg Ire 

page 3. 

at each collection. 
3. Time of passing of ceeal droppings. How often are the dark, 

— cecal droppings passed, and when? For some of the callinaceous 
2 irds the presence of ceeal droppings with the others in a roost 

* indicates that it was a night roosts This point shovlé he settled 
for chickens. 

4. Any of these incidental observations which cause extre distur- 
bance should be discontinued. 

It is aor probable that we will find it necessary to make 
changes as we go along. I look upon this ovtline ae a starting point 
rather than as a fixed pattern. The important thing is to set up a 
standard procedure as soon as we are able, and to follow it through 
in the same manner « 

‘Thank you again for your assistance. The help which you 
are giving ue means a great deal to the success of the experiment. 
If you find thet there are certain of the Croup I plants which 
Cannot be had near Poynette, please let me know at once, and T will 
try to arrange for a supply from another place. 

I will telephone you as soon as ve have a shipment of birds 
ready. We are still held back by fair weather and an over-abundant 
(from the trapping standpoint) food supply. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jr. 
Research Fellow in Yildlife Management 

Core Yt 
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BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

AND CONSERVATION 

DErer Meee be JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 
REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION BIOLOGY WILLIAM TRELEASE 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, DIRECTOR FORESTRY . HENRY C. COWLES 

SPRINGFIELD GEOLOGY * * EDSON S. BASTIN 
. ENGINEERING . . L, R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY 4 WILLIAM A. NOYES 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 

PRESIDENT ARTHUR C, WILLARD 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR 4 a 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION (ile wr 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF ie 

URBANA \y* 

January 19, 1939 

Mr. Frederick N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
Division of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Placé 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

Your letter of January 11 dealing with band sizes was here 
when I returned from a trip. 

I regret to inform you that any mistakes you have found in 
the manual are evidently my errors rather than “additional information 
at my disposal." At any rete, my files on game bird banding in Wis- 
consin were either turned back to your office or left at my home in 
New York, depending on whether I considered the material to be of im- 
portance or not. 

Just how the errors occurred are beyond me, If I had a real 
reason for my statements at that time the details have escaped me. 
If I'm guilty of a careless mistake, I'm sorry, and hope I haven't 
caused you extra trouble, 

T am completely out of copies of the manual, Will you kindly 
ask Vivian to send me a few copies? 

Very truly yours, 

WnAthin S. Pais 

Game Technician 
A. S. Hawkins 
bh 

oe ¥ 0
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Department of Conservation Aree Hw wou, Huth Leak 
Madison, Yisconsin. Q, : \. Q 

or Wa wal My th, wh Uyotn (ha ane ) 
P r. 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 4 ' 

I am very sorry that I missed you at Poynette yesterday, and 
that I had to describe the proposed feeding experiment over the 
telephone. Since that conversation was necessarily very brief, T am 
writing to describe more fully just what we have in mind. 

: The experiment is designed to throw light on the winter 
nutritional requirements of pinnates. Crop:and eee’ analyses show 
what foods were eaten in the last meal or two. Such analyses show 
details; we need to go one step farther back, to the basic question 
of whether or not browse alone will maintain weight in winter. 

To do this, we propose to feed captive wild pinnates on three 

rations -- browse alone, browse and grain, and grain alone. About a 
dozen birds are needed for each ration. Since this is a preliminary 
experiment to show general trends, it should be enough to provide 10 

to 15 browse plants, lettins the birds choose their own proportions 

and quantities. Later, perhaps, your Department may wish to know in 

more detail the relative valve of the different browse species; or, 

if some grain is found to be necessary, just how much would be needed 

rf in winter feeding. 

I believe that there at least four reasons why the experiment 
should be run this winter. Pirst and most important, it is time to 
find out whether browse alone whll carry pinnates through the winter. 

. . Second, it is the preliminary step toward more detailed investigations, 
nee such as the two examples which TI have indicated, should such investi- 
z gations be found desirable later. Third, it could be tied in with a 
a University project on deer foods, now in progress, in which some of 

the browse plants used by pinnates are being chemically analysed for 
food content. Fourth, a wealth of incidental material should come of 
the experiment, such as preferences between browse plants, reactions . 
to weather changes, breeding display in early spring. 

As you pointed out, the findings on wild captives may not 
be completely applicable to wild birds on the loose. At least, since 

all three lots would be held under the same conditions, the three 
rations could be compared directly for captives and should Serve as a 

é sy :
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Mr. William F. Grimmer ' 
De 2. : 

# better guide for our thinking on wild birds. Our banding operations, 
in which we weigh all birds, will give a saree’ comparison between 
the experimental controls and wild caugh tn’ rough the winters At the 
best, one might assume that any difference between the browse alone 
diet and the other two would be intensified by the more active life 
of free ranging birds. In any case, there is ample precedent in that 
the same experiment has been carried ovt on other animals. 

Obviously, no one can guarantee the success of the experi- 
ment, in view of the difficulties in holding wild pinnates. However, 
the number of birds involved is small and the facts to be cained, if 
the experiment is a success, are of great importance. I hope the 
Department will permit us to hold the 36 birds this yeare “hether the 
experiment be done at Poynette or be turned over to us is of secondary 
importance: the main thing is to have it done. You have fine personnel 
and equipment at Poynette and could do it splendidly there; I have a 
particular interest in the problem and would like, naturally enough, 
to watch it closely. I can gather the 10 or 15 kinds of browse each 
day in the course of our field work, a factor which might prove an 
inconvenience to you at Poynette. Yherever the work be done, T am 
keenly interested in it and will be glad to help in any way T can. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jr. 
Research Fellow in Wildlife Management. 

Plainfield, Yisconsin. 

Mjhacvrd? rr.
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424 University Parm Place 
Jamary 12, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Arthur 5. Hawicins 
Illinois Netural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Art: 

I've just run inte some inconsistencies in the band sizes 
for different birds listed in the well-known and justly famous Game : 
Bird Banding Mamail. What can you tell me about: 

(1) U.S.B.8. band for sharptails listed as #7 (Schmidt 
used 6's). 

(2) State band sizes for pheasant, prairie chicken and 
sharptail listed as #7 (now the same bands are #31-6). 

This matter of state bands may be talking an unfair crack at 
you, as they have recently adopted a new system. This year's pheasant 
band is the same circumference as the old ones, but a different width. 
The 31 of 31-6 refers to width, the 6 to circumference (or length). 
Same sort of business applies to state bands for other species--they 
are all binomials now. But what about U.S.B.5. bands for sharptails? 
I suppose you mst have some dope which I don't know about, and I'd 
like to get it straight in my own mind, é 

Sorry you aren't banding this winter. We have some ideas 
which may (or may not) be world beaters. I'11 let you know later. 

Sincerely,



BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

BEPkRiienT on AND CONSERVATION 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION SESE AALS RANT SEAS, 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, Dinccror BiphG GY = = = UEBE ane EeeE 
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eee ae etn Cc. WILLARD 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

January 6, 1939 

Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Wildlife Management Division 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I never thought that I'd be able to forego the 
pleasures (and displeasures) of winter trapping, but it 
looks like I'll have to this year. Your recent letter, 
of course, left me burning with the desire to go out and 
trap up a hundred prairie chickens or so, but this cannot be. 

In other words I'm head over heels in non-trapping 
. activities (else I should be trapping ducks). Moreover, 

I'm afraid Ralph Yeatter is in much the same boat. Hence, 
it looks like the Natural History Survey won't be much help 
this year, unless our whole-hearted moral support and best 
wishes are a help. 

Very truly ee 

Arthur S. Hawkins 
ASH:UB Game Technician 

hice Back jelled ? 7



HAROLD C. WILSON 

EPHRAIM, WISCONSIN 

December 31, 1938. 

Mr. F,. N. Hammerstrom, Jr., 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hammerstrom: 

Thank you for your letter. I wish that I 

.-could help you but I am afraid the birds you want trapped won't 

‘seoperats, We have a few prairie chicken here off and on in the 

= summer and fall but they are quite rare. About the only bird I might 

trap would be the ruffed grouse. They, too, are scarse arotind ovr 

j woods. I will set out feed and see what can be done with them if 

they are included in your study. 

- A copy of the Game Bird Trapping Manual would be 

greatly appréciated.’ : 

. Chickadees, hairy and downy woodpeckers are 

a * about #11 the eperide r am catching now. Even the bluejays are 

‘ ‘ absent. ‘ : 

j With best wishes for the New Year, I am 

Yours very truly, 

| Yorced @ Wibew



_ University Farm Place 
amary 12, 1! 

Division of Wildlife Management + 1958 

Mr. Harold CG. Wilson 
Bphrain 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Wilson: 

I am sorry to learn that you have too few pinnates 
and sharptails to make banding worth while. I appreciate 
your offer to band ruffed grouse, but chickens are all we 
ean handle--at least for the present. If you are interested 

; in partridge banding on your own hook, you will find Ralph 
King's trap in the mamal which I am sending you. 

Very truly yours, 

FP. H. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation.
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_ University Farm Place 
amary 12, 1 Division of Wildlife Management ad 

Mra, Melva Maison 
437 Rogers Street 
Milton, Wisconsin 

Dear Madam; 

Thank you for your letter. I am sending the Game 
Bird Trapping Mammal and hope it may prove useful to you. 

I can appreciate the difficulties which chicken 
trapping would have for you, under the circumstances. As a 
suggestion, it might work out well to trap only on weekends 
and leave your traps open, in the same place, through the 
week. Even if such a system did not produce a large mmber 
of banded birds it might be the best possible way of learning 
whether or not the same birds remain in a restricted locality 
through thewinter. Since our own trapping is intended to catch 
es many birds as possible, we move to new locations frequently 
and so do not get a long-time series of repeats from a single 
station. 

Very truly yours, 

¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
vh Prairle Chicken Investigation
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WM. H. LOUTIT c. A PAQUIN 
GRAND HAVEN, CHAIRMAN EDUCATION 

PHILIP SCHUMACHER STATE OF MICHIGAN Oe lero a CainistaaTion 

oe at 
etownae e MARCUS SCHAAF 

(x ed FORESTRY 
eee YEA H. ales 

WM. J. PEARSON Ose R. am 

BOYNE FALLS eae F. P, STRUHSAKER 

ee oe eae 
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION "LAND USE PLANNING 

Oe aive dee clay LANSING W. 3. KINGSCOTT 

P. J. HOFFMASTER, Director Roe 
WAYLAND OSGOOD Ss. G. FONTANNA 

SECRETARY December 23, 1938 DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Dr. F, N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
42h University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

Your questionnaire regarding a summary of the 1938-39 trapping 

and banding program has come to my attention, This summation seems very 
worthwhile to us, and we would like to see it continued if it does not 

place too much of a burden upon you. 

This winter we are operating feeding stations and attempting 

to trap birds in four areas: two in the west end of the Upper Peninsula 
in the vicinities of Ewen and Crystal Falls, one in the east end of the 

Upper Peninsula in the vicinity of Trout Lake, and one in the Pigeon 
River State Forest below the Straits, At the present time I do not have 
complete reports, but approximately 75 sharptails have been caught and 
released in two areas in the Lower Peninsula and ea smaller number of birds 
has been banded and released at the point of capture. 

You may be interested in hearing that three of the sherptails 
that were shipped to Pigeon River last March were reported shot during 
the open season in October within a mile of the point of liberation. 
This was the first definite record of these plantings since last May. 
We are releesing 30 or 40 additional birds in that area this winter in 
the hopes thet it will bolster up the 21 that were put down last winter, 
Several other plantings will be made if trapping operations in the Upper 
Peninsula are successful, 

Thanks for the reprint of your bird banding article. 

Yours very truly 

EH, D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

t. WM. Bou ngar Dut, 
FMB: WE By F, M. Baumgartner



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO F 

FOREST SUPERVISOR cS) 

AND REFER TO e PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 

W December 28, 1938 

Studies 
Prairie Chicken 
Chequamegon 

Mr. F. N, Hammerstrom 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 20, 

1938. 

We do not plan to do any trapping and banding during 

the winter months because of the very poor success we have 
had during the past two winters and the tremendous cost in- 

volved in keeping roads plowed out. 

However, when the snow starts to leave in the spring 

we may be able to give you some assistance in running a 

series to traps under competent men. 

Very truly yours, 

C. L. VAN GZESEN, 
Forest Supérvisor. 

RDS/VCR



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

December 28, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Attention: Mr. Fe N. Hamerstrom Jre 
Subject: Grouse Trapping and Banding 

Dear Sir: 

We acknowledge you letter requesting informstion concerning 
trapping and banding. 

We again have made application for trapping end banding grouse 
on Projects LD-WI-5 and 6. Whether the State Conservation 
will issue permits to our field personnel for whom we have 
mailed in applications is questionable. There seems to exist 
with their field representative in this district an opinion 
that this division of the Soil Conservation Service does not 
have a logical or a substantial reason to engage in or be 
permitted to carry on any trapping and banding activities. 

It seems their policy is that before permits are issued their 
field representative must recommend and 0.K. such applications 
and activities. 

We see no reason just why this organization should not agein 
carry on the grouse banding program. Holding up this operation 
would hinder greatly in collecting additional data on Prairie 
Chicken migration, ete. 

Very truly yours, 

Siles J. — 
Project “anager, Land Utilization



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

: Upper Mississippi RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

AND REFER TO 

Coop. December 22, 1938 

Banding 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I am pleased to acknowledge your letter of December 20 regard- 

ing the desirability of banding prairie chickens in this section. 
We will be glad, as heretofore, to cooperate with you in the banding 
of chickens if opportunity presents. To date our men have observed 
no chickens along the river. 

- 

Only this morning the Wisconsin Conservation Wardens for both 
Trempealeau and Buffalo Counties were in the office and report having 
observed no birds in the western section of either Buffalo or 
Trempealeau Counties along the river. 

In event the birds show up I will get in touch with you 
promptly and we will make every effort to band them for you. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

2 
i ple * 

Re: Manager. 

ce-Reg.Dir. Tonkin.



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Desmmber £i, 1958 

Prof. J. Carl Welty 
Department of Zoology 

: Beloit, College 
Beloit, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Welty: 

We are trying to band as many pinnated and 
sharptailed grouse as possible this winter in order to 
study seasonal movements, differential sex migrations and 
pack compositions. 

If there is an open season on grouse next year 
the chances of getting returns should be fairly good. 

Can you help us by banding grouse this winter? 
Your cooperation would be greatly appreciated. 

We shall be glad to send you a copy of the Game 
Bird Trapping Mamal and progress reports of the Lake States 
banding cooperative on request. 

Mre. Hamerstrom joins me in wishing you and Mrs. 
Welty a merry Christmas and a happy New Year. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
vh Prairie Chicken Investigation 

Same letter to: 
¥ Harold C. Wilson, Ephraim 

Arthur J. Gorski, Ephraim 
Roger Slocum, Trempealeau 
Frank Hopkins, Campbellsport 
Miss Agnes E. Russell, Westfield 

uw Mrs. Melva T. Maxson, Mjlton 

Wait $eu



BELOIT COLLEGE 
BELOIT, WISCONSIN 

January 6, 1939 
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 

Dear Friend Hanmerstrom: 

Your letter of Dec. 21 did not 
get in my hand until I got back from my Ghristmes vacation 
a few days a€o.* I would like to help you out with your 
banding research but I fear it is impossible. One of mv 
poorer students is operating the college banding stat@on 
banding mostly passerine birds but is not making a notable 
success of it. We have the traps located in Hononesah 
State (or county) Park in N, Illinois five miles from 
here where we should get good catches - but no grouse to 
my knowledge. All our traps are built for capturing 
smaller birds, say up to the bluejay in size. 

The main reason I am having this 
rather indifferen* student carry on the station is to 
provicg continuity in our records so as not to miss some 
good logevity records. I have no students at present that 
are interested in game work but I think I'll have at least 
two next year. In which case such a project might be : 
well worth taking on. I haven't the time to do much banding 
myself this year-and next semester promises to be busier 
tan ever. I doubt that I run the traps twice a week now. 

2 If you and Mrs. Hanmerstrom get down 
tlis way by all means look us up. I'd like to hear about 
your research and have a good visit. In the meanwhile, best 
wishes for a newyear full of fruitful research. 

Cordially yours, 

C.. Welty



File copy 

LAKE STATES BANDING COOPERATIVE 

42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
December 20, 1938 

To All Cooperators: 

The members of the cooperative have already exchanged 

notes on the techniques and results from two winters of banding. 

There is probably little need for a general clearing house during 
the coming season. I shall be glad, however, to continue the summary 

of results, new techniques, and the like, at the end of the season if 
the other cooperators wish it, and to pass along any points of timely 
interest which are sent in during the course of the winter. 

With an eye toward preparing the summary, may I ask (1) who 

wants it, and (2) who is trapping this year? We have one new 

cooperator: through Mr. John Dobie, Pokegama, Minnesota, Mr. John 

Virtue of the CCC camp at Wilton, Minnesota, will trap this season. 

Sorely needed: more information on determining sex and age. 

Have you had a chance to check the characters giver in the Manual? 

Do you know, or can you suggest for trial, any others? By pooling our 

information the scraps which we have may become significant. 

Sincerely yours, 

“Ovi GF. 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
Division of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 

Enclosed reprint on grouse traps 
by Hamerstrom and Truax



42h University Farm Place 
December 20, 193% 

Division of Wildlife Management : 

Mr. Dale Saunders 
U, 8. Forest Service 
Park Falls, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Saunders: 

Since talking with you in Park Falis, my plans 
for the winter have been modified. I find it necessary to 
forego trapping in northern Wisconsia this year. The 
Wis¢onain bandings to date show altogether too few pinnates; 
Since most of our eooperators are catching mostly sharptails 
T shall have to concentrate on the other. If am sorry, for I 
should have enjoyed working in your part of the state. 

Bven though we have more banded sharptails than 
Pianates, we are still far from having enough of ei ther. 
This is particularly true in the northern counties, where the 
Porest Service bandings are the only ones. I hope that you 
will find it possible to help us out again this season. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥. U. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge ; 
Prairie Chicken Investigation



Same letter to Steele 

koh University Farm Pleee 

Division of Wildlife Manegoment December 20, 1938 

Mr. Clifford Lee 
1730 Winnebago Street 
la Crosse, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Lee: 

I am asking for your help again, in the 
hope that this winter will offer better trapping chances 
than lest. It is more than ever plain that we mst get 
banis on chickens in areas which are used mainly in 
winter. The origin of the winter packs is your district 
is st411]1 as uncertain as ever. Have your birds come in 
this winter, end will you be able to trap? Your help 
will mean a great deal to the Prairie Chicken Investiga- 
tion. 

Sincerely yours, 

; F. MN. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
vh Prairie Chicken Investigation
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| fy! . Tae Belleville, Illinois 
ha Y" December 14, 1938 

Dr. Chas. A. Manahan 
Vinton, Iowa 

Dear Doctor? 

Excuse longhand--may be hard to reade-but Mrs. Reh is too 
busy to take dictation. 

Read both your letters--thanks for your interest. Have 
written to Mr. Wildner and he answered today. 

Haven't seen a 1939 Field & Stream, as they are not out 
yet, but will look for the adv. on chickens. 

I've trapped two chickens! by making a eae of sticks. Down 
South, the negros use i's or peanut stakes.. They are about 
4' long and about 1" to 1," thick. Build thus + --as high 
as practical by stacking the stakes. For quail'no i is 
necessary, as the weight alone, holds the structure together. 
For chickens; would lace with binder twine. Stretch faded sack= 
ing over the top with a slit covered by a Sine to reach in a. 
take birds out. Under corner set a < made of 4 notched s \* 
Over top of sacking scatter dry grass and leaves. Make the trap 
look old and fit into the environment. On the business end of 
the trigger <}tie by 4 of berries. Tarly in the fall, I put 
rose hips--sprigs of choke-berries and red hawthorns into cold 
ie to be used this time of the year. But have the trap on 
location-«propped long before it is baited. -In your country 
this cage could be built out of spruce limbs. 

Enclosed yesterday's local paper item about us. Will give 
you an idea what "We nuts" look like. We had —— to do with 
the labels or write-up. Still, the reporter did r well for a 
layman, 

: If you are in touch with Mr. Wildner, tell him that I will 
write him as soon as my “Steno! is in the right mood, and will 
save feathers for him to make flies with. You may also forward 
this item, as I have only several copies. 

So thanks for your interest 

and 

Best Wishes 

Yours, 

F. 0. Reh.
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42h University Farm Place 

Division of Game Management Sop teeney SF, She no 

ur. John Dobie 
Pokegema Sanatorium 
Pokegama, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Dobie: 

I greatly admire the action you have obtained 
on the grouse project and we are anxious to help in every 
way possible. I am turning your letter over to F. W. Hemerstrom, 
who is my head man en this work. 

Wishing you success, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management
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Pokegama Sanatorium, 
Pokegama, Minnesota 
July 2, 1938 

DR. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I have taken your request for sharp-tail trapping and 
banding up with the CCC Office. They believe it will be possible 
for them to carry out a project of this type and they have started 
proceedure to get such a project approved. 

Would you please send to me at the above address the 
trap designs and the other information that you mention in your 
letter of June 23, 1938? 

I would greatly appreciate any other suggestions for 
research work that you could make. While I realize it is 
impossible for the camps to do detailed research like the 
Universities can, I do believe there is a certain aount of 
routine research that can be carried on in the camps with CCC 
help. 

It seems to me that a large number of observations on 
the behavior of sharp-tailed flocks after they have been flushed 
would give desirable information on the possibility of flock 
behavior for a census method. Could you give me any information 
along such lines? 

g After reading the articke by Schmidt, I am going to try 
to get the Camp to plant some buckwheat food patches in the sharp- 
tail area. I believe these plots will be very valuable to the birds 
for the late fall food and early spring food which Mr. King says 
are so important to good game populations. I believe this work can 
be quickly gotten under way as the CCC Office is very much in favor 
of the job and the Game and Fish Department has offered to furnish 
the necessary 8ecd. Buckwheat planted this month should ripen by 
fall as it isa fast grower. 

I sent for your two articles on research as they may 
contain some ideas that can be used by the camps 

Thanking you for the Schmidt article, I am, 

Sincerely yours,
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i : UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE * 

ie BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO © 

CHIEF. BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

Bi-b-banding. May 26, 19386 

Mr. ¥. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 
424 University Farm Place, 

College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsine E 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of May 24 has been received. Our system of 

filing does not allow for obtaining information as to the number 

of birds banded in each State. The following are the number by 

year of Prairie Chickens and Sharp-tailed Grouse that have been 

banded: t 
. Prairie Chicken: ~~, * i} - 

Gly dl Bq-° 1924 - 3; 1930 - 23’ 1982 - 2; 1933-2; 1934-362; 

oe 1935 - 2545 
33-0 : aor 

Shak y Sharp-tailed Grouse: 3 ¥.” 
ae wes 1924 - 2; 1925 - 2; 1950-1N1932 -8; 1933-35; 
Gres : 1936 - 16; 1937-14; 1938 - 37. 
Ge-28 3g°° nz : 
aes ~ ; 

r = 7 As it is our recollection that work with these birds has 

Bel Trane 2S een done only in the lake States, the above information may be 

of some use to youe 

The enclosed list gives details for the few returns that 

have been received from these speciese 

Very truly yours, 

¥. C. Lincoln, In Charge, 
Distribution and Migration of Birds, 

Division of Wildlife Research. 
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Prairie Chicken: 

y B688814 - Banded March 14, 1933, Munuskong State Park, 

Chippewa Go., Mich., by H. D. Ruhl. Remains 

found 4/21/34 Irons, Michigan. gy 
23-2502 

A695999 = Banded Nov. 12, 1951, Wood Co., Wis,, by F.J.W. 

Schmidt. ‘Trapped and released same locality 

becco eP> 15, 1952. 

Bneo & 
67/006 ¢! 

iF wi RE 
Sharp-tailed Grouse: 01% Ti) R4se¢ 33 (vredlC), af ful pdr p Keer, 

” 4695905 = BandedsApril 29, 1931,(Madison) Wis. ,by F.J.W. 
Schmidt. Shot Oct. 6, 1931 Qekoosa, Wis. Ta, C4 sec 4 

: 4695906 =- Banded April 29, 1931 Wood Co., Wis.,,by F. J. W. 
Schmidt. Shot Oct. 4, 1931, 1 mi. from place of 

: bandinge J 
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: ' THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF @BRICULTORE 

: BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Seney M W Refuge 
Germfask, Mich. 
August 17, 1939. 

Mr. F. N. Namerstrom Jr. 
Plainfield, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of August 11 requesting 

additional information concerning our Prairie Chicken banding 

recordse 

All of the birds banded during the past winter were 

definitely Prairie Chickens, and, all were taken in Tip Top 

traps. Four individuals repeated in the traps. One of these 

birds repeated twice and the other three repeated once each. 

Should more information be desired we will be glad 

to furnish same. 

Very truly yours, 

C. S. Johnson. 
: Refuge Menager 

By hone Yu As Brads ye 

Homer L. Bradley. 
Jr. Refuge Manager 

cc: Mr. D. He Janzen.



F = 

Division of Wildlife Management 424 Miversity Farm Place 
August 11, 1939 

Mr. Homer Le Bradley 
Seeney Migratory Yaterfowl Refuge 
Germafsk, Michigane 

z : . 

Dear Mr. Bradley: 

Professor Leopold has turned your letter of July 15 over to 
me. Before including your material in the progress report of the 
Cooperative, I should like to make certain of a few points. Am T 
right in thinking that all birds were pinnated grouse, that all 

were caught in tip-tops, and that four individuals repeated? 

If you have not already received copies of the Rending 
Wanvual and the earlier progress report, you will cet them shortly. 

Very truly yours, 

Fe Ne. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

= Please replfy to Plainfield, Yisconsin. 

‘ \ 
: 4 

Ae \ SS 

Se:



THE INTERIOR 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 3x@RIQNDOKWRE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO Seney MW Refuge 

Germfask, Mich. 
July 15, 1939. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The attempted trapping of Prairie Chickens, carried on at 
this station during the winter of 1937=-'38 by Mr. Robley W. Hunt, 
was continued during the past winter. As you probably Imow, lir. 
Hunt was transferred to Necedah, Wisc. in November 1938. 

At this time we wish to submit a brief report of our 
activities during the past winter. Unfortunately, baiting was 
not started early in the fall and all baiting during the winter 
proved unsuccessful in holding the birds in or near any area on 
the refugee We did find a group of fifteen birds using a cornfield 
in a farming area nearby and succeded in banding eleven of these 
birds. They were feeding regularly in a small field of shocked 
corn not over 200 yards from a farm house. 

Trapping was started with one Manweiler Tip Top trap and 
| ‘two others were placed in operation within a few days. These traps 
| worked very well after being lined and padded with burlap to prevent 

injury to the birds and to keep out the snow to some extent. A 

| modified wing funnel Bob trap was also tried but due to winter 
| conditions it was unsuccessful. 

Har corn was used almost entirely for bait and the birds 
responded to it readily, dus perhaps to the fact that they were 

accustomed to feeding on the corn shocks. Mixed grains were tried 

in the Bob trap but in most cases they were immediately covered 

by snow. 

Trapping was discontinued March 3 as a dog had broken into 

two traps the previous day and all recent captures had been repeat 

birds. There was no evidence of feathers or blood in the damaged 

traps and we believe all birds, which may have been in the traps, 

escaped unharmed. One bird repeated in the traps twice and three 

others repeated once each. 

Biological Survey bands were placed on the first ten birds 

and a State band on the last one banded. if banding operations 

| may be continued during the coming fall end winter, State bands 

will be used on all uplend game birds. Blue celluloid bands, each 

beingk numbered, were also placed on all birds banded. We plan to 

use bands of a different color next year. 

We are not absolutely sure about the sexes of some of the 

birds handled and these records are followed by a question mark. 

Methods given in the Game Bird Banding Manual were used to 

determine the sexe



: ae 2e 

The following list contains all available data from this 
station for the winter of 1938 -'39. All birds were trapped on the 
Thomas Kennedy farm, Section 14, T. 44 N, R. 13 W., Schoolcraft 
County. 

BLUE 
SPECIES AGE SEX WHERE RELEASED BAND NO. BAND NO. DATE BANDED 

Prairie Chicken Ad, 6? Refuge Hdgts. 65 38-652423 2/5/39 

. : Ad. of ? * 63 38-652424 2/5/39 

" " Ad. 9? : . 51 38-652425 2/6/39 

. . Ad. oO Kennedy Farm 52 38-652426 2/7/39 

" - Ad. @ » : 54  38-652427 2/9/39 

s . Ade of ” x 53 38-652428 2/9/39 

. - Ad. 9 . : 55  38-652429 2/13/39 

: " Ade 9 - . 56 38-652430 2/17/39 

: . Ad. @ . * 57 38-652431 2/22/39 

: . Ade of . . 58  38-652432 2/22/39 

¥ . Ad. co Refuge Hdqts. 59 (Cons.Dept.band) 
30501 2/25/39 

If available we wish to receive a copy of your "Game.. 
Bird Banding Manual" and any other reports regarding the Leke Sgates 
Banding Cooperative. - 

Yours very truly, 

C. S. Johnson. 
Asst. Refuge Manager 

By Novy 2A oe Brad-bey ' 

Homer L. Bradley. 
Jr. Refuge Manager 

ec: Mr. D. H. Janzen. -



CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 
MINNESOTA STATE CENTRAL OFFICE 

GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 

Larsnount Camp 5-9 
W41ton, Minnesota 

July 26, 1939 

Mr, F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Plainfield, “isconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I believe you are correct in saying that the yellow eye- 

brow on the males is a means of sex identification primarily, how- 

ever I think that this apvears only in the adult birds so this 

character could be used for a means of identifying age in some 

instances in the autimn and winter. 

Hoping this clears uo thesituation for you, I remain. 

¥ery truly yours 

on 
Jr, Forester



Division of Yildlife Management 424 ™iversity Farm Place : 
Tuly 17, 1939 

* 

Mre John Virtue 
Larsmount Camp $-98 
Wilton, Minnesota 

Dear Sir: 

I am afraid that I still do not understand your use of 
the yellow eye-brow character in telling the age of — sss 
and so have to trouble you once again with a request for more ; 

detailss From whet I can learn, males have the yellow eye-brow 

through autumn and winter, females do not (that is, the femoles’ 

eye-brow is a patch skin without the bright yellow papillae of 

the males’, or at most with a few poorly developed and poorly 
colored ones). If this is so, the character is one for sex 

rather than for ages Wy set of Roberts, unfortunately, has been : 

packed away in the process of moving for the last month, and T 

. cannot consult ite 

Tf you will send me more information on this point, 

within the next few days if possible, it will help me greatly 

in getting out the Progress Report without further delay. 

Thank youe : 

Pernt yours + oc 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre In Charge 
Prairie Chicken 1,,vestigation 

s Please reply to Plainfield,¥isconsin



CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 
MINNESOTA STATE CENTRAL OFFICE 

GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 

Larsmount Camp S-9g 
Wilton, Minnesota 

June 28, 1939 

Mr, F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr, 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of June 20, 1939 about using size, 

weight and yellow eyebrowscharacteristics in telling the age of 

sharptails, 

I do mat find that the birds of the year are smaller and 

lighter in weight but I have no definite figures to prove this 

although in the birds I trapped last winter, my banding records show 

that a bird that weighed less than two pounds (in the fore part of the 

winter) was usually a bord of the year, 

About the yellow eyebrow character, I had always assumed 

or believed that only the adult birds had this charatter. I believe 

Dr, Roberts mentions this in his "Birds of Minnesota", 

I have not had any way to ¢heck this against birds of known age, 

Very truly yours 

Ve 

a welts Forester



Division of Wildlife Management 424 University Farm Place 
June 20, 1939 

Mrs John Virtue 
Larsmount Camp S-98 
Wilton, Minnesota 

Dear Mre Virtue: 

May I ask in what way you use size, weight, and yellow eye-brow 

in telling the age of sharptails? I suppose you find the birds of the 

year smaller and lighter in weight, but I must admit that you a jump 

ahead of me on the eye«brow character. Have you been able to check these 

characters against birds of known age? 

I'ld appreciate a prompt reply. Thank you. 

“incerely yours, 

ss , ae ee 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre, In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation.



CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 
MINNESOTA STATE CENTRAL OFFICE 

GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 

Larsmount Camp S_-9g 
Wilton, Minnesota 

June 1, 1939 

Mr, F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr, 
Plainfield, Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 

In reply to your letter of May first, I will try to answer 

your questions as best I can, 

L gave you the number of times banded birds were retrapped, 

The number of individuals retrapped was 39. 

In speaking of the "yellow birds" I meant those adult males 
that have this yellow mark over the eye. I found that the birds fell 

into two groups on the basis of these characteristics, One can also 
| use this as a means of telling a bird of the year from an adult, I do 

not know of any other method of age determination, except general 
appearance and size and weight, The older birds are usually heavier 

and larger than the younger birds, especially in the early part of 

the winter. 

j This work was done under the auspices fo the Minnesota 
State ‘Ce¢:0. The Minnesota Game and Fish Department furnished the 
bands and the bait that was used in trapping, 

Hoping this is the information you asked for I remain, 

Yours very trvly 

fee 
Jr, Forester



Division of Wildlife Management 424 University Farm Place 
Mey 24, 1939 

Mr. John Virtue 

Larsmount Camp 5-98 
Wilton, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Virtue: 

4s most of the reports of the Gooperators are now in, I am trying to 
round up the few points which are still unsettled. I should appreciate it 
very mich if you would send me, within the next few days if possible, the 
material which I gsked for in my letter of May 1. Thank you. 

Very truly yours, 

¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
, Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

: Please replynto Plainfield, Wisconsin.



Division of Wildlife Management 424 Uiversity Farm Place 
Yay 1, 1939 

Mr. John Virtue: : 
Civilian Conservation Corps 
Larsmount Camp 8-98 
Wilton, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Virtue: 

Thank you for your letter of the 17the Between you and 
Manweiler, Minnesota has completely out-shone Wisconsin this last 
winter. 

After going through your report, I should like to ask a 
few more questions; 

(1) Sex determination. You say that tail feather pattern works 
for "the yellow birds". What are these? Did you have e chance to 
compare tail feather pattern and yellow over the eye in a series 

* of birds sexed internally, or did you find that your birds fell 
into two groups (presumably male and female) on the basis of these 
characters? 
(2) Age determination. You say that you found it hard to- identify 

Sex accurately, especially in the younger birds: a means of telling 
birds of the year from adults is one of the things we are looking 
for. Yill you pass your method on to the rest of us? 

(3) Re-traps. Under yeu "No. birds re-trapped" you have. apparently 
; given the number of times banded birds, re-trapped, rather than the 

number of individuals, for last winter. I should have made it more 
clear, but the latter was what I am after. 

I am sorry to trouble you again, but T would like to have 
this information for the Progress Report. 

Very truly yours, 

yah a Faw ae 

P..N. Hamerstrom Jre, In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

. Please reply to Plainfield, Wisconsin.



CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 
MINNESOTA STATE CENTRAL OFFICE 

GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 

Larsmount Camp 5-98 
: Wilton, Minnesota 

April 17, 1939 

Mr. F, N, Homerstrom Jr, 
ol. University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed please find report of the results of the 
sharptailed grouse trapping end banding I have done the past winter. 

In answer to your questions: 

1, Fall and early winter (November and December) seemed to 
be the best time for trapping. I obtained better results with 

corn for bait than with buékwheat. Both ear and shelled corn 
were used, 

ay I found it hard to identify sex accurately, especially 

ae in the younger birds. The markings on the tail feathers, as 

- described in the Bander's Manual, work quite accurately in 
w the yellow birds. The yellow mark over the eye in the adult 

male is also a reliable means of identification, 

S I had good luck with traps set in or near fields of shocked 
corn with heavy stends of jack pine nearby, 

as I do not know of any work outside of the cooperative which 

should be included in this year's summary. 

I hope that this information will be of some benef- 
it to you, 

Very truly yours, 

Vee. 
OHN VIRTUE 

Jr, Forester 

JV:0F 

Enc,
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H W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR oC F Wis ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Te cerry LEIECRES Ren itac «et LESIONS On, daw eibORGEMENT oDAREY BEVIN 

roneen movecrion-e Juvanoaman, ! 5 EASE 2 rinanen ea OTT 
meee eee ret renin er Es HURLIG aEcATione “REWARD wy wen coumerneomencmenense CONSERVATION Cw DEPART Sa 

mavison 

June 30 ’ 1939 FILE REFERENCE: 

" Game 
Management 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom bird banding 

Plainfield 
Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I have your letter of June 27, in which you request 

information regarding the size numbers of game bird bands. 

Again, I have discussed this matter with Kennedy of 

the game farm and have been advised thet the numbers given 

in my letter of April 21 are correct as listed. The No. 6 

for quail, No. 10 for Hungarian partridge, and No, 12 for 

grouse have no serial numbers. 

Kennedy advises me thet the No. 12 band is really satis- 

factory in size only for the Chuker partridge, and that the 

pheasant band No. 31-6 should be used for all grouse. Also, 
our Hungarian partridge bands carry the letter "H" before 

: the number and Chukar partridge a "C", We had some No. 12 
bands made up for ruffed grouse with an "RG" before the nun- 
ber, but will not be able to use them except for Chukars. 
The year of issue of pheasant bands is denoted, I understand, 
by the letters A, B, C, D, etc. before the numbers. However, 
I do not know the yearly key. 

I hope this information is what you wanted. 

Best wishes, 

it & , 

WES: DLR



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR ait oO F Ww ‘Sco, ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

ra acre — = sare 
conmscrsecmarcscrinse —— CONSERVATION Ray ay DEPARTMENT — serarenutei® 

FS J. H. Hy ALEXANDER 

EXPERIMENTAL GAME AND FUR FARM 

POYNETTE 

June 29, 1939 FILE REFERENCE: 

: Game Management 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom Bird Banding 

Plainfield 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Mr. Walter Scott has referred to me a copy of 

your letter of June 20 concerning bands. The size 

referred to as No. 31-6 is the standard pheasant 

band. 

We have used a serial letter in connection with 

these bands since 1936, such as A, B, C, etc, The 

6 in this particular band, I believe, is the gauge 

of the metal as I note that in the other bands we 

have the size number apparently designating the type 

of band, such as Bobwhite Quail, size No. 16, Hun- 

garian Partridge, size No. 10, and Chukar Partridge, 

size No. 12. 

The Ruffed Grouse 1s listed as No. 12, but I 

can see that the band would be too small to fit 

around the legs of our ruffed grouse or sharptails. 

In sending for these bands, we requisitioned 

for grouse bands, assuming that the company would 

send us the proper size and gauge metal. We also 

specified that R.G. be stamped on them so as not to 

confuse them with our ordinary pheasant band, inas- 

much as we assumed that they would be about the same 

size. 

We have not sent out anymore No. 12 bands for 

Ruffed Grouse, but instead we are using them for 

Chukar Partridge. 

In your particular work, I believe that the 

No. 31-6 would be the best type of band.



Mr. F. Hamerstrom - June 29, 1939 2. 

When we order a new supply of bands, we are 

intending to have the company rectify this item and 

we, therefore, will order the 31-6 bands with a 
serial letter G preceding the band number, This 

will enable us to distinguish the band from the 

ordinary pheasant bands. 

In the meantime, should you wish to have a 

supply of bands, we could send you some pheasant 

bands No. 31-6 and make the proper notations in our 

files. 

Please feel free to contact us at any time. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

JV. . she ‘is = 

H, B. Kellogg Jr., Manager 

HBK : DH State Exp. Game & Fur Farm



Tune °7, 1939 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Waiter: 

Thank you for your letter of the 24th. My letter probably 

was'nt as clear as it might have been: here is what T was driving at 

in the matter of serial numbers for state band sizes: 

In a letter (April 21, 1939) you gave me the Sel lovtte band 
sizes: bob-white and valley quail, #6; Hungarian partridge, 710; 
&ll grouse and chukar partridge, tye; pheasant, # 31-6; wild 
turkey, $3466 

I am wondering if the first three of these sizes have a 
serial number, such as the 31 in 21-6 and the 34 in 346. Two 
things cause me to wonder: the old pheasant bands were simply 
#6, and I found myself disregarding the 31 in the new sige number; 
both _——— and Minnesota are using National Band and Tag bands, 

: and one calls the pheasant size #6, the other #316. ’ 

In answer to your question, I did not consider the serial 
numbers 54 and 56 to correspond to yearse T have no idea what they 
stand for, unless perhaps to indicate width or weight. “hatever 
they mean, I would like to make sure that the band sizes are listed 
correctly in the next progress report of the Lake States Trapping 
and Banding Cooperative. 

Sincerely yours, 

: Pred Hamers trom 
Plainfield, Yisconsin. 

ect He Be Kellogg 

/



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR at Oo F Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Eelspeariva sonmsreronre. Witeon <@ Garin Ds, Tow EieORCrnEiT canter cave 
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comerneemecmeronne CONSERVATION Ray DEPARTMENT eeszscomcen 
FNS SH. H. ALEXANDER 

mavison 

June 24, 1939 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 

: Management 
Mr. Fred Hamerstrom bird banding 

Plainfield 
Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have your letter of June 20 regarding band sizes. 
As this is all quite a detailed matter regarding a subject 
handled entirely by the Poynette game farm, I am referring 
your letter to Mr. H. B. Kellogg with the idea that possibly 
Mr. Paul Kennedy can answer your questions. They purchase 
all bands from there and can make changes on new orders. 

I should think it would be advisable for us to have 
serial numbers on these bands, but possibly that is not neces- 
sery because we probably always secure a different set of 
numbers. Was it your idea that the serial numbers "34" and 
"36" might be made to correspond to years? 

As you know our bands are numbered at the factory and 
go according to their listing somewhat. As far as I know 
there is no correspondence with band size numbers of the 
Biological Survey. 

You may expect an answer from the game farm on this. 
Thank you for the good grouse banding record. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

ay \ $90 Scars — 
W. E. Seott 
Supervisor, Co-operative 

Game Management 

WES: JW 
CC H. B. Kellogg



Division of Yildlife Management 424 University rérm Plece 
June 20, 1939 

Mre Walter Scott 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

About band sizes again; Excerpt from a letter from one 
William Sehunke -- "Size 12 bands were not quite large enough to 

allow complete closing over the legs of some of the sharptails." 

He banded: 72 sharptails with them, however. How about changing 
the state's recommendation to #31-6 for pinnates and sharptails? 

The old pheasant bands (#6) did very well for these two grouse 
and we used some of the 31-6's on pinnates last winters Size 18 

I suppose, but have no way of knowing for eure, would be right for 

ruffed grouse. Do the number 6's, 10's, and 12's of the new style 
bands have no serial number (such as 31-6, $4-6)? This strikes me 
as very confusing, for T know that I was calling 31-6 just plain 
6, last autumn <= and now I find that there is a #6 for quail, 

and a number 34-6 for turkeys. 

I enclose a copy of a letter to Kellogg which will interest 
yous 

Sincerely yours, 

Fred Hamerstrom 

Plainfield, Wisconsine



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR % © F wi 56o ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

GOLOPERATIVE TORESYRY--F. G. WILSON ao (EES Ds, TAW RNFORCEMENT-OBARNEY DEVINE 

Pussies rocenanvichc‘ or weesres 5 FAS id Seiten suite tania crore 
Ee eccrine Zaeanyes Be Sena ceeeene i ux 

ROBERT A. GRAY con SERVAT ion Cw D ePA RTM é nT maces T oie Reeseae 

mapison 

April 21, 1939 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 

: Manegement 

ir. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. bird banding 
424 University Farm Place 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I have your letter of April 17 in which you request 
band sizes for upland game birds as given to you previously. 

In this regard I contacted Mr. Kennedy at the game farm 

and was informed that all bands prepared for our use come 

from the National Band and Tag Company, Newport, Kentucky, 
and all are of their "style 1242", The numbers of these L 

bands for various birds are as follows: : : h (Gwe } 

Bob-white and valley quail No. 6 a= IG ef 
Hungarian partridge No. 10 ; Gf pref 

All grouse and chukar ae of tw PC be tL 

partridge Wop 135s te 
Pheasant No. 31-6 
Wild turkey No. 34-6. 

The band for Hungarian partridge carries the letter 'H' 

before the number and the No. 12 grouse bands carry the 

letters 'RG' before the numbers. I do not know whether you 

have used any pheasant bands on the pinnated or sherp-tailed 

grouse, but you probably know best whether the number 12 or the 

number 31-6 bands are preferable for them. Kennedy states 

that he believes No. 12 to be too large for chuckar partridge, 

but that they have been so used. 

As you know, the Biological Survey's recommendation for 

quail is a No. 4 federal band and for any grouse a No. 6. 

Regarding my throw-net trap you may make any mention of 

4t in your report that would seem desirable. Should you want 

to show a diagram that will be okey. Hope you are able to 

catch something in it. Can't understand how the net should be 

too slow for the birds, but that is the value of a field test.



Mr. F. N. Hammerstrom Jr. - April 21, 1939 2. 

If I am able to get up there to watch the chickens booming, 
I will sure drop in on you. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 
Supt. of Game Management 

By (90% So ae-h— 
W. E. Scott 
Supervisor, Co-operative 

Game Management 
WES: JW 

ee 4
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mapison 
April 5, 1939 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Permits 

Mr. Frederick N.Hamerstrom Jr Bird banding 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Enclosed is bird banding permit No. 9, issued to 
you for the period April 5, 1939, to December 51, 1939. 

This is an extension of the previous permit issued 
to you which expired April 1, 1939. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

W. F. Grifher 
Sup't of/Game Management 

Ene. 1



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Wa. F. Grimmer 

Superintendent of Game Management 
State Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

¥, WN. Hamerstrom Jr. has a trapping permit 
(No. 9) for 1938-39 which expires March 15. 

We have played in such hard luck on the 
weather this winter that we have been sable to catch only 
57 chickens to date. We therefore desire to extend 
trapping operations beyond March 15. 

Hamerstrom has applied for a federal permit 
and when it is received in order to simplify the whole 
procedure he desires to apply for a general state trapping 
and banding permit for game and song birds. In order to 
tide the matter over, however, I would now like to request 
that permit No. 9 be extended from March 15 to April 1. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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June 28, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom 
Division of Wildlife Management 

4ok University Farm Place 
Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your recent letter calling for further informa- 
tion on the size of the bands used for quail and ruffed 
grouse has been received. 

We purchase our bands through the state purchasing 
agency so the numbers given are of the size designation used 
by that particular concern. We have on hand a large supply 
of bands purchased several years ago. By comparing these 
old bands with those recently received from the Survey, 
our quail bands are #, Hungarians and Ruffed Gyouse #5, , 
Pheasants, Sharptails and Prairie chickens #6. 

Yours very truly 

“iH, D. Bahl 

Ti Charge, Game Division 

ge 

sw 7.4 [6 
F.F. Tubbs 

FT:EM Ornithologist
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Division of Wildlife Management 424 M™miversity Parm Place 
3 June 20, 1939 

Mre Fe Fe Tubbs 

? Michigan Department of Conservation 
Lansing, Michigan. 

Dear Mre Tubbs: 

Can you tell me the state band size which you use for quail, 
and the size for ruffed grouse, in Michigan? 

In youw letter of April 26, you list #6 as the size for 
pheasant, sharptail, and apririe chicken, and #5 for Hunse Are 
these National Band and Tag Coe bands, and is #6 the same as the 
number 31-6 which is used in “isconsin and Minnesota? What about 
the /5's?. Wisconsin has recently changed band styles, so that we 
now have a #31-6 ( for pheasant ete. ) and a #6 ( for quail ): hence 

: my questions about Michican bands. 

; I'ld appreciate a prompt replt. Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 

js AAA aA Ue oe 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre, In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation.



4h University Farn Place Division of Wildlife Management 
May 24, 1939 

Mr. T. FP. Tudds 
Michigan Department of Gonservation 
Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Tubbs: 

Thank you for your letter of the 16th and the report om last seasons's 
banding. 

‘ What state band size do you use for quail? 

Very truly yours, 

?. HN. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation.
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May 16, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hemerstrom 
4olk University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

We are enclosing the record sheets on our trapping of sharptails 

and prairie chickens. Practically all of the sharptails trapped were 
planted in the northern part of the Lower Peninsula. 

The replies to your questions are as follows: 

1. Yes. Sharp-tailed grouse appear very difficult to trap after 
the severe winter weather begins. The trap operator in Ontonagon County 
had difficulty in getting the sharptails to come to the feeding stations 
this spring. Many feeding grounds were located and stations established, 
but only a few birds were caught. All but two of the thirteen birds were 
males. 

2. Sex - Sharp-tailed grouse - comb and plumage. 
Age - (7) 

3. Mr. Semyn, Game Area Manager on the Escanaba River Tract 
placed celluloid (coil) bands on several juveniles that were too small 
to band. We received one return from this marking. The band had stopped 
circulation to the extent that the foot was about to be sloughed. It 
seems incredible that such a slight pressure would bring this result. 
(The tarsus and foot were sent in for examination.) 

4. Mr. Lambert, Brevort lake, Allenville, Michigan, is starting 
a@ year-round grouse trapping operations on a protected area in the Mackinac 
State Forest. I expect he will handle a few birds this season. 

Yours very truly 

H, D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

S BY F i + 
F, F, Tubbs 

FT:HM Ornithologist 
Encl.
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SECRETARY April 26, 1939 DEPUTY DIRECTO 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Division of Wildlife Management 

4olk University Farm Place 
: Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of April 17th has been received, Somewhere enroute the 
circular letter that you sent was lost as we cannot find the copy anywhere 
in our files and no one remembers having seen it. Would you please send us 
another copy for our records? f 

From the sharp-tailed grouse that were banded we received but two 
bands last year. These birds were both wild trapped in the Upper Peninsula 
and released in the Pigeon River State Forest in Cheboygan County in the 
Lower Peninsula. The birds were shot during hunting season showing that : 
they had survived. No other records of sharp-tailed grouse were received 
from the area where this planting was made so we do not know whether or not 
any young birds were produced. 

At the present time there are two individuals attempting to band 
ruffed grouse. Mr. Floyd W. Hatch of Copemish has been banding grouse for 
several years. While he has not been able to trap a great number, he has 
obtained some very interesting information on survival. The other person 
trapping ruffed grouse is Mr. Bert Lambert, 802 Washington Blvd., Detroit, 
Michigan. He made a specific request for a protected area in the Mackinaw 
State Forest so that he could carry on a grouse study unmolested by hunters. 
It is his intention to trap and band ruffed grouse, and attempt to determine 
figures on their range. Up until the present time he has not trapped any 
birds but expects to do so this year. 

Mr. Homer Bradley of the Seney Waterfowl Refuge is planning on 
cooperating with us in operating a banding station for sharp-tailed grouse 
and prairie chickens. We have supplied him with bands and expect that he 
will do considerable banding during the coming year. This last winter we 
hired two men to trap sharp-tailed grouse in the vicinity of Paulding and 
L'Anse in the Upper Peninsula. These men were successful in taking



=a \ 

/ 2° birds. 4 were transported and released in the Lower Peninsula in 
the Pigeon River State Forest and in the Higgins Lake State Forest. 

For pheasants, sharp-tailed grouse and prairie chickens, we 
| are using a mumber 6 band, and for our Hungarians we are using a number 

5. 

Yours very truly 

H, D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

m ae, 

F, F. Tubbs 
FT: HM Ornithologist



Division of Wildlife Management 424-™iversity Farm Place 
April 17, 1939 

Mr. He De Ruhl, In Charge 

, Game Division 
: Department of Conservation 

Lansing, Michigan { 

_ Dear Mr. Ruhl: 

A few days ago I sent you the form letter which goes to all 
members of the Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative, 
asking for a report of the winter's bandings of pinnated and 
sharptailed grouseés I should like to ask for a little more infor- 
mation, pertaining to Michigan onlye 

How many bands were turned in from hunting season or other 
kills? 

“hat state band sizes are used for: quail, Hun, pheasant, 
pinnated, sharptailed, and ruffed grouse? I have found several 
mistakes in the Wisconsin band sizes given in the “Game Bird 
Banding Manual" and will correct them in the next Progress Report: 
while I am at it, I want to make sure that we have the correct 
sizes for the other Lake States. 

Thank yous 

Sincerely yours, 

eo Nd sae tee os 

Fe. Ne Hamerstrom Jr.e, In Charge ; 
Prairie Chicken Investigatione ;
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May 29, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
In Charge Prairie Chicken Investigation 
College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of May 24 has been received. 

So far, we have used only two types of 
bands, the regular pheasant band being number 31-6, and 
the quail band number 31-4. We have used the regular 
pheasant bands for the sharptailed grouse work done at 
Camp S-98, Wilton, Minnesota. 

I have not filled out the mimeographed 
progress reports for the reason that no prairie chickens 
or sharptails have been banded by the state except those 
banded by Manweiler, Swanson and Virtue, and I understand 
you already have their reports. 

I thank you for your letter and for the 
information contained therein. 

Very truly yours, 

Kenia ts, 
: Gordon Fredine 

Biologist 
: Division of Game and Fish 

GFsad 

=



42h University Farm Place 
May 24, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Gordon Fredine, Biologist 
Div. of Game and Fish 
State Office Building 
St. Peul, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Fredine: a 

Tuank you for your letter of the 22nd. ‘The pheasant ani 
quail bands have not arrived as yet, but doubtless will come in a leter 
mail. What are the sige designations for these bands (and for pinnated 
and ruffed grouse, and Hungarian partridge)? 

We have been using Wisconsin #6 bands (old series) for pheasants, 
Pinnated, and sharptailed grouse. According to the new series, the 
eee Tens See ee ae Se 
Wisconsin #316 for pheasants, but the latter have beon used for pinnates 
and sharptails also. 

I Delieve that the best type of scale to use is a two~pan 
gram balance. We are using one made by the Central Scientific Company, 
and find it very convenient. because it has a carrying case. It has 
another advantage in that there is, in addition to the usual 10 gram 
sliding weight, a second slide graduated in 10 grem intervals from 0 
to 210 grams, which cuts down the mumber of weights which one needs 
to carry with the seale. : 

How many chickens and sherptails, by years (see mimeographed 
Progress Reports), have been banded in Minnesota with (a) state bands, 
and (b) with federal? 1 have Swanson's and Manweiler's reports on this 
but don't know what your Department has done. 

Very truly yours, 

F. 8. Hemerstrom Jr., In Gharge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation
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May 22, 19359 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
In Charge Prairie Chicken Investigation 
Univ. of Wisconsin College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Thank you for your letter of May 1, and I am sorry 
that my reply has been delayed. 

I am very much interested in the prairie chicken 
and sharptail banding Co-operative and should like to be 
considered as one of the co-operators. I will be glad to 
furnish you with any information which we may obtain in 
the future, but so far, our work has been very limited. 

You were right in assuming that the banding which 
Mr. Manweiler mentioned is that which John Virtue of Camp 
S-98, Wilton, Minnesota, did last winter. We hope to con- 
tinue and expand this work, and you may be sure that the 
result will be released to you. The work done at Camp 8-98, 
which is.near Bemidji, is all that has been accomplished by 
the state, to my knowledge, in recent years. I sincerely 
hope that we can carry on studies of this nature in the 
future. 

Enclosed are samples of the pheasant and quail bands 
: now in use in the State of Minnesota. In the work at Camp 

8-98, we use the pheasant band, but we would appreciate any 
information you may be able to give us as to the proper type 
and size to use. I should also like to know what type of 
scale you recommend using to obtain accurate weight measure- 
ments. 

Ve truly yours, 

ee Q 

; Gordon Fredine 
Biologist 

GF:ad Division of Game and Fish 

ence nies
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Division of Yildlife Management 424 University Farm Place 
May 1, 1939 

Mere Gordon Fredine 
* Division of Game and Fish . 

State Office Building 
Ste Paul, Minnesota 

Dear Wr. Fredine: 

Jack Manweiler suggested that I write you about some 
banding of sharptailed grouse which you carried on last winter 
through the CeCeCse camps near Bemidji. 

As you probably know, there has been a Cooperative among 
the banders of prairie chickens and sharptails in the Lake States, 
during the past three winters. The purpose of the Cooperative*ta.to 
keep one another posted on trapping techniques and results, and to 
be better able to find out about inter-state migrations of these 
two grouse, if such migrations occurs. The Cooperative circulates 
mimeographed summaries and progress reports among its members, 
but publication is left to the individual members themselves. You 
will shortly receive the mimeographs which have been sent out to 

. dates 

I am writing to ask if you wovld not like to join the 
Cooperatives There are no dues, annual meetings, or any other ; 
formal obligations. As a matter of fact, you don't have to be a 
grouse bander -- if you are interested in what the rest of us are 
doing, we'll be glad to send you what we haves "hen you get the 
mimeographs, you will also find the form questionnaire and report 
blank for this year; if have anyeeee eo chip in, we'll be glad to 
get ite Incidentally, if the banding which Manweiler spoke of is 
that which John Virtue, Camp $-98, Wilton, did last winter, T 
already have his report. 

Can you give me the followi information: 
(1) That are the state band stseo Wohnen! for pinnated, sharptailed, 

and ruffed grouse, pheasant, Hun, and 9uail? 
(2) How many chickens and sharptails, by years (see mimeographed 

Progress Reports), have been banded in Winnesota with (a) state 
bands, and tb) with federal? T have *wanson's and Manweiler's 
reports on this, but don't know what your Bepartment has done. 

Very truly yours, _ 
EW betta acting DOP ERS deme 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre, In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigations - 

- - . oe pe apace ll



= HAROLD C. WILSON tyre 
EPHRAIM, WISCONSIN 

January 14, resef. 

Mr. F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr., 
College of Agricalture, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hemerstrom: 

Thank you for your letter and the manual just 

received. Some of the ideas on traps look very sood to mee 

If you ever get up this wey I wish you would look ; 

me upe The village is so small there would be no difficulty in 

locating me. 

With best wishes, I am 

Yours very truly, 

Haraed @ v1 em 

J
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: University oF MINNESOTA 

DrparTMENT oF AGRICULTURE 

Unrvensiry Farm, Sr. Paut 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY Apr il 26 * 193 9 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Division of “ildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin 
4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Fred? 

We have been using size six bands for our pheasant 

banding here in Minnesota and size four for quail. The 
few quail bands which we have attached have been Biological 
Survey bands but the pheasant bands have.all been State 

Game end Fish Department bands. I am quite sure that Manweiler 

hag been using State bands also on his sharptails and 
pinnates and I believe that he has been using number sixe 

Evadene and I shall bear in mind your kind invitation 
to visit you some weekend during the next month if you are 
to be there all of May. Would we find you at Madison or at Plainfield? 
I shall be very much interested in comparing notes with you on 

the findings from the sharptail droppingé 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, if 

J ss Urdurs On 
Gs3K Assistant Professor of Bconomic Zoology 

al 

*



; University or MInnESOTA 

DeparTMEeNnt or AGRICULTURE 

University Farm, Sr. Pavi 

DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND ECONOMIC ZOOLOGY April 12, 1939 

Mr. F. N, Hamerstrom, Jr. In Charge 

Prairie Chicken Investigation 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

We did not carry on any chicken banding during 

the past winter and only a small amount of pheasant banding. 

I am assuming that you will not be interested in the results 
of the pheasant banding at this time. If you will write to 

Manweiler I trust that he will give you the number of returns 

in Minnesota because it is only on his area that any returns 

were being received. 

Have you had any success in food studies on the : 

prairie chicken by the ee method? I still have 

the sharptail droppings reéord,which I wrote some weeks ago and 

yesterday we went through some of them in my Methods Class. 

It appears to me from these firstiexaminations that it will be 

possible to learn a good deal about the food habits during the 

short period under consideration and I have almost decided to 

go ahead and examine the lot which we have and prepare a short 

note on the results. 

With best régards to yourself and Fran. 

I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

Secale pilin 
GS: VB Ass't Prof, Ecofiomic Zoology 

ee 
‘ 

®



; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

FEDERAL BUILDING, WINONA, MINNESOTA 

ADDRESS REPLY TO SUPERINTENDENT 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 

AND REFER TO 

O - Banding April 21, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., In Charge 

Prairie Chicken Investigation 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: ; 

With reference to your memorandum of April 8, I regret to 

advise that we did not have opportunity this season to carry on 

banding operations. 

According to our observations there has been a marked 

| | searcity of prairie chickens wintering along the Mississippi 

| River since the radical changes resulting from the clearing of 

timber and impoundment of water above the various locks and dams 

has been completed. It appears reasonably certain that this has 

been a deterrent to the normal concentrations of prairie chickens 

along this section of the Mississippi River. 

Very truly yours, 

(peal cec-Regional Director Re Manager



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO furs 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 

WwW April 18, 1939 
Studies 
Prairie Chicken 
Che quame gon 

Mre Fe Ne Hammerstrom 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hammerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of April 8, 1939. 

No trapping and banding of sharptails was attempted on 

the Forest this year. 

Very truly yours, 

C. Le VAN/GIESEN _ 
Forest Supervisor
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1 eee STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

{ BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

\ _° LOWER SOURIS MIGRATORY WATERFOWL REFUGE 
IN REPLY REFER TO UPHAM, NORTH DAKOTA 
Lower Souris 
Scientific 
Banding ; 

: April 20, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, dre, : 

College of Agriculture, | 
; 424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsins 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of 4pril 13, 1939 re- ‘ 
questing a summary of last season's bandings of sharp-teiled ; 

erouse on the Lower Souris Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. 

We are glad to cooperate with you on this metter and 
have filled ovt the form as requested, which is enclosed here- 
with, 

As to the questions.in your memorandum of April 8, 1939, 
In answer to Question 1, we find that there is a very definite 
seasonal difference in ease of trapping, The only time during 

which we have any degree of success is during the cold part of 
the winter, that is, December, January, and February. The 
birds ston coming to the banding stations as soon as the wea- 

ther turns warm at the end of the winter. The definite drop 
as shown on the record for February was due to the ebandonment 

of one of the very best stations because of impassable roads, 

Under Question 2, we find that we could definitely de- 

termine the sex of sharp=tailed grouse by the coloring of the 
two middle tail feathers. We have not had the time to go deep 
enough into this work to attempt any work on age criteria, 

Under Question 3, we find that trapping was highly 
: successful at stations in the Sand Hill area where no other 

grain was available, : 

Under Question 4, I might suggest the name of Mr. Seth 
Low, Refuge Manager of the Des Lacs Refuge, Kenmare, North 
Dakota. Mr. Low has trapped a good number of sharp-tailed 

grouse this winter,
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Hoping that this information will be of some value to 

you, we are 

Very truly yours, 

i Oe 3, 

Refuge Menager. 

CJH/a 3m 

Encl, 1 
ccs Regional Office
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4ok University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Menagement April 13, 1939 

Mr, ©. J. Henry 
Lower Souris Refuge 
Upham, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Henry: 

I am writing to ask if you would be willing to 
contribute a summary of your last season's bandings of 
pinnated and sharptailed grouse to the Lake States Trapping 
and Banding Cooperative. ‘The information which you sent us 

_ last year was a very welcome addition to our progress report 
and I hope you will be willing to chip in again. 

Very truly yours, 

¥. WN. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 

: enel Prairie Chicken Investigation 

ih
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
- ANN-ARBOR; -MIGHIGAN? +b -Sr He — 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

February 12, 194e 

Dear Aldo: 

I'll write you more fully in a few days, after the 
Wilson Bulletin stuff is ready for Van Tyne. Meanwhile: 

Received the copy of your letter to Loyster. We did 
not send copies of our banding records to the Conservation 

é Department, nor to “’allace. Each year we talked it over, 
and always decided that it would be good strategy to let 
them ask us for copies instead of turning them over as a 
matter of course; also, before ’allace took over the P-R 
chicken project, we were'nt any too sure that our banding 
data might not be uged by the Dapartment in a way we did'nt 
like. Remember? Thy bi Jeane 

I don't remember whether or not RA-FSA-ete. sent ; 
copies to the Department. I rather suspect not, as the 
Dept. generally wrote to us for data on recovered bands. 

Extra copies were made of the Plainfield bandings, 
and these copies are in your files: send them to Wallace, 
if you like. I have carbons here of the RA-etc. oe 
for 1936-37, 1937-38, 193839 (both Projects each year); 
USFS -- 1936-37, cards, 1937-38, cards, 1938-39 - nothing 
here (Mather's report is in your files}, 1939-40, cards ey mI 
and hectograpked report, 1940-41, hectographed report, at k (oe 

T enclose two tabulations. One is the listing of the ze 

Plainfield bandings for 1940-41, the other covers is. PC-ST 
band returns not in the report I made out in 7/11/40. Will 

you have these typed, with about four carbons each? The 

similar ones that were done before will act as a guide. 

When you get the details about the recovery of ST 

43511-8, will you see that it is passed on to Jack 

Manweiler? He's working up the RA-ete ST banding data, 
you know, and will want this. 

Sincerely, 

1) « bade ected ky k Tom — 00:08. [adnan Jb 
Unetne arm’ ey Wo dharnge af a , NOt. 7 7
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December 9, 1940 

My. R. E. Trippensee 
Professor of “ildlife Management 
Massachusetts State College 
Amherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Mr. Trippensee: 

Thank you very much for sending me a copy of your ms and 
samples of your new colored markers. I am very glad to have 
had the opportunity of ae over this material, and to be 
able to call it to the attention to the other members of the 
Prairie Crouse Cooperative. 

T shall be ae to put you on the mailing list of the 
Cooperative. “ith your permission, I shall add your name to the 
membership. There are no dues, officers, or responsibilities of 
membershtip: the Cooperative is a group of men interested in 
banding prairie chickens and sharptails, and was formed for the 
purpose of exchanging notes on techniques. Not all of the 
members are themselves actively banding prairie — but 
are members because they are interested in what is being done. 
I am sorry that the two earlier progress reports are no longer 
available, but I will send you our a ee Banding Manual 
and this year's progress report when it is ready. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hawerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 
Plainfield, “isconsin. 

Ene.
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December: 4, 1940 

Mr. Frederick N. Hamerstrom 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Mr. George Ammann of Shingleton, Michigan men- : 
tioned in a recent letter that you were interested in a 
celluloid marker which I have been working with. As he 

: suggested you would like to write up something about the 
markers, I am sending you a carbon copy of the manuscript 
which will be published in the Journal of Wildlife Manage- 
ment in January, 1941. I am also inclosing some pictures 
of the markers. You may abstract the Journal article and 

use the pictures if you wish for your Lake States Banding 
| Cooperative Report. Perhaps you should mention this is 
abstracted from the article to appear in the Journal. Also 
please keep in mind these markers have many limitations 

some of which I am now trying to correct. 

I should like very much to receive your Coopera-— 
tive Banding Reports as they come out. I will be glad to 
send you a reprint of the article on markers when it is 

available. 

Sincerely yours, 

G0 Deppenene 
BR. Bi Trippensee 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

RET/G 

PS. Dem wralle te drrats the fm of 

: ir
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_ A SEW TYPE OF BIRD AND MAMMAL MARKER® 

macentadiontes Save eekktee 
Amherst 

The advantages of being able te identify individual wild 

animals in the field are known to life history and ecological workers. 

Leg bands and (Butts, 1951) colored feathers for marking birds and 

bells for both birds and mammale have been tried with varying degree 

of success. Of all methods tried the use of colored feathers 

fastened to the dorsal tall feather of birds seems to have been the 

most nearly eatiefactory for identifying individuals (Edminister, 

1938<Leopold, Lee, and Anderson, 1936, Heydweiller, 1934, Butte, 

1930, Hawkins, et al..1937). 

It is a @iffioult task to develop a method of marking 

which are suited to different birde and mammals and a wide variety 

of other conditions. Bells do not distinguish between individuals 

if more than one is marked and released in the eame locality. The 

use of colored feathers is limited to from 7 to 10 colors. 

So far individual markers for mammale have not been used 

to the same extent as for birds, although the need of knowing in+ 

dividual movement patterns for mammals is ac urgent as it is for 

birds. Errington used metal tags for the identification of mus- 

krate but the animals had te be caught and emmined before indivie 

duals could be identified. ("rrington, 1937). 

In the present etudy the use of many types of coloring 

xeeeeesceneererensenetnseneeneanentenngenaanacnatntestiientemaaesinatenii atta ett eteLe nee Cente 

* The development of markers suitable for field identification of 

Rocstionsi Sehoct at Massachusctte State College, and the author 
At STi, BaEiass wun sonnasd ay hesmmnevan Otay Slog 

4 .
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matter and materials, separately or in combinations, and dif~ 

ferent methods of marking individuals have been tried. Likewise 

many methods of fastening the marker to the animal have been used. 

None of the methods were found universally satisfactory. Copper 

wire was found to be quite satisfactory for fastening dyed feathers 

to birds taile but this method was cumbersome and took too long. 

Glue and adhesives of various types vere also found uneatiefactory. 

Dipping of feathers in dyes or quick drying lacquers proved pare 

tially satisfactory. The spraying of numbers by stencils on mammals 

or the use of spots on birds or mammals proved to be unsatisfactory 

because of the difficulty in producing = distinet color on neutral 

colored feathers or even on the white fur of mammale such ae hares. 

With these difficulties in mind the problem of marking animals 

for individual identification resolved iteelf into the following 

phases} 

1. <A type of material is needed which would give clear distinguish- 

able colors or combination of colors, 

2. The marker must be mechanioally constructed so as to allow a 

combination of the primary colors into a large number of 

color combinations. 

&. The marker should be clearly visible and yet not impede the 

activities of the bird or muammal. 

4. ‘The method of applying the markers should be rapid. 

5. The marker should be visible both on the ground or in flight 

ae in the case of birds.
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6. Warkere should be suitable for both birds and mammals. 

*pyralin has proved to be most suitable material for 

tage because of ite vivid colors, lightness, durability and 

flexibility. ‘The type of marker ueed for pheseants consists of a 

vane 1i wide by 24 inches long. ‘The front corners are cut off to 

Aiacourage its catching on vegetation. This vane is backed by a 

rib or artifioiel “rachie" of wood or bamboo to stiff the marker and 

act as a backbone for the fastener. ‘The fastener is a mone] metal 

@lip made in the form of a double staple go that two of the legs of 

the staple on the proximal end holds the backbone and the vane 

together while these in the distal end, which are longer and extend 

through the marker, fasten the marker to the dorsal tail feather of 

a bird or the ear of a mammal. 

Fig. 1. Five sizes of markers have been 
developed for various kinds of birds or mammals. 
The applicator te also shown in this figure. 

° Sypedin - a poets aoe enenietres Ke ze ie de 

produced in sheets 20380 inches Steamehene initon, incae Wiehe
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Figure 2. A marker of two colors fastened 
to the tail of a male pheasant. ‘Seventy two 
eolor cosbinations have been developed with 
thie type of marker. :
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To produce the ataples economically it wae necessary to 

develop a die to cut them on a punch preee. 

The staple for fastening the marker to the feather of birds 

are 7/16 inches long and are applied by a especial applicator or long 

jawed plyers with an oval groove in one jaw. The ends of the long 

part of the staple are bent elightly inward and as the marker is set 

. lengthwise of the feather of a bird the applicator forces the two 

staples to clasp the rachis of the feather. Care should be used not 

to crueh the rachis of the feather being marked. (Fig. 2) A slightly 

different method of fastening the marker to s feather ia to force the 

two parte of the staple through s pyralin washer, clinching the ende 

of the ataples on the under side of the washer. This method requires 

& little more time but has less of a crushing effect on the rachis of 

the feather to which it is attached. ‘When marking birds as large ae 

pheasants care should be used not to place the marker too far up on 

the tail so ss to be partly concealed by the tail coverts. 

For birds like bebwhite quail and the perehing birds a 

enaller marker ic used. For these birds the two staple fasteners 

are closer together and the longer thinner part extends free slong 

the top of the feather which is to be marked. Button type markers 

are used for the very small birds. More trials will need to be made 

to determine the value of the marker for emall birds. 

The marker used for mamacle is slightly different from the 

bird marker being emaller and having only one staple or fastener. 

(Fig. 3) In marking 2 rabbit the marker is fastened on the inside of 

the ear along the front edge so as to be visible as the animal holds
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its ears upward or also when the ears are layed flat along the back. 

The marker is less subject to catching on vegetation if placed on 

the inside of the ear and hae the added advantage of being more 

Giffieult to remove by the animal iteelf. ‘The two “legs” of the 

staple prevents the marker from getting out of position. 

ay te This picture showa the marker fastened : 
to eax of a domestic rabbit. Smell markers 
are not as suitable for use with two solors, as 
ave larger ones. The marker works well with both 
snowshoe hares and. cottentail rabbits. 

in marking mammals the etaple extends thru a pyralin 

washer on the tack of the ear. Care should be used not to pinch 

the esr in clinching the staples and also not te puncture a large 

blood veegel in punching the holee in the ear for the staple te
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extend through. Harkers of suitable sizes have been developed for 

smaller manaale. 

Soler Combinations 
Nine colors have been found to be eatiefactory for markers. 

These are white, bleck, yellow, maroon, orange, red, cerese, dark green, 

light blue and dark blue. Metallic gold and metallic eilver also give 

some promise of being satisfactory. Light green, ten, pink, lavender 

and gray have not proved tc be satiefnctory. The use of teo colors on 

& Gingle marker gives a greater number of individuel markers then 

could otherwise be obtained. These parte are joined in the middle by 

lapping one eolor over the other and fastening the two parte together 

with pyralin cement.® 

Distonces Morkers ore Visible 
To date sufficient work hae net been done to judge come 

pletely the effectiveness of these markers. Preliminary studies 

show, however, that the distance the markers are visible vary with 

eolor, Light conditions, vegetation and whether the animal in standing 

still or moving. If the light te at the back of the observer the 

marker ic visible for a longer distence. Field glaseee eleo extend 

the distances the markers are visible. The following table shows 

some of the resulte obteined so far. 

<eoasestnatnncaametiataee RSA Sea NSN TLE RAAN TC ATTN 

* Du Pont No. 108 Cement has been found to be moet satisfactory.
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Sanhe + Epitraatss fabpite and Waren 
Species Sex Aotivity of Color of Die tance 

animal : tag seen feet 

R. N, Pheasant Female Walking Solid cerice 75 
« 9 Flying cerise 100 
e ® Cerise base 

: Red spot 20 
. Male Fiying Front-margon 

Rear white 80 
e ° Walking Red base ; 

Navy blue enot 40 
. Female Flying 86114 maroon 30 
” Male Flying Front-maroon 

® Pemal Flying Certs. co - e se base 
Orange spot 100 

Cottontail Rabbit Mele Hopping Cerise 30 
Snowshoe hare Female Resting White 80 

° . Pemsle Hopping White 40 

Table 2. Menere € z. Oh FTO 2 nd ¢ Pars oy 

combinations sould be seen under a variet: 
of conditions. Entire table by mrnest Gould 

Wiasses Time Fase of 
Color Combination Dist. or Naked of Distinguishing 
<voroemeneemenertienetinanaiaeaarsennccecisinssre AER ener Mexan CM NIAT cscs ARIAT scree 

Orange-cerise 800 ax 10 AM Clear Difficult 
Green=cerise ao 8x 1i AM clear eaey 
Blue-cerise eye 8 AM otoast nediun 
Dk. green-pink 40 eye 8 AM otoast aiffioult 
Dk. greeneblue 6x 6 AM clear easy 
Blue-Dk. green eye 6 AM clear easy 
Blue eye 7 AM pt. ol. enay 
Dk. green-serise eye 7 AM pt. ol. easy 
Lt. green-blue eye 7 AM pt. ol. negium 
Blue-purple 15 eye 8 All pt. ol. very @ifficoult 
ee 18 6x ° = ee e 4iffieult 

se « Gle 
Blue-lavender 8 . 9 AM clear noaken 
Blue-levender _ 30 6x 2 PH pt. ol. aifficult 
Dk. green-levender 300 8x 29M clear Lavender almost 

invisible. Shade 
p of ~~ hard to 

distinguish.
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Giassee Time Eaae oF 
Solor Combination Dist. or Naked of Distinguishing ; 
<deeitsiattillcinintiisiiameaeccniaiinieantniscrannin taint tian iiss MMMM tice 

Dk. green-1t. green ax 10 AM elear “asy 
Blue-1t. green 8 ax 6 FP cloudy invisible 
Blue-1t. green 30 8x 6 Pu cloudy ean barely 

oo 

Pink-purpl 100 & 7 Pu pt.ol aifriculs & x ol. 
Pink-cerise 8 ge pM pt. cl. — enay 
Cerise-black x 11 AM clear cerise easy, 

one - on « black difficult 
n 10x clear 

Biwesehi te dot 0 10x 8 AM clear soln 
All white lox 10 AM clear easy 
Blue-red eye 8 AM clear ensy 
Blue-red 10x 8 AN clear easy 

caeetiae ks is tm aes cee erie x ear en 
airPioult 

All Dlue 10x 4 PR lear easy 
All white 10x 4?" clear easy 
All cerise 10x 4PM clear = 
White-blue dot 10x 4 Pl clear um 
coasee-sine = = : = o saat medium 

se-orange x ofeaa medium, orange 
aiffioult 

Blue-orange dot 80 10x 5 PH o'cast difficult 
White-blue _ 10x 3 PM clear is 
Blue-bleck dot 10x 10 AM clear med 
Cerise«black dot 50 10x 11 AM pt. ol. medium, (bird 

in dense shade) 

a > @istances marked as easy to distinguish varies from 5 to 300 
ee . 

‘ 

Ernest Gould of San os Legpehies Fish and Game Department has 
the following to say on visibility: 

whing for the Hew Nanpehive Pish and Gane Depestnent 1938 and we ‘or ay an nt in a 
are again being used on pheasants in the Concord Pittman-Robertson 
Refuge Project in 1939. 

Table No. 2 was furnished by Mr. Gould. Dots of different colored 
pyralin were used on a background of another color as well as markers 
of solid colors and combinations of two colores. ‘The markers with a 
dot of one color on a s011d background of another color are not being 
used at present and are not included in the description and plotures.
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"Gerese, pink and red sre visible up te 200 feet but 

pink appears white at almost any distance. Blue, light green, and 

isvender are difficult to distinguish at 100 feet. Cerese is the 

most easily distinguishable color and can be easily recognized with 

an 8x glase at 200 feet." 

Summary 

This type of marker has definite limitations which may 

be summarized ae follows: 

: 1. Eight and possibly 10 different colors can be used. 

2, All colors will fsde after a prolonged period of 

use partioularly the paetel shades. 

5. The deeper colors as navy blue snd maroon are disq 

tinguisheble at « lees distance than light colors 

like cerise, green, yellow and light blue. 

4 All markers fastened to feathers are lost during 

molt. 

The new type of marker has several advantages over other 

types of markerst 

1. It oan be adapted to both birds and mammals. 

2. Standard materiale are available. 

3. The number of color combinations is high. 

“Additional experimental work with this type of marker 

ie needed on different species of birds and mammals 

<a RC LAEGER Ei ceneinentnentnsaeeteenstetanaeeenatttneaitetiietanetet 

* Markers have been furnished to a number of wildlife investigators 

Feceived from them aa well ae from studense at Wassnonuseste state” 
College. Due to the increased demand for markers and to make them 
more easily available they have been turned over to the Wildlife 
Supply Company of Saginaw, Michigan for manufacture and distribution.
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GAME AND FISH COMMISSION 
OKLAHOMA CITY 

Dec, 12, 1940 

Mr, F, N. Hamerstrom Jr. In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

Plainfield, Wis, 

Dear Sirt- 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

Dec. 7th making inquiry as to whether or not we 

would like to join the Prairie Grouse Cooperative. 

I should like to join this very much and I know that 

Mr. Krefting would inesmuch as he brought it to my 

attention the other day. I shall also question the other 

biologists on our survey work to see if they will be 

interested, 

Thanking you for the invitation, I remain, 

Sincezg1 WY 

e FY Sélko, ify. 
Avision of Federal Aid, 

s/F C



December 7, 1940 

Mr. Lyle F. Selko 
Game and Fish Commission : 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Dear Mr. Selko: 

At the suggestion of several men in Missouri and Kansas, 
I am writing to ask if you would like to join the Prairie Grouse 
Cooperative. The cooperative (formerly the Lake States Banding 
Cooperative) is for the purpose of exchanging information on 
trapping and banding techniques as used by the members in their 
work on prairie chickens and sharptails. There are no officers, 
dues, or particular responsibilities of membership. Many of the , 
members are not themselves banding, but are interested in what 3 
the rest of us are doing. a 

/ 
If you are interested, please let me know at once. I will / 

send you a mimeographed banding manual, and any of the progress 
reports which are still available. 

I wrote Mr. Krefting, of your Department, about this a 
short time ago. Will you remind him of it? I'lid like to add 
both your names to the thés=yeaets membership in thés year's _ 
progress report, which I am now working on. jf 

Very truly yours, 

pecs So pe ae 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 
Plainfield, “isconsin.
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December 7, 1940 

Mr. Marius Morse 
4031 40th Avenue North 
Robbinsdale, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Morse: 

Please excuse my failure to answer sooner your letter of 
November 11. é 

I am delighted to add your name to the membership of the 
Prairie Grouse Cooperative (formerly the Lake States Banding 
Cooperative). You will receive the Cooperative's progress reports 
as they appear, and I am sending you a mimeographed banding 
manual. I am sorry that the first two progress reports are no 
longer available, but I think it likely that a summary of work 
to date will have to be prepared before long, including this 
material, because so many new members have been unable to get 
the earlier reports. 

Incidentally, I am not the head of the Cooperative: I am 
a sort of unofficial secretary, and prepare the progress reports. 
There are no officers, and no dues. 

Very truly yours, = 

' ¥. N. Hamerstrom Jr., TA Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 
Plainfield, Yisconsin. ' 

/ -
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424 University Farm Place November 8, 1940 

Mr. Arthur #. Denney 
824 S. Jefferson 
Springfield, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Denney: 

Thank you for your letter of October 28. I am delighted that 
you have joined the Cooperative. Schwartz and Barbee have also 
joined. 

I am well aware -- to my sorrow -- of the difficulties of 
trapping chickens in farming communities. Mrs. Hamerstrom and I 
are working on agricultural lands in central Wisconsin, and have 
the same trouble in attracting chickens with bait when there are 
dozens of alternative feeding places close by. Ye do have more 
snow than you, of course, but the last two winters have been 
almost snow-free even here. Squirrels, more than rabbits, eat 
our netting, but we dare not use poultry netting because of the 
danger of trap injuries. “ve had to give up poulfby netting 
altogether. 

Art Hawkins used a trap very much like the barrel idea of 
which you spoke, and for the same reasons. His trap is described 
in the progress report for 1937-38. I think that particular 
report has been exhausted, but hére's the idea: 
He used packing cases about 24' square and about 34' deep, and 

_ tried several kinds of tip-tops. Paired sheet-metal tips, opening 
: at the middle, were more slippery than shingles but had to be 

covered with chaff to hide their shinéness; after each tip, the 
chaff had to be replaced. A 15" wooden shingle gave better 
results. Further trial led to two top designs, one built on the 
packing box, the other removable for easier storage. For the 
former, he nailed a board to the box top to take up the space 
not filled by the shingle: the board also served as a feed tray 
for baiting. Spikes, on which cob corn was stuck, were driven 
in the edge of the box opposite the hinge. The removable top 
was a frame of 6" boards to which the tip and feed board were 
nailed. Spikes for ear corn were placed all around the frame. 
Straw or corn stalks were piled around the packing boxes to 
disguise them -- he often buried the trap in a corn shock -- and 
snow was banked around the lower sides to prevent rodents from 
gnawing holes in them. He had two troubles: when more than two 
or three birds were caught at once they injured themselves in



Mr. Arthur H. Denney 
Pe 2 

the trap, and removal of birds was difficult. He got around the 
first trouble by hanging a bag of fish net in the trap in such 
a way that it did not touch the walls or bottom (except to allow 
the tip to operate), but found no way out of the second. 
He also set this trap flush with the ground, in a pit, but 

caught a number of cottontails which killed or injured one another 
by fighting in the trap. 

There are dozens of ways, probably, for making tip-tops. 
I have rather given up shingles, because of the difficulty of 
getting a number of them of the same size, and use sides of 
orange crates, light ply-wood boards, or anything else that is 
light but strong. There is a wide range of possibilities for 
size, but it is most convenient to make a number of traps alike. 
Big enough to allow the bird to drop through, but not too big 
and therefor too heavy and slow, is the range. Our tip-téps 
are described in the progress report for 1938-39, a copy of 
which I am sending you. A piece of two-by-four at one end of 
the tip-top is a pretty good counter-weight, but we often have 
too add strips of lead to get it just right. I think it is more 
important to have the tip come up fast than to have it tip down 
very easily. Tip-téps can be a nuisance to unset; we now drill 
holes through the frame toward the ¢f free end, and slip nails 
or a long wire through so that the free end rests on some thing 
and cannot drop. Tie your “unsetter" to the trap, so it is 
always there when needed. 

I plan to try pull-string traps this autumn and winter. An 
automatic trap is certainly more convenient, from the standpoint 
of the discomfort involved in sitting in a blind in cold weather, 
but I suspect that it is the best way for catching a lot of 
birds. For your region, where winter trapping is uncertain 

: trapping on the booming grounds may be the very best bet. bee 
the progress report for 1938-39. We could have caught many more 
birds than we have during the last two springs, but for the fact 
that we are more interested in observang booming ground behavior 
than in banding at that season. 

' b \ ag, fina suggestions. I am convinced that (aside from 
a tip-tops) a large trap is generally better than a small ones «dt 

itewe If it is a confusion-entrance trap, there is more space 
away from the entrance for the birds to work over; and chickens 
seem to be reluctant to crowd together in feeding anyway. And 
I think a battery of traps (including several kinds) at a few 
trapping fields is much better than the same number of traps 
placed one at a feeding place. Both of these points, however, 
are opinion. Ye have one small three-leaf clover trap that is 
a particularly good trap, and we have found that, at the same 
time and under what seem to be the same conditions,we catch 
birds at one place and not at another -- sometimes nowhere else 3 
and the more trapping stations you operate, the better the chance 
of finding a good one. 

I hope to see you at the Urbana meetings, where perhaps we 

Cay talk more. ee =
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
Springfield, 

HEKEERMORT LATE, MISSOURI 
TELEPHONE 874 

824 S. Jefferson 
Yetober 28, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin, 
4dadison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

I have recéived your letter of the 26th, inviting me to 
join your "Prairie Grouse Cooperative", end I am glad to accept 
the invitation. 

Late in February of last year I attempted to trap a flock 

of prairie chickens in Morgan County, ““issouri. However by the 
time the birds had become used to my trap the snow had melted 

and the birds ceased Beeding in the area where the trap was set. 
I was able however to make certain observations which I hope will 
help in this winters trapping campaign. For instance Fish netting 

will not be used on the traps this winter because of the high 
population of Jack-rabbits. Last year only three birds entered the 
trap and on the tery day that the birds entered the trap, two 
jack-rabbits also were trapped. The jack-rabbits gnawed and plunged 
until they ripped the fish netting open, and of course the prairie 
chickens also escaped. 

ZL also observed that in Missouri where there is an abundance 
of corn and sorghums shocked in the field and left all winter, the 
use of baits to attract birds to a trap is almost impossible. The 
habits of the fedding birds is to fly from one shock to another 
and seldom alight on the ground during feeding. My intention is 
to build a barrel trap with a trap door in the top and setup a 
shock of sorghum around the barrel. 1 have not decided on the 
kind of trap door to use and would appreciate any suggfestions 
that the cooperative has to offer. 

I believe trapping of chickens in Missouri will depend largely 
upon the amount of snow that falls during the Winter. Last year 

\ was the heaviest snowfall in recent years and many reports of 

damage to shocked grain were received by the department. Missouri 
seldom has a snow which remains on the ground more than 4 or 5 days. 
(That is Southwest Missouri) 

I will be glad to participate in the cooperative effort to 
learn more about Prairie Grouse, and hope that I can contribute
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in some way to this worthy cause. 

I have an official copy of the banding manual, but 1 would 

like very much to have a personal copy. I would also like to 

have your standard questionnaire and report form as a guide to 

recording my observations. 

I appreciate very much your letter of invitation and am 

very glad to add my name to the list of Cooperators. 

Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
I. T. Bode, DIRECTOR 

oy: pth MO Menney 
; Arthur H. Denney 

Federal Aid Program
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Ky ASH STATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 874 

1501 Tindall 
Trenton, Missouri 
Dec. 9, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hammerstrom 
Game Management Division 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hammerstrom;: 

I received the "Game Bird Banding Manual" and 
the progress report of the "Grouse Cooperative". I 
went to thank you for them. 

I have been stationed in Jefferson City making 

drawings fo? the past month and have not had a chance 

to work on my traps. However, I hope to get at them 

and have either negative or positive results soon. 

Yours, truly 

Charles W. Schwartz



E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

A. P. GREENSFELDER, VICE-CHAIRMAN—MERCHANTS-LACLEDE BLDG. 
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WF state of MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 874 

1501 Tindall 
Trenton, Mo. 
Oct. 31, 1940 

My, F, N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Prairie Chicken Investigation 
University of Wisconsin 

; Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I received your letter concerning the "Brairie 
Grouse Cooperative". I will be very glad to cooperate 
with this group and want to thank you very much for 
including mee To date I have not trapped any prairie 
chickens but em considering doing so in my management 

: program for this winter. I will be glad to have a 
copy of the banding manual you refer to. 

I received a letter from Mr. Ayars saying that 
you are to be in charge of the prairie chicken seminar 

at the Mid-west Wildlife Conference at Urbana. TI plan 
to be present at the meetings and hope to have ‘tan 
opportunity to become acquainted with you at this 
seminar. 

Yours truly, 

Charles W. Schwartz 
Project Leader



E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

A. P. GREENSFELDER, VICE-CHAIRMAN—MERCHANTS-LACLEDE BLDG. 

Il. T. BODE a ‘ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 

DIRECTOR GG WILBUR C. BUFORD, oe sonra NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 

feo) G. E. STONER, MEMBER—312 E. OLIVE ST., SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 
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SF STATE OF MISSOURI! 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

‘TELEPHONE 874 

Box 113, Clinton, Mo. 
Oct. 28, 1940 

Mr. F.N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

The work of the "Prairie Grouse Cooperative" is of interest to me, 
I have been in the service of the Missouri Conservation Commission 

since July 1, 1940 and at the present have very little data to 

offer to the organization. 

Much of the origional prairie chicken range of southwest Missouri 

lies within my territory. The prairie chicken became extinct on 

a large part of this range a few years ago, but is now coming back. 

Within my territory there is one prairie chicken refuge and three 

Cooperative Game Management areas that have chickens on them. 

There are some areas where the chicken population is great enough 

that damage to farm crops may make it necessary to trap some 

of the birds ans use them to restock suitable areas. In that 

event your trapping and banding techniques would be valuable 

to me. 

I would hike to have any bulletin material you have from your 

department on prairie chicken, along with the banding manual. 

Very truly yours, 

Willard Barbee, Project Leader, 
Federal Aid to Wildlife
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
VERGE TDW / /VIN/Y 1 / MASS A/V B/V 

TELEPHONE 674 

Columbia Missouri 

111 Wildlife Conservation Bldg. 

University of Missouri 

December 4, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I am very sorry to have delayed answering your letter of 

October 25. I have been in the field prior to and following the Midwest 

Wildlife Conference and am just now trying to catch up with my office 

and laboratory work. 

I had intended to ask you a few more questions about the 

cooperative but didn't get an opportunity to meet you until the last 

afternoon of the conference when Frank Bellrose and I were making a 

belated departure for Havana. 

Although what banding work I do will probably be connected 

with waterfowl, I am still interested in prairie chicken banding and 

would like to join your cooperative group. 

I would like very much to receive your mimeographed banding 

manual. 

4 OOP LE 
HELE Leader 

Section of Migratory Waterfowl 

Federal Aid to Wildlife Program 

HVT/Ot
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

Lower Souris 

eccaiaaieicn, © 3 UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

LOWER SOURIS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE 
UPHAM, NORTH DAKOTA 

November 8, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your card of November 5, 1940. 

I am sorry to have slipped up on the banding figures. 
Qn checking ovet our records I find that the March total 
of 64 birds included a bird that was found dead a few weeks 
after banding and should have been omitted, leaving a total 
of 63 birds banded for March, 1940, The total of 277 birds 

banded during the season did not include any birds found 
dead within 2 or 3 months of banding and is correct. 

I would like to attend the coming conference at Urbana 
but shall be unable to make it this year. 

Very truly yours, 

Cc. J. Henry, Refuge Manager 

wi TDC Xilirnmeord? 
Merrill C, Hammond 7 “\ 

as Junior Biologist
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: UNITED STATES be G ny? 
Vs 4 / 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR / Ld WA - 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE / 

Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge 
: Upham, North Dakota ! 

October 11, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom dr., In Charge, 

Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear lir. Hamerstrom: 

Sorry that we did not send in complete data on our trapping 
and banding report. In regards to the points mentioned in your 
letter of October 5, we have the following to offer. 

The one prairie chicken banded was a male caught in a “tip- 
top" trap baited with ear corn on March 21, 1940. It was apparently 
feeding with a flock of sharptails. 

Under point 5 the remark "No bait used" is an error and should 
read, "No bait other than ear corn was used", 

In listing sharptail re-traps we gave the number of individuals 
re-trapped. The number of times banded birds were re-trapped in 

the 1939-40 season follows: 

1937-38 bands 1 
1938-39 bands 67 

: 1939-40 bands 509 
577 

The 277 new birds and 23 repeats from previous years (300 indi- 
viduals) were trapped 854 times or an average of 2.84 times per bird. 

Toward the end of the season, the birds in our traps were usually 

“repeats”. 

Mr. Stanley Saugsted, in charge of research work on upland game 
under the State Pittman-Robinson program, recently informed us that 
he plans to band grouse this coming winter. You may get in touch 
with him through the State Game and Fish Department, Bismarck, North 

Dakota. We will mention the Cooperative to him, should we see him 
in the near future.



Mr. Hamerstrom -2- October 11, 1940 

‘I trust that this information will make our report more complete, 
We are very glad to join the Cooperative, and have obtained much value 
from your reports. 

Very truly yours, 

c. J. Henry, Refuge Manager 

AE. Beer mish 
Jr. Biologist & 

e



424 University Farm Place October 5, 1940 

Mr. Merrill C. Hammond 5 
Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge 
Upham, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Hammond: : 

Your letter and report of August 13 have jist been sent 
me from a I am very glad to get your material, and 
that you have been permitted to join the Cooperative. 

Can you give me the following data on the one prairie 
chicken which you banded: when caught, kind of trap in which 
caught, bait on which caught? 

I do not quite understand your remark under point 5 -~ : 
“No bait used". 

In your listing of sharptail re-traps, did you a the 
number of individuals re=trapped, or the number of times banded 
pirds were re-trapped? 

Do you know of anyone west of the eae other than 
yourself and Mr. Low, who is banding prairie chickens or sharp- 
tails? 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

f S .



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge 
, Upham, North Dakota 

August 13, 1940 

Le hng hn 
Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge ( Guam) , 

Prairie Chicken Investigation, ‘40 
424 University Farm Place, cep dle 4 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

We are enclosing trapping and banding data for the 1939-40 season. 
Reply to your cireuler letter follows: 

A. Banding, 1939-40. 

1. OQnly one prairie chicken banded, 277 sharptails. 

2. Indicated in table. 

3. Indicated in table. 
4, Indicated in table. shar 
5. Sharpteils here take ear-corn very readily. No, bait used. 
6. No color marks used, 
7. Trapping operations were not started until January 9, 1940 

this past season--January and February were the most suc- y 
eessful months, But little success was had the latter 
portion of March and early April. 

8. Retrix pattern, weight, and eye yellow used in determining 
sex. Age not determined. 

9. Trapping was done at feeding stations and standing grain 
fields, baited well in advance. Traps were operated only 

two or three days a week; on the remining days traps were 
kept baited and closed. Very good catches were made in this 
way with a minimum of time expended. 

We would be very glad to join your cooperative under the enlarged 
plans, provided approval is granted. 

Very truly yours, 

: : C,. J. Henry, Refuge Manager 

= he Baer ee Jr. Biologist
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4 ' e rl 3 TO. BEIM, css ascressees 

SS 

q DEPARTMENT OF 

MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

A. G. CUNNINGHAM ~- DIRECTOR 

Nov. 8th, 1940 

F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., Esq., 
In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- * 

In reply to your letter of Oct. 3lst. 

All the 36 pair of Sharp-tails were trapped during the 
first week of April of this year. Previously we had tried out different 

types of traps but without any success, and eventually devised one of our 

own make, This was made from ordinary chicken wire about 3 ft. wide and 
Sft. long and about 12 inches high. The front of the trap through which 
the birds entered considted of a number of wires of about No.9 gauge 
hanging loosely from the top, When the birds go in they push the wire 
ahead of them and after they enter it falls back against a strip ofwod 
along the bottom. This prevents the birds from pushing the wire outward, 

The bait used is wheat. We also found that it was easier to trap the birds 
during stormy weather, particularly after a heavy fall of snow, 

No attempt was made to sex the birds except it was under- 
stood the bird with the smooth head was the female, and the male had a small 
tuft on the top of its head. 

‘I am attaching hereto sketch of the trap. I might add that 
the traps were set reasonably close to small bluffs or straw stacks. 

; Regarding the t ing of Ptarmigan, these birds were 
trapped by the use of an ordinary oh inch mesh fish net, They are very easy 
to catch, 

I have no objection to your adding my name to the member— 
ship of your Banding Association, : 

Yours very truly, 

\ 
al phy” 

Agc/HG DIRECTOR OF GAME AND FISHERITS 
Encl,
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Dimensions ~ 5! x 3? x 14" 
Frame construction 2 x 2 

Horizontal wires No.9 gauge attached to rod at top 

about 2" apart, To keep wires from slipping sideways 
use small check-block between each wire, 
Small groove on bottom strip for wires to fall back 
into as birds enter pen,
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424A University Farm Place October 31, 1940 

ure A. Gs Cunningham Director —/j— 
Game and Pisheries Branch 
Department of Mines and Natural urces 
Winnépeg, Manitoba 

Dear Sir: 

Thank you for your letter of ‘the 22d. I am sorry to hear 
that poor weather interferred with’ your trapping of game birds 
last winter, but can assure you that many of us had the same 
difficulty. 

May I ask for more detailed information? It simplifies 
both preparation and interpretation of the Cooperative's progress 
reports if a uniform scheme of preserigation is followed. 

How many sharptails were trapped each month? In what kinds 
of traps were your birds caught? How many in each kind? Yhat 
baits did you use? Which were most successful? Have you notived 
any seasonal differences in ease of trapping, bait preferences, 
etc? Yhat criteria do you use in determining sex? Age? Have 
you any comments, suggestions, or particular points of techniqu e 
to offer? Do you know of any other trapping and banding of either 
prairie chicken in Canada? 

If your traps or trapping methods differ from those which 
have been described in the banding manual and progress reports 
which have been sent you, the other members of the Cooperative 
would appreciate as much detail as you may feel free to give us. 

May I add your name to the membership of the Cooperative? 

Very truly/yours, __ Se 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie es Investigation. 

Although the questions @bove relate to sharptails, similar figures 
on your ptarmigan trapping would be very welcome.
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DEPARTMENT OF 

MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 

A. G. CUNNINGHAM - DIRECTOR 

Oct. eend, 1940. 

F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., Esq., 
In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation, 
University of Wisconsin, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

I regret the delay in replying to your 
letter of September Srd but have been out of the city 
a great deal. 

Due to extremely mild weather we were not 
successful in trapping very many Prairie Chicken last 
winter. We only trapped 36 pair of Prairie Chicken (Sharp- 
tails) and 19 Ptarmigan. The Ptarmigan were sent to 
A. W. MacKenzie, Esq., Conservation Director, Madison, 
Wisconsin, and the Prairie Chicken to Frank D. Blair, Esq., 
Superintendent, Game Propagation & Refuges, Division of Game 
& Fish, St. Paul, Minnesota. The Prairie Chicken are being 
used for experimental purposes in respect to breeding in 
captivity. From results so far there does not appear to be 
very much hope of success. 

It is intended to carry out a wider program 
of trapping this coming Fal], and I will try and send you 
a few pair of Prairie Chicken this coming winter. 

Yours very truly, 

\ 

OLAS. qhouw s Cannas 

AGC/HG DIRECTOR OF GAME AND FISHERIES
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424 University Farm Place j October 5, 1940 

Yr. Seth H. Low 
Des Lacs Refuge 
Kenmare, Notth Dakota 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I have just received word from Dr. Bell that he —- 
the participation of the field men of E oy Service in 
Prairie Grouse Cooperative. If you co send the answers to 
the questions in my letter of September 18, it would help me 
in pteparing this year's progress report. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation.



424 University Farm Place September 18, 1940 

Mr. Seth H. Low 
Des Laks Refuge 
Kenmare, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Low: 

I{m having a little difficulty with your banding summary. 
"No. birds re-trapped" means individual birds rather than total 
re-traps; I gather you gave me the latter, as the number for last 
winter is greater than the number of individuals banded on both 
refuges. Again, the numbers caught in your shelter trap are 
greater than the number of individuals banded in 1939-40, but less 
than the totagl of new birds plus the re-traps which you have 
listed. 

Can you straighten me out on these points? I'ld like the 
total of new birds banded in 1939-40 (which Itake to be 102 on 
the Des Lacs Rfg and 220 on the Lostwood, all banded in Feb: dy 
the number of these new birds banded in each kind of trap, 2 
the number of individuals from past winters which were re pped 
in 1939-40. Did you use colored feather markers or colored bands? a 

Do you know of anyone else west of the Mississippi who is . 
panding pinnates or sharptails? 

Incidentally, when the Cooperative invited M. C. Hammond to 
join, Dr. Bell wrote to ask for information concerning the 
Cooperative before approving Hammond's joining. He has'nt given 
his or yet. Should I hold your data back until I hear from 
Dr. Bell? \ 

Very truly yours, of 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
Plainfield, Wisconsin. 
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IN REPLY een TO { \ ADDRESS ONLY THE 

\ DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Bi-B-Bandin, 5 . UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

September 26, 1940 

Mr. F, N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mir. Hamerstrom: 

I have your letter of September 7 and appreciate the full explanation 
you'give of the aims and purposes of the Prairie Grouse Cooperative. The 
project report of 1938-39 issued in January of this year, and the game 
bird banding manual have been examined with much interest. 

It is our belief that the objectives of the Cooperative are desirable 
and we accordingly can see no reason why Service personnel should not 

participate. With this in mind we are enclosing herewith a communication 
addressed to you by Mr. Merrill C. Hammond, the biologist at the Lower 
Souris National Wildlife Refuge, dated August 13. With it is a summary 
prepared by lir. Hammond of the Sharp-tailed Grouse banded at the refuge 
during the 1939-40 season. 

One of the reasons for our desire to maintain close contact with all 
work of this nature is our belief that in order to avoid public confusion 
and misunderstanding, all banding of native birds should be done with 

regular Service bands. Artificially propagated exotics, such as Ring- 
necked Pheasants, are probably best marked with bands carrying a local ad- 
dress such as a State Game Department, but I believe you will appreciate 
the wisdom of having all banding of birds native to North America done 
with bands of the one series. 

We will be glad if, when further progress reports and other material 
are issued for the information of participating members, copies also can be 
sent to this office in order that we may keep up to date in our knowledge 
of your work. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. B, Bell e 
Acting Director. » : ‘ 

Enel :



42h University Farm Place 
September 7, 1940 

Dr. W. B. Bell 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. CG. 

Dear Dr. Bell: 

Thank you for your enquiry of the 3d. 

The Prairie Grouse Cooperative (formerly the Lake States Banding 
Cooperative) was formed in 1936. Our purpose is to stimlate banding of 
Prairie Chicken and Sharptailed Grouse, both in a general way and directed 
toward the wide geographic spread of banders which is necessary to a study 
of the migrations of prairie grouse. We were originally a Lake States 
group simply because a number of prairie grouse banders in the Lake States 

got together and decided to pool their efforts in a cooperative. Because 
so mach prairie grouse banding is now being done over a wider area, we feel 
that the Cooperative should extend its services in a corresponding manner. 

We do not duplicate the work of your Service in the field of 
banding. Our only function is to encourage and assist the banding of prairie 
grouse through exchange of information on techniques and banding success. 
fo this end, we have a mimeographed manual of trapping and banding techniques 
and issue mimeographed progress reports each year, with which to acquaint 
the membership of new techniques and the actual performance of the various 
different kinds of traps now in use. This information is compiled from annual 
questionnaires, of which the sample sent you by Mr. Hammond is an example. 

fhe Cooperative has no central file of band numbers and makes no 
Claim on the data of any member. Banding records are kept just as they would 
be if there were no Cooperative: they are individually filed with your 
Service, when your bands are used, and filed with the states whose bands are 
used. Banding results are published by the individual members themselves, 
or by any combinations which they wish to make. 

I am sending you copies of our banding mamal and of the progress 
reports which are still available. F 

Membership in the Cooperative entails no formalities. There are 
no dues, officers, or responsibilities. The advantage of membership lies in 
receiving news of the latest developments in trapping and banding techniques 
for prairie grouse; and the more complete the membership, the more complete 
the exchange of information.



2-W. B. Bell 

Mr. Seth Low, of your Des Lacs Refuge, has been asked to join 
the Cooperative. If you have any other men who are banding either 
Prairie Chickens or Sharptails, the Cooperative would welcome them also. 

Sincerely yours, 

¥, N. Hemerstrom Jr., In Charge 
enel Prairie Chicken Investigation



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 

DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Bi-B-Banding 
UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

September 3, 1940. 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 
In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Mr. M. C. Hammond, Junior Biologist at the Lower Souris 

National Wildlife Refuge, Upham, North Dakota, has made inquiry 

through the Regional Director's Office regarding his participa- 

tion in the work proposed for the Great Lakes States Banding 
Cooperative. He says it is being enlarged to include North Dako- 

ta. 

Mr. Hemmond has sent us for consideration a copy of the 
questionnaire form that you evidently are using in assembling 
information regarding activities of the various cooperators and 

has furnished information regarding the banding work done with 
prairie chickens and sharp-tailed grouse. Before forwarding this 
material to you, we should like somewhat more complete information 

: regarding the scope and plans for your organization. We seem not 

to have any information available at the present time regarding 

your organization or its work. A number of such cooperative 

organizations interested in bird banding and associated investiga- 

tions have been formed and have proven distinctly helpful in 

furthering interest in work of this character. The work of such 

organizations serves to stimulate interest and activity on the part 

of the membership. 

As you know, the Biological Survey, now a part of the organiza- 

tion resulting from combining the former Bureau of Biological Survey 

and the Bureau of Fisheries and known as the Fish and Wildlife 

Service, U. S. Department of the Interior, has been for many years 

the center of banding work and the clearing house for information 

relating thereto. We endeavor in every possible way to be helpful 

to cooperative organizations. I think you will appreciate, however, 

that it is desirable to avoid undue development of such organizations 

and too much scattering around of information that requires time and 

effort on the part of many individuals, including members of this



Service. For this reason, I should appreciate having you advise 

me somewhat more fully regarding the proposed work and the extent 
to which our men will be called upon for detailed data that they 
are assembling in connection with their regular work. On receipt 

of this information, we shall be glad to go into the matter fully 

with a view to determining just what part our field men may take 

in this undertaking. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aa 
W. B. Bell, 

Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research. ; 

; 2
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

4 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

S BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SORE 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 
UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

August 31, 1940 

Mr. F.-‘N. Hamerstron,Jr., 
*lainfield, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Re: your form letter. My former 

banding at Denbigh, North Dakota was done with U.S.B.S. 

bands. This study has been discontinued for the present 

and no birds were trapped during the past year. 

Please add my name as a member of the cooperative. 

Di yours, 

Shaler E. Aldous 
Forest Wildlife Research



IN REPLY REFER TO 

O - Banding 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT, FEDERAL BUILDING 

WINONA, MINNESOTA 

August 28, 1940 

Mr. Fe. Ne Hamerstrom, Jr., In Charge 

Prairie Chicken Investigation 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I am very sorry to have been so delayed in replying to 

your inquiry regarding banding operations during the season 

1939-40. I am likewise sorry to inform you that no banding 
operations were carried on during the above period. 

Since the impoundment of water above the various locks 

and dams there is practically no opportunity to band chickens 

or sharptails on the Upper Mississippi Refuge. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

GH 
Ray % Stesle, z 

ec-Reg. Dir, Maurek Reffige Manager



THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
IN REPLY REFER TO Seney Refuge 

Germfask, Michigan 
August 14, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

In reply to your letter of August 6, 1940, we 

are sorry to state that no Prairie Chickens or Sharp- 

teils were banded last winter on the Seney Game Refuge. 

Birds are not too plentiful in this immediate section 

and most of the birds are found off the refuge. 

Very truly yours, 

Cc. S. Johnson 
Refuge Manager 

Acting



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Necedah National Wildlife Refuge 

Necedah, Wisconsin 

August 12, 1940 

Mre FeNeHemerstrom, Jre 

In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigetion ; 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of August 6th requesting 
information from cooperative banders as to the 1939=40 banding 
seasone : 

Due to the fact that no food patches were put in on the 
Refuge Ares during the summer of 1939 and because sufficient 
dependable personnel were not available to operate trapping 
stations no banding was performed by Refuge personnele 

We have put in considerable grain crops this season however 
and intend to operate as many traps as possible and hope 
that we can furnish information of some value to the cooperatives 

Vv truly yours, 

fe ale 
‘obley We Eunt 

Refuge Manager 

G5 Ged, Amd YT] Le wl Ae be 
dap 0 GO aft
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY ke e) oN 
Al CANADA 

September 16, 1940. 

Mr, F. N. Hamerstrom, 
University of Wisconsin, 
College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Many thanks for your letter 
of September 3rd which I found awaiting 
me here on my return to Edmonton 
yesterday. I shall be delighted to join 
your co-operative and many thanks for 
your invitation. At present we are 
doing no banding of grouse but hope to 
start on a substantial scale during the 
winter. I will keep you informed of 
anything we do up here, 

Yours sincerely, 

be ee 

Fee a eee ee 

William Rowan 

WR: BM
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owe | a A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 

~~ o 201 Bank of Commerce Bldg., 
ang, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

; September 11, 1940. 

Mr. F. N. Hemerstrom Jr., 
In Charge Prairie Chieken Investigation, 

eS 424 University Farm Place, 
BB. MADISON, Wisconsin. 
we Ue Si Ae 

ey de Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

wy I have just returned from the Northern 
aerial survey, to find your letter of September 3rd; 

Ye and I shall be very pleased to join you in promoting 
ye the spread of banding stations for the Preirie Grouse 

Cooperative. 

I am sending a copy of your letter to Mr, 
4 @, T. Ridley, Secretary of the Manitoba branch of the 

§ 4 = Inland Bird Bending Association - with the request that 
Meg he seek the cooperation of other members of this branch. 

We 
< yr I have not forgotten my promise to assemble 

y data on grouse from my files. I have made a start on 
> this; and hope to be able to complete the task some time 

= this winter. 
ee. eo 

eee Please give my kind regards to your charm 
ce ing wife. I hope to see both of you before long. 

MOBI ts _ tie 
WH, Sa 

Yours very truly, 
“tas Set ze 

# ~~ 

Wake = Moray 
Be ae B. We Cartwright, 

Fa Chief Naturalist. 

: SS. 
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, DirEcTOR ‘ JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD : BIOLOGY . + WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY - - 

GEOLOGY . . EDSON S. BASTIN 

& ENGINEERING > LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - + WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 

HENRY HORNER, GovERNOR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

October 15, 1940 

Mr. F.N. Hammerstrom, Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hammerstrom: 

In checking my records on Brairie chicken releases, 
I discovered that an error had been made in listing 
the adult male, band no, 36--616736. In my letter to you 
dated September 20,1940, I listed that bird among those 
released on the Cook County Forest Preserve District. Since 
this band was returned I have checked my original records 
and found that it should be listed with those released on 
the Urbana Wildlife Restoration Area. It was the last 
bird caught last winter and was released on the; Urbana 
Area after the Cook County shipment had been delivered, 

Please make the above correction on your records. 

Sincerely yours, / 

AIO 47 Bp rhL Ln eho AL 

R. E. Hesselischwerdt, 
i Junior Biologist



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AN DIC ONS ERY AON 
JOHN J. HALLIHAN, Director JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY . + WILLIAM TRELEASE 

aa s a“ EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING ~ LOUIS R. HOWSON 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— : 
HENRY HORNER, GoverRNor PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

October 14, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hammerstrom Jr. 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hammerstrom: 

In regard to your letter of October 5,I can inform 
you that I did use Biological Survey bands of the 36 
series, I am sorry that I failed to make those facts 
clear in my first letter. 

Since I last wrote to you, I have received another 
bend return from one of the chickens released on the 
Urbana Township "estoration Area January 23, 1940, 
The band 36- 6167356 was returned to me on October 6, 
by a property owner who found the bird desd in the 
shrubery around his house, four and one-half miles.west 
of the point of release, The bird had received injuries 
on its head and neck as if it had flown into some object. 
The proverty on which it was found dead was located with- 
in the city limits of Champaign. 

Thenk you for your comments on the reasons for our 
trapping more males than females last winter. 

Very truly yours, / 

Con, oF eect wt OL 7 

R. E. Hesseischwerdt 
Junior Biologist



424 University Farm Place October 5, 1940 

Mr. Re E. Hesselschwerdt 
Illinois State Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Hesselschwerdt: 

Thank you for your letter of September 20. I am uncertain 
from your listing ("U.S. Band No.") whether you used Biological 

Survey or State bands. If they were Survey bands, were they of 
the 36 series (36-616711 etc)? 

Since Chickens form sex packs in winter, you may have 
eaught most of your birds from whale packs; stiil, with such a 
small sample, chance alone may have caused the higher propor- 
tion of males. I do not know whether tip-tops are more apt to 
catch males than females. F 

Sincerely yours, - 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Zé £



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

JOHN J. HALLIHAN, DIRECTOR JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 
SPRINGFIELD ly : : WILLIAM TRELEASE 

GEOLOGY : : EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING s LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - : WILLIAM A. NOYES 

hae Se otNe Aan Cc. WILLARD 
HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

. URBANA 

September 20, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
424 University Parm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Dr. Yeatter has turned your letter of August 6, 1940, over 
to me. Regarding the trapping and banding of prairie chickens in 
Illinois during the winter of 1959-40, I am able to supply you 
with the following information: 

Twenty-six adult prairie chickens were trapped four miles north 

of Salem, Illinois during January, 1940. All: these birds were 
moved north and released at two different areas. Fourteen were 
released at the Urbana Township Wildlife Restoration Area at 
Urbana, Illinois and twelve were released on the Cook County 
Forest Preserve District in Northern Illinois. The Northern 
Illinois restocking was successful to the extent that the birds 
boomed last spring and are still present in the area. On the 
Urbana Area the last Prairie Chicken Record was April 17, 1940, 
but more records may be obtained during the complete fall census. 

The sex, weights, and band numbers of the Prairie Chickens re- 
leased on the Urbana Township Area, January 23, 1940, are as 
follows: 

Sex Weight ('36) U. S. Band No. 

1. Adult & 2.55 lbs. 616711 
2, Adult o 2.16 " 616712 Ve C 
3, Adult oF 2.20 616714 Avivo , 
4, Adult 2600 616716 “> 
5. Adult o? Zee” 616717 
6. Adult o” 2e00 616719 
7. Adult & 2.50 616720 
8. Adult 2e15 616721 
9. Adult & 199 616724 

10. Adult ¢ 1. 90 616723 
11. Adult % 1.75 616722 
12. Adult 2 1.95 616715 
15. Adult @ 1.40 616715 
14, Adult 2 1675 616718 

©1673 G — Leg bine (5, 

i



Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. -2- September 20, 1940 

Those released on the Cook County Forest Preserve District are 
as follows: 

Sex Weight U. S. Band No. 

1, Adult o7 2.15 Ibs. 616725 . 
2. Adult o? 2.50 " 616726 
5. Adult o7 2.40 " 616728 
4. Adult o” 2.45 " 616729 
5. Adult o7 2.00) a 616730 
6. Adult 6? Beno! 616732 
7. Adult or 2,50" 616733 
8. Adult #7 2eeOmes 616754 
9. Adult” 2.05 7 616735 b 

10, Adulto? 2.0" 616736 — rH Unsrrrn Were 
11, Adult # Teo 7! 616731 
12, Adult # 1.88 " 616727 

In the first list the female, Band No. 616723, was found dead Febru- 
ary 15, 1940, one mile north of point of release along U. S. Route 10. 
The bird had been struck by an automobile and was rather badly man- 
eled. 

Weight of bird when released - 1.90 lbs. - Jan. 23, 1940 
Weight of bird when found dead- 1.78 lbs. - Feb. 15, 1940 

The feather mark on the tail was still on and in good condition. 

The birds were all feather marked with yellow feathers placed in the 
tail. The yellow feathers were attached by the needle method. 

Twenty-four of the chickens were trapped in tip-top traps baited 
with yellow corn. One was caught in a fish net trap with funnel in 
each end. This trap was put out of use by gnawing rabbits. One 
Prairie Chicken was caught in a bob wire trap but was found to have 
broken its wing. Yellow corn and soy beans were best baits and the 
tip-top traps best traps. 

No retrapping has been done, but more chickens are to be trapped 
again this winter, 

Do you have any ideas why we caught so many more males than females? : 
Do the males jump up on hay shocks or tip-top traps more readily than fe- 
males? Were we perhaps trapping a flock that contained mostly males? 

The banding permit of Dr. S. C. Kendeigh, University of Illinois, was 
used in these banding operations. 

Sincerely yours, 

R. #. Hesselschwerdt, | 
ASH/CM Junior Biologist 
CC; Dr. R. HE. Yeatter



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 
JOHN J. HALLIHAN, DIRECTOR JOHN J. HALLIHAN, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY . + WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY - . 

GEOLOGY . . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING . LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - : WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
HENRY HORNER, GoveRNorR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

September 21, 1940 

Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Plainfield 
Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I believe Robert Hesselschwerdt who did the prairie 
chicken banding sent you his data a day or two ago. lEvery- 
one has been on vacation during the last few weeks and our 
correspondence has suffered. 

Congratulations on getting the thesis off, I hope it 
can be published_without too much delay. We mic( he gad 
aet ea “TF 4 your Meee. 

We are looking forward to seeing you and Mrs. Hamerstrom 
at the conference. 

Sincerely yours, 

a S Y 4 Z 

R. E. Yeatter, 
REY/CM Game Specialist 

2
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424 University Farm Place September 18, 1940 

Mr. Ralph Yeatter 
Illinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Tllinois 

Dear Ralph: 

How about a banding report for last winter? I'ld like to 
finish up the Progress heport for the Uooperative as soon as 
possible. 

I have finally finished my thesis -- it's being typed now. 
I'ld like to send you a copy for your criticism, as soon as the 
committee finished with it. 

Sincerely, 

Plainfield, “’‘isconsin.



STATE OF ILLINOIS 

HENRY HORNER, GOVERNOR 

THOMAS J. LYNCH. DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION Ste Er ACE Cn 
eee SPRINGFIELD eee 

January 29, 1940 aasuiieas s7 
160 NO. LASALLE ST. 

a 

Quail Pheasant 

Miss Vivian Horn we ee fe? 8 Rs : 
Game “anagement Division . sai a 
424 University Farm Place d a. 2 
Madison, Wisconsin me alignment bs 

Sins 7 a —— _ == 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I am in receipt of a letter from Dr. R. E. Yeatter 
of the Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois, in 
which he requests that this Department send you information 
relative to pheasant and quail bands to be used as reference 
in the preparation of a banding manual. 

We have been purchasing our quail bands from the 
Illinois Supply Company, Aurora, Illinois and our pheasant 

bands from the National Band and Tag Company, Newport, Ken- 
tucky through their jobber in Quincy, Illinois. 

Enclosed please find sample pheasant and quail 

bands for your information. 

Very truly yours, 

L Ones DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

Lewis E. Martin, 
Supt. of Game Propagation 

ae 

LEM/vs 5 + ee et 
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January 23, 19,0 

Miss Vivian Horn 
Department of Wildlife Managenent 
hel, University Parm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Horn: 

A letter from Fred Hamerstrom dated January 17 asks 
for informetion on banded game birds and bands for his banding 
monual. I have written the Illinois Department of Conservation 
for the data on band sizes used for pheasants and quails, asking 
them to write directly to youe We have banded no sharp tailse 
Last year 15 game farm reared pinnates were banded with #6 U. S. 
Be Se bands and released in two lots by the Illinois Conservetion 

Departmont and Natural History Survey, as follows: 8 (Band Hos. Reve"? 
38=625736-62571;3 incls) in Henderson County, Illinois, opposite oe WBE 
Burlington, Iowas end 7 (Band Nos. 30-6257 s~625750) released 
August 23, 1938, at Urbane, Illinois. 

You probably do not need all of this for the manual. 
I am sending a copy to Mr. Hamerstrom so he will have the records. 

Very truly yours, 

Game Specialist 
Re Ee Yeatter 
bh : 

% ies; ex ; = oy, 
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424 University Farm Place January 17, 1940 

Mr. Ralph Yeatter 
Inlinois State Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois. 

Dear Halph: 

After many, many delays the Banding Cooperative's Progress 
Report for last winter's work is within an ace of being finished. 
There is some information about Illinois which I want te include 
it I possibly can. Yill you shoot the answers to these questions 
to Miss Viviam Horn at the above address, at once? I'll send to 
her the stuff that I have ready, and ask her to add your stuff 
as soon 6s it comes. Here it is: 

I am correcting and bringing yp to date the table of band 
sizes given in the Sanding Manual. “e never did have the I1li- 
nois band sizes. What do you use for pinnates, sharptails, and 
rufied grouse, pheasant, hun, and quail? If there are any serial 
numbers or letters, be sure to include them (our pheasant bands 
are 31-, National Band and Tag Co.). If you have no size 
numbers, how do they coupare with USBS bands? 

Second, I'm trying to get together all past records of 
pinnate and sharptail banding 4¢¢gxdd in the Lake States. How 
many of each, by years if possible, have been banded in Illi- 
nois, exclusive of this present season? How many of each were 
banded with state bands, and how many with USBS? 

I'ld like to get this information in the Report, and would 
appreciate your help. If the past records are too slow to get, 
let it go till next time; but send me the hand sizes it you can. 

I hear you have lots of snow and are trapping chickens 
hand over fist. Ye have just had our first respectable snow, 
which was too much for our car. If it ever gets out of the garage, 
we'll start trapping. 

Give our best wishes to Mrs. Yeatter, and to Hawkins. 

Sincerely yours, 

i



: File Copy 

4ok University Farm Place 
September 3, 1940 

Dear Sir: 

The Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative, whose 
banding manual and progress reports you aiready have, was formed 
for a double purpose: to promote the banding of prairie chickens 
and sharptailed grouse in a general way, and to work toward the 

- geographical spread of banding stations necessary to a study of the 
migrations of these two prairie grouse. : 

You are one of several banders outside the Lake States with 
whom the Cooperative has common cause. I am asked to invite you 
to join us. To this end, we have changed our name to the"Prairie 
Grouse Cooperative." 

: There are no dues, officers, or other formalities of member- 
ship. The Department of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin, y 

= acts as a clearing house through which the members can exchange — 

notes in the progress reports of the Cooperative, but each member 
retains all rights to his data, for publication or other purposes. 
The progress reports serve to keep the members posted on the most 
effective trapping and banding techniques. 

I am sending you the questionnaire which goes to all members, 

with a form on which to report last winter's banding. 

Your associates in banding or other work on prairie grouse are 

also invited to join the Cooperative. 

: Very truly yours, 

z F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
; Prairie Chicken Investigation 

This letter sent to: A. G. Cunningham, Director of Game and Fish, : 
Winnipeg, Manitoba : 

Arthur L. Clark, Mo. Conservation Dept., 

Jefferson City, Mo. 
M. C. Hammond, U.S.B.S., Upham, N. Dak. 
Seth Low, U.S.B.S., Kenmare, N. Dak. 

Sent,. without next to last paragraph, to: 
B. W. Cartwright, Winnipeg, Man. 
Wm. Rowan, Edmonton, Alberta ‘ 
Dale Halbert, State Game Farm, Norfolk, Nebraska S :
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42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
August 6, 1940 

Zo All Sooperstive Banders: 

A. Banding, 1939-40; 

1. Did you bend Prairie Ghickens or Sharptails last winter? 

2. If so, how many of each species during each month (new birds only)? 

3. In what kinds of trap were these birds caught? How many in each kind? 

4. How many re-traps from 1936-37, 1937-38, 1936-39, 1939-40 (sunber 
birds re-trapped, sot total sumber times banded birds were re-trapped)! 

5. What baits did you use? Which were woet successful? 

6. Did you use colored bands or feathers? What colors? 

7. Heve you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of trapping, 
bait preferences, ete.? 

&. Sex and age criteria? 

9. Comments, suggestions, particular points of technique? 

10. Do you know of any work outside the cooperative which should 
‘ be included ia thie year's summary’? 

3. Change of policy: 

In the last Progress Report (1936-39) 1t was suggested that Frairie 
Chicken and Sharpteil banders outside the Lake States--at present Missouri, 
Worth Daketa, and Manitobs~-be iavited to join the Cooperative, and that we 
make whatever change of uewme is necessary for the enlarged cooperntive. The 
few replies which I have received have been favorable. 

Unless there ia objection, then, I will ask these other Frairie 
Chicken-Sharptail banders te join our cocperative, which will have the more 
inclusive name of "Prairie Grouse Cooperative." 

May I ask thet you reply promptly and completely? It takes « great 
deel of time to prepare the progress reports, and I am very buey. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. UB. Somerstrom Jr., In oI ‘ 
Prairie Shicken Iavestigation



42h University Fern Place 
Madison, Wiscensin 
dagust 6, 1940 

To All Cooperative Banders: 

A. Banding, 1939-40; 

1. Did you band Prairie Chickens or Sharptaiis last winter? 

2. If eo, how many of each species during each month (new birds only)? 

3. In what kinds of trap were theee birds ceught? How many in each kind? 

4. Row mony re-trape from 1936-37, 1937-38, 1936-39, 1939-40 (aueber 
Dirds re-trapped, not tetal sumber times banded birds were re-trapped)? 

5. What baite did you use? Which were nost successful? 

§. Did you use colored bands or feathers? What colors? 

7. Have you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of trapping, 
bait preferences, ete.? 

&. Sex and age criteria? 

9. Commenta, suggestions, particular points of technique? 

16. Do you know of any work outside the cooperative which should 
be included in thie year's summary’ 

5. Change of poliey: 

fa the last Progress Beport (1936-39) 1t was suggested that Frairie 
Ghicken and Sharpteil banders outside the Lake States--at present Missouri, 
North Daketa, and Maniteba--be davited to join the Cooperative, and that we 
make thatever change of naewe is necessary for the enlarged cooperative. The 
few replies which I have received have been favorable. 

Valess there ia ebjection, then, I will ask these other Prairie 
Chicken-Sharptail banders to join our cooperative, which will have the more 
inclusive name of "Prairie Grouse Cooperative. * 

May I ask thet you reply promptly ani completely? It takes « great 
deal of time to prepare the progrese reports, and I am very busy. 

Sincerely yours, 

Prairie Chicken Investigation
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STUDIES = Nicolet Auguat 30, 1960 
Prairie Chicken Banding 

Mre Fe No Hamerstrom, Jre, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Hamerstroms 

Reference is made to your letter of August 6. 

Ae Banding, 1939-1940. 
le Yos. 

Speciese 1939, 1940. 
Ze Sharptai 09, Nove 3, Dec. ame 10, Feb. 4# 

Pinnated Febe 1 Merch 2. 
Ruffed Oct.2 

*Includes one bird banded the year before. 
Birds Sought 

a. e of Trape * * e Total. 
Tip-top 

Meathberg 2 2 

aS in 1939-1940 from 
4. Speciess =55* 

rpta. 
*Only one bird banded in 1937-38; 38 banded in 1938=39; and 
33 (3 species) in 1939-40, 

5. Wheat and corn at one camp = wheat most successful, 
Buckwheat at other campse 

6. Now 

Te Yese General to complete disappearance of pirds*about Dec. 
28, 1959, and about the second week of December at Mountain Camp. 

&. Very suspicious preponderence of females == 22 females and 
only 3 males recorded. ‘wo males and 1 female in the pinnated.



9» For personal application only. We hope to be able to 
add worthwhile comments next years 

10. Might contact Green, Chaddick and others for information 
on known diseases, fatal and non-fatal, they have diagnosed the past 
years There may be symptoms om localities the banders should have in 
mind prior te next season's work. 

Be Change of Policy: 

We are agreeable with the expansion and the new name “Prairie 
Grouse Cooperative". 

Very truly yours, 

Pa GALEN W. PIKE, Forest Supervisor 

ec--Hamerstrom, Plainfield, Wis, 
BN OT



2 ee _ Rhinelander, wisconsin, 
STUDIES = Nicolet July $1, 1940. 
‘Prairie Chicken Banding i 

aad iwetinss Chg a area Senne omeiRe Pineal coy 

‘This supplemental report is for the purpose of recording banding records 
peck be papace, ga igs threo hargtadi' and Sho rued grote wore ania, 
Poctasl Foserds Usesene theleaades of tives Fetciua are very mall ee 

‘Table #4, Grouse captures at Phelps Camp, 1959-1940. (No birds Tabie #, sey aera + (fe birds re- 

; s : F ‘ 2 . : oe aoe : 

Muffed grouse 67586 10-22-89 M1 40-12. " 
: / 67585 10-13-39 M 12-40-11 w 

—_ is not known .t basis the ruffed grouse ‘sexed. Wheat 1 
Kanes see ie enon eee ee 

te 
987-38 89-0 a ° > ° ° © 0 

1980-80 in 16 ° 38 ° ° cy ° 
1959-408 16 3 8 0 Be ae 5 

__ Two sharptails were Killed in the Blackwell traps during the 1938-39 season. 
One tird banded in the 1989-40 season (67204-C) was shot iment gover approxi= eee ee ee 
2 of the July 25 r be a 1 i ii 

a
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fhe previous report, dated July 25, ray: : ~ re July 25, covered operations at Blackwell Camp 

This supplemental report is for the purpose of recording banding records 
pice sola er obrehdnen 4 papper Lderes aTaad fro rafed groate vere uae, 
Portant records because the chances of future returns are very emall, 

‘Table #4, Grouse captures at Phelps Camp, 1959-1940. (No birds re- 

: 67387 = 10-11-39 TA0-12- * 

Wetted ip euke) meters Perey ‘= 1-40-11 7 

‘It is mot Imown on what basis the ruffed sexed. Wheat 
WPrsnat sth matal Wal? Ci ers Noes a erates aes a 

‘Table 7S, Summary of banding captures to date (1957-58 seasen thro 

Xe Hasteelt Boustata “Phelje GEL HMaseelY Sourtais sTpe” Tota 
1987238 =O 1 oy ° ry ° ° 

ee La 16 oo} 688 ° ° ° 0 
1939-40 of 16 3 BB ° Be awe 8B 

#h Some mreeitty | 

paler eats se ade) aed ee proxie 

2 of the July 25 report. es 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

PORES) SUPERVISOR RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

W 

STUDIES August 1, 1940. 
Prairie Chicken Banding 

Mr. F. Ne Hamerstrom, Jre, 

Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Thank you for your letter of July 31. 

Enclosed is an additional copy of our July 25 report of 1939-40 
banding operations, with a supplemental sheet attached and two extra supple- 
mental sheets for the two July 25 reports previously forwarded to you. We 
are also enclosing copies of the Phelps Camp banding records. 

Replying specifically to the questions in your letter: 

Paragraph 2; The date captured is starred instead of the band 
number, which is 29321B. "“Long-bob" is an error on the card we have on 
file and should be "tip-top". 

Paragraph 3: 29406B. is the proper band number for a bird captured 

in 1938-39 at Blackwell Station. The appearance of this number in the 
1939-40 Mountain cards appears to be an error. It is our belief that the 
1939-40 Mountain band number should be 29506B instead of 29406B. It may 
be several days before we can make an absolute check on this, but if our 
conclusion is incorrect we will notify you. 

Paragraph 4: 29413B found dead in natural cover by a crew brushing 
out lines for a new ruffed grouse census area. 

We expect to forward nesting data, which is very meager this year, in 
a day or two. 

Very truly yours, 

Aber th 72H. 
GALEN W. PIKE, Forest Supervisor. 

Enclosures
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424 e Fr F University Farm Place July 31, 1940 

Mr. Deane WY. Mather ; 
U. S. Forest Service 
Nicoléé National Forest 
Rhinelander, Visconsin 

Dear Deane: 

Thank you for your letter and banding report. There are a 
few questions on the report which I need to have anssgered before 
T can get to work on the Sharptail banding results: 

You list "16 new grouse" and one repeat from 1938-39 for 
the Camp Mountain area. The repeat is not starred in the list 
of bands, but from the context ("also recaptured 5 times in 
1938-39 season") I or that it was 293218. Right? However, 
you say that this bird (or rather, the repeat) was originally 
captured in 1938-39 in a long-bob trap -- but the 1933-39 report 
says that all birds were captured in tip-tops. 

, Also in the 1939-40 list of bands is 294068, caught at the 
Camp Mountain station. The 1938-39 list gives 294063, caught at 
the Blackwell station. Vhat goes on? If this is a repeat, it is 
a very valuable one. 

Was 29413B (1938-39 bird found dead autumn 1939-40) found 
at a feeding station or at some other place? I am dividing the 

band returns into movements among feeding places (most retraps 

come from such places) and movements not connected with feeding, 
I don't know just where to place this one. 

As before, I'ld appreciate a prompt reply. Thank God that a 
doctorate thesis comes only once in a lifetime. 

Sincerely, 

Plainfield, Vis.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

: NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

PORN? SUPERVISOR RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

W 

STUDIES + Nicolet July 25, 1940. 

Prairie Chicken Banding 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 

Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of June 22 addressed 

to Mr. Hill. 

Enclosed are two copies of our report on 1939-40 banding 

operations. 

We hope to have clutch and nesting data to you by August 5. 

Very truly yours, 

GALEN W. PIKE, Forest Supervisor. 

othlaathrach 
I. H. GUTHNECK, Actin. 

Enclosures



424 University Farm Place July 22, 1940 

Mr. Dean Mather 
U.S. Forest Service 
Nicolet National Forest 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Dear Dean: 

This is an SOS. Can you give me a quick answer? 

I am in the process of writing my thesis, and am in the 
middle of the banding section -- whereat I discover that I do 
not have your last winter's records. “hat I do have (and 
apparently thought was the whole record) is the cards for the 
nine sharptails which you banded last autumn, #'s 67201C through 
67209C. hat I'ld like to have right away, if possible, is all 
records for last autumn and winter -- new birds, repeats of the 
year and from other years, mortality, and all the rest, complete 
with individual dates. Incidentally, according to the cards for 
the nine birds, none wase re-trapped but #67204C was shot during 
the open season in the BY of sec. 36, TSGN RLSE. 

i I am still es on the assumption that the Forest Service 
: wants me to publish the results of the Nicolet and Chequamegon 

pandings. Is that still the plan? 

The sooner you can send me these data the happier I'll be. 
It was very stupid (and inconsiderate) of me to slip up this 
way and have to bother you with a rush call, but there it is. If 
you are too busy, forget about it: it's my fault anyway. 

Incidentally, if you have any nesting records for this year 
I could use them to very good advantage very soon. 

Many thanks, and my apologies. 

Sincerely, a | 

Please reply to Plainfield, Wis.
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/ 4oh University Farm Place 
February 14, 1940 

Mr. Galen W. Pike 
Supervisor, Nicolet National Forest 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Pikes 

Thank you for your letter of Jamary 26 and the nine 
banding cards enclosed. 

I have delayed answering this letter until I could get in 
touch with the Conservation Department about their request for a 
banding report. Mr. Scott tells me that the Conservation Department 
does not want the actual banding cards, and in fact, has not wanted 
individuel records at any time in the past. The thing they are 
asking for this year and which they had not wanted before is a 
report of total numbers bandied, by species, and a listing of trapping 
stations. He tells me, in fact, that even though you or we had 
sent them the individual banding cards, they would still want this 
summarized report, a matter of administrative detail. I imagine 
that they mst have sent you their regular mimeographed form, which 
is the thing they want to have filled out and signed. In case 
you do not have this form, if you will write Mr. Seott, he will be 
glad to send you one. Since they require the signature of the man 
in charge, I am sorry but I cannot make out this report for you. 

Thank you again for your help in banding, and wishing you 
success for the remainder of the winter, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO aS 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN 

WwW January 26, 1940 

STUDIES - Nicolet 

Prairie Chicken Bending 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed herewith are cards on nine (9) birds we have 

panded so far this yeare 

It was our understending that you would forward copies 

of these cards to the Wisconsin Conservation Department. The 

Conservation Vepartment recently requested copies of all cards 

on birds banded to datee Will you be able to handle this re- 

quest or is it your desire thet we supply copies to the Conser- 

vetion Depertment3 

Very truly yours, 

GALEN W. PIKE 

Forest Supervisor 
s 

les Geb enolf 
By CHARLES A. RINDT, Acting 

Enclosures
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424 University Farm Place January 12, 1980 

Mr. Dean Mather 
U. S. Forest Service 
Rhinelander, Wisconsin 

Dear Dean: 

I received today a request from the Conservation Depart- 
ment for information on band #67204C, recovered on a sharptail 
shot on October 14, 1939, in the SW 4 of sec. 36, T36N R15E, 
Forest Co. This sounds as though you were successful in bandimg 
before the season opened this year. Can you give me the data on 
this band? If not too much trouble, can you send me the data on 
all birds banded before the season opened? It would save time 

and later inconvenience to you, in case any more bands come in. 

I had planned to come up to see you shortly after the 
chicken season closed, but had to go East for the month of 
December. Now we are tied up with our winter work, with no 
prospect of getting away. How shall we arrange to get the 
hunting season material which you collected for us? Barton 
got a fine lot of specimens from the Brinks Camp area, where 
we hunted during part of the early season. Incidentally, the 
age character in the scapulars has fizzled out. While in 
Beston last month, we went through the skins of pinnates, heath 
hens, and sharptails in the Harvard collections, and found so 
much in the way off intermediate striping and general lack of 
a clear-cut distinction between striped and unstriped scapulars 
that we had to abandon the idea. 

Here are a few stamps for your collection. When are you 
coming down this way? We}ld like to see you again. 

: Sincerely yours, 

F, N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Please reply to Plainfield, Wisconsin.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NICOLET NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

rennee beable } RHINELANDER, WISCONSIN 

W Novenber 21, 1939 

STUDIES = Nicolet 
Prairie Chicken Banding 

Mr. F. Ne. Hamerstron, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Lear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to Miss Horn's letter of November le 

The bands received were larger than we previously hade 

As far as we know now they will be satisfactory. 

Very truly yours, 

GALEN W. PIKE 

Forest) Supervisor « 

/ : Wa 

/ Uc y 
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By CHARLES Ae RINDT, Acting 
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PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING ITS SERVICE 1204 

CLASS OF SERVICE S RN SIGNS 

This is a full-rate z 

Telegram or Cable- 

gram unless its de- 
ferred character is in- 
dicated by a suitable 
sign above or preced- 

NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT J.C. WILLEVER, FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT 

The filing time as shown in the date line on full-rate telegrams and day letters, and the time of receipt at destination as shown on all messages, is STANDARD TIME, 

Received at 
If 12 Govt 3 ex 

Rhinelander Wis via Madison Wis Sept 15 

F D Hammerstrom Jr 

Plainfield Wis 

Need one to 200 bands immediately at Laona Wis 

US Forest Service, Pike 
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TES EAND INVER CHAIRMAN a Be ale 

ee a telah i STATE OF MICHIGAN H. R. SAYRE 
BOYNE FALLS 

FIELD ADMINISTRATION 

THOMAS WEMASTERSON SES ™ Pa ieee neeiee 
IRON MOUNTAIN A a MARCUS SCHAAF 

HAROLD TITUS dyed FORESTRY 
TRAVERSE CITY if '-2)'9) H Sa 

AROWAGIAG oe ™ GeoLocy” 
JOSEPH P. RAHILLY 

F. P. STRUHSAKER 

NEWBERRY EANDS: 

ave DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION w. J. KINGSCOTT 
XANDER W. BLAIN, M.D. PARKS 

DETROIT LANSING 

— P. J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR 
we OSGOOD S. G. FONTANNA 

EE ARY August 2, 1940 DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Mr, F, N. Hemerstrom, Jr., In Charge : 
Prairie Chicken Investigation 
42h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

Replies to most of the questions you asked in your letter of 
August 6 may be found on the enclosed forms, The trapping of Sharptails : 
carried on by the Department was primarily for the purpose of capturing 
birds for release in the Lower Peninsula. Incidentally, a few birds 

were released at the point of capture. In addition to these Michigan 
trapped birds, 179 Sharptails were purchased out of the State for release 

in certain Lower Peninsula areas. 

In general, the trapping of Sharptails was delayed last year 
owing to the lateness of snow, Baiting of suitable areas was begun 
shortly after bird season in latter October. Traps were not set, how- 
ever, until after December 1. Turner in particular was handicapped by 
the relatively light snow of last winter. He was trapping in a soy 
bean field and several molls in the field remained bare much of the 
winter, Birds would not come into his traps when there were open areas 

where they could feed on the soy beans. Moreover, he experienced diffi- 

culty with a pair of hawks, probably goshawks, which killed two birds 
in his traps and apparently interfered with the trapping in general. 

; We did not use colored bends or feather marking for these 

birds, 

I trust that the information supplied here will be satisfactory. 

Very truly yours 

H. D. Ruhl 
In Cherge, Game Division 

by, Seg bor 
DWD: WE By D. W. Douglass 

Encl,
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% 424 University Farm Place 
sh ‘ f Madison, Wisconsin 

August 6, 1940 

To All Cooperative Banders: 

A. Banding, 1939-40: 

1. Did you band Prairie Chickens or Sharptails last winter? \ ao 

2. If so, how many of esch species during each month (new birds only)? 

3. In what kinds of trap were these birds ceught? How many in each kind? 

4. How many re-traps from 1936-37, 1937-38, 1938-39, 1939-40 (number 
birds re-trapped, not total mumber times banded birds were re~trapped)? 

5. What baits did you use? Which were most successful? 

6. Did you use colored bands or feathers? What colors? A 

7- Have you noticed any seasonal differences in ease of trapping, A 
bait preferences, ete.? 

8. Sex and age criteria? Ay 

9. Comments, suggestions, particular points of technique? 

10. Do you know of any work outside the cooperative which should be 
included in this year's summary? y Vie 

B. Change of policy: 

In the last Progress Report (1933-39) it was suggested that Preirie 
Chicken and Sherpteil benders outside the Lake States--at present Missouri, 
North Dakota, and Manitoba--be invited to join the Cooperative, and that we 
make whatever change of name is necessary for the enlarged cooperative. The 
few replies which I have received have been favoreble. 

Unless there is objection, then, I will ask these other Prairie Chicken- 
Sharptail banders to join our cooperative, which will have the more inclusive 

name of "Prairie Grouse Cooperative." 

Mey I ask that you reply promptly end completely? It takes a great deal 
of time to prepare the progress reports, and I am very busy. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL. CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
August 21, 190 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom, Jr. 

In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation 
University of Wisconsin 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

It grieves me as much as it does you that our banding 
work in central Wisconsin and northern Minnesota mst stop as 
far as this Service is concerned. I believe every effort 

should be made by the cooperative to have the State of Wisconsin 
and the State of Minnesota set up a Pittman-Robertson project 
or have this work continued in some other way. 

I am referring your letter to Mr. Cox, who is now in St. 

Paul, and who has your letter of June 15 with him. I am sure 

he can straighten the matter out with Jack very quickly. I am 
also asking him to forward the material in the last paragraph 
that is intended for Jack's use. 

If I am able to assist in this work in any other way, 

please feel free to call upon me. 

Sincerely yours, 

Warren W. Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Division



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
August 9, 1910 

Mr. Fred Famerstrom, Jr. : 

In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investization 
42h University Farm Place 
Nadi son, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I have just received your circular letter to all cooperative 
benders, and the copy for Mr. Cox was sent to him at his home in Ste 
Paul at 2186 Doswell Avenue. I would sugrest that all correspondence 
regarding his part in banding be addressed there from now on, as he has 
been furlourhed from the Soil Conservation Service and is hoping to find 
a place with the Fish and Wildlife Service in their new regional offices 
in Minneapolis. 

I have been disappointed that the Service could not enter in an. 
equal way with other azencies in this banding work. Cur possibilities 
for doing it this year are even more remote than they have been in the 
paste As you know, the work of the Service at Baudette and Black River 
Falls hes heen completed and we will have nothing more to do with what 
goes on in those areas. 

The last correspondence with you from this office was handled by 
Mr. Cox and I believe he sugrested that the banders in Mi ssouri, North 
Dakota, and Manitoba be invited to join the cooperative, JT helieve this 
is an excellent idea. I agree, also, with the more inclusive name of 
"Prairie Grouse Cooperative". 

Inasmuch as we did not band prairie chickens or sharntails lest 
vear, I feel there is nothing to report under "A, Banding, 1939-10," and 
I believe you have the information that Manweiler and Schunke have col= 
lected. At the present time Manweiler and Schunke are workine on a joint 
paper which will give the results of their bandins work and I hope this 
will be completed soon. 

Although TI should like very much to continue in touch with the 
bandins cooperative, ovr possibilities in helping in banding work this 
comine vear are nil and I do not see, therefore, how we can assist in any 
way unless it is in furnishine a small amount of seeds of vari ous types
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that micht be used in research work on grouse. If we can be of any 
sich service, please let me lmorr. 

With best personal rerards. 

Sincerely vovrs, 

Warren W. Chase 
Chicf, Re-ionel Riolory Division



UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

February 13, 1940 

Mr. F, N. Hamerstrom 
Division of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hemerstrom: 

We appreciate having your Progress Report on the 1938 
and 1939 Lake States Banding Cooperative. Dr. Chase has read 

it with much interest and wishes me to convey to you his ap- 
preciation of your work and report. 

It is good to know that you have been able to expand the 
work somewhat during the past year. The inclusion of North 
Dakota and Manitoba data on sharp-tails should help consider- 
ably with that species. 

No doubt you are aware that sharp-tails flocked up strongly 
this winter and appeared in large numbers far south of their 
usval winter range. This was especially true in western Minnesota 
and eastern South Dakota. 

Mr. Leslie Beatty, In Charge of CCC Camps in Minnesota, was able, 
as I understand it, to have trapping and banding done at only one 
point - Wilton. But while prairie chickens nest in thet territory 
to some extent it would appear tliat they move out for the winter, 
At least I note that only sharp-tails were trapped by Mr. Virtue. 

As you suggest, it would be well, I think, to ask Nebraska 
and Missouri to join the Cooperative, especially since they would 
be banding pinnates. I wonder if the Dakotas and Manitoba could 
band pinnates also? 

I hope that banding work on a large scale may be found 
feasible with prairie chickens in the Dakotas and especially in 
western Minnesota. I made a number of trips through the upper 
Minnesote Valley counties and the counties immediately north of 
that territory this fall and winter and found the usual concentra- 
tion of pinnates in their favorite wintering grounds. There were
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| more than 100 in each of several places. 

It would be fine if some organization, possibly the State 

Conservation Department, could arrange to trap and band pinnates 
next fall and winter in the following counties in Minnesota: 

Pope, Swift, Stevens, Grant, Ottertail, Lincoln and Pipestone. 

With reference to the suggested change in the name of our 
Cooperative, wouldn't it be well to call the project the "Upper 
Mississippi Grouse Banding Cooperative" or "The Northern Grouse 
Banding Cooperative" or "The Northcentral Grouse Banding Cooper- 
ative", The word "Grouse", of course, is general but we may want 
to include the ruffed grouse or even the spruce grouse before long. 
There is some objection, it seems to me, to grouping the sharp- 

tails and pinnate@ under the term "prairie chicken", In Minnesota, 
Manitoba and the Dakotas the sharp-tail is seldom called prairie 
chicken. More commonly it is called"sharp-tailed grouse", "sharp- 
tail" or merely "grouse" whereas the pinnated grouse is definitely 
known as the prairie chicken. It would be unfortumate if by 

grouping the two species under one heading we were to add to the 
confusion in nomenclature. 

The sharp-tail appears to be in no danger of extermination 
whereas the prairie chicken needs more consideration and better 

protection and management if it is ever again to become, as I 
hope it may, one of our major game birds, 

With congratulations on your fine report and with best 
wishes to you and Mrs. Hamerstrom, 

Sincerely yours, 

Cite thin— Sf, Qnk 

William T. Cox 
Assistant Regional Biologist



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Baudette, Minnesota 
November 8, 1939 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Cn November 3 I discussed with Mr. Chase the possibility 
of carrying on the grouse trapping activities during this 

coming winter. As indicated to you, the funds for this 
type of work have been entirely removed, and any trapping 

operations that are carried on must be financed from other 
sources. I suggested to him that it might be possible to 

place a few traps in operation at strategic points to get 

some indication of the trend of developments. This would 
have to be outside our regular activities and would re- 

quire considerable personal expense. However, I am so 

interested in continuing the work, for which the foundation 
has been so well laid,that a few traps will be kept in 
operation throughout the winter if such does not become 

too heavy a burden, 

I sincerely hope that the Wisconsin projects can contime 
the grouse investigation work. 

Sincerely yours, 

J seting Project Conservationist
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CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS 
MINNESOTA STATE CENTRAL OFFICE 

GRAND RAPIDS, MINNESOTA 

ccc Wilton, Minnesota 
SUPERVISION August 21, 1940 

Wild Life Management 
Camp S-98 
Minnesota (s) 

Mr. F. N. Hemerstrom., Jr. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to:your letter of August 6 to 

Mr. John Virtue. 

As Mr. Virtue left the service just recently he 

turned your letter over to us for a reply. 

We did no trapping or banding last winter. 

Yours very truly 

George Kk. Wilson 
SupeFint endent 

m
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StT.PAUL, MINN. 

August 10,1940. 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of August 5 to cooperative banders 
has been received. 

I am sorry to report that we were unable to 
band any prairie chickens or sharp-tailed grouse during 
the past year. However, we have not abandoned the 

project and therefore wish to be continued on your list 

of cooperators,. 

We have no objection to the inclusion of 
outside states in the cooperative as long as you feel 
that the information obtained as to their activities 
will be useful in helping to solve the lake states 
problems. 

Very truly yours, 

Gordon Fredine, 
GF:G Game and Fish Consultant. 

Sauls
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mavison 

August 10, 1940 

FILE REFERENCE: 

| 
Game 

Mr, F, N. Hamerstron, Jr, Management 

424 University Farm Place bird banding 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

We have your letter of August 6 to all cooperative 

panders, reauesting information regarding bird banding 

activities on grouse during the past winter. 

We wish to advise you that as far as we know, the 

conservation department maintained no trapping and 

panding stations for these birds during the past sea- 

son, 

We appreciate, however, your continued good work 

on this project, and feel that it has many worth- 

while aspects. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
We. F. Grimmer 

Supt, of Game Management 

By We Se 
W. E, Scott 

Supervisor, Cooperative 
Game Management 

WES : LAB



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

rant ce 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

FOREST SUPERVISOR eid PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

WwW August 22, 1940 
Studies 
Gr ouse 
Chequame gon 

Mr. F. Ne Hammerstrom, Jr. 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your Letter of August 6, 1940. 

No banding was attempted on this Forest last winter. 

Very truly yours, 

C. Le VAN GIESEN, Forest Supervisor 

By E. F. STRENCH, Acting



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

REST SER, 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS PLANKINTON BUILDING 
REGIONAL FORESTER 3 & 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO ee MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

W 
STUDIES 
Grouse August 21, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 

424, University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

Enclosed herewith are nesting records for one pinnated and 
three ruffed grouse transmitted to this office by Supervisor Hendee 
of the Superior National Forest in Minre sota, 

Your circular letter of August 6 addressed to all cooperative 
banders has been received. As you know, none of the men in this 
office have participated in the field work directly so we are unable 
to comment on the questions listed. It is expected that the field 
men in the various forests will forward what information they have 
to you directly or to this office. 

We agree with your suggestion to include the banders from 
outside the Lake States in the Cooperative since it will undoubtedly 

mean that additional valuable data on these species will be secured. 

Very truly yours, 

, 

H.R. 

Assistant Regional Forester 
Division of Wildlife and Range Management 

Enclosure 

WAE/EF 
EF



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

UPPER MICHIGAN NATIONAL FORESTS 

ones cy 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

FOREST SUPERVISOR Prenton ESCANABA, MICHIGAN 

AND REFER TO 

W 

STATISTICS August 8, 1940 

Special 
Grouse Banding 

F. N. Hamerstorm Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Reference is made to your letter of August 6. 

We are very sorry to have to inform you that we have been 

unable to carry on any prairie chicken banding during the past 

year. 

Very truly yours, 

PAUL A. WOHLEN, 
Forest Supervisor 

CE bccn ~Keting



404 University Farm Place March 4, 1940 

Mr. R. R. Hill re: W 

Ue. S. Forest Service STUDIES 
161 West Wisconsin Ave. Prairée 
Milwaukee, “’isconsin. Chicken 

Dear Mr. Hill: 

So far, you and Mr. Cox (S.C.S.) have sent in the only 
comments concerning the proposed change in the Banding Coopera- 
tive. It is interesting to see how each of you, etaring from 
the same point and with equal reason, hate made diametrically 
opposite ois eerie you to broaden a banding program to a 
more general Prairie Chicken eee Mr. Cox/ to broaden 
a chicken banding program to one which might later include 
other grouse. I do not know how the other members of the 
present Cooperative will react, but it looks as though our 
group were headed for a marked expamsion. 

It seems to me that both suggestions are good. Personally, 
however, I am more interested the formation of a large-scale 
chicken Cooperative. I have probably told you this before, but 
I am more and more certain that the Prairie Chicken problem 
can be solved only in that way, through a pooling of a number 
of investigations in different states. Even if the “isconsin 
investigation could be expanded as much as I should like to 
have it, an inter-state cooperative would still be necessary. 

You certainly need feel no regrets over the part played 
by the Forest Servive. If your bandings have been fewer than 
some of the others, you have given us invaluable help during 
the hunting and nesting seasons. And the chance of your continud 
help on several things over ak per fod of years seems to me more 
important than a big showing for a short time. Altogether, I 
look upon the Forest Service as our most valuable single 
cooperator, and I am only sorry that we have not been able do 
more in return. 

Sincerely yours, 

F, N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, “’isconsin.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

on ERN 
ADDRESS REPLY TO U: PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER (ae ae 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO Yi MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

W 

STUDIES 
Prairie Chicken February 13, 1940 

Mr. F. Ne Hamerstrom, Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation, 

424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

The progress report of the Lake States banding cooperative dated 
January, 1940, has been received. We appreciate very mich your thought- 

fulness in sending us a copy. 

With regard to your suggestion for a new name, we agree that 

"prairie Chicken Cooperative" will be an improvement. The name is mre 

restrictive as to the species in which the group is interested (i.e., we 

are not banding songbirds) and with the inclusion of other states end 

Menitoba, the "Lake States" designation is no longer appropriate. Also, 

the interest of the group in prairie chickens is not limited to bending 

only. Some of the forests may have additional comments. 

It is regretted that the Forest Service was not able to participate 

more ectively in the study. As you know, we expect to share in the bene- 

fits of it as menagement recommendations are worked out and it is hoped 

thet we can participate more generally in the field work. 

There are two changes to be made in the mailing addresses of 

Forest Service men: 

Mr. W. W. Barton is now stationed at Camp Riley Creek, Fifield, 

Wisconsin. 

Mr. Gelen Pike is now supervisor of the Nicolet Forest. 

Very truly yours, 

Assistant Regional Forester, 

Division of Wildlife end Renge Management 

WAE:MK
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424 University Farm Place March 5, 1940 

Mr. L. E. Baum, Project Superintendant 
Douglas County Bird Sanctuary 
Gordon, “isconsin 

Dear Mr. Baum: 

What luck are you having in banding? As I hav'nt heard 
any call for help, I am hoping that all goes well and that you 
are catching many birds. Ye have had a puzzling season on 
pinnates here. Last year's best traps are performing poorly, 
and one that caught no birds at all last year is one of this 
winter's best. A mild and open winter has handicapped us badly 
through most of the winter, but a few unusually good days have 
put us ahead of last year's record. All in all, the whole 
thing makes no sense. 

Your birds should be using their dancing grounds most 
mornings by now. Have you run across any? I am still hoping that 
you will find it possible to follow up your winter bandings 
with later observations on dancing grounds. How are the 
prospects? 

If there is anything I can do, let me know. Ye are in a 
slack spell now, until we get another stepm, and/So0 I am more 
free than usual. : - 

Sincerely yours, _ g 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, Wisconsin. 5 
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424 University Farm Place January 22, 1940 

Mr. L. E. Baum, Project Superintendant 
Bird Sanctuary 
Gordon, Wisconsin 

Dear tir. Baum: . 

Thank you for your letter. I am very glad to learn that you 
will be able to band on the Sanctuary this winter, and thank you 
for your interest and cooperation. 

I am sending you a carbon copy of the section on trapping 
from the Progress Report of the Lake States Banding Cooperative. 
The Report has not been mimeographed yet, and there is some 
material in it which may prove useful to you. Unfortunately, I 
am having difficulty in getting the seine needed here and 80 
cannot send you any, at least tor the present. If there is a 
Fish Hatchery, or a Fisheries station, near you, it is likely 
thét you may be able to get some used seine from them. There 
must be seines confiscated along the lake, from time to time: 
if you can get wind of it, there is a likely supply. Your local 
warden can tell you how to go after it. Incidentally, I believe i 
that your warden will have to approve your application for a 
banding permit, so it might be well to let him know what you 
plan to do as soon as possible, to avoid delay in getting your 

; permit. I am asking the Conservation Department to send you two 
applications: it is often helpful to have an assistant. 

As to the number of traps to build, the more the better. ; 
It is a good thing to have four or five traps in the same field, 
and to trap in several fields at the same time. As long as you 
have to go out to tend traps anyway, you might as well run a 
line of stations rather than a single one. Having a number of 
traps in each field has two advantages: chickens generally do 
not crowd together in feeding, so more traps means more chances 
for catching, and you can try several different types under 
similar conditions -- for some reason, a7 ab oeet net eeu gee 

ar 9781 BEES? 1A Bot 8s BF oo dT aOR ET ing. It can sometimes be 
used safely for chickens, but it is potentially very dangerous. 

che’ sHics" Se) Ga Lah neh Gia WARE Re ube enh oO PUGH aS Yala 
full skin their heads, necks, and shoulders in the space of 
time it took to walk across the field to the trap. Even seine 
should be loose, not streiched tightly.
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L. E. Baum : 
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= For banding equipment, I suggest the following: 
1. Needle-nosed pliers, faifrly heavy (ours are 6" long), 
opening wide, and acting freely. Ordinary pliers are c umsy and 

: may scratch the bands. Never set bands with the fingers. Pinch 
Zaem together around the bird's leg, then turn the band a half 

a, turn, until the opening place is under one jaw of the pliers, 
and pinch again. This makes a more solid job than a single pinch, 

\ and shapes the band to the bird's leg. Never leave a band over- 
lapping. . 

' 2. Band carrier. A big safety-pin of wire is very handy, and 
takes only a moment to make. Bands can then be kept in order 

' and taken off quickly and easily. Ours hold about a dozen bands. 
3. Weighing sock. A wool sock with the foot cut off is handy 
for weighing and banding. The ribbing allows for elasticity, 
but the sock holds the bird firmly. Close the end with a rubber 

= band, put the bird in head first; when ready to release, take 
off the rubber band and let the bird go out head first. It is 
sometimes necessary to close up the rear end, while the bird is 
in the sock, with a subber safety pin. Always weigh sock, rubber 
band, and safety pin at each weighing, though not for each bird. 
4. Notebook for keeping track of bands, weights, and the other 

: data listed in my letter of the 13th. Indelible ink is better 
than pencil for record keeping; pencil is better than washable 
ink. 
5. Scales. A two-pan gram balance in carrying case is the best 

: thing, but any accurate scale will do as second best. If you 
have no scales and can't get any, baird banded without weighing 
are better than no birds banded. 
We carryZA items 1 - 3 in an old tire chain bag, simply because 
it was the first thing handy when we started. It is best to 
keep these things, and colored bands, feather marking equip- 
ment, and other paraphenalia which is regularly used, in one 
container, whatever it may be. 

and the ground net. 
Let me call your attention to the section, in the enclosed 

Report, on colored markers. If you have time, next spring, there 
is a chance for some extremely interesting work, and work which 
is in many ways more important than piling up winter bandings. 

I hope that the information which I have sent you will 
start you off. You might try it out for a week or ten days, and 
then, if you think it a good idea, Mrs. Hamerstrom and I could 

. perhaps come up for a day or two. I cannot promise just when we 
can get away, as we have our hands full here; but I do want to 
do as much as I can to help you along. 

Sineweely yours, 

FP. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, / 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, Wisconsin.
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424 University Farm Place January 22 , 1940 

Mr. Lestcr B. Eberlein 
District Supervisor, NYA 
Room 162, Vocational School 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Eberlein: 

‘hank you very much for your help in seeting up a banding 
program on the Bird Sanctuary. Mr. Baum has written that he 
plans to start trap building today. This is very good news, 
and I am grateful to you and Mr. Yildner for taking such an 
interest. 

With every wish for a successful season, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N, Hamerstrom dr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, “'isconsin.



424 University Farm Place January 13, 1940 

Mr. Lester B. Eberlein 
District Supervisor, NYA 
Room 102, Vocational School 
Superior, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Eberlein: 

Your letter of November 28 came while I was gone during 
December. The information on trapping techniques which you 
asked for was sent you direct from the Madison office. Our 
most recent material on trap types and success, containing 
modifications and simplifications of old traps and a few new 
ones, is not quite ready for mimeographing, but will be sent 
you as soon as it is finished; or, if you plan to start 
trapping immediately, I can arrange to send you parts of this 
material at once. 

The only birds that we are particularly interested in 
banding for our study are the two prairie chickens, pinnated 
(squaretail) and sharptailed (sharptail, pintail, grouse) 
grouse. If you wish to band the others on the Refuge for your 
own interest, you will probably find the same traps useful. 
In facet, it is quite likely that you will catch some of the 
others in the course of chicken trapping. Two things are 
very important: traps must be visited twice a day, to be sure 
that captive birds are not held too long, and traps must be 
built in such a way as to prevent ga ed to the birds. Sharp- 
tails are easier to work with than pinnates in this respect, 
but both are strong enough% and wild enough to injure or even 
kill themselves fighting traps. By using loosely stretched 
seine in place of poultry netting, and using burlap in 
eatching compartments (we are using burjap instead of laths as 
covering for our tip-tops) chances for injury can be cut to a 
minimum. 

Pinnates, sharpbails, and pheasants take the same band size; 
chukars require a smaller size. j 

Now that you have a chance to look over the Banding Manual, 
do you think that your crew on the Refuge can run a banding 
program this winter? It is not at all necessary to trap every 
day, once the work has started. If the traps are carefully 
unset, so that no birds can be caught by accident, they can be 
left unattended for days at a time. This may even be an advantage 
by giving the birds a chance to feed at the traps without being 
disturbed, and so making them less shy when trapping is resumed.



Lester B. Eberlein 
Pe 2 

As to records, the essentials are: kind of bird, band 
number, date, sex lar possible -- see sexing methods in the 
Manual} and place of banding. Desirable additional data: 
weight ttaken with a two pan balance gram scale, if possible; 
otherwise any oops scale, gram or ounce), type of trap in 
which caught, bait used, condition of bird, weather, name of 
bander. 

It is very likely, in view of the type of feeding shelter 
used on the Refuge, that a special trap design to fit your 
particular conditions would be better than sham any of the 
traps in the Manual. For food patch trapping, those in the 
Manual should answer the purpose. Incidentally, traps need not 
be elaborately made from new material, nor need they follow to 
the fraction of an inch the patterns in the Manual. Those designs 
are intended merely to show el variations to suit 
the operator's convenience are always in order. 

I cannot help you, I am sorry to say, on your propagating 
program. My own experience in that sort of work is now ten years 
out of date, and many improvements have been made during that 
time. The Conservation Department will be very glad to send you 
information on the latest and best methods. For another thing, 
my own interest lies in the direction of range improvement as 
the means of increasing numbers, rather than artificial propa- 
ation. This for two reasons: in the first lace, there is little St ned by turning out birds on an unsu table range; and in the second, there are already many people active in the mass propagation work, but few in interested in the less spectacular, and more difficult, matter of range improvement. 

Here is another thought along these same lines. An acre of land, under the very best conditions, can support only so many birds. When birds having different food and cover requirements are involved, the introduction of different kinds leads to a larger total number of birds present; when birds having the same requirements are added, you end up with the same total number, but fewer of each kind. There are literally thousands of areas on which pheasants and chukars are being turned out, but practi- cally none on which the native game birds are being managed to produce the maximum number, Personally, I think it unwise to introduce exotics on the Refuge, since you have a chance to make your area the only one of its kind by concentrating on your native sharptails. 

Once your traps are ready, I might be able to come up for a few days to help start the trapping along. I suggest that, as fast as each trap is finished, you put it out baited and unset to give the birds a chance to get used to feeding at it. The more traps in operation, the better. 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. Your area offers an unusual opportunity for the study of chicken movements. 

Sincerely yours, i



NATIONAL YOUTH ADMINISTRATION 

OF WISCONSIN 

4OBASTUDAYDON STREET 207 East Michigan Street 
M$ Vwe- c Wy + 

MADISONOWISCONSEN = ON NEEC, “Tigoonsin 
JOHN H. LASHER 

- 

State Director Room 102 

Vocational School 

Superior, Wisconsin 

November 28, 1939 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., In Charge 

Prairie Chicken Investigation 

College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin 

; 424 University Farm Place 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Thank you for your letter inquiring about the banding of birds 

out at the sanctuary. It will be OK if you can send us the 

necessary information, equipment, and permits, which I will 

turn over to our Supervisor, Mr. L. E. Baum, who has charge 

of the project at the bird sanctuary. I might add here, how- 

ever, thet the only type of birds out there at the present time 

are sharptailed grouse, chukars, and a few Chinese pheasants. 

I have another idea that I would like to present to you. Now 

that we have worked our project out at the sanctuary, we are 

ready to start raising various types of birds there. Whet are 

the prospects for, say, raising 1000 birds next spring? I am 

totally ignorant of the procedure and details thet are involved 

: in setting up a project of this type, and would appreciate any 

information that you could give to me. je do have hens and all 

the equipment, and what we do not have we could make during the 

winter months so that we would be ready to start on that project 

when the proper time comes. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

John H. Lasher 

State Youth administrator 

Lester B. Eberlein 

District Supervisor, NY¥a 

LBE:mq
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4/23/37 

Mr. Les Aberline 
1701 N. 23d Street 
Superior, “isconsin. 

Dear Mr. Aberline: 

I am writing you at the suggestion of Mr. Slare “ildner, 
to ask whether it would be possible for your NYA crew to band 
sharptails for us on the Bird Sanctuary at Solon Springs this 
winter. 

Banding is a very important part of the ™iversity's 
Prairie Chicken study, in that it is the only accurate approach 
to the ptoblem of local amd migratory movements. For best results, 
such work must be carried on in as many different parts of the 
state as possible; to do this requires the help of many coopera- 
tors. Ye now now have four areas in which chicken banding is 
being carried on: in northeast Yisconsin, by the Forest Services 
in Jackson and Juneau counties, by the Soil Conservation Service; 
and in Adams county, by the 'niversity. The first of these deals 
(wit®\only jsharptails, the second and third with both sharptails 
end squaretails, but mainly squaretails, the fourth with square- 
tails only. 

Banding on the Sanctuary in particular has a great 
importance for a second reason. Any program of chicken manage- 
ment must be concerned with the question of refuges -- are they 
necessary? and if so, where, when, and how manye One of the first 
steps is to find out how much natural spread out of a refuge 
there is, in order to understand the effect, if any, of a refuge 
in re-stocking the hunted area around it. Banding is the only 
Sure answere The Bird Sanctuary is already a refuge, and has 
a labor force with which to do the bfanding. 

If you think there is a chance of banding this winter, 
Y will be glad to send you detailed instructions as to equip. 
ment, methods, time necessary, and the like, and will get the 
necessary bands and permits for youe Your help will be creatly 
appreciatede : 

Very truly yours, 

copy to: 
Clare Yildner Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jre, Mm Charge, 

Prairie Chicken Tnvestigation. 

Plainfield, Wisconsin.
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424 University Farm Place January 224, 1940 

Mr. Clare L. Wildner, Secretary 
Association of Commerce 
Androy Hotel 
Superior, VYisconsin 

Dear Mir. Wildner: 

Following your suggestion, I wrote lir. “berlein about 
setting up a banding program on the Bird Sanctuary; as a result, 
Mr. Baum is now getting the work under waye Without your interest, 
I realize that these arrangements cévld not have been made. 
Thank you very much for your help. ; 

I still believe that, although there is little thab irs. 
Hamerstrom and I can do on the Sanctuary at the present, the 
Sanctuary can and should play an important part in any prairie 
chicken study in the state. This winter's banding will make the 

; tie even closer. I am very happy to see it started. 

/ A real chicken study is more than two people can handle. / 
The problem is go.difficult, and the area in which work must 
be donejs so large, that a great deal of help from others is 
necessary. If this winter's banding could be followed by 
observations made by the Sanctuary personnel during the 
breeding season, a very important piece of cooperative effort 
would result. In any case, winter banding alone is a big help : 
to our work, 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, Wisconsin. ~ 

2 

ve
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Division of Wildlife Management 424 Uiversity Farm Place 
April 17, 1939 

Mre Clare Le Wildner 
Association of Commerce 
Androy Hotel 
Superior, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. “ildner: 

What luck did you have last winter in banding sharptails? 
From your last letter I gathered the impression that you were 
planning to run a banding program on the Tanctuary, but have 
heard nothing since then. I am trying to gather together infor- 
mation on all chicken and grouse bandings for the progress 
report of the Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative (I 
believe you have the material from the past two years), and 
would like to include your results, if you are willing. I 
enclose the report form which we are using this year. 

In your last letter, which I have been disgracefully long 
in answering, you asked about the response from the Douglas 
County sportsmen in our attempt to get information from the 
hunting season, We wrote to each of the forty five men whose 
names you gave us; five of them sent in material, three wrote 
to say they killed no birds. 

With best wishes from us both, 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Jr. 

Plainfield, Yisconsin.



ne ee cance <b oO F Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

CO-OPERATIVE FORESTRY--F. G. WILSON s® SA Ds, Pavia eonceuen: Sekeneioerine 

cco Saye 2 oe ee 
soumrercemeremerenme CONSERVATION Recaery DEPARTMENT = wessnsccexatente* 

oS TM. H. ALEXANDER 

mavison 

February 17, 1940 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Permits : 

bird banding 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Plainfield 

Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Enclosed is bird banding permit No. 71 issued 

to you for the banding of game and nongame birds 

during 1940. 

This permit will expire December S1, 1940. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

LUI. Gfrese—-=> 
W. F. iymer 
Supt. offame Management 

Ene.



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <& OF Wisco, ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

co-OPERATIVE FORESTRY--F, Gy WILEON ae SS Sp TAW uironcalnny SEAnHEY patina 
Prater ee ner ection ne oces: en aor § CLERICAL--siss LYDIA eTUMPr 

oe wy eee 
mavison 

January 30, 1940 

. Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. Permits 
In Charge, Prairie Chicken Investigation 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of January 22 regarding game bird 
banding permits for Mr. L. E. Baum and his assistant 
was received. 

Application blanks were sent to Mr. Baum on 

January 24 and they will be rushed through as 
quickly as possible upon receipt. 

FOR TH" DIR#@CTOR 

W. F. Grimmer 
Suot. of Game Management 

By \WIeS_ soo 
W. E. Scott 
Supervisor, Cooperative 

Game Management 
WES: je



424 University Farm Place January 22, 1940 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Supervisor of Cooperative Game Management 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Dear Walter: a 

Will you send two appligations for banding (game) permits 
: to lr. L E Baum, Sup't., Douglas County Bird Sanctuary, Gordon, 

Wisconsin? Mr. Baum has agreed to band sharptails this winter 
with his NYA erew. This should give us a chance to get an 
insight into the value of a refuge as a natural re-stocking 
area, if the banding is successful and the hunters can be indu- 
ced bo turn in their bands. : 

I'ld appreciate anything you can do to speed these permits 
along, as it is now late in the season. Thank you. 

Sincerely yours, 8 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, - 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, Yisconsin



424 University: Rapmdaace cowithuareyl 19,taomota S82 

Mr. Walter Scott 
Supervisor of Cooperative Game Management 
Wisconsin Conservation Department 
Madison, Yisconsin 

s$sooe tosisv .1 

Snemegsaisli ems) svissteqood to toetviequa 

Snomsrsqed aolssvreanooelW 

Dear Valter: 

I am sending you our joint banding report and applications 
for renewal of banding permits. You will note that Fran's state 
permit has no number. This is not a slip on our part: there is 
no number. The permit was issued February 15, 1937 on form 
GelO. My permit, issued last year, is also on form G-10, but 
the two permits are not alike. 

In the matter of stations, part time stations, and sub-sta- 
tions, we are considering ourselves to have operated one full 
time station and several sub-stations, according to the usage 
of the Biological Survey. 

I am sorry that we could'nt’ get our report in to jou 
sooner, but our absence during December has rather put us 
behind in everything this winter. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Please reply to Plainfield, ‘“isconsin.
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FORESTS & PARKS--C. L. HARRINGTON <® a Ds GAME MANAGEMENT--W. F. GRIMMER 
CO-OPERATIVE FORESTRY--F. G. WILSON S (RO “p LAW ENFORCEMENT--BARNEY DEVINE FOREST PROTECTION--E. J. VANDERWALE GHEE] RES FINANCE--C. A. BONTLY 
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9 Wows J. H. H. ALEXANDER 

mapison 
October 26, 1939 

FILE REFERENCE: 

; Permits 
Mr, F, N, Hammerstrom Jr Bird banding 
Plainfield ; 
Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

Mr. Leopold has requested that we issue a bird 
banding permit to you for the period November 1 to 
June 15. 

Our records indicate that you hold bird banding 
permit No. 9, which expires on December 31, 1959. 

We suggest that you contact us a few weeks prior 
to the expiration date, so that we may send you the 
proper application blank and report form for the renewal 
of your bird banding permit. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 

aE = 

WF 
W. FY, Gripin 
Sup't of /Gahe Management



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <u OF Wisco ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
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consrezecemeremermn= CONSERVATION Reczry DEPARTMENT — cetatiscesecens* . FS 3. Hs H. ALEXANDER 

mavdison 

September 27, 1939 
FILE REFERENCE: 

General 
. Mr. Fred Hammerstrom, Jr. 

Re he D- 
Plainfield, Wisconsin 

. Dear Fred: 

I believe the 500 bands vou requested have been 

shipped to the University office by this time. 

As to your vlan to run a feeding experiment on 
prairie chicken similar to the one made last year, 

Mr. Grimmer has requested that the matter be acted 
upon by the game board at its October 16 meeting. 
You will be advised regarding this matter shortly 

, thereafter. 

: We hope you will have a favorable trapping and 
hunting season. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Management 

By (ses er — 
WE. Scott 
Sunv. of Cooperative Game 

WES: je Management



H. W. MACKENZIE--DIRECTOR <& OF Wiscon ERNEST SWIFT--DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

GoLGPERATIVE FORESTRY--F. 8, WILSON v® a LO Sp UAW ENFORCEMENT. BARNEY GRVINE 
FISHERIES PROPAGATION. 2B. O. WEESTER A CLERICAL--MisSCYDIA STUMPF 

Seretcemen CONSERVATION Co) DEPARTMENT . Severtcseem . an 
ae J. H. H. ALEXANDER 

EXPERIMENTAL GAME AND FUR FARM 

POYNETTE 
September 22, 1939 FILE REFERENCE: 

. Game Management 

Mr. Aldo Leopold Bird Banding 

4ou University Farm Place 
Madison, WISCONSIN 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are forwarding to you today five hundred grouse bands 

as requested by Mr. W. E. Scott. 

Please note that the "G" follows the number on the band 

rather than being placed in front of the number. This enables 

us to readily distinguish the band if taken from a bird. 

We will be pleased to receive information pertaining to 

your activities. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
W. F. Grimmer 

Supt. of Game Management —) ” 

® AA Wy 
H. B. Kellogg, Jr., Manager 

HBK: VH State Exp. Game & Fur Farm :



424 University Farm Place 
August 1, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mr. William F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Game Management 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Grimmer: 

I enclose herewith the application of Kr. 
Warren T. Murphy, superintendent of the Nicolet National 
Forest, for four bird banding permits and 60 trap tags. These 
are for use in the cooperative prairie chicken banding project 
and I will greatly appreciate your taking care of Mr. Murphy's 
needs. The material may be sent directly to hin. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh ¥, NH. Hamerstrom Jr. 
enc] Assistant in Game Management 

CC Mr. Murphy 

a
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Plainfield, “is. 
November 17, 1939 

Dear Vivian: 

Thanks for your letter of the 13th. A pretty kettle of 
fish. Do the 14-G's have anything to distinguish them from the 
61-6's, or do both have the same numbers and serial leiters? 
Would'nt that be something? 

You spoke of a lot of 200 31-6's that Irv ordered, to 
be numbered from 1 to 200. Schmidt used those numbers fand 
on up) without serial letters in his chicken banding: from the 
way the reports on band returns come in from the hunters and 
the Conservation Department, half the time with no indicati on 
as to what kind of bird had the band, »e may get into a rather 
neat mix-up by this arrangement. See what you can find out about 
it, will you? 

we 
“efll be down Monday. Please tell Lyle that can take 

one person from ~“lainfield to the Conference, and can deliver 
him in Madison in time for the seminar on Dec. 4. He'll have to 
get himself up here to start, tnough. 

Thakk you. : 

Trht—



November 13, 1939 

Dear Fred: 

A note from Walter Scott in response to an inquiry I made 

regarding size of the bands sent us has reminded me of this matter. In 

accordance with your request, I wrote that Forest Service fellow (Mather?) 

and asked him whether the bands sent him were of the right size and asked 

him to let us know, but I have received no answer. Perhaps he has written 

you direct. 

I found that the bands we had, on hand, which were presumably the 
same as those sent from Poynette to Mater, were all marked 14-G. Since 

our other pheasant bands had been marked 31-6, I wondered what this meant 

and called Scott to ask if he knew. Hé said he would try to find out and 
this is what he reported: "I contacted the game farm on this and find that 
14-G is for grouse and is not the size we use for pheasants. Evidently 
the game farm must have secured such grouse bands for your banding work 
without knowing that Mr. Hamerstrom preferred pheasant bands because they 

are larger." 

Before I received this, however, Lyle and I measured the bands 
we had against some miscellaneous left-over pheasant bands from last year, 
and as far as we could see, they were identical in size. 

Another thing complicates the situation. A couple of months 

ago Irv Buss asked me to order 200 pheasant bands direct from the National 
Band & Tag Co., because he wanted them mumbered 1-200 for some reason or 

other. I did this, specifying size 31-6, which is the size we had obtained 
from them before. When I got the bands, however, they were marked 14-6, 

same as those we got from Poynette. This fact, together with our measuring 

them, leads me to believe that in spite of what Scott says, the bands are 
pheasant bands. This, of course, is just my opinion--the whole thing seems 

to be in as nice a fog as one would care to see. 

Just thought I would let you know how the matter stands. 

Yours very truly, 

{ign
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Division of Wildlife Fanagement 424 “™niversity Farm Place 

November 231 1939 

Mre Le He Cronkhite 
1406 4th Street 

$ Wausau, isconsin 

Dear re Cronkhite: 

The prairie chicken material had already been sent you 
from the Madison office vefore I received your letter. TI hope 

that your winter plans will still allow you to do some trapping 
and banding, but if not, you may find the papers of some 

intereste 

Very truly yours, 

Fe Ne Hamerstrom Tre, In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Plainfield, Yisconsin.
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Wausau, Wisconsin 

October 20, 1939. 

Mr. Frederick Hamerstrom, 
Plainfield, 
Wis. 
R. F. OD. #4 

Dear bir:- 

a Please do not ship the material for 
banding birds which we talked about. 

I will not be free to carry qn that-woukuthis 
winter, as far as I know now as I will not*have 
enough spare time. 

If it so happens that I do, I will notify you 

at once. 

Yours truly, 

; L. Al. CRONKHITE 
Address - 
L. &. Cronkhite 
1406 - Ath Street, / 
Wausau, Wis.



; 2 

November 14, 1939 

Memo to All Students: 

I have great need of more banding work on prairie chickens, 

particularly pinnates on wintering grounds not inhabited by nesting 

birds in summer. 

Any student able to undertake such work will be credited 

under Course 161, or as individual work under Course 118. If you are 

interested please see me or F. HW. Hamerstrom Jr. 

Aldo Leopold 

P. S. It is possible and even advantageous to leave traps open and 

baited during the week and to operate them on weekend. 

AL.
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No. 2105 White, Light Blue, Purple and Ruby. NowiZ105) dress open bands . . . use in addition to your regular seamless 
National Spiral Pigeon “Bands are made of the best quality col- band. Made of heavy gauge aluminum with clear, easy-to-read 
ort Seoul Full ame tee Ho), Raa in bundles of 50 of one nom bere pre letter Hasty pone Numbered consecutively 
color and size—no bundles broken. * | I ; ; 

WHEN ORDERING—Specify Style and Color Desired WHEN SENT GN ce eRe Stamping Desired 
POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) No. 5 Standard Size (Homers and Commons) 

i STE GG Tn GOL S OO TOU POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) 
SSE _ x ESS STYLE STAMPING 100 300 500 1000 

Nei 210e Medium Size (Kings and Large Breeds) a3 "129 “200 “3:30 © No5, Numbered only > 8752.00 $3.00 93.00 
No. 2107 Large Size (Giant Runts, etc.) se ote 50) 1.45 2.10 3.50 No 3B Negi Siveer Adi deena Giusy an d Baie ce 5 4.00 7.00 

(No numbers) ...................1.50 4.00 6.00 10.00 
EZ ro a EES Minimum charge of 20¢ for each change of stamp. 

[J “'BANDETTE” PIGEON BAND [@,) DOUBLE END CLINCH PIGEON BANDS 
— ,OLORS—Red, Blue, Gi d Yellow. Sa ——— a acs FOUR COLOR: Blue, Green and Yellow. Re oe E75 aS cea — 

Made of heavy gauge celluloid, with large easy-to-read numbers. ss eee <a 

Will stay on as the material used is heavy enough to hold its Made of heavy gauge aluminum, 4 inch wide, with clear easy- 
shape. Furnished in sets—1 to 25, 26 to 50, 51 to 75, etc., of one to-read embossed numbers. Secure double clinch fastener. Easily 
color and size—no sets broken. Numbered up to 250. applied. Numbered consecutively as desired. 

WHEN ORDERING—Specify Style, Color and Numbering Desired mes MDE aN taene eleeS ) 
oO. tandar ize omers an ommons 

Fs FOSTEAD ee 1 : No. 6 Medium Size (Kings and Large Breeds) 
(Minimum Order—50 Bands of One Color and Size) No. 7 Large Size (Giant Runts, etc.) 

STYLE SIZE 50 100 500 1000 WHEN ORDERING—Specify Style, Size and Numbering Desired 
(25 Pair) (50Pair) (250Pair) (500 Pair) POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) 

No. 905. Standard Size (Homers, Commons), $.70 $1.30 $6.00 $11.00 STYLE SIZE 100 300 500 1000 
. 906 ium, Si ings, ‘ ¢ 5 200 Nacyst Nou Sa No 6: Neca 860, os 50 sO = aauEO, 

No.307_Large Sie "(Giame Roms, wie) 93 160 an 13330 NO 54 BG Nissi Und year date a0 additonal per 100-oh tess, °° 
Minimum charge of 20¢ for each change of stamp. 

PIGEON NEST MARKER CANARY LEG BANDS 

Colored insert with an aluminum £'j| No. 37—OPEN STYLE. Made of aluminum 
back, % inch wide. Large black Laid | with stamped numbers up to 100. Bent in 
numbers on a white background. BOS Bis circle as shown. Minimum Order—50 Bands. 
Easily read from a distance. Nine sar nee CY 100/62. 78¢ 

No. 11 ie Blog: erecny- yellow, (0: Em No. 370—SEAMLESS. Made of aluminum. ,. brown, ack and pur- Ee . . € . 
ple. Packed in sets of numbers—1 to 25, 26 to 50, 51 to 7B. 16 [AB Numbered up to 1000. One size only to fit all 
to 100, ete., of one color—no sets broken. Numbered up to 500. gy Ce rea conn: Opt Gbbee eno 
WHEN ORDERING—Specify Style, Color and Numbering Desired NC 7 ee - aa 

POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—50 Markers) ti i m ey ee BANDETTE” COLORED CELLULOID 
No. 11 Nest Marker... ww... $5581.00 $4.50 «$8.00 No. 902A No. 2 Size for all Standard Canaries No. 902 

(irri . Made of celluloid. Hour eolors—fee7 pine, green ang Pa 
Al ee he Numbered up to 200. Packed in sets of Numbers—1 to o 
(Tons MESSAGE HOLDERS 50, etc., of one color—no sets broken. , 
ri 4 Standard, same as used by government. Made WHEN ORDERING—Specify Style, Color and Numbering Desired 
f im as . ieee strong aluminum, easily fastened on ST STEAD PRICES (Minimum Order — 100 Bands) 
oil a ay i a 

io i aa POSTPAID PRICES— No. 902 With numbers ............. $1.25 $5.50 $10.00 
pai No. 1593........0..cceseeee see Each 50¢ No. 902A Without numbers _ -. 1.00 4.50 8.00 

Kua) "4 for $1.85 ~~ EXPANDING TOOL FREE WiTH EACH ORDER — 

WE PAY THE POSTAGE. 
TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER NATIONAL BAND & TAG CO., NEWPORT, KY.



GAME and MIGRATORY BIRD BANDS 
for Conservation Departments = r x a n a 

Seite a é « f EE OCR EES The bands listed below comprise a careful selection of “National Bands” Re 
fey for the identification of all Game and Migratory Birds. These popular YEN 
CF ie styles are extensively used by many State Departments of Conservation, <@ <a eo 
= ee and by the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey. Each respective pattern eS 
=e ee or style serves its individual purpose effectively and economically. SSS 

ADJUSTABLE BIRD BANDS BUTT-END BIRD BANDS 
en EEE) ein Made of tempered aluminum with 
SS a0 A Se Gaui <i <i>, clear easy-to-read numbers. Fur- 
Eli I Te OO ae = i ey i ho ar ™@ nished turned-in-circle, as shown, 
ASSES : : ; ! Ta al ae ud and strung on wire in numerical 

No. 384—Adjustable = Now1242— aU order—100 bands on a wire. Used 
. aae ; =A “AVAILABLE IN SIZES TO Fir DY the U. S. Bureau of Biological 

Two styles: No. 381, Individual Size (1-hole) for all varieties of ALL BREEDS OF GAME BIRDS Survey and many State Depart- 
Ducks, Pheasants, Wild Turkeys, etc.; and No. 384 Adjustable 4 _ ments of Conservation. Well rec- 
Size (8-hole). Small Size Adjustable for pheasants and birds of ommended for banding all sizes and varieties of game birds. Also 
similar size; Large Size Adjustable for all larger varieties. Made used for identification or banding of mice, bats, frogs, ete. Can 
of heavy gauge aluminum with clear easy-to-read numbers. Se- be specially stamped with insignia or lettering. 
cure fongne aud asiet fastener. Can be specially stamped with WHEN ORDERING—Specify Breed or Variety 
insignia 0: gs. y . No. 1242—POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) 

WHEN ORDERING—Specify Breed or Variety Ge BREED cg 10 0 coer 

POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) Quail and Small Breeds..................... $2.50 $6.00. $10.00 Fe Dheasarits, Grouse, “ete. coo coo) ge ciaiies ie vun in 300 7.00 12.00 No. 100 500 1000 Canadian Geese, Wild Ducks, etc............... 4.00 8.50 15.00 
ee Special_Pliers—No._1242S—(For Opening and Clinching Bands)... $1.25 each 

SS81IB4. cas rmioneot ems ene eae ee ence EOO $4.75 $8.00 ke OOS ERS ee CA EC ee Stamping 3 initials and year date—add 25¢ for first 100 and 10¢ each additional 100. 
Stamping 3 initials and year date—add 25¢ for first 100 and 10¢ each additional 100. Stamping insignia or lettering—75¢ for first 100 and 10¢ for each additional 100 
Stamping insignia or lettering—75¢ for first 100 and 10¢ for each additional 100 plus extra die charge if special die is required. 
plus extra die charge if special die is required. 

CELLULOID COIL BANDS SEAL BANDS as 
ri 

Cinta ne I 

Available in sizes for all Game Birds. For breeding and hatch 
No. 580 designation purposes. Colored celluloid, triple lap style —no 

Available in sizes for Pheasants, Wild Ducks, English Call Ducks number. Colors—red, blue, black, white, yellow and green. 
and birds of similar size. Made of aluminum with clear numbers, WHEN ORDERING—Specify Breed or Variety, Also Color 
has lead pve cr Scebne Can be specially pamped with insignia POSTPAID PRICES— 
or lettering. Sealed with any ordinary small plier or with our sae Order—50 . Noi 1768 Special Plicr-90¢ cach, (Minimum Order. Bands of One Color and Size) 

c 2 ‘No. BREED 350 1005001000 
WHEN ORDERING—Specify Breed or Variety “992° Small Quail ioe .e see seeveeeeeeeeeee BBO «655 «$250 $4.75 

POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100_ Bands) Sabet aconscumpimutgtinens Chita ick steel tees Bee 
OO 995 Medium Pheasants, Partridge and Grouse... .40 75 3.00 5.50 No. 100 500 1000 996 Grown Pheasants, Ducks, etc.............. 45 85 3.90 7.20 

$00 oo ereeececes re nOO $4.00 67.00 «87 erg Ducke'and Bra ‘Langs Pinas <\ $9 ree 439839 
Stamping 3 initials and year date—add 25¢ for first 100 and 10¢ each additional 100. 

ing insigni letterii for first 100 and 10¢ f h additional 10 
Bisrarecda cage if specaldis  regured Pe ADJUSTABLE BANDS 
<> === a 4a) — > 5 =——==)) || § MDORGG 
|) CELLULOID NUMBERED BANDS 6. Sc 

For banding all varieties of Game Birds. Heavy gauge celluloid Madelot alumi 1 a ar é f sheet™lange printed numbers-~double “lap syle, Colgrerea, Made of aluminum, clear_mombers; numbered consecutively as i ’ = ? a) = 
plugs green and peuow Packed in sets of numbers 1 to 25, 26 to nished stamped with breeder’s license number and initials or year 

Pere HO See PTOKER. date. The No. 1614 small size Adjustable is suitable for Quail 
WHEN ORDERING—Specify Breed or and other varieties of small birds. No. 5321 large size Adjustable 
Variety, Also Numbers Desired and Color is used for banding Pheasants, Ducks and birds of similar size. 

POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum Order—100 Bands) WHEN ORDERING— Specify Breed or Variety 
SE ac cr er ame ™ POSTPAID PRICES—(Minimum pet. Bands) : 

premmqperin en ee ee ee 500 100 
02 peti Goal Ca os oo ie ee i Sie Saal SIA PAG ADIN oea EST $3.50 $6.00 903 Medium Pheasans, Paridge and Grouse... (7130 00 11.00 3321_Large Size Adjustible 85 8359 
906 Grown Pheasants, Ducks, etc... ........... + . a of Stamping 3 initials and year date—add 25¢ for first 100 and 10¢ each additional 100. Large Ducks and Extra Large Ph fi. 190 «1.60 7.001350 Aiea aS : yA 

912 Wild mackeya 1 fee ke pee ae 00. 1.80 Bes0 16.50 Cs ped pacer bearing as oe eee 100 and 10¢ for each additional 100 

NATIONAL BAND AND TAG CO., NEWPORT, KY. 
FORM-3A-4B-113 3~1-39 PAGE 1
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CORRMCT BAND SIZES FOR HAWKS 
(Based on banding and examination of about 200 live* specimens) 

Sharp-shin %. #3 or #4 depending on individual variation 

8 t Oo #3 always : 7 

Cooper's Pa $5 usually if not always 

tt Se Hy " sof " 

Goshawk 2 - $6 and probably #7 on some 

" oO - $6 and possibly #5 on some 

Sparrow Hawks - 3 some females might require #4 

Pigeon Hawks - exceptions not known 

Prairie Falcon F - $6 may be some variation 

f 4 3 ~ $5 " " f " 

Duck Hawk ? ~ #6 and occasionally #5 will fit very small 
females and #7 is needed on very large females 

® " 3. $5 or #6 depending on individual variation \ 

Marsh Hawk Po usually if not always 

" 8 S~ $4 or #5 depending on individuals 

Red-tail S- #7 medium and large Red-tails. Rarely very snug 

oon 3. 46 small red-tails 

Amer. Rough-leg - #6 and probably #7 on some 

Red-shoulder - #5 fits some individuals. #6 may be needed on some 

Broad-wing - #5 or #6 depending on size of hawk 

*An immature hawk at the nest just preceding the age when it is fully fledged 

has a larger tarsus than when mature. 

When banding young hawks at the nest, put on the largest band size required 
for the species. If the hawks are so small that there is a chance for the band 
to be pulled off over the foot, do not bend as the band probably will be lost or 
cause injury to the bird's leg. 

W. S. Feeney
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Mr. F.N. Hamerstrom, Jr. : 
Pinckering, Michigan.



The correct address is: 

John Dobie 
Zoology Department 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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January 6, 1943 

Mr, F, N. Eamerstrom, Jr. 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Famerstrom: 

Reference is nade to your card dated December 2€, 1942, 
regarding my mailing address which is incidently correct on 

your card. 

As I recall you wrote me a letter a year or more ago to 
ascertain whether or not I would be interested in receiving 
notes from your Lake States Banding Cooperative, especially 
with reference to the banding of grouse. The Federal Aid 
Division of the North Dakota Game anc Fish Department has 
in the past Gone some trapping of upland game birds usually 
for the purpose of transplanting them in areas where they 

are needed for restocking purposes. 

The bird nost comnonly sought is the pheasant. Fowever our 
experience has been that at times in atteapting to trap 
pheasants some sharptails and an occasional prairie chicken 
is caught as well as a few Hungarian partridge. Since much 

of this trapping has been done on the Lower Souris Refuge 
where Mr. M. C. Hammond is located, the grouse and partridge 
were generally turned over to him for banding and releasing 

and consequently he has keot all records of this. 

The only other location on which the Department has done any 

trapping has been the so-called Slade Game Reserve located 

south of Dawson, N. Dak., in Kidder County, and this area too 
has recently been acquired by the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

During the pheasant trapping operations on this area some 

sharptails have been trapped. Most of those which were trapped 

were banded and released. Our o°fice record indicates that 

twenty sharptails were releesed during the montrs of January 

and February 1941. To date we have had no returns from these 

banded birds however all of the pheasants which were trapped 

and released have been banded and we do have a fair number of 

BUY “DAKOTA MAID" FLOUR



F, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. = 2 

returns on these. 

This office did receive a leg band taken from a sharptailed 
grouse. However, this bird had been banded prior to my 
affiliation with this Department and unfortunately I have 
not been able to find any record of where or when it was 
banded and released. However I am reasonably confident that 
this bird was trapped, banded, and released on the Slade Game 
Reserve. Tne bird was shot in October during the 1941 open 
hunting season near Vashti, N. Dak., a distance of about 40 
miles as the crow flies from the Slade Game Reserve. This 
bird must have been banded previous to the spring of 1940. 

If you would be interested in examining a copy of our report 
covering our pheasant trapping operations we could send it 
to you. It-would have to be returned inasmuch as we have 

but one office copy of this report. ; 

One question that has interested us but on which we do not 
have sufficient information to base any conclusions is that 
it appears that we obtained a considerable preponderance of 
males over females of the sharptailed grouse that we trapped 
during operations on the Lower Souris National Wildlife 
Refuge. In talking the matter over with Mr. Hammond he too 
expressed the belief that he obtained considerably more males 
than females, although he said that he would have to check 
his records more fully to substantiate this statement. We 

have wondered if others who have been trapping sharptails 

heve had this same experience. VMore females than males were 

obtained on the Slade Refuge, but the total number taken was 
insignificant. 

I believe that Watson Beed, lManager of the Sand Lake National 
Wildlife Refuge, Columbia, South Dakota, would be interested 

in your banding notes. Mr. Beed is working in that portion 

of South Dakota which I believe has the best concentration of 

grouse. 

Very truly yours, 
STATE GAME & FISH DEPARTMENT 

Stanley Ly (loge 

Federal AAd in Wildlife Restoration 

SS/ew .



DEPARTMENT OF 
BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION ANDI CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR 
FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

owen lanes GNtEeery Onlelincie=i on oa 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, Governor PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 

THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

March 25, 1941 

Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Department of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Fred: 

I received the copy of your thesis recently 
and have read it through. Congratulations to you and 
Mrs. Hamerstrom on your very good work. Thank you 
very much for sending me a copy. 

We banded about 20 chickens in the state this 

winter. Robert Hesselschwerdt will send you the band 
numbers if he has not already done so. 

Sincerely yours, 

KEL 
R. E.( /Yeatter 
Game Specialist 

REY: ME
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ne ae PLEASE REFER 
= er TO FILE NO. 

C % a 
x e ° (C A, 

eK | g A Permanent Work in Sport and Conservation 
‘eee es 

e/ 201 Bank of Commerce Building, 

5 Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

4 January 18, 1941. 

- b- Mr. F. N. Hammerstrum, 

Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
424 University Fam Place, . 

University of Wisconsin, 

ag MADISON, Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

¥r Dear Fred: 

ye Thanks for Progress Report No. 4, 

which I have read with interest. I note 
that you have me listed as a member and 

would advise you I have a new address 

which is 2035 Moorgate Boulevard, Deer 

v4 =o. Lodge, Winnipeg. 

y, With kind personal regards to Mrs. 

we Hammerstrum and yourself, I am, 
yy »” 

¥ Yours very truly, 

- / C 
~~ eae: % Pe ce 

a ee B. W. Cartwright, 
ee => . ; 

ac ecemeeeem Chief Naturalist. 
a Sill TL 
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FORESTRY, FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 
GUY D. JOSSERAND, DIRECTOR 

PRATT, KANSAS 

Calista, Kas. 
Dec. 20, 1940 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom Jr., 
Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

Dear "Hammy": 

Have intended to write you low these many days, 

but something always intervenes. First it was the Fed- 

eral man helping on the chicken trap, then two trips 

away from home, etc., etce 

I surely do want to thank you for the publications, 

and they seem fine. I haven't read all of them yet, but 

those I have read are very well written and contain some 

real information. Just finished a letter to McNally and 

told him a little about your work, also told him of see- 

ing you at the meeting in Champaign. Naturally he will 
tell MacNamara, Waisanen, Huether, Holm; Etc. 

The prairie chicken project is fast taking shape, 

but don't know for sure yet that I will be in charge of 

it. Two other fellows are trying pretty hard to get 

it, and I haven't heard the latest developments. In 

many ways I would like to take it on, but it would mean 
a lot of harships on the family at the present time, so 

I don't care which way it goe's. 

How is the baby getting along? Also "Fran"? I 

guess I told you that we are expecting a new one about 

Feb. lst. Naturally we are hoping for a boy, but will 

settle either way. We know you both are getting a trem- 

endous "kick" out of being proud parents, and the little 

fellow will be more enjoyable all the time. 

May I close by wishing you all a very enjoyable 

New Year, and may it bring you a "swell" job, and health 
to all of the family. 

, Sincerely yours 

~ gi e4,| Build a Pond )=, 
2) Plant a Bush 2G mr 

pi Stow 8 Tree-#iay 
"So Te Sakae
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‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FARM SECURITY ADMINISTRATION . 

Blythe, California 

1/4/43 IN REPLY REFER TO 

Fred Hamerstrom, Jr., : 

Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred:- 

With regard to the vehavbon of ST's during the winter months, 

it was our experience that they largely deserted the grain fields 

and feeding stations, probably because of snow depth, although in 

some instances even though grains were kept available above ground 

they still preferred budding. I would be inclined to believe that : 

the reason for the difference between N.Dakota and Lake States is 

reflected in intensiveness of trapping. Because birds are packed, 

may give some trappers more zest for the job and more birds are taken 

: during the winter than through other periods. Our grain fields were 

not very numerous, which may make some of the difference in behavior 

between two areas comparatively close together. 4 

Are you referring to the completion of my paper (& Rills) 

or to your summary, when you state that it is almost complete. I 

hope that ours is in the final stages. Best of luck. 

Yours truly, , / 

;) 

OP DEFE! ve 
ay . Manweiler, 

fv Buy /niologist. 
VAR UNITED 
Madig, STATES 

/ {5 fons. 
seu)



Baudette, Minnesota 

September 20, 1941 

Dear Fran and Fred:- 

I was more than delighted to receive your letter of recent date 

Since it gave some assurance that the Hamerstroms are still among the 

living. We had heard, of course, that the George Reserve was fortun- 

ate in finding the sort of person for whom they have had a distinct need 

for many hears. J rather imagine that there is a great deal to do 

on such a highly specialized project, besides enumerating deer and re- 

pairing fences, etc. You will remember that we visited the Reserve 

in 1937 and were favorably impressed with the .ossibilities. I am 

sure that Fran and you will find happiness there and that the Reserve 

will materially profit from the association. 

With regard to a report or suggestions for summary on the Banding 

Cooperative, I am afraid that our efforts have been so meagre in recent 

months that the contribution will be almost nill. I am still trying to 

make heads or tails on some of the mterial Schunke sent me, but am get- 

ting pretty discouraged. To reconcile anothers figures and deseriptions 

is indeed a job. Have gathered some additional data on movements as a 
result of the open season last year and hope to get a little more soon. 

| I would suggest that in the five year summary some statement should 

\ be made of the length of trapping period for each locality be given, 

preferrably by dates in order that readers may have a clear conception 

of the part each cooperator played in the scheme. Also it would appear 

| fair that each trap type with its originator be listed, which would 

ih place the tip-top more or less sto my credit, the long bob to yours, 

the wagon-wheel type to Frans, etc. Perhaps selfishly stated, but 

nevertheless an equitable arrangement. Feel the reports have been ex- 

cellently handled and can offer no constructive suggestions. 

Was unable to get to the Denver meeting, due largely to over-work. 

AS you probably know, I am still responsible for the game developments 

on these projects and have a large number of men to handle. Research, 

excepting in a limited and personal way, is taboo, even though such 

should be the foundation of any actual work. When the caribou venture 

appears either to have definitely succeeded or failed, then I shall be 

conscience-free to again engage in the work closest to me. I cannot 

desert now. Appears to be on the road to success. 

Best of luck to you and Fran. Let me hear from you ocassionally. 

. Sincerely, 
7 

\ Wawwerhe. 
J. Manweiler
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t Lower Souris “efuge 

Z Upham, N. Dak. 

Jan. 1, 1943 

¥. N. damerstrom 

Edwin 5. George Keserve 

Pinckney, iuich. % 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

Your letter of Lecember 28th. deals with a phenomenon (7) I have been 

interested in for several years. 1'1]l summarize a few general observations 
on grouse feeding habits here which 1 believe will answer your question. 

Speaking of non-refuge agriculturel areas, grouse begin feeding in 

grain fields about harvest time in the fall. When snows become deep the 

stubble fields (usually wheat) are deserted, but the grouse continue to 

use standing corn fields, especially those pastured by stock. When and 

if snows become especially deep, "good" corn fields (those with feed still 
available) sometimes are used b+ large flocks of birds. I also suspect 

that many grouse are forced to use other foods (brouse) more or less ex- 

clusively. This condition would parallel those of the eastern rerions. 

With the establishment of the refuge we began leaving standing wheat 
and corn especially for the birds, Although we have generally started 
baiting fairly early each winter and beran to trap as soon as bait was 

being taken, our best grain field traoping has been during periods of 

deep snow, where the standing grain was becoming quite well covered with 

snow, or supoly of frain in the fiélds somewhat depleted throuch heavy 
wildlife use. 

We find that baiting and trapping stations set up in non-agricultural 

areas (our Aspen Sand hills) appear to generally hold about the same flock 

all winter, Wie reach a point where our catch runs almost entirely to re- 
peats, 

I understand that the midwinter desertion of grain fields in your 
area is not correlated with availability of the food. As you say, you 
won't have to worry about differences in feeding habits in the two regions, 
so I won't"speculate"on that angle, Availability of srain foods here does 
seem to influence feeding habits and trapping success, and as long as 
grain is available the Sharptails keep on working the grain fields. 

There anpears to be a slight increase in grain field feeding some 
spring seasons, but 1 can not definitely say that this is true of fields 
that have carried birds throuch the winter.



me te 

In regards to your comments on ihe future status of the Banding Coop, 
I suspect that there will be very little work done until things return to 

normal, I certainly would not like to see things fall apart but, if condi- 
tions elsewhere are the same as here, + believe that the organization may 
as well disband until normal times. We should leave the mechanics of the 
organization sufficiently intact so that we can resume operations if and 
when things return to normal. A “clearing house" for ideas and for main- 
taining records of whatever work may be done in this line could probably 
be maintained. 

We all aporeciate your work in compiling the 5-year summary, + would 
not like to see you drop the job of (unofficial?) secretary. Couldn't you 
get a large box and drop all incoming correspondence, resorts, and records 
into it until after the war, and then turn it over to the new seneration 
of grouse banders, along with the war debt? 

All “joking aside, I'd like to see you remain as (unofficial) secret- 
ary “in waiting", if it would not be too much of a burden, I doubt if I 
will be doing any trapping at all, myself, but I'd be lad to help you 
out any way I can. 

| aoe ate



IN REPLY REFER TO . 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

‘December 12, 1942 

ir. F. Ne Hamerstrom, 

Edwin S. George Reserve, 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I am very sorry to have delayed so long on this trapping information. 
The portable funnel traps used on the refuge differed somewhat from those 
described in the Manual, Their length was variable, from 5 to 8 feet 
long; height, about 2 feet; width, about 3 feet. #9 wire was used for 

4 support at the ends and lengths of 1 x 2" board for the bottom sides. 
2" poultry netting was used for covering and funnels. Injuries were few, 
except with prairie chickens, which were more subject to scalping. 

The State Game and Fish Department used funnel traps like those in 
the Manual for trapping pheasants, except that the length was about 8’, 
and the trap was covered with 2" poultry netting. These were quite 
successful with sharptails, but resulted in occasional injury. 

Tip-tops were slightly variable in size, but differed principally 
/from those in the manual, in that the sides were vertical rather than 

V/ sloping, Side and end slats were covered or wrapped with burlap to 
prevent scalping. 

we The long-bob was essentially the same as that described in the manual, 
except that chicken netting was used in place of fish seine. 

A sketch of the most successful funnel trap is attached. 

It doesn't look like we will get to do any trapving this season - 
but may have time later on. My greetings to Mrs. Hamerstrom, and best 
wishes to both of you. 

Very truly yours, 

QPVICTORY| 
ef 

Ay Buy 
A 
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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

{N REPLY REFER TO Lowe a ( f \efuge 

Upham, North Dakota 

September 18, 1941 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom dre 
Edwin S, George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Sorry to have held you up agein on our report. I am 

enclosing a copy corrected to include the data omitted from 

the original. 

I have not yet made any plans for publication of my 

Ae 0. U. paper, since I wanted another season's observations 

to compare with those of last summer. 

I enjoyed our visit at the A. 0. U. meeting very much. 

Wish you could get out to North Dakota some time and visit 

Lower Sourise 

Very truly yours, 

a7) rith C0. Kfaruucond 
Merrill C,. Hammond 
dre Aquatic Biologist 

Enclosure 

ec: Washington Office 
Regional Office



GROUSE TRAPPING - LOWER SOURIS REFUGE 1940-41 

1. Number of grouse banded each month: 

Sharptailed Grouse Prairie Chicken 

Dec. 1940 42 
Jan. 1941 136 
Feb. 1941 278 14 

‘ Mar. 1941 173 17 
April 1941 6 _— 

TOTAL CSB 31 

2. Fish and Wildlife Service bands used on all birds. 

3. Pyralin color markers were used on a few Sharptails. 
These markers included a wide variety of color come 
binations. The metal clamps used for attachment 
caused the tail feather to break off, and the markers 

were not very satisfactory for that reason. 

4. Number of banded individuals (Sharptails) retrapped. 

Season banded No. retrapped, 1940-41 

1937-38 I 
1938-39 18 

1939-40 54 
1940-41 352 

TOTAL Fe5 

No prairie chickens were retrapped. 

5. Baits Used 

Ear corn was used to bait all traps. Some shelled 
corn was mixed with the ears in baiting funnel traps. 

Both sharptails end chickens fed in standing wheat 
and corn fields during the winter. Efforts to trap 
birds (using wheat as bait) in wheat fields were quite 
unsuccessful as compared with corn-field trapping. 

6. Number of new birds caught in 
ae Tip Top 414 sharpteils 7 prairie chickens 
b. Wire Funnel 221 * 24 eS S 

TOTAL 635 , 31 : .



o2= 

7&8. In trapping prairie chickens simple wire fummel 
traps were set between rows of standing corne The 

site was kept quite heavily baited. 

9. Noe 

In regard to your five year summary, I would suggest 

that you follow the arrangement of the progress reports. 
A rather complete description of traps, baits, and trap= 
ping methods would be quite valuable, wmless the Bending 
Menual could be revised to include recent improvements in 

techniques



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

" FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge 

Upham, North Dakota. 

July 21, 1941 

Mr. Fe Ne Hamerstrom dr. 
Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinclney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of July 11, relae= 
tive to information regarding bird banding. Following 
is the information requested: 

1. Number of grouse banded each month: 

Sharptailed Grouse Prairie chicken 

Dec. 1940 42 
Jan. 1941 136 
Feb. 1941 278 14 
Mar. 1941 173 17 
April 1941 6 a 

TOTAL 635 31 

2. Fish and Wildlife Service bands used on all birds. 

3. A few pyralin color markers were used on a few birds. 
These markers included a wide variety of color 

combinations. 

4. Number of banded individuals re-trappeds 

Season banded Noe remtrapped, 1940=41 

1937=38 a : 
1938-39 18 
1939-40 54 

TOTAL 15 

ae ay sth mA



Mr. Fe N. Hamerstrom Jr. —2e duly 21, 1941 

5- Baits Used 

Eer corn was used to bait all traps. Some shelled 
corn was mixed with the ears in baiting funnel traps. 

Both sharptails and chickens fed in standing 
wheat and corn fields during the winter. Efforts 
to trap birds (using wheat as bait) in wheat fields 
were quite unsuccessful as compared with corn-field 
trapping. 

6. Number of new birds caught in 

a. Tip Top 414 sharptails 7 prairie chicken 
be Wire Funnel 221 " 24 S i. 

TOLAL C35 31 

7&8. In trapping prairie chickens simple wire funnel 
traps were set between rows of standing corn. The 
site was kept quite heavily baited. 

9. Noe 

In regardto your five year summary, I would suggest 
that you follow the arrangement of the progress reports. 
A rather complete description of traps, baits, and trape 
ping methods would be quite valuable, unless the Bending 
Manual could be revised to include recent improvements in 
technique. 

Very truly yours, 

C. J. Henry, Refuge Manager 

Merrill C, Hammond 
Jr. Aquatic Biologist 

cc? Washington Office 
Regional Office



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREARIOROBIONOGICAMSURVEY 

Fish and Wildlife Service 
Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge, 

Upham, North Dakota 

January 21, 1941 

F. N. Hammerstrom, Secy. 

Dept. of Wildlife Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Dear Sir: 

Your progress report No. 4, of the Lake States 

Banding Cooperative has just been read by me with a 

great deal of interest. Mr. Hammond was provided 

with a copy of this report, which he loaned me to 

read. It will be greatly appreciated if you will 

send an extra copy of the report for the refuge files, 

as the banding work by Mr. Hammond is being done for 

this refuge. Thank You. 

Very tru = 
f 

(? nate 
c, ll i 
Refuge Manager ‘
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

~ FOREST SERVICE 

NorRTH CENTRAL REGION 

Sy 

REGIONAL FORESTER 3 & 623 NORTH SECOND STREET 

eerie —— MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

i 

SUPERVISION 

General December 31, 19h2 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

In compliance with your request of December 28, we are very glad to 

furnish the following addresses of Forest Service employees who 

participated in the Prairie Grouse Cooperative: 

W. W. Barton, Regional office, U. S. Forest Service, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

C. M. Evenson, Chequamegon National Forest, Park Falls, 

Wisconsin. (Now with armed forces) 

W. A. Elkins, U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Minneapolis, 

Minnesota. (Now with armed forces) 

G. K. Fenger, (Decessed) 

D. W. Mather, U. S. Forest Service, Tell City, Indiana 

W. T. Murphy, Regional office, U. S. Forest Service, 

Milweukee, Wisconsin 

R. D. Sanders, Chequamegon National Forest, Park Falls, 

Wisconsin. (Now with armed forces) 

C. L. Van Giesen, Chequamegon National Forest, Park Falls, 

Wisconsin. 

S. F. Wilson, Regional office, U. S. Forest Service, 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

P. A. Wohlen, Upper Michigan National Forest, Escanaba, 

Michigane 

Very sincerely yours, 

i R. HILL, 
Assistant Regional Forester
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Dr.Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr 

Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan



Dec. 30,1942. 

Dear Fred: 
Here are the addresses: 

Krefting,C/o Forestry Dept, 
Purdue Univ, Lafayette, Ind 

John—Dobte;-/o_U—ef—Minn— 

SvE.Alcous_and_lH-Steeekler 
still at Lake States For. £xp. 
Sta., Univ Ferm, StyPsut 

Merius ¥erse;—now—in Navy but 
home—ecdress 4032-40 th Av.N., 
Robbinsdale, Minn 

My latest for Bert Lambert is 
* 16854 Wildemere Ave, Detroit, 
Mich. 

I'm sorry to have! Beeh | dol 
remiss with the W.0.¢,) ree 
but what with the rusk« nal 
exams and winding up the quarter 
coinciding with illnesses in 
the family including myself I 
have been stalled for quite a 
while. We're beginning to func- 
tion again, and I hope I can sat 
up before the new quarter begins 

ok MY teaching schedule 
fen is again too h : iver Ae again too heavy preety.
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Dr. Frederick Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan



December 29, 1942 “= 

Deer Freds 

My correct address iss 

1626 Jefferson Street 
Madison, Wisconsin 

All is under control. Hope you are all the 
seme. 

Best personel regards, 

tor
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DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK Gc. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY - - WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY : : EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY . : EDSON S. BASTIN 

/ ENGINEERING + LOUIS R. HOWSON 
CHEMISTRY - - - ROGER ADAMS 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
Det aneenl Coveenen PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

December 30, 1942 

Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

Here are the addresses you asked for: 

Candidate RK. BE. Hesselschwerdt 
Co. £, 0.0.8.3, MoAsCa, MRE TC. 
5th Platoon 
Camp Parkely, Texas 

Set. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Office of the, Station Veterinarian 

Station Hospital 
Amarillo Field, Texas . 

Mr. Homer Bradley 
Refuge Manacer 
Lake Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge 
Havana, Illinois 

I understand that Hesselschwerdt will be throvgh 
there about January 20 and then is expected home on a 
furlough. You could send his copy in care of the Survey 
after January 20. 

Sincerely yours, 

rey:lg Ralph E. Yeatter 
Game Specialist



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION . ANDICON SERV AVION 
FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

DWIGHT H. GREEN, Governor PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

December 2, 1942 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom 
: Edwin S. George Preserve 

: Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

I have just found a copy of Bob Hesselschwerdt's 
letter of September 20, 1940. I am sorry I gave youa 
bum steer--your figures before were correct. The total 

fo number trapped 1939-40 was 26,--24 trapped in top-top 
traps, 1 in a portable funnel, and 1 in a "bob wire" 
(long bob?); 1940-41 --18 trapped in tip-top traps. 

The tip-top traps were 2' long on top and had 
or two metal tops 12" x 12" that were hinged at the outer 

ends, swinging down from the center. They were covered 
with burlap. 

Will send you a copy of the prairie chicken 
manuscript soon. Thanks for permission to quote. 

: Sincerely yours, 

Ralph E. i 
rey:lg Game Specialist
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River Forest, Til., ‘ 
September 29, 1941. 

Dr. Ralph E. Yeattor, 
Game Specialist, 
Natural History Survey, 
Urbane, Illinois. 

Dear Dr. Yeatter: 

The prairie chickens are seen occasionally, the lest - a 
single - the first week in Ausust. No young have been seen by any 
one, this summer. One farmer reported seeing a brood of 7 with fe- 
male last summer, but I am skeptical of this. 

We haven't yet had a proper number to release - which I 
believe is 15 hens and 10 cocks. 

fhe band numbers put on birds released this spring are as 
follows: 41-600-049 to 41-600-057 (inclusive). The 9 birds were 
all males. Bands were those sent me by the Fish end Wildlife Service 
for waterfowl. Though this action was samewhat out of line, I believe 
a bird discovered with such a band would stand a better chance of being 
reported than if a state band were used. 

Very sincerely yours, 

H. Hutchens, . 
LBH/JID Wildlife Technician 

e ~ ¥. SN. Homerstron, 
Pinckney, Michigan.



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AN DE CONSERVATION! 
FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY . - WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY - . - EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY - . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING - LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY = 7 WILLIAM A, NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GoveRNoR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H. FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA September 18, 1941 

Mr. Fred Hamer strom 
Pinckney 
Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

Lynn Hutchens has part of the records which he promised 
to send me some time ago, but he was getting ready to go into the 
Army and evidently forgot it. I have written asking him to send 
you his records. I think this report is complete. However, if 
he released more than 14 in Cook County, the number (above 14) 
should be added to the March total. I am sorry we are so late 
getting this report to you. 

Bob Hesselschwerdt got the following weights--all male 
birds trapped in mid-February: 

2 3/20 lbs. - 48 hours after trapping 

25/20 lbs. - 24 " uw Gy 

27/20 los. -" " e " 

273/20 1bs. = % 3" Mi m 

2 3/20 lbs. - tt " t tt 

Report on Prairie Chickens Trapped in Marion and Jasper counties 

i941 

1. Nos. banded 

February - 6 
March - 12 
Two other trapped males died in captivity. Total trapped 20. 

2-3. Federal bands used only. 

4. No. re-trapped - 0. Four of trapped birds were released at 
Urbana, and 14 (7?) in Cook Co., near Palos Park.



Mr. Fred Hamerstrom - 2 September 18, 1941 

5. Preferred baits - corn, soybeans. 

6. Tip-top - 76. No other type of trap used. 

8. Weather was mild and there was very little snow during trapping. 
We were able to catch birds only close to booming grounds. 
All birds trapped were males. In one case, a bird was caught 
when it flew onto a trap, evidently to boom. TI suspect some 
others were caught this. way, as they did not pay much attention 
to the bait. 

9. TI know of no one else banding in Illinois. 

10. I should like to have a summary of the five seasons! work. Com- 
ments on experience of banders in identifying trapped birds 
by colored bands or other markers would be useful. 

We will look forward to seeing you folks at the W. 0. C. 

meeting. 

Sincerely yours, 

K Seattle | 
R. E. atter 
Game Specialist 

REY: ME



DEPARTMENT OF BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

REGISTRATION AND EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION 

FRANK G. THOMPSON, DIRECTOR FRANK G. THOMPSON, CHAIRMAN, 

SPRINGFIELD BIOLOGY - - WILLIAM TRELEASE 

FORESTRY . - . EZRA J. KRAUS 

GEOLOGY : . EDSON S. BASTIN 

ENGINEERING . LOUIS R. HOWSON 

CHEMISTRY - . WILLIAM A. NOYES 

STATE OF ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS— 
DWIGHT H. GREEN, GoveRNoR PRESIDENT ARTHUR C. WILLARD 

STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION 
THEODORE H., FRISON, CHIEF 

URBANA 

duly 28, 1941 

Mr. Fred N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Edwin S, George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

I shall send you a report on prairie 
chicken banding in Illinois shortly. Fourteen 
pirds were banded. Part of these were banded 
by Mr. Hutchens of the Cook County Forest 
Preserve, and as soon as we receive these num- 
bers, we shall write you. 

Very truly yours, 

Ralph E. Yeatter 
Game Specialist 

REY



IN REPLY REFER TO 

Upper Mississippi 
Banding UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT, FEDERAL BUILDING 

WINONA, MINNESOTA 

December 30, 1942 

Mr. F. Ne Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Pinekney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I am in receipt of your inquiry with regard to proper address 
as a "Banding Cooperator." 

The address is correct but I fear I have not been a very good 
banding cooperator. We have had no opportunity to engage in banding 
ever since we agreed to undertake the worke The sharptails and 
chickens no longer come in to the Mississippi bottoms as they formerly 
did and wmless their habits change we will not be in a position 
undertake banding. 

With best regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

ae 
: 7 js 

Ray Steele, 
Sugerintendent
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SECRETARY, Dec aver. 1s . Beet Teco 

Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom, 
BE, 5. George Reserve, 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

Thanks for your card regarding addrésses for the Banding Coop. 

Ry, Tubbs, Bradt, and I are here, of course. Cole is at Paulding, 

Turner at L'Anse. (Turner was inactive last year, and tlre will be no 

trapping this year). 

A. M. Stebler is now Pvt. A. M. Stebler, 489th School Squadron, 

“Army Air Force, Bombardier School, Midland, Texas. 

wv John Winchester is now a private also, Co. D., 54th Infantry Trg. Bn., 

Camp Wolters, Texas. 

a Harold Burgess is pretty far away, working for Firestone in Liberéa, 

Address: firestone Plantation Company, Division No. 27, Monrovia, Liberia, 

West Africa, 

If possible, please send a copy to Cusino Wildlife Experiment Station, 
| Shingleton, Michigan. I believe also that it would be well to send one to 

Oscar McKinleyg Bryens, R.F.D. McMillan. 

& He 
We trapped some 13 prairie chickens and a couple of sharptails, 

cooperating with Andy Ammann. He still has the trap and planned to catch 

some more birds if possible this year. 

Andy's address changes fast - the present one should be Lieut. G. A. 
“Ammann, c/o Hotel Colorado, Glenwood Springs, Colorado- in case you don't have 

his latest. 

Best wishes for the coming year, 

Very truly yours, 

H, D. Ruhl, In Charge 

Game Division 

© ae DWD: eb D. W. Doug ass
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SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

May 26, 1942 

Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom 
c/o Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

For some reason your letter went to our Lab, so I didn't 
receive it until yesterday. I already had a headache then, so I let it 
go ‘till today. 

Judging from the cards in our files, Baumgartner's records 
given to you mst have been incomplete. Our six records for 1937 of 

{Buchanan's trapping at Pigeon River are as follows: No date, February 12, 
February 17, February 22, August 27, August 27. Buchanan's name is on the 
cards, but they were trapped by Buchanan under Baumgartner's general (remote) 
supervision, in Fisher's traps! Buchanan was an enrollee at CCC Camp ‘ 
Pigeon River, who was leader of our grouse census and prairie chicken trap- 
ping there. Fisher was a graduate student from Michigan State who made a 
grouse study at Pigeon River. 

In 1938 Buchanan trapped seven chickens, under the same 
, circumstances, in March and April (one of the cards, however, bears Baum- 
' gartner's name, but I would treat these as all one or the other's). 

Newland took 11 birds in 1939 at Trout Lake, 10 in Jamuary, 
and 1 in late April, which probably didn't get into the report. 

Otto Failing trapped 13 at the Fletcher Settlement in Feb- 
ruary and March, 1940. Four of these were shipped to Massachusetts. 

Oscar McKinley Bryens caught 12 chickens and 2 sharptails 
, _in March, 1941, at his farm 2 miles south of McMillan, in luce County. He 

\ 4 was cooperating with Andy Ammann and I think he used Andy's new model trap, 
a \) described in Andy's letter to you. 

1 Wed 
\ \ ¥ \ These are all our prairie chicken records subsequent to 

\} \ May, 1936. 
\ 

\n Oe 
Der ) Kw



Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom -2- May 26, 1942 

Your questions on sharptails aren't so easy to handle. The 
earlier trapping of sharptails was messed up by the fact that the trapper 

didn't always band his own birds, but shipped them to Buchanan at Pigeon Riv- 

er to be banded and released. Only Buchanan's name appears on the cards, 
therefore. From Cole's records, from letters, and from express company 

receipts, I have pieced together as much as I can of the story, but can't 

vouch for its completeness. 

In the winter of 1937-38 Baumgartner took 15 birds at the 

a Ford Farm, L'Anse (probably working with Turner). Turner contimed, trapping 

‘2 ‘U6. Of these 61 birds, 51 were released at Trout Lake, 6 at the trapping site 
= and 4 at Pigeon River. 

In the Ewen area of Ontonagon County there were two trappers, 
Cole and Bert Livingston. The latter used a non-automatic drop trap, I be- 

lieve. He kept no real records, and his birds were banded by Buchanan at 

Pigeon River. As nearly as I can tell, he caught 9 birds, 2 of which were 

probably taken to the game farm, and 7 seem to have reached Pigeon River safe- 
ly. Cole states in a letter that he trapped 15, 1 of which escaped and 4 of 
which apparently died in transit, the other 10 reaching Pigeon River safely, 

to be banded and released by Buchanan. 

Cole used a drop-net under a feeding rack, I am quite sure. 
The drop-net on top of a rack was presumably used by Baumgartner and Turner, 
together with small traps of the Fisher type, at L'Anse. 

I'm very sorry that our records are as mixed up as they are, 

and hope that this letter will clear up some of the difficulties without in- 

troducing any more new ones. Happily, I can shrug aside mch of the respon- 

sibility for confusions prior to 1939. I can testify that Baumgartner worked 

under a real handicap when he was here, however, for he officed in one build- 

ing and the banding records reposed in another. I had considerable difficul- 

ty working on the banding cards until we got together under one roof. 

Best wishes for a speedy wind-up of the report. Please in- 
clude me on your mailing list. 

Sincerely yours, 

H. D. Euhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

By er t Bomgfo 

Donald Douglass 

DwD; lk Ornithologi st



May 18, 1942 

Mr. Donald Douglas 
Conservatin Department 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Douglas: 

Reach for the aspirin -- here we go again. 

This has been my first chance to get at the Banding 
Coop (a murrain on 't) in some time. The usual crop of new 
headaches was waiting for me. To wit: 

Baumgartner has written me that 4 chickens in the winter 
of 1936-37 and 6 in the winter of 1937-38 were caught, under 
his directiou, in Pisher's traps "constructed from stakes, 
wire, and fish netting. It.was approximately 15"x18"x3', 
with the funnel about 6"xl5"x2e'. Vires were used to form the 
framework for the funnel." These 10 chickens were credited 
to Baumgartner in the Progress heports covering those years; 
presumably they are properly accounted for. 

nee 

You siipped the joker into the deal with your notes 
on Buchanan's trapping. The 14 chickens caught in the spring 
of 1936 were before the time of the Coop (thank God) and are 
no concern of mine. ljut how about "In 1937 Buchanan took 6 
chickens, and 7 in 1938" (your letter of 3/5/42)? This is 
the first I've heard of these birds, or of Buchanan. Can you 
give me the dates of capture of these 13 birds? Are the 6 
in 1937 the 6 that Baumgartner reported for the winter of 
1937-387 If so, all clear -- B's report takesdr them (he 
reported the 6 as taken at Pigeon River). But then what about 
the other 7? The only bawdssreported to me for 1938-39 were 
10 trapped by Martin (oniekénss Newland at Trout Lake. 

I simply must finish this job within the next few days. 
It's taken altogether too much time already; more time than 
I can afford. And it's these “ichigan records of past years 
that have jammed things up. I'll go ahead with with it now, 
leaving a place to insert the Buchanan dope. Can you send it 
on at once? 

Sincerely, 

Wis 

F. MN. Hamerstrom Jr.
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SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

March 30, 1942 

Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom 
Edwin S, George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

I am enclosing the print I mentioned in my last letter 

to you, showing the "Fisher type" of trap. I'm sorry to have been 
so slow in getting it to you; I imagine it is too late for any veleeser ree use. 

I am sorry not to have talked with you at the Academy meet- 

ing. I was interested in your remarks on prairie grouse in the last 

Wilson bulletin, and in Mrs, Hamerstrom's chickadee paper. 

Very truly yours, 

EH. D. Ruhl 

In Charge, Game Division 

By: va J ep lone 

Donald W. Douglass 
DWD: ab 

Enel-Photo. 

\ \al ri? : 
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Gdwin S. George heserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

February 23, 1942 

Mr. Donaid Douglas ‘ 
Michigan Conservation Dep t 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Douglas: 

Can you find out two things for :se? I've just heard 
from Baumgartner again, and seem to be getting the Mich 
trapping records pretty nearly straight. 

First, how big were the one-funnel non-portable traps 
which Pisher designed? This is the trap in which vour 
chickens were caught in 1936-37, six in 1937-38, and 
10 (presumably, at least -- the trap used by Newland) in 
1938-39. Baumgartner thought they were 3'x18"x15", which 
sounds awfully saail; when I asked him about this, he 
answered that he could'nt be sure of the dimensions. 

Baumgartner says that Newland used this same trap 
at Trout Lake in 1938-39, but is'nt sure what kind of 
funnel was used. The original design apparently had 
some sort of panel-funnel (on the order of Turner's and 
Failing's), but Fisher semetimee-"did add a poultry wire 
funnel to the wee on some of his traps". baungartner 
believes that no poultry wire was used in the traps built 
in the UP while he was in charge. Can you find out what 
kind of funnel Newland used? 

Thanks very much. 

Sincerely,
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DOWAGIAC “pk if MARCUS SCHAAF 

MICHAEL F. DEFANT eo FORESTRY 

NEGAUNEE ew H. D. RUHL 

ALEXANDER W. BLAIN, M.D. At) JN GAME 

DETROIT ae ® Seotocy 
ROS F. P. STRUHSAKER 

eats ain DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION L. N. JONES 

LANSING — 

WAYLAND OSGOOD P. J. HOFFMASTER, DIRECTOR s. Se eae 

March 5, 1942 

Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

Please forgive my delay in answering your letter. When 

I got back from my visit to Ann Arbor I had some uncomfortable 

evenings, as a result of which I visited a doctor and had my ap- 
pendix out on February 16. I returned to work Monday, after a 
week in the hospital and a week at home. 

Some pictures which I gleaned from the files have been 

printed, and I am including them to give you a better idea of some 
of the traps we talked about, and to show some of the earlier ex- 
periments which I know only from the pictures. 

The photo of Newland's trap will probably answer the 
questions you had about it, I can't find out much about Fisher's 

traps. Fisher worked at Pigeon River in 1935 and 1936, Our band- 

| ing records show that 14 prairie chickens were taken in 1936 (April 
ll 10-May 3), but no trapper's name appears on the cards. A C.C.C. 

enfollee, Lewis Buchanan, began helping Fisher with grouse census 

in April 1936, end carried on censusing and trapping when Fisher 

left in December, 1936. Buchanan probably was the one who trapped 

most of the prairie chickens, even in 1936, In 1937 Buchanan took 
\ 6 chickens, and 7 in 193%, 

Herbert Miller, who became game area manager for the 

northern Lower Peninsula district in the fall of 1937, so that he 

was more or less in touch with the work going on at Camp Pigeon 

River, says that the remains of Fisher's traps were a mothiy col- 
lection of several sizes, When I showed him the photo of Newland's



Dr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. -2@ March 5, 1942 

trap he said that nothing of Fisher's looked as good as that, Miller 

estimates that Fisher's traps averaged 30" wide, 50"-60" long, about 

; 20" high, Apparently a stake held each corner, with top poles fas- 

tened horizontally to support the net. The funnel was of mesh held 

in place by ropes, and both funnel and trap sides were stapled to 

the ground. Evidently a kind of extension wing-funnel was used, at 

least sometimes, giving two funnels in tandem as in a government 

sparrow trap, Also, a lead-net was used to help birds drift into 

the funnel, I'll enclose Miller's sketch, with some notes of mine-- 

all very confusing. 

Miller helped Buchanan make some panel traps, using the 

plan in figure 2 of your Wisconsin manual, which evidently were 

used in 1938, 

One other item - a picture in the file, which I regret 

that I did not think to have printed for you, shows a small one-funnel 

non-portable trap used at the Ford Farm, L‘anse, (Taken by Baumgartner 

December 17, 1937). It doesn't look much bigger than 3' x 18" x 15* 

at that. The details of the funnel are not clear in the photo. 

Flash! I've just talked with Whitlock, who tells me that 

in the fall of 1936 he stopped at Pigeon River and got a number of 

Fisher's small traps and toek them to the Ford Farm, L'Anse, where 

he spent three days vainly trying to trap sharp-tails. These traps 

consisted of four corner stakes, framed top and bottom with heavy 

wire, covered with seive. The funnel wes at one end. The photo 

mentioned in the paragraph above is probably of one of these. I'll 

have a print made and forward it to you later, Since Buchanan has 

left Michigan and I don't know his whereabouts, I am afraid I can't 

get more explicit information about the Pigeon River trapping. 

Thanks for your letters, and I'll be interested in seeing 

your records when next I get down there, 

Yours very truly, 

H. D. Ruhl 
In Charge, Game Division 

Donald W. Douglass 

DWD: ab 
Encle
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

February 8, 1942 3 

Mr. Donald Douglas 
Michigan Conservation Department 
East Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Douglas: § 

I got a letter from Cole Friday, answering most of | 

my questions. I've had to write him again for a few more 
details, but I imagine they'il be forthcoming. 

So far, it seems that he started trapping in 1938-39 
with what he calls a “solid frame one wing funnel" (I3ve 
asked for a description of yhis), in which he caught 
about 14 sharptails; then changed to a one funnel wing 
portable which he has used ever since. He tried several 
shapes and sizes of this latter trap, but apparently 
always the same basic plan. 

Yould you like to look through the correspondence 
with Cole, Turner, and Failing for your own records, 
when I get the final answers fron them? I'ld be glad to 
send it over to you. I'll need it back, however. 

It was good to see you Tuesday. Stop in again next 
time you're over this way. : 

Sincerely,



rp - 
Prairie ChickeneSherpteil 

Bending HKesords 
. Spring, 1941 

(All reeords, Town of Reimington, Wood Co., Wise, Te 21 Me, Re 3 Re) 

Bend Noe Species Date Section fm4t ——-. t, if Type Trep 
oT 

602-101 Sharptsil 3/21 an hen Short-bob 

602-100 Pinnste 3/22 NE: cock ss 

6260001 Pinnate 3/22 Nei-24 ? : Short=bob = 4+ Ith 
626~002 Pinnate 3/22 ® ? " a 

626-008 Pinnate 3/23 « 2 " 
626-004 Pinnete 3/23 * ? ® 
626-005 Pinnete 3/23 * z Tipetop** | 

626-006 Pinnate 3/25 * eock Short-bob 
626-007 suorptell 3/26 " ook 836 grans " 
626-008 nnate 3/26 " sock 936 grems * 
626-009 Pinnate 3/26 " cook 1077 grenms “ 
626«010 Pinnete 3/31 oa ? Hendries '' 
626-011 Finmete 3/51 Seg-25 hen $10 grems Short-bob 
626-012 Pinnete 3/31 e hen 581 grems * 

626-015 Shemptci) 3/31 ® en 524 grems Hendrics 
626-014 PF 4/4 . eoak Short=bob 
6260015 Pinnaete 4/6 NWi-36 7 Hendries 
626-016 Finnate 4/7 ” 7 Short-bob 

626-017 Pinnate 4/7 SE-25 cock 851 srems " 
626-018 Pinnate 4/7 ° cock 1191 grams * 

* Sex determination wes considered doubtful unless 

ail externel cheracters agreed unquestionably. Tail- 
feather merkings slone were not sccepted as velid. 
Several specimens were not exemined by teehnicslly- 

treined personnele 

** Gop of head was seriously sealped. 

Renin oo et 
rpteail), seme field, 4pril 3 and April 6. 

626-013 (Sherpte1l), seme field, 4/10, elthough bird wes 
released, (3/31), in Babeoek, 2.6 miles from point 
of origin and recapture. 

2 additiconel Trairie Chieken cocks were trepped, but 

were eccidentally suffoo ted during hendlings; then utilized 

for laborstory. (G6aught in short-bobs). : 

Summary: 22 birds trapped, (19 PC, 5 ST), 20 banded end released, 
3 retrap records, (ST), involving 2 individuals. 

Measurements, and plumage notes were taken on 626-006-9, 
incl.



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

ne AND-WHEBEIFE SERVICE 
LAKE STATES FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

UNIVERSITY FARM 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

November 23, 1942 

Mr. F.N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Edwin S. George Reserve ‘ 

Pinckagy Michigan 

Dear Hamerstrom: 

The Tip Top trap used by us at Denhigh, North Dakota 
was the same as illustrated in the manual. We did not pers 

bait can. Cobs were impaled on spikes around the sides one 

end, We found lining the traps with burlap on the inside kept 

the captive birds more quiet, prevented injuries and gave the 
bird protection from the wind. * 

Sincerely yours, 

ee - ; ; a 7 

Lobe Cee (Like wa 

Shaler E. Aldous 

Associate Biologist



- Wildness - Purity - Vigor 

Release WILD Game 

GAME FARM, INC. 
The Largest Commercial Game - Deer - Fur Farm In The World. 
Pioneers of NATURAL PROPAGATION in Natural Game Country. 

BABCOCK, WISCONSIN 

2 . > 

i peel iae 

(Uae 2. 

The Sandhill Crane, as wild and rare a 
former game bird as survives, still lives 

upon our farm: Convincing testimony that 

our game birds and animals are not arti- 
ficially handicapped or mechanically tamed. 

Everything In Game Release WILD Game



Bent : . + 

eee The State of Misronsin 
US lt CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT eae 

FILE REFERENCE: 

Babcock Wisconsin 

September 15, 1941 

Dr. Fred Hamerstran 
FAwin S, George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

I fave your letter of September 12 and will avpreciate very much your 
returning the extra copy of the quarterly report as you suggest. 

T am not at liberty to give you any of the details of the "Hendries 
Trav" since this was develope] by dims Sandhill Game Farm Inqgeeeme] and 
was usel by this voreject by special permission. After the trav has been 
atequately testei further a release will porobably be maje of it in detail. 
There are perfectly valid reasems fur net doing se at this time. 

It is true that I have cbiectod to nanwing traps for individual modi- 
fiers of existing traps. Please note, however, that we have given no 
permancnt name to this er to any other trap and in the meantime it identi- 
fies the trap fer us and indicates nothing as to the type of construction. 
You must certainly agree that this is a minor achfvewent. 

If you would prefer te substitute the words "original trap" for 
"Hendrics Trap" that is perfectly satisfacto:y. 

Relative to the other question you asked about the trapping last 
spring: (1) the main bait used was yellow corn, (2) s.me exverimental 
work was dondprith colored feathers, but aside from indicating thst this was 
not very satisfactory there is nothing to report. (4) Federal bands were 
used on the birds rererted. (4) Ne definite conclvsions vere reached as 
to the effects of weather on the trapping. 

T was inter sted to hear of your plans and hove you will let us know 
further when you expect to come up. 

W4th best wishes, F 

Yours very truly, 

Qdaeenee Bi-—-~-Se 

‘allace Grance 
Game Biologist, Grouse



a 
Gees eae * * fo The State of Wisconsin 
RY Nerdy) A 
aa CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

September 3, 1941 
Babcock, Wisconsin 

“ 

Deweer Fred Hamerstrom 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

I am now able to submit the record of Sharptails and 
Prairie Chickens banded near Babcock last spring, which 
record is enclosed, herewith. 

Tiuis meterial is to be published in the next quarterly 
report (due September 30), but I do not believe there will 
be any objection to limited distribution to the members 
of the Cooperative in advance, if desired. In any such 
use, it should be indicated that this material is econtri- 
buted by the Wisconsin Conservation Department, Game Division, 
Grouse Research Project FA-5R. le 

I regret that you were not furnished a copy,of the July 
quarterly Report from Madison. Your name was erently 

added to the list between the exhaustion of supply of 
copies and the publication of the list of errata. I am 
forwarding to you today a copy of the report which I man- 
aged to secure. I am assured that you will receive fur- 
ther reports as issued. 

, There is. nov early or September season on Grouse in 
any of the centrel counties. ‘The late season applicable 
to Weaushara, Wood and neighboring counties begins on 
October 18 at 1400 P. M. and continues to November 7. 
We will look forward to a visit from you at that time, 

With best wishes, 

Yours very truly, 
Decenoe QQ 

Wallace Grange 
Game Biologist, Grouse



- ae gee 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ FOREST SERVICE 
NORTH CENTRAL REGION 

oR 
ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS PLANKINTON BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER § & 161 WEST WISCONSIN AVE. 

AND REFER TO ae MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

W 
MANAGEMENT, Chequamegon 

Game 

June 5, 1942 

\" \° Or A 
Mre F. Me Hammerstrom, Jr. Curator 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

Supervisor Van Giesen has asked me to answer your inquiry of May 25, 
regarding the traps used by Mr. Evenson end myself in trapping sharp-= 
tailed grouse on the Chequamegon Nationel Forest. 

Funnel traps with the indented one-side opening closed with a single 
bob-wire were used in making all catches. Frames which were hinged 
and hooked together to make the highly portable trap were covered 
either with smell mesh chicken wire or with one and one-helf inch 
mesh fish netting. The former covering damaged the birds while 
the latter was quite often cut by snowshoe here. Everything con- 
sidered the netting was the more satisfactory. 

The traps were two feet high, six feet long and four feet deep. 
There were no extended wings. Sketch below. 

SKETCH ON BACK OF 

LETTER 

Shelled com, both crac'ed and whole kernal was the most effective 
baite Buckwheat end grein mixtures were also tried. 

Last year very few sharpteailed grouse nests were found on the 

Chequamegon National Forest. Field personnel are weeping records of : 
nests found, but no records have been received yet this year. 

I hope this data is in time to be of use in making your swamary more 

complete. 

Very sincerely yours 
CC - Mrs Van Giesen “7. Hyp eis suntor Forester
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

CHEQUAMEGON NATIONAL FOREST 

Res Se 

ADDRESS REPLY TO UAS 

FOREST SUPERVISOR Seruen cereus PARK FALLS, WISCONSIN 
AND REFER TO 

W 

MANAGEMENT, Chequamegon June 1, 192 

Game 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., Curator 
Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I regret that there is no one now on the forest to furnish the 

information requested by you. Sanders and #venson are now in military 

service and Barton has been transferred to the Kegional Office at E 

Milweukee. I am enclosing a copy of a letter which I am sending to 

Mr. Barton in which I have requested him to reply to your letter, 

providing he has the information. 

It has not been possible for anyone here to collect any infor- 

mation in regard to grouse nests during the current season. 

Sincerely yours, 

Cc. L. VAN ALESEN 
Forest Supervisor 

Enclosure



W 
MANAGEMENT, Chequemegon June 1, 1912 
Game 

Mr. Williem W, Barton 
U. 8. Forest Service 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I am enclosing herewith a letter received from Mr. F. M. 
Hammerstrom in regard to the cooperative work we did for him when 
he was connected with the University of Wisconsin. 

There is no one here at the present time who is familiar 
with the grouse banding projeet and I believe you will be able to 
answer the questions raised by Mr. Hamerstrom. It isisuggested that 
you write to him directly and furnish us with a copy of your letter, 

and return the enclosed copy of his letter for our files. 

Sincerely, 

C. L. VAN GIESEN 
CLYG3Cd Forest Supervisor 

Enclosure



Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

May 25, 1942 

Mr. C. L. Van Giesen, Supervisor 
Chequemagon National Forest 
Park Falls, Yisconsin 

Dear Mr. Van Giesen: 

I am just finishing a trap-performance summary for 
the Prairie Grouse Cooperative, and would like some infor- 
mation from your Forest. 

In the 1936-37 season, Barton and Evenson caught 
three sharptails. In what kind of trap? If it was one of 
the traps in the "Game Bird Banding Manual" (Mimeo from 
Game Mgt. Div., Univ. of Yis., 1937), the name of the trap 
is all I need; if it was a different kind of trap, please 
describe it. 

In the 1937-38 season, Barton and Evenson caught 18 . 
sharptails in a "wing-funnel" trap. Yas this the trap 
illustrated in fig. 2 of the Manual, or figure 37 (See 
sketches below) 

If it is too much trouble to dig out these records, 
let it go and I'll simply say that I don't know. These 
21 birds won't affect the totals very much one way or 
the other. On the other hand, if you can conveniently 
send me this information, I'da like it soon -- the summary 
is finished except for these records. 

rn Have any nests been found this season? 

Ne 7 - Sincerely, 
oe | Fea 2 

: a eed 

- Woden F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 
Lael y / 5 Curator. 
aw



ADDRESS ONLY THE medion: DIRECTOR REGION 2 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE ae 

. - AND REFER TO 
ARIZONA 

, UNITED STATES Ge 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR OKANSAS 

% COLORADO 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE ca 
WYOMING 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

s / 

Ligon ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO I 

March 7, 192. 

: F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., Curator, 

Museum of Zoology, Edwin S. George Reserve, 

Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I very much appreciate your good letter of 
January 26 regarding types of upland game bird 
traps that have been developed by the Lake States 
Banding Cooperative, now the Prairie Grouse Co- 

operative. 

We certainly will be pleased to have your 
latest progress report. I am writing Dr. Leopold 
for the last three progress reports to which you 
refer. It will be some time before our trapping 
manuscript is in final form for publication; we ; 
are, therefore, desirous of getting all information 

possible relative to the latest improvements in 
prairie grouse trapping techniques. 

We have a copy of the Game Bird Banding manual 
to which you refer, but none of the progress reports. 

/ Again wishing to thank you for your fine spirit 
of cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

a eg ee 
Regional Inspector 

Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration.
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

January 26, 1942 

: Mr. J. Stokely Ligon 
Ligon Game F rm 
Carlsbad, New “exico 

Dear Mir. Ligon: 

Aldo Leopold forwarded to me, a short time ago, your oe 
letter to him about traps for chickens and sharptails, with ~ 
a copy of his reply. ; 

A good deal of information has been accumulated since 
the publication of "Traps for Pinnated and Sharp-tailed Grouse". 
That paper is now very much behind the times. 

moat of 
This new material is still unpublished. You can find it, 

in mimeograph, in the "Game bird banding manual" and the last 
three progress reports of the Prairie Grouse Cooperative 
(formerly the Lake States Banding Cooperative). The Cooperative 
was set up in the autumn of 1936 as a means of exchanging : 
this sort of unpublished information. A dozen or so traps : = 
have been described and illustrated in these mimeographs, 
along with notes on baiting, the use of colored feather markers, 
colored bands, methods of handling birds, etc. A few more traps 
will be deseribed in the next progress report, which is not 
ready quite yet. I am working on it now. Aldo can supply you aS 
with a set of these mimeographs, if you are interested: I'ld 
send you mine but that I need to refer to them in making up 
last year's report. I'll get the next one out as soon as possible, 2 
and will send you a copy. 

If you want to use any of this information, you will have 
- to get permission from the individuals who have developed it. 

Although the members of the Cooperative have passed along their 
new techniques for the use of the others, each one reserves . 
publication rights of his contributions. I don't think you will 
have any difficulty getting permission to use tthese data, 
however. You are welcome to use any of my material, and I feel 
sure that the others will feel the same way, Their names and 
addresses are given in the progress reports. 

Incidentally, the Illinois Natural History Survey has g 
made some transplants of chickens within the state. 

If I can be of any further help, please let me know.. 

Very truly yours, 

: F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 
Curator.



4ok University Farm Place 
January 12, 1942 

Mr. J. Stokely Ligon 
Ligon Game Farm 
Carlsbad, New Mexico 

Dear Stokely: 

It's good to have a letter from you. I will see that your name 

stays on my mailing list. 

I hadn't heard about the Pittman-Robertson m.s. on trapping and 

transplanting, but I think it's a good idea. The only thing I have 

on trapping grouse is a refinement of the traps described by 

Hamerstrom and Truax. This is not in printed form, and the best 

way to get up-to-date information would be to correspond directly 

with Hamerstrom, who is now at the following address: c/o Bdwin 

S. George Reserve, Pinckney, Michigan. I am sending your letter 

to him, but will leave it to you to ask him the particular 

: questions in which you are interested. 

I know of no transplantations of prairie chickens, but there was 

one successful transplantion of sharptail grouse made by Franklin 

Schmidt in Adams County about 1930. Wallace Grange of the 

Pittman-Robertson organization has gathered up the details 

including my notes so you could get the fullest available report 

from him. 

You of course know of the successful transplantation of sharptails 

in Ohio. If not, Lawrence Hicks can inform you. 

Michigan, as you doubtless know, has made several sharptail 

transplantations. You could get the data from Harry Ruhl. 

With personal regards, 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 

cc Hamerstrom
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 9 

February 12, 1942 

Mr. Alfred Turner 
1457 Yest Adams Street 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mir. Turner: 

Thank you for your letter of the 10th. “e seem to be 
getting closer, but I'ia not quite clear on all points yet. 

In Baumgartner's report to me for the winter of 
1987-38, he did not specify who caught which birds. he 
gave a total or 82 Sharptails, 6 Chickens. Of the 82 
sharptails, 12 were caught in a drop net, I think by a third 
person. 70 were listed as caught in a noneportable funnel. 
That must include your 55, caught in the trap which you 

wo descrived in your last_letter. Do you happen to know 
.@ate) whether the remaining 49 sharptails and the 6 chickens 

yiw he pes caught in the same kind of trap?. 
wt 

git In 1938-39 you caught 55 sharptaiis. According to 
your last letter, you caught avout 50 in the non-portable 
trap that winter, aud first used your portable trap the 
same winter. Does that wean SO for the non-portable and 

di 5 for the portable? 

: In 1939-40 you caught 28 sharptails. Did you use 
ea both traps that winter, or were they all caught in the 

portable trap? If both, how were they divided? 

1940-41 seems to be all clear: 31 sharptails, all caught 
: * in the portable trap. 

L'm sorry to keep pestering you, but I think that if 
you can answer these three questions for me, I won't need 
to trouble you again. Thank you very mych for your help. 

Very truly yours, 
\*>) wey 

: rr. 
PO eee F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 

gs aes . Curator. 
NN Sea oa 

er F <ee xe 
xP yw
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

February 5, 1942 

Mr. Alfred Turner 
Michigan Conservation Department 
L'Anse, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Turner: 

Thank you for your letter of January 31, and for the 
drawing of yout trap. 

I'm sorry to trouble again, but I'ld like to get a 
little more information. In your letter you wrote of a 
"trap similar to the portable" but stationary: when did 
you use this trap, and how many birds did it catch? ‘ere 
there four funnels, and were they made in the same way? 
If I understand it, the trap was made by setting corner 
stakes, making a dbase by stringing wire from stake to stake 
at the ground level and at the tops of the stakes, hanging 
netting over the top wire and fastening it to the bottom 
wire, setting in the four funnels. Is that right? 

Last winter (1940-41) you caught 31 sharptails, 
according to my records, all in one kind of trap. Yas it 
your portable trap? 

Douglas tells me that you trapped with Baumgartner 
during the winter of 1937-38. He thought that Baumgartner 
started the trapping, and that you carried it on later in 

. the winter, using the traps that Baumgartner started with. 
Douglas was'nt sure when you designed your trap, but thought 
that you did'nt use it until the next winter. Is that right? 
What were the first winter's trps like? In particular, dia 
they have the same sort of funnel that you used later, or 
were the funnels of arched-over poultry wire? 

Very truly yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 
Curator.
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Edwin S. George Reserve : 
Pinekney, Michigan : 

= January 28, 1942 

Mr. Alfred Turner 
L'Anse, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Turner: 

There has been a mix-up in the Michigan sharptaal 
banding records that were sent to me. I am writing you to 
see if you can help to straighten it out. 

According to the records, you banded 55 Sharptails in 
1938-39, caught in a “portable funnel" trap; in 1939-40, 
28 sharptails, caught in a "four-funnel portable". I'ld 

appreciate it very much if you would answer the following 

: questions: : 

1. Did you use the same kind of trap in both years? 
2. Have you used more than one kind of trap? I am interested / 

in small défferences, as in the number or shape of funnels, 

dimensions of trap, method of removing birds, etc. 

3. Does the sketch below fit any of your traps? 

4. Do you know who designed this trap? 
> 5. Do you know who banded 10 prairie chickens at Trout Lake 

in 1938-39, and in what kind of trap? ae : 

Slee Pecan be 

OM is x f = ~ \ ; ‘he ea 2 ye 

a ay AA L. o BW % ae g xe Eve 9 

7 eo She : 

If this is not the trap you used, or if you have used 
other kinds, would you send me drawings and measurements? 
I'la appreciate it very much if you would answer at once, : 
as I need this information very badly. 

Very truly yours, 

F. Ne Hamerstrom Jre, : : 
: Curator. :
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SEORCR Fa HRSATT 
PIRECIO® Feb. 26 1942 

Mr.F. Ne Hamerstrom Jr. 
Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

I'll now try to answer your letters of the Feb.3 and 23 1942 
First; I did do a little Sharp-tail trapping in the winter of 37-38 

Early in the fall I had bu&ilt up a feed platform by driveing four stakes 

in the ground. these stakes formed the four corners for the platforn. 

I placed the platform four feet above the ground, This was 4'xl0s 
For want of a trap I anchored a large peace of fish netting up inunder this 
platform, put polles around three sides to anchor dowan the net, 
Then I cut the net down two end stakes, then on the lower end of this flap 
I tacked smoth round poll, And in the center of the roller poll I had tied 
a 400 Fi.peace of atrong linnen thread,, Then by rolling up this roller 
and anchoring the other of the string I would conceal myself back of a few - 

bushes and watch untill the sharp-tail entered the trap, Then by releasing 
string and droping the roller I could catch one or two birds at a time. 

QHyes' I covered the polles forming the platform with hay. 
Well I sooned discovered that lying aut in the snow at 25 and 30 below zero 
was no summer resort, So i made a portable funnel that I could carry from 
trap to trap and insert when I was ready to trap the birds, After the birds 
had become accostomed to feeding in side the netting. 

The funnel made by using a board bottom v ahped 8"at the small end 
3' at wide or outter end, At the inner or small end I bent a wire in a loop 
This loop opening was 8" x I'4" Then at the larger or outter end I made 
a squere 3' x 2* "two Ft.in hight" Over this frame 1 streached fish 
net, leaveing the two ends open 

When ready to trap I could insert the portable funnel, atach the 
coupe netting and the trap was sete 

I am enclosing a photo of one of this type traps. 

| I have no record of the number sharp-tail traped in any one trap, Or the 
| total number trapped in the winter of 1937--38 But I am quite positive 

| the winters catch was much higher then 12 birds. Sorrey that I can notte11 
( the number. . 

In the wénter of 1938--39 I build the solid frame trap you speak of. 
This trap was made of old scrap lumber and I did'ent measure any part of it, 
But it was about Gc. 6' x 8' x 16" In this trap I used the same funnel I 
told you abuot above, By lowering the large end to 16" in hight. 
This trap I used two winters, But cought very few birds in it. 

I don't know the number cought any one winter. 

The two traps that I now use are 4' x 8' x 16" and 4' x $ 6" x 16" 
The entrence opening should be 7" wide. 

I remove the birds by lucening the wide end of one of the funnel wings and 
then craling around the funnel, But never the end gate. 

tomed pip the, greatest factor in a good catch is geting the birds a oys_ 

Sincerelt yours Albert Cole. P.S. Over



This winter I have live traped, Banded. and released here 
87 sharp-tail and one Ruff Grouse. : 

AndI have a possible chanca 65 or 70 more in the next few weeks. 
Sharp-tail I mean. 

A gain Sincerely yours LAA y 

Albert Cole.



Edwin S. George Keserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

February 23, 1942 

Mr. Albert Cole 
Michigan Conservation Dep't. 
Paulding, Michigan 

ne ee 

Dear Mr. Cole: 

T'ld appreciate it very much if you would send me, 
right away, the answers to the questions in my letter of 
the 8th. I can't finish last winter's trapping report 
until I hear from you. 

Baumgartner has just written about the trapping in 
the winter of 1937-38. His letter raises a few more 
questions. I did'nt know that you did any trapping during 
that winter, as no names were given in the original report 
to me. Apparently you caught i2 sharptails that winter, : 
and Baumgartner can't remember the details of your trap. / 

Aceording the original report for the winter of 1937- 
38, 12 sharptails were caught in a "“drop-net suspended 
over a feeding rack’; the net was dropped byna pull-string. 
However, in a recent letter Saumgartner saya, "These traps 
were approximately 4'x6'xi0'. The four upper corners were 
aptached by light rope to the poles supporting the feeding 
platform" (but underneath the pisafaee’ "and the netting 
was weighted down at the bottom by attaching it to long 
poles. Cole first attempted to prop up one side and trip 
the trap by a string but, if I recall correctly, later 
built in a large funnel on one side of the trap." When I 
asked him for wore details, he could'nt teil me how many 
birds were caught before the funnel was added, whether the 
trap was gig on top of or beneath the platform, what the 
funnel was like. Can you tel] me? How is the rest of 
Baumgarther's description, as quoted above? It sounds as 
though this trap, after the funnel was added, was very much 
like the feeding d¥¢Z platform trap that Ammann used last 
winter. 

It looks now as — I'ld have all the information 
I neéd from you, if you will answer the questions ny 

last letter and in this one. I'm sorry to keep pestering 

you. 

Sincerely, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 

Curator



Edwin S. George Reswrve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

February 8, 1942 

Mr. Albert Cole 
Paulding, Michigan 

Dear ‘ir. Cole: 

Thank you for your letter of the 2d. 

If I understand correctly, you started sharptail trapping 

‘ 34-46 in the winter of 1938-39, using a solid frame one wing-funnel 
fe trap; after catching about 14 birds in this trap, you gave 

it up and designed a portable one wing-funnel trap. For the 

rest of the winter of 1938-39, all of the winter of 1939-40, 
and all of the winter of 1940-41, you used this second trap. 
This second trap was varied somewhat in shape and size as 
you tried it out, but was always built on the one principle. 

Shaul hat was your solid frame one-wing-funnel trap like? 

ab b Apparently, then, the record for 1939-40 was incorrect. 
re It said that you caught most of your 128 sharptails in a 

wing-funnel, but some in a non-portable aa funnel. I 
fake it that all were caught in your portable one wing-funnel. 

of Are the two sizes of your present trap 4'x8'xl6" and 
4'x6'x16"7 

, How far apart are the inner ends of the wing funnels? 
4 That is, how wide is the entrance? 

De you remove birds from your trap by taking off the 
No- ™ { rear panel and crawling in? 
we Pweg § 

one Sincerely yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jre, 
Curator.
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 
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GEORGE R. HOGARTH Paulding. Michigan. 

eras Feb. 2 1942 

Mr.F.NgHamerstrom Jr. 
Curator. 

Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom. 

I have just recived your letter of Jan. 28 1942 
And will try to give you the information you want. 

First. I beleave that I banded 77 sharp-tail the winter of 38 and 39. 

And 128 unbanded birds in 39 -40 trapping. And also retrapped 23 Of these 
panded birds, And of these 9 were recought the third time. 

One of these birds I released at dark one mile from the trap it was cought 
in. And recought the same banded bird in the same trap thirty minuets after 
day light the next morning. 
The winter of 40-41 Itrapped 104 Birds and A few repeaters. 

In 38-39 trapping I made and used A sb¥he solid$$eeew frame one 
Are © wing funnel trap, And with this trap-I traped about ~“I4 birds, —— 

i I then abondend that type of trap be cause it to bulkey to hahdle in the 

brush or on the car. 

The only other trap that I have used is A portable One wing funnel typ= 
I have tried these traps in different shapes and sizes, When I started this 
work it was just left up to me to work out some trap that would automaticly 

Catch, hold, and not injure the birds. 
And so I have finley dé@Sdéhneds desiyned the trap that I now use, And have in 

two sizes. Im closed you will A drawing of the trap. 

The questions which you ask I can best answer on your own letter. 

You will find that there is quite A difference in the distence of the wings 

of the funnel in porportion to the trap size. i find that the funnel 
, should be just two thirds of the totel length of the trap. : 

| | I find that one funnel only is best. 

I will be glad to give you any other notes that you may require. 

Very truly yours. 

Albert Cole. 
Game bird trapper.
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This trap i¢ made of seven frames of white pine 2" strips 13/16 in. thick. 

Two frames 8'x I'4" Side of trap. i ; 
Two frames 8'x 2" Top of trap. 
Two frames 6'x 1'g" Funnel wings : 
One frame 4'x I'4" End gate ; 

Leave the netting all dn one pease for the two top frames And the 
$ netting will act as A hinge. 

Trap can be folded up and carried on top of auto.
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan : 

January 28, 1942 

Mre Albert Cole 
Michigan Conservation Department j 
Ewing, Michigan 

v Dear Mir. Cole: : 

There has been a slight mix-up in the sharptail banding 
records which were sent to mee I am writing to you to see if . 
you can help me straighten it out. - = 

WV4tout, (03 ST a owt fon : 
Aecording to the records, you ed 77 sharptails ; 

1938-39, all caught in a “portable el" trap; in 1939-40, 
128 sharptails, caught mostly in " ~funnel" trap, but 
some in a “non-portable single funnel" WI would appreciate it - 
very much if you would answer.the following questions: 

1. Is this the portable funnel trap that you used in 1938-397 
“ - > ee : 

4 : 5 \ - Py se rr | “ Z " we, ~ i Ape 

& Re *VD ba os Bee th = oes ~ ~ NG 

as <2 -? 

2. Did you use any other trap in 1938-39. If so, please 
send a diagram, with dimensions. : 

Dethee > 8. VYho designed the trap above? 
Ne —> 4+ Do you know who banded 10 prairie chickens at Trout Lake 

in 1938-39, and in what kind of trap? 
b eleee 5. Is this the wing-funnel trap that you used in, 1939-40? 

s — ot Ale Ke ' tz 
3 2 oe TNS 

yy" AQ, ee ; ~* 4 : ji pe 

Bae { y ae es pe Ay } + 

Ss ¥ 2 tT a aa A ge = { : \ xX > ‘eerie val 5 Tel ts Want is a + aah = 
o a oN ane \y re 

5 = ee. a th eee) te ee 

& : ; in “ss eer ; ksi nents Pi : 
f 6. Is this the non-portable single-funnel? 

oF — : 0 ° repeat es Se ee



Albert Cole 
Pe 2 

: 7. Can you tell me about how many birds you cout in the 
te and how many in the non-portable single-funnel 

ie in 1938-39? : : 
‘) 8. Did you use the same kind of wing-funnel traps in both 

we 1939-40 and 1940-41, or did you make changes? 
(we :) 9. If you have used traps which differ from the three which 

eS I have diagrammed, please send drawings of them, with dimensions. 
I am interested in small differences, such as number and shape 

Ww of funnels, dimensions of trap, method of removing birds, ete. 

L'ld appreciate your help in straightening out the 
records. Can you send me the answers to these questions at 
once? I need them right away. 

Very truly yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jre, 
Curator
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
teks -ANN- ARBOR- MIGHIGAN.-U~5—A~ 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

Edwin S. Georce Reserve 
Pinckney, Michican 

January 23, 1942 

Mr. Albert Cole 
Michigan Conservation Department 
Ewing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Cole: 

There has been a slight mix-up in the sharptail banding 
records which were sent to me. I am writing to you to see if 
you can help me straighten it out. 1087 vat 
. a (440-4) 103 Rad Tadec. a : . 

According to the records, you banded) 77 sharptails T 
1938-39, all caught in a "portable funnel] trap; in 1939-40, 
128 sharptails, caught mostly in "wing/Tunnel" trap, but | 
some in a "non-portable single funnel"svI would appreciate it 
very much if you would answer the following questions: 

1. Is this the portable funnel trap that you used in 1938-397 

oe = COS) ne) 
es 5 6’ \ / 6K NI Ss L re ‘ oe 

ke XV nb N\ MA MON Atere, 
I ne ver used then | ~ Cw a ——T ras 

trap \ CO ee / Pe BSi Qo of Rl. 

APrhoommaS SS : 
Cb \o Usd) how o> 

2. Did you use any other trap in 1938-397 w£-so, please 

I don't kmow-33. Who desismed the trap above? 
On ~»4. Do you know who banded 10 prairie chickens at Trout Lake 

in 1938-39, and in what kind of trap? 
Yes--e5. Is this the wing-funnel trap that you used in 1939-407? 'F4o-412 

pre ata we a 
4X6 1% 1 Alii 

er 

anh, 1 fake | | 
WP > 4 8! lS Ue 

- Wa s > ys - Y | Be y& SR Fool vattinng oil), | taas 5 Age 
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no. 6. Is this the non-portable single-funnel? ‘ 
— }



Albert Cole 
Pe 2 

7. Can you tell me about how many birds you caught in the 
Vite soca and how many in the non-portable single-funnel 
in 1938-39? < 
8. Did you use the same kind of wing-funnel traps in both 
1939-40 and 1940-41, or did you make changes? 
9. If you have used traps which differ from the three which 
I have diagrammed, please send drawings of them, with dimensions. 
I am interested in small differences, such as number and shape 
of funnels, dimensions of trap, method of removing birds, etu. 

I'ld appreciate your help in straightening out the 
records. Can you send me the answers to these questions at 
once? I need them right away. 

Very truly yours, 

— ee 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 
Curator.
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Edwin S. George leserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

February 12, 1942 

Dear Andy: 

It was good to hear from you, even if -- you louse -- 
you passed us by in clearing out. However, I can imagine that 
you were a pretty busy fellow and I can't really blame 
you for not stopping. 

Don't know how far I can get with the suspected 
hybrids, but I'll do my best. Hybrid skins are not exactly 
common, I fear, and your specimens are'nt exactly the most 
complete imaginable. Speaking of the specimens -- is'nt 
that just the way it always goes? There was a great deal 
on my part, aiso, that I wanted to talk over with you. ‘Ye 
both get rather lonely for some good chicken talk. 

Thanks for sending the report on Cole's trapping. 
Very interesting... May I quote (probably not quote directly 

{ so much as summarizing) parts of it? I'ld like to tell 
, the Coop about several things in it: best way to toe-clip; 
\ baiting; location of trapping sites; “training” period. 

His method of taking his traps in.panel by panel sounds 
| screwy to me -~ still, he catches lots of birds. I can{t we he 
see that birds shy away from traps, in the first place, oa | a eae 
They do hesitate to actually enter, but trom the way they 
feed around them, jump on yop, reach in through the netting, 
etc., I don't believe that the trap as an object on the 
teeding field causes any alarm. And what the hell-- a 
bunch of panels on the ground don't look much like the 
assembled trap. I do think that it's a good idea to leave 
traps unset a while in a new place, to give the birds a chance 
to get used to having them around and to feeding insdde. 

| How about describing your feather-wear age criterion, 
or would you prefer to keep it under wraps until you actually 

| publish? 

No 5-year summary yet -- thanks in part, anyway, to 
you. You've stirred up a pretty kettle of fish for me. 
Damn good thing, too -- it means that I'll eventaally (I 
hope) be able to,correct some mistakes going back to the 
first year of the Coop. The Mich. banding records are 
sadly inaccurate. You put me on to it when you sent me 
drawings and photos of Cole's and Turner's traps. 

Best wishes to you all. “Ye aire all well; Alan is 
beginning to walk, has 10 teeth, still pretty fat, very 
little trouble.
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Trip reporte-Jamary 19 & 20, 1942 
Re: Sharptail trapping at Ewen. 

On Jamery 19 & 20 Saapton ahd I drove to Swen where we Joined Hickie 

and MeBeath to review Abbert “Ube oo trapping work and help him 

with his first attempt at trapping Vetebler had also planned to go along 

ut due to a bad foot he did not think it advisable to do so. 

I had previously notified Cole to let McBeath and I know when he 

planned to start trapping. I was anxious to be on hanl to make sure 

that Cole sexed and aged the birds correctly, and to talk over general 

procedures of the work. ‘Shapton went along to get some suggestions from 

Cole's trapping methods to use here at Cusino. 

Although conditions for trapping were much better the previous week, 

for there was more snow them, it was not possible for us all to get to- 

gether at that time. ‘The weather turned cuite mild early this week, 

causing mech of the snow tc melt and akbowing the birds to feed in some 

of the grain and pea fields instead of at the stations. Cole believed 

a light snow would have forced the birds te f@ed at the beited areas 

and that he could have caught at least 35 sherptails at this one station 

as it was being used by 50 to 60 birds regukargly. 

The traps were set on the evening of the 19th, and the following 

morning 16 birds were csvght. Unfortunately one of the sharpteils 

found the funnél entrance and got away as we were maneuvering for phote- 

graphs. Cole usually stuffs a burlap sack into the funnel entrance 

immediately upon arriving at a trap, this usuelly prevents such losses. | 

ALL of us aetinyin ls ‘Yne 15 birdd were removed from the 3.



Eenoxandua to Une Juht 
Sontimed 

traps, serted, aged, banded, and tee-clipped. I pointed out 3 cheracters 

te use in determining set——under tall ceverts, middle tailefeathers and 

the comb over the eye. Cole wae urged to examine all three characters 

of each bird rather than depend on any single character because of 

possibic over. spping.I don't think any of the sex criteria taken 

seperately are totally reliable. We all agreed without any question 

that of the 19 birds, 6 were d's & 6 were g'e. nly one ef then ms 

doubtful, I told Cole te be sure to mark all such doubtful determinations 

with a mewtion mark. (eclece trl qe dts « Cghon lar) r 

Eicicile, Shapten, Mejeath end I had no difficulty whatseever in 

aging sharptatis. Foan tures were separated from adults by the single 

criterion of the relative degree of abrasion ef tips of the 2nd ani 

3rd primaried. Cole seeued to hesitate on one or tee of then but 

Z believe be did not have a chance to examine them clesely enough. 

He is apt te depend te some extent on the characters that he used 

lest year (which hove singe proved inconstant) rather than thet of 

aifferencial weer on the primaries which we now know to be accurate. 

There is mo question in my mind thst this age criterion is reliable 

end can be used successfully by algost any one» The other criteria I 

used last year---amount of spotting on outer web of lst primary, 

counter af tip of first and second primaries, and the amount ef 

white in the first primary covert~eneed not be used at all. 

All in all, I think Cole's determinations will be fairly reliable, 

although it sould be well for McBeath to go with him when practicable. 

Of the 15 birds trapped, 1) were immatures and I was an adult.
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Their weights were 3 follows: 

& Tomature ¢'a averaged 30.5 ounces (27-33 ounces) 
7 Iematore y's averaged 31.9 eunces (29.5836 ounces) 
1 adult male weighed 54.5 

The above figures show how unreliable weight would be in Judglag 

Sax and 2x. : 

he wetal bands were attached on the right legs, to distinguish 

this year's birds from the few released Last year, (wiich were bended 

on the left Leg) 

The lest operation vefere releasing the bird wes thet of ¢] tipping 

‘She outer or right tos op th@ right foot. Ghapten showed us the simple 

matnod he used in toeeclipping weodcimeke amd it worke: fine. Ae need 

a pair of wire snips applying them betyean two of the joiuts of the 

birds toe (on the vhelenge), giving the loose toe 2 final twist te 

wrench tt free. ‘The resulting wound bled = Little or not at all, and 

in no case did I notice the bird “wincing" during the operation. last 

year we used ecissore ani a razor and cut the toes at the joiats, 

which method of ten regulted in considerable bleeding, caused the 

birds te “winee*, aud consumed a lot of time. Xeleath said he would 

purchase a pair of pliers for Cole that would be mitable for both 

banding and toe-glinping. 

We decided that it wuld be most pfacticable to tee-clip the 

birds at Cole's six best stations only, (to evoid confusion), removing 

a different toe at each of those stetions. It is not likely that he 

wili bave mere than six good trapping sites anyway. These marked birds



shovld ield some data on movements on‘ dispersal this winter and spring, 

before the snow melts. For example, there are some 50 sharptails coming 

in to this first trapping site. They comprise several flocke that evidently 

gather from the surrounding area. Perhans we may ve able to find, oat 

just how fer they travel by exarining the tracks. “bhrceing grevnds can 

also be chseked. for toe-clipped birds, prior to the (isapsearance of the 

snowd. 

“hether or not Cole or anyone else traps next yeer, someones should 

follow vp on these birts next winter (and subsequently) when tracking conditions 

: are good--to determine surrivsl, longevity, and disverasl. 

) I suggested that Cole try a fer homing experiments (originally 

sugaested by Dongless) by releasing some of the birie he traps at 

5 and 10 miles from the trapping eite. Cole mentioned thet he hed slready 

made one gach expsriment. Mve birds trapped in section 22, 47-38 were 

released in section 12, 47+"0 ten miles distant, in the winter of 1939-40. 

The followin: winter (1940-11) some of these sane birds were recantured 

at the point of geleage. I have a recerd in my notes of sharptail #2 

15837 released at section 12, 47-0 on Jarmary 8, 1940 and trapped again 

on Jamary 3, 1941 at the same spot (thenbhipved to Grayling). Cole 

should be asked to check this in his personal record. 

Another item of interest~-Cole has net been able to locate 

flarptails at severel of the stations where entire flocks were trapped 

and removed beth Laat winter and the winter before last. 

Since it is often advisable to hold birds overnight in order to



Memorandum to Mr. Ruhl 

trap out entire flocks (and siace Cole had no facilities for holding 

them) 1 phoned Reynolds (from Shingleton) asking him to send Cole the shipping 

crates he had at Munuscong. McBeath will also send or bring him those stored 

at Baraga. 

Due to the difficulty we had been hav¢ing at Cusino in trapping sharp- 

tails for the winter feeding and propagation experiments, ‘Shapton and I 

brought back 8 of the 15 birds examtned—tne—tiret—dey-tvema This fact will 

be kept es quiet as possibis, and I don't think Cole will mention it te the 

local people. 

With average luck (with the weather) Cole believes he could trap at 

least 150 sharptails by the end of February, so I believe by all means that 

he should be kept on tue payroll until that time. ‘Should the present warn 

spéll contime he may be able to trap only a comparatively few birds by the 

end of this month, and his efforts will have been almost wasted unless 

trapping can be continued next month. 

Hiekie and I agreed that if Cole does trap a minimun of 150 birds, 

and he releases from + to 2/3 of these at the trapping site (shipping 

the rest), local sentiment would not roused too mech, Jack $teinmetz 

was ready to bet Cole that he could not trap 25 birds all season, so if 

he should succeed in trapping 150 to 200 birds there should be little 

eause for complaint. 

Remarks on Cole's trapping techingue 
Albert Cole has been so succes*ful in trapping sharptails, largely, 

88 @ result of hard work. He baits every possible place where he sees



sharptails or where they have been reported to him, and although many of his 

baiting spots are not located by the birds, a few of them are. Some of the 

flocks come to or near his baiting stations a mumber of times before they 

begin eating the bait, out Cole le persistant ond tends his stations assiduously, 

particularily when it snows daily. 

For bait he used car and shelled cern, but has found that he must 

get the birds te ea¥ the shelled corn first, before they will touch the 

ear corn. He says they are somewaat leery of the sar corn at firsés for 

it is probsbly a strange sight to them. He considers peas one of the best 

of the baits but did not use it because of the higher cost. At some of his 

stations he uses the fruiting hesds of sumac to attrect the birds. 

Tae tops of bilis and the viciuity of gravel vits seemed to nave 

been Cole's best trappings sites in past years. This year be is having good 

success on some of the farmlands. farm areas the birds are most likely 

to find the bait in small grain or pea fields which they had visited in the 

fall. At first Cole scatters hait on a knoll or ridge {on the arm) and 

after the birda havo found this he will gradually change the location to 

& Druchy spot. dere he claims the birds will more readily enter the trep 

and there is less likelihood that the trap will @tteact the ‘bttention of 

curious humans. 

Cole waits until the birds are ten4v customers before setting up 

his traps. ‘then he is ready to do 30 he does it gradually, by bringing 

& panel at a time to the scene, and finally assembling the whole. Then 

he concentrates on trapping out this one flock, using more that one trap
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Memorandum to Mre Ruhl 

if the flock is larger than 6 or 6 birds. One of the reasons for his 

success is the fact that he waits until he believes moet or all of the 

birds in the fleck are regulariy entering the trap to eed, before making 

the attempt. Then he will set the trap for 2 or 3 suecessive deys and 

try to catch the entire flock. If he does so he will move on to a new 

site, if not, he agein baits the trap for a week or 10 days, o¢ more, 

before setting it again. 

Whether or not Cole loses many birds by not using a bob-wire at 

the funnel entrance of hie traps, I don*t kmow-«I doubt whethes the extra 

care mecessary to keep a bob-wire iu werlting order (free from ice and now) 

would meke up for this possible slight loss. I believe some of the funnel 

openings could be made marrower without hindering the birds! entrance for 

some of them seem to be about 5 inches wide. 

Very rarely has any bird, that Cole hes trapped, been injured, probably 

mainly due to the fact that he knows by experience the beat tine to vollect 

the birds from the traps. That is, he waits until all that are going to do 

so have entered, end collects them before they have been inside too long. 

This may also be the main reason for his having so few escapes. 

GA, dmann 
GaA/dew 1/23/42
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December 26, 1941 

Dr. Frederick Ne Hamerstrom 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinkney, Michigan 

Dear Hammy: 

Thanks for the list of your publications. Dr. Stebler has checked a 
in pencil those reprints he would like for use at the Station. I have 
checked in red some that I don't havee Our clerk, a promising young eo 

wildlifer (poor guy) would appreciate any or all reprints in this list 
that you can spare. Also, would you please place his name on your mail- — 
ing list of geme bird trapping reports - use his home address as follows; a= 
John R. Winchester, 525 South Front St., Dowagiac, Michigan. John is 
helping us trap chickens this winter. 

We have a few baiting stations and some birds are coming in to them 
but we havn't trapped any yet. If trapping goes good this winter Stebler 

intends to hold some sharptails and prairie chickens in captivity for 
experimental feeding and attempt at propagation. tt will be interesting 

to see how sharptails react to a feeding experiment such as the one you 
(et al) carried on for prairie chickens. Perhaps you can offer some 
suggestions. 

I am enclosing some enlargements of traps and trapping operations. 
Have forgotten which ones you requested for Dre Leopold, so please for- 
ward them on to him. You can copy the data on the reverse side the 
same as I have on your prints. 

I have receivednotice that I will probably be called to active mil- 
itary duty at Fort Benning, Georgia, about Jane 15. Darn the war anyway. 
If I have a chance I may stop in to see you or perhaps we could meet in 
Ann Arbor. Will let you know; it will be about the 12th or 13th, most 

likely. 

F Thanks for your Christmas wishese The best to you all for the 

\V> New Year. 
\\ 

fa 
Sincerly, 

woe 
GAA/ jrw
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF SHARPTAILED GROUSE 

AND PRAIRIE CHICKENS, WITH NOTES ON SEX AND AGE CHARACTERS 

Because of essentially similar habits, manner of flight, and general. 

habitat, the two species of prairie grouse -- the Prairie Chicken and Sharptailed 

Grouse -- are sometimes confusing to the average sportsman. Many are ware, of 

course, that there are two species, but believe it too difficult to attempt to tell 

them apart in the field. Others call them all prairie chickens, 2zppurently not 

noting the difference ever after they have bagged them. 

Since prairie chickens and sharptails are both found over much of northern 

Michigan, inquiries concerning these two species have often been made, particularly 

in sreas where the sharptails have appeared only in the last year or two. 

This leaflet has been prepared with the object of answering such questions 

concerning these birds. Only those features that mosY readily separate the two 

birds in the field, and in the hand, are described here. Additional notes on differ- 

entiating the sexes and sages of the birds were thought to be of interest, since 

there have also been inquiries on these subjects. 

It is taken for granted that very fev, if any, bird hunters f<il to dis- 

tinguish the thicket and woods--loving ruffed grouse (partridge) from either of the 

two predominantly open-—cowuntry birds here discussed. 

I. Aids to field identification. 

When the birds are flushed and fly directly away from the observer, as is 

most often the case, the sharptail shows white on the outer sides of the tail (like 

a meadowlark), while the prairie chicken's teil is dark (except for a thin white 

fringe at the tip, usually not visible in flight). (Compare Figures 1 and 2) This 

is the most useful character in differentiating these two birds in flight, but it 

cannot be seen at long range or when visibility is poor. 

At very close range or when the birds fly overhead one can often see in 

silhouette the distinctly pointed tail of the sharptail (Fig. 1), altogether 

\ . ‘ it A Crm tut AA" coat i cae



different from the wide, slightly rounded tail of the prairie chicken (Fig. 2, a or 

, . dys 

When the birds sre flying toward, or to one side of the observer, the 

sharptail gives the general effect of being much lighter in color than the prairie 

chicken, mainly because its breast and flenks are very light, while the entire 

under side of the prairie chicken is/dark. This difference is most striking in ree 

winter when the birds are seen standiug or walking about on the snow; the sharptail 

appearing quite gray and the prairie chicken seeming to be almost black. 

Both species are apt to utter 2 series of short, guttural notes (often 

called cackling) as they take wing, but the sharptail cackles much oftener, and 

perhaps somewhat louder than the prairie chicken. Quite often slmost every bird in 

a flock of 8 or 10 sharptails will cackle as they flush, while the same size or 

even a larger flock of prairie chickens might get up without cackling, or only 1 or 

2 in the flock doing so. 

Sharpteils are not as likely tc flush 411 together as a flock of prairie 

chickens often does, and therefore are usually considered easier to bag. 

The type of country in which the birds ure seen is of'ten an indication 

of the species, but in many instances their habitats overlap to such an extent that 

this cannot be used as a means cf identification. In general, it can be said that 

Sharptails prefer tne more brushy clearings, prairie chickens the more open situa- 

tions. Sharptaiis are more often seen on uncultivated lands, and prairie chickens 

more often on or near farms. Wotable exceptions to this last statement are some of 

the open blueberry plains, where one ig likely to see more prairie chickens than 

sharptails, and the vast Seney marshes, where the two species are probably about 

equally abundant. On the other hand, in the west end of the upper peninsula, where 

prairie chickens are very scarce, the sharptails are often seen on or near farms. 

iI. Identifying the dead birds. 

Some of the more cbvious features of both species are as follows: 

= B=



Sharptail Prairie Chicken eral 

a. Midcle pair of tail-feathers a. Tail feathers nearly equal in 
project about 1 inch beyond length (Fig. Z, a or b). 

rest of tail; cuter tail 
feathers much shorter (Fig..1). 

b. Bare parinne a? lesa. aaa Touts, b. Bare portions of legs and feet 
biack. yellow. 

c. "V" marks on breast feathers. c. Heavy dark bers across breast 
and belly feathers. 

d. No feather tufts on neck. d. Fexther tufts present on neck. 

III. Prairie chicken - sharptail crosses. 

There have beer. reports of prairie chicken-sharptail crosses or hybrids 

shot, and several specimens have recently been examined which prove that the two 

species do interbreed occasionally. 

These specimens were intermediate in plumage between a prairie chicken 

and a sharptail. Their tails were like those of a prairie chicken, but the two 

middle feathers projected only slightly (about 1/4 inch) beyond the other tail 

feathers, and the markings on the breast were crescent-shaped (i.e., intermediate 

between "V" marks and straight bars), giving them a mottled appearance. The neck 

tufts were very short or absent. 

IV. Sexing. / cn 1 

Sharptailed Grouse. The male has a distinct yellow comb over each eye 

(usually somewhat hidden by feathers), and the middle tail-feathers have more of a 

_ lengthwise pattern, that is, the dark stre:ks tend to run pirallel to the shaft 

of the feather with only 1 or 2 cross-bars near the tip (Fig. 3, a). The female 

has only a trace of, or entirely lacks the yellow over the eye, ond the two middle 

tail feathers are usually heavily cross-barred their entire length (Fig. 3,b). 

There is some variation in this tail-feather pattern, however, end it alone is thus 

not always reliable in determining the sex. It should be used in conjunction with 

the comb character. 

eB)



Prairie chicken sexes are much easier to tell. The males have neck tufts 

about 3 inches long, & yellow comb over the eyes (Fig. 4,a) end the tail feathers 

are mostly black without any markings. Sometimes 1 or 2 pairs of the feathers in 

the center of the tail have some brown markings, but the eenainiag ones are entirely 

Cark (Fig. 2,a). In the female all the tail feathers are cross—barred with brown 

(Fig. 2,b), the neck tuft is much shorter, and there is little or no yellow over 

the eye (Fig. 4,b). 

It might also be mentioned that the sexes of prairie chickens can some- 

times be distinguished in the field. When flushed and seen in good light at close 

range the black tail of the male can be distinguished from the brownish appearing 

tail of the female, and when the birds are seen on the ground at close range, or 

with the aid of a pair of field glasses, the longer neck tufts of the males can 

often be nade out. 

V. Age determination. 

How to tell old birds (1 year or over) from young birds of the year has 

been a subject of much speculation anong himters. Many sportsmen differentiate 

old from young birds by their weight, believing that heavy birds are cld ones, the 

lighter ones young birds. 

It is true thet the old birds average heavier than ycung ones, but there 

are sc many exceptions that this method is little better than a guess with these 

species. The fact that males average heavier than females among both prairie 

chickens and sharptails further confuses the issue, since most hunters probably 

do not pay much attention tc the sexes. Even if due regard is given to the sex 

of the birds when comparing their weights, one would probably only have slightly 

more than & 50-50 chance of judging correctly, because there is so little @iffer- 

ence in the average weights of young snd old birds of the same sex. 

The average weights of a number of birds shot during the humting season 

are given below, by sex and age groups: 

sie



Average Average 
Weight of Weight of 
Sharptails Prairie Chickens 

Young female --------~- 26 omees 28 ounces 
Ola " sassmssoio ls Bases 29 =" ao 

Young male aoe 30.«*S te " 
Old " ccigeecieaenen. 32 tt 34, "W 

There is a character by which one can tell the age of "chickens" (of 

either sex) without question, if this character is present. Simply examine the 

outer three wing ferthers and if the third feather is short (not fully grown), it 

is a young bird; but if the first, or outer wing feather instead, is small or not 

yet fully grown, it is an old bird. Figure 5, a and b, will help clarify these 

points. 

This age determination is based on the fact that the method of molting 

the wing feathers differs in cld and young prairie chickens and sharntails, and so 

is only useful vefore the birds have completed their molt. 

Last fall practically every "chicken" examined was still molting in 

October, so this character was most useful. Possibly fewer birds muy show it this 

year because they probably nested earlier and therefore may complete their molt 

sooner than they did last season. 

This character also holds good for ruffed grouse. 

No way has yet been found te tell the exact age of birds one year or 

older, that is, whether they are 1, 2, 3 or more years of age. The above methods 

simply separate those under a year old from those 1 or more years of age. 

G. A. Smmann 

Cusino Wildlife Experiment Station 
9/4/41. Michigan Department of Conservation 
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Cusino Wildlife Experiment station 
Shingleton, Michigan 

July 26, 1941 

Mr. #3... HamKerstrom 
Edwin 5, George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Hamny: 

You asked for it, so here it is, If there are any 
points you wish me to enlarge further on, let me know, 

I will be anxious to see the 5-year summary report, 
and more power to you, 

On page 2 is a table summarizing most of the data 
you wanted on chickens banded this past season, in Michigan, 
I might add the folloving: 

1, All birds were banded with State Metal bands, 

2, ‘The colored bands on mine and Bryens'birds 
were used to discriminate between the gex-age groups 

as follows: 
Red-----Adult male 
Blue----Immature male 
Yellow--Adult female 
Green---Immature female 

3, In figuring percentage of birds retrapped the 
fohlowing year don't use the total number of birds trappq@ 
in the case of Cole and Turner, for most of their birds 
were Shipped out. You would get the true percentage of 
returns only from the number of birds released at the site 

of trapping, which was as follows: 

Cole Turner 

1937-38 Didn't trap 6 
1938-58 7% 6 

1939-40 39 0 

4, Better omit all of Cole's and Turner's figures 
in determining the repeats in any single year, because thegr 
would undoubtedly have retrapped a great many more &@f they 

hadn't shipped out most of their birds, 

5, Cole's traps (I believe I already described 
then to you) were all a modified wing-funnel type, and 
portable, The modification was that he did not have any 
wings but placed the funnel wholly inside of the trap 

\ so that the throat cane to Within a foot or so from the 
. back, and he didn't use bob-wires, He has had much better
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success by setting uv the trap this vay than with wings, 
which he tried when he first used this type of trap last 

year, I believe, 

I think there are two reasons for his success with 

his present system (tho I may be all wet): (a) Tne birds 

have a larger space to feed under the top (but still outside) 
of the trap and therefore become accustomed to feed under 

something, then they vill more readily enter the trap since 

the transition from the funnel to the inside of the trap is 

not so greaty (b) The throat being so near the back of the 
trap the birds spend most of their time in one or the other 

side (instead of crossing from one to the other) and therefore 

it is lees likely that they will find the opening and escape, 

This also eliminates the need for a bob-wire which does 
not work so well in this heavy snov country anycvay, where 
it would need constant attention to keep it in working order. 

Cole used two sizes of trans 4' x 6! by We high, and 

4'x8! nyt, He didn't use a take-out box but undid one of 
the funnel wings and crawled in, 

Turner used the same 4-way funnel trao he has used in 

pest years, and I don't think it is so good, for the birds do 
not seem to learn to work through it freely when the trap 

is open, It ig just,like a maze for the birds to find the 
single Sper ing tbneaet the 4 corners of the trap. Again, after 

they are trapped, it is quite a feat to coax the birds into 
the right corner and enter the take-out box, 

Cole and Turner both report that some of the male 

| sharp-tails eften kept others from entering the trap, Cole 

\ trapped out several entire flocks and in a number of cases 

more males were caught at first and more females in later cate 

ches at the same trap, Hed not all of the birds been removed 

from these flocks it is doubtful whether they could all have 

’ been trapped, ‘Thus this should suggest a useful technique 

if the trapper wishes to trap out all or nearly all in any 

flock---that is, to merely hold captive all of the birds so 

they are caught until the entire flock has been taken, before 

releasing them again, I used this technique in catching 14 of 

a flock of 16 sharo-tails, This is, of course, quite helpful 

. din ascertaining the sex-age composition of winter flocks, It 

nay not be anything new though, I used a large stetionary 

funnel trap (lo' x 10' x B' high) built under a platform upon 

which vas a grain stack intended as a winter feeding station, 

The birds preferred to feed on the loose grain under the 

platform (when it was available) rather than dig it out from 

the stack on top of the platform, The sides of the funnel 

extended right to the center of the trap, It was quite 

satisfactory, egpecially efter I opened up the four cornevs 

Slightly to make it easier for the birds to find their way 

out of the trap during the “training” period, for it vas noted 

that even with half of the back open the birds had diffienlty 

in finding their vay eut after they were thru feeding (this 

ascertained by 0.C,C, enrollee watching from blind), The
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figures on the next page vill illustrate this adequately, I 

hope, 

After the openings were left at the four corners of 

this. trep the birds found their vay out much easier, It seems 

plausible that the birds would be less suspicious if they could 

escape more easily from the inside of the trap, and the sight 

of birds anxiously pacing back and forth in the trap may dis- 

courage some of those still on the outside from entering, 

| Another advantage of the sm@éll exits in the corners is 

| that it necessitates the birds using the funnel entrance at 

{} all times (except for possibly en oceasional bird finding one 

|| of the small o enings in the corners) as against the large door 

|| which was often used as an entrance for some of the birds, 4s 

|| well as an exit, before the change was mede, 

\ Keeping the above in mind I built a portable funnel 

trap, with the help and advice of a technician at CCC Camp Cusino, 

vhich I loaned to Osear 3ryens at licillan, fhe letter had 

previously stated his willingness to trap and band prairie 

chickens that were coming to his farm to feed on corn, Diagrams 

of this trap are shown on page 6, 

This trap worked very well, according to -ryens, and is 

easy to set or unset as desired, but I pelieve it would be 

easier to make a sliding door (of & dizle or something light) 

at the "funnel end" exits to obviate the necessity of scifting 

the funnel panels back and forth, The back end of the trap is 

simple to operate for one simply tightens the wing nuts when the 

panels are svung to the desired “open” position, ‘then to close 

or set the trap one ving mut is tightened (with the corresponding 

panel swung shut, of course) and the other bolt and wing nut 

entirely renoved, and this panel held shut with hooks and eyes, 

This latter panel is then used as a door by the trapper vnoen 

he enters to capture the birds, 

I pelieve tunis trap would have been better only 1 1/2 

| feet in height, and I think thet 6 ft, is long enough vhen working 

witi small flocks (10 - 20 birds) such as we have nere, 

Bryens also used a tip-top trap (as originally described 

by you) borrowed from the Seney Pederal Wildlife Refuge, but had 

little suecess (1 prairie chicken), 

Surner was the only one to use a takeout box, Seems to 

me I would rather crawl into the trap after the birds than use 

such a box, but since I havn't used one my judgement would be 

of little value, so much for traps, 

Oh yes, I might also mention snother unique catch, but WX 

which vould hardly lend itself as a method of capturing chickens, 

exeept on rare occasions, Two fellows from the Game Division, 

Ford Xellum ard “en Jenkins, flushed some sharptails from a 

daneing ground one morning when there was an exceptionally heavy 

dev, They noted that all had difficulty in flying, but one 

bird could not even teke off, and after a short chase they suec eed - 

ed in capturing it. Its prisaries were quite wet and matted --
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small wonder that it couldn't fly, When the feathers dried, the 
biré appeared quite normal and probably could have flown, It is 
now a captive at the Susino Experiment Station, 

6, The baits taken most readily dexfod ed almost entirely, 
it seems, on thst the birds had available »revious to the trapping 

; seeson, or to What they had been educated to take in srevious 
| years, I had one deuce of a time trying to educate the sharptails 
| in this area to take grain, for they did not recognize it as 
| food at all, After several veeks of baiting with iit, Ash KEXYYtun 
| branches loaded vith fruit, and even mixing loose berries with 
| the grain, only 1 or 2 sharptails of e flock of about a dozen 

|| learned to eat the grain, although they often valked on it and 
|| selected the it, ash berries from the mixture, When my source 

of it, Ash frutt gave out,most of the flock abandoned the feeding 
station, but I did capture one, finally, on grain, ‘turner had 

‘| gimiler experiences at L'Anse, 

I believe that if one is planning an intensive trapping 
campaign im country where little or nok grain is available, 
the vest way to educate the birds to eat grain is to scatter 
it directly on the dancing grounds in the spring, and occasionally 

\ bait the same spots thfough the summer and fall, and then trap 
them there in winter, I have tried this on several dancing 
areas this spring, and the birds apparently have found and eaten 
the grain quite readily, In one instance I scattered some corn 
on tne snow in early March, amd I noted that the birds had even 
been digging into the snov after some of the kernels, I do not 
think these birds had known what a kernel of corn was, previously, 

7, A little about my experiences vith marking for 
future field identification, I did not attempt to mark birds 
individually. I used the colored leg bands to separete the 4 
sex and age groups as I mentioned above, and tried both toe- 
clipping and inserting of a differently-colored feather in the 
tail, as a flock identification, that is, all birds in the same 
flock were given a feather of the same color, and the same toe 
vas clipped, Sryens used only the tail feather and colored 
leg bands and did not toe-clip, -+urner and Cole only toe-clipped 
afew, They placed @ single colored bend on 411 of the birds they 
trapped, the intention being simply to distinguish birds shipped 
this year from those shixped in other years, 

In my opinion, tail-feather marking on "chickens" is of 
little practical use, and not worth the trouble, for there seems 
to be such a high percentage of loss and it is only tenporary 
anyvay. I Would probebly heve had better success had I inserted 
smaller feathers, but I used feathers somevhat longer then the 
original tail feathers of the birds so they could be seen at 
from 50 to 100 yards, the usual flushing distance in winter, 

Bryens used somewhat smaller feathers, but he was not 
able to follov up on his birds to see if they still had them 
later in the spring, We did visit a prairie chicken dancing 
ground near his home but did not note any tail-marked chickens 
as they flushed from the field,
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If one vishes to discriminate between individuals and 
ean follow closely the same flock through the rest of, tb 
vinter and spring, feather marking 1 SE ERES PURER Tle ft oe a 
make nore combinations, but for mass narking (of Whole flocks) 
I believe I would henceforth use only toe-clipping, 

Mr. i. 0. Steen of the “ish and Wilalife service 
suggested this method of narking, and up in this country where 
we have snov so much of the year it should be particularly 
useful, since it is a permanent mark one should get some good 
data on longevity and survival, and since tue birds' tracks 
are seen much oftener than the birds themselves, returns would be 
more numerous, he number of combinetions one can use are 
comperatively fev, to be sure, but if one succeeded in marking 
six flocks, that should give considerable data if followed 
up from year to year, In a second year one could begin using 
combinations of two toes, but thet is about all thet one 
probably should clip off, 

At first I used a sharp scissors or @ razor blade to ~ 
cut the toe at the third joint from the outer end of the toe, 
and sometimes the bird bled considerably, sometimes not at all, 
Later I usec a pair of wire clippers after first cutting just 
the skin (with a razor) all around, ami the bleeding (if any) 
usually stopped in a short while. hen £ put some collodion 
on the wound, let it dry, and released the bird, I hed 
Cole and Turner toe-clip some of their sharptails at first, but 
those birds that were gyhipped kept their wounds open by scuffing 
their toes in the shipping crates, so that was abandoned, 

One should most certainly get some returns on booming 
grounds (of toe-clipped birds), particularly up here where snow 
is still on the ground after booming begins, tnfortunetely, I 
did not find the dancing ground of the one flock of sharptails 
that i toe-clipped, until after the snov was gone, 

I would be interested in hearing whether anyone else 
has tried toe-clipping on birds, and also any improvements on the 
technique of the operation anyone might have to offer, 

For the benefit of those who intend to feat her-mark 
"chéckens" or other species, I might mention my experiences with 
the technique, I did not have trouble vith the marked feather 
itself coming off -- but only with the base of the bird's 

| own feather falling out, A smaller, lignter feather would, no 
doubt, solve this difficulty. The method I used probably mekes 

| a stronger joint than any other thet has yet been described, 
| Tested on a spring scale these joints have held at from 16 to 
\ 20 pounds pull, the feether itself often bresking before the 

\ joint pulls apart, This beats the imping method ail hollow 
\ on thet score, and it is fer simpler, to boot, 

; It came about this way: A ccc enrollee and mysbif
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attenpted to insert a chicken feather into the diseustinsly 
small tail feather of the first sharptail we trapped, by the 
method you had described to me, but since the white feathers I 
had were all a larger diameter at the base than those of the 
sharptail, we clipped off the tip of the white feather, cut off 
half of the sharptail feather, trimmed off the veins of the 
latter, and excerted the white marker feather, We also used 
a little DuPont's flue for the joint, It is best to use only 
a very slight amount of the glue and let it dry somewhat before 
slipping the feather on, and all excess glue should be wiped 
off, for the bird will peck at the joint otherwise, (I noted 
this with some birds thst were feather-marked and held cavtive 
for severel days,) The bird's tail feather should not be 
trimmed too close to the shaft, for you can see hov the back- 
ward projecting bases of the vanes help hold the feather in 
place, I hope the drawings help show this process clearly, (See 
next page), 

This method of attaching feathers should work better 
for prairie chickens, pheasants, quail and other birds with 
longer tail feathers than with sharptails, How it compares 
with your nethod I don't know, but I hope someone will 
experiment further with it, 

I have the following suggestions to make: 

1. Please add Oscar ii, Bryens' name (Route 1, MeMillan) 
to the list of cooperators, 

2, You might add "Michigan Conservation Departnent"™ 
to my address in the next list, and when referring to the data 

| in this letter will you please give credit to my project, i,e,, 
Pittman-“obertson, Michigan 5-R, 

3, How about starting a section on sex and age ratios 
of birds trapped ? I'll give you my results and describe my 
method of ageing, and I hove others will try it this fall ami 
winter, and I would particularly like to hear directly from any- 
one, or through this series of progress reports, as to what 
success they have with it, I also would like to have some more 
data as to the reliability of the sex characters of sharptails, 

In this connection, I might mention that someone having 
the opportunity to do intensive work in one loeality (I havn't) 
might mark the sexes and ages differently as I did last vinter, 
and watch these birds on the dancing grounds to see vhat the 
relation is between old and young birds,- BAT er the old 
males dominate the immatures, and perhate riven off to 
establish new grounds in some instances, Ste, +his was what I 

had in mind when I used different colors on the 4 sex-age groups, 
but unfortunately my one flock did not contain any adult males, 
The one time I watched this group from a blind I recognized 3 
of the young males, Again, unfortunetely, neither 3ryens or 
mys@bf had the ovportunity of watching (from a blind) the 
booming ground nearest to his farm where, presumably, the male 
prairie chickens (both old and young) were booming,
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The photos on the next page illustrate the one criterion 
upon which I place the most reliance in an attempt to distinguish 
adult from immature sharptails and vrairie chickens, The three 
outer primaries only are shown, Compare the tips of the second 
and third (distal) prinaries on each photo, am you will note 
the regged, worn tip of the second, as compared to the clean -cut 
tip of the third in the immature, In the adult, however, the tips 
of the second and third primaries are both clean cut and not 
vorn, 

One expects that the outer two primaries will receive 
@ greater amount of wear sinee they are retained through the 

postjuvenal molt, while the primary molt of the adult is complete 
(you are aware of this, of course), Since the second prinary is 

longer than the first it probably becomes abraded more quickly 
than the latter, so the contrast is greatest (in immattres) 
between the second and third primaries, The photo also shows 
this quite clearly, 

Curiously, it is easier to distinguish the age groups 
in vinter specimens than it is in the fall by this criterion, for 
apparently the rate of abrasion is nore rapid in the two outer 
"juvenal" primaries, than it is on the other "adult" primaties, 
thus making the contrast still greater, This is in keeping 
with the fact too, for juvenal feathers are usually softer and 
wear quicker than edult feathers in practically ail birds, 

Even with fall specimens I had no difficulty in deter- 
mining the ages by this nethod, on closé exanination, although 
many of the birds shot in October were still molting anyway, 
making the determination an easy matter, 

Trapped birds should be exanined before they have had 
a chance to muss up their feathers (if they are to be confined 
overnight, for instance), In the spring, the wear on the tios 
of the primaries becomes very much greater, tending to mask the 
effect of this differential wear in the immatures, Dancing 
males probably often break the tips entirely off the primaries 
making it impossible to distinguish the age group, 

It BX is vossible, of course, that in other states where 
there is less snow in winter, and the birds spend much @f# their 
time in heavy grasses, etc, there will be considerably more 
abresion of the feathers making this method less useful or 
even entirely useless, On the birds I exanined in ichigen this 
past vinter almost no wear seeme to have taken place on the 
primaries of the adults, or those of the immatures vith the 
exception of the outer two, 

I am particularly anxious to hear whether other workers 
have success With this nethod in other states, ami whether it 
checks with otner criteria they may be using, I have chec:.ed 
it against such things as amount of spotting on the prinaries 
and the other features we talked about, and find that it checks 
most of the tine, but we already know how inconstahh these other 
features are so they are not good indicators, Incidentally, I 
found another “inconstant"™ character -- the amount of spotting
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on the outer primary covert, which molts with the outer primery, 

put it seems to be only sbout as consistent as the amount of 
spotting on the primary, 

I never used weight as a criterion end looking over the 
weights afterwards I find (as we susyect) that there is much 
overlapping and is thus not very useful as an indicator of age, 

The nost conelusive test would probably be to check 
fall svecimens for presence of absence of busa, Both external 
and internal deterninations conformed in all specimens examined 
last fall, except for some that vere kept frozen fof several 
months before being examined, In these-latter some deterioration 
of the bursa might have taken place, At any rate, ve shall check 
these points carefully this fell, and I would be interested in 
hearing the results of other workers on this point, 

In this determination of relative ages we are relying 
entirely on the differential method of molt, which in itself 
may not be constant, We should make note of this on all cavtive 
birds, and of specimens whose relative ages are already known, 
ie, banded birds shot or retrapped, 

So much for that, I hope its not "clear as aud", If 

there are any points you think need clarification let me know, 

4, How about another section on veights of birds trapped, 
also by sex-age classes? 5 

Cnet page 
The attached titleretrép my results on sex-age ratios of 

chickens trapped in vichipen, and also their average aml extreme 
vei* These are only those chiekens I examined personally, 
plus’a few trapped by @ryens that I did not see, The latter, I 
am sure, readily perceived the difference between adults and 
immatures after I showed him hov, 

Well I Bont know how much of this you can, or will 
want to use, but at least you now have everything that might 
be useful or interesting, 

Most sincerely, 

cc George afer Ammann 
Burroughs 
Stebler 

“



I, sex Ratios of 473 Sharptails Trapped in Michigan i 

\ ( as determined by the il ¢ Combs) 

No, of birds sexed Percent 
Season Fenales Meles males 

1937-138 22 33 60 % : 
S8=- 39 47 64 57 
39- 40 78 75 49 
40- 41 66 88 57 
fotals -- “215 B60 S55 

Some 
_ II, Sex Ratios of individual sharptail Flocks in 1940-'41, 

Trapping station Females Males No, caught 

Cole's #1 S 6 entire flock 
" 4 1 2 all but one 
" 5 6 17 " n rn 

m 6 6 5 entire flock 

v 8 8 6 " " 

" 25 2 10 all but one 
Amnenn's 1 8 ib i "2or 3 

Totals ---------- 33 47 

III, sSex-Age Groups and Weights of 44 sharp-tails 
“——~Bxamined oy G.A,A, in 1940-42 

Sex-age No, of Ave, 
Group Birds Percent Weight Extremes 

Imn, female 7 16 26.4 o2. (24-28, 5) 

Ad, female 8 18 ot (26-30) 

Imn, male eo. 48 33 ( 28-37) 

Ad, male 8 18 51,7 (26, 5-38,5) 

IV, Sex-age Groups end WeightB of 135 Prairie Chickens 
Trapped Dy O.a. sryens in Mareh 1941 

Sex-age group No, of birds Ave, Weight Extremes 

Imn, female 1 28 of. 
Ad, female 1 29 

Imn, #enale 6 36 (32-39) 
Ad, female 5 36,9 (34-40 } 

: 4
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Shingleton, Mich, Jan, 20, 

Dear Hamy: Glad to get the progress report, 

Cole's and ‘urner's traps were not essentially 
different so I didn't send you their design, 

Will let you know of any innovations, however, 

py the end of the present winter trapping season, 
If you have any left would you please send Dr, 

Donald V. Douglass, Game Division, MCD, Lansing 

a copy of the last pregress report and put him on 
the mailing list for future copies. He is in 
charge of the lover peninsule trapping and 
transplanting of Sharp-tails from by Upper + 
the Lover. Peninsula, 7m --2geu-nted erfeerc, wet 

aot pride =) bon Thi at sagen ey Gane Be oo CeanZ4 

fe angery Cai fen ee for tife Spoon and @ 
regards to you all. — Sincérely, 
wet ho ¢ AAs - bogey deapecct fry AP waht he Pi Cea |
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Oklahoma 
\ Agricultural and Mechanical College 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

* STILLWATER 

February 18, 1942 

Dre F. Ne Hamerstrom 
Museum of Zoology 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Hamerstroms 

I don't envy you the job of straightening out this matter 
of prairie chicken and sharptail grouse trapse 

First of all Fisher's "one-funnel non=portable." Your 

design with the funnel at the end, portrays the trap that Fisher worked 
up fairly accuratelye I may possibly have been somewhat conservative 
on the dimensions that I gave you for this trap but it was quite small. 
It is vaguely possible that Cole and likewise Ammann patterned their 
traps, both portable and non-portable, from this design. Fisher had 
the framework for some 80 traps constructed at the CCC camp where he 
was locatede As I recall both Whitlock, who did some sharpteil trapping 
in Michigan in 1936-37, and I took samples of his trap to the Upper 

| Peninsula and both Cole and Turner may have seen theme Some of these 
{ traps were stored at conservation headquarters in the Upper Peninsula. 

It is entirely possible that Cole and later Ammann looked over these 

traps, although they were so badly tangled that it was extremely diffi- 
cult to make much out of theme 

I strongly suspect that Turner's dimensions on the non-port-= 

able that he used may be more accurate than the figures that I sent you. 
‘ I took the dimensions from plans drawn up before I went out in the field 

to actually set up the traps and I may have reduced the size somewhate 
However, I still have a rather strong impression that the over-all dimen- 
sions were decidedly more than the 6 feet onthe side, in the first trap 

that I set up on the Ford farm near L'anse. Turner might be able to 

confirm this impressione 

The details of the drop net trap that Cole caught 12 sharp-= 
\ tails in are beyond my recalle He should be able to furnish you with 

\ a diagram, howevere



Page 2 
Dre F. Ne Hamerstrom 

February 18, 1942 

In December of 1937, I caught 15 sharptails in the "four- 

funnel non-portable". Whether or not Cole caught the birds in a funnel 

under the feeding rack, I cannot saye However, I do have the distinct 

,).°, impression that Cole shifted to the funnel trap beneath the feeding 

/ vi tes rack after a short trial with the drop net. Whether he caught any birds 

qe in the drop net above the rack, I cannot recalle 

The man that Douglas probably refers to is Bert Livingston, 

who set up a few traps under my direction near Bwen in 1937-38. He used 

a “one-funnel non-portable" trap beneath a large feeding rack-a design 

very similar to the one used by Cole. I believe that something killed 

his birds before they were shippede 

It is quite true that the Michigan traps have a panel-funnele 

I believe I am safe in saying that no poultry wire was used in the traps 

built in the Upper Peninsula while I was in charge of the programe 

fy The non=-portable was made after my design. I set up the first 

| one alone end Turner built the rest of the non-portable as well as the 

}! portable "four-funnel" trapse Fisher designed the "one-funnel non=por- 

table " that he used on prairie chickens and 1 strongly suspect that this 

design is the basis of Cole's and Ammann's recent developmentse 

Unfortunately, I cannot help you out with the type of trap that 
Martin Newland used on prairie chickens in the Trout Lake areae I believe 
that I showed him a sample of Fisher's trap and possibly he used that de- 

Signe Fisher did add a poultry wire funnel to the netting on some of his 
‘\trapse It is entirely possible that Douglas saw one of this designe 

Naturally, I am interested in keeping up with the doings of the 
banding cooperativese One of these days I may try some prairie chicken 
trapping in Oklahomae I will let you decide whether or not my name should 

be dropped from the Cooperativee 

I am afraid that these comments will not be very helpful in 
clarifying the situation as I was forced to depend on my memory for many 
of the details. However, I do hope that they will be of some value to 

youe 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Me Baumgartner 4 
Associate frofessor 
Wildlife Conservation 

FMB sD



Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

: February 14, 1942 

j 
Dre Fe Me ‘Baumgartner 
Oklahoma A & M College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Baumgartner: 

/‘Phank you for your letter of the 9th. It arrived 
aed I had maied a card to you yesterday. 

er 

£ This business of the trapping records “_o to seem 
like putting together a jig-saw puzzie in a nightmare. 
I've had letters from Cole, Turner, Failing, and Ammann, 
none of which are entirely clear yet, so the exchange of 
letters is still going on. Adding yours brings up some more 
questions. | 0: 

First, yeur one-funnel non-portable. From your dimen- 
sions, I conjure up something like this. Is it correct? 

Wey ee a, 

= = ar, = i ol oo 

[5 Vis Oe 12 \ | \ © € Pik, 

: Len go! Wa —— a 

Or this? If this one, it would seem to be the pattern 
for Cole's present portable trap, at least in basic design. 
Likewise for Ammann's portable and non-portable traps. 

The four-funnel non-portable illustrated (fig. 5) in 
the Banding Manual was designed by Schmidt, not Hawkins, 
by the way. Turner writes "the stationary trap I used ... 
1937-38 is the same as the portable (i.e., the portable 
trap which he used later) in size and funnels". He sent a 
diagram of the portable trap, 6'x6'xl4", funnels 2'x2'x5",. 
This does'nt agree with your figures: did you use one size 
and he another, but both traps of the same type? 

1937-38 is one of the bigger head-aches. I tossed in 
my two-bits' worth by a mistake in my letter to you. You 
reported 82 ST and 6 PC for that winter; 70 ST and © TC 
caught in a non-portable funnel trap (not 82 ST in hts Haswe CL, 
trap, as in my letter), 12 ST in a drop-net suspended over 
a feeding rack, tripped by: a pull-string. Now then: = 

Ne femme c Re, ne, L too d?5



F. M. Baumgartner 
Pe 2 

Turner writes that he caught 55 birds in te aria 
trap that winter. Did you catch the other 15? DidCole catch 
them after he had put in a funnel in his trap under the 
feeding rack? Boog bddy/dXdd7/ (If they were Cole's birds 
that means they were caught in a one-funnel non-portable} 
Or did somebody else catch them? 

Is Cole's first trap under the feeding rack (last 
paragraph, p. 1, of your letter) the "drop-net" in which 
12 ST were caught? This rig seems to have been under the 
feeding rack instead of over it, as first reported. 

And Douglas was under the impression that there was still 
another trapper who caught an unknown number of birds (probably 
not more than 6) in an unknown kind of trap: someone whose 
name he could'nt remmmber, but whose records were so 
incomplete that Douglad figured that no-one really knew 
what had been done. I'm very happy to leave him out of it, 
however. 

It seems to me that the one- and four-funnel non-port. 
are essentially quite different from the funnel traps in 
the Manual. The entrance is the significant thing, really: 
the Mich. traps had a sort of panel-funnel, or modified 
wing-funnel, while those in the Manual have the old arched- 
over poultry-wire funnel. As far as I can make out, the 
poultry-wire funnel has been used for years and years, but 
the wing- and panel-funnels are rather new. 

It would seem that your non-port. 4-funnel served as 
the basic design for Turner's portable. Yas the non-port. 
your idea, or did you and Turner work it out together? And 
Fisher's original one-funnel non-port. (if my second sketch 
is the correct one) is the basis of Cole's and Ammann's 
more recent ones. Did you have a hand in Fisher's also? I 
want to explain all the Michigan traps in the progress report 
aril 1940-41, and want to be sure that I get it right this : 
time. 

One more: in 1938-39, 10 PC were caught at Trout Lake, 
in a "portable funnel". Douglas says that Martin Newland 
was the trapper, and that he thinks the birds were caught in 
a one-funnel non-portable. Do you know anything about this? 
“as it Fisher's trap, or some other kind? Douglas thought 
that a poultry-wire funnel was used, but he was'nt sure. 

After you moved to Oklahoma, your name was dropped from 
the Cooperative -- probably an over-sight, because we did'nt 
hear from any more. Yould you like to be put back on the list? 
Most of the memters are'nt trapping, and never were. 

Thanks again -- sorry to be such a pest. 

Sincerely,



: Oklahoma 
: Agricultural and Mechanical College 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

STILLWATER 

February 9, 1942 

Dre Fe Ne Hamerstrom 
Museum of Zoology 
Edwin Se George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Dre Hamerstroms: 

Your request for information on the types of traps used in 

Michigan made me go back in the past and unearth some notes and photo- 
graphs that I anticipated were probably filed more or less permanently. 
However, I believe that I can answer your questions fairly satisfact= 

orilye 

The “one-funnel non-pdrtable" trap used on prairie chickens 
in the winter of 1936-37 was designed by Lee We Fisher. This trap was 
constructed from stakes, wire and fish netting. It was approximately 
15"x18"x3' with the funnel about S"xl5"x2'. Wires were used to form 
the framework for the funnel. : 

: The “one-funnel non-portable" used in 1937-38 was the trap 
described abovee Sorel 4. Ce a) 

The "four-funnel non-portable" used on sharptails was essen= 
tially the same design as the one developed by Hawkins and illustrated 

r rae as Fige 5 in the "Banding Manual". However, the dimensions were ap= 
panel + rrnathe | proximately 15"x10'x10' and the four funnels were approximately 8"x2'x3'. 

Y We did not use a catching cage at first but drove the birds into one 
iy . Kase corner, blocked off the space between the funnels by driving stakes into 
b'xig'et g the ground, loosened the bottom wire and caught them by hand. Later 

‘0 eet, Turner cut out one seotion of the netting and built in a catching cage 
Hermedr aw fe approximately 15"x2'x2'. 
geo , 
bide In 1937-58 Cole used the same general plan of construction but 
Hating Af built his traps beneath large feeding platforms wired onto heavy poles 

Vand, aa , Several feet above the snow. These traps were approximately 4'x6'xl0'. 
® AF29-3% The four upper corners were attached by light rope to the poles supporting 

lathe Vas te the feeding platforms, and the netting was weighted down at the bottom by 
po+ . . 5 Hi i 
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Page 2 
Dr. Fe Ne Hamerstrom 
February 9, 1942 

attaching it to long poles. Cole first attempted to prop up one side 
and trip the trap with a string but, if I recall correctly, later built 
in a large funnel on one side of the traps He removed the birds by 
loosening the ropes in two of the upper corners, lifting one end and 
crawling inside of the trape The birds became entangled in the netting 
when the trap was let downe However, this trap was so high that some 
injury resulted from birds flying into the top and sidese 

The traps used in the winter of 1938-39 by Turner were similar 
n in design to the 1937-38 but had a wood floor and wood framework sup- 

f porting the netting. I cannot recall that there was any basic change 
in the designe However, the dimensions and perhaps even the number of 
funnels may have been altered. Ammann should be able to get that in- 
formation for you from Turner and Cole or from some of the conservation 
offices who helped them transport and operate the trapse I do not know 
what type of a funnel trap Cole used in 1938-39. 

The trap that you referred to as a "four-funnel non-portable" 
was my own idea. Turner constructed what we called the "four-funnel 

. f . portable" traps along the same lines. Since this trap was very similar 
thin dir to Hawkins' I did not give specific details in my report to Hawkins. 

I am still interested in this prairie chicken trapping program 
and trust that these notes will be of some assistance to you; however, 
I feel certain that Cole, Turner, and Failing should be able to furnish 
you with more definite data on the dimensions as well as on the catching 
compartmentse 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Me Baumgartner d 
Associate Professor 
Wildlife Conservation 

FMB:D



Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

Vv 
January 28, 1942 » A : 

Dre Fs M. Baumgartner wr 
Oklahoma A and Mi College : 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Baumgartner: 
Michigan 

: _ Through Andy Ammann, I gather that there has been a mix-up = 
in the chicken-sharptail banding reports to the banding Coop. 
The trouble goes back all the way to the winter of 1936-37, 
go I am writing you to see if you can help to straighten out 
the records. : 

The difficulty , as far as I can make out, seems to be 
a matter of terminology, except for the four chickens that ¥ 
you banded in'36<37. Hawkins maie out the report for the 
Goop for that year, and did'nt say what kind of traps were 
used: do you remember? 

The question of terminology may be more difficult. In 
1937-38 you reported 82 ST caught in a “four-funnel non- 
portable" trap and 6 PC in a “one-funnel non-portable". Was 
this four-funnel non-portable trap the same'as Schmidt's, 
as described and illustrated in the Banding Manual? (That 
is, 12'x12'x24', 3 funnel entrances into trap proper, one 
funnel from trap into built-on catching cage; trap made of 
netting fastened to posts driven into the ground. & cage 
Yas the one-funnel non-portable the same, except with only 
one entrance? If not, what were these traps like? 

The rest of it comes after you left Michigan, but 
perhaps you can help. In 1938-39, Cole caught 77SE and 

; Turner 55ST, all in “portable funnel" traps. In 1939-40 
Cole ecaucht 128 ST, mostly in a wing-funnel, some in a 
non-portable one-funnel; Turner caught 28 ST and Failing : 
caught 13 PC, all in four-funnel portable traps. Ammann 
tells me that Turner and Failing use the same four-funnel 
portable traps, and that this trap was designed by you -- 
see sketch below. 
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F. M. Baumgartner 
pe 2 

Is this your trap? Is it the portable funnel used by 
Cole and Turner in 1938-397 (Cole now has a different 
portable funnel <= same principle, but a single much deeper 

; funnel.) Can you give me the dimensions of the funnels and 
of the catching compartment; what kind of take-out door on 
the catching compartment, and igs dimensions? 

This is not what the rest of us call a portable funnel, 
and should not have been reported as such. It's a different 
kind, and one that should have been described before this. 

E I'll put it in this year's progress report, and will try to 
straighten out the past records. If you designed it, I'll 
credit it to youe If you did'nt, do you know who did? 

I'm sorry to bother you with so many questions about 
: things that happened several years ago, but I'm very anxious 

to get the records straight. I'ld appreciate it very much 
if you'ld send me the answers to as many of these questions ‘ 
as you can, and as soon as possible. Last year's progress 
report is practically ready, and I'm held up until I hear 
from you and Cole, Turner, and Failing. 

Sincerely, _ 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jre, 
Curator.
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My, FLN,Hamerstronm Ur. . 
Pinckney, Mich. 

Dear Sir- 
I meant by a 4-6 entrance that the small end of the funnel 

should be narrowed down to an opening 6 in. high and | in. wide. The 
trap I used had an entrance 10 in. high and 4 in. wide. 

At the time I was trapping chicken we were receiving shipments 
of sharptail and releasing them in the same locality. We would have from 
one to fifteen sharptail each morning in our chicken trap, in fact we had 
to cease trapping for a while as the sharptail were caught so often they 
were gradually scalping themselves trying to escape 

Very Truly Yours, 
Otto Failing



Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

February 5, 1942 

Mr. Otto Failing 
Grayling, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Failing : 

Thank you for your letter of the 3d. If you don't mind, 
I'ld like to ask a few more questions. 

In your letter you wrote that the trap that you used 
was very good for sharptails, but that chickens sometimes 
escaped; that perhaps a 4-6 inch entrance would be better 
than the 4-14 inch entrance. / 

“ould you explain about the 4-6 inch entrance? I don't 
guite understand what you mean. 

According to the records which were sent to me, you 
trapped 13 chickens near Fletcher during the winter of 
1939-403; that's all I have for you. Did you also trap 
sharptails? ‘here, when, and how many? 

I'm sorry to bother you again, but I would like to 
; get the recoris entirely strsightened out. 

Very truly yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Te, 
Curator.



JOSEPH P. RAHILLY Cc. A. PAQUIN 
NEWBERRY. CHAIRMAN EDUCATION 

ane STATE OF MICHIGAN H.R. SAYRE 
TRAVERSE CITY FIELD ADMINISTRATION 

HARRY HH WHITELEY — oe 
MICHAEL F. DEFANT AA: j Se OnEe eval 

NEGAUNEE / 7 H. D. RUHL 

ALEXANDER W BLAIN, M.D. CS s by GAME: 
DETROIT Gaze R. A. SMITH 

RUSSELL BENGEL cua GEOLOGY 
JACKSON F. FER UHSAKER 

Aerie OAS DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION LN JONES 

_ LANSING —- 

WAYLAND OSGOOD P. J. HOFFMASTER,. DIRECTOR S G. FONTANNA 

SECRETARY DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

Grayling, Mich. 

Feb.%, I9ue 

Mr. F.N,Hamerstrom Jr. 
Pickney, Michigan 

Dear Sir- 

Received your letter of January 28. 

The trap you have sketched is the same as the one I used for 

trapping prairie chicken at Fletcher with the exception that 

as we dident have iron we used building lathe for the funnel 

frame. This is the only kind of trap I have used. 

I think Turner uses the same type of trap. 
Ff I do not know who trapped the ehicken at Trout Lake. 

wa ts 
eine Y i : 

Ye \e Thies trap is very good for Sharptails but I had some trouble ; 
Aral eos : with it on prairie chicken. Birds would escape while I was 

- ? approaching and also some after I had arrived. The 4-J4 in 
entrance could be improved. I used a drop wire which worked 

? part of the time. Perhaps a \-€ in. entrance would be better. 

The catching cage should have a window opposite the door for 

more light, they appeared to be afraid to go in the dark box. 

If I can be of any assistance in the future please let me know. 

Very Truly Yours, 

Otto Failing 

Hanson State Game Area 
Grayling, Mich.



Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

January 28, 1942 

Mr. Otto Failing : 
Michigan Conservation Department : = 
Fletcher, Michigan 

Dear Mre Failing: : 

There has been a slight mix-up iff the prairie chicken 
banding records which were sent to me. I am writing you to 
see if you can help to straighten it out. 

According to the record, you banded 13 chickens in 
1939-40, all caught in a "four-funnel portable" trap. I'ld 
appreciate it very much if you. would answer the following 
questions: 

1. Does the sketch below fit your trap? 
2. Is it the same as the trap used by Turner? 
3. Nave you used any other kind of trap (1939-40 only)? 

: I am interested in small differences, as in the number or 
shape of funnels, dimensions of trap, method of removing 
birds, etc. : A BY ; Bee ee 
4. Do you know who banded 10 chickeng/at Treut Lake in 
1938-39, and in what kind of trap? © — Bi ‘ 

(tN aie oie é eX LN 3 J..\2 ) 

7 fon : Sa see Ra ‘ 
Tae Za { i —— : ‘ae = 

tt a> =F 
. Tole s) : 

If this is not the trap you used, or if you also used 
other kinds, would you send me drawings and m easurements? 
I'ld appreciate it very much if you would answer at once, 
as I need this information very badly. : 

Very truly yours, 

F. Ne. Hamerstrom Jre, ; 
Curatore . ;
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
. Pinefiney, “ichigan 

January 28, 1942 

\ \ 

Mr. Otto Failing ] 
Michigan Conservation Department \ 
Fletcher, Michigan \ 

Dear Mr. Failing:\ we f 

There has been a slight mixup in the Miehigan sharp- 
tail banding records that\were sent to me. Iam writing to 
ask if you can help to straighteni _ x [ 

According to the records, you banded 13 A | . \ \ 

a nie \ / / 

j /) j q Af fy 

ALI ‘ a / } é / } } 
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

November 12, 1941 

Mr. James Seer 
Montana Department of Fish and Game 
Helena, Montana 

Dear Mr. Beer: 

I enclose the reprint for which you asked. I have 
also written Professor Aldo Leopold, asking him to send 

- you a copy of “Game bird banding manual", a mimeograph 
which contains considerably more information. 

Both of these papers are now very much out of date. 

A number of new traps have been devised, 01d ones modified, 

etc., by banders in the Prairie Grouse Cooperative (formerly 

the Lake States Banding Cooperative). This new information 

has been compiled in the annual progress reports of the 

Cooperative; unfortunately, however, most of these reports 

are no longer available. Leopold will send you whatever 
is still on hand. 

I suggest that you join the Cooperative, and an 

taking the liberty of adding your name to the membership. 

There are no dues, Sesmet officers, or other formal 

responsibilities: the Cooperative simply exchanges infor- 

mation within the membership, through the medium of the 

mimeographed progress reports. If this does not suit you, 

please let meknow at once. 

Very truly yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jre, 
Curator.



November 3, 1941 
Dept. of Fish and Game 
Helena, Montana 

Frederick N. Hamerstromy Jr., 
Edwin S. George Reserve, 

Pickney, Michigan. 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

I am to trap a number of sharptail grouse 
this winter in eastern Montana. I would lite 
to obtain a reprint of a paper by Millard Truax 
and yourself entitled: 

} Traps for pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse. 

I believe that this paper was published in 
Bird-Banding about 1938. 

Thanking you, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Bonk 

Wildlife Biologist



IN REEL REFER TO 

; UNITED STATES 

: DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WiLDLIF® SERVICE 

Seney N W Refuge 

Germfask, Michigan 
Sept. 23, 1941 

Mr. Fred Hamerstron 
Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

Your card dated September 13, 1941, regarding bird- 
banding has been received. 

There was no pinnate nor sharp-tailed grouse banding 
on this refuge last winter, and it is doubtful whether or 
not banding will be undertaken on any appreciable scale this 
year. Reason: WPA and CCC have been severely curtailed and 
the burden of much necessary work will have to be carried on 
with existing help. 

As you may know, there are few sharptails and pinnates 
on the active units of the refuge in winter. Most of the 
birds are thought to move eastward and northward with the 
coming of snow, Attempting to band birds off the refuge 
would necessitate assigning a pick-up for this work, a move 
of questionable expediency in view of the necessity of using 
equipment of the refuge. 

However, in cooperation with Dr. G.A. Ammann, with whom 
you are acquainted, we expect to do a nominal amount of banding 
on the refuge. Dr. Ammann lives 34 miles west of us, at 
Shingleton, Michigan. How many birds we will succeed in band- 
ing is questionable, since no birds (sharptails, pinnates) have 
been banded strictly on the refuge. All of Bradley's birds 
were off the refuge, several miles to the east. Any data which 
we may acquire with respect to our banding we shall transmit to 
youe. Consequently, we still want to remain members of the 
Prairie Grouse Cooperative, and shall appreciate receiving any 
and all literature you care to send us. 

Sincerely yours, 

C.S. Johnson 

Refuge Manager , 

John L. Sypulski 
Jr. Refuge Manager



IN REPLY REFER TO 

‘ UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Des Lacs National Wildlife Kefuge 

Kenmare, North Dakota 
September 22, 1941 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
Curator, Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your letter of September 13 
regarding the Prairie Grouse Cooperative. 

I wish to thank you for your invitation to join 
the Cooperative and would very much appreciate being 
placed on your membership list. 

We plan to continue the grouse banding at this 
refuge and our Lostwood Refuge and hope that we will be 
able to contribute some interesting data on the banding 
activities here during the next few winters. 

Very truly yours, 

Frank Van Kent 
FVK:h Refuge Manager
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
TRGREa SE See See 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Salt Plains Wildlife tefuge 

Cherokee, Oklahoma 

August 19, 1941 

lr. EN. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Edwin S. George Preserve 

Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dear lire. Hamerstrom, Jr. 

Reference is made to your memorandum of July 11 to members of 

the Prairie Grouse Cooperative requesting information on last season's 

(1940-41) work. 

The data for the Lostwood National “ildlife tefuge and the 

Des Lacs National Wildlife “efuge in North Dakota are as follows: 

Ques. 1...See table 1 attached 

2 Federal bands only 

3 None . 

4 See table 2 attached 

5 Shelled Corn, barley, wheat, and rye and ears of corn 

mixed. No preference studies made but believe it is corn. 

6 Shelter type previously described 

ae 7 lias been described by you in earlier report. 

== 8 Follows later in letter 

9 See below 

10 By all means let's have a recapitulation of the previous reports. 

xe ey 

.* My assistants this past year were brie b. Lawson and Arthur G. 

AS siomestead patrolmen on the Lostwood and Ves Lacs Refuges respectively. 
\ \s - 

{ i? My successor as Hefuge ‘anager at Kenmare is ‘rank Van Kent. 

s He is a lawyer by training and his previous experience was that the 

et WPA administrator in charge of developing easement refuses. I have 

Imown him for some time and, between ourselves, I doubt if he has 

any real or personal interest in bird ba idinz or ornitholozy. 

However, lr. ric B. Lawson whose address is Lostwood, i. “akota 

developed ruite an interest in grouse banding. If any further grouse 

banding is done, he will be the one that does it. I suggest that you 

invite him to join indicating that I nominated him. By giving him 

a versonal interest, I think the chances are better that the work will 

be continued.



Mr. Hamerstrom,dr. 3/19/41 Page #2 

The continvance of the grous rappi on Des Lacs is not worth- 
while and I am so recom ding in my official report. 

i st all co pl a draft ‘or a pa Yr or a) "rous tra opir y and 

submit it to you for suggestioned revisions and criticism before 

very long. 

By the way will 1 see you at Denver at the 4.0.U.? 

Very truly yours, 

Seth H. Low 

Ps if hex a any vung leh uk Lrler- 

SUT, Avo 
- af L



NEW BANDINGS BY MONTHS 

Jan. 20, to Mur. 21, 1941 

I A) Lostwood National Wildlife Refuge, Burke and Mowtrial Counties, N. Vakota 

Station Locality Jan. Feb. lar. Total 
i MW, ec 35 T106N kOlW 29 8 34 wa 
o SEg 3 T159N RoW x 47 24 TL 
3 SEq 15 T159! Raiw x 25 40 65 

4 NEg 3 T158N ROW x 15 23 38 

5a NE 4 33 T159N R91 x 37 14 51 
5b SW 33 T159N X91W x 25 xX 25 
6a SWe 32 T160N R91W my 43 x 44 
6b NEG 6 T159N RS1W 5 29 x 34 3 
7 NEg 4 T159N R9lW x x 79 79) 
8 SWe 13 T159N Ro2w x 95 x 95 

Lostwood Sub-total 55 324 214 573 

B) Des Lacs Wational Wildlife Kefuge, Burke County, North Dakota 
x SWe Sec 1 T165N REO 9 Li 7 3o 

2 NEg " 1 T163N Reow 3 T 16 26 

~~ Des Lacs Sub-total 1o= 2s eo sy 

Grand Total 47 348 237 632 

INDIVIDUALS RETRRPPED 

II Lostwood Same from fron from Total Heturns 

ae ee tole meee eee = eee ee 
Oe 30 13 4 47 

2 05 18 x x 18 

3 49 6 9 x 15 

4 18 3 0 x 3 

5a 35 16 x 2. 16 

5b 13 5 x xX 5 

6a 15 x x x xX 

6b Lp 42 x x 42 

7 52 x x & x 

8 39 x x x XxX 

Totals 358 120 22 ge - 146 

Des Lacs 

Stetion ee re ae ae OM a pes 

a 18 9 Xx xX 9 

2 8 8 xX _ 8 
Totals 26 AN: x x L7 

Grand 

Total 359 137 22 4 163



{ 

\ 

III Survival “igures On Birds from Sub-Station 1 Lostwood 

35 20 (57.1%) 7 (20.0%) 4 (11.49%) 
62 16 (25.8%) 13 (21.0%) 

50 50 (60.0%) 
65 

Underlined figures are the number banded that year. 

Note of the 147 banded the three preceding winters, 47 were retaken. 
‘ore interesting is the returns obtained on all the Lostwood bandings. 

Age No.banded No.#eturnes % of No.Yended % to whole 
originally 

“3 35 4 11.4 6 
2 118 22 18.6 3.0 
1 220 120 54.5 16.7 
new 573 (573) 1967 
Totel 719 100.0%



Sages sca 
E. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN—COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 

I. T. BODE 
A. P. GREENSFELDER, VICE-CHAIRMAN—MERCHANTS-LACLEDE BLDG. 

DIRECTOR: % WILBUR C. BUFORD, meee oe NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 

: eos OURTN ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
_ o 20) \ G. E. STONER, MEMBER—1400 E. CATALPA, SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 

a a 
EDZ 
A STATE OF MISSOURI 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
SEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

‘TELEPHONE 874 

1501 Tindall 
Trenton, Mo. 
August 15, 1941 

Dear Hamerstroms: : 

Sorry I'm late with the information you asked for but had to wait 

for the various members of the Commission to return from their vacations 

to get the data you wanted. As it stands, the following information is 

all my work (you see there isn't a lot!) as they had none to report. 

You asked some of the things I would like to mow. Here they are: le 

Is there any evidence of migration, and if so, sexes of migrants? This 

is specifically with reference to migration into (or from) Missouri or 

southern Iowa. 2. What do others find concerning trapping success VS. 

types of conditions; This refers to density of birds, agricultural 

conditions (amount available cultivated winter foods) and weather conditions. 

The reason I'm interested in this is that it gives a better picture of 

trapping conditions and whether results obtained waiter by others would 

avply to our respective areas. 3. Has anyone been able to do any 

trapping on a basis large enough to make it practical in terms of 

management of the species itself in wmk controlling populations of a 

given area? 

I hope this information will cover the material you asked for. I'll 

look forward to receiving the completed report. Sounds like you're in for 

a lot of work. If I can help you further, or if anything is not clear, 

don't hesitate to write. 

Our prairie chicken work for this summer has been mainly on population 

status in the state regarding numbers, increase and decrease, and occupied 

range. There has been such en increase in the birds since Bennitt's original 

survey that the Commission felt it was necessary to get a more up to date 

idea of what we have. As a result of this summer's work, we have found that 

the occupied range in Missouri is considerably larger than Bennitt's figures 

so that the situation becomes more complicated as we procede (or do we 

procede?). Beginning last month I had the good fortune to be assigned to 

full time work on prairie chickens so this year I hope to get more accomplished 

Under separate cover we are sending some photographs of Alan and Fran 

also some pictures of prairie chickens. Sorry we haven't sent them before 

but our photographic work has been sadly neglected since we've been away 

from home so much on this census work. Hope we get to see you all again 

sometime, not too far away. Sincerely, = 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION IS SUPPORTED ENTIRELY FROM FEES FROM mye ee bho.
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Types of traps used: ; 

1. Tip top- with two treadle doors opening into center, sides and tops 
hooked together making them portable by knocking down. Traps were 
camouflaged by placing timothy hay around them. Don't think this 
had much value. 

2. Baiting and funnel type. No luck regardless of weather because birds 

were not attracted to small amount of bait placed in large fields 
with corn and sorghum plentiful. 

3. Net thrown over roosts at night. No luck, but has possibilities. 
Net cannot be built on bias as most fishing nets are. Difficulties 

lie in locating roosting places at night. 

4. Bow net on booming ground. Did not have chance to give these nets 
a real try this spring but think it has real possibilities. From a 
practical standpoint, difficulty is that only one bird can be caught 
at a time. 

5. Pulled one bird through top of blind. Could have done this more often 
put didn't want to scare the birds. 

Effects of weather: 

In generel, in Missouri, the more severe the weather (implying deep snow) 
the more the chances of prairie chicken seem to be. This is because 

the birds are flocked together and use the grain fields. In milder 

weather the birds seem to be so scattered in their feeding operations 

that the attempts to bring them together by baiting has been altogether 

unsuccessful. 

Size of bands used: 

I don't know the size of the bands I have but I am sending you a sample 

so that you can determine what size it was. I had to hake the size of 

pands available at the Commission and no one seens to know the size. 

However, they do very Well on the chickens. 

More birds were trapped than included in this above data because: 

1. Some were trapped before bands were available. 

2. Some died of shock before banding. 

3. Some escaped when curiosity of farmer or hired man led them to look 

in traps. 
4. Cows upset traps 

5. Dog jumped trap on two occasions and let birds escape 

Banding data from Terrill, Barbee, Denny, none. They are working 

primarily on other projects.
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JERRY LEDBETTER, CHAIRMAN Ks a 

TULSA (3 Wey a) 

JAMES W. MCMAHAN, VICE-CHAIRMAN coy 
OKEMAH SS. 

C. B. GODDARD, SECRETARY - NELSON NEWMAN, WarRDEN 
"ARDMORE 

GAME AND FISH COMMISSION FINIS COX, ASSISTANT WARDEN 

OKLAHOMA CITY 

July 29, 1941 

F, N. Hamerstron, Jr. 
c/o Edwin S, George Reserve, 
Pinkney, Mich, 

Dear Mr, Hamerstrom: 

In reply to your post card of recent date 
you are advised that the Game and Fish Commission did not band 
any prairie chicken last winter, and we of the Federal Aid 
Division did not do any banding on this species. 

Ve: G ee 

le F, b rector, 
ivision of Federal Aid 

s/¥



3 cam PLEASE REFER 
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DEPARTMENT OF 

MINES AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

WINNIPEG 

GAME AND FISHERIES BRANCH 
A. G. CUNNINGHAM - DIRECTOR 

July 23rd, 1941. 

Mr.eF. N. Hamerstrom, dre, 

Museum of Zoology, 

Edwin S. George Reserve, 

Pinckney, Michigan, 

UeSeAe Fs 

Dear Sir, 

In reply to your letter of July llth re the above, 

I wish to advise that this Branch was unable to do any banding of 

prairie chicken last winter due to climatic conditions, and also 

shortage of help. 

Yours truly, 

BIAS __L cq baut 

DIRECTOR OF GAME AND FISHERIES. 

AGC/MH
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VICTOR A. JOHNSTON Len or GONSERWS 

St.PAUL. MINN. 

July 18, 1941. 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., 
c/o Edwin S. George Reserve, 
Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Please be advised that our upland 

bird banding program did not include pinnated 
or sharptailed grouse last year. We have no 
record of anyone else banding these birds. 

Our present program under the Fittman- 
Robertson Surveys and Investigation Project 
will call for banding some of these birds next 
winter. When the operation is completed, we 
will advise you of the results. 

Very truly yours, 

Lensing A. ker, 
Biology Res ch Supervisor, 

LAP/g Division of Game and Fish. 

sony 
‘ssaniy



UNITED STATES 

- DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

July 17, 19h1 

Mr. Fred Hamerstrom : 

Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinekney, Michigan 

Dear ir. Hamerstrom: 

This will acknowledge your card of July 11 
in which you have requested information on what this 

Service did on the banding of prairie chickens and 
sharptails last winter. No banding work was done. 

Manweiler is no longer associated with the 
Soil Conservation Service, but is still located at 

Baudette, Minnesota. He is carrying on his biology 
work on the Beltrami Project under a WPA project 
sponsored by the State of Minnesota. 

I hope you will stop in Milwaukee whenever 
you have a chance to go through and see us. 

Sincerely yours, 

Warren W. Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Divisim



BW ON taieiee ore 5 OF MINNES 
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STATE PARKS 2 lire SEN, HAROLD W. LATHROP lr; A ee eo ee OS | 

St. PAUL, MINN. 

July 17,1941 

Mr. F.N. Ha merstrom, Jr. 
Edwin S. George Reserve, 
Pinckney, Michigan. 

Dea r Sir: : 

There has been no more grouse trapping 

by the Wilton CCC Camp since the winter that Mr. 

Virtue reported to you. I have tried to get them 

to do more but that has not been successful. 

I was able to get work done in that 

camp because I knew the technical inspector, Mr. 

Francis Moore, and the Camp forester, Mr. John 

Virtue, very well and they were Slad to have help 

with the game program. Now both of these men have 

left the service and I have lost touch with the ~° 

organization entirely. 

Sincerely yours, 
y 

hn Dobie. 

oology Department, 
Sant University of Minnesota, 
Resting



IN REPLY REFER TO 

Upper Mississippi slat Peal UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILDLIFE AND FISH REFUGE 
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT, FEDERAL BUILDING 

WINONA, MINNESOTA 

July 15, 1941 

Mr. F. Ne Hamerstrom, Jr. 
c/o Edwin S. George Reserve 

Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

In reply to your inquiry of the llth, I am sorry to advise 

that we did not have opportunity to band any prairie chickens or 

sharptails on the Refuge or elsewhere last winter. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Lady @. Steele, 
oc-Rege Dire Maurek Supérintendent



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

RYREAUKd Bibi bina Gee 
Fish and Wildlife Service 

IN REPLY REFER TO Necedah, Wisconsin 

July 14, 1941 

Mre Fred Hammerstron 
Michigan Conservation Commission 

Gregory, Michigan 

Dear Fred: 

Received your card inquiring as to banding of chicken and sharpteil 
on the Necedah Refuge during the past winters 

As we predicted some time ago research has taken a bad slump in 
view of the heavy development program we havee 

We did make an attempt at starting a banding progrem and even 
succeeded in getting several traps set upe Due to our late start 
however and a variety of "101" other different jobs coming up from 
day to day we delayed starting trapping operations until too latee 

We certainly intend to make every effort to do some intensive 
banding during the coming year "believe it or not". 

If you get time, drop us a line and let us kmow what your work is 

all aboute Say hello! to the Mrs and familye 

Very truly yours 

i a j s , 

“Robley We Hunt 
Refuge Manager



me’ EDMONTON, ALBERTA DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY Ce = CANADA 
© Gigny a 

15. VII. 41 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Mich 

Deay Mr. Hameratrom, 

In reply to your letter of the llth, I regret 

that I have done no banding of cicken, anctherefore have nothing 

to report. 

I do not know of anyone else who has banded chicken. 

Youre sinowely, 

a 
Wm. Rowan.
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

Chautauqua 
Dvesaniane UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge 
Havana, Illinois 

, July 17, 1941 

Mre Fe. Ne Hamerstrom 
Edwin S. George tieserve 
Pinckney, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

Reference is made to your card of July 12,which 

had been seht to Germfask, Michigan, relative to banding 

chickens or sharp-tails. 

I was transferred from the Seney Refuge to the Chau- 

tauqua “efuge during September 1939 and no chickens or 

sharp-tails occur in this part of the State. The last banding 

of these snecies occured at the Seney Refuge during February 

or March 1939 and I am quite sure those records were sub- 

mitted to you shortly after that time. If not 1 would 

suggest that you contact Mr. C. S. Johnson, Refuge Manager, 

Seney Refuge, G@ermfask, Michizan and I am sure the records 

will be made available. 

Very truly yours, 

Homer L. Bradley. 
Refuge Manager 

ec? Regional Office



Edwin S. —T heserve 
Pinekney, “Wichigan July ll, 1941 

fo: Members of the Prairie Grouse Cooperative 
(Formerly the Lake States Banding Cooperative) 

Dear 

To help me to prepare the Progress feport for last geason's 
work, please send we the following information es soon as 
convenient: (list chickens and sharptails separately) 

i. Numbers banded during each month 
&. “hether state or federal bands were used (if both, how many 

were bayded with each -- totals only, not by months) 
3. Color warkers or colored bands used leolors and types only) 
4.» Number of banded Andjyiduale (not number of times banded 

birds were re-trapp ree ped: list ot two the ff 
oe in whieh tue birds were banded (banded this season, 
in 1fu9-40, in 1938-30, ete.) 

Se Baits used and bait preferences, if any 
Ge Numbers (new birds only) caught in each type of trap used 
7. Deseription of any trap not already described in the Bamdlug 

Manval er older Progress leports 
8. Cosments on points of technique, effects of the Season, etc. 
9. De’ you know of anyone, not already a member cf the Cooperative, 

wae ig banding chickens or siarptails? 
1O0< Further couments; things you would like to see in the Progress 

heperts but whieh wre not there. 

4g I shall be doing very little chicken banding during the 
: next few years, I pian to turn over to someone else the job of 
preparing the ‘rogresa Reports, after this last season's, Before 
doing so, ae pace s4ptes of ut Clie oe, ee ee 
there are no gore copies of the earlier reportea (except 44), and 
requests for thea come in each year, a summary would make the 

iadeveetion in these back reports available again, and with the 
added ——- of five years’ perspective. Yhat would you like 
to see in auch a summary? I'ld very aueh appreciate your 
suggestions. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. _ pn FP. §. Hamerstrom Jr. 
CUA gk 

Vein teed: 
: 

Any 
"
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Edwin S. George Reserve 
Pinckney, Michigan July 11, 1941 

Mr. Stanley Saugsted 
North Dakota Game and Fish Department 
Bismark, North Dakota 

Dear Mr. Saugsted: 

Mr. M. C. Hammond has written me that you planned to band 
prairie chickens and sharptails las winter. Yould you be interestd 
in joining the Prairie Grouse Cooperative (formerly the Lake State 
Banding Cooperative)? The Cooperative is an informal group -- no 
dues, officers, etc. -- which was formed in 1936 for the purpose 
of stimulating the banding of prairie chickens and sharptails. 
Its main function is to exchange notes on trapping techniques: 
each member sends in a report on his season's work, from which 
an annual progress report is made up and mimeographed, and circu- 
lated among the membership. M. C. Hammond angd Seth H. Low are 
the two present members in North Dakota. I'ld be very glad to add 
your name, and to send you our Banding Manual and Progress Reports 
(only last year's is still available) if you are interested. 

If you banded last season, I'ld appreciate the following 
information for the next Progress Report: (list chickens and 
shapptails separately) numbers banded during each month; whether 
state or federal bands were used -- if both, how many of each; 
color markers or colored bands used (colors and types only); 
number of banded individuals re-trapped, of last season's and of 
other season's bandings; baits used and bait preferences, if any; 
numbers (new birds only) caught in each kind of trap used; 
description of any trap not already described in the Manual or 
Progress ‘eports; comments on points of technique, effects of 
weather, etc; do you know of anyone, not already a member of the 
Cooperative, who is banding chickens or sharptails (how about 
South Dakota -- ne members there); general comments -- things you 
would like to see in the Progress Reports but which are not there, 
ete. 

Very truly yours, 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jre, 
Curator.



_ January, 1940 

PROGRESS REPORT, 1938-39 - LAKE STATES BANDING COOPERATIVE 

This report covers the work of the 1938-39 season. We have brought 
the total bandings for the Cooperative to 1,498 sharptails and 196 prairie 
chickens, and have been able to offer tested methods to banders outside the 
Lake States. _ 

j Since our brganization assumed its name, North Dakota has been banding 
& sharptails and has pooled its information with ours, Manitoba is banding 

sharptails this winter, Missouri and Nebraska have asked us for methods to 
be used in prairie chicken trapping this winter. All these states may be 
counted upon to chip in their findings; some have already done so. Should 
they not be invited to join the Cooperative? The University of Wisconsin 
moves that they be asked to come in. Since both species are commonly known 

as "prairie chickens," why not change our namo to "Prairie Chicken Cooperative"? 
All members are asked to send in their opinions. 

Traps 

The three most successful traps were the tip-top, portable funnel, and 
short-bob (see below). Again, the traps described in the Manual have been 
modified, and sovoral new traps introduced. 

Tip-top : 

i Manweiler is making take-down traps, by having the four sides as 

, | separate panels which can be taken apart and packed flat. A sliding catch, 
| similar to the bolt on a door but held in placo by friction, hslds the panels 

togethor when set up. - SA 

Mather (3% sharptails) lines his traps with hardware cloth, to stop 
losses to weasels. Burlap, inside the hardware cloth, served as a buffor 
and as protection against wind, and made removal of birds easier because they 

were quieter in the darkened interior. 

| Bradley lined his tip-tops with burlap. 

The Hamerstroms use a tip-top in the shape of a truncated four-sided 
pyramid, with top and bottom frames nailed flat-wise to the corner posts, 
covered with seine or burlap instead of laths. The top frame is thus 
simpler to make than that shown in the Manual. The tip-top swings on a 
heavy wire (metal coat hanger is good) loosely stapled to the underside of 

. the counterweight and passed out through holes drilled through the top frame. 
: Bait with ear corn stuck on finishing nails across the end opposite the hinge. 
Se Seine covered tip-tops, 41"x35" around the bottom frame, 11"x22" around the 

top frame, 17" high, caught 16 prairie chickens; burlap covered, 27"x334" 
dottom, 12"x192" top, 16" high, caught three chickens. 

Long-bob / 

| Schunke is building end, sides, and catching compartment as separate 
units to make transportation easier; covers the top of the trap proper with 

/| roefing paper supported en 48" laths fastened across the top, and covers all 
’ | with buckwheat hay; rocommends water-proof wall board, arched from the lower 
\ | outer sides to the edges of the sliding take-out door on top, as lining for 

3 the catching compartment.
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Trap A - Short-bobd (sce tables) 

| Schunke (60 sharptails) uses a trap similar to the long-bob, but about 
half as long. 

The Hamerstroms (24 chickens and one sharptail) use traps which are 
essentially like the long-bobd except (1) about half as long, (2) to reduce 
escapes, the catching compartment has an entrance door from the main trap, 

either of two pairs of beb-wires or one similar to the door of the soap-box 
: quail trap (see Manuel, fig. 9), so that birds trying to get out of the main 

‘rap go into the back compartment whore they have less chance to escape, (3) 
a tip-top was built into the top df the catching compartmont of one of the 
short-bobs, to make a double duty trap. Half-bob (1 chiciten)--size of short- 

bob, but bob-wires on only one side, no catching compartment. 

Suggestion: for all bob-wire traps--greater slope to the bob-wires maxes 
escape more difficult, as captive birds tend to climb the wires, forcing 
wires more securely into their sockets. 

Trap B - Four-leaf Clover (14 chickens) 

Feur seine-covored leaflets on frames of heavy wire, attached at the 

corners of a square frome of light wood; four entrances (two pairs of bob- 

wires each) in middles of sides of square; leaflets serve as funnels and 

keep birds inside away from doors; by inserting a sliding door, one leaflet 

serves as a catching compartment. Leaflets may be de-mountable for portability, 

or fixed in place. See sketch of ground plan below. 

(AL) 

= » 
— 

~ 

a S 

Dimensions: central square 30"x30"x13$"high; leaflets about 22" in 
diameter, each made from a single 160" piece of 6-8 ga. wire. Arrows 
indicate positien of doors, Sliding door to make catching compartment can 
be slipped across one cornor, from one entrance door to the next (dashed 

. \. line); or inserted through the top at A, with netting permanently in: place 
"  #b B.
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| 
| 
|- A three-leaf clover trap, built on the same principle, was elso tried 

| but caught nothing. Measurements: central triangls, ous cl oh e114 high: 

\ leaflets as for four-leaf clover. 

Trap C - Falling Door (8 chickens) 

A cubical frame about 18"x18"xl8" covered with seine except for the 
front, which is a vertically falling door. Set with figure 4 trigger, or 

modifiod figure 4 as follews: ono end of a stick laid on top of trap, front 

to back, holds up the door; at back end of stick attach a string, whick rus 

M down into trap near the back; attach twig to lower ond of string; lay twig 

length-wise on too of an ear of corn on the ground, lay a second ear cross- 

wise, with one end on the twig and the other on the ground. This modificntion 

worked better than the standard figure 4, as birds walking around the trap 

tripped the standard figure 4 by striking against the project elbow. Birds 

may be taken out through entrance door, or through a smaller take-out door. 

A useful trap in poor trapping weather, as there is nothing to push against 

or squeeze through. 

Trep D 

| Like half-wheel, but in each end a seine funnel ending in one pair of 
| bob-wires (4 chickens); or with bob-wires comletely across each end (3 
| chickens). There were too many escapes from the latter arrangement. Removal 

} of birds is difficult without some sort of catching cage attached to one side. 

Trap EB - Corn Shock Trap (3 chickens) 

See sketch of ground plan: 

corn 
shock 

, Measurements; entrance chambor 8"x11"x13" high; body of trap two panols 

17s"x13", one panel ZU" x13"; panels tied together and to entrance chamber 
with string or wire; cover all with seine. Arrows show position of doors, 

which are of two pairs of bob-wires each. Remove birds through entrance doors. 

Prairie chickens often work around and around corn shocks, stripping the 

outer ears. When this trap is placed against a shock, the shock and sides 
of the trap act as lead-ins. Trap may be made in two parts: rectangular 

entrance chamber, with a door at each end, the other a truncated triangle 

which can be packed flat for carrying. Cover with seine, can be small or 

large in size. Probably would work better if larger than the size given.
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Trap F - Ground Net (5 chickens, 1 sharptail, plus 3 sharptail repeats) 

Two half-ovals of heavy wire linked together at ends to form hinges. 

Lay flat to form oval, cover with light soine. Staple into ground through 

end-loops and middle of one frame, turn other frame back on it; draw loose 

not up to frames, cover all with grass if dosired; spring with pull-string 
attached off-centre to upper frame. Seo ground plan below: 

_ 
ae MQ 

> > To string ’ 
pull string XLK % 

: . . 2 

; f j J -*® x + < 
i ’ te - { \ a R 

‘ we 4 

NOS ys 
sprung ve ° 

7 set 

Measurements: each frame from one 6%!-7! piece of wire. Arrows 

mark position of staples. Pull string whon bird is at X. 

There is increasing need of catching winter banded birds at other 

seasons. Migrations occur before wintor trapping bogins, and even before 

autumn hunting seasons open. It is quite possible that a winter-caught bird, 

re-trapped (or shot) at the original station, may have travelled sevoral 

hundred miles since the first catching. Booming and dancing grounds offer 

an opportunity for catching birds outside the winter period. Franklin Schmidt 

caught sharptails with portable funnel traps, F. Baumgartnor caught chickors 
with a non-portable funnel trap, on spring display grounds; both used grain 
baits, Grain baits are non-solective and sometimes unreliable whon snow is 

no longer present. The bohavior of booming and dancing birds makes it 
possible to sot for individuals with unbaited ground nots oporated from a 

blind. The Hamerstroms banded five chickens and one sharptail, and caught 
three banded sharptails, in a short trial of the method last spring. Ground 
nets might also prove useful for catching birds on their dusting places 

(V.W.Lehmann (ms.) found that Attwater's prairic chickens use the samo dust 
baths day after day). They could probably also be used with bait in the 

autumn, before good "trapping weathor" arrives. 

| Trap G - Foeding Sholtor Trap (167 sharptails) 

| Seth Low, Des Lacs Refuge, Kenmare, N. Dak., has given the Cooperative 

| a description of a trap vhich he has usod with groat success: trap consists 

of hinged panols which fit across the opening of a hopper lean-to feeding 

shelter to which the birds are already accustomed. One panel contains a 

funnel entrance, the othor a door by which tho operator crawls into the trap. 

Birds are retrieved by hand or with a minnow not. Additional plain wire 

covered panels can be added, to permit the same tran front to be used on
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feeding shelters of various widths. Dimensions vary accordin: to the 
shelters in use, dut Low uses panels 4!'-5! cigh, mace of fr:mes of 1"xe" 
wood covered loosely with #19, 13" poultry netting which extends 2" beyond 
the top to compensate for variations in shelter height. An important 
addition to the trap frame is an old canvas tarp, rolled on a pole across 
the top of the front of the shelter. The tarp is unrolled to darken the 
interior of the skelter as soon as the operator arrives. The dark interior 
quiets the birds, and makes a place sheltered from the wind in which woighing, 
banding, etc, may be carried on. To unset trap, open the entrance door. 
Panels are folded together for carrying. Low reports that no birds have 
been injured to date. A digram of the front clevation is given below: 

= ae | [ee ; 

Ll ee ; 
|| \ 7 \ extru 

/ panels | Door ( - 

| s i needed 
' | it MSE. 
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The splendid performance of this trap--167 birds in two traps in 25 
days, 44 in ono trap at ono time--mekes it a valuable addition to the 
records of the Cooperative. 

Baits 

Corn and buckwheat again made the biaest catches, but Michigan reports 
good results with barley and buckwhoat. Virtue found both ear and shelled 
corn bettor than buckwheat; Schunke reports less use of buckwheat feeding 
racks this winter than lest, with a correspondingly greator use of corn 
shocks. Mather adds an interesting comment: birds regularly ontered his 
food patches from the same direction; placing the trap (tip-top) ends 
toward the direction of entrance gave best results. Buckwheat was the best 
bait, and sand and small gravol, baked to remove moisture and so prevent 
freezing, were eaten in largo amounts. Knolls proved to be the best trapping 
sites. 

Effects of the Season 

A mild winter again handicapped trappers south of northern Wisconsin. 
The three in central Wisconsin made small catches as a result, and Yeatter, 
in Illinois, did not attempt trapping. The Michigan Conservation Department 
still finds mid-winter the least productive trapping period for sharptails, 
while most of the other members count it best. Hammond and Aldous, in North 
Dakota, are strong in their belief that severe winter weather and snow are 
prerequisites of sharptail trapping in their state. All Michigan chickens, 
incidentally, were caught during January and February.
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Mather found clear, warm days best for sharptail trapping; the 

Hamerstroms generally had best luck with chickens on the first morning 

after a snow, but made their largest single catch during a very severe 

late winter storm. 

Other Handicaps 

The Faville Grove area, in southern Wisconsin, did not trap chickens, 
as their flock is now so small that they did not wish to add extra dis- 

turbance. 

Steele reports a marked falling off in the numbers of wintering chickens 

along the Mississippi bottoms in Wisconsin and Minnesota, due to the radical 
changes which have resulted from the clearing of timber and impounding of 

water above tho dams. He has had no chance to band chickens for the last 

several years. 

An over-abundance of corn shocis left in the fields in the Plainfield, 
Wisconsin, rogion provided an unusually good food supply for chickens, but 

made trapping difficult. 

Colored Markers 

Two papers on foathor-marking techniques have recently appeared: 

Edminster, Frank C. The marking of ruffed grouse for field 
identification. Jour. Wildlife Management, Vol. 2, No. 2, 

193% SeriTA1g pp. 55-57. The feather merking met'od is 
essentially the same as that given in the Manual; notes 

on other markers, such as belling, cutting tail feathers, 

which are generally less useful than feather marking. 

Wright, Earl G. Marking birds by imping feathers. Jour. 

Wildlife Management, Vol. 3, No. 3, July, 1939, pp. 233- 

239. Imping is splicing by means of a steel needle inserted 

in the cores of feather shafts. A colored tip can thus be 
spliced to the base of a natural feather. 

Only a few of the cooporators used fonther markers or colored log bands; 

as yet, none of us has used the formulae for dying aluminum bands. For those 

interested in booming and dancing ground work, the use of colored bands this 

winter may be very productive next spring. 

Sex and Age Characters 

External diagnoses of sex and age still present problems. 

Sex 

One of the coonerators, Jack Manweiler, has just published a paper 
which should vrove very useful: "The Combined Weight Class-Rectrix Pattorn 

Method for Determining Sex of Sharp-tailed Grouse," Jour. Wildlife Management, 

Vol. 3, No. 4, 1939, pp. 283-287. The tail feather criterion given in the 

Manual is about 86 per cent accurate, judging by 56 specimens examined 

by Menwoiler and 76 by Snyder. Among Snyder's birds thore wore two cases 

(about 3 ver cent) of flat reversals, one fomale with male tail and one male
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with female tail (the Hamerstroms have found one each of these reversals 

in about 75 birds), and nine (about 12 per cent) were intermediate in pattern. 

Since male sharptails are generally henvicr than fomales, "by combining 

the rectrix-pattern method with the weight-class method, the errors in scx 

determination dthe doubtful groups can be reduced to a point where they may 

be considered almost negligible." Tables and explanatory material for the 

use of the method are given in the paper, reprints of which are available. 

The Hamerstroms have found wide variations in the pattern of the central 

feathers of male chickens. At one extreme is the condition cited in the 

Manual; at the other, at least six of the central feathers may be either 

barred or mottled; and there are sevoral combinations of barring and mottling, 

involving from two to six feathers. The remaining tail fcathers are unmericcd, 

however, in contrast to the barring of all fomale tail feathers. 

The amount of yellow in the comb is also a useful sex character in 

both chickens and sharptails. Perccntage figures for accuracy are not as 

yet available, but Baumgartner and Virtue have used it in winter sharp tail 

trapping, and the Hamerstroms have found it to check out well with chickens. 

Females generally have no yellow pigment, at most a few colored papillae 

along the tip of the otherwise bare skin; males generally have many rovs of 

brightly colored papillae, covering most or all of the area. 

Age 

W. Carl Gower has a paper on age determination; "The Use of the Bursa 

of Fabricius as an indication of age in game birds," Trans. Fourth North 

Amer. Wildlife Conf., 1939, published by Amer. Wildlife Institute, Investment 

Bldg., Washington, D. C., pp. 426-430. As described and illustrated by 

Gower, the method can be used only on dead birds, by dissection; has been 

used for many upland game birds (including chickens and sharptails) and 

ducks; and is reliable at least through December. H. Albert Hochbaum, 

University of Wisconsin, has used the method on live chickens, sharptails, 

and ducks, by prolapsing the cloaca by finger pressure, There are two 

things to be done: first become familiar with the manipulation and appearance 

of the cloaca, then find out how long the character holds good. 

Band Sizes 

Several mistakes were made in the table of band sizes in the Mamal, 

and changes have beon made, in the mean time, in size designation, The 

table below has boon corrected and brought up to date. 

pT PC. ST. TRG. Pheas. | Hun. 
13 iia i) /é . 

* ue 
zi-6 [| 34 

Wis. 14 14 Dee - 31-6 31-6 12 31-6 10 16 

U.S.B.S. | 6 6 5-6 OT 4 

*The size of the U.S.B.S. bands to which they correspond. 
**Possibly too small; if so, use 31-6 or 14; definitely too small for 
P.C. and 8.7.
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History of Chicken Banding in the Lake States 

Wisconsin and Minnesota records were given in the last progress report, 
According to Baumgartner, Michigan has banded 78 sharptails and 37 chickens, 

mostly in the last two years (the last progress report shows 82 sharptails 

banded in 1937-38; four died before release). He has no record of Biolozical 

Survey bands being used. 

Yeatter reports that Illinois released 15 game~farm-reared chickens, 
banded with U.S.B.S. bands in 1938. Apparently no wild chickens or sharptails 
have been banded as yet. 

Members of the Cooperative 

Barton, W. W., U. S. Forest Service, Camp Delta, Wis. (Chequamogon Nat'l Forest) 
Baum, L. H., Supt. Douglas Co. Bird Sanctuary, Gordon, Wis. 
Bradley, Homor L., Sonoy Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Germfask, Mich. ; 

Bradt, G. W., Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 
Buss, Irven 0., Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 
Carter, Burns T., Necedah Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Nocedah, Wis. 

Chase, W. W., Soil Conservation Service, 4.650 North Port Washington Road, 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Cox, W. T., Soil Conservation Service, Milw:nkec, Wis. 
Dobie, John, Pokegama Sanatorium, Pokegame, Minn. 

Elkins, W. A., U. S. Forost Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukoo, Wis. 

Evonson, C. M., Supt. Camp Riley, Fificld, Wis. (Choquamogon Nat'l Forest) 
Fonger, G. K., U. S. Forest Sorvico, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 
Fredine, Gordon, Minn. Div. Game & Fish, State Office Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. 

Fry, J. R., Jr., Soil Conservation Service, LaCrosse, Wis. 

Grinmer, W. F., Conservation Department, Madison, Wis. 
Hanerstrom, F. N., Jr., Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 
Hanerstron, Frances, Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 
Hammond, Merrill C,., Lower Souris Refuge, Upham, North Dakota 

Hawkins, Arthur S., State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill. 

Hicks, L. B., Ohio Wildlife Cooperative Research Station, Ohio State University, 

Columbus, Ohio 

Hill, R. R., U. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Hunt, Robley, Necedah Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Necedah, Wis. 
Knudsen, Silas J., Project Manager, Soil Conservation Service, Black River 

Falls, Wis. 
Laidlaw, A. F., Soil Conservation Service, Coon Valley, Wis. 

Lambert, Bert, Brevort Lake, Allenville, Mich. 
Lee, Clifford, N.Y.A. Supervisor, 1730 Winnebago St., LaCrosse, Wis. 
Leopold, Aldo, Dept. of Wildlife Management, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

Manweiler, Jack, Soil Conservation Service, Baudette, Minn. 
Mather, Dean, Nicolet National Forest, Rhinelander, Wis. 

Murphy, W. T., Supervisor, Nicolet National Forest, Rhinelander, Wis. 

Roberts, Jess, Soil Conservation Service, Necedah, Wis. 
Sanders, R. Dale, Chequamegon National Forest, Park Falls, Wis. 
Schunke, Wm. H., Soil Conservation Service, Black River Falls, Wis. 
Shine, Harold, State Experimontal Game & Fur Farm, Poynette, Wis. 
Steele, R. C., U. S. Biological Survey, Foderal Bldg., Winona, Minn. 
Stoeckler, J. H., Lake States Forest Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minn. 
Swanson, Gustav, University Farm, Univ. Minn., St. Paul, Minn.
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Tubbs, F. F., Michigan Conservation Department, Lansing, Mich. 

Van Giesen, C. L., Supervisor, Chequamegon Nat'l Forest, Park Falls, Wis. 

Virtue, John, CCC Camp 5-98, Wilton, Minn. 

Wilson, Stanley F., U. S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Wohlen, Paul A., Supervisor, Upper Mich. Nat'l. Forest, Escanaba, Mich. 

Yeatter, R. E., State Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill. 

are
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: -.nis ds the last Progress Report that I shall be | 

able to prepare. I have enjoyed the job immensely, and have : 

: learned a great deal in doing it; however, it takes a good | 

bit of time -- time which I ean no longer afford, as I am 

not working full-time on Chickens any more. Hach year's 

eorrespondence is on file in Professor Leopold's office 

(424 University Farm Place, Madison, ‘Yisconsin). If anyone 

: else wishes to continue the Progress Reports,this material 

: is his for the asking. ; 
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\ Judging by the slowness with which wiewgle some of the 3s 
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2, individual reports have come in during tha past year or tWO , 

\ it might be argued that the Cooperative has fulfilled its 
\ : 
\ purpose and should be dropped. On the other hand, prairie $ 

5 grouse studies have been considerably expanded, recently, BeereeeS: 

\ through Pittman-Robertson funds. These new Projects, if they 2 

are able to continue, might still find the Cooperative : % 
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The most successful traps. for the season were#¥ for - = 

sharptail -- feeding shelter trap, tip-top, funnel; for : : 

chicken -— funnel, tip-top, short-bob and feeding shelter (
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Prairie Grouse Cooperative 

This is the last Progress heport that I shall be 

able to prepare. I have enjoyed the job immensely, and have 

learned a great deal in doing it; however, it takes a good 
= . 

bit of time -- time which I can no longer afford, as I am 

not working full-time on Chickens any more. Each year's 

correspondence is on file in Professor Leopold's office 

(404 tniversity Farm Place, Madison, Yisconsin). If anyone / 

else wishes to continue the FProrress Reports, this material 

is his for the asking. 

Tudsing by the slowness with which weick some of the 

individual reports have come in during tha past year or two, : 

it might be argued that the Cooperative has fulfilled its 

purpose and should be dropped. On the other hand, prairie 

grouse studies have been considerably expanded, recently, 

throuch Fittman-Hobertson funds. These new Projects, if the: 

are able to continue, mircht still find the Coonerative 

useful. 

“hether to continue or to disband is a matter for the 
/ . decide - 

mombership to censtder~ 

Traps 

the most successful traps for the season weret for 

sharptail -- feeding shelter trap, tip-ton, funnel; for 

chicken -- funnel, tip-top, short-bob and feeding shelter
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tied for third. 

The trap performance ré cords have been tabulated 4 

according to the system introduced in the last Progress 

Report: major groups only areas listed in the tables, 

and individual variants from these types are listed in foot- 

notes. : 

New variants and new designs are listed below, but are 

: deseribed in the Appendix: . 

Tip-top 

Grange's, Schwartz', and Hesselschwerdt's designs. 

Panel-funnel 

Ammann's, Bryen's, Cole's, and Turner's. 

Portable: funnel 

Hammond's. = 

Short-bob 
Grange's. : 

Miscellaneous/ : 

The Mattson's time clock-falling door. 

. ae oes chickens and one sharptail in a 

trap which he is not yet ready to describe. 

Schwartz caught one chicken by hand -- it was booming 

on top of his blind. 

x



Other Trapping Methods | 

"Drive traps" have been used on other species with 

gé great success, notably on quail in Texas, Sage Grouse F 

in Wyoming, and pheasants in Wisconsin. The Wisconsin 

trap consists of a rectangular "corral" with two long 

wings; birds are driven in on foot. For details, see 

Buss' account in "Wisconsin Wildlife Research, Quarterly 

Progress Reports", vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 76-88, Jan., 1942. 

Tod other recent papers on iene techniques are: : 

ter Pelkwyk, Joost "Fowling in Holland", Bird-Banding, 

12:1, pp. 1-8; 1941, and Brundrett, H. M. "New Bird- 

Trapping Devices", Bird-Banding, 12;4, pp. 164-168; 1941. 

Effects -of the Season 

Yeatter writes 'VYeather was mild and there was very little 

snow during trapping. We were able to catch birds only close 

to booming grounds. All birds trapped were males. In one case, 

a bird was caught when it flew onto a trap [tip-top] os: 

evidently to boom. I suspect some other were caught this way, 

as they did not pay much attention to the bait." 

In Missouri, Schwattz finds he has best luck in severe 

weather, with deep snow. 

Mather's sharptails disappeared early in the season, 3 

as they did last year. 

, es ye og Sa 
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Baits : 

See Ammann's comments in the Appendix. : 

Marking Techniques 

See Rppendix. 

Sex and Age Characters 

Ammann has a new age character which he expects to 

publish soon in the Journal of Wildlife Management. 

Bands 

During the 1940-41 season, state bands wereused by 

; Ammann, Bryens, Cole, Turner, Mather, Mattson, and Schwartz; 

Federal bands by Grange, Hammond, Hesselschwerdt, and Low.



Appendix 

The original "Game Bird Banding Manual" has been out 

of date for some time. New material -- modifications of 

old designs as well as new traps -- has been issued in 

the Progress Reports. Unfortunately, most of the Progress 

Reports are out of print, and the newer members of the 

Cooperative did not get them. 

Moreover, the Progress Reports contain a number of 

omissions and errors. Michigan, for example, has done a 

great deal of experimenting with traps but has been over- 

modest in not reporting them to the Cooperative. As a : 

result, there are several excellent traps which the rest 

of us have not known about, and the trap-performance 

records of the past Progress Reports are sadly incorrect. 

Through the help of Ammann, Baumgartner, Douglass, Cole, 

Turner, and Failing, it is now possible to give a fairly 28 
thes Am for medion Vt Summavined in Tpble pig 

accurate account of what has been done in Michigan, and f 

A few other corrections have come eg 

"this appendix: brings toxéther mostwof the erap- 

~aeve lopment which have, come about since the Manual was — 

. Zz ; Seabed: for the stage a leteness, the origi mode 
\ Chicxerdand shar etal aps ~~ Se ee a 

oN pare alsa, included. {Similar traps are grouped Ss 
ey under one headings Arter each heading I nave eiven the \. 

; total catch the group; within éach group isogiven ee 

_ willbe found deSeriptions of the ort al model (i.e., x 

the one in the Manual) and of subsequent riants, with
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This appendix brings together the developments which 

have come about since the Manual was issued. For the sake 

: of completeness, the original chicken and sharptail traps 

and trapping techniques are also included. 

Some of the earlier Progress Reports included “Supple- SS 

mentary data, from trappers outdide the Cooper&tive". Since 

all of those trappers became members when the scope of the 

Cooperative was expanded, their Suniigr/receiee (tase aac 

with the 1936-37 a ee been incorporated. oc ae 

lists the numbers of chickens and sharptails banded by each 

of us each year, grouped by states. 

: This summary leaves the most interesting part of our 

work -- its results -- unsaid. The reason is simple: the 3 

purpose of the Cooperative has been to foster prairie grouse 

banding on a large scale, first by getting -samimalasaeih people 

to undertake the job, second by arranging an interchange of 

techniques. The Progress Reports and this summary have to do 

with the second point; the discussion of results is not 

their function. : 

It is likely that there are still a few mistakes in ~ 

the following pages, but I believe that they are too few to 

be serious. : : 

TRAPS 

Similar traps are grouped under one major heading. 

After each heading I have given the total catch for the 

group; within each group will be found descriptions of the
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original model (i.e., the one in the Manual) and of subsequent 

: variants or of roughly similar traps devised later, with the 

numbers of birds caught in each. Note that although the ¥d7z 

variants are listed in order of their development, the totals 

for each include all catches by everyone who used Ss through 

the 1940-41 season. Tables III and IV summarize the trap 

performance records, by years, for the five year period. 

Dt Fa The illustrations below are no more than diagrammatic. 

This is for two reasons: to reduce cost, but mainly because 

; ‘ they are intended only to give basic ideas. There are many 

possible variations in the details of construction of any 

trap -- so many that two of the same model are seldom 

exactly alike. 

Tip-top (1829 sharptails, 128 chickens) 

A trap which offers bait at the edge of a raised ; 

platform; the platform, however, is pivoted in such a way 

that a bird alighting on if drops into the trap body below. 

A counterweight raises the platform into position again. 

The trap is light and easily portable. 

Trap body made of wooden laths nailed to 1"x2" corner 

posts; 2' wide and 3' long around the bottom, 12" (or 

\ ee wide and 214" long on a high. Space laths x 

: 2" apart, six to each side and end. Both sides and one end 

are sloping, but the end toward the pivot of :
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KWeodle 
the tip=top is vertical. Top of three parts: a horizontal 

: of pieces : 
frame, sides and ends at 3/4" wide, mortised; a counter- 

weighted shingle, the 1 vipmbop=proper , to fit loosely 

within the frame (allow about } clearance); a 23° wide 
pivot 

strip of shingle across the end away from the hinge, to 

act as a stop. The outer edge of the stop is raised 14" 

and its inner rests on the frame; in thés way, the aber 
Leendle- Poot th dreadle 

also acts as a slide toward the;tip—tops=Counterweieht) 

the-tip~top_with-s-block of 2"x6") Rives with a nail at 

each side, passing the nails ee — drilled 
wow aon 

horizontally through the frame and anivesk into the 

counterweight, a block of 2"x6". Put bait in two sardine 

tins nailed to the frame at the pivot end; fasten "guard 

pins" (dowels, whittled branches, corn cobs stuck on 

spikes) into the frame across the pivot end and about 

half-way back along each side, so that the only approach : 
Lyreodle . 

to the bait is across the tapeiop diselst. Cover?y sides and 

ends of trap with buckwheat straw, etc., to serve as : 

camoflage and to darken the interior of the trap. 
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This is Manweiler's original model (fig. 1 in the 

Manual). It has caught a total of wae sharptails and 6 

SE chigtece. A few of these were not, strictly speaking, 

caught in the first model (see below) but the error is 

too small to be significant. 

wee used 8", 10", 12", 14", and 15" 

shingles as tipetops, and reports the 10" best, 8" next. 

A double shingle sae eit 10" or 12" shingles pivoted 

near the trap ends and opening in the middle of the top, 

worked well but was inferior to the single shingle model. 

Hawkins and Buss used packing crates about 24'x24'x34! 

deep, hung a fish netting bag inside to reduce trap 
treadles. 

injuries, and used both permanent and removable +ip=teps. 

Bait with ear corn stuck on spikes in the top frame. (8 chickens) 

Aldous used tip-tops like %gg¢¢ Manweiler's except ¢AL 

that his traps wee with burlap to keep captives 

quieter, prevent injuries, and give protection against 

winds; (2) had ear corn on spikes around the sides and one 

end, instead of bait cans. ( VW Shacptesl s) 

Hammond's tip-tops are of several an ae vertical 

sides; the slats are covered with burlap to prevent scalping. 

(903 sharptails, 8 chickens)
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made 
1938-39 -- Manweiler AS/AAKANE take-down traps, by 

having the four sides as separate panels which — taken 

apart and packed flat. A sliding catch, similar to the 

bolt on a door but held fast by friction, holds the panels 

together when set up. 

Mather lined his traps with hardware cloth, to stop 

losses to weasels; he-alse—Lines—his—tra inside this is 

an inner lining of burlap. (79 sharptails, 7 ekiekens) 

: Bradley lined his tip-tops with burlap. 23, chickens) 

The Hamerstroms ase. tts-topa in the shape of a 

truncated four-sided pyramid, with top and bottom frames : : 

= nailed flat-wise to the corner posts, and covered with 

seine or burlap instead of laths. Of two sizes: bottoms 

35"x 41" or 27"'<334", tops 11x22" / or le"x 194", 17" 

or 16" high, respectively. Bait with ear corn on nails 

opposite the pivot end. (1 sharptail, 41 chickens) The 

larger size was the better. 

Hesselschwerdt with two metal tips ‘l2"x12", 5 

pivoted at the ends of ries traps and opening down from the 

: center. His traps were covered with burlap. (42 chickens) d 

1939-40 -- Mather and Bergman experimented with a 

compound tip-top. (2 sharptails) : 

1940-41 -- Schwartz used center-opening, double- 

treadle tips, and built his traps in separate panels which 

are hooked together in setting up. (4 chickens) z 
Grange used taps made of popple rather than laths. : 

5; (1 chicken) mince gS =o
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Wing-funnel (No birds) 

As far as I know, the wing-funnel was used only by 

Mather who had no luck with it. However, Ralph King, who 

designed the trap, has had such good results with it that 

in ruffed grouse trapping that it seems worth repeat: 
A taKe-doown trap, mode es 

the information.,Mede of six panels 6'x14', ¢¢ one 3'x1d4', : 
covered with poultry netting. Two of the long panels form 

‘the wing-funnel, two form the top of the trap body and 

one each its sides; the short panel is the trap end. A 

buffer cloth or fine net is hung inside the trap, across 

the top and down the sides and end, to prevent injury 

against the wire covering. The wing-funnel serves a double 

purpose: the spread outer ends act as lead-ins; the closely 

placed inner ends (about 4" apart) serve as an entrance 

which is (easily; found) from the outside but with difficulty 

from the inside. A single bob-wire, hung from the top of 

the entrance, makes escape even more difficult. (Figure 

2 in the Manual) See ground plan and door detail below. 
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Modified Wing-funnel (26 sharptails, 6 chickens) : 

The Hamerstroms made two modifications of King's 

wing-funnel. 

: in-ene—of—the-—longe-stdess, Bach had a catching compartment 

formed by a slide (inserted through the top) which cut 

offf one end of the trap; in each, the top was made of 

a single panel instead of two; each was covered with seine 

instead of poultry netting. 
: CROTSLY 

The first of these had a ground plan,like that of 

King's wing-funnel, except that the wing-funnel entered 

on a long side. ‘iiswas—firet-used-without=s—bob=wire 

eqrtbranss- It worked much better with a bob-wire door 

(similar to the one figured below) than without it. : 

5 The second (fig. 3 in the Manual) also had a side 
: entrance, but the wings did not project inté the trap. 

See ground plan below: = 
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Panel-funnel (530 sharptails, 39 chickens) 

Like wing-funnel traps, these have funnels made of 

two panels; however, the funnels do not project beyond 

: to form wings. The term "panel-funnel" serves to distin- 

guish these traps from wing-funnels on the one hand, and 

rem on the other, from those with funnels made of arched- 

over poultry netting. The difference between wing-funnels 

and panel-funnels is admittedly not very great. - 

Two Broups of trappers, working independently, have 

developed and used panel-funnels. None of their traps have 

been described to the Cooperative before (in reporting 

trap performances for the Progress Reports, these men 

called their traps by names that were already in use for 

other traps). 

During the seasons of 1936-37 and 1937-38, Barton 

and Evenson used a portable panel-funnel of their own 

design. The trap was 4'x6'x2' high, made of wire- or 

seine-covered panels which were hinged and hooked together; 

the entrance was "closed" by a single bob-wire. The poultry 

wire covering caused trap injureils; although seine was cut 

by snowshoe hares, it was more satisfactory. (21 sharptails) 

See ground plan below: 

<= 4° —_____» 
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Michigan models: Just before the Cooperative was set 

up, Lee W. Fisher was experimenting with panel-funnels. 

According to Douglass, they were of several sizes and 

"averaged 30" wide, 50-60" long, about 20" high. 

Apparently a stake held each corner, with top poles held 

horizontally to Wold ‘the Net covering. The funnel was of 

mesh held in place by ropes, and both funnel and trap 

sides were stapled to the ground. Evidently a kind of 

extension wing-funnel was used, at least sometimes, 

giving two funnels in tandem as in a government sparrow 

trap. Also, a lead-net was used to help birds drift into 

the funnel." 

Six chickens in 1936-37, and seven in 1937-38, were 

caught in a later model of Fisher's. According to 

Baumgartner, who was then in charge of trapping, the 

diagram below illustrates the trap: 

eS SS 

| oe 
oe ee is Wek 

| ee : 

—______ 3'_____, 

The net covering for the trap body, and for the panel- 

funnel, was suspended from horizontal wires fastened to 

stakes driven into the ground.
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This particular model has since been abandoned, but 

its basic design has been retained in several later traps. 

5 1938-39 -- Cole made two portable models. The first of < 
LET LLL eee nn SS ee Eee 

these had a solid frame,and was portable in that the whole 

trap could be tied to the top of a car and moved to a new 
¥ * 

place. The trap caught about 14 sharptails, but was not 

ierseeertent easily moved; it was about 6'x8'x16" and too 

bulky to handle in the brush and on the car. To get away 
from this : 
— | difficulty, Cole next made a similar trap of 

trials, 
de-mountable panels. After tame several  shanps=ané= sizes 

he settled upon two sizes, 4'x8'x16" and 4'x6'x16". In thas these. 
hw 294 > 

traps he acaught about 6 sharptails derins—the-238=83-Stasen, 

The larger size (see ground plan below) is made of seven panels —— 
Ro! Jwo 2 xlb lov 

Se i ; two for the top,,ome 
the sides, One 4'KIL" Lov the end, two bixte” S Ee 
See eos ce nor the panel-funnel. By covering 

the two top panels with one 4'x8' piece of netting the panels 

can be folded together, using the netting as a hinge. To remove 

birds, loosen one funnel panel and crawl in.
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This particular model has since been abandoned, but 

its basic design has been retained in several later traps. 

1938-39 -= Cole made two portable models. The first of num ue VEE guy SOO Beale Sn Pol woes gooce., So Sees 
of wood, 

these had a solid frame ,and was portable in that the whole 

trap could be tied to the top of a car and moved to a new 

' place. The trap caught about 14 sharptails, but was not 

isesayemtent casily moved; it was about 6'x8'xl1é" and too 

bulky to handle in the brush and on the car. To get away 
from this 
\ i‘ @ifficulty, Cole next made a similar trap of 

trials, 
de-mountable panels. After +=ine several  shapes.2nd- Sizes 

he settled upon two sizes, 4'x8'x16" and 4'x6'x16". In thes these. 
hus 294 

traps he caught about 6% sharptails @erinesthe-208s=3¢-stasth, 

d28—sheaestadis—in—lost—40,-end 108 -shearptatts-in-1646=43 

The larger size (see ground plan below) is made of seven panals——, 
Sx! two o xlb lov 

ee ey ae bop two for the top,, oe + t = IA 
tHe sides, one 4/xIb" Low the end) tuo b’'xto” A 
eseh—for-side wots ayakwe for the panel-funnel. By covering 

the two top vanels with one 4'x3' piece of nettine the panels 

con be folded together, using the netting as a hinge. To remove 

birds, loosen one funnel nanel and crawl in.
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+ 
s frent=penels.“In commenting on this trap, Ammann suggests: a 

% "The birds have a larger space to feed under the top (but a 

: i still outside) of the trap and therefor become accustomed = 
to deed under something, then they will more readily enter 

: the trap Pe the transition ... is not so great. The 

——— throat being so near the back of the Pas: the birds spend : 

most of their time in one or the other side (instead of 

erossing from one to the other) and therefor it is less 

= likely that they will find the opening and escape. This > 

fs also eliminates the need for a bob-wire which does not work 

t 
ete
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frent=panels. In commenting on this trap, Ammann suggests: 

] "The birds have a larger space to feed under the top (but ne 

I still outside) of the trap and therefor become accustomed 

to deed under something, then they will more readily enter 

the trap since the transition ... is not so great. The 

throat being so near the back of the trap, the birds spend 

most of their time in one or the other side (instead of 

crossing from one to the other) and therefor it is less 

7 likely that they will find the opennhng and escape. This 

\ also eliminates the need for a bob-wire which does not work
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ae so well in this heavy snow country anyway, where it would tm 

ci ' need constant attention to keep it in working order." = m6 

<i 1940-41 -= Ammann worked out two other modifications, at ye 

of whieh he used himself, and the one used by Bryens. a2 

Ammann's (15 sharptails) is stationary, 10' square and 2! : 

high, built under a 3' high feeding platform, on which 
There is panels 

grains were stacked. TFhe—trap—has one funnel,whose wingee- 

do-net+=prajeet=beyend=the.faceof the-trap<bet run back 

from 4 the front corners to the center of the trap. A door 

: in the rear allows the trapper to crawl in to exter 

remove birds. This door was first left open while birds 

: , i m ; 
were getting used to feeding in the trap; Amann found it 

Cher Wu door Ga s > 

better ze ope™ the corners slightly, thus giving more = 

e exits and making it necessary for the birds to enter by 

S, way of the funnel instead of the door, 9. CCC 
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so well in this heavy snow country anyway, where it would : 

necd constant attention to keep it in working order." ; 

1940-41 -= Ammann worked out two other modifications = j 

of which he used himself, and the one used by Bryens. 

Ammann's (15 sharptails) is stationary, 10' square and 2' 

high, built under a 3' high feeding platform, on which 

/ There is hanels 
erains were stacked. The-trap-has one funnel, whose Wwinse- 

do..nesspreqeet=beyond..the..faceof-the-trap=pet Tun back 

from g@ the front corners to the center of the trap. A door 

in the rear allows the trapper to crawl in to eater 

remove birds. This door was first left open while birds 

were getting used to. feeding in the trap; Amann found it 

Chess a Ker and s . 

better to, open the corners slightly, thus giving more zs 

exits and making it necessary for the birds to enter by 

way of the funnel instead of the door. 
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‘ ‘ « 1 (18 chickens and 2 sharptails) 
4 The trap used by Bryens (1$=sharstadds=-and=2=ehiekens ) x 

s is portable, 4'x8'x2' high, and made of panels -- +ae=etx3! 
four 2txs\, 

for=the=sop; two 2'x2' for the back} twa:R8x8* two each for 

ci top and sides} and two 2'x6' for the funnel. The=€uanet 

dees—-not—prejeet;—and- its—cutern.openingssbakes=up_aisis=the 

~SPAGOcMCPOSS—ORGneRdes The trap is set up and fastened with , 

bolts and wing-nuts, and with hooks. By One of the end 

panels serves as a take-out door. By shifting the positions 

of the bolts (see diagram), the corners can be opened 

slightly when the trap is un-set. Ammann believes that the 

; trap would be better if it were only 14' high, and that it | 

: need not be more than 6' long for use with flocks of 10 to * 

20 virds. o 
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. ——— (13 chickens and 2 sharptails) 
The trap used by Bryens (13-sharptatis and 2 chickens) ; 

is portable, 4'x8'x2' high, and made of panels -- twe=2txs+ rT 
four 2'x8', 

fer=tre-tep; two 2'x2' for the back} twe 28x8* two each for 

top and sides, and two 2'x6' for the funnel. tRe=sfsmesi 

-dees-not-prejeety--and its.outer-openingsbakes<up..alb.the 

SRace.seress~one.eade= The trap is set up and fastened with 

bolts and wing-nuts, and with hooks. 2Zy¥ One of the end 

panels serves as a take-out door. By shifting the positions 

of the bolts (see diagram), the corners can be opened 

slightly when the trap is un-set. Ammann believes that the 

trap would be better if it were only 14! high, and that it 

need not be more than 6' long for use with flocks of 10 to 

20 birds. ~ 
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hiicke ° i “kine i \ : ss Zen chic ns yire caught in oS —— SS 

entrance trap\i /1938-39, at Trout Wake. From a a. 
S 10' squake ard 2' high, 

= sent me by Dotig S$, the trap se to De me about tO@-hosenamamesy: 

: made of a0 clan hime from ropes fastened to posts ;\the 

entrance’ appears to he a fyké net. Martin Newland used the 
/ 4 uf 

trap,’ but I do not imow\who bude: 1b. The trap looks iike | 

: \ a good one. Se ance eee seeieece nes: a 

ae ones portable and non-portable four-panel-funnel traps : 

have also been used. Baumgartner desipfed the first one in 

1937-38 } dusine—thet season —he—eauesht 15 shavatails,and— 

Nis | 
Tarmer—65—shasptei16, in treans ofthat kind —Pir traps were 

6' to 10' square, and 14" or 15" high; traps and panel-funnels 

were made of netting fastened to stakes driven into the 

ground. The space bévigé/ between two funnels was blocked off 

with stakes, the netting loosened, and birds taken out by 

= reaching under one of the side walls. The ground plan of 
: Stwilar s i : 

Baumgartner's trap was tAev-eeme~es that of Turners portable ~ 

model, shown below, ay that Baumgartner's had no : 
(iz Shastlad : 

catching cage. In_the-nen-poertable,—_15-sharptaiis—were-eaushi 

by-Beumeertner;—end-S5-by turner, in 1937=38;~ent"SO-ttarptatis_ 

3 Turner used the non-portable four-panel-funnel trap ; ‘or 
@amedec two seasons; during the second, However, he made a 

2 portable model which he continued to use through the 1940-41 
: fertette Portable. 

season, when he stopped trappimg. ee is 6'x6'x14", 

: with a 2'x2'x14" catching cage at one corners; the funnels are 

made-of—panets two feet long, with apenings two feet wide at 

the outer ends and five inches wde at the inner. The funnels
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have welded iron frames; funnels and body of trap are 

j covered with 14" seine. Each trap weighs 40 pounds, and 

é costs about — Failing used a similar trap during 
Wooden 

——» 1939-40, but used ,buildigg lath for funnel frames. His 

funnels wére four inches wide at the inner end; he suggests 

that funnels tapering to an inner opening only 6 inches. 
and four inches wide i v i 

-high,might be better. C64 hata, oo As dees) 
ene 

: Using four-panel-funnel portables, Turner _eaught five 

? = shanptaits—im 1928-89)_28_in 1939-40, and 3h in 1940=4T; i 
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have welded iron frames; funnels and body of trap are : 

covered with 13" seine. Zach trap weighs 40 pounds, and 

costs about 310.00.’ Failing used a similar trap during 

weeden ; : 

1939-40, but used buildigg lath vor funnel frames. "is 

funnels were four inches wide at the inner end; he susvests 

that funnels tapering to an inner opening only 6 inches 

and four inches wide , - Qs ( 

high,might be better. Cb¢ hata, 2 ) 
Sees 
ising four -panel—furmei portables, Turner -eaucht five 
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= 1975. 

Portable Funnel (247 sharptails, 106 chickens) 

To follow the system of descriptive names used for 
"portable 

the other traps, this one should be called the aarched- < 

over-poultry-wire-funnel". However, it has been used for 

so many years, and for trapping so many species, that it 

has become the standard from which other kinds of funnels 

must be distinguished. 

[== The aie illustrated in the Manual (fig. 4) has a 

rectangular frame 2'x4'x2* high covered with seine, with. 

one off-center funnel at each ends; the funnels are 10" - 
ylo disdleens) 

+ i 7 " " high = 8" wide at the outer end and S4"x44" at the inner. (3ehoale, 

Hoare vhary Few trappers agree on the exact shape and size 

for either trap frame or funnels. The funnels are especially 

variable -- some like them gently arched and fairly broad, 

others like thwm peaked and narrow; some like them short, 

others long. 
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1939-40 -- The Hamerstroms gave up the standard 

portable funnel trap in 1936-37 because chickens were 

scalping themselves, even in seine-covered traps, on the 

funnels. This year the trouble was eliminated by using 

traps of a much larger size (52"x72"x28" high). Two sorts 

were used : double-funnel -- two funnels of the usual 

kind (higher than broad) at each end; broad-funnel -- one 

broad and low funnel (about 18"-20" wide) at each end. A 

funnel of inward poigting spring steel wires was also tried 

out, but escape was too easy. These large traps required 

catching cages: falling door traps were used for the 

purpose. (Double funnel, 18 chickens; broad-funnel, 

_—_____ 1 sharptail, 53 chickens; spring-wire funnel, 1 chicken) 5 

Ay yf Tan ertate Funnel (8 chickens) 

wth Used only by Hawkins and Buss in 1936-37, and 1937-38. 

This is the trap designed by Franklin Schmidt, and 

is one in which he caught many gf chickens and sharptails 

in the five years just before the Cooperative was set up. 

The trap is 12'xl2'x 30" high; wires or ropes are strung 

between corner posts set in the ground, and seine is hung 

over the framework so made; the funnel entrances are 10" 

wide (at the bottom) and 114" high at the outer opening, 

and 54" high at the inner. There is a built-on catching 

cage, with a take-out door in its top. Figure 5 in the 

: Manual.
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1940-41 -- Hammond's portable funnels are 5'-8' long, 

about 3' wide,and about 2' high, with 2" poultry mesh for 

funnels and trap covering. The trap frame is partly of wood 

and partly of #9 ga. wire -- see plan below. There is a take- 

out door in each of the four ground-level corners; a 

receiving box and burlap trap cover are used in removing 

birds. Take-out doors are left open when trap is un-set. 

(22B sharptails, 24 chickens) ee 
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Although this trap is covered with wire poultry netting, 

Hammond reports that few birds were injured in it, except 

for chickens.
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Fyke-net Funnel (11 chickens) 

From a photograph sent me by Douglass, this trap seems = 

to be about 10'x10'x2' high, made of netting hung from 76 
(bud see Sacniaeal Ys “iol Nose he cits . su) iia aa 

4 Pures; he ,entrance appears to be a fyke net. Martin s 

‘ Newland used the trap at Trout Lake, Michigan, in 1938-39, . = 

: but I do not know who designed it. It looks like a good ona © 
— eS en ee SS ee 
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Fyke-net Funnel (11 chickens) 

From a photograph sent me by Douglass, this trap seems - 

to be about 10'xl0'x2' high, made of netting hung from 7¥¢ 
(ber see Sresteal plan below bor method) 5 

ropes fastened to posts acs—in—the—case_cf—the—nen=poemeabae 
single 

; 

fommel; the entrance appears to be a fyke net. Martin 

. Newland used the trap at Trout Lake, Michigan, in 1938-39, 

but I do not know who designed it. It looks like a good ona 
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Half-wheel (9 chickens) |icgled uuder “Wiscellaneous® in lables Daud WC . 

The Hamerstroms' original model, used only at the end 

of the 1936-37 season, was like the portable funnel 

except that (1) the ends of the trap were made of the 

, halves of an old buggy wheel from which the spokes had 

been removed, and (2) it had a take-out door at the end 

opposite the @ single funnel (fig. 6 in the Manual). 

Dimensions: 4' long, 43" wide, 19" high. ((ghf only so rape Harpe) 
1938-39 -- Because chickens caught in the standard 

_ portable funnel were injuring themselves against the 

wire funnels, the funnel was taken out of this trap. 

Two substitutes were tried: bob-wires completely across 

each end (3 chickens); in each end a seine funnel ending 

in one pair of bob-wires (6 chickens). 

Bob-wire (516 sharptails, 156 ‘clickens) 
houg-beb:a RMugle vary wid 
A large trap having a sepies-ef, bob-wire entranced 

Gres a atees, with.a darkened chamber (nntnguagedatiinasl Be 
veof) at one end for ease in removing birds from trap. 
ae “thves Ae Live ae ‘ 

, There are twe=en—thwee immovable wires at each end of the 

two kam bob-wire sections, and a single fixed wire after 

ee pairs of bobs along the length of each section; 

these fixed wires reduce escapes. The method of hanging 

the bob-wires and the details of the slotted bottom board 

are the same as for the modified wing-funnel, already 

illustrated. In the body of the trap the top, end, and 

sides above the bob-wire sections are covered with seine}; 

the catching compartment is covered with burlap. Pigure 

Dimensions: 30"10! x 21" high; catching compartment about 

30" long, with a 12"x14" take-out door in the top/ (fig. 

7? in the Manual). See ground plan below:
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the halves of an old buggy wheel from which the spokes 

had been removed, and (2) it-had a take-out door at the 

end opposite the single funnel. Dimensions: 4! long, 43" 

wide, 19" high.
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The Hamerstroms designed the long=-bob in 1936-37. 
=e Fs" 

The original model has caught 388, sharptails and She 
, 13306 . 

chickens. 

1936-37 -- Hawkins and Buss tried a long-bob with 

bobs an inch apart instead of two. (No birds) 

1938-39 -- Schunke built end, sides, and catching 

compartment as separate units to make transportation easier; 

covered the top of the trap proper with roofing paper 

supported on 48" laths ;fastened=across—the—top and covered 
é Imed the catch ng Compactment= oath 

the whole trap with buckwheat hay He used waterproof 

wall-board, arched from the lower outer sides to the edges 

of a sliding take-out door = aman aes 

cascnine-sempartment. =—= 1 chicken) 

: Hammond covered his log-bob with wire poultry netting : 

s instead of seine. (4 ha) ‘ : 

: Short-bob: a long-bob but about half 
- (0 hep dal s) 

as long; designed by the Hamerstroms in 1936-37. )(@e 

whoaetatbes it citiekens)-
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The Hamerstroms designed the long-bob in 1936-37. 
re; 45: 

The original model has caught 380 sharptails and 4igaief 
~— a) 

. £330 j 
chickens. 

1936-37 -- Hawkins and Buss tried a long-bob with 

bobs an inch apart instead of two. (No birds) 

1938-39 -- Schunke built end, sides, and catching - 

compartment as separate units to make transportation easier; 

covered the top of the trap proper with roofing paper 

supported on 48" laths ;fastened-across—the-tep and covered 
lined the ating compar twnen te ot 

the whole trap with buckwheat hay- He used waterproof 

wall-board, arched from the lower outer sides to the edges 

of a sliding take-out door in the top », as-Linins—fer—bhe 

cuvchine-sempartment. (36 sharptails, 1 chicken) 

haces 

; Hammond covered his log-bob with wire poultry netting 

| instead of seine. C4 ha) 

Short-bob: similar to. the long=-bob but about half 
(60 ep | s) 

as long; designed by the Hamerstroms in 1936-37. )(¢@& 

wagarbotie mit citiekens}-
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—— shor t- bob 
1938-39 -- The Hamerstroms modified the hedéesob by 

(1) substituting an automatic door to the catching com- 

partment, to reduce escapes. The doors were of two kinds: 

two pairs of bob-wires (see coxmunee the modified wing- 

funnel); and a push-up door like that of the soap-box 

: quail trap. (2) Building a tip-top into the roof of the 

catching compartment, to make a double-duty trap. (42- 

ehé (1 sharptail, ‘i 
2 1940-41 -- Grang afied the short-bob somewhat, 

but has not described his changes. (2 sharptails, 14 chickens) : 

: Traps coo 

1936-37 and 1937-38 =< feiler used a wire-covered oe : 

trap with bob-wires across the two ends.(3 sharptails) 

1937-38 -- Schunke made a"recessed bob-wire trap", 

similar to the short-bob but with the entrance equal to 

1/6 the total length of both sides of the trap (3 sharptails) 

1939-40 -- Cunningham's men used a trap 5'x3'xl4" : 

high, covered with poultry wire, with bob-wires across 

one end £4%¥ (3'). The bobs were single wires 2" apart, 

of #9 gauge wire attached to a rod across the tap; to 

keep the blee bobs from slipping sideways, ¢ small check- : 

Dlockeike placed- betwee ¢4¢4 the wires. The lower ends of . 

the bobs fall into a notched board similar to those used 

in other bob-wire traps. (72 sharptails, 19 ptarmigan)
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short- beb 
1938-39 -- The Hamerstroms modified the hedkteeob by 

(1) substituting an automatic door to the catching com- 

partment, to reduce escapes. The doors were of two kinds: 

two pairs of bob-wires (see cabtiios the modified wing- 

funnel); and a push-up door like that of the soap-box 

quail trap. (2) Building a tip-top into the roof of the 

catching compartment, to make a double-duty trap. *42- 

cht an sharptail, 4 chickens) 

. 1940-41 -- Grange~Mealiidea the short-bob somewhat, 

but has not described his changes. (2 sharptails, 14 chickens) 
2 Traps comparable: to the short-bob: 

1936-37 and 1937-38 =--Manweiler used a wire-covered 

trap with bob-wires across the two ends.(3 sharptails) 

1937-38 -=- Schunke made a"recessed bob-wire trap", 

similar to the short-bob but with the entrance equal to - 

1/6 the total length of both sides of the trap (3 sharptails) 

. 1939-40 -- Cunningham's men used a trap 5'x3'xl4" . 

high, covered with poultry wire, with bob-wires across 

one end £Z%¥ (3'). The bobs were single wires 2" apart, 

of yo gauge wire attached to a rod across the taps to 

keep the bee bobs from slipping sideways, ¢ small check- 

biockaydd placed-between édé the wires. The lower ends of 

the bobs fall into a notched board similar to those used 

in other bob-wire traps. (72 sharptails, 19 ptarmigan)
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Eiezehout portable: 98! square, 44" high, bob-wire 

entrance the full width of one side (or full width less 

door through which the operator enters trap for removal 

of birds), seine walls and top. # Remove birds by 

entering trap and catching birds by hand or in a dip net, 

or from a catching cage. ~The—lLarge—size—is—an-—advantage 
o'xa! 

Made of four 98"x##4" panels which may be tied together 

when set up. The top has no frame, but once laced on, 

needs to be laced to only one panel when the trap is set 

up in a new place. Thus, when dismantling the trap for 

: moving, take off the front panel, containing the bob-wire 

section; loosen the ties which join one side panel to the 

back panel and re-tie; remove ties between other side and 

back: fold first side against back, swing other side panel 

over these two. In this way, all four panels may be laid : 

flat, 6né-on=tep=ef_one upon another, for transportation, : 

yet the job of setting up again involves a minimum of 

lacing (roof to front panel only). A separate top frame 

would simplify setting up, but would increase weight, 

bulk, and expense. Designed by the Hamerstroms in 1939-40. 

See front elevation below: G1 hide) 
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(Feeding Shelter Trap ( ,Sharptails, 14 chickens) 

Seth Low designed this trap; he has used it since 
1937-38. wire covered 

AdBdS=O. The trap consists of hinged,panels which fit 

across the opening of a lean-tgm feeding shelter to which 

' the birds are already accustomed. One panel contains a 

funnel entrance, the other a door by whivh the operator 

ics into the trap. Birds are retrieved by hand or with 

a mbehow net, Additional plain panels can be added, to . 

permit the same trap front to be used on feeding shelters 

of differing widths. Dimensions vary according to the 

shelters in use, but Low uses panels 4'-5' high, made of 

frames of 1"x2" wood covered loosely with #19, 14" poultry 

netting which extends 2" above the top to compensate for 

: irregularities in shelter height. An important addition = 

to the trap frame is an old canvas tarp, rolled on a pole 

across the top of the front of the shelter. The tarp is 
as soon as the operator arrives, 

unrolled,to darken the interior of the shelter. The dark 

interior quiets the birds and makes a place sheltered from 

the wind in which weighing, banding. etc.e, may be carried 

one To unset the trap, open the entrance door. Panels are 

See folded together for carrying. See front elevation below: 
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Clover Leaf (43 chickens) 

Two models, designed by the Hamerstroms in 1938-39: 

Four-leaf clover -- four seine-covered leaflets en unt 

frames of heavy wire, attached at the corners of @ square 

frame of light woed; four entrances (two pairs of bob-wires 

each) in middles of sides of square; leaflets serve as 

funnels and keep birds inside away from doors; by inserting 

a sliding door,frgu one leaflet serves as a catching 

compartment. Leaflets may be de-mountable for portability 

or fixed in place. Dimensions: central square 30"x30"x134" 

high; leaflets about 22" in diameter, each made from a 
x66" the 

single »iéeee 160" length of 6-8 ga. wire. Sliding door 

to make catching compartment can be slipped across one 

corner, from one entrance door to the next (dashed line 

in figure below); or inserted through the top at A, with : 

netting permanently in place at B. Remove birds through : 

slit in top netting or through a top door, or by reaching 

through entrance door and under sliding door. (19 chickens) 
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Three-leaf clover -- built on the same general 

principle, but with three leaflets on a central triangle. 

Measurements: triangle, 24"x24"x24"x 114" high; leaflets 

as for four-leaf clover. (24 chickens) 

Falling Door (30 chickens) 

A single-catch trap, useful in poor trapping weather. | 

Designed by the Hamerstroms in 1938-39. Trap is a cubical 

frame about 18"x18"x18" covered with seine except for the 

front, which is a vertically falling door. Set with a 

figure-4 trigger, or a modified figure-4 as follows: one 

end of a stick laid on top of trap, front to back, holds 

up the door; at back end of stick attach a string, which 

runs down into the trap near the back; attach a twig to 

the lower end of the string; lay the twig length-wise on 

an ear of corn on the ground, lay a second ear cross-wise 

with one end on the twig and the other on the ground. This - 

arrangement worked better than the figure-4, as birds WA 

walking around the trap often tripped the standard figure-4 

by striking against the projecting elbow. Birds can be 

taken out the entrance door, or through a smaller take-out 

door. 

Ground Net (2 sharptails, 24 chickens) 

Two half-ovals of heavy wire, whose fends arelLinked 

together to form hinges. Lay the frames flat, spread open, 

and cover with seine ; cut the seine wider than the width : s 

of the frames. To set, staple one frame Ato the ground
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Ce x 
x } through the two loops (hinges) and the middle, and turn 

<s 5 3 a. the other frame back on it; draw the loose het up to frames : 
“vA 

3 = ¢ and cover all with grass if desired: spring the trap with 

4 p - a pull-string attached off-center to the upper frame. See 
mes 

ot : diagram below. Measurements: each frame from one/Z¢f/ 

rs 64'-7' length of wire. 
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= 3 Booming and dancing grounds offer chances for : 

catching birds outside the winter period. Franklin Schmidt 

caught sharptails with portable funnels, and Baumgartner 

eaught chickens with non-portable panel-funnels, on spring 

display grounds; both used grain baits. Grain baits are 

non-selective and are sometimes unreliable when snow is 

no longer present. The behavior of booming and dancing 

males makes st| possible to set for individuals with yw : 

unbaited ground nets operated from a blind. The Hamerstroms 

began to use this net in the spring of 1939; they have s 

caught #Aéyddddiddg 23 unbanded chickens and 2 unbanded 

sharptails in this way, but have used it mainly for 

retrapping birds that had been banded elsewhere in winter. 

Schwartz has also tried it in Missouri (1 chicken). It might 

be possible to set it over dusting places in summer.
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Figure-S (10 chickens) 

Chickens often walk round and round open-field traps 

before (or without) going in. In the course of these cir- 

cuits they keep close to the trap, often trying to push 

in through the netting. The Mattsons designed the : 

Figure-S trap, in 1940-41, to take advantage of this 

behavior. The trap is 14" to 18" high, about 34' 4m long, 

: and about okt wide. The frame of the trap proper is made 

of a single piece of heavy wire (6 to 8 ga.), which is 

covered with seine; bob-wire doors like those of the ’ 

: clover-leaf traps are stapled in place at the two entrances. 

See sketch of ground plan below. Birds are removed by 

reaching in through an entrance door. 
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Short wings, as indicated by the dotted line at the 

right entrance, might be an ee ee design could 

easily be modified so that, no matter way @ bird walked 

around the trap, an entrance would be in the path.
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Miscellaneous (7 chickens) In Tables II and III, the Half- 

wheel is included here. 

Corn shock trap: Placed against a corn shock, the 

shock and sides of the trap act as lead-ins. Trap may be 

made in two parts: a rectangular entrance chamber with a 

door (two pairs of bob-wires) at each end, and a truncated 

triangle (as seen from noire made of panels which can 

be packed flat for carryingy; cover each part with seine. 

Measurements: entrance 8"xl1l"x13" high; body of trap of 

twp panels 174"x13" and one 344"x13"; panels tied together 

and to entrance chamber with string or wire. Probably 

- would work better if larger than the size given. Designed 

by the Hamerstroms in 1938-39. See ground plan below. s 

(5 chickens) 

\\ A Bwensions 
Corn in Text, 

shoele. I 
Time. chock, : 

mai ~falling door: The falling door trap offers 

free entrance -- no funnel to squeeze through or wires to 

raise -- but it catches only one bird at a time.



Nx 0m i ‘ nllattson, experimented with a larger model / 

whose door was tripped by a time-clock arrangement Cone 

ehiekét),. hoping to catch several birds at once. In a limited 

trial, the trap caught one chicken. ee one of the 

long sides of a large fummel trap into a falling door, which 

was held open by a stick. After removing the bell from an 

alarm He attached a wooden spool to the alarm winding 

key. The clock and a break-back rat trap were put in a Or, 

box; a string was run from the spool to the treadle of the 

rat trap, another from the back-breaker to the stick under 

the falling door. As the alarm mechanism runs down, the 

first string is wrapped around the spool and puiils the ¢ 

treadle down; as the rat trap is sprung, the second string 

jerks the support g4#t/from under the falling door. 

It is quite likely that a large pull-string trap, 

hand-operated from a blind, gives the best chance of eatching 

birds in poor trapping weather. The alarm-clock trip, while 

: much less certain of a catch, might save time and discomfort. 4 

“Com ~bheok-trep—(Progneoe=He oek-bran—(prosres: ee eae -39.)t--QNe-enteRe ontek n 

; cig <n ——_ = 

ees One ‘ohigkan was caught by hand iceurta: 1940-41). |
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Unknown (3@,sharptails, 4 chickens) 

There remain a few odds and ends, for the most part 

of no value except in balancing the books. 

1938-39 -- Michigan used at least four traps concernir 

which very little is now known. (1) Someone (not 

Baumgartner, as reported earlier) tried a drop-net 

suspended above a feeding rack, and tripped with a pull 

string. (2) Cole used a similar device beneath a feeding 

platform. He hung netting from the rack to the ground 

for the ¢édZ sides of the trap, and converted one side 

into an entrance by rolling up the netting on a smooth 

pole; the roller was dropped with a pull-string. 

(3) Cole then replaced the pull-string arrangement with 

a detachable funnel which he could take from one feeding- 

rack to another. See below: al Wve | vavne 
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I have been unable to learn how many birds were caught 

in the drop-net above the rack, how many below, and = 
. v (aot te 

many after the substitution of the funnel. Only 15, sharp- 

tails were reported for Cole that winter, all supposedly 

taken in the drop-net above the feeding rack; thereZ#@ is 

plainly a mix-up here.
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(4) About nine sharptails were caught by Bert Living- 

ston in some sort of "non-automatie drop trap" -- not, 

however, either of the drop-nets above. 

I do not know in what traps the remaining four chickens 

and exe sharptail, were caught. 

000000000 

‘The-mostsuccessful—traps;—over—the-five—year—period, 

funnel;—for—chickens,—tip=top,—bob=wire,—and—portable-funnel.— 

It is difficult, from these records, to compare one 

trap with another. New traps, and modifications of old ones 

have been developed each season, so that few -- if any -- 

have been used over the whole period. Some trappers have 

used only one or two kinds of traps, others have used many. 

Some trappers have had little snow, others have had much; 

some have trapped birds already siento to grains, others 

have had to accustom their birds to a=mew an unfamiliar bait. 

Some of these traps can be used under a wide variety of 

conditions, others are special-purpose traps. Subject to 

these limitations, then, the three most successful traps : 

have been: for sharptails, tip-top, feeding shelter, and 

panel-funnel; for chickens, tip-top, bob-wire, and portable 

funnel. : 

Even among these best traps there has been some contra- 

dictory belavier: Ene Beltrami-Pine Island areas in Minne- 

sota, tip-tops were far better than bob-wire traps for
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(4) About nine sharptails were caught by Bert Living- 

ston in some sort of "non-automatic drop trap" -- not, 

however, either of the drop-nets above. ; 

1922/29/44 I do. not know in what traps the remaining 

four chickens and one sharptail were caught. ; 

00000000 

The most successful traps,\over the five year period, 

have been: for sharptails, tip-top. (four=types), feeding 

* shelter, and panel-funnel (seven-types); ‘for chickens, 

tip-top (eight—types), bob-wire (five—types), and portable 

funnel. (four=sypes)>s- &
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sharptailg trapping, but on the Necedah-Black River Falls 

areas in Wisconsin the opposite was true. This contrast 

held true during three years of trapping. In three years 

of chicken trapping at Plainfield, Wisconsin, there was 

a great deal of variation in trap performance, as shown 

below: Best 2a 3d 4th 

ist year short-bob tip-top clover lf fall. door 

“d= * port. funnel pen clover lf tip-top 

Sd port. funnel fig. S fall. door clover he 

Portable funnels and pen traps were not used until the - 
short bobs weve wot used Sucny He terdy 

second year,,and the figure S not until the third; never- 

theless, the poor ae wank x. rag carey tee hare - 

after the first year,, and of the pen trap after the second, =) 

are ZAZ*xé striking. 

Whatever its significance, it is a fact that those’ 

sharptail traps which have made the best showing have been 

used alone or with very few other kinds. Of the three best, 

tip-tops have been used with more different kinds than the 

other two have, but with very few others even so; Low, 

with the seeend highest score of all the trappers, has used 

caught all his birds in his feeding-shelter trap; 

practically all of Michigen!s—aharptaile—have—been-eaught—in : 

panci-funnels Michigan, for all practical purposes, has 

used nothing but panel-funnels. 

Perhaps the only eusetgacean tobe drawn from these —— 
CA) records are<that we c “definitely say 3 eny one trap 

wd aa eee ee So apie ey ne on that 

| has resulted from st eee of Ake Coo rative, one should 
bee : a
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he-ebLe=te—find_go0d traps to-fPt nost=circunstaetss— 

TRAPPING TECHNIQUES 

Trap injuries 3 

i—though—mest—of the —tap—deseriptions—contein-direetions 
Most of the trap descriptions include ways of holding 

injuries to a minimum; nevertheless, a few generalities may 

be helpful. 
than sharptails 

Chickens are much more likely,to injure themselves. 

Small traps are apt to injure more birds than large ones. 

The longer a bird stays in a trap, the greater the 

ehenge Of eer Serrh ct ot predavor-kih a 
When approaching a ‘rapping place, yeer amt ot sight as : 5 

a4 ‘long as possible, “get the birds Nor. the traps as 

; | qtikekly as : fptek, Captiy $ will be quietér di j removal . 

if theyre herded in _ catehi chamber, orig 

/ theAvhole trap is aurksn by being Terea With a tarp, . 

‘burlap, or the like. peel fe eo 

a Gere netting -- seine, old tennis nets -- is a much 

safer trap covering eens netting; even cord nettingy 

is dangerous if tightly stretched. However, esfew=ereppers 

Hammond and Low have caught a great many sharptails in 

wire covered traps and have had few injuries. (Note that both 

darken their traps before removing birds.) Burlap is a good 
for tip-tops, 

lining for built-in catching compartments, ,end for the roofs 

of many daima@ese# traps. 

Rodents often cut cord netting, and predators sometimes 

break through #6 soft trap coverings. Some traps can be ¢
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secured against both by having an outer covering of wire 

and an inner buffer lining (all sides as well as the top). 

Be sure, however, that captives cannot get their heads through 

a the buffer lining and so reach the outer wire. 

- When approaching a trapping place, keep out of sight 

7 as long as possible, then get the birds out of the traps 

= f 5 quickly. Captived will be quieter during removal if they 

a 2 are herded into a darkened catching chamber, or if the 

2 LF whole trap is darkened with a tarp, burlap, or the like. 

= 
$F : Trapping apd are oS — several days or weeks 

3 in advance, It is well, during this time, to l@awe have the 

$ 4 3 traps in place, unset, to give the birds a chance to get 

3e = used to them. Cole even goes so far as to bring his traps in 

73 s pahel by panel, putting them together over a period of some 

— 7 days. : 

eo ? Many different baits Peete ae used. In general, two 
d ; ollowed: : 

3 j = systems of baiting have been,wes@: baiting with the foods 

° = that the birds were already eating, but presenting it in 

quantity; and baiting with staange foods. 

Ear corn (yellow), buckwheat, and grain mixtures have 

all given good results under the first system. The state- 

ment in Progress Report No. 4 still seems to hold:"Different 

baits continue to work best for, or to be preferred by, 

different banders. Some of these differences are probably 

due to the distribution of crops (wheat in Manitowa); some 

probably to the type of trap or method of baiting (small 

grains, scratch, buckwheat, in tray-baited tip-tops end
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hopper-baited feeding shelter traps). Some are preferred by 

some banders for reasons of convenience, ear corn, for example, 

because it remains visible in drifting snow/particularly if 

held above the snow on the ends of pointed sticks} « To what 

extent chickens and sharptails consistently prefer one bait 

to another (within the range of baits used by the Coopera- 

| tive) remains questionable. The Hamerstroms believe that 

for chickens on their area, there is no g consistently 

first-choice food. One flock refuses corn for soybeans at 

the same time that another takes only corn, another only 

buckwheat, when all three are freely available on the ground 

outside of traps or feeders. Further, within the same flock, 

there may be shifts from one grain to another at apparently 

unpredictable times." ae. 

ip Lege pf As an example of bait: ith strange foods, "Steele = 

F Ea unsuccessfully to trap Hungarian Partridges using 2 

locally grown grains for bait, but when he imported corn for 

bait, plenty of Huns were trapped." (Manual, p. 4) On the 

a etten ham Ammann = apes) season): : 

3 Ney ; Whatever bait be esed, it sfould be so placed that : 

F if. birds cannot reach it from outside the trap, or, in the case : 

of tip-tops, without stepping on the treadle. 

Mather found that baiting for sharptails was more. 

successful in uncut brush than on and under brush piles in : 

clearings made as baitihbg areas. He floticed that birds flew 

Saks his food patches over regular routes; placing the trap 

(tip-top) ends toward the direction of entrance gave best - 
: 3 baked to prevent freezing, large amounts. : 

— trapping results. Qelase Sand and small Grane) Oe 28 088 in,
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hopper-baited feeding shelter traps). Some are preferred by 

some banders for reasons of convenience, ear corn, for example, 

because it remains visible in drifting snow [particularly if 

held above the snow on the ends of pointed sticks). To what 

extent chickens and sharptails consistently prefer one bait 

to another (within the range of baits used by the Coopera~ 

tive) remains questionable. The Hamerstroms believe that 

for chickens on their area, there is no g consistently 

first-choice food. One flack refuses corn for soybeans at 

the same time that another takes only corn, another only 

buckwheat, when all three are freely available on the ground 

outside of traps or feeders. Further, within the same flock, 

there may be shifts from one grain to another at apparently 

unpredictable times." . - 
Seay: 

| Aone ssf. As an example of paiting with strange foods, "Steele _ 

GeO estes unsuccessfully to trap Hungarian Partridges using . 

locally grown grains for bait, but when he imported corn for 

7 bait, plenty of Huns were trapped." (Manual, p. 4) On the 

; ae other hand, Ammann writes (1940-41 season): . 
: 4 “e Seer og 

; Ky g* Whatever bait be ased, it should be so placed that 

i if birds cannot reach it from outside the trap, or, in the case , 

of tip-tops, without stepping on the treadle. 

Mather found that baiting for sharptails was more 

successful in uncut brush than on and under brush piles in 

clearings made as baitibg areas. He floticed that birds flew 

into his food patches over regular routes; placing the trap 

(tip-top) ends toward the direction of entrance gave best 
‘ . baked to prevent freezingy—~, large amounts. 

trapping results. Qedwse Sand and small gravel; were eaten in,
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ee "The baits taken most readily 

depended almost entirely, it seems, on what the Se 3 = aA 

available previous to the trapping season, or #¢ on what 

they had been educated to take in previous years. I had one 

deuce of a time trying to educate the sharptails in this : 

area to take grain, for they did not recognize it.as food 

at all. After wZ# several weeks of baiting with Mt. Ash : 

branches loaded with fruit, and even mixing loose berries 

; with the grain, only one or two sharptails of a floek of ; 

about a dozen learned to eat the grain, although they often 

walked on it and selected the Mt. Ash berries from the 

mixture. When my source of Mt. Ash, ¥¢7747¢¢/ fruit gave out, 

most of the flock abandoned the feeding station, but I did 

capture one, finally, on grain. Turner had a similar 

experience at L'Anse." He sugeests scattering grain on 

daneing grounds in spring, and occasionally again through 5 

the summer and autumn, as a preparation for winter trapping 

in areas where grain is not a familiar food. 

ee ee 

; Se a ae eg Ne ; — eS Se =e 
inti ~last| Progress Reporty 

a has now been published = 5 Re he. "A mew type or 

bied and mamma i marker", Jour. a: Mgt,., 53:1, pp. 120% : 

WP 124;\1941). . \ 2 2 

\ Hi ond tried a few pyralin ee but ANY 

a cand that “the clamps broke the feathers to which they were - 

attached, aftek.a time. 2 

The Hamerstr G have been using a simplificdyion of 

the imping method deseribed by Wright. A feather is ekt off 
~
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Camoflaging traps 

The value of camoflage is still unknown. Some banders 

think it of considerable importance, others say it does no good. 

Weather and trapping; a few generalities 

“The formula for good trapping weather continues to be 

elusive. \ 

tf) Snow. is generally considered a prerequisite \for both 

\ chicken and sharptail trapping; storms generally bring 

larger catches than pisual. These /two statements, however, 

are no more thaha Heginning. FZ 

; eS 2 
; The records for the last four years (the first Progress 

Report did not contain a monthly break-down of results) show 

that sharptail trapping has not been equally good 3a at the 

same periods in different areas. In Minnesota, Michigan, 
avk cewtral : 

no rthern Wiscons in ) 

hetiueie, early winter has been most productive and late 

winter next best, with a decided slump in midwinter (February 

and probably also late January). In North Dakota, however, 

midwinter has been the best trapping period. hewapees that, 
Seems +o be. 

This difference in trapping success in midwinte r,&s due to 

a difference in habits of the birds, a difference which goes 

beyond the mere willingness or unwillingness to enter traps. 
: Hammoud eee hot 

In North Dakotaj sharptails feed on grains all winter, where 
they are A 
ieets available. In Minnesota, Michigan, northern and central 

Wisconsin, ‘newever, sharptails use grains heavily in spmimg 

autumn and early winter, and again in late winter and early 

Sada: “ceatte spring; however, many birds grains during midwinter. 

I do not know whg this happens; obviously, % more than
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weather alone is involved, else one could expect the same 

response to midwinter weather in the two regions. 

Chicken trapping has been uniformly poor in early 

winter (through December), and has sometimes been best in 

January, sometimes in February, and sometimes in March. The 

spread of chicken catches has not been great anough~torshow 

but the poor success in early winter is common to all areas. 

At Plainfield, chickens definitely shifted away fem in 

early winter from their autumn feeding fields, and returned : 

to them in January (at least, this happened during two of 

three winters; the first winter's trapping was not well 

started until January). The cause of this behavior, as well 

as its geographic extent, are likewise unknown. 

AG Actually, we seem to have learned rather little about 

ert the basic reasons for trapping success or the lack of it. 

Assuming that the birds -- chickens or sharptails -- are 

eating grains, most trappers have found these things to be 

true: 

Anything that reduces the amounf of food available 

benefits trapping. Such things include deep snow, sleet, 

erusted snow, poor crops (including weed seed and mast, as 

well as grains), small number of feeding places, and the 

farmer's early removal of field crops. @mmw Snow is generally 

considered to be a prerequisite of good trapping. 

Severe winters are apt to be better for trapping than 

mild ones. This has been particularly true in Illinois and 

Missouri, and on the Plainfield area.
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; some 
Ammann, Cole, and Turner report that,male sharptails : 

: often in trapd prevented other birds from entering. In 

transplanting sharptails, Cole trapped out several flocks: 

in a number of cases, he caught more males at first and 

more females later, in the same traps, after the males had 

been removed. Ammann suggests that it’might be well to hold 

the birds caught first, instead of banding and releasing 

sharptails as they are caught, if one wishes to band all 

the birds in a flock. The Hamerstromaé believe that it is 

harder to catch any chickens from a large flock (50 or 

more) than from smaller ones, but don't know why.
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Snow and sleet storms are apt to be particularly good 

times for trapping. However, the #¢ first and third largest 

catches at Plainfield were made on two days of thaw. 

On some days, chickens and sharptails are easier to 

catch than on othersj whatever the reason, on those days 

the birds are willing to enter almost any kind of trap. At 

other times they are more wary. Some trappers stick to one 

kind of trap for each condition (Low, who has caught more 

sharptails than anyone else), some prefer a variety of traps 

to offer different choices during the less productive periods 

(the Hamerstroms, who have caught the greatest number of ¢f# 

chickens). : 

8 Wr All in all, grouse trapping has not yet been reduced 

to a formula. Sharptails, in particular, actually behave 

differently in different regions; beyond this, the 

members of the Cooperative have shown a wide range of choices 

in traps, baits, when and where to trap, how long to bait - 

ahead, and in all the other details of a trapping program. 

Perhaps the only conclusions to be drawn from these records 

is that one cannot say that any particular system is best 

for all conditions, but that one should be able to find, 

among this collection, systems to fit most circumstances. 

COLORED MARKERS 

Banas 

A bird wearing the standard aluminum band rina be taken 

in the hand again before the number can be read. Additional 

colored markers, which can be recognized at a greater distancs
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are sometimes useful even chbtigh they may not be as permanent. _ 

Colored bands 
The aluminum bands may be colored, or extra celluloid 

bands may be used. 

"Kirksey, University of Missouri student, has successfuly 

colored aluminum bands and here presents three formulae, all 

of which have given good results: 

1. Transparent Japan laguer : : 
2. 2/3 banana oil, 1/3”’acetone; analine dye pigment. 
3. 1/2 auto retouching enamel, 1/4 turpentine, 1/4 rubber 

cement" (Manual, p. 4) 

The National Band and Tag Co., 720-724 Orchard Street, 

Newport, Ky., makes two=Kimms-ef-colored celluloid bands. 

# kinds have been used by the Cooperative: #907 Bandettes, 

ani #007 Two-fold Spirals. The bandettes are about the same 

size as an aluminum band, are numbered, and may be had in the 

following colors: red, blue, green, white, yellow; price, 

$1.60 per hundred. The two-fold spirals are not numbered, 

are about half as wide as the Bandettes, and come in the 

following colors: red, ruby, pink, dark blue, light blue, 

green, orange, yellow, black, white, purple, brown; cost, 

5 $0.65 per hundred. The Hamerstroms have used both kinds y and 

have been able, with field glasses and blinds, to read the 

numbers (bandettes) on chickens on booming grounds. 

Feather markers 2 

Feather markers can be seen farther than colored bands, 

and show plainly even on flying birds. Naturally colored 

feathers have been used, but it has been more common to Ave 

white feathers. Either straight, stiff feathers (tail, wing 

caéverts, axillars) or fluffy body feathers are good; from 

domestic chickens, ducks, pigeons, and turkeys.
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(Me Diamond Dyes (for wool) are very good; follow the directions 

te oe on the package. Analine dyes may also be used: see 

2 ss oe Markers are generally attached to the tail, occasionally 

2 = i to the wings, back, head, and the pinnae of chickens. There 

fy are several methods: 

y +E (1) Coat with Duco (or similar) Household Cement the 

3 = upper surface of a tail feather of the bird to be marked; 

7 294 similarly coat one surface of the marker; press the coated 

as © 3 : surfaces together. In addition, tie the two feathers 

ep a3 o together at one to three points with waxed linen thread, 

oa a with a drop of cement on each knot. Be sure that the butt 

3 = ne end of the marker, whose quill has been eut off, does not 

a ee 2 touch the bird's body. Edminster's method, referred to above, 

u So is much like this. _ 
ee Gl Get abe fee tainan Gk cps agin moe eT 

iy (splice) to it 4 copresponding i. colored feather, — 

s p holding the two together With a doublle-tape ed, three- 

a { sided needle stuck inte the ‘core of each piece 

push an imping needle (three-sided, ayuble-tapere hal tae 

| its length into ta haa push the other half of the dle y, 

\ into the tier e 
eee eee 

(2) Cut off the hollow lower portion of the rachis of 

a colored feather; push an imping needle (three-sided, 

double-tapered) about half its length into Gua Satnds} cut 

a feather, well above the hollow part, of the bird to be 
Hoesen thx pnnc-ovey inte the 
marked; push, the other half of the imping needle insaathe 

« The needle holds the two feathers 

together, particularly if rusting is hastened by dipping
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Markers are generally attached to the tail, occasionally 

to wings, back, head, or the pinnae of chickens. There are 

several
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the needle in iodine just before using it. (See Vright, E. G., 

"Marking birds by imping feathers", Jour. Wildlife Mgt., 

3: 238-239. 1939) 

(3) Cut the feather to be marked so that no more than 

the hollow stub remains; dip the butt (either the quill or 

an upper portion of the rachis from which 3/4" of the vane 

has been stripped) of the marker in household cement, and 

push it into the stub. Alternative: cut the feather to be 

marked at the d@ solid part of the rachis; strip the vane 

for about 8 3/4" and coat with household cement; cut 

the tip of the quill of the marker, and slip the hollow 

. quill over the stripped rachis. Feeney showed these two 

alternatives to the Hamerstroms, who prefer the former; 

Ammann prefers the latter. In stippaiae trimming the vane, g 

Ammann does not cut it “quite to the rachis. 

A good holder, to be used during weighing and feather- 

‘marking, ean be made from an old wool sock. Cut off the foot, 

: and close the opening with a rubber band. Put the bird in the : 

holder head first; when ready to rélease, take off the rubber 

: band and let the bird work its way forward out of the sock. 

Direct coloring 

James Moffitt (see above) has devised an apparatus with 

which he has sprayed aniline dye solutions on displaying 

sage grouse. It consists of a one gallon metal container, 

holding two quarts of solution under 70-120 lbs. of air 

pressure, a spray head and release valve, and an air valve. 

The container is buried in the ground with only the spray 

headj and the two valves showing; the spray is released by : 

a pull string operated from a blind.
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Both chickens and sharptails, but especially the 

latter, have enough white feathers to make the system worth 

trying -- and why not color trapped birds directly, instead 

of attaching colored markers? The under-wings, bellies, 

under tail coverts, and, for sharptails, outer tail feathers 

should lend themselves to tas method. 

Moffitt found that,dyes in water solution did not 

penetrate the feathers, but solutions in half water and 

half 95 per cent alcohol penetrated instantly. 

Pyralin markers 

R. E. Trippensee ("A new type of bird and mammal marker", 

*. Jour. Wildlife Mgt., 5:120-124; 1941) has described a marker 

made of pyralin, a light-weight plastic. It is fastened with 

metal clips to Gar foxticx rachis, or to the ear of a mammal. 

There are ime colors, used singly, in combinations of two: 

white, black, yellow, marfoon, orange,red, cerise, dark 

green, light blue, and dark blue. They are sold by the 

wildlife Supply Compeny, ¢ ‘Saginaw, Mich. : 

During the 1940-41 season, Hammond tried a few of these 

markers on sharptails but found that the clamps broke the 

feathers to which they were attached, after a time. 

: TOE CLIPPING 

: Ammann has been clipping toes so that marked birds 

could be recognized pyttheir tracks in the snow. He has 

found it better to cut the toes between joints, as there 

is less bleeding.
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SEX AND AGE CRITERIA 

Sex 

Tail feather patterns have been used most often as 

sex indicators for both sharptails and chickens. 

Most sharptail males show two longitudinal light- 

colored stripes, one on e# each side of the rachis, along 

most of the length of the two central tail feathers; niost 

& females show a cross-barred pattern in this area. The 

terminal inch (approximately) is patterned alike in both Z 

sexes. Including doubtful cases (intermediate patterns) : 

and flat revesals (male te: feather with female pattern, 

female feather with male pattern), the feather character is 

about 86 per cent accurate (Manweiler, Jack, "The combined 

weight class-rectrix pattern method for determining sex of 

sharp-tailed grouse", Jour. Wildlife Mgt., 3:283-287; 1939). 

bexred 
All the tail feathers of female chickens are cross- 

barred, although the outer lateral halves of the outer 

feathers may sometimes be plain; males have umberred : 

plain tail feathers, except that as many as six (uncommonly) 

of the central feathers may be barred or mottled, and all 

of them may have a narrow, light, terminal band. I do not 

know of any instance, checked By¥ against the gonads, in which : 

these sex characters have proven inaccurate. 

Manweiler has published (see above) on weight as a 

criterion of sex in sharptails. Since males are generally 

heavier than females, "by combining the rectrix-pattern 

method with the weight-class method, the errors in sex
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: determination of the doubtful groups can be reduced to a point 

where they may be considered almost negligible." Tables and 

explanatory material for the use of the method are given in 

the paper, reprints of which are available. 

In the Progress Report for 1938-39, the amount of pigme¢nt 

in the eyebrow of chickens and sharptails was suggested as 

commas character. While it is true that males generally have 

much pigment and females little ot none, the Hamerstroms 

have found a great deal of overlapping in degree of pigmen- 

tation: in both sexes, many individuals have a "medium" 

amount. 

Age 
So far, the bursa of Fabricius is the most reliable 

age character. It is a blind pouch which lies above the : 

large intestine and opens only into the cloaca. Young birds 

have it, adults (with the exception of a few species) do not. 

f  Garicuaaknis. in game birds at least, it disappears in some 

iB individuals by the end of December, S?itt proper manipulation), 

@t can be seen in live birds./See Gower, V. C "The use of ; 

the bursa of Fabricius as an indication of age in game birds", 

Trans. Fourth North Amer. Wildl. Conf., 1939, pp. 426-430; 

and Hochbaum, H. A., "Sex and age determination of waterfowl 

by cloacal examination", xigy.Trans. Seventh North Amer. 

Wildl. Conf., 1942, pp. 299-307. Gower's paper deals only 

with the use of the method on dead birds; Hochbaum has used 

it on live chickens, sharptails,~emd ducks, and stata ban 

although his paper is concerned only with waterfowl, the 

procedure is essentially the same for game birds.
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No wholly satisfactory plumage characters have been : 

published as yet. It is known that immature grouse retain 

the two outer pairs of primaries, and of primary coverts, : 

: until the second summer. Several age characters have been 

claimed for these feathers (See Petrides, G. A., "Age 

determination in American gallinaceous game birds", 1942, 

Trans. Seventh North Amer. Wildl. Conf., pp. 308-328). 

These characters are: 

¢t)-Primartes+-in-both-chiekens=and—sharpiails. 
(1) Primaries: (PC and ST) pointed in young birds, blunt 

in old birds; (PC) light spots more nearly reach the feather 

%6 tips in young birds than in old. 

(2) Coverts: second covert has larger light markings 

(reaching the rachis af least at the tip) in young chickens 

than in adults; not true of sharptails. The outermost covert 

is small and wedge-shaped, and has no diagnostic value. 

Several of the Cooperators believe that these characters 

are not consistent enough to be of much use. :
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No satisfactory plumage characters have been published. 

It is ‘known thma pure gmousetwo pairs of primaries, and of 

primary coverts, are retained until
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. Madison, Wisconsin 
4 January, 194? 

PROGRESS REPORT, 10. 
‘ 1939-1940 

Lake States Banding Cooperative 

The membership has agreed to expand the geographical spread of the Coop- : 
erative, so as to include prairie chicken and sharp-tail banders outside the lake 
states. The names of the new members are included in the membership roll at the 

end of this report. New states now included within the Cooperative are North 
Dakota, Missouri, Oklahoma, and the Provinces of Alberta and Manitoba. In accord- 

ance with this change, the Cooperative is now called the Prairie Grouse Cooper- 

ative. - 

On the other side of the ledger, the Soil Conservation Service has had to 

discontinue banding, a severe loss to the Cooperative. 

Since this report covers the season of 1939-1940, before the change in the 

status of the Cooperative was approved, it is more properly the lest one of the 
old Cooperative. Insuiry has been received as to the origin of the progress re- 
ports. The first (1936-37) was prepared by A.S, Hawkins, and was included in the 

regular nows lotter of tho Dept. of Wildlife Management, University of Wisconsin. 
(Gane Research News Letter No. 12). The last three (1937-33, 1938-39, 1939-40) 
were prepared by F.N. Hemorstrom Jr. and issucd as mimcographs by the same de- 

partment. 

Traps 

Sevoral traps have been tried out since the Banding Manual was issuod, and 

some of those in tho Manual havo been further modified. As a result, the form of 

the tabular summarics which has boon used in first progress reports now needs rem 

vision. In this report, I have lumped together roughly similar trans in the 

tabulations, and have shown the performance of veriants from the standard models 

(seo the Mamual and Prog. Revort, 1938-39) in the footnotes or in the following 

paragraphs. New traps are also described below. 

The most successful traps for the scason were: for sh=rptails--feeding 

shelter tran, tip-top, bob-wire; for chicken--tip-top, portablo funnel (large), 

pen trap. 

Tip-top. 

| The Hamerstroms use tip-tops of a different construction then that shown in 

| the Manual. Large, seipe covered tip-tops and small, burlap covered tip-tops 

| (described in progress report for 1938-39) crught 8 chickens and 8 chickons and 

\ 1 sharptail, respectively. Small seine covered tip-tops of the same size and 

goneral construction as tho small, burlap covered tip-ton, caught 3 chickens. 

Fannol 
— j 

Cole used a non-portable si e funnel trap, but caught most birds in ea 

a wing-funnel. Fiebeher and Turnc Nus od 4-funnel portable tracs for both chickens 

é and ee ae \ 

Vv Hel
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The Hamerstroms gave up the standard portable funnel tran in 1936-37 beceuse 

chickens were scalping themselves, even though their treps were covered vith 

seine on the funnels. This «ear, hovever, the trouble was eliminated by using 

Vv traps’ of a much lerger size (28" high, 52" wide, 72" long). Two sorts were used; 
double-funnel (16 chickens), 2 funnels of the usuel sort (higher than broad) at 
each snd; brond-funnel (13 chickens, 1 shrrntail);) one broad end low funnel (sbout 
18" - 20" brond) at each ond. A funnel of er eo soring stcel wires vas 

tried out, but caught only one chicken; -scape was too easy. These large funnel 

trans requried catching ceges; falling door trans were usod for the vrupose. 

Bob-Wiro. 

A.G. Cunningham reports thet his men trapped 72 sharptoils and 19 ptarmigen - 
in the following trap: 5! x 3! x 14" high, 2" x 2" fremes covered with poultry 
wire, bob wires across one end (3! wide). The bobs sre single wires 2" apart, 

; of #9 gn. attached to a rod across the top. To keep wires from slipping sideways, 

use small check block between each wire. Small groove on bottom strip for wires 

to fall back into as birds enter pen. Cunningham's illustration shows a notched .: 

bottom board similar to those used in other bob--ire traps. , 

Pen-Trap. 
(25 chickens). Large but portnblo; 93" square, 44" high, bob-wire entrance 

the full width of one side (or full width less door through which operator enters 

trap for removal of birds), seine walls aad top; remove birds by entering trap and 

catching birds in dip-net, or by catching crgc. The large sizo is an advantage, 

not only for capacity, but also because of the umsurl flexibility of the netting 

y which reduces chances for scalping. M-de of four 93" x WU" ponels which may be 

tied together when scot up. The top has no frame, but once laced on, needs to be 
leced to only one penel when the trey is set up in a now place. Thus, when 
dismantiling the trap for moving, take off the front panel, contsining bob-wires; 
loosen the ties which join one side panel to back panel, romove tins between 

other side and back; fold first side against back, swing other side panel over 

these two. In this wa, all four panels may be laid flat, one upon another, for 
transportation, yot the job of sctting up agrin involves a minimum of lscing. A 

separate top frame would simplify setting up but increase weight, bulk, and ex- 

pense. 

Miscellancous 

Mather and Bergman arc working on a compound tip-top, the Mathberg trap. 

“| (2 sherptails). Thoy have promised to describe it to the Cooperrtive ss soon as 
| it is in proper working order. 

Effects of the Season 

Last winter's peculiar weather--mild in the north, sovere in the south, 

handicapped most banders, but favored Illinois. In northern Wisconsin, M-ther 
had most of his sharptails leave his trapping arens in early winter, and Baum 

lost all of his in the same way. None of the chicken tfappers had any success 

before Janunry, and most had best results even later. Sharptails wero oaught 
over a longer voeriod, but J-nuary and February were the most vroductive months. 

Cunningham found stormy weether, varticulnrly after a heavy fall of snow, best 

trepping weather for sharptails in Manitoba. 

4
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Baits aa a Hi 

Different baits continue to work best for, or to be preferred by different 

banders. Some of these differences are probably due to the distribution of 
crops (wheat in Manitoba); some probably to the t pe of trap or method of baiting 

(small grains, scratch, buckwheat in tray-baited tip-tops, hopper-baited feeding 

shelter traps). Somo are preferred by some banders for rensons of convenicnce, 
ear corn, for example, because it rempins visible in drifting snow. To what 

extent chickens end sherptail consistontly prefer one bait to another (within the 

range of beits used by tc Cooperative) remains questionsble. The Hamerstrons 

believe that for chicken on their aroa, there is no consistently first-choicé 

food. One flock refuses corn for soybeans at the same time that another takes 
only corn, another only buckwheat, when nll three are freely avrilable on the 

ground outside of trans or feeders. Further, within tho same flock, there may 

be shifts from one grain to another at apparontly unpredictable timos. 

Colored Markers 

Correction: Tho reference to Hdminster's papor on foather making was in- 

correctly given in the last report. It should be Jour. Wildlife Management, 
1938. Vol. 2, No. 2. pp. 55-57. 

Hesselschwerdt found colored feather markers useful in following the fortunes 

of transplanted chickens in Illinois. Tho Hamerstromns got sight records ( or Tee 

traps with ground nots) of 22 color banded males, bandod in winter, on booming 

grounds during the following spring. 

Rhode Island Rods and Guinca fowl have good naturally colored feathers of 

the right size and shapo for tnil-feathor marking; doubtless there are others. 

R.E, Trippensee, Massachusetts State College, Amherst, hns boen working on 

a now type of tail marker for birds and oar markers for nammals. 4e will pablish 

a descrivtion of these markers in the Journal of Wildlife Managenent (Jamary, 

1941), "A New Type of Bird and Mamnal Merkor," but has pormitted mo to abstract 
his article for the Cooperative. 

The markers are nede of Pyrnlin, a plnstic manufacturod by Du Pont, "be- 

cause of its vivid colors, lightness, durability, and flexibility." There ere 

different sizes and shapes for rabbits, squirrels, song birds, pheasant, and 

ruffed grouse; rll nre .02" thick. Eight and perh-ps ten different colors can 

be used singly or, by cenontin:; with Du Pont No. 108 cement, in combinations. 

The ruffed grouse m-rkers--about right for chickens snd shorptails--is 11/16 = 

2", becked by a rib or artificial rechis of wood or bamboo to stiffen the narker 
and ect as 2 backbone for the fastenor. The frastoner is ep monel metal clip made 

in the form of » double staple so that two of the less of the staple hold the 

bacizbone to the merker, while the other two fasten the whole to the tail feather 

of a bird or to the ear of a mannal. A specirl plier is used as an applicator. 

Preliminary studies on the visibility of these markers are roncrtod in detail; 

thoy indicete that "cerise, pink, and red are visible up to 200 feet, but pink 
appears white at almost any distance. Blve, light green and lavender are diffi- 
cult to distinguish at 10C feet. Cerise is the most easily distinguishable color 

and can be ensily rocognized with an 8x zlass at 200 fect." Deeper colors, as
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navy blue, and maroon, are loess easily distinguishable. All colors will fade 

after a prolonged pericd of use, p-rticularly the pastol shades. 

Markers and applicators ere manufactured by the Wildlife Supply Company, 

Saginaw, Michigan. 

Band Sizes 

Illinois bends could not be included in the table of band sizes in the last 

prozroess report. They use #13 and #14 (Netionel Bond and Tag Co.) for phoasant, 
USBS #6 for preirie chicken, nd #230 (Illinois Supnly Company) for quail. 

Frederick N. Hamerstron, Secy. 

Department of Wildlife Managorient 

University of Wisconsin 

= , wt gas Members of the Cooperative 

V Aldos, W.E. Laie States Forest Bxpt. Sta., University Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 
__—-—— Ammann, G.A. Shingleton, Mich. 

- \ Barbee, ¥. Box 113, Clinton, Mo. 

— Barton, W. W. U.S. Forest Service, Camo Delta, Wis. (Chequamegon Nat'l Forest) 
x Baum, L. E., Supt. Douglas Co. Bird Sanctuary, Gordon, Wis. 

ZBradley, Homer L. Seney iligratory Weterfowl Refuge, Germfosk, Michigan 
‘Bradt, G.W. Conservation Department, Lensing, Michigan 

“Buss, Irven 0. 2064-Garfiela-St., Medison, “‘isconsin 
» Carter, Burns T., Necedah Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, Necedah, Wis. 

-~ Cartwright, B.W. 238 Guilford St., Deer Lodge, Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Chase, W. W. Soil Conservation Service, 4650 North Port Washington Road, 

ys Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

x Cox, % T. 2186 Doswell ave., St. Paul, Minnessta 
v Cunningham, A. G. Dept. of Mines and Natural Resources. Game and Fisheries 

Branch, Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Denney, A. H. 824 8. Jefferson, Springfield, Mo. 
; Dobie, John, Pokegama Sanatorium, Pokegama, Minnesota 

“ZBlkins, W. A. U.S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg. Milwaukeo, Wis. 
x Evenson, C.M. Supt. Camp Riley, Fifield, Wis. (Chequamegon Nat'l Forest) 
ABonger, G. K., U.S. Forest Service, Plankinton Bldg. Milwaukee, Wis. 

, Fredine, Gordon, Minn.—Div.—Gnme-& Fish; -Stete-Offico-Blag., St, Paul, Minn. 
» Fry, J.R., dJr., Soil Conservation Service, L»Crosse, ‘Wis. 

¥Y Grange, Wallace. Babcock, Wisconsin 

vy Grimmer, W. F., Conservation Depertment, Medison, Wis. 

- Hamerstrom, F. N., Jr., Dept-—of—ildlife Manegement; -Univ.~—ilis.,Nedison;—‘Vs. 
~ Hamerstrom, Frances, Dept.—of—Witdlife-henagoment,_Univ.—iisvy,-Hadtson; ts. 

” Hammond, Merrill C., Lower Souris Refuge, Uphem, North Dakota 

x. Hawkins, Arthur 8., Sta$e Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill. 
“x, Hesselschwerdt, R. L. Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Ill. 

“\fHicks, L. EB. Ohio Vildlife Cooperstive Research Station, Ohio State University 

Columbus, Ohio 
~ Hill, R. R., U.S. Forost Service, Plankinton Bldg., Milwaukeo, Wis. 

x Hunt, Robley, Neccdah Migratory “waterfowl Refuge, Necedah, ‘is.
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~ y» Laidlaw, A. F., Soil Conservation Serviee, Coon Valley, Wis. 
x Lambort, Bert, Brevort Loxe, Allenville. Mich. 

xLee, Clifford, N.Y.A. Supervisor, 1730 Winnebago St., LaCrosse, Wis. 

, Lee, 0.S. Sagamore Farm, Poradise, Utch 
w Leopold, Aldo, Dept. of Wildlife Menagement, Univ. Wis., Madison, Wis. 

yo Bom, S. H. DesLacs Migratory Yaterfo:l Refuge, Kenmore, North Dakota. 
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TRAPS FOR PINNATED AND SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 

By 
F. N. Hamerstrom, JR. 

University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 

and 

Mitiarp TRUAXx 
Cutler, Wisconsin 

Tux trapping techniques used in banding songbirds and waterfowl 

are readily available in Lincoln and Baldwin’s “Manual for Bird 

Banders” (U.S. D. A. Misc. Pub. No. 58; 1929). In the case of 

upland game bird trapping, publication has not equally kept pace 

with the development of methods. Information on traps for Pin- 

nated and Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse (Tympanuchus cupido amer- 

icanus and Pedioecetes phasianellus campestris) is particularly 

lacking. ‘The purpose of this paper is to describe five traps which 

have been used for those species in Wisconsin. All but one of 

these traps (No. 3) were used in our work on the Central Wisconsin x 

Game Project! during the winter of 1936-37. . 

Grouse trapping offers particular difficulties. Pinnates, even 

et ns ee ee 
1 Projects LD-WI-5 and 6, Farm Security Administration, Region Il; Mr. W. T. Cox, Regional 

Forester Biologist. Acknowledgments; Professor Aldo Leopold, for permission to publish the 
trop designed by the late Franklin Schmidt; Mr, Ralph King, upon whose Ruffed Grouse trap 
trap oe ihe Sharp-tailed grouse traps was based; Frances Hamerstrom, for the design of the half- 
Creal trap and feld assistance; Oswald Mattson and Fred R. Zimmerman, members of the Project 
game staff, for field assistance.
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Figure 1. Portable funnel trap. Funnels are made of poultry wire, 
and may have a heavy wire frame at outer opening and along ground. 
Inner opening should not have a wire frame, in order to be easily adjust- 
able to different sizes. 

Figure 2. Half-wheel trap. By making a slit in the top covering for 
removing birds (as in fig. 1), two entrances can be used.
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Figure 4. Long-bob trap. The first five to ten wires next to the catch- 

ing compartment, three at the opposite end, and every fifth between 
should be fastened down.
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more than Sharptails, are not easily lead to enter a trap, and once in 
are very apt to injure themselves in their efforts to escape. They are 
large and strong and their wildness when caught is astonishing. 
They thrash against the sides and top of the trap, often skinning 
head, neck, and bend of wings. The problem becomes a double one: 
how to catch them, and how to catch them without injury. Sharp- 
tails are easier to work with on both counts. 

The traps here reported on are built around two types of entrance, 
funnel and bob-wire. An inward-tapering wire funnel is used in 
many song bird traps, and has been used for many years on game 
farms for catching pen-raised birds. It is both a “confusion entrance” 
—one which is easily found from the outside, but, since captive birds 
closely follow the trap walls in trying to find a way out, overlooked 
on the inside—and one which is mechanically a one-way entrance. 
The bob-wire door, so-called from the hanging wires which swing 
freely inward but drop against a notched sill which keeps them from 
opening outward, has long been a part of the pigeon fancier’s 
equipment. 

To prevent injury, several types of buffer linings were added to 
all traps which were covered with wire netting. A soft top about 
six inches below the wire top was first used, but it became plain that 
a buffer lining was also necessary inside the side walls. Buffers may 
be fastened to the inner sides of the trap frame, or may be hung 
from the top covering at several points, allowing the bottom edges, 
which have been weighted, to hang free. Open mesh buffers which 
were woven and not knotted were found to separate to such an 
extent as to become useless almost immediately. Burlap can be used 
for top covering, and for the back of traps placed in shelters, but 
probably should not be used over the whole because birds could not 
see into the trap. Wire netting was finally abandoned almost entirely 
in favor of walls and tops made of soft materials. Knotted seine, 
one and three quarters inches mesh, was less dangerous than poultry- 
netting, but had to be loose. Tightly stretched seine was almost as 
bad as wire. Loose string netting over a half-round frame (half- 
wheel trap) appeared to be the safest system for small traps. 

Even in completely buffered small traps, however, birds were 
able to cut themselves on the wire funnels. This fact lead us to 
experiment with bob-wire doors, which we found to be both safe 
and efficient. Perhaps because of the large size of the trap, birds in 
the non-portable funnel trap generally do not scalp themselves on 
the funnels. 

A method for keeping predators out of the traps has still to be 
devised. Hawks and owls, even small dogs, can get through an 
entrance large enough for grouse. A few birds were killed in the 
traps by predators. Rabbits and squirrels also present a problem, 
for once caught in a trap, they cut holes through buffers or seine 
in their efforts to escape.
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1. Portable Funnel Trap (figure 1). Easy to build, sturdy, porta- 
ble, and versatile in the number of species it will catch, it is par- 
ticularly good for pheasants, and might be termed the standard 
pheasant trap. Poultry netting is generally used as a covering, 
with a soft buffer top about six inches below the wire top. Traps 
which have been darkened with brush or straw thrown over the 
top tend to keep captive birds quiet. 

In our work with Pinnated Grouse, the trap was discarded as 
unsuitable. Birds scalped themselves by thrusting their heads 
through the side walls, scraping against the angles of the mesh. 
In less than a half hour they were able to remove most of the skin 
from the hind neck and the top of the head in this way. When a 
complete buffer lining was installed the funnels, which necessarily 
project some distance into the trap, caused the same difficulty. 
Even one and one-half inch seine, when stretched too tightly, was 
not a safe covering. It should be added that other workers, notably 
the field men of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, have used 
wire covered funnel traps for pinnates without injury. 

2. Half-wheel Trap (figure 2). A modification of the portable 
funnel trap, the half-wheel trap offers the same advantages with 
greater safety. It is much lighter, and by using removable funnel 
or bob-wire entrances a number could be “nested” for ease in 
carrying. The rounded top of loose string netting was found to 
absorb the impact of struggling birds better than the flat surfaces 
of the standard type. 

3. Non-portable Funnel Trap (figure 3). Made of tennis netting 
or seine thrown loosely over posts set in before the ground freezes, 
this trap has great capacity and safety in operation. Although we 
did not use it ourselves, it has been thoroughly tested by Franklin 
Schmidt, its designer, who caught 658 sharptails and 221 pinnates 
in it during the four winters between1930-31 and 1934-35. Because 
of the large size of the trap (8’ to 12’ by 8’ to 12’) its small catching 
chamber is important for handling the birds caught. It is most 
useful in places where birds are found in numbers, and is to date the 
most successful trap for these two species of grouse. 

Schmidt also had a portable model of this trap, made on a smaller 
scale and supported on stakes driven into deep snow. 

4. Long-bob Trap (figure 4). The injuries caused by wire funnels 
and the need for a portable trap with large capacity lead to the 
development of the long-bob trap. It is simply a series of bob-wires 
along two sides of a narrow rectangle, with a built-in catching com- 
partment at one end. Unless a few bobs at each end and every fifth 
between are fastened down, birds can raise the bobs with their wings 
and escape. Although awkward to move from place to place, the 
trap was very efficient for both species and injured few birds. 

A smaller model of the same trap was also used, but is not 
illustrated.
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5. Wing-Funnel Trap (figure 5). The four traps listed above are 
best used in open fields. Where birds were coming to a feeding shelter 
the wing-funnel trap was more successful. It was based upon Ralph 
King’s (unpublished) Ruffed Grouse trap, and like it was made in 
demountable panels for easy carrying. Complete buffering inside 
prevented injuries, and the bob-wire door proved a very effective 
entrance. Placed under a feeding shelter with the wings extending 
out in front, the trap kept free of snow—a distinct advantage in 
stormy weather. Sharptails only were caught, but the trap could 
probably be used for any bird using feeding shelters. 

As illustrated, this is essentially a three-entrance trap, since birds 
between the wings or between one wing and the front wall are lead 
to the entrance. A simpler one-entrance trap can be made by 
bringing the inner ends of the wings about eight inches into the 
trap and fastening the door directly to them. The inner ends of the 
wings then replace the oblique front panels. Such an arrangement, 
however, leaves a cul-de-sac on either side of the door. 

Baiting. Far corn and buckwheat were used as bait. Open field 
traps can be placed on flattened buckwheat shocks on which ear 
corn has been thrown. Bait should be placed well in the trap, else 
it can be reached from the outside. A small amount of grain in front 
of the entrances is helpful in leading birds into the trap. It was 
found best to trap at places where birds were already coming to feed 
on grains, as in food patches or feeding shelters. 

Traps should be left open in position for several days or weeks to 
accustom the birds to feeding near and under them. The portable 
funnel and half-wheel traps can be propped up or turned on their 
sides. The netting on the sides of the non-portable funnel trap and 
the bobs of the long-bob trap can be raised, and the ends and door 
of the wing-funnel trap left off, until trapping begins. Once the 
traps have been set, it is well to have as little feed as possible availa- 
ble outside of them.
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June, 1938 

PROGRESS REPORT - LAKE STATES BANDING COOPERATIVE 

. The Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative (prairie chicken 
section) has been operating during two winters. The score is now 720 : 
sharptails and 90 prairie chickens banded. With Franklin Schmidt's Wisconsin 
bandings, these account for practically all of the chicken banding in the 
Lake States. 

The first winter's experiences and Schmidt's notes were drawn upon in 
: | the preparation of the "Game Bird Banding Manual," issued in December, 1937. 

: We are now in a position to distribute a progress report, based on data sent 
in by the members of the cooperative, to show results of last winter's 
trapping and to report in somewhat greater detail the present status of 
chicken trapping techniques. Publication of techniques or of any other 
matorial arising from the operations of the cooperative is the function of j 
the individual mombers and not of this office, which acts meroly as a 

clearing house for the exchange of ideas within the group. - 

Traps 

The three most succossful traps were the long bob, tip-top, and non- 
portable funnel. Several modifications of these traps were triod out, and 

one new design was introduced. fs 

Modifications: Manweilor used 8", 10", 12">1H" and 15" shinglos on 
the one-shingle tip-top shown in the Manual, and reports tho 10" shingle 
best, 8" next. A double shingle tip-top, with 10" or 12" shingles hingod 
at the trap ends and opening in the middle of the top, worked well but was 
inferior to the single shingle model. ° 

Hawkins and Buss found the tip-top shown in the Manual too shallow 
for pinnates, for the size of the birds prevented the top from closing. 
Accordingly they took packing cases about 2" square on the top and about 

v 35! deep and tried several types of tip-tops. Paired sheet metal tips, 
opening at the middle, wore more slippery than shingles but had to be 

covered with chaff to hide their shininess: after each tip, the chaff had 
to be replaced. A 15" wooden shingle gave better results. Further trial 
lead to two top designs, one built on the packing box, the other removable 
for easier storage. For the former (H in Table III) a board was nailed 

: to the box top to take up the spaco not filled by the shingle: the board 

| served as a feed tray for baiting. Spikes, on which cob corn was stuck, 
wero driven in the edge of the box opposite the hinge. The removable top 
(D in Tablo III) consistcd of a frame of 6" boards to which the tip and 
feod board were nailed. Spikes for ear corn were placed all around the 
frame. Straw or corn stalks were piled around the packing box traps to 
disguise them, and snow was banked around the lowor sides to prevent 

rodents from gnawing holes in them. Two difficultics were experienced: 
when more than two or three birds were caught at once they injured them- 

solves in tho trap, and removal of captives was awkward. The first 
troublo was met by hanging a bag of fish netting in the trap so that it 

did not touch the walls or bottom except to allow the tip to operate; 

the second is still unsolved. For best results, bait woll in advance of 

. trapping.
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Table I 

1936-37 Bandings 
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TABLE II. SHARPTAIL TRAPPING, 1937-38 
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—— A 7 | Feather &| Ppa) by Bt | 
ai ae es Dec.|Jan.|Feb.| Mar.| Apr. |Total |9) 2] marks wit l|alz lee | S| Slat alc 
F.S.A. 
Beltrami ,Minn. --| 2 Ma | wg}-- | 8] 9 79° | 8 lorange | shellea 176° 5 J.Manweilor f | | | waite | cora & | | 

j i | i green buckwh. | \ | ; | 
i | red | | i 

Pine Isl. ,ofinn. 1 | a7 | ar] 3f-- 5} = 57 7 | white " BT’ | 
J.Manweiler | | | i 

Necedah, Wis. -- | -- | 73} 70 | 38 | 4S | -- | 229-114 | none " ;26 | 203!) | | 
W. Schunke | | 

Bl.R.Falls,Wis. | -- |-- 26 | 41 | 37 | ah; -- |1ag-}| o | 8 " i Les’ 110 3} 

U.5.2 68. | | j | | i 
Rhinclander,Wis. | -- j-- mn | am | eee | ie z 1~}o fe | | | | 1 | 

D. Mather | | fe | | | 
Park Falls,Wis. | -- |-- edn oon |S 171 © " 1.Wh.Can | (hay ; 

Barton & | 2.Poulty ; | | 
Evenson | | scratch, | | 

: . . ice Let.corn” | t a ee Coes | 
MICH. CONS. DRPT. | ' ! | ae 
L'Anse, lich. -- = 1 56 i 5 b-- | QL | 82 | O |white | 1.Buckwh. \ (70) j12 

F. Baumgartner | | orange | 2.0ats | | 
_ i 3-Scratch| ZY { a, 

TOTALS 1 {29 217 138 | 75 [224 110 | 5H 29 159/18) | 70) i513 3f 3[12 } 

/ Supplementary Data, from Trappers Outsido tho Lake States : 

Denbigh,N.Dak. | Between Dec. & early Mar. 238 ear corn 18 

U.S.B.S. q 
Uphan, N. Dak. Jan. & Fob. : 39 | | 3 | | 
M.C.Hammond | | | | tne | a | | | | | ! 

*Trap A - Wire trap, bob-wire at onds; Trap B - Recossed bob-wire trap, bob-wire entrance pagel to 1/6 total 
longth of both sides of trap; Trap C - Drop net suspended over feeding rack, operated by pull strine. 

7 216



3 TABLE III. PRAIRIE CHICKEN TRAPPING, 1937-38 

a | Traps in Manual Other Traps* 
E 7 =a de = 
23 fie 

| a a| a1¢ | 82 
Banded ee 2 ue | Biel ea | ce 

e 

“ ' Qi Feather Ay | a A a 

oct.| Nov] pec| gan. |reb.[war.[apr.| total|22| marks | aait |a|e | 84) &| Slaisiolols 
RSuAe | 
Beltrami ,Minn. | | oe i 0| white | shelled| 1 | | 

J.Manweiler | | | | => | 

| cKWwn. : 

Necedah,Wis. | ert et j-- 35 1] none " y 31 

W. Schunke | 

Bl.R.Falls,Wis. { | 

W. Schunke 2 | 1 t-- 3) 3 0 " u 3 

MICH. CONS. DEPT. 
Pigeon R.,Mich. | a 

F, Baumgartner 6 Bt | 6} 

UNIV. of WIS. i | ! | 

Faville Grove, Wis. 1 51 3 6 |-- 15 1| white corn | | 1 2 

A.S.Hawkins yellow | | 

I.0.Buss pink 

| | green 
| ! blue 

i 

ronal ee ee ee ee eee 
ae ho [oa 51 hs lasts -|- 

[i | 290 424 138 124 110 4 2 159] 18} 70}15 32 

SHARPTAIL ee . ” ° | | Z S 

TOTALS - 
PR. CHICKEN & 1 | 29 ln 173 | 82 {135 | 10 654 | 32 164) 181 83115 1348) tB}3 22} 6| 2 

SHARPTAIL \ | | | | | _ } | | 
i ! 

*Trap D - Packing box on end, removable tip-top; Trap EB - Packing box on end, built in tip-top.
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: When the packing box traps were sot flush with tho ground in 
pheasant banding work, cottontails were caught in numbers and killed or 

sevorely injured one anothor by — in tho traps. 

a | hawt ~ 

Baumgartner weil) ponepowtebibe funnel trap with a single fannel in 
y trapping pinnates on their booming grounds and in winter sharptail trapping. 

In the sharptail trapping, larger catches were made with a four-funnel non- 
portable trap. \ \ 

Hawkins and Buss tried a long bob trap with bobs one inch apart instead 
of two. Schunke made a recessed bob-wire trap (B in Table III), with 
the entrance equal to 1/6 the total length of both sides of the trap. 
Noither modification was succossful. Manwoiler has been using a wire : 

covered trap (A in Table III) with bob-wire onds for the last two seasons, 

but considers the tip-top much better. 
‘ ff operated by a pull string 

New design: Baungartner oxperimontod with a drop net/(C in Table III) 
. susponded over a sharptail foeding rack. Bocause the trap was not automatic 

and the net made the birds shy, he is not very enthusiastic about it. It 
would seon, nevortheless, Ahat the idea should be given further trial. 

Wwere-aperentdy ory ews 

Baits 

Corn and buckwhoat caught the groatest number of birds. Whole corn 

was proferrod to poultry scratch and cracked corn on tho Chequamegon 

Netional Forest (Park Falls, Wis.), but at L'Anso, Mich., buckwheat, oats, 

and poultry scratch, in that order were better than sholled corn. Mather, 

who had no food patches in which to trap, found baiting for sharptails 

more succossful in uncut brush than on and under brush piles in clearings 

nade as baiting areas. 

Effects of the Season 

Most of the cooperators wero greatly handicapped by the mild and opon 

winter and the abundance of natural foods. TEvon the northern Minnesota 

areas were so handicapped, and Yeatter in Illinois had no trapping weather 

at all. 

In the most northerly areas, as Minnesota and Michigan, the biggest 

sherptail catches were made in early and late winter, with mid-winter a 

distinctly non-productive period. Baumgartner did not consider tho 

trapping worth while in February and oarly March bocause the birds came to 

tho bait so irregularly. Trapping was again good from mid-Merch until tho 

snow melted at tho ond of the month. In northern Wisconsin grain bait was 

ignored through the winter but was taken at the spring broak-up. Central 

Wisconsin results, however, wore good throughout the winter. The importance 

of the early winter period is very striking. On three of the four areas 

which trapped from early winter to spring, early winter was the most 

productive period.
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The catch of pinnates was perhaps too small to be truly indicative 

of seasonal differences, but January, February, and March were the best 

months. Although one might expect mid-winter to be the best trapping 

poriod, Baumgartnor was unsuccessful in baiting on booming grounds until 

late March, whon booming began. It is interesting to note that he was able 

to bait pinnates with grain on the booming grounds in April and May, when 

the ground was bare of snow. 

Clear still days following a stormy period, with or without snow on 

: the ground, were best for trapping both species in central Wisconsin. ; 

Colored Markers 

A number of the cooperators feather-marked, while others did not. 

Manweilor's field men now have 135 sight returns on birds feather-marked 

in the last two winters. Highteen were scen at once. May 26 is the 

latest dato reported. 

Hawkins and Buss used colored log bands on pinnatos, in addition to 

state bands. Thoy found that the colored pinnate band (National Band and 

Tag Co., sizo #906) was a little too narrow for best visibility, and believe 

that the widor #907 (for pheasants) could be used to better advantage. 

Apparently no one tricd out tho formlao for coloring aluminum bands. 

History of Chicken Banding in the Lake States 

In addition to the contimuation of the present banding program, the 

members of the cooperative might well undertake the job of gathcring together 

past banding records. There is evidence that these rocords nay alroady bo 

difficult to trace. If so, it behooves us to straighton them out now, 

bofore moro delay adds to the confusion. 

As a beginning, the material which we have becn able to collect in 

Wisconsin is included in this report. We cannot be sure, as yet, that the 

: list is complete. So far as we have been able to learn, Franklin Schnidt 

was the only ono to band chickens in Wisconsin before the establishnent of 

the cooporative. We do not know whether a few of his last records were 

dostroyod in the fire that onded his life, or that there nay not havo been 

other bandors. Schmidt's banding data aro filed in tho offico of Profossor 

Wagner at the University. They may bo summarized as follows:
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' Table IV 

Franklin Schmidt's Bandings 

— Bands used Birds banded 
S.t. a Ke 

Year State U.S.B.S. State | U.S.B.S. S.2. Puc. 

1931 | 130 7* a 1* 130 24 

1932 319 28 61 0 4O7 61 

1933 se 0 | 34 0 113 34 

1934 0 0 17 0 f°) 17 

1935 0 0 1 31 0 108 

*State band also used on the same bird. 

Of these birds 119 sharptails and 17 prairic chickens havo been shot 

or re-trapped, and thoir histories recorded. Not only in point of 

numbers banded, but also in the number of returns, Schnidt's work offers 

a mark not yet boaton in our rogion, and a positive evidence that chicken 

panding is a feasible and worthwhile undertaking. 

Manweiler has done the only chicken banding in Minnesota, according 

to word just received from Gustav Swanson. Tables I, II, and III show 

the complete record to date. Twenty five, used in November and December 

1937, were USBS bands; the others were state bands. 

Baumgartner is looking up the Michigan records, which will be added 

to this list later.
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GAME BIRD BANDING MANUAL 

Introduction 

With the passing of market hunting the trapping of game birds 
was rapidly becoming a lost art until its recent revival by game 

technicians. 

Trapping is the first step in finding out how far and over what 
routes a game bird travels. Step two is banding and otherwise marking 

each bird so that it can be recognized as an individual. The principle 
5 behind marking is to make the bird as easily recognizable as possible 

without undue disturbance to the natural routine of the bird. Step 
three is retrapping or otherwise observing marked individuals. 

Part I of the manual is devoted to the technique of trapping and 
banding, based on the joint experiences of the "Cooperative Banders," 
@ group organized in 1936 with the main objective of studying prairie 
chicken migrations. The University ef Wisconsin has since acted as 
clearing~house. From a half-dozen active banders in three states last 
year, this group has grown to over a dozen members in five states. 

During February and March of 1937, cooperative banders marked 500 
upland game birds of five species. 

Part II is a report on the use of the King method of feather-marking, 
with certain modifications. 

Many methods used last year proved to be unsatisfactory. Some have 
been displaced by better methods. All need further improvements. This 
manual has two purposes: (1) to summarize tochniques used in 1936-37 in 
order to help beginners avoid repeating carly mistakes, (2) to suggest 

gaps in our present knowledge which need filling. 

We are especially indebted to the Wisconsin Conservation Department, 
: the Resettlement Administration, Ralph T. King, and Lawrence E. Hicks 

for their contributions on trapping and banding techniques, and to 
Byron C. Jorns for the drawings used to illustrate this manual.
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PART I - TRAPPING AND BANDING 

Compiled by A. S. Hawkins and F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 

TRAPS 

Traps used by cooperators in the north-central states 

Place used, 

Type operator Species caught Remarks 

Tip-top Baudette, Minn. Sharptailed The bird alights on the 
(Fig.1) J. Wanweiler grouse false top, which is 

hinged, plunging the 

bird into the trap. 
Trap is made of laths. 
Easily portable. 

Wing-funnel Cloquet, Minn. Ruffed grouse A take-down trap made of 
(Fig.2) R.T.King seven panels. Trap 

placed under shelter. 

Two of panels are wide- 
spread wings which come 

together as a funnel 

inside the trap. 
Originally designed for 

ruffed grouse. Was most 
successful last year when 

bob-wire door replaced 

the funnel. 

Modified Cen. Wisconsin Sharptailed and A modification of the 
wing-funnel F.il.Hamerstron pinnated grouse King trap with a 

(Fig.3) or. special chamber to 
facilitate removing 
birds from trap. Bob- 

: wire entrance. 

Funnel Wisconsin All upland game Rectangle-shaped with 
(portable) Wis.Conservation species fish-net covering wire 
Ra4) Dept. funnel entrances. 
toa] Easily portable. 

Funnel Wisconsin All upland game A non-portable design 
(non-portable) A.S.Hawkins species having a cut post or : 

(Fig.5) 2x2 framework and a 
fish-net covering. Wing 
and funnel entrances. 
Small catching compart- 

ment attached. 

Half-wheel Cen. Wisconsin Sharptailed Has half-wagon-wheel 

(Fig. 5) Frances Hamer- and pinnated : ends with a connecting 

strom grouse board framework covered 

with fish netting. 
Funnel entrance.
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Place used, 
Type operator Species caught Remarks 

Long-bob Cen. Wisconsin Sharptailed and A large trap having a 
(Fig.7) F.N.Hamerstron pinnated grouse series of bob-wire 

Jr. entrances along the 

sides. Has a darkened 
chamber at one end for 

ease in removing birds 

from trap. 

Modified Ohio Pheasant A frame-less all-wire 
water-lily L.E. Hicks trap. The double 
(Fig.8) elipse-shaped bag has 

funnel entrances at 

both ends. Large but 

collapsible. 

Soap box Wisconsin Quail Made from wooden box. 
(Fig.9) B.C,Jorns Has lift-door entrance. 

Easily portable. 
Inexpensive to make. 

Government Wisconsin Quail and Hun- Wire framework, hard- 

Sparrow Trap* garian partridge ware cloth top and 

sides, funnel entrance. 
Easily portable. 

Standard Wisconsin Quail and Hun- Hardware cloth, buffer 
Quail** garian partridge top funnel entrance. 

Easily portable. 

Trap problems - injuries vs. rodents 

As a general rule, traps having sides and tops covered with fish netting 

will injure fewer birds than wire-covered traps. However, even fish netting 

will produce injuries if it is stretched too tightly and has a mesh large 
enough so that a trapped bird can push its head through it. On the other hand, 

Hicks uses wire netting entirely and reports few injuries. 

The quieter the trapped birds are kept, the fewer the injuries. Try to 
avoid placing a trap so that the birds can watch their captor approach them. 

The captor should keep out of sight as long as possible, then remove the birds 
as quickly as possible. Small traps can sometimes be darkened by covering 

them with a blanket. This quiets the trapped birds. 

Rodents sometimes make it difficult or impossible to use fish netting 
because they gnaw holes through it. All-wire traps are then necessary. 

The modified water-lily is said to overcome the rodent problem which in 

certain localities is extremely troublesome. 

When large traps arc used, a small catching compartment may be built in or 
attached. If this compartment is dark or padded with buffer cloths, injuries 

will be reduced. 

*Sec Lincoln and Baldwin, "Manual for Bird-Banders." 
**Stoddard, H.L. "The Bobwhite Quail," Chap. XVII, illustrates the standard 
quail trap and several other dosigns.
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Baiting traps 

Trapping sites are usually baited several weeks before trapping. 

During this pcriod leave the trap at the site so that the birds will become 

accustoned to it. 

King gives the following preference rating of grain baits to ruffed 

srouse in Minnesota: corn, wheat, rye, barley, oats and buciaheat. 

Manweiler found buckwheat far superior to corn for sharptail bait in 

northern Minnesota. This was not true in central Wisconsin, however, where 

corn and buckwheat were on a par. Corn-belt trappers found corn best for 

all species. Perhaps familisrity with the bait determined its comparative 
value, for Schmidt said, "Sharptails did not at first recognize ear-corn as 
food." He goes on to say that these same sharptails later got the corn- 

eating habit. 

Sometimes a bait entirely unfamiliar to the species being trapped trumps 

all other baits. Stecle tried unsuccessfully to trap Hungarian partridges 

using locally grown grains for bait, but when he imported corn for bait, 

plonty of Huns were trapped. 

It is important to pile the bait centrally under the trap, keeping it 
away from the outside edges. If this is not done, the birds will eat their 

fill without entering. Where rodents scatter the bait a shallow container 

can be used. 

Camouflaging traps 

The Manveiler trap worked best when heavily camoufleged with buckwheat es 

straw. Some of the other designs, however, worked as well or better without 

canouflaging. 

BANDS 

Aluminum band sizes 

. Hun. Ruffed Pinnated Sharptail 
Quail part. grouse Pheas. grouse grouse 

Biological Survey 4 6 7 6 7 

Wisconsin 4+ 5 6 t 7 7 

Minnesota 6 

Michigan 6 6 

Colored bands 

By working fron a blind or car, birds are sometimes scen at close renge, 

so that colored bands mizht be recognized. Kirksey, University of Missouri 

student, has successfully colored aluminun bands and here presents three 

formulee, all of which have given good results. 

1. Transparent Japan lacquer. 

2. 2/3 banana oil, 1/3 acetone; aniline dye pignent. 
3. 1/2 auto retouching onanel, 1/4 turpentine, 1/4 rubber cenent.
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It is hoped that the cooperating banders will try one or all of these 

formulae and report on the comparative durability of the colors when 
placed on game bird bands. 

“A colored band which has been successfully used on game birds is a 

celluloid band (of about the, same width as an aluminum band) made by the 
National Band and Tag Company, 120-126 Orchard Street, Newport, Kentucky. 

These are available in the following sizes and colors: 

Size Species Colors Cost, 100-500 

#994 Quail Red, blue, black, 604 - $2.50 ) without 
#995 Hungarians white, yellow, 15¢ - $3.00 ) munbers 

green 

#906 Pr. chickens Red, blue, green, $1.30 - $6.00 ) with nos. 
#907 Pheasant yellow $1.60 - $7.00 ) up to 250 

‘ Affixing bands and markers 

It is recommended that in 1937-38 aluminum bands be placed on the left 

legs of prairie chickens. If this were done by all, it would be possible to 
tell in what year banded birds observed on courtship grounds received their 
bands. This system would have added merit if used in conjunction with 
colored bands, with each color representing a definite location. Where fre- 

quent follow-up observations are not possible, the use of colored bands is 

not recommended. The same recomnendations also apply to the use of tail 

markers (see Part II) 

RECORD KEEPING . 

No less important than the banding is record-keeping. Some of the more : 

important records are: 

1. Keep account of all bands received and how each band is used 
(including those lost, broken, etc.). 

2. Record on a map and on a record sheet exactly where each bird is 

trapped and released. Similarly record any returns. 

3. Complete information on each banded bird should be recorded on a 

card. It is recommended that each state have a central repository 

for all cards. It is important to keep these cards constantly 

up to date. 

4. Weigh, sex, and measure birds whenever possible. 

5. Wisconsin cooperators are asked to submit returns to the 

university so that they can be published,in the news letter.
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SEXING AND AGE-DETERMINATION 

In three species having sinilar male and female plumages, a cross-bar 

pattern of certain feathers distinguishes the female fron the longitudinal 

or plain pattern of the male. The location of these distinctive feathers 

is as follows: 

Hungarian partridse - shoulder and upper wing 

Sharptailed grouse - two central tail feathers 

Pinnated grouse - tail feathers (a terminal band sonetines 

present in the male) 

Another way of separating sexes in pinnated srouse may be by the weight 

class in which the birds fall. However, more data is needed. 

The nost widely used way of judging whether the bird is juvenile or 

adult is by the pointedness or bluntness of the first wing feather, since 
it is not moulted the first year. A pointed feather is supposed to indicate 

a juvenile. This nethod of age determination is not good for pheasants nor 

prairie chickens, however, and nay not be too dependable for certain other 

game birds. Sone have claimed that young prairie chickens lack pinnae. 

Leg color in Hungarians, spur length in pheasants, and other characters have 

also been used in age determination, but we still need better methods in all 

species.
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PART II - FEATHER-MARKING GAME BIRDS* 

By Orville S. Lee and Harry G. Anderson 

Feather-marking consists of preparing and fastening a bri:ht-colored 

feather to a tail feather of a live bird. 

The zeneral procedure for feather-marking is similar for all game 

birds. The marking of pheasants is described in detail and the modifications 

necessary for prairie chickens, sharptailed grouse, Hunsarian partridges, and 

quail are listed separately. 

Feathers 

The secondaries and tail feathers of white chickens and the white wing 

coverts of turkeys, geese and pigeons are suitable for markers. Stiff curved 

feathers are not satisfactory because they bend the shaft of the feather to 

which they are attached. Feathers from fowl picked "wet" are useless because 

they have lost their resiliency. 

. If only one kind of marker is needed, a white feather can be used. 

‘here more kinds are necded, the white feathers can be dyed five colors-- 

red, orange, pink, yellow and green. (Blue, purple, and black colors are 

not recommended. ) 

Some workers have used natural feathers for markers. We have not 

experimented with them, but feathers with bright colors or bold patterns 

vrobably can be used. Tho feathers can be obtained from wild birds and from 

zoolozical gardens. 

Dyeing 

Use only white feathers for dyeing. 

(a) Bquipment and supplies needed: 

1. A shallow pan. 

2. Pair of tweezers 

3. Stirring rod (preferably glass) 
4. Diamond wool-dye (packages ) 

5. Corn meal. 

(>) Washing 

The white feathers should be washed in warm vinezar before 

they are dyed. The vinegar dissolves the natural oil on the 

feathers, thus increasing the effectiveness of the dye. 

(c) Dye solution 

Dissolve 1 package of Diamond wool-dye in 2 cups of warm water 

and add about 25 cc. (5 teaspoonfuls) of vinegar. 

*Some of our feather-marking procedure was adapted from the techniques used 

by Ralvh T. King in Minnesota, John T. Emlen Jr. in California, and Gardiner 

Bump in New York.
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(d) Procedure 

Heat the dye solution to boiling and keep it boiling 

during the dyeing orocess. Submerge one or more washed feathers 

in the dye and shake them briskly to dislodge the air bubbles 

along the shafts. (The feathers can be handled with tweezers. ) 

Leave the feathers in the boiling dye for 15 minutes, then 

remove them with a pair of tweezers and rinse them under a faucet 

until the water runs clear. Leave them exposed to the air or 

bury them in corn meal until they are dry, then "fcather them out" 
by hand (or blow on them) to restore their resiliency. 

Trimming 

The shaft of the dyed feather should be flattened on the under side. 

Place the feather upside down on a 1"x3" board which projects 6"x" beyond 
the work-bench. Make the butt of the feather shaft fast with an clastic 
band and hold the distal ond of the feather with your hand. Using a sharp 

knife or a razor blade, flatten about half the length of the shaft by 

cutting halfway through the pith. Finally, sandpaper the cut surfaces. 

Holding the bird 

All birds should be weighed and banded before they are feather-marked. 

Handle the bird gently and carefully. For ease in handling, insert 

it head-first into the open end of a woolen sock from which the foot has 

been cut. Close the foot end with an elastic band or with a zipper. After 
‘ weighing is completed, remove the elastic band (or open the zipper) and 

either push the bird through the sock head-first or let the bird work itself 

loose from the sock, The woolen sock should be about the same size as the 
bird's body. Silk and rayon socks are not satisfactory. 

Some workers used a metal cone instead of a sock for holding the birds. 

Fastening the marker 

By using the "holder" (sock or cone), one person can attach a marker. 
However, best results are obtained when two persons work together. 

(a) Materials needed 

1. Supply of prepared markers 
: 2. Tube of DuPont's Household Cement 

3. Package of needles--medium size (self-threading needles 
are easier to thread with cold fingers) 

4. Linen thread No. 40 
5. Beeswax (preferably in a ball). 

(bd) Procedure 

Thread the needle with No. 40 linen thread which has been 

waxed. Coat the under side of the marker and a corresponding 

section of the upper surface of the bird's tail feather with 
DuPont's Household Cement. Let the cement dry and then re-coat
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the surfaces. Lay tis marker on the tail feather (keeping the 

base of the marker away from the body) aad attach it firmly 
with threo ties of waxed linen thread. A double strand of 

thread shovld be wrapped around twice for the tie. Tie the 

thread with a square-knot and dab the knot with cement. 

Double markers 

More than one marker per pheasant is not satisfactory. Pheasants do 

not spread their tail feathers enough to expose two markers. 

However, bi-colored marlzers are visible. They can be made by placing 

a short marker on top of a long one, or by dyeing a marker two colors. 

Place of marking 

Feather-marking can be done in the field if the weather is favorable. 

We took the pheasants into a room warm enough to vermit the handling, 

without gloves, of thread, cement, and pencils. Do not take the birds into 

a fully heated room. Birds may be feather-marked in the field more 

comfortably inside a closed car. 

Release all birds as soon as possible after feather-mari:ing. 

Other species 

For species other than pheasants, the markers should approximate the 

sizo and shape of the feather to which they are attachod. 

The cement should be spread over the vane and shaft of the marker and 

the tail fcather to assurc a permanent joint. 

Only two ties are necessary to fasten the marler on prairie chickens 

and sharptailed grouse, and only one tie is used on Hungarian rartridges and 

quail. On small game birds some workers have obtained satisfactory results 

without using any tics. 

Better joints aro made if the feather-shafts are flattoned. 

1. Prairie chicken 

The markers should be slightly longor than the central 

tail feathors. (When two markers were used, they were 

fastoned to the fourth feather from the sides.) 

2. Sharptailed grouse 

The markor should be slightly widor than the contral tail 

feathers. 

3. Hungerian partridge and quail 

The marker should not project beyond the tail feathers. 

Trim the markor to the size and shape of the feathor to which 
it is attached. Somo workers recommend the cutting off of some 

of the small feathers at the base of the tail feathers to expose
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the marker. Do not cut off more than half the feather and : 
don't pull out any feathers. 

kK OK OK OK 

NOTE: The Game Management Division of the University of Wisconsin is 

not furnishing propared markers this year oxcept where it is 

impossible for cooperators to furnish their own.
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Game & Fur Farm, Poynette, wis. 
cetober 29, 1942 

Gane 

Management 

Pederel Aid 
Research Projects 

. food Habita S=R 
My. FP. MW. Hamorstrom, Jr. 

Museum of Zoo lormr 

S4win 5. Gaerre Resorve 
Pinelmey, Michiean 

Dear Mr. Hanoratrom: : 

; Thank you very mach for your tind offer of prairie ehieken and sharp- 
teil erops and ciseards. 

Sinee you have as many as two hundred birds represented, and I em busy, 
I waited to consult ‘Mr. Seott to be sure I oould wor's on these. He is glad I 

. may have them, Obviously more Imowledre eonserning their (ospectally ef the 
prairie chien} food would be valuable. Nowever, circumstances male it 
noeossary to de other analyses first ani de these later or perhaps during 
uneffieial time. Therefore, I mnt tell you that the resulte of the wor’: 
will not be soon in amenring. 

Presumably you reolize that eines I am food hebite resenreh biologist 

for the Pittman-Roberteon projects, ond eines Ur. Grange ia interested in 
_ meterial on rrouse, the analyses may, and eoncelvably oould, be used by hin. 

On the other hand the onnlyses will more litely not anpear in the report of 
the grouse ressareh project. Resides myself and possibly 'r. Grange, however, 
© one will tae pert in the presentation of these onealyses, unless you should 

wish to collaborate. 

That plens have you, if any, about publication? Please inform me of 

ve any ideas sonserning authorahin or authorshins. 

T shali soon cot those specimens from Professors Leopold and RB. B. lforgen, 
returning Morgan's containers to him, as you sugrest. Also, 1 @#hnll male 
acimowledgenent to the 0. 3. Forest Service for eollocting some of the material. 

Thani: you for advising 7e te do thie latter. 

Again, I am obliged to you for the enoperntion. 

Sincerely yours, 

Seorre 8. Rosabeeh, 
Game Blologiet, Food Mabite Research.
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PROJECT: PRAIRIE GROUSE STUDIES 

Cooperator: W.A.R.F. funds in 1940-41 

Introduction. The two prairie grouse (prairie chicken and sharptail) 

differ from all other game birds in being gregarious maters. They 

are shrinking despite an expanding range and a high degree of legal 

protection. The object of the study, begun in 1929, was to learn 

something about them. 

Proceedure. Beginning in 1936, F. N. Hamerstrom banded birds in 

winter and then tried to follow the marked individuals through the 

Spring mating display, the summer nesting season, and the hunters! 

bags in fall. We tried in particular to learn the mechanics of mating : 

display. 

We originated techniques suitable for such a study, but the job 

is far too large to be followed through by a graduate student without 

helpers and without funds for travel or equipment. It has now been 

/ taken over by the Conservation Department, with ample crews and 

equipment. 

Results. In Waushara County, working with the prairie chicken , it 

was found that: 

1. Booming is an endocrine preparation for mating, not an 

expression of mating readiness. 

2. Most cocks boom within a mile or two from their wintering 

ground. No band returns indicate migration. 

3. Booming varies as between years in intensity, and in 

frequency of matings on the booming grounds. There is some indication
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of correlation between frequent hen-visits, bunt hy of booming, 

and good crops of young. There is correlation between intensity of 

booming and numbers; small aggregations probably never mate due to 

insufficient stimlation. 

4, There is a possibility that matings may take place elsewhere 

than the booming ground. 5 

5. Shooting lays a differential drain on hens and young. ‘The 

kill is low when the weather has brought early resort to winter 

flocking habits (packs). 

6. The fires of 1930 ruined mch prairie chicken range by 

“  indueing stands of aspen seeded on the ashes. 

- 7. Resettlement has reduced winter food by reducing grain and 

weeds. 

8. Injection of hormones induces male coloring and behavior in 

hens (Dr. R. K. Meyer). 

A detailed report of all work to date has been filed in the University 

Library and given the Conservation Department. 

i Discussion. Hindsight shows this to be about the most difficult wildlife 

project that could have been written. University machinery lacks the 

continuity needed for a real job. Anyone but Hamerstrom or Schmidt would 

have failed entirely to produce anything. 

The ideal set-up would be to combine the Conservation Department's funds 

/ and salaried man power with the University's facilities in endocrinology and other 

special subjects. At present several hundred banded birds, representing mortns 

of labor in trapping, are "on the hoof" in Waushara County, and may die unused. 

A similar loss occurred when the project was interrupted after the death of 

Franklin Schmidt, the first student to undertake it. 

Aldo Leopold
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Beton v.M Application for Grant-in-Aid, 1940-4} = 

1. TITLE: Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Tavestigation. 

2. REASONS FOR THE STUDY: 

The aims of this project are: 

1. To explore the ecology of the pinnated and sharptail grouse. 

2. To devise, if possible, a technique for cropping these birds 
on the waste lands of Wisconsin. 

The ecology of these birds is of special scientific interest because: 

a. Their social organisation is unique (see following caption 
for background). 

’. Their digestive apparatus is intermediate in specialization 
between the quails and partridges (which recuire grains) and 
the ptarmigans (which subsist on browse or roughage alone). - 

4& cropping technique is important because there are 5,000,000 acres af 
sand and peat in Wisconsin worthless for farm or forest, but good for grouse, 
deer and fur. On a similar area in Seotlend grouse bring $5 each, and the kill 
is one grouse per four acres. The Scottish cropping technique ie empirical, 
and took a century to develop. An equivalent technique founded on science 
should be possible here in a much shorter time. 

It 18 no longer optional whether there shall be an attempt to crop Wisconsin 
grouse. The state has just acquired 110,000 acres of grouse land (through the 
Resettlement Administration) on which a million dollars have been alrendy spent, 
and on which there will be a large annual outlay for administration. In addition, 
the counties and the Porest Service hold large areas good mainly for grouse, deer 
and fur. 

Deer and fur are not likely to be neglected. Deer, in many parts of the 
state, now present a problem of overstocking which cannot be put aside. Fur can 
often be had by protection alone. Grouse, on the other hand, have baffled avery 
effort to influence their numbers; the crop is purely fortuitous. The reason 
doubtless lies in their peculiar social organisation and their peculiar 
physiology. The problem of devising a cropping technique is further complicated - 
by the fact that grouse do not breed in Captivity, and hence deo not lend then- 
selves to controlled experimentation as captives, except for very short periods. 

By common consent, the esthetic value of the prairie grouse exceeds that 
_ Of any other Wisconsin game bird. Furthermore, in the case of pinnated grouse, 

the peat fires following the recent drouths have spoiled many ranges by smothering : 
them with popple. Pinnated grouse will either become rare, or a great natural 
resource, depending on what is done in the next decade. .
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3. PREVIOUS WORK 

(a) In Wieconsin. Wisconsin pioneered in the study of the prairie grouse, 
but hae been baffled by the difficulties of the problem. The following is a con- 

densed history of effort: 

Year Worker Supported by Published results 

1928 Alfred ©. Gross Conservation Dept. ) Progress Report, Wis. Prairie 
1929 Alfrea 0. Groes Conservation Dept. ) Chicken Investigation 

1930-33 «=P. .W. Schmidt Conservation Dept. ) Destroyed by fire except one: 

19%4-35 =F... Sehmiat University-W.A.R.F.) "Winter Food of Prairie 
Chicken & Sharptail Grouse 
in Wisconsin" 

*1936-37 Frederick and U.S.A. ) "Traps for Pinnated and 
Frances Hamerstrom ) Sharp-tailed Grouse" 

1938 Same Univ. Fellowship ) "4 Study of Wisconsin Prairie 
1939 Same Univ. Grant ) Chicken end Sharp-tailed Grouse" 

Groes outlined the general life history from an ornithological point of 
view. Schmidt explored the ecology to a degree probably unprecedented in any 
other game bird except quail, but lost his life and most of his papers in a fire. 

The Hamerstroms have renewed the ecological attack, and during 1939 have 
especially pushed: 

Banding studies to determine movements. Trapping techniques. 
Feeding studies to determine winter food needs. 
Foon ng ground studies to determine social organisation during 

reeding season. 

Criteria of sex and age to analyze composition of populations. 

(b) In Other Stetee. Cklshoma msde o atudy from 1932 to 1935 (Verne z. 
Davison) but gave up. A manuscript reports exists. There is now some chance 
that Oklahoma will revive thie work under federal sid. 

Texas (V. #. Lehmann) is just winding up s comprehensive study of the 
Attwater prairie hen (1936-1939). ‘This is being pubdliehed. 

Michigan (G. B. Saunders) has been etudying sharptaile since 1934. This 
work ie mainly a search for immediately applicable administrative techniques, 
which are published from time to time. 

Utsh (Marshall, Jensen, Lee, et al) has studied the Columbian sharptail 
since 1935, and ie publishing currently. 

Tllinois (RK. B. Yeatter) has studied the pinnate intensively since 19%4. 
The findings are valuable but for the most part unpublished. 

Winnesota (J. Manweiler) has done intensive work on banding and sex and 

"Tn addition, the banding work started by the U.S.B.A. in 1936 and 1937 has been 
continued by W. H. Schunke in 1938 and 1939.
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age Criteria on sharptail since 1937. This is published, but the field work 
now is threstened with discontinuance. Minnesota (Nelson) has also made a 
survey of southerly remnants of pinnates. 

Missouri and Obic have made fragmentary studies. 

Since 1937 an informal group of volunteers known as the “Lake States 
Banding Cooperative" has banded prairie chickens, using this office as a 
Clearing house. This volunteer system atretches from the Dakotas to Michigan. 
A great deal of difficult labor has been done without cost. 

(e) Conclusions. The whole decade of experience may be summed up thus: 

The prairie grouse present a problem too difficult te be solved by local 
or sporadic effort. The solution of problems now pressing will require a decade 
of well-supported effort. To discontinue the present project would leave Wisconsin 
in the position of not knowing what to de with « large area on which much money 
has been spent. 

The immediate need is to keep the Wisconsin work alive in the hope that it 
can be reorganized on @ larger scale under the Conservation Department, probably 
under federal aid now available. A shift of personnel at this time would mean 
the loss of four years of accumlated expertness. 

If the Wisconsin Conservation Department decides not to take over the 
work, then the trained personnel met be released to some other state. Manitoba 
and Nebraska are actively interested. 

Another immediate need is to pool the combined findings of all workers 
(in about seven states) in a "Prairie Chicken Institute," which can be set up 
in conjunction with the North American Wildlife Conference. 

4. PROCEDURE FOR 1940-41 

The following jobs contain enough work for four or five years. It is 
impossible to write a more limited program because every jod is contingent upon 
weather, and other uncontrolled circumstances, and many jobs are further 
contingent on cooperation, travel funds, available supplies and materiale, etc. 
An opportunistic procedure is therefore unevoidable. te jump into such tasks 
as time and circumstance make it possible to undertake. 

(a) Band pinnates on the winter ranges (i.e., ranges not occupied in 
summer) in order to find out the extent of migration. This job has been on 
the program since 1936 tut is not yet carried out. The reason is that it requires 
travel funds (of which there are none) or elee the cooperation of local wardens. 
It is listed again in the hope that the Department may revive its participation 
during the year. 

(b) Eepeat the feeding experiments on sharptails at Poynette. Last winter 
25 pinnates were trapped and fed, and it was tentatively determined that grain 
or weed seede are required for winter maintenance. Schmidt made the same ~ 
experiment on sharptails but did not publish, and his notes ware lost.
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(ec) Bxperiment with food patch systems to take the place of the farns 
displaced by the Resettlemeat program. This is necessary to retain pinnantes 
on the state chicken lands. Fallow areas as well as grain patches are needed. 
These experiments can be best done by the Conservation Department as part of the 
administration of the state chicken lands. Your years of experiments are 
already accumulated. This problem involves reclamation of grasalends from popple, 
i.e., the experimental manipulation of cover to retain habitable range. 

(4) Devise a winter census method. ue to the packing habit of both 
grouse,and the local mobility of the packs with weather changes, no census 
figures exist in thie state for either species. This is a greve defect. A 
motorized modification of King's Gridiron Census is to be tried {a series of care 
proceeding parallel across a township counting packs onthe snow). 

(e) Renew search for age criteria. During 1939 » plumuge criterion of 
age wae developed for sharpteil. On recently examining a large series of skins 
at Minnesota and Harvard it now appears thet this criterion is not sharp and 
constant enough to be serviceable. We can classify the bag by young and old birds, 
vat as yet we lack criteria useble on living birds. Sex criteria, on the other 

hand, are now serviceable for living pinnates, but in living sharptails they are 
not yet wholly satisfactory. 

The cloacal criteria developed for ducke at the Delta Duck Station, 
Manitoba, seem to be the most promising lead at present in sight. 

(2) Continue Booming Ground Study. Most writers on the prairie grouse 
have atsumed that the booming ground is the site of matings, and hence essential 
to the reproductive process. The 1939 study of booming grounds casts doubt on 
this as tion. To clear up this doubt, an observation tower (old windmill or 
fire co neede to be erected on a booming ground, from which intensive 

observations can be made on birds previously marked by "“imping" colored feathers 
inte their plumage. 

(g) Stomechs, Weights, etc. Since 1940 may be the last year of the 
present high, it is important to take advautage of the hunting season by 
examining as many shot birde as possible. 

(nh) State Survey. Due to lack of travel funds, no statewide survey has 
been made since 1930. Such a survey should include: 

1. Range lost by pepple encroachments, drainage, grazing, etc. 
siace 19359. 

2. Range gained since 1930. 

3. Location and census of southerly breeding remnants and 
recent loases. 

4. Location of ranges used in winter only, with rough census. 
5. Amalysis of Department's kill statistics. 

(1) Prepare publications to date. The following papers will be prepered 
by Jume, 1940; 

“Winter Food Requirements of Prairie Chickens" 

“autumn Food Habits of Prairie Chickens"
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Future papers: 

"Senzonel Movements of Freirie Chickens" 
“Wemagement of Prairie Chickens in Wisconsin" 
"Food Hebite of Horned Owle in Prairie Chicken Country* 

5. PIBANCIAL SUPPORT 

The etudenta in this project contime to carry moet of the costs. 
The $50 per month contributed by the University possibly represents maintenance 
for a student doing research in a leboratery, but not for two students living 
in the field and operating « car at 500 miles a month. For this reason the 
costs are expressed in two alternative columns, "full costs" and “winimam ceste": 

Full Sost Min, Coste 

Stipend, 2 students at $600... ........ . $1,200 
l student at @800. 2 2 2 2 ee ee ee 8800 

VS) 95 Be ee ee ee es le 400 

Supplies and equipment... 6. 6 0. ee 00 

The "full cost" does not include the following items which are needed 
but no doubt unobtainable: 

Trapper aseistant, 2 monthe (job 1)........% 250 
Windmill tower (job 6). ..... i 

6. PERSONNEL 

Frederick N. Bamerstrom, Jr. Hesdquarters at Plainfield, Wisconsin. 
Has passed prelims and will submit Ph.D. thesis in June, 1940. 

Kemeratrom is assisted by Frances Jamerstrom, who will take a master's 
degree in June, 1940. 

Professor of Wildlife Mansgement



December 19, 1939 

REQUESTS FOR RESEARCH SUPPORT MUST BE IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OFFICE 

NOT LATER THAN FEBRUARY 15, 1940. 

To the Members of the Faculty: 

In making requests for research grants-in-aid for 1940-A1, please 

use the following form. Applications should be made in duplicate. 

1. TITLE AND REASONS FOR THE STUDY: Indicate the importance 

of the problem and clearly define the aims. 

2. PROCEDURE: Indicate the essential working plans. 

3, FINANCIAL SUPPORT: Indicate the amounts requested for 

(1) salaries and (2) supplies. 

4. PERSONNEL: Designate the leader in charge of the project 

and name of the assistant. Complete information on the 

qualifications of the assistant shovid be included. 

Members of the University Rescarch Committee will be available for 

consultation with those who wish to discuss their projects. 

UNIVERSITY RESEARCH COMMITTEE 

E. B. Fred We ds Meek 
S. M. Corey Selig Periman 

Norris Hall H. A. Pochmann 

' E. BE. Hart YW. F. Twaddell 
QO. A. Hougen H. B. “ahlin 

REPORTS OF RESEARCH PROJECTS FOR THE YEAR 1939-40 ARE NOT TO BE SUBMITTED 

AT THIS TIME



424 University Farm Place 
December 26, 1940 

Mr. Harold W. Stoke, Assistant Dean 

Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Mr. Stoke: 

I wish to present for approval by yourself, Dean Fred, and the Research 
Committee the following plan for completing our work on the prairie chicken 
investigation. (Wildlife Management as Applied to Pinnated and Sharptailed 
Grouse. ) 

A grant was made to this project this year with the understanding that if 
an opening developed in the Conservation Department to contime this work, 
Hamerstrom would accept it and turn in the unexpended balance. The oppor+ 
tunity to contime this work in the Conservation Department did not material- 
ize, but Hamerstrom has now received an offer from the University of 
Michigan which will enable him to contime part-time with work on these 
birds. 

Michigan wants him to report February 1, but is willing to have him return 
here April 1 for six weeks to make a final year's observation on breeding 
behavior. it hapoens that Hamerstrom has an assistant trained by him be~ 
fore he came to the University who is willing to keep the winter trapping 
going during Hamerstrom's absence during February and March, and also to 
continue the breeding ground observations from May 15 to the end of the 
year. I, therefore, ask for your approval of “leave of absence” for 
Hamerstrom during February and March, and from May 15 to the end of the 
year, the stipend to continue during these absences in consideration of 

Hamerstrom's keeping the work going during this period. 

The advantage to us is that this arrangement would give us three years re~ 
sults instead of two. In my opinion this would double or treble the value 
of the results. Under the grants and fellowships which the Graduate School 
has made during the past three years, over 200 birds have been banded. ‘This 
banding is a very laborious procedure and hard to accomplish in this species. 
The proposed arrangement would enable us to realize on this past investment 
of time and labor. 

Another advantage is that Dr. R.K. Meyer started last year to make endo= 
crine experiments on birds furnished by Hamerstrom, and the proposed arrange 
ment would enable us to again trap a supply for his use.
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Mr. Harold ¥. Stoke Decewber 26, 1940 

There is a further possibility that if we can keep the project rolling 
through this winter and spring, that the Conservation Department might 
continue observations in future years. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
October 25, 1940 

Mr. Charles ¥. Schwartz, Project Leader 

1501 Tindall 
Trenton, Missouri 

Dear Sir: 

The Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative was formed, in 1936, 
to promote the banding of prairie chickens and shartailed grouse in 
a@ general way, and to work toward the geographical spread of banding 
stations necessary to a study of the migrations of these two prairie 
grouse. 

Recently several states outside the Cooperative have begun, or plan to 

begin soon, banding prairie grouse. I am asked to invite those states 
to join us. To this end, we have changed our name to the "Prairie Grouse 
Cooperative." Mr. Arthur L. Clark has suggested you as one of the men 
in Missouri who might be interested in joinging the Cooperative. 

There are no dues, officers, or other formalities of membership. The 
Devartment of Wildlife Management, University of Wiseonsin, acts as a 
Clearing house through which the mombers can exchange notes in the 
progress reports of the Cooperative, but each momber retains all rights 
to his data, for publication or other purposes. The progress reports 
serve to keep the members posted on the most effective trapping and band- 
ing techniques. We have a mimeographed banding mammal, which I shall be 
glad to send you. 

Not all of ovr members are actually engaged in banding--many are admin- 
istrators--but we try to limit the membership to those who have an active 
interest in prairie grouse. 

If you banded elther grouse last winter, I shoild like very meh to in- 

clude a summary of your bandings in the next progress report, now in pre- 
paration. We have a standard questionnaire and report form which I will 
send you if you have anything to contribute. 

A prompt reply will help me very much. 

Very truly yours 

F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., in Charge 
Prairie Chicken Ivestigation 

This same letter sent to those whose names were given by A. L. Clark 

Glenn C. Pittenger, Charles W. Schwartz, Harold V. Terrill, Cart 

R. Noren, Arthur H. Denney, Willard Barbee, and James D. Beets.
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 

TELEPHONE 674 

September 24, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. 
42, University Parm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: 

This refers to your letter of September 3, 1940, regarding the re- 
organization of the Lake States Trapping and Banding Cooperative accomp= 
lished by changing the name to Prairie Grouse Cooperative. 

Your reference to me as one of the several banders outside of the 
Lake States with whom the Cooperative has common cause doubtless refers 
to the Conservation Commission as a whole in those of its activities 
which are connected with the prairie chicken problem. However, so far 

: as exchanging notes between members of the organization, I believe that 
you should solicit the individual cooperation of our field men who are 
in the regions of the state where prairie chicken are found and invite 
them to join your organization. 

In view of the above, I suggest that you get in touch with the 
following field personnel of this department, all connected with the 
Federal Aid - Wildlife Program. 

Northeast District 

Glenn C. Pittenger, District Leader, Wildlife Building 
Columbia, Missouri. 

Charles W. Schwartz, Project Leader (in charge of state- 
wide prairie chicken studies), 1501 Tindall, Trenton, 
Missouri. 

Harold V. Terrill, Project Leader, Wildlife Building, 
Columbia, Missouri. 

Carl R. Noren, Project Leader, Edina, Missouri.



CONSERVATION COMMISSION 

7 F, N. Hamerstrom, Jr. -2— September 24, 1940 

Southwest District ‘ 

Arthur H. Denney, District Leader, 824 S. Jefferson, 
Springfield, Missouri. 

Willard Barbee, Project Leader, Box 113, Clinton, 
Missouri. 

Northwest District 

James D. Beets, District Leader, 125 West 8th Street, 
Cameron, Missouri. 

I assume that you have been in touch with Dr. Rudolf Bennitt and 
Dr. Paul D. Dalke of the Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, University 
of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri. 

Very truly yours, 

CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
I. T. BODE, DIRECTOR a) 

ow OcteccG Cee le 
Arthur L. Clark, Chief 

ALC:LB Division of Fish, Game, & Forests



a. THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY August 2, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
102 01d Entom. Bldg. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Last evening I liberated the following 
prairie chickens from the cages in the arboretum: 
three male birds numbered 62247C, 62253C, and 
62252C; three females 62248C, 62250C, and 62255C. 
All of the birds were in poor condition, par- 
ticularly female 62255C. 

When I return from my vacation, which 
I begin on Monday, I would like to talk with you 
and Mr. Hammerstrom about plans for next year 
and publication of the data we now have. 

I greatly appreciate your kind help 
and interest in the work. 

Sincerely ef 

Roland K. Meyer 

RKM:MP



RMPORT OW NISGONSIN PRAIRIY QRIOKEN INVESTIGATION, 1939-40 
Aldo Leopold 

Department of Wildlife Manazement 

I. Subject - Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation. BF39:24¢. 

II. Present Stats and Results Accomplished 
A. Results and Significance. Since the 1920s it has been apparent 

that wildlife would be the principal future crop obtainable from some 

5,000,000 acres of sand and peat land in central Wisconsin. Grouse, 

deer, and fur are the kinds of wildlife indigenous to this area. 

Many states are accummlating information on deer and fur cropping, 

but few on grouse cropping. The grouse species here in question are the 

pinnated grouse, or true prairie chicken, and the sharptail grouse, called 

prairie chicken by most hunters. A list of the grouse work in other 

states appears in the application for grant-in-aid for 1940-41. 

The Wiseonsin prairie chicken investigation began in 1928 by the 

Conservation Department and was taken over by the University in 1934-45 

(P. J. W. Sehmidt). During 1936 and 1937 the project was transferred to 

the Resettlement Administration with Prederick N. Hamerstrom, Jr., in 

charge. In 1936 Hamerstrom was carried under a University fellowship 

and in 1939 under 2 University research grant. No other state has 

i worked on the prairie grouse for a comparable period. 

There is now a definite prospect that the Conservation Department 

will take over the project during 1940-41, using the newly available 

Federal Aid funds. To avoid a break in continuity and to avoid loss of 

trained personnel, the Graduate School has arranged to contime the project 

until the Conservation Department has a chance to take over.
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The results salvaged in published form after the death of 

Schmidt deal mainly with grouse food. The results obtained by 

Hamerstrom deal with food, movements, nesting, and social organisation 

during the mating period. We now know definitely what the winter food 

plants are and we have tested the sustenance value of the more important 

ones under controlled conditions, and found that the pinnate requires 

grain or seeds. It had previously been supposed that both species 

eould subsist on buds and roughage. 

We now know definitely that winter migrations up te 100 miles 

oceur and that the sexes move differentially, the hens tending to go 

south and the males tending to remain. Trapping and bending techniques 

were created to reach these conclusions, and an organization of cooperating 

agensies is conducting further banding work. 

The most inpuctant discovery made this spring is thet an adequate 

number of matings oceur only during the upswing of the aycle. The cycle 

therefore may represent failure to reproduce rathor than failure to 

survive. This may entirely reorient the whole study of animal cycles. 

An ineidental result flowing from this study is the realization that 

the sex behavior of these grouse offers a now field for the study of 

endocrine reactions. The specialised structures, colors, movements and 

sounds which enter the sex behavior of these species offer a gamut of 

endocrine reactions mch wider than that available in any captive experi- 

mental animal. Dr. R. K. Meyer is actively developing this lead and is 

seeking ald from the National Research Council for its further exploration. 

B. Published Papers 
Schmidt, F. J. W. Winter food of the sharp-tailed grouse 

and pinnated grouse in Wisconsin. Wilson Bulletin, 
Vol. 48, No. 3, September, 1936, pp. 186-203.
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Hamerstrom, F. H., Jr. A study of Wisconsin prairie 
chicken and sharp-tailed grouse. Wilson Bullctin, 
Vol. 51, Ho. 2, dune, 1939, pp. 105-120. 

Hamerstrom, F. N., Jr. and Millard Truax. Traps for 
pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse. Bird-Banding, 
Vol. IX, No. 4, October, 1938, pp. 177#183. 

Mamscrints in Preparation 

Homerstrom, F. N., Jy., Prank Hopkins, and Anton J. Ringel. 
Effects of diet and temperature on the weight of 
prairte chickens in winter. 

Morgan, 3.3. and F. N. Homarstrom, Jr. A study of the 
endoparasites of Wisconsin pinnated and sharp-tailed 
grouse. 

Hamerstrom, F. N., Jr. and Frances Hamerstrom. Movements 
of Wisconsin pinnated and sharp-tailed grouse; prelim 
inary report.



i THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 

May 31, 1940 

REPORT OF RESEARCH INVESTIGATIONS 

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1939-40 

AND FOR THE SUMMER OF 1939 

I. Subject 
(Title of project and allotment number) 

II. Present Status and Results Accomplished - 

A. Results and significance. 

B. Published papers and manuscripts ready for 
publication. 

C. If your project has been under way for a number 
of years, a more detailed statement is requested. 

REPORTS ARE TO BE IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OFFICE 

ON OR BEFORE JULY 1, 1940 

This information is to be made available to the 
; Research Committee, the administrative officers 

of the University, and to others interested in 

the research activities at the University.



: APPLICATION FOR GRANT-IN-AID, 1940-42 

1, TITLE: Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

2, REASONS FOR TH STUDY: 

The aims of this project are: 

1. To explore the ecology of the pinnated and sharptail grouse. 

2. To devise, if possible, a technique for cropping these birds 
: on the waste lands of Wisconsin. 

The ecology of these birds is of special scientific interest because: 

a. Their social organization is unique (see following caption 
for background). 

b. Their digestive apparatus is intermediate in specialization 
between the quails and partridges (which require grains) and 
the ptarmigans (which subsist on browse or roughage alone). 

A cropping technique is important because there are 5,000,000 acres of 

Sand and peat in Wisconsin worthless for farm or forest, but geod for grouse, 

deer, and fur. On a similar area in Scotland grouse bring $5 each, and the kill 

is one grouse per four acres. The Scottish cropping technique is empirical, 

b and took a century to develop. An equivalent technique founded on science should 

be possible here in a mech shorter time. : 

It is no longer optional whether there shall be any attempt to crop Wisconsin 

grouse. The state has just acquired 110,000 acres of grouse land (through the : 

2 Resettlement Administration) on which a million dollars have been already spent, 

and on which there will be a large anmual outlay for administration. In addition, 

the counties and the Forest Service hold large areas good mainly for grouse, deer 

and fur. 

Deer and fur are not likely to be neglected. Deer, at present, present a 

problem of overstocking which cannot be put aside. Fur on these lands can often 

be had by protection alone. Grouse, on the other hand, have baffled every effort 

to influence their numbers; the crop is purely fortuitous. The reason doubtless 

lies in their peculiar social organization and their peculiar physiology. The
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problem of devising a cropping technique is further complicated by the fact that 

grouse do not breed in captivity, and hence do not lend themselves to controlled 

experimentation as captives, except for very short periods. 

By common consent, the esthetic value of the prairie grouse exceeds that of 

any other Wisconsin game bird. Fyrthermore, in the case of pinnated grouse, the 

| peat fires following the recent drouths have spoiled many ranges by smothering then 

with popple. Pinnated grouse will either become rare, or a great natural resource, 

depending on what is done in the next decade. 

3. PREVIOUS WORK 

(a) In Wisconsin. Wisconsin pioneered in the study of the prairie grouse, 

but has been baffled by the difficulties of the problem. The following is a con- 

densed history of effort: 

Year Worker Supported by Published results 

1928 Alfred 0. Gross Conservation Dept. ) Progress Report, Wis. 
- 1929 " " " " =. 53 Prairie Chicken Investigation 

1930-33 PF. J. W. Schmidt " “ ) Destroyed by fire except one: 
193435 " " University (W.A.R.¥.) ) “Winter Food of Prairie 

Chicken & Sharptail Grouse 
in Wisconsin" 

*1936-37 Frederick and U.S.R.A. ) “fraps for Pinnated and 

Frances Hamerstrom : ) Sharp-tailed Grouse." 
1938 - Univ. Fellowship ) "A Study of Wisconsin Prairie 
1939 8 Univ. Grant ) Chicken and Sharp-tailed Grouse" 

2 Gross outlined the general life history from an ornithological point of view. 

Schmidt explored the ecology to a degree probably unprecedented in any other game 

bird except quail, but lost his life and most of his papers in a fire. The ° 

Hamerstroms have renewed the ecological attack, and during 1939 have especially pushed: 

Banding studies to determine movements. Trapping techniques. 
Feeding studies to determine winter food needs. 
Booming ground studies to determine social organization during breeding season. 
Criteria of sex and age to analyze composition of populations. ; 

*In addition, the banding work started by the U.S.R.A. in 1936 and 1937 has been 
continued by W. H. Schunke in 1938 and 1939.
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(>) In Other States. Oklahoma made a study from 1932 to 1935 (Verne &. = 

Davison) but gave p. A manuscript report exists. There is now some chance that 

Oklahoma will revive this work under federal aid. 

Texas (V. W. Lehmann) is just winding up a comprehensive study of the 

Attwater Prairie Hen (1936-1939). This is being published. 3 

Michigan (G. B. Saunders) has been studying sharptails since 1934. This work 

is mainly a search for immediately applicable administrative techniques, which 

are published from time to time. 

Utah (Marshall, Jensen, Lee, et al) has studied the Columbian Sharptail since 

1935, and is publishing currently. 

: Illinois (Yeatter) has studied the pinnate intensively since 1934. ‘The findings 

are valuable but for the most part unpublished. 

Minnesota (Manweiler) has done intensive work on banding and sex and age 

eriteria on sharptail since 1937, This is published, but now threatened with 2 

discontinuance. 

Missouri, Iowa, Ohio have made fragmentary studies. 

Since 1937 an informal group of volunteers known as the "Lake States Banding 

Gooperative" has banded prairie chickens, using this office as a clearing house. 

Tis volunteer system stretches from the Dakotas to Michigan. A great deal of 

difficult labor has been done without cost. 

(c) Conclusions, The whole decade of experience may be summed up thus: 

The prairie grouse present a problem too difficult to be solved by local 

or sporadic effort. To relinquish the problem would be a major defeat for wildlife s 

conservation, and would leave Wisconsin in the position of not knowing what to do . z 

with a large area on which much money has been ani will be spent. 

The immediate need is to keep the Wisconsin work alive in the hope that it can 

be reorganized on a larger scale unier the Conservation Depavtaent, probably under 

federal aid now available. A shift of personnel at this time would mean the loss of
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many years of accumulated expertness. 

If the Wisconsin Conservation Department decides not to take over the 

work, then the trained personnel must be released to some other state. Manitoba 

and Nebraska are actively interested. 

Another immediate need is to pool the combined findings of all workers (in 

about 7 states) in a "Prairie Chicken Institute," which can be set up in conjunction 

with the North American Wildlife Conference. 

4%, PROCEDURE FOR 1940-41 

The following program is set up for the immediate future: 

(a) Band Pinnates on the Winter Ranges (i.e., ranges not occupied in 

summer) in order to find out the extent of migration. This job has been on 

the program since 1936 but is not yet carried out. The reason is that it 

requires travel funds (of which there are none) or else he cooperation of local 

wardens. It is listed again in the hope that the Department may revive its 

participation during the year. 

(b) Repeat the Feeding Experiments on Sharptails at Poynette. Last winter 

25 pinnates a trapped and fed, and it was tentatively determined that grain 

or weed seeds are recuired for winter maintenance. Schmidt made the same 

experiment on sharptails but did not publish, and his notes were lost. 

(c) Experiment with Food Patch System to take the place of the farms : 

displaced by ths Resettlement program. This is necessary to retain pinnates 

on the state chicken lands. This can be done only when the Department is 

ready to begin administration of the state lands. Four years of experiments are 

already accumulated. The problem involves reclamation of grasslands from popple 

as well as retention of grain and weed foods. - 

(a) Devise a Winter Census Method. Due to the packing habit of both 

grouse, and the local mobility of the packs with weather changes, no census
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figures exist in this state for either species. This is a grave defect. 

A motorized modification of King's Gridiron Census is to be tried (a series 

of cars proceeding parallel across a township counting packs on the snow). 

(e) Renew Search for Age Criteria. During 1939 a plumage criterion 

of age was developed for sharptail. On recently examining a large series of 

skins at Minnesota» and Harvard it now appears that this criterion is not 

sharp enough to be serviceable. We still lack means of classifying the bag 

by young and old birds. Sex criteria, on the other hand, are now serviceable. 

The cloacal criteria developed for ducks at the Delta DuckStation, 

Manitoba, seem to be the most promising lead at present in sight. 

| (£) Continue Booming Ground Study. All writers on the prairie grouse 

have assumed that the booming ground is the site of matings, and hence 

essential to the reproductive process. The 1939 study of booming grounds 

casts doubt on this assumption. To clear up this doubt, an observation tower : 

(eld windmill or fire tower) needs to be erected on a booming ground, from 

which intensive observations can be made on birds previously marked by “imping" 

colored feathers into their plumage. 

(g) Stomachs, Weights, etc. Since 1940 may be the last year of the : 

present high, it is important to take advantage of the hunting season by 

examining as many shot birds as possible. : 

(h) Prepare Publications to Date. 

These eight jobs contain enough work for four or five years. It is 

impossible to write a more limited program because everyjod is contingent 

upon weather, and other uncontrolled circumstances, and many jobs are further 

contingent on cooperation, travel funds, available supplies and materials, etc. 

An opportunistic procedure is therefore unavoidable. We jugp into such tasks 

as time and circumstance make it possible to undertake. -
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5, FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

Phe students in this project contime to carry most of the senda, 

The $50 per month contritmted by the University possibly represents 

maintenance for a student doing research in a laboratory, but not for 

two students living in the field and operating a ear at 500 miles a 

month. For this reason the costs are expressed in two alternative : 

columns, "full costs" and "minimum costs": 

; Full Cost Min. Costs 

Stipend, 2 student at $600....... : - $1,200 

{ eid 0 OOS. Ss eG ee 

RS? NE POO 8 eee 350" 

fhe “full cost" does not include the following items which are 

needed but no doubt unobtainable: 

‘Trapper assistant, 2 months (job 1)... .. $250 — 

Windmill. tewer (job 6). 2... 5 wwe #8 : 

6. PERSONNEL 

Frederick N. Hamerstrom Jr. Headquarters at Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

Has passed prelims and will submit Ph.D. thesis in June, 1940. 

= Hamerstrom is assisted by Frances Hamerstrom, who will take a master's 

degree in June, 1940.



Oh » Wether Sebf— cS 
ae - ofuree prt To: ho he Steatto 

_ 
7 Tale Won wecler 9 Yh . A . 

; Wisconsin Prairie Chicken and Sharptail Banding Returns oA Au] bo 

? Banded. . Return 

| Ae Pa ee ee No. Sp. Sex | Date By Town Range Sec.| Date B Place 

in trap by goshawk(?) 

: 2316 st 2/12/37 18 2 22 2/13/37 RA--killed by dog in 30 yds. from trap 
roost (feathers wet, 

: unable to fly when re- 
leased 2/12/37) . 

= a ably while in trap 

killed by avian predator 

v 2350 st F 3/27/37 20 2 9 10/16/38 W.R.Spellum,Viroqua.Shot | Max. distance from band- 
ing place 14 mi. E. to 

S.E. (FNH) 

v 2385 PC 2/10/39 | Ham's) 19 1 1 about Warden Geo. Whalen, 3 mi. N.W. of Weyauwega 
Pace a released 2/11 | 6/2/39 Waupaca,found dead in on Hwy.U.S.10 

- 20. 8 36 road 
¥ 28304UB | ST 2/3/38 FSA 19 5 3/11/38 B. Carter ,FSA,Necedah. same place 

Killed by horned owl in 

trap. _——— 

233118 a F 2/11/38 | FSA 18 2 10 10/16/38 Geo.Truax,Cutler. Shot. T.18N.R.2E.sec.2,N.E. 
- _ |e Le _749.5 grams. of N.E. = Ao ferdi 

~ _28312B | ST M | 2/14/38 [FSA 18 2. 2 _ | 10/18/38 R.W.Henry,Tomah. Shot. | 2 miles N. of Cutl 

28317B | ST M 2/15/38 | FSA 18 @ a2 10/16/38 F.N.Hamerstrom dr., 300 yds. from banding 
Plainfield. Shot. pt. 18-2,sec.11 

_. _ gh2.9 grams . 
28323B | ST M 2/17/38 | FSA 18 2 Kio 10/22/39 Peder N.lund,Baraboo. T.19N. ROR. sec. 34,5.5. 

Shot. Wt. 1 1b.13 oz. of S.W. 

Had been wounded some 
time before; 1 #4 shot 

_ in breast,] in left leg. _ ee 

¥ 28339B | ST M 1/12/38 | FSA 20 pe 12 Durus Geter, £54 Necedb T2090 C5E nes SEC}NW 

“a ea : ee ° 3s om cited weasel Civebesp) feats = i 
vy 28343B | ST 3/2/38 FSA 20 3 «5 10/16/38 R.Krohn,Wis.Rapids. Shot.| Same section:about 1/4 

_ . __ to 1/2 mi.N.z. (FNE) 
v= 283303 st M 2 8 | FSA 18 2 2 Oct.14- 0.G.Scheffner, Merrill = 2333 23/3 Nov.3, Shot | THAN Cee Pe 27 

SD oe a 
. exis pst | [aes rsa [203 30 10/16/38 | k.Hiche Marshfield. Shot. | T-25N.R.2#-sec.13.S¥a



Banded Return 

Ef glee dee os No. p Sex Date Town Range Sec. Date Place 

tea en 0 a ese Shot. 
28382B ee pee ee 2 ee ee W.A.Smith,Wis.Rapids. 2 mi.SW of Meadow Valley. 

8 Shot. T20N,R2E,sec.2l. 
¥ 28385B a sk 3/11/38 R.W. Baldwin, Viroqua. About = mi. E. of place 

3 Shot. of banding (FNH). 

ee ee a ae eee eee es CCC camp. Shot. . 

2g405p | st | F  fi/es/39 | uss [35 1501 2/e5/39 | uss SC*~“‘S™C™C#C#’;S Same place. * 
aguiop | st | Mu [i/es/39 | usrs [35 15 1 afe6/39 | usFSSCSC*C*d:«Satme places. 

ee Pee [eae | mo ee Sig en 10/28/38 Shot. Valley. 

8 T2ON, ROH, sec. 22. 

Be ee ee ee a cere eo 8 Rapids. Shot. of Meadow Valley. 
e 3536B | PC 1/12/38 PSA 20 3 33 2/3/38 Burns Carter,Necedah, T2ON,R3E,sec.33 SW of NE. 

FSA. Killed in trap by 
horned owl. _ 

8 Necedah 
¥ 435603 19 2 2 Otto W.Lund,Mauston. TLON,RYE,sec.27,NE of 

Nov.3,'39 Shot. SE. 

Necedah. Killed in 

trap by horned owl. kW Ps 
3050B 2/2/38 FSA 21 ew 10 10/1528 Martin Muzynoski, Komenski tzap. 2 mi. E. 

3 Neillsville. Shot. of bridge (B.fork Black 
R.),$ mi. S. of N. line 
of county. 

ae : eee fy ville. Shot. 

dg ce Shot. FNH 

8 ville. Shot. 

alee Se. ses g ville. Shot. 

137335 [ST _| [12/8/37 | Fsa [20 en 9 ofaey3e tog Teland Juneau Co." 
*Killed in trap by weasel.



Return 

Pe Pe ee ae eee No. p Date Town Range Sex. | Date B Place 

Se area ee coat ace Rapids. Shot. place of banding (FNH) 

Se ee ee er NE of NE. 

Oe ae ee Wate A ee deere ee Rapids. Shot. 

BEAL LE Pebsir Te ee gra | “Necoaae shot. | Stor am 1939 Necedah. Shot. SW of NE 

foe a ee ee ee are Shot. midsection 

»1939 Shot. 

Conover. Shot. SW 

62123¢ | PC a eee a ea 198 8 4/16/40 Foster, Same place. Skeleton 
Hancock found.



A. Birds that died during feeding experiment st Poynette 

1939 (all PC): 2357, 2362 (on exhibition), 2373, 2376, 2378, 
2379, 2390, 2393, 2394 

1940 - PC: 62165C, 62167¢ 

1940 - ST; 290623 

B. Birds that died during endocrine experiment at Madison (killed by dog) 

62147c, 6214sc, 62149C, 62158C, 62162C, 621640, 62173¢



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN : 5 
MADISON , 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL July 5, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Bldg. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Research Committee is recommending that you 

be granted $600 for research on the Wisconsin prairie 

chicken. I informed the Committee that you were making 

every effort to have the work on the prairie chicken 

taken over by either the Conservation Commission or 

Some other source. It is our understanding that this 

grant of #600 will meke possible the completion of this 

phase of the work. 

This project is being set up as follows: 

RF40:308 Wisconsin prairie chicken 
investigations 

Frederick N. Hamerstrom Res. Asst. $600 
(12 mos.) 

Enclosed is information concerning the administration 

of this grant and a supply of payroll forms. 

Yours very truly, 

Ze ee ys 

8 &. EB. Fred



4ok University Farm Place 
April 25, 1940 

Dean BE. B. Pred 

The Graduate School : 

Bascom Hall 

Dear Dear. Fred: 

Since subaitting my application for a grant-in~aid 

for the Fisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation, the situatia 

hae altered in several important respects which I would like to 

call to your attention and to the attention of the committee on 

research grants. 

(1) Neither Hamerstrom nor Mra. Hamerstrom will be 

, able tc finish their degrees by June, 1940. 

(2) The reason is that they have mado new observations 

on mating within the lest two weeks which leok more promising 

then anything we have yet encountered ani to which they mst 

fevote their full attention until June. 

(3) Meanwhile Dr. R. K. Meyer has become interested 
and is conducting endocrine experiments on chickens, but he is 

denendent on the Hamerstroms for his source of birds. The two 

projects, then, must presumably stand or fall together. 

I would appreciate your bringing these changes to the 

attention of the committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



U. W. Form 17. 4-39—10M 

. Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil 7 it 
See neces Sidedtactiarel reralations Madison, Wis. Date..July 30, 19. 40 

SSeS 

Account of Peederick N. Hamerstrom Jr. Address a Entomology Building 

SS Eee SS EEE 
PURPOSE OF TRIP_Pield work for Prairie —-----_| Receipt ij 

Chicken Investigation. (June work consistea of | NY™er 
observational work on nests and booming 
grounds. ) 

ee EL 
Jeune 1 | 40} Vie. of Babcock 1 

C.7 gal. gas 0.14 14 
Vic. of Babcock to 
vic. of Plainfield 46 

3.5 gal. gas 0.68 63 

2 Vie. of Plainfield 70 
Vic. of Plainfield 
to vic. of Secedah 68 

9.6 gal. gas 1.90 1 1} 90 

3 Vic. of Necedah 3 
4.2 gal. gas 0.82 $2 

7 Vic. of Necedah to 

vic. of Babcock 2T 
2.0 gal. gas 0. 39 39 

& Vie. of Babeock to 
vic. of Plainfield 46 

3.5 gal. gas 0.68 68 

10 Vic. of Plainfield M 
2.5 gal. gas 0.49 4g 

11 Vie. of Plainfield to 
Sparta 98 

6.0 gal. gas, 2 ofl 1.63 2 1) 63 

Ww Sparta to vic. Plainf. 680 

4.5 gal. gas 0.88 88 

15 Vic. of Plainfield 12 
0.8 gal. gas 0.16 16 

19 Vic. of Plainfield 35 
2.5 gal. gas 0.49 49 

25 Vic. of Plainfield 44 
3.5 gal. gas 0.68 63 

Total | 

SE 

Audited For $__-____--.---. by__-_-_____________________ 

BS ee a 

Dept = eee eq haeenee nen 
‘Approved 22222 k ee es (Class ao Dept te 

Bund soe iy 

—— eee 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

ss. 
County (Of ee naan oan n- +--+ =---------------+++---------------.-_-----, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to____....--...-.__ = 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

day of —.___-_—______._______-_-.._.-._-_--, A, D, 19... SRE See ee ene eon iabauoonesee ee es 

Notary Public.



LAWS OF WISCONSIN 

(1937 Statutes) 

Section 14.31 (3) (c). Include receipts for all items of expenditure of one dollar or more, unless other satisfactory 
evidence is accepted by the auditing officer. 

(3) (d). Include the claimant’s affidavit setting forth that all items of traveling expenses were incurred in the per- 
formances of duties required by the public service, and that the amount charged for transportation or for other expenses 
incident to travel was actually paid out and that no part of such transportation was had upon a free pass or otherwise 
free of charge. The blank form of such affidavit shall be prescribed by the secretary of state. 

Section 14.32. Items Not Allowed. The secretary of state shall not audit items of expenditure for tips, porterage, 
parlor car seats other than sleeping car berths, or for expenses not necessarily incurred in the performance of duties re- 
quired by the public service; nor shall he audit, except as herein provided, items of expenditure incurred while traveling 
outside the state by any officer or employe of the state or of any department or institution thereof unless in the dis- 
charge of his duties required by the public service; nor shall he audit except upon the order of the governor items of 
expenditure for expenses of more than one officer or employe of the state or of any department or institution thereof 
while attending any convention, association, society or meeting held outside the state. Any auxiliary, allied or subor- 
dinate society, association, or meeting held in connection with or as a part of or immediately preceding, during, or im- 
mediately following the time of any convention, association, society or meeting shall for the purposes of this section be 
considered as one convention, association, society or meeting. This section shall supersede all other statutory provisions 
specifically authorizing out-of-state travel. 

Section 14.71 (2). Traveling Expenses. The chief officers enumerated in subsection (1), and their appointees and em- 
ployees, shall each be reimbursed for actual and necessary traveling expenses incurred in the discharge of their duties. 
The officers and employes of any department, board or commission, shall, when for reasons of economy or efficiency, they 
are stationed at any other place than the official location of such department, board or commission, receive their actual and 
necessary traveling and other expenses when called to such official location for temporary service. The members of 
boards, departments and commissions who are entitled to expenses but not compensation, the members of boards, depart- 
ments and commissions who are entitled to a per diem for time actually spent in state service and the members of boards, 
departments and commissions who receive an honorarium, shall be entitled to travel and other expenses while attending 
meetings of such board, department or commission held at the city of Madison; provided that no such traveling or other 
expenses shall be allowed to any such member of any department, board or commission who actually resides in the city of 
Madison while attending any such meeting at said city. 

(6) (ff). For travel between points convenient to be reached by railroad or bus without unreasonable loss of time 
the allowance for the use of a personal automobile shall not exceed the railroad or bus fare between such points. 

TRAVEL REGULATIONS 

1. Purpose of trip must be stated on expense account. 

2. Give name of railway, time leaving, and returning to Madison or headquarters. 

3. Meals in Madison (or headquarters) for persons living in Madison (or headquarters) cannot be allowed. 

4, Receipts are required for all expenditures of $1.00 or over, except for railway fare._(See section 14.31 Wisconsin 
Statutes). Receipts must be signed by an individual e. g. John Doe Co. per J. Smith, Clerk. 

5. Original Pullman sleeper ticket stub must be attached to the expense account, as receipt covering expenditure for 
sleeper. 

6. Item for taxi will not be allowed unless fully explained, i. e., heavy luggage, early train, etc. 

7. In making out vouchers for hotel expenses, state whether American or European plan. Designate morning meal as 
“B,” noon meal as “D,” evening meal as “S,” and lodging as “L.” Example: Voucher for supper, lodging and break- 
fast should be made out—From “S” to “B” inclusive. Receipt must be signed (name of hotel per name of clerk or 
manager, and dated.) 

8. Receipts which bear evidence of changes will not be allowed. If an error is made in making receipt, write a new one. 

9. Allowance for use of automobile (regent action 6-3-38). 

No. of Miles Travelled in Mileage Monthly Allowance 
a Calendar Month Rate 

Less than 600 05 None 

600 — 649 None $21.00 plus gas and oil 

650 — 699 None 21.75 plus gas and oil 

700 — 1749 None 22.50 plus gas and oil 

750 — 799 None 23.25 plus gas and oil 

800 — 849 None 24.00 plus gas and oil 

850 — 899 None 24.75 plus gas and oil 

900 — 949 None 25.50 plus gas and oil 

950 — 999 None 26.25 plus gas and oil 

1000 — 1049 None 27.00 plus gas and ail 

1050 — 1099 None 27.75 plus gas and oil 

1100 — 1149 None 28.50 plus gas and oil 

1150 — 1199 None 29.25 plus gas and oil 

1200 and over None 80.00 plus gas and oil 

Charge to the following accounts: 

a 

DIVISION DEPARTMENT CLASS ACTIVITY FUND AMOUNT 

Approval of Head of Department | Dean | Audited by 

ee



U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date... Suly.3......______, 19. NO 

EEE ETIEI TEI 

Account of Address 
cou’ "Frederick N. Hanerstrom Jr. Old Mntonology Bldg. 

-2- 
Neen ne ener ee UIE IIE IIE EInSISEIEnIEEEIEEIEIEINIININ Wiemmemeeneeeeee ee 

PURPOSE OF TRIP__---------------------------------------. | Receipt | 
Number | 

Mileage Gas & Oil 

dune | 27 |40| Plainfield-Necedah- 
Babcock 15 

5-0 gal. gs 0.98 98 

28 Babcock-Plainfield ko 
2.8 gal. gas 0.55 55 

30 Plainfield-Babcocik- 
Secedah 7o 

5-5 gal. gas 1.07 3 1/97 

Necedah—-Nadison 91 
(to Madison to work 
on compilation of data) 
5.0 gal. gas 0.96 98 

— ae 
905 mi. Te.50 

Gar allowance for month 25 |50 

Total 38 loe 

oa 

Audited Por'$:-— = by 

Approved 222 iy eee eee 

Dept. Wildlife Management Reg. #______________ 

Approved s2cece55 2 ee Clas SR Dept $e 

Fund mumarek WU Activity Research 

—————————————————— ee ee ee 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

County Ol ae aoa nn nan - == == + == +--+ =~ ------------------------~------, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to____________________________-____ 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this_________-_-____ 

day of __----------------------------------, A.D. 19---- 0 ---~--- +e eee --- e+ e+e eee 

————— Notary Public.
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U. W: Form 17, 6-35—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Bos tuverso side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. pagame 

Accountof Frederick N. Hamerstrom Jr. Address O14 Entomology Building 

PURPOSE OF TRIP. Field work for Prairie _____| Receipt | 
Chicken Investigation. (Daily mileage re- Number 

| quired for trapping, banding & releasing 
birds & leoking for nests.) 

Gas & O12 
May 2 Vic. of Plainfield 3 

2.4 gal. gas kg 4g 
3 Vie. of Plainfield 

3.0 gal. gas 39 60 60 
4 ie. of Plainfield 

3.3 gal. gne 43 66 66 | 
5 Vic. of Plainfield 

1.2 gal. gas 16 ah 2k 
6 ie. of Plainfield 

| 1.8 gal. gas au 36 36 
q ic. of Plainfield 

4.1 gal. gas 5h 82 
8 ic. of Plainfield 

3.3 gal. gas 4a +66 66 
oO | ic. of Plainfield 

11.3 gal. gne 16 -26 
1 ‘lainfield-ladison (to 

Stend seminar-required 
department) 

5.0 gal. gs 90 “97 7 
4 ison-Plainfield i 

5-0 gal. gas 90 “97 7 
5 ic. of Plainfield 

0.8 gal. gas 9 +16 6 
6 ic. of Plainfield 

3.2 gal. gee 42 -& 
7 ie. of Plainfield 

4.1 gal. gas 54 -82 
8 ic. of Plainfield 

4.9 gal. gos 5 98 
ic. of Plainfield 
2.4 gal. gas 4 4g 
‘lainfield-Madison (to 
songult with Prof. 
Leopold about work) 

5-0 gal. gas ge 97 7 
1 ison-Plainfield 

5.0 gal. gas go 7 7 
ic. of Plainfield 

4.2 gal. gas 54 82 2 

Total 

Audited bY 225250 ee a eee eee eae 

APproved.= soos sco cc ceca scuccesceucasoccsdeesccscass DiVeoccaesosssececcaessccesleso.S- = een es eee ees 

Ty Ua eee ee 
Activity 

Approved... -._....-------------------------------------- Class.-_-__--_--_---------------------+------------------ 

Pind. 50-2 = eee oe ee ee 0 ee 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 

comty ot. wee ee eee eeeey being duly 
sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to.._..._-....---_-__---------------------- 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as stated in the 
account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein charged for has been had upon 
a free pass or free transportation of ny Aue whatever, and the amount herein charged as a disbursement for transportation or from 
other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this._..._____-_---- 

day'of_______-..------------s=-<--<-= As Ds 198. ==. - a 

FE Notary Public.



U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date.._June-14_........___., 1980. 
ee  EETETTTTEIInreneneen ere 

Account of ; Address F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. Old Entomology 
“2s 

pa ee 

PURPOSE OF TRIP___-.------------------_-----_-___-_____.] Receipt | 
Number 

Mileage Ges & O11 
May 23 Vic. of Plainfield 

4.5 gal. gas ay -90 go 
24 Vic. of Plainfield 

3.3 gal. gas, 1 042 43 -92 9 
25 Vic. of Plainfield 

3.1 gal. gas 4O -42 62 
27 Vic. of Plainfield : 

10.2 gal. gas 132 2-04 1 2| 08 
29 Vie. of Plainfield 

2.9 gal. gas 37 -56 58 
30 Vic. of Plainfield 

and Babeock 
11.5 gal. gas, 2 of1 167 2.45 2 2 

31 Vie. of Babcock 
4.5 gal. gas 66 a 2 90 

“Tea 20. 

Car allowance for month 30 | 00 

Total 50 |26 

SS ey 

‘Audited Nor$ia2 = by 

Approved) ===. ee Dv aa 

Dept. 4E2424fe-Hansgement---- Req. #------_-_____ 
“Approved, 2s see econ (CASS! Sige gy cess ee Dept, (ee 

Fund -3§--------------------------ActivityRegearch-- 

a a ee 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
8S. 

County: 08-2 ae --------------=---------------------------------------.-, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to___________________-_________ 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

day Of <r ey ASD: 0 areca pe eR rere agen poate permis 

————— Notary Public.
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] f 

— DEPARTMENTAL PAYROLL 

Department - Agr. Econ. (Wildlife Management) 

Date = swiy 10, 1939 

: Research 

Name Title Time Rate Amount Allotment 

Number 

Frederick N. Hamerstrom Jr. Res.Asst. 1/12 $600 $50 RF39 248 
Agricultural Hall 

Gobo hewpoed 
In charge of prbjec



U. W. Form 17.-4-49—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date. sug -J---------------, 19-49. 

—  — ————  ——  ——SSSSSSSSSSSSSSsSsses 

Account oly. M. Kamevetvon Jv. ASC"S La Bntomology Building 
424 Univ. Farm Place 

PURPOSE OF TRIP_-9¢ ot q- work for Pratrte-------| Receipt | 

Chicken Investigation. (Daily mileage re- 
quired for trapping, banding & releasing 
birds & looking for nests.) 

Uilenze Gas & O82 
Apr. | 1 |40| Vie. of Plainfield 

2.8 gal. gas 35 +56 56 
2 Vie. of Plainfield 

1.3 gal. gas 18 +26 26 
4 Vie. of Plainfield 

2.0 gel. gas 26 40 ho 
5 Vic. of Plainfield 

1.3 gals gaa 1é +26 26 

Plainfield-Madison 
{attend seminar--re- 
quired by department) 

5.0 gal. gas 92 37 97 
11 Madison-Plainfielé 

6.0 gal. gas, Ll ofl =. 90 1.46 x 1 45 
(hemling trailer) 

13 Vic. of Mlainfield 

5.0 gal. gas 90 “97 97 
w Vie. of Plainfield 

1.6 gel. gas 24 32 32 
Vie. of Plainfield 

1.6 gal. gee 20 32 32 
15 Vic. of Plainfield 

3.1 gal. gas 4a +62 é2 
16 Vic. of Plainfield 

2.6 gal. gas 33 -52 52 
17 Vie. of Plainfield 

1.6 gal. gas 23 +36 36 
18 Vie. of Plainfield 

3.2 gal. ens ke +O 
1 at. of} +25 89 

1g Vic. of Plainfield 
3.6 gal. eae 46 72 72 

20 Vie. of Plainfield 
3.2 gal. gas 43 64 ra 

21 Vic. of Plainfield 
2.4 gal. gas 29 46 ug 

22 Vic. of Plainfield 
2.4 gal. gas 29 248 hig 

23 Vie. of Plainfield 
3.4 gal. gas 32 - 68 68 

Plainfield-Madieon 

|__| __|_tegmimep) 
5-0 gal. gas a #8 

Audited Por $22220 oa bye - 

GAN TSO VG eee ce eae ener ee LV 59 aren ee 

CDC. ea ae set te eine 

Approved: (pes =e ea ee ee ee Class aa ee ee ere Dent tee eee 

and oe eee Activity ee 

a 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

County ofa een eee ne 7 -+------------~-------------------~----------------.-.-, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to_______________---- 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

O8Yy Of cass ee ccs ASD) 19a soca s eee sees ee



U. W. Form i7.4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date..May 14, 1940 _ 
ee nnn 

Account of Address 
F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. Old Entomology Bldg. 

“Qe 
Nas ee er ee en ve 

PURPOSE OPSUREPR Ss oe pete De | 

Mileage Gas & Oil ae | 
Apr. | 25 | 40] Madison-Plainfield 

4.7 gal. gas 90 ot gu 
Vic. of Plainfield 

1.1 gal. gas 35 +22 22 
26 Vic. of Plainfield 

2.4 gal. gas 31 “48 4g 
27 Vie. of Plainfield 

4.0 gal. gas 52 -60 go 
28 Vic. of Plainfield 

1.4 gal. gas 16 +28 28 
29 Vic. of Plainfield 

1.4 gal. gas 17 28 28 

1039 Th. 87 

Car allowance for month 27} 00 

| 

yyy 

f } Total $ 4a | 87 

SE 

/ Audited For $__________--__ by-----_-_-________________ 

(i eee ay. ---Agricul ture ____--__________-_------___e 

a if Dept. Wildlife Manazement-—-- Req. #.___________ 
j Apuroved, 2225 eS ee eS Class page} Dept 

if i Fund 3@___-______________________Activity__Researeh 

a EA eee te Dee ee ee ee 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

County, oS warns nnn none nao - == +--+ - +--+ ------ ++ -------------, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to________________________________ 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

yc ee LO eee a ee ea a ee eee aoe eee ee eee 

Notary Public.
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Dear Fred, 

Just returned from Poynette (after unavoidable postponement of trip) and 

found that you had apparently gone over the records ahead of me, for I noted your 

name printed with red ¢rayon on the cards besring band numbers in your series. 

Since I have gone over all the Poynette records from 1936 to March 22, 1940, I 
am listing the band numbers which I found and thought you might possibly have 

missed: 

28382-B Shot during scason two miles S.W. of Babcock; turned in to state by 

W. A. Smith, 820 Cliff Street, Wisconsin Rapids 

28385-B Shot 1 mile west of M-adow Valley; turned in to state by K. W. Baldwin 

of Viroqua, Wisconsin 
43506-B Turned in to state without further records. 
43510-B Shot by wm. Smith, 820 Cliff Street, Wisconsin Rapids, 3 miles W. of 

Meadow Valley on 10/16/38 
43526-B Shot 2 miles S.W. of Babcock, 11/19/38, ¥. A. Smith, Wis. Rapids 
43532-B Shot 3 miles S.W. of Meadows Valley, 10/16/38, Steinbrout, Wis. Rapids 
43650-B Shot 12 miles S. Neillsville; turned in to state by Martin Mugynoki, 

Neillsville, Route 1 
43677-B C. H. Posris, Rt. 1, Melrose, Wis., shot on March 3, 1939 (7) 
43724-B Same as above, 3/3/1939 
43725-B Frank Mares, Rt. 1, Box 109, Neillsville, 10/19/38, S.%.Washburn 

43733-B J. Grouse on Hog Island, Juneau County 
43754-B W. C. Christensen, 3 miles W. of Meadow Valley, 10/18/38 
43758-B Same as above 

Perhaps the red-crayon printing which I observed on the Poynette cards was 
not your own. Here is a more recent band return given on such a card. Do you 

have these, or did I misread the evidence? 

62116-C Male, released in 1940, shot 2 miles west and 3/4 south of liberation 
point by J. Halford, Hancock, Wisconsin. 

The Faville Grove records which you asked for are entered in the Area Atlas 
which is at present at Lake Mills and can be obtained by consulting with Ted, or 
if it is in the office you can probably get them when next you come in. Let me 
help you when you come in again or if you are in a hurry drop me a note. 

I'm sorry to have kept you waiting this long for my response in regard to 

these records. Guess you understand how it goes when one is carrying 16 hrs. 

for credit, taking 3 seminaries and auditing French, to say nothing of attending 
two regular meetings a week and trying to get my pheasant paper written up. 

Have heard considerable comment on Fran's chickadee dope which she gave 
in Kumlien and the talk relative to it which she save in 118 the other day. 

Sincerely, 

Bue
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Wisconsin Conservation Department = . ) ag 
Madison, Wisconsin rot =—ptre eee bles 

RHETVRNS Men 

BARDING RECORDS OF NATIVE GROUSS IN WISCONSIN 

up ts Mey 1S 192 : 

Date of 

$ : : t $ : 8 
28336-8 : STG 7 : 2/23/38 _: 18N—28-2 : 805s 12/ 2/39 10.0. Seheffner-N0l Pier St., Merrill i Junesu County 

z 8 a t t 3 3 
67204—6 : : ; Camp t t : : 

or 6 : : Blackwell + t t 2 36N-158 
2720%-C : STG + 10/11/39 +: Micolet Hat. F.F.S. :10/14/39 :J.4. Borick ~ Conover : See. 36-S¥} 

é $ i Forest 3 : : 3 
3 i : : t 36 Pi FD. =: : ¥ 

: : 3 198-R7E-}) : : : 3 = eee near 
2385 t PG. t 2/10/39 Na : ¥.u.H. : 6/ 2/39 :George Whalen, Yaupace i Veyeuvega 

: 8 : : 3 3 : Mi. W. 
2350 2 8.7.0. ¢ 3/27/37 3 2ON—2%—9 t PNa 3120/16/38 :¥.R. Spellum, Viroqua : Meadow Valley 

2 t 3 : 3 3 t 
3 2 3 : $ 3 i 
3 : 3 : 8 : : 2 Mi. North 

2832-2 3 STG i 3 3 3110/18/38 :R.¥. Henry, Tomah : of Cutler 
3 : 3 6 Mi. BZ.oft Franklin : 3 3 

A 690000 : P.G. 2/35 _sClintonville Scheidt 3 9/20 sJohn Pb Di Jr. — Surin at Sarin, 
2650N—B: STG 7s LUG ESB 2 8 Carter = SCS - Necedah = 1 Sec, f 

Oe ~ 2525 2 PO. ti eee neteeemnmernneeeennenntteaseemensan tonite f 
: : z $ 8 A : 
2 3 3 3 3 : 

an 3 3 va ee 7 3 3 ’ 
3 wy z $ z 3 
3 3 z 3 : 3 : 6 M4. from 

3560-8 : Po, % 12 8 _319/28/ Seca: RA t11/ 2/39 :Otte lund ~ Me be Wisconsin 3 Mauston 
28361 3: 5.7.6. 3 5) 8/58 205 k-50 FPN ork.J.S31i/ 1/39 :h.R. fiche ~ Nershfield ot En. of Car: 
$369 Bs 8.7.6. 3 3/8/38 208-3 5: PNE 3:10/16/38 skelsie Walwroth ~ Nekoosa : 

$ : & 3 3 tHobt. Krohn-231~-l7Avenue #. 3 
28343 Bs §.7.6. 2 3/ 2/38 s20K—38— 5 2 F.N.H. $10/16/38 rWiseonsin Rapids :
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Date of 

$ : 3 : $ 3 : 

4369. Bs aU gr & $ 21 é yO A - pH H i ae Hill jon, Wisconsis 

26385 Bs 5.7.6. 3 3/11/36 st 20 2 Ot Fe. sR, Baldwin ~ Viroqua : 
t ’ $ 20 -7iel?2 3 > 3 : z 

Och G3: P.O. 7 4 LO/ 9% a Na; 3 : Ld. 930.0. Woodward - Nekooss 3 2) [ec ‘ 

3532 B 3 5.7.0. & 1/11/38 2 20-28-23 2: t thLloyd Steinbrook-Route 5-Wiseonsin Rapide : 2mi. 5 & imi. 
% & : i t of Mosdow Ve: 

SET SYENSOR “ii sconsin Rapids Cof fecder 34 
43785 3 STG 7332/25/37 3 208-289 3: BA 13/ 2/39:¥.4. Alexander ~ Necedsh 3 

7 = Penale 

= Male 

CoPrED 
va 
5/1h/48O To ARQ



PSYCHO-BIOLOGY OF THE PINNATED GROUSE 

Advantages of prairie chicken for this study 

I. Secial behavior during mating season and immediately preceding 
it: The booming of the prairie chicken occurs at fixed places 
and at regular hours. The birds can be caught and marked for 

individual recognition. They readily accept a blind and birds 
in the wild may be watched behaving normally almost as easily 
a8 penned birds, which could not be counted on to behave 

normally, could be watched. A study of wild birds and penned 
birde conducted simultaneously should give the experiments 
excellent controls not often obtained, as few species lend them 
selves so well to both field and laboratory work. 

Although these birds are exceedingly difficult to rear in 

captivity, wild-trapped adults can be fept in confinement 
without mech trouble. 

II. The sexual display of the prairie chicken is unusual and 
Spectacular. The following are observed: 

Coeks - booming - rapid stamping with feet 
erecting pinnae . 

2 up air sacs 
Spreading of tail 

fighting - territorial; apparently sometimes pre- 
ferred to mating 

crowing - the presence of hens or supposed hens 
acting es a releaser 

cackling - a type of excitement or alarm 

bowing - invitation to mate 

mating - 1. a slow mounting of the female after 
she bows 

2. a rapid barnyard scramble catching 
the female unaware 

3. male mounting male 

Subdued Cocks - female behavior - treated like female 
seldom attempt to boom 

forced to remain on edge of booming ground 
or driven entirely off if they do attempt 
to boom. 

Female - indifference 

often remain together in a group on booming ground 

display readiness to mate by bowing 
fighting among hens on booming * 
occasional aggressive hens try to raise pinnae
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III. Territorialisn 

Males return to same spot on booming ground day after 

day and defend it. Occasional changing of territory involves 
much fighting. Presence of females often, but not always, 
weakens territorial boundaries. 

Many of these points (II and I1I) set criteria for measuring 
the phases of the sexual cycle, especially if both wild and 
penned birds are castrated and injected with hormones. 

IV. Localisation and concentration of males during most of year 

V. Possibility of casting more light on the extinction of the heath 
hen, a sub-species of the prairie chicken. 

VI. Possibility of discovering points which would aid in the management 
and preservation of the prairie chicken, a valuable game bird. 

VII. The prairie chicken is a cyclic species. The possibility of casting 

light on wildlife cycles of abundance would, to my mind, compensate 
for the inconvenience of having fewer birds to work with during the 
low of the cycle. 

VIII. We have already spent tro years in developing techniques and in 
laying s background of field observation and pen experimentation. 

Disadvantages 

I. The birds are not easy to trap although techniques are improving 
each year. 

Il. We have neither learned nor tried to catch them during summer and 
autumn. It may be difficult. 

Iil. More difficult to keep track of females during early summer. 

IV. Difficult to find nests.
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Psycho-biology of Prairie Chickens - Points to be Investigated 

A. Mating display 

I. Determine the normal 

a. Breeding season dDehavior--males 

1. Development of booming in spring--date of first 

occurrence; development of individuals to booming 
condition; cycle of gonads and secondary sex characters. 

2. History of individuals on a booming ground--cyele of 
mumbers each spring; what becomes of those males which 
disappear on booming ground decreases; are they the 
same ones which swell the aumber on a booming ground 
in late epring and early summer; what have they been 
doing in the meantime. 

3. Dominance--observation of feather-marked individuals 
from a tower to determine definiteness and extent of 

"territories" on booming grounds; casual dooming and 
territory. 

4. Does the presence of females alter dominance, territorial 
boundaries ani relationships? 

5. When are males ready to mate? How does their behavior 

change at that time in relation to other males? To 
females? Significance of males mounting males? 

6. History of booming grounds. How far from winter feeding 

places? Used year after year? Do same males (or some 
of them) come to only one booming ground in one year? 

: In succeeding years? Is the eyele in numbers from year 
to year an index to population? 

bd. Breeding season behavior--females 

1. Gyele of gonads and secondary sex characters 

2. History of individuals’ When and how often does a 
female go to a booming ground or casual booming place? 
To how many? Does she go to both? How many matings 
per clutch? Ovulation without mating? 

3. Is there dominance among females on » booming ground? 

4. When are females ready to mate? How does their behavior 
change at that time toward males? Toward other females?
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: c. Breeding season behavior--males and females 

1. Polygamous, polyandrous, promiscuous, or monogamous? 

2. Sex recognition 

d. Relationship of booming grounds and casual booming places 
to mating and nesting 

1. Are booming grounds the important places for mating? 

Or is their function to prepare males to go away and 

establish territories to which females come for mating 
end nesting? If the latter, why do females come to 
booming grounds at all, and why de they mate there at 
all? 

2. Are casual booming places mating and nesting territories? 

3. Are males at casual booming places those which have 
been driven away from booming grounds? Those which 
have been conditioned on dooming grounds? Non-breeders? 
Something else? 

e. Mass stimlation. Is the prairie chicken type of mating 
organisation associated with mass stimulation to breed 
rather than with individual stimlation? 

1. Are large booming grounds (many cocks) more successful 
than small ones (few cocks)? 

2. Ie mass stimilation, if present, accomplished by total 
number of booming males, however distributed? 

3. Is synchronization aus Rerrow limits of readiness 
to mate the important factor, vhether associated with 
mass etimiation or not? 

4. Does breeding season behavior influence the population 
cycle? If se, by what means--number of laying females, 
fertility or viability of eggs? (Size of clutch 
apparently does not vary with the cycle.) 

f. What are the relative values of (1) mating display only, 
(2) intimidation, (3) other factors in booming? Why autumn 
booming? 

II. Experimental--mainly in pens; field controls where possible 

a. Breeding season bdehavior--males 

1. Bffect of light on development toward breeding--reduce 
natural light on one lot, increase light artificially 
on a second, no treatment on third.
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2. Castrate--is booming prevented? What change in 
secondary sex characters (neck color, elasticity 
of esophagus, length of pinnae, tail pattern, 
throat color, eyebrow, weight)? Do injections of 
androgens bring maleness back? 

- 3. Inject with androgens during winter: if birds on 

decressed light are retarded, inject half with 
androgens. 

4. Block male display by injections of oestrogens. 

5. Prevent sound of booming without other alteration-- 

is effectiveness es breeding display impaired? 

b. Breeding season behavior--females 

1. Bffeet of light on development toward breeding-- reduce 

naturel light on one lot, increase light artificially 
on a second, no treatment on third. 

2. Inject with androgene--is booming induced? Any other 
male behavior? What change in other secondary sex 
characters (neck color, elasticity of esophagus, length 
of pinnae, tail pattern, throat color, eyebrow, weight, 
oviduct, size of cloaca)? Both quiescent and breeding 
females should be used. 

3. If birds on decreased light are retarded, inject half 
with oestrogens. 

c. Breeding season behsvior--males and females 

1. Polygamous, polyandrous, promiscuous, or monogamous? 

2. Use of decoys--male skins in female attitude; reaction 
of meles to males injected with oestrogens. 

a. Relationship of booming ground and casual booming places to 

mating and nesting. 

1.7 

e. Mase stimlation 

1. Reduce numbers of males on several large booming grounds 

2. Increase numbers of males on small booming grounds, by 

holding penned males onthe booming ground at high and 
low of cycle. 

3. Repeat (2) on dooming ground where remnant populations 
are declining.
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4. Inject all birds on a booming ground, see if females 

are stimulated earlier in response to male behavior. 

(May be impossible) 

5. Can chickens be forced to mate and produce fertile 

eget by injections of hormones? 

f. What are the relative values of (1) mating display only, 
(2) intimidation, (%) other factors in booming? Why 

" dooming? “nn ooo 
B. Sex packs - field work 

I. Determine the normal 

a. Verify the presence of winter sex packs 

bd. What are the environmental conditions associated with 
sex packs? 

¢. Are all chickens in sex packs or are there mixed packs? 

Il. Rxperimental 

a. Can individuals be made to change to packs of the opposite 

sex by injections? 

C. Differential migration of the sexes--mainly field work 

I. Determine the normal 

a. Verify the ocourrence of chicken migrations 

>. Verify the sex of the migrants 

c. Trace the migrations as to times and places 

Il. Beperimenteal--if it be true that females migrate south, males do not: 

a. Can males be mide to migrate through castration? 

bd. Gan females be made to stay in the north through injections 

of androgens? 

c. Repeat feeding experiment on scale large enough to permit 

determination of sex differences in response to diets: try 

to change response through castration and injection.



U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
Travel Expense Form 

Hoe. roverse las toe tearal ropilatlons Madison, Wis. Date. ApTAL 4 19 HO 

Accountof F. N. Hamerstrom, Jr. Address Old Entomology Building 
4a Univ. Farm Place 

PURPOSE OF TRIP_Field work for Prairie | Receipt | 
Chicken Investigation. (Now trapping birds Alunber | 
for banding & release, necessitating daily 
mileage to visit traps.) 

Mileage Gas & Oil 
Mar. 1 |4o Nic. of Plainfield 59 

4.6 gal.gas -92 92 
2 Vic. of Plainfield 47 

3,6 gal.gas -72 72 
3 Vie. of Plainfield 2g 

2.3 gal.gas «46 46 
4 Vic. of Plainfield 9 

0.8 gal.gas +16 16 
6 Vic, of Plainfield 4 

1.1 gal.gas +22 22 
7 Vic. of Plainfield 15 

1.1 gal.gas +22 22 
& Vie. of Plainfield 10 

0.8 gal.gas +16 16 
9 Vic. of Plainfield 51 

4.0 gal.gas .80 30 
10 Vic. of Plainfield 61 

4,7 gal.gas : 94 94 
ll Vic. of Plaiafield 9 

0.8 gal.gas 16 16 
ll Plainfield-Madison 

(to attend seminar-- 
required by dept.) 90 

5.0 gal.gas +95 95 
a3 Madison-Plainfield 92 

4.5 gal.gas +95 95 
14 Vic. of Plainfield 92) 
15 “ ” " 37) 

14.5 gel.gas 2.90 1 2|90 
1 qt. of1 025 1 25 

15 Vic. of Plainfield 42 
3.2 gal.gas 4 oF 

16 Vic. of Plainfield 18 
1.5 gal.gas .30 30 

17 Vic. of Plainfield 10 
0.8 gal.gas +16 16 

18 Vic. of Plainfield 18 
1.5 gal.gas 30 30 

19 Vic. of Plainfield 18 

1.5 gal.gas +30 30 
20 Vic. of Plainfield 18 

| |_| 145 gel.gas .30 30 

Total | 

Audited Por $2.2 bY 

Approved) 2.2 setae ee acess UV 

Dept. 2. ees, REQ ee eee 

Approved ~---------------------~--------------------. Class ~--------_-------_--__-------. Dept. #--_--_-______ 

Fund -_----------___________-____-_Activity_____________ 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

COUNTY: Of saa ee eee Bae eas 5 so Ss 5s s---_--~------_____., being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to_____________________ 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this_______-________ 

Sy! Of aco ee ee ey AG DI AGS. secu eee eee eee ee



U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date. APFAL 19.40. 

ee eee 

Account of F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. Address O14 Entomology Bldg. 
-2- 42h Univ. Farm Place 

SS 

PURPOSE: OF TREB=22 522 eos ee er ey Receipt | 
; ae He Number 

Mileage Gas & Oil 

Mar. |22 |40| Vic. of Plainfield 27 
2.0 gal.gas 40 ho 

23 Vie. of Plainfield 18 
1.5 gal.gas .30 30 

ak Vic, of Plainfield 16 
1.5 gal.gas 30 30 

26 Vie. of Plpinfield 14 
1.1 gal.gas +22 22 

26 Plainfield-Madison 
vis Poynette (to 
attend required seminar) 92 

5.0 gal.gas +95 
1 qt. of}, 28 2 1 |2 

29 Madison-Plainfield via 
Poynette 92 

4.9 gal.gas +98 98 
31 Vic. of Plainfield 20 

1.6 gal.gas 32 32 

Car allowance for month 27 |00 Akar 

Total $ ho bs 

$$ 

Audited Hor :$— 22. A byes eb 

Approved neon ne eel ee Divs Ae er eee 
Dept. Wildlife Management __ Req. $3. 

Approved —~------------_----------------------------. Class Travel Dept. #---------_-__ 
arr Dan annah 

Hund: 22452 =— Activity. 2 ae 

Sen SS aga rere re 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

County Of ee ---------------------------------~-++------------------.-, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to.______________.-----_- 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

AY Of Soe eee eee DEO cutee Sade Seno e e 

Notary Public.
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U. W. Form 17. 4-39—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date Marah 12... 1980 

Accountof ¥, N, Hamerstrom, Jr. Address O14 Rntomology Bldg. 
42h Univ. Farm Place 

PURPOSE OF TRIP_¥4ela-work-for-Prairie-_-___-_-_| Receipt | 

Chicken Investigation ° Number | 

Mileage Gas & O12 
Feb. 1/40] Vie. of Plainfield 52 

3.8 gal. gas +76 76 
2 Vic. of Plainfield 5y 

3.9 gal. gas -78 78 
3 Vic. of Plainfield 53 

3.8 gal. gas 16 76 
4 Vie. of Plainfield 33 

2.5 gal. gas +50 50 
5 Vie. of Plainfield iy 

3.2 gal. gas ao Oy 
6 Vie. of Plainfield 33 

2.5 gal. gas 50 50 

7 Vie. of Plainfield 35 
2.5 gal. gas 50 50 

8 Vie. of Plainficld 67 
4,8 gal. gas -96 96 

9 Vic. of Plainfield 54 
3.9 gal. gas «78 78 

10 Vic. of Plainfield 4g 
3-2 gal. gas OF oY 

a1 Vie. of Plainfield a5 
3.2 gal. gas «64 ary 

12 Vie. of Plainfield 3M 
2.5 gal. gas -50 50 

12 Plainfield to Madison 
via Poynette (trip to 93 
Madison to attend 
seminar--required by 

department) 
5.3 gal. gas, 1 qt.oil 1.26 1 1/26 

wy Madison to Plainfield 
via Poynette 93 
5.2 gal.gae, 1 qt. of] 1.30 2 1) 30 

14 Vie. of Plainfield 16 
1.2 gal.gas a 24 

15] -| Vic. of Plainfield 62 
4.5 gal.gas 290 90 

16) Vic. of Plainfield hs 
3.4 gal. gas 68 68 

17 Vic. of Plainficld 40 
2.9 gal. gas -58 58 

18 Vic. of Plainficld 43 : 
19 a " « \y 

« * * 39 

a ae “95 gal-gas, Tqtofl 220 <a Pa nn nn 

Audited For $__--___------_ by-------_--_________- 

ARO VC I eV ee eae ee RO 

DCD ts) Sa ee Req. tee 

Approved —__----------_-----------------------------. Class ------------__--__---____-__-. Dept. #--__-________ 

Bund) 22222 -==- === Activity. ________ 

a  , 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
8s. 

County ofa eee wae enna 8 2 ss ees, being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to____-____________________________ 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

day Of soccer ey ALDI 9 es cect ce eee cee



U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil or Typewriter 
See reverse side for travel regulations Madison, Wis. Date.. Maroh 12-........__., 1940__ 

———————— a ee 

Account of , Wy Hamorstrom Jr. “Qe Address 

SS SSS 

PURPOSE OF TRIP____________-__ == -- 5 -t RECCINE | 
Number | 

Mileage Gas & O41) 
Feb. 20 |40] Vic. of Plainficla 20 

1.5 gal. gas -30 30 
a1 Vic. of Plainfield 67 

4.8 gal. gas .96 96 
22 Vic. of Plainfield 56 

4.2 gal. gas -84 eu 
23 Vic. of Plainfield 62 

4.7 gal. gas oh 94 
a4 Vic. of Plainfickd 35 

2.5 gal. gas +50 50 
ah Vie. of Plainfield 57 
25 ” " " 96 

26 C * * 25 

13.5 gal. gas 2.75 4 2 175 
a5 Plainfield to Madisen 93 

via Poynette to attend 
required seminar 
6.5 gal. gas, 1 at. ofl 1.48 5 1 [4s 

28 Madison to Plainfield : 
via Poynette 93 
5.6 gal. gas, 1 qt.oil 1.37 6 1 |37 

29 Vie. of Plainfield 66 
4.7 gal. gas . 98 

166 am 

Car allowance for month 30 | 00 

trapping bade fe banding» release, 
meceeetating dak, Mkeage te 

Total 55 lon 

ee ee Se See es 

Audited Poriga2 5 ee py 

Approved __----------------- ee «Div, ABYECwLOurPe 
Dept. WAldlife Management __ Req. #----_--_-_____ 

Approved __----- Class Travel Deptig ese 

Fund 30... Activity Research 
See 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

Gounty, @ fees eee --------------------~-------+++--~--~-------------.-...., being duly 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to___-_......---_ = 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

day of ___---_-________________- ALD. 9-8-8 -------- === nnn nnn nn nnn nena 

EEE Notary Public.
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APPLICATION FOR GRANT-IN-AID, 1939-40 

1. TITLE: Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

2. RRASONS FOR TH STUDY: 
An area of 5,000,000 acres of sand and peat in Wisconsin is worthless 

for both farm and forest crops, and useable cnly for wildlife crops. The 
possible wildlife crops are prairie chickens (pinnated and sharptail grouse), 
deer, fur, and (if reflooded) waterfowl. 

No one has ever tried to crop prairie chickens in America, but an 
equivalent species of the Scottish peat lands (red grouse) is cropped so success- 
fully that the revenues now exceed those from sheep grazing, the only other 
peatland industry. The gross revenue per grouse is said to be $5.00, and about 
1 grouse per 4 acres is killed each year. The cropping technique is empirical, 
and is based on experience since about 1800. 

Seientifically, the prairie chickens are "virgin ground." Their highly 
specialized digestive apparatus, and their unique social organization make them 
especially attractive for ecological study. 

3. PREVIOUS WORK: 
I induced the Oonservation Department to begin this work in 1928 by 

taking on Dr. A. 0. Gross of Bowdoin College for two summers. In 1930 he published: 
"Progress Report of the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigation." 

Gross trained Franklin J. Schmidt as his aesistant, who took over the 
project and kept it going until his death in 1933. At that time he had eight 
papers in manuseript, but ell were burned in the fire which caused his death 
except the following posthumus paper: “Winter Food of the Sharp-tailed Grouse and 
Pinnated Grouse in Wisconsin," Wilson Bulletin, Vol. 48, No. 3, September, 1936. 

Lack of students of sufficient ability interrupted the project until 
I found Frederick and Frances Hamerstrom in — I got them a job in the prairie 
chicken area (U. S. Resettlement Administration) and there is now in press: 
“Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Study, 1936-1937" by F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. (To appear 
in the Wilson Bulletin. ) 

They enrolled in the Graduate School in 1937 but lost the first year in 
course work. The Hamerstroms are now back on field work but with no financial 
support beyond July 1 except their own savings. A fellowship for 1936-39 will 
piece out te duly 1. 

4, PROGHDURE: 
The immediate moves are: 

(1) ee The extent of migration in pinnates is still conjectual. 
The cooperation of Michigan is assured in tracing interstate movements of Wisconsin 
birds. A “banding cooperative" has been organized and is covering all states from 
North Dakota to Michigan.



« ia 2 - 

(2) Feeding. Whether sharptails alone, or both pinnates and sharptaile, 
can subsist on "browse" food is still conjectural. A controlled experiment on 
captive birds will be started this winter and should run two years. ‘These 
experiments can best be done at the Sandhill Game Farm (Wallace Grange), but 
the ower should be compensated for the use of his birds and equipment. 

(3) Endocrine Experiments. Prof. R. K. Meyer of Zoology is starting 
Bert Meyer on a series of experimental manipulations of the endocrine system in 
these birds. This can best be done at the Sandhill Game Farm. 

(4) Sex and Age Griteria. Reliable criteria for differentiating sexes 
and ages are still unavailable. Data were gathered during the 1938 shooting 
Season to try to bridge this hiatus in basic ornithological equipment. It seems 
likely that aberrant endocrine phenomena will be found to lie behind the 
aberrations from normal sex criteria. 

ie Food Habits. The specimens gathered during the shooting season for 
(2) ana (4) are yielding additional food habits data. 

(6) wee A W.P.A. orew is engaged in digging up history of Wisconsin 
wildlife, including these birds, from the newspaper files of the historical library. 

5. FINANCIAL SUPPORT: 

The students in this project have always carried most of the cost, hence 
the costs for 1939-40 are given in two columns, "full costs" and “minimum costs." 

st Min. costs 
Stipend, 2 students @ 9600. .cccscceccsececeeseceee AOE a 

D Shabeet © WOR cc ccs c ci sensescseoveveenaeesccsvsessces GOB 

Supplies and equipment, mise. ....ccecee ese ccen cece e eee hOO ceceeessees & 

o 

Supplies and equipment (reimbursement to game farm)....300 .esceeseeee & 

MENA ws. ef poke cons eswasdawin ited tn occcis ee eres ee” 

If a larger sum cannot be had, the $800 stipend alone will help greatly. 

6. PERSONNEL: 
Both Frederick and Frances Hamerstrom will be working full time on this 

project. 

In addition, the Zoology Department will have one of its own students on 
the endocrine experiments (Job 3). His costs are not included here. 

These proposals assume that the Conservation Department will be willing to 
issue the necessary scientific permits*for taking and holding experimental birds. 
Failing this, Jobs 2 and 3 will have to be dropped. 

° Rew arranged ts be. dre ot Seyi 20 coat 

¥ Mere Gaerne D5. 

Aldo Leopold



BANDS USED ON PRAIRIE CH SHARPTAIL, to SE aw, a2 ee 1936-37 through 1938-39 

RG26-1 43401 B-436008 
moe 43601 3-43700B 
BG332-RGz, 43701 3-4 3008 

(Hote: RG330 & RG331 are 6210106-62143¢ 
pheasant banded by S.¢.5., (621226-621310 used in 1940) 
Cent. Wis. Game Proj.) 

672010-67209¢ 
2046-2048 (used in 1940 before hunting 
pe ae season) 

2076 

2301-2 
2356-2000 

283013-28389B 

285013285163 
285813-28582B 

293018 
02 
10 
12 
16 
18 
21 
22 
ah 
2 ze 
36 
3 

293s 
294013294228 
294508 

cc Hamerstrom 

Kellogg



Wisconsin Conservation Department 

State Experimental Game and Fur Farm 
Poynette, Wisconsin 

REPORT OF THE RUFFED GROUSE, PINNATED GROUSE (PRAIRIE 
CHICKEN) AD SHARP+TAILED GROUSE CNOP INVESTIGATION 

: By: Dr, T. T. Chadéock, Departnental Pathologist 

, In the following report, crop analyses of three hundred nine crops 
are listed. These specimens were collected over a period of two years, 
Some of these were obtained during each month of the entire year. How- 

; ever, ‘the majority were taken durin,; the months of September, October, 
; and November, as these months embraced the open season, 

Of the three hundred nine crops submitced, two hundred fifty—nine 
were ruffed «rouse, ten were prairie chicken and forty were from sharp- 
tailed grouse. Forty-six crops were submitted from these three species 
in 1936 end two hundred sixty-three in 1939, While prairie chicken 
crops were sent in from only four counties, and sharp-tailed grouse 
from fifteen, ruffed ;;srouse were obtained from forty-two counties. No 

specimens were received from counties in the scuthern part of the state 
as there was no season on these three species in this territory. 

Highty-six ditferent kinds of food wére identified in the three 
species. Of this number, twelve were present in the prairie chicken 
crops, thirty-four in the sharp-tailed grouse, and seventy-six in the 

ruifed grouse. ‘ 

Many of the crops were practically empty, while others were so 
filled with food thet it anpeered that they would-rupture. Below is 

Given a table thet is self-explanatory. 

Loe ne _ EIGST OF CROP CONTENTS IN GRAMS 
NO, Weight of Weight of Average . 

Species ss eighed Smallest Amount __Lergest Amount Weight __ 

Ruffed Grouse 228 3.4 grans 68.6 grams 27.42 ems, 
Sharp-tailed G. 32 1.47" cL 13.14 
Prairie Chicken LO 1.5 Hl 52.5 I Pe16 | 

- The above wei;nts were mede at the time that these specimens were 
= received end examined. Variations in weisht were very great, due to 

the fact that the specimens were from e great ares and many of the 
birds were feeding on less bulky materials in certain parts of the state 
while others were feeding on heavier foods, such as acorns, 

PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

The following is 6 list of foods eaten by ten prairie chicken 
(Tympanuchus americanus americanus) erranged in the order of their im- 
portance, dDesed on the number of times eaten, with the corresponding 
percentages of the entire food eaten, 

“——“Gommon scientific vimes 

_Number Name Name CO CC“(‘( ~CHaten Percentage _ 

il Corn Zea meys 3 3u 50 ‘7 
oe Dandelion leaves Teraxacum officinale 2 Te 50 

3 Alfalfa leaves Medicayo sativa ee ID



feporr OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIGATIONS 

Sean Gemmon. .  .. scientific  .  Yimes 7 
Number Name Name ___Zaten Percentage 

4 Chokecherry Prunus virginiana. i 1.25 
5 Staghorn sumac Rhus hirta i 1,25 
6 Birch catkins Betula 1 22,50 
7 Wintergreen berriesGaultheria procum bens 1 50C 

& Birch buds Betula ‘ib 1.25 
o Ground cherries Physalis subglabrata g 6.25 

10 Alsike clover 
leaves Trifolium hybridum J Bead 

il Grass Gramineae i 2100 
12 Beetles Coleoptera ie 15 

Ls Unidentisied 
material aL 12.50 ! 

The vercentages of the entire amount of food eaten by the ten pin- 

nated jrouse are as follows; 

Animal origin 2,476 
Vegetable matter 97.53% 

Some of the animal metter hed to be listed under indiscernible 
material, as it was >esdly macereted, Corn was eaten in the greatest 

_amount with birch catkins, dandelion leaves, ground cherries and winter- 

green berries present in consecutive percentages, Contrary to the 
findings of other workers, little insect life was noted in the crops, 
but this may be explained as most of these specimens were obtained dur- 
ing the fall season, The diet of this bird is distinctly different 
from that of the sharp-teiled, grouse and ruifed grouse, as it has more 
of a fondness for grains in the fall and winter months, 

It was also noted that greens in the form of dandelion leaves, 
clover leaves or wress were present in five of the ten crops examined, 
This material was present at all times of the year end was not limited 
to any perticular season, 

; SHARP-TAILED GROUSE 

The following is a list of foods eaten by forty sharp-tailed 
grouse (Pedicecetes pliasianellus compestris) arranged in the order of 
their importance based on the number of times ®aten, with the corres-— 

ponding percentages of the entire food eaten, 

+ Cormen «=O *Setenticiel qia. | Times 
Number Name Name ________ Baten Percentage _ 

dL Clover leaves Trifolium hybridum 13 22.362 
2 Short-horned 

grasshoppers Acridiidae it 6. 323 
5 Birch catkins Betula it 2, 582 

I Birch buds Betula 6 L236 
5 indiscernible 
‘ Materiel “ 7.494 
6 Buckwheat Fagopyrum fagopyrum G 3,941 

1 Rose apples Rosaceae 3 L059 

& Dogwood leaves Cornus asperifolia 3 6.470 

9 Alfalfa Medicago sativa 2 5.147



REPORT OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIG&TION 3. 

© §© Common ~~ ——“—*~“SS Tc CC mes 

Number Name Name =i ten Percentage _ 

10 Blueberries Vaccinium 2 025 
il Wintergreen 

berries Gaultherie procumbens 2 3,412 

12 Acorns quercus 2 3,706 
a Dandelion leaves Taraxacum officinale 2 3.500 
14 Grass Gromineae 2 1,234 
LS Strawberry leaves Fragaria é 146 
16 Willow leaves Salix 2 2 1, 326 
17 Willow buds Salix 2 sL1S 
18 Duckwheat Fagopyrum 2 4645 
19 Beetles Coleoptera 1 LAT 
20 Red thornapple Crataegus mollis iL e+ [92 
24 Chokeberries Aronic melenocarpa aL 2, 647 
22 Black locust seeds Robinia pseudoacacia 1 : 7255 

2 Corn Zea mays 1 7255 
e+ Jack pine seeds Pinus banksiana 1 2. $52 
25 Yellow clover seeds Melilotus officinalis 1 2h 
26 Poplar buds Populus 1 146 
ef Rittersweet 

berries Celestrus scandens 1 2,294 
eg Chokecherry 

leaves Prunus virginiana 1 o97 
eg Black cherry buds Prunus serotina ns +755 
30 Wild geranium 

' leaves Geranium meculatum 1 205 
DL Choke cherry buds Prunus virginiana 1 wlio 
32 Curly dock leaves Rumex crispus 1 LyOe 7 
55 Pigeon grass seed Chaetochloa slauca ile 1A 
aa Wintergreen leaves Gaultheria procumbens 1 146 
oo Barley Hordeum vulgare i 2.914 

. The forty crops of the sharp-tailed grouse examined were obtained 
from thirteen counties of the stete., These specimens were taken over 
a two-year period, at all times of the yeer, from vhe central andnorth— 
western parts, the only exceptions being the three that were submitted 
from Rock County. 

. The percenteges of the enttre amounts of foods eaten by the forty 
sherp-tail-d grouse ere es follows: 

Animal origin 9.57% 
Vegetable matter 90.815 

, The results of this investigation agree very closely with the 
work of Gross (1930), in that it was found thet grasshoppers made up 
one of the most important items of the diet, -In one crop alone, sixty- 

two grasshoppers were renoved. 

Clover leaves were present in great amounts in some of the birds. 

It is interesting to note thet these specimens were from each of the 

thirteen counties from which crops were received, In other crops, it 

weg observed that the diet was varied and contained as many as fourteen 
different kinds of focd,



4. 
REPORT OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIGATIONS ee 

RUFFED. GROUSE 

The two hundred and fifty-nine ruffed.srouse crops were submitted 

from forty-two counties of the entire seventy-one.. Twenty-trree of 

these specimens had no contents. They were submitted during the entire 

two-year period, and, as a result, there is not only e variation in the 

kinds of food éaten, in the different parts of the state, but alse the 

food varied with the seasonal varietion-and monthly variation during 

the year, It was observed that greens (clover, dandelion leaves, etc.) 

were quite prominent in the sprinj,, insects and greens during the sum- 

mer and grains, berries, seeds, buds, and greens were present during 

the fall and winter months. A table is given below thet shows all of 

the ingredients found in these crops. 

The following is a list of foods eaten by two hundred thirty-six 

ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus umbellus) arranged in the order oftheir 

importance, besed on the number of times eaten with the corresponding 

percentages of the entire food eaten. 

——————Gonrion Seientific -  vimes | 

lumber _Name Noe Cen Peroentage _ 

£ Alsike clover 
leaves @rifolium hybridun 152 38.394 

2 Birch catkins Betula 53 6 356 
2 Dandelion leaves Taraxacum officinale 38 455 

Short-horned 

: grasshoppers Acridiidae Bu 2,408 
5 Birch buds Betula Bu 3 ll 
6 Indiscernible 

material : 30 6.776 
{ Pebbles and grit 25 2,491. 
& Buckwheat Fagopyrum fegopyrum 25 1.640 

g Acorns quercus 20 4759 
10 Grass Gramineae 18 . 326 

alee Corn Zea mevs “17 4.129 

12 Rose epples Rosaceae 16 2,013 
Lo Strawberry leaves Fragaria 15 1, Lee 

14 Beggars tick Bicens frondosa es) L,L75 

lus Red hewthorn Crataesus mollis 13 23010 

16 Yellow sweet 
clover seeds Melilotus officinalis le . 3a 

ee Black alder buds Ilex verticillata il L530 

18 Oats . Avena sativa 10 . 290 

19 Miscellaneous 

insects LO One 

20 Ragweed seeds Ambrosia artemisiifolia 9g eO19 

aM Patience dock Rumex patientia 9 e520 

22 Willow leaves ,. Selix g AGU 
ee Chokecherri és Prunus virginiana t 2345 

2 Water cress 

‘ leaves Sisymbrinm nasturtium 
. (aquaticum) i, . 623 

25 Dogwood berries Cornus asperifolia 6 2 

26 Staghorn sumac , 
seeds Rhus typhina . 6 2574 

2, Black locust 
seeds Robinia pseudoacacia 6 .1%0



REPORT OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIGATIONS De 

a Common  Soientific |  4‘imes- 
Number Name Name _...._ Eaten Percentages 

2& ° Maple seeds Aceraceae 5 , bee 
2g Wintergreen 

berries Gaultheria procumbens 5 Sl) 
30 Dogwood leaves Cornus esperfolia 5 , 509 
31 Creeping Jenny 

seed Convolvulus arvensis 5 «320 
32 + Blueberries Vaccinium i »095 
aa Lambsquarters Atriplex patula y 193 
34 Red currant Ribes rubrum 3 , Ob 

: 35 Poplar leaves Populus . 3 087 
36 Beaked hazelnut 

buds Corylus rostrata 3 ,026 
Sf Wild geranium 

leaves Gerenium maculatum 5 DOT 
36 Beaked hazelnut 

catkins Corylus rostrata 2 Lous 

eZ Apple Pomaceae 2 486 
+O Tamarack sprouts Lerix laricine 2 . 285 

AL Cedar sprouts Thuja 2 »022 
he Red currant leaves Ribes rubrum 2 328 

ite Fir needles Abies 2 A451 
af Wintergreen leaves Gaultheria procumbens 2 922 
ues Millet Panicum : 2... J475 
46 Wheat Triticun 2 .219 
Ly Smartweed seed Polygonum pennsylvanicum 2 05 ‘ 
he Bittersweet Celestrus scandens 2 JSS 
ug Poplar buds Populus 2 460 
50 Rape seed Brassica napus 2 026 
51 Mustard seeis Cruciferae 2 £066 
De Alfalfa leaves Hedicagoe sativa i -O79 

53 Conmose mushrooms Agaricus canpestris is weg 
Bab Great Burdock seed Arctium Lappa : i O52 
55 Juniper verriss Juniperus J a 71k 
56 Mustard leaves Cruciferae iL O22 
5 Maple twigs “Aceraceae i +263 
5& Rose leaves Rosaceese 2 008 
59 Soy beans Glycine hispida. al ae 
6C Common milkweed ) 

; seed é Asclepias syvriaca ab 065 
61 Hemp leaves Cannabis setiva a sO 
62 Curly dock leaves Rumex crispus z *,026 
63 North American 

holly leeves Ilex opaca , i 25eL 
6 N, American holly 

berries Ilex opaca i 026 
65 Pigeon grassseed Chaetochloa ;,lauce 1 oer 
66 Rye Secale cereale a . 140 
67 Barnyrrd grass 

. seeds Echinochloa crus-galli a OCS 
68 Deadly nightshade : 

fruit Solanum nigrun a .2l9 
69 Snake Ophidia (order) 1 ,022 
{0 Ant Lerva Hymeno;.tera i ~022



. REPORT OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIGATIONS , 

i " Common scientific | ‘Times a, 
Number Name Name = ____.. Eaten Percentage _ 

71 Black alder leaves Tlex verticillata a OLS 
te Barley Hordeum vulgare a el 

iF Duckwheat Fagopyrum iy OO} 

ti Prickly ash seeds Aralia spinosa al FOG 
15 Wild grape Vitaceae Poe. 1 eh 
76 Frog Rana 1 «324 
at Insect galls , 1 028 

. Of the entire amount of food eaten by the two hundred and thirty- 
six ruffed grouse, the following percentaes are noted: : 

Animal origin 29.51 
. Vegetable matter 70.63 

. The greatest amount of anima). matter was found in sixteen crops, 
and wes consumed during the summer months. It was found that many 
different kinds of food had been eaten in small amounts in some in- 
stances. In one crop, as many as sixteen different foods were identi- 
fied as well es a small amount of material that could not be recognized, 

Clover leaves were eaten the ;:reatest number of times and also in 
the greatest percentage, thus showing: thet this was the most important 

food eaten, One hunter stated thrt he ot his limit of «rouse by 
watching a patton of clover, Several specimens were reported as con- 
taining grass and clover leaves during the winter months when the 

ground was covered with snow, This caused some controversy, however, 
“but on going over the area, it was found that stream banks, hay stack 
bottoms end. places where wood had been removed could have been asource 
of, this green material. 

2 No grit or pebbles were found in any of the crops of the sharp- 
tailed grouse or prairie chickens, but it wes observed in tventy-five 
crops of the ruffed grouse. No more than five pebbles were found in 
any of the specimens. It wés noted in all three of the species that,in 
several gizzards, no grit was present at all, However, in these cases, 
chokecherry pits, thornapple seeds and sumec seeds were present, It 
was believed that there wes a lack of grit, due to the fact that the 
ground was covered with snow, until four specimens were found to be 
without grit in the months of August and September, Many do not agree 
with the supposition that hard seeds may be used by the bird instead of ° 
pebbles, This has been found to be the case in this investigation and 
is verificd by the feeding of hard seeds instead of grit to experimen- 
tal birds of another species, These birds showed no ill effect. 

A ten-inech grass snake wes found in one crop, together with many 
specimens of vegetable matter, The donor stated that the bird did not 
act right before it wes shot and seemed to show little life, Movement 
of the snake in the crop may have caused the bird to be uncomfortable, 
or an irritation may have been produced by an enzyme from the snake, 
Another crop contained a feir sized frog, This had not been eaten in 
its entirety, but hed been picked to pieces, The presence of the Erog 
was noted with interest, as they have been found to be offensive to 
fox. Frogs were force-fed experimentally to fox with the result that 
they became ill. It is believed by other authors that the frog has an 
irritating enzyme not tolerated by certain mammals.



REPORT OF GROUSE CROP INVESTIGATIONS te 

Birch catkins were cbserved in fifty-three of the crops, while 
birch buds were present in thirty-four, The birch made an excellent 
source of food for these birds, as the crops were usually well packed, 
Fifteen grams of catkins and buds were removed in one case, These werr 
in an excellent state of preservation and it was interesting to note 
that they were present in crops submitted from nearly all of the forty- 
two counties. 

Dandelion leaves were eaten thirty-eight times in qnite lerge 
Quantities, Green material certainly makes up one of the gore import- 
ant items of the diet of the grouse, as it contains a source of vitamin 
"A", Further investigational work will prove the nutritional value of 
this material. 

Gresshonopers were observed in thirty-four instances. Most of the 
creps containing grasshoppers were taken during the summer months, 
However, in two cases, dried grasshoppers were observed during the 
month of March, These must have been scratched up from under the brush 
and grass where they had died the previous fall. The grasshonper eggs 
and the capsules containing them were also seen, Sixty-two grasshoppas 
were removed from one specimen, 

Miscellaneous insects were seen in ten of ths crops and under this 
heading small quantities of wasps. fly larva end potatoe beetles were 
observed, Other insect larva were found in small pieces of wood that 
had been devoured, Six insect galls were removed from one crop. These 
were highly colored and were present on willow leaves, It is doubtful 
if these contained any nutritional value, but mey have been eaten be- 
cause they Were attractive. 

This survey has proved to be very interesting and a fair idea may 
be had of whet the diet of preirie chicken, sharp-tailed grouse and 
ruffed grouse consists, Further surveys will be made,as seasonal 

variations and cyclic fluctuations are factors that must be considered, 
By making nutritional tests of the various materials eaten by game 
birds, it is believed that more knowledge will be obtained,
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_____NUMBER OF EACH SPECT=S- SUBIIITTED FROM THE DIFFERENT COUNTIES 
_ Prairie - > <“Sharp-tailed ©. | Ruffed 

*_Gounty Chicken a Grouse + Grouse 

Ashland : i ns : 
Barron pe 3 2 2 
Bayfield x . 18 
Brown ‘ 4 
Burnett : : : 5 
Chippewa 5 
Clark 3 . ‘ ; 4 ; 
Columbia 3 
Door a? 

Douglas , i 
Dunn y 
Hau Claire : iE 
Florence ‘el 
Forest 16 
Green Lake . 5 
Tron : 5 
Jackson A. 1 3 5 
Juneau 3 
Langlade : & 
Linon 9 7 
Marathon ae 6 
Marinette 2 . 7 
Monroe , 5 . 
Oconto 6 
Oneida . 4 9 
Outagamie i Ki 
Polk e e 
Portage 2 2 
Price Bl & 
Richland i 
Rock : B 
Rusk 2 
St. Croix 6 
Sawyer 2 1é 
Shawano 2 4 
Sheboygan i) 
Taylor 2 20 
Vilas 3 
Washburn if 
Weupaca i 
Waushara 6 a 

Wood nn a a Ea tlre 2 a 

Tot a OO 

Prairie Chicken crops LO 
Sharp-tailed Grouse crops ho 
Ruffed Grouse crops e659 

DEP Total number of crops submitted $09 

1/23/40
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U. W. Form 17. 4-89—10M 

Travel Expense Form 

Use Ink, Indelible Pencil Ty it 
Ses voveree side for “gavel Aoeilations Madison, Wis. Date..February 10 19_ 40. 

Account of Address . F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 4ol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

PURPOSE OF TRIP_Field work for Prairie ____| Receipt 
Chicken Investigation Number 

Mileage Gas & Oil 

Jan. | 8 |40| Plainfield-Madison 90 
Return via Poynette 93 

i2 Vic. of Plainfield 30 

13 Vic. of Plainfield 45 
11.7 gal. gas 2.30 1 2 |30 

14 Vic. of Plainfield 1 

18 Vic. of Plainfield & 

4.3 gal. gas 85 85 

20 Vic. of Plainfield 36 

: al Vic. of Plainfield 26 
2 gal. gas -40 4o 

eS Plainfield-Madison 90 

6% gal. gas, 2 ofl 172 2 1/72 

a4 Madison-Plainfield 90 
7.6 gal. gas 1.52 3 1|52 

25 Vic. of Plainfield 50 

26 Vic. of Plainfield 29 

27 Vic. of Plainfield 86 
13 gal. gas 2.60 4 2|60 

28 Vic. of Plainfield 31 

29 Vic. of Plainfield 47 

30 Vic. of Plainfield 45 

31 Vic. of Plainfield g 

12 gal. gas 2.40 5 2/40 
Vic. of Plainfield he 
3.2 gal. gas 64 64 

$53 mi. 12. ne 

Car allowance for month 24175 

Total 37 18 

Audited For $__----_----_-_ by_---------_-_-___-__ 

Approved ---______________.___..___.-._-__---=- Div, —Agricalture 20 

Dept. Wildlife Management _ Reg. #___.-_ 

Approved: -_-------_-.____- Class _Trevel Dept. #--___________ 

Fund 20 tivity Research — 

STATE OF WISCONSIN, 
ss. 

COUIGY 5 Ot eee eee eee ee eee eae, eIng) duly. 

sworn, says that the within account of services and daily expenses amounting in all to_______________________--_- 
dollars, is just, correct and true; that the sums charged were actually disbursed by him for the State of Wisconsin, as 
stated in the account, and that no part of the same has been paid for. That no part of the expenses of travel herein 
charged for has been had upon a free pass or free transportation of any nature whatever, and the amount herein charged 
as a disbursement for transportation or for other expenses incident to travel has been actually paid out. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this________________ 

BY (OF oe reconnect Di d9 ne nan cece sae meea na nn ee eee a aren aeons eee A eee 

EEE Notary Public.
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4oh University Farm Place 
June 21, 1940 

Mr. Walter B. Scott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

I have just had word that Heammy came out top man 
on the Michigan Civil Service examination for a prairie 
chicken man. I think he is also about to get an offer 
from the University of Missouri which will enable him to 
continue prairie chicken work there, and in addition thers 
is a possibility of 2 National Researeh Council set-up for 
hin. 

You understand, of course, that my preference is for 
him to continue in Wisconsin. I am advisiag you privately 
of these developments in the hope that if any set-up is 
taking shape in Wisconsin it can be brought to a head in 
advance of these offers from other states. 

I am not sending this to Bill Aberg because ha has 
his hands full with "Research Bureau affairs." 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



424 University FarmPlace 
June 21, 1940 

Dean &. B. Fred 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

For your convenience I am giving you the following brief 
summery for possible reconsideration of the Hamerstrom research grant 
by the Research Committee. 

I have keot this vroject going for 12 years, both in and ovt 
of the University, and I have definite hopes of its being taken over by 
the Conservation Department during the coming year. 

If the Conservation Department does not act promptly there is 
danger of losing Hamerstrom from Wisconsin because he has pending offers 
from other states. 

If I could offer the Hamerstroms the usual support ($50 ver 
month), they might be willing to turn down these other offers because 
they, like myself, wish to keep the Wisconsin project going. 

Should the Conservation Department plece them during the year, 
I would be more than glad to have unexpended balances revert. 

My main concern is that Wisconsin should not lose the accumlated 
findings end the trained personnel. We have pressing land problems where 
both are needed. 

If the Conservation Devartment should fail to take over the 
Hamerstroms, I can promise at least the attainment of a definite stopping 
point and the preparation of an authoritative publication during the year. 
In fact, the process of winding up the University's project started 
months ago. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



June 6, 1940 

Dean BH, 3B. Fred 
Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

Since learning of the disapproval of funds fer 
the Prairie Chicken Investigation, I have been wondering 
whether the financial estimates may have been misunderstood. 

I told Professor Wallin, when he came to see me, 
that the $1,700 was what we actually spent, tut the $600 was 
what we would be glad to get. That is to say, Hamerstrom 
would be glad to make up, out of personal savings, the excess 
sost over $800. 

Perhaps this is all water under the bridges, but if 
not, and if there was a misapprehension, I thought I would set 
you right on the matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



June 1, 1940 

Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 
Plainfield 
Wisconsin - 

Dear Hammys 

The outline seems to me quite carefully done a, 
and I have no suggestions for its improvement. 

Attached is Dean Fred's letter of May 23 which 
T have just received and which tells us that the jig is 

up as far as further financial support is concerned. 

I am also sending a copy of Dean Fred's and this 
letter to Dr. Meyer so that he will know what the situation 
is. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec R.K.Meyer



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL May 23, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Old Entomology Building 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Research Committee has given careful con- 

sideration to your application for support of the project 

entitled "Wisconsin Prairie Chicken Investigations" for 

the year 1940-41, and also to the modification of this 

project as brought out in your letter of April 25. Because 

of the limited funds available, the Committee finds it im- 

possible to support all of the worthy projects for which 

it has received requests. 

Very sincerely yours, e 

AY! a / 

CIGIEAM ( KAY 

E. 3B. Fred 
For the Research Committee 

s



424 University Farm Place 
May 6, 1940 

Dr. Sidney Smith, President 
University of Manitoba 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Dr. Smith: 

When I heard of Mr. Pitblado's being called to 
military duties, I had already reached the conclusion 
which you state in your letter of May 2, and I think the 
Hamerstrome have also. 

After all, there is no time limit on the idea 
we are discussing. Since writing you the possibility of 
placing them in Wisconsin has somewhat improved, but that 
will not necessarily last forever, and I know the Hamerstroms 
will contime to entertain the wish to size up the situation 
in Manitoba, and you might be able at some future time to 
borrow them for this purpose even if you cannot retain them. 
Perhaps in the meanwhile you may develop a good man of your 
own and could simply use them for breaking=in purposes. 

I mach appreciate your interest. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Manegement 

ec Mr. Main



THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

2nd May, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 

University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wis., UeS.A-. 

Dear Professor Leopold:= 

You are entitled to regard me as an 
exceedingly poor correspondent. TI have had your 
letter relating to the Hamerstoms on my desk 
since about the middle of February. JI have discussed 
it with Mr. E. B. Pitblado, and we were making plans 
te call a meeting of & group of Winnipeg citizens whe 
might be interested in contributing funds that would 
enable us to undertake the project relating to 
prairie chicken, in which we are definitely interested. 
Then, Mr. Pitblade left for Eastern Canada to join the 
Royal Canadian Air Force. Since his departure from 
Winnipeg, I have discussed this matter with several 
sportsmen, end their testimony is to the effect that, 
in view of the many appeals of various kinds for war 
funds, it would be exceedingly difficult te raise any 
money for this project at the present time. It is a 

metter of disappointment to me that the circumstances 
alone compel me to answer your letter in this vein, 
because IT am convinced that there ie a necessary piece 
of work to be done in this field, and, to my mind, the 
University should take the lead. Having regard ts our 
financial situation during the period of the war, it 
is not possible for us to provide for it out of our 
University budget. In the event of any developments 
in regard to this matter, I will communicate with you. 

Yours faithfully, 

‘ 

Presicent 

GT.



424 University Farm Place 
April 26, 1940 

Dr. Alfred 0. Gross 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, Maine 

Dear Dr. Gross: 

Frederick Hamerstrom is pulling together his prairie 
chicken material. He has gathered a good many winter weights 
and some shooting season weights, but you are the only one who 
has any summer weights. In your bulletin these are lumped into 
average, maximum and minimum. It would help us a good deal 
to allow us to have from your notebooks the weights of the 
individual birds with dates taken. If it is not too mech 
trouble, I would appreciate your digging out these individual 
weights on which your vublished findings are based. 

I see Gopley Amory is reviving the idea of a pro~ 
ceedings of the Matamek Conference with summaries of subsequent 
work. It was good news to me that the old gentleman is still 
hale and hearty and still takes so mich interest in the old 
subject. 

I missed you at the Conference this year. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
April 26, 1940 

Mr. Anton J. Ringel 
State Experimental Game & Fur Farm 
Poynette, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Ringel: 

Frederick Hamerstrom has showed me your data 
on the prairie chicken feeding experiment, and I want 
to express uy appreciation of your doing so painstaking 
a job. Hverything is clear and orderly, and I can read 
between the lines that you must have overcome a good 
neny Gifficulties to turn out everything so completely. 

When these data are joined to those Frank 
Hopkins and Frei Hamerstrom gathered last winter, I feel 
certain that the three of you will have the makings of a 
very nice little paper and one which will cover new ground. 

Thanks very much for your help. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Frank Hopkins



: 424 University Farm Place 
April 25, 1940 

Dean HE. B. Pred 
The Graduate School 
Bascom Hall 

Dear Dean Fred: 

Since submitting my application for a grant-in-aid 
for the Wisconsin Prairie Ohicken Investigation, the situatim 
has altered in several important respects which I would like to 
call to your attention and to the attention of the committee on 
research grants. 

(1) Neither Hamerstrom nor Mre. Hamerstrom will be 
able to finish their degrees by June, 1940. 

(2) The reason is that they have made new observations 
on mating within the last two weeks which look more promising 
than anything we have yet encountered and to which they mst 
devote their full attention until June. 

(3) Meanwhile Dr. R. K. Meyer has become interested 
and is conducting endocrine experiments on chickens, but he is 
dependent on the Hamerstroms for his source of birds. The two 
projects, then, must presumably stand or fall together. 

I would appreciate your bringing these changes to the 
attention of the committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
March 12, 1940 

Mr. William T. Cox 
Soil Conservation Service 
4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 7 

Dear Bill: 

Frederick Hamerstrom will be writing up his thesis before 
June, and I have been turning over in my mind the problem of relationship 
between his publications and the work that has been done by your group 
since his departure from Necedah. 

Both Frederick and I would like very mich to have the Resettlement 
group publish their owm findings, particularly on banding, in order that 
we may then quote from such publication in presenting our own materials. 
I would like to suggest that you offer to help Bill Schunke and such others 
as may be involved to write a summary paper on the Necedah and Black River 
bandings. Should you want Frederick to consult with you in finishing off 
such a paper, he tells me he would be glad to do so, 

After your group has prepared such papers as they wish to prepare, 
there will, of course, be a lot of odds and ends left over. Frederick and 
I would like very much to have the use of such odds and ends as your group 
may not need for their own publications. Obviously many of them could be 
fitted into things we are working on. These odds and ends, however, 

‘ could not be identified with certainty until your group has written its 
papers and thus decided what they are going to use and what they are not 
going to use. It goes without saying that we do not want to use anything 
without your full assent. 

Should you want to talk this over with Frederick, it happens that 
he is making a trip to Milwaukee on April 6. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Kmdsen. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Mr. Knudsen



Nol University Farm Place 
February 24, 1940 

Mr. Frank B. ©0' Connell 
Director of Conservation 
Lincoln, Nebraska 

Dear Mr. O'Connell: 

A rumor has reached me through roundabout channels 
that you are putting on a Pittman-Robertson project on chickens. 

If this is correct, I just want to remind you that I 
have developed certain trained people who have accumlated a 
large experience with chickens. 

My technical chicken man is F. N. Hamerstrom Jr., 
who will complete his doctorate here about the end of 1910. 
Hawerstrom has trained several non-technical field assistants 
who are expert as chicken trappers, nest hunters, census takers, 
and other kinds of important practical field work. In addition 
to their practical field training, these young men have also done 
a good deal of reading, even though they have not had the oppor- 
tunity to go to school. The two best ones are Millard Truax, 
Cutler, Wisconsin, and James Blake, ¢/o Wallace Grange, Babcock, 
Wisconsin. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



; | 

heh University Farm Place 
February 14, 1940 

Dr. Sidney B. Smith, President 
Manitoba Agricultural College 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Canada 

Dear Sir: 

During a recent trip to Manitoba I was mich impressed 
with the potential value of your prairie chicken resource (mainly 
sharptall grouse). As you know, the prairie chickens, to anyone 
interested in dogs, are the most valuable of all our game birds, 
and your province is now in possession of one of the best remnants 
in Worth America. 

Wiscensin had o good remnant up to a few years ago, but 
the peat fires of 1930 and 1931 have covered cur best chicken ranges 
with an aspen thicket, and our birds are passing out, especially the 
pinnated grouse. 

texas has a remnant of pinnates and is making an active study 
of them, but thay are quite clearly declining. 

The Dakotas, because of the dominance of the pheasant there, 
probably can anticipate no great expansion in chickens of either species. 

If the Manitoba chickens, including both pinnates and sharptails, 
@ould be placed on a sustained yield basis, it would be easily possible 
te attract hunters from the entire continent, as well as to furnish 
Valuable food and sport for your own citizens. 

Beginning in 1929 I have tried to organize a research atudy of 
veth species in Wisconsin. lly first student, F. J. Sehmidt, made a 
brilliant start, as you may gather from the enclosed reprint, tut he 
unfortunately died in a fire in 1935. 

In 1937 I made a new start with Frederick and Frances Hamerston. 
I enclose some of their preliminary publiestions. Hamerstrom will take 
his doctorate here, with chickens as his thesis, some time in 1940, after 
which I will presumably lose his services because he will have to seek a 
salaried job. I dislike very much to see Hamerstrom forced to discontime 
his work just at the time when he will become really expert in the diagnosis 
of prairie chicken problems.



S. B. Smith - 2 

While in Menitoba I heard some discussion from Nr. Pitblade 
and others of the possibility of starting a scientific appraisal of 
your chicken problem. I am writing this letter to ask zhether you are 
interested in such a venture and if so, whether you could use Hamerstrom 
te help get it started. In addition to the technical question of prairie 
chicken aanagemant, I have in wind the future development of wildlife 
Managers by Canadian institutions for work on Canadian problems. Ia oy 
opinion the Canadian universities are already well equippved to turn out 
such men ac far as their ordinary scientific training is concerned, but 
no Canadian institution has as yet acauired any skilled personnel in 

the field of mansgement, and this element should be added before 
Ganadian training ¢an be considered as well-rounded. I know of no one 
better suited to bring this element to a Canadian university than the 
Hamerstroms. 

The advantage that I would gain from such an arrangement is 
that the total period which Hamerstrom can devote to this bird would be 
extended and hence the quality of his published findings correspondingly 
improved. 

If the preposal interests you, both Hamerstrom and I would be 
Glad to call on you for further discussion of it. 

I have mentioned this proposal to Dean C. L. Christensen. He 
knows Hamerstrom and approves my laying this suggestion before you for 
consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Main 
Pitblado 

Hamerstrom



4ak University Farm Place 
February 14, 1940 

Mr. T. G. Main, General Manager 
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
505 Commercial Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Dear Tom: 

I had not written President Smith because I was 
awaiting a letter from Mr. Pitblado which you said was forth- 
coming. However, I take it that he has no additional sug - 
gestions on the major strategy. Hence I am sending President 
Smith substantially the same letter I originally showed you 
and Mr. Pitblado. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Prof. Aldo Leopold, 

/ = be 424 University Farm Place, 

[ a University of ‘iisconsin, 
\ Madison, Wisconsin. 

\y Yr Dear Aldo: 

b 
yy Please refer to my letter of November 9 last year in 

which I describe a meeting with President Smith of 

oe ‘ the university and Eddie Pitblado regarding our friends, 

“i d the Hamerstroms. 

aby \ 
ee at In the second paragraph of this letter I suggest that 

“ ‘eb you write direct to Smith pretty much as you had out- 

& 4 @ lined the matter to Pitblado. 
q A ae 

ih I have been wondering why developments have not taken 

w place so called Eddie yesterday about it. He got in 

wy yy” touch with Smith and Smith advises that he has not 
a heard from you directly at all. He asked if there was 

a anything he could do at once to start the ball rolling. 

a = My suggestion is that you get in touch with him at 

ae ve once; and I feel reasonably sure that good will result. 

eee an Ss 
steed aes Yours very truly, 

ER OER, 

Sa 

hone WOW bee ES T.C, Main, 
a ee General Manager. 
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_~ i Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
we ed Division of Wildlife Management, 

| ng 424 University Farm Place, 

\ Saf Madison, Wisconsin. 

\ a a Dear Aldo: 
% Ye 

7 Upon receipt of your letter of November 2 I 

b YY went into a huddle with Eddie Pitblaco; and then arranged 

il a meeting with President Smith. 

* —_ Eddie is writing you direct and, at the suggestion 

‘ ay % of Smith, is recommending that you outline your proposal 

a \ . much as you did in the draft letter. 
“rh. A fo 

_ Smith undoubtedly, is keenly interested; and will, 

w in time, be able to arrange the matter with the Board 

ey »" of Governors. In the meantime, he is calling a meeting 

a of a few influential sportsmen and ourselves; and will 

see endeavor to have the cost of maintaining Hamerstrom 

us ia underwritten by one or more of our wealthy sportsmen. 

sn eet ._ I will keep you advised as to further developments 

store te when information is not forwarded to you either by 

Sia Pitblado or Smith. 

ae Yours very truly, 
dln. i 

jf: =. T.C. Main, 
\ hi é - General Manager. 
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oh University Parm Place 
November 18, 1939 

Mr. Tom Mein, General Manager 

Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
505 Commercial Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Ton: 

It would be hard to tell you my satisfaction 
over your letter, end I cannot help but admire your 
hemmere-and-tonge method of getting action. It would be 
® great relief to have the assurance that the Hanerstroms 
ean continue to work on chickens somehow somewhere, and 
there is no place I would rather have them work than the 
Canadian provinces. i 

I will send the letter to President Smith as 
soon as J have heard from Pitblade, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

>



4oh University Farm Place 
November Z 

_- Division of Wildlife Management seen Es 3537 

Mr. T. C. Main, Gonoral Manager 

Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
505 Commercial Building 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
Canada 

Dear Mr. Main: 

I continually run into situations where Canada needs trained 

: wildlife managers,but the supply is mainly this side of the border and 
cannot be freely drawn upon. 

Mr. Pitblado told me that President Sidney Smith of Manitoba 
University is anxious to get into this field and that there is talk of 
a training "Unit" there. 

It so happens that I have a student of special sbility--F. 4. 

Hamerstrom Jr.--who would like to work in Manitoba because it is the 
most favorsble place to study his life work: prairie chickens. In ability 
he is of the same order as Hochbaum, 

I am wondering if President Smith could not in some way use 
Hamerstrom and the Delta Station in initiating a Canadian program of 
wildlife training and research. I don't know him, so I am writing you 
instead. 

If you think there is anything to this, let's thresh it out at 
the Wildlife Conference. / 

My motive is to prevent Hamerstrom's work on chickens from 
being chopped off short in 1940, shen he gete his degree. I'm shopping 

for some place where he may contime to develop this subject. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldé Leopold 
Prefessor of Wildlife Management 

rerstrom 
hbaum



Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 
October 22, 1939 

Mr, Aldo “eopold ~ 
Professor of Wilslife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
“adison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold : 

I wanted to question Mr. Cartwright before answering 
your note regarding the letter to the University of Manitoba. 
The President is Mr. Sidney E. Smith and he is,indeed, 
very much interested in undertaking a proposition such as 
you have set forth. In the opening meeting of the Natural 
History Society, Mr. Cartwright brought before the members 
the matter of prairie chicken research in Manitoba and suggested 
that the Society ecnree a cooperative project with the 
University,with the Hamerstroms to appointed to carry out the 
work. The Society was keen on the idea and,as I understand it, 
willing and able to support the project. The hitch, of course, 
is that there was a strong objection to bringing someone from 
the States to do the work and the secteny would only 
consider supporting a local,or at least Canadian naturalist. 
In the absence of anyone here equipped to carry out the work, 
I believe the matter has been dropprd for the present. 

From what I can gather about Mr. Smith, I am sure 
your letter will be well received and will at least get the 
ball rolling towards meking an opening here. However, I do 
think that it would be better if the suggestion could come 
from a third party. You may recall that Mr. Main is 
particularly interested in the Hamerstroms and in getting 
them in Canada. It might be well to write to hém firss to get 
any suggestions he may have on the approach, He has opened 
a@ good many purse strings in the U.S. and might be able to 
do so here, 

You may recall that it is the hope of the fellows in 
Winnipeg - Pitblado, Yartwright ect.- to get a set-up at 
the University similar to the 9 unit system. There has manm 
even been correspondence, I understand, with the Institute 
for help in getting this started. Would it not be best, then, 
to discuss andinvestigate with Mr. Smith the pooblems of 
establishing wildlife research as a part of the Universttyss 
function,of ering your experience mma and aid, suggesting 
the prairie chicken as the logical problem and the “amerstroms 
as the manpower, Why not suvzest, also, that the Yelta 
Station might be used as a field headquarters and laboratory 
for prairde chicken studies and other wildlife problems which 
may be undertaken by the University. 

I must be in Winnipeg next week and I shall try to 
uncover anything more that has been done and said about this.



: _ 

1y I gave you the cost of hatchery operations as about 
$1500.00 the other day. Now that the lodge is closed we 
have gone over the records carefully and find that the actual 

i cost in 1978 for hatching and rearing 600 birds and carrying 
N 125 through the winter was $1491.00 This included Mr, Wards 

= salary for 4 months at $125.00 (included on hatchery costs because 
5 . A — he had to hire outside help to care for his lodge and property 

. duties during this period) and an assistant for 6 months at 
“t Ni i $75.00. The cost of feed coal,gasoline ,hay etc. , included i in the above figure ,was$541.80. 

f It would seem to me that we should keep our operating 
costs as close to this as possible. It seems only fair to 
pay the superintendent the same as the summer agsistante and, as 

x you have suggested a twelve-month appointment, this would 
iN bring the cost to around $1750.00 . An assistant will be neceasary 

a during “ay and June as the hatchery job is 24 hrs a day during 
N this period. At $75.00 a month this would bring the bill to 

N $1900.00. 

} \ It should be explained that the the detailed hatchery 
operations involve only the period between May 1 and Novemberl, 

s For the winter months there is no necessity for a full-time 
Xf operator. I would suggest that the superindendent be appointed 

: only for the six-month period, reducing the operating costs to 
> $1300,00. This will leave the responsibility for the hatchery 
N during the winter to Ward and me. Ward is willing to do this 

as he has before during my period in the Stetes. 

K i In regards to your second question Mr. Ward says that 
. Mr. Bell would like to transfer the Hatchery beginning in 1940, 

%, 

}: The ag! criticism of the draft is on the statement 
~ regarding Mr. Bell's contributions. Ward suggests that «x 
s "buildings" should not be included and the sentence should read$ 
~ "Mr. Bell will furnish the use of his land,duck hatchery and 

equipment on the Delta Marsh ---" 

The season closes November 15 and I would like to 
remain here until that date. I am giving a paper for the 
Natural History Society early in November and beside continuing 
the tally until the end of the season, there seem to be 
endless chores to wind things up for the year. 

Yours sincerely, 

LtU.>, 
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Division of Wildlife Management 424 Tniversity Farm ages 4h 

September 13, 1939 (9 w 

Mre Be Be Pitblado ; 

395 Main Street 
Winnepeg, Vanitoba 

e Dear Mre Pitblado: 

Wisconsin has been banding prairie chickens +- both 
squaretail and sharptail -- since 1931, in an effort to learn 
something about their movements, both migratory and local. Wichi- 
gan and Minnesota have had similar studies under way since about 
1936. The problem is as difficult as it is important. Tt cannot 
be worked out wholly in any one state, nor, in fullest detail, 
in the United States alones For that reason the Lake States 
Trapping and Banding Cooperative was formed in the autumn of 1936, 
with the idea that the Cooperative could speed the work along 
through exchange of techniques, establishment of more banding 
stations, and the likes The techniques available at the start 
were pooled in a trapping manual; general progress and new devel- 
opments have been described in a series of reports, which also 
include supplementary material from banding work outside the Lake 
States. 

I am sending you the Banding Wanual and the Progress Report 
for the winter of 1937-38, and three “isconsin papers on chickens. 

Last winter's Progress Report will be sent you as soon as it is 

ready» 

The thing I wish to emphasize, from that material, is 

this: strung along the south side of the International boundary 

is a series of banding stations all the way from North Dakota to 

VWichigan, already with a good background of methods and « large 
number of birds banded. The next step, obviously, is to get the 

Prairie Provinces to join ine You have expressed the wish to 

start someone at field work on chickens in Manitoba; Ducks 
tMlimited have offered me their cabin on Big Grass Marsh as a 

winter field station. I cannot take up their offer because of _ 

work heres Why not start your man on a banding program there 
this winter? 

I do not need to urge upon you the need for Canadian 

banding -- it is plain that no one person will solve the problem 

of chicken migrations; that even the Lake States Cooperative, 
while a move in the right direction, is not large enough in scope.



Ee Be Pitblado ; / 
Pe 2 

If it would be useful to you, I might be able to come to 
Manitoba for a short time this winter to help start your man out. 
Although I have a full program here, the chance of Wanitoba's 
entry into the banding work is too important to overlooks "lease 
feel free to call upon me if IT can help you. 

F Very truly yours, 

Pe Ne Ham erstrom Jre, In Charge, 
Prairie Chicken Investigation. 

Copy to: | 
Mre Cartwright eo \ 
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Saturday 

Dear Aldo: 

I have several letters from you, to be answered together. 

The weck of the 16th would be a fine time to come up. 
Week-ends will be our best chances for checking hunters' bags, 
so sometime during the week itself would be the best time. We 

have a number of coveys of partridge spotted, and are anxious 
to see Gus work chickens. Cranes are here in numbers. "We are 
counting on you to bring Estella along, and this time will 
accept no excuses. 

For a seminar topic, how about age characters in birds? 
Fran has being poring over old cook books, I can give the 
results of the current PC - ST work, and Dr. Meyer and someone 
from the poultry department could be invited in to speak more 
generally. Most any time after the middle of November would do 
for us. 

I have one comment to make on the letter to the President 
of Man. Age Cole: although you specify both pinnates and sharp- 
tails, I get the impression that you think mainly of pinnates 

when you say "the only respectable remnant in North America”. 
Cartwright assured me that pinnates are very scarce in Manitoba; 
in fact, he looks upon them, as we do in “ isconsin, as rare birds. 
I never did get a chance to pin Pitblado down on his meaning of 
"chickens", but Cartwright says he was talking mainly sharptails 
-- in fact, C himself was so used to the idea that “chickens*® 

meant mainly sharptails that he had to back-track several times 
in conversation to separate the two in what he had been saying. 
Incidentally, you may be interested in the letter which I wrote 

Pitblado, at his request. I sent a copy to Vivian for you. IT 
sent @ copy of that letter to Cartwright, who proposed to the 
Natural History Society that they divert a fund already on hand 
to a chicken study. They replied that the fund was already 
ear-marked, so they can do nothing. Cartwright hoves that 
Pitblado can start something through the Manitoba Fish and 
Game Association. 

Here is something that Doug Wade sent me some time back, 
with the request that I send it on to youe It got buried and has 
just turned up again. Sorry that I cid'nt get it to you sooner. 

"Te hove to see you both sometime next week (this week, 
by the time you get this). If you want to come in a hurry, no 
need to let us know ahead. e'll be here all week, although 

sooner or later we'll be moving on to some other area for a 
few days. “e are pleased to report vast progress on the house. 

Sincerely,
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FILE REFERENCE: 

Game 
/ Management 

vr. Aldo Leopold | Prairie chicken 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
adison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We have your letter of Jenuary 27, regarding the 
edition you are planning to prepare on Wisconsin Prairie 
Chicken by binding together #11 ouolished data. 

In this regard we are happy to send to you under 
separate cover fifteen ccnies of the Gross Report. 

HK Of course the Conservation Devartnent would like one 
V) of these editions for their library ond any copy for me 

nersonally should be secondary to such distribution. If 
you need a few more Gross Reports, please advise us. 

| 
yale FOR THE DIRECTOR 

As ¥. F. Grimmer 

Suot. of Game Management 

W. E. Scott 
Suvervisor, Cooperative 

Geme Management 

WES: EMS



42h University Farm Place 
Jamary 27, 1940 

Mr. Walter B, Scott 
Conservation Department 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Walter: 

Frederick Hanerstrom will write hie thesis on 
prairie chickens by June. It will consist of his published 
papers plus a covering mamascript to tie them together. It 
has occurred to us that by mitigraphing this covering mam- 
script and by reserving 2 suitable munbor of reprints of the 
papers, we could get out a limited edition of a small volume 
which could pretty well cover everything that is known about 
chickens in Wisconsin. 

I could add to this volume Franklin Schmidt's paper, 
and I am writing to ask whether you could add Gross's report. 
We are thinking of an edition of 15 eapies, so I am asking 
whether you could supply 15 copies of the Gress report. 

It goes without saying that you will receive a copy 
whether or no the Gross report can be included. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



b2h University Farm Place 
Jemary 26, 19h0 

Mr. William F. Grimmer 
Superintendent of Gane Management 
Congorvation Departuent 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Grimmer: 

As you know, Dr. Chaddcek hae agraed to run a sharp- 
tail feeding exporiment at Poynette if we can send him the birds. _ 
i asked Warren Chase of the Soil Conservation Service whether 
he could have his staff ut Black Mver Falls or Necedah trap au 
birds, and they sow reply that they can and desire to commence 
trapping at once. 

May I ask, therefore, that permit be issued jointly 
to Willian H. Sehunke and Staalay DeBoor, Black River Falls, 
te trap 2 sharptails for shipment to Pr. Chaddeck? I will pay 
the shipping charges. 

Since there Le usually « mid-winter lull in the sharp- 
tail trapping, your early action on this recommendation rould be 
appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ce Knudsen 
Hamerstrom :



424 University Farm Place 
January 26, 1940 

Mr. Silas J. Kmudsen 
Soil Conservation Service 
Black River Falle, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Kmdsen: 

I appreciate the ready cooperation which you and 
Bill Sehunke have offered in the matter of trepping the 
Sharptails. A copy of my letter asking for a permit is 
attached. 

I can promise you that you are mistaken as to any 
lack of interest on my part in this work. I agree that you 
have a groat mass of valuable data, and I am still at your 
disposal to help with any attempt to convert this into usable 
papers. I would like to talk to you sometime about any 
failure on my part te make good on this attitude, which I have 
constantly held toward the project. If I have fallen down, 
I am certainly unaware of it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Wanagement 

ec Hamerstrom



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
Black River Falls, Wisconsin 

January 25, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Prof. of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Regional Office has sent me a copy of your request to 
Mr. Warren W. Chase stating that you would like to have us 
trap 24 sharptail grouse to be used in a feed experiment 
at Poynette, Wisconsin. 

I have discussed this with Mr. Schunke and he is willing 
to trap these 24 sharptails for you if you will have a 
permit issued by the State Conservation Department to 
William H. Schunke and Stanley DeBoer, Black River Falls, 

Wisconsin, this request to be made immediately so that 
they can commence trapping at once. 

The project staff here at Black River Falls feels quite 
badly that you have not taken an interest in the Central 
Wisconsin project that we thought you would due to the 
several investigations and surveys that we have made here 
on these projects pertaining to wildlife. We have volumes 

of very interesting data that could be converted into very 
worthwhile and constructive reports. Many of our findings 
are in line with the research work which you and your stu- 

dents have been working on, end perhaps an exchange of ideas 
and data would be for the mutual good of the Soil Conservation 
Service and the University of Wisconsin. 

We hope to have the pleasure of showing you over our project 
and getting some constructive criticism of some of the mis- 
takes we have made and also your comments on the work already 

accomplished. You can rest assured that the project staff and 
the Soil Conservation Service are at your service when any 
reasonable request is made of them. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very 2 yours 

SilasJ. Knudsen 
Project Conservationist
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URBANA 

January 23, 1940 

Miss Vivian Horn 
Department of Wildlife Management , 
2h University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Horn: 

A letter from Fred Hamerstrom dated January 17 asks 
for information on banded game birds and bands for his banding 
manual. I have written the Illinois Department of Conservation 
for the data on band sizes used for pheasants and quails, asking 
them to write directly to youe We have banded no sharp tails. 

Last year 15 game farm reared pinnates were banded with #6 U. S. 
Be S. bands and released in two lots by the Illinois Conservation 
Department and Natural History Survey, as follows: 8 (Band Nose = | 
38-625736-625743 incl.) in Henderson County, Illinois, opposite —~¢°~°’793 
Burlington, Iowa; and 7 (Band Nos. 38-6257h1,-625750) released 
August 23, 1939, at Urbana, Illinois. 

You probably do not need all of this for the manual. 
I am sending a copy to Mr. Hamerstrom so he will have the records. 

Very truly yours, 

Game Spgoielist 
Re Ee Yeatter 
bh



4ok Univeraity Parm Place 
Jamary 20, 1940 

Mr. Warren ¥. Chase 
Chief, Regional Biology Division 
4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milweukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Warren: 

Last winter the Hamerstrome conducted an experiment at 
Poynette in cooperetion with the Conservation Department, to find out 
whether prairie chickens can winter on buds. A brief report of the 
findings is contained in the attached reprint. I think 1+ is evident 
that these findings have large practical importance. 

This winter we would like to repeat the experiments, using 
sharptails instead of prairie chickens. We of course know already that 
this species can do better on buds than the chicken can, but I think 
it would throw light on the whole question to run a parallel experiment. 
We have no sharptails at Plainfield or on any other area where university 
personne) 1s available. The purposes of this letter 1s to ask whether 
your personnel connected with the former Resettlement project at Black 
River Falls or Necadsh can trap up 24 sharptaile and ship them to 
Poynette. If you can, Dr. Chaddock has arranged to receive andi handle 
the birds according to a plan slready agreed upon. 

I do not know whether your personnel is doing any trapping 
this winter, but there mst be an abundance of traps left over from 
previous operations. 

T will be glad to pay the express on the shipments. if, 
hovever, you should have trucks coming down in this direction, it would 
expedite delivery ani save expense. 

Since this work will doubtless require some preliminary organ- 
ization, I would appreciate your taking the question up at an early 

" date. ° 

With best regerds, 

Sincerely yours, , 

cc Hamerstrom 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4ah University Farm Place 
Jamary 17, 1940 

Mr. W. 3. P. Aberg 
Gay Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I have asked the University for one more year of 
help on the prairie chicken project, and as you will see from 
the attached write-up, I have based my case on the chance that 
the state will take the thing over. 

This paper may be useful as a history of the venture. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leepeld 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

cc Hamerstrom



42k University Farm Place 
November 29, 1939 

Mr. Armin M. Schlesinger 
Station ¥, Route 9, Green Bay Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Schlesinger: 

Ever since meeting you at Mrs. Kieckhefer's luncheon in Milwaukee 
T have been meaning to send you the address of the two students who are 
working on prairie chickens, as follows: Mr. end Mrs. F. W. Hemerstrom Jr., 
Plainfield, Wisconsin. 

I have told the Hamerstroms thet you own some chicken land in 
Adams County and are interested in ways and means of developing 1t for a 
better chicken crop. The Hamerstroms and I do not have any complete formla 
for chicken production, but we do have some odds and ends of information 
that I think would be of value to you. I urge you, therefore, to cet in 
touch with them, snd I an sending them a copy of this letter so they will 
have your address. 

During the winter months they will be trepping and bending chickens 
in the vicinity of Plainfield. If you go up into that region daring the 
winter, you might want to stop off and take a look at these trepping and 
banding operations. At some appropriate time you might also make a date with 
the Hamerstroms to look ever your land. 

Let me repeat that my group takes a very intense intersst in your 
undertaking. We heve been hoping that the day would come when appreciative 
people would begin to own chicken lend for the purpose of chicken cropping. 
Your pioneering in this field, therefore, means a great deal to us. I hope, 
of course, some day to take e look at your holdings myself, and I hope that 
should business ever carry you to Madison that you will give me 2 ring. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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November 15, 1939 a 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Management 
College of Agriculture 
4yol University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Your letter of November 2 relating to the sharptail wor's has been 
received. We have already submitted a Pittman-Robertson project for the study 
of prairie chicken and grouse. Applicants for such a position must come through 
our regular Civil Service competitive examination which will probably be the 
Ornithologist II. Such examination was given last year when we hired Donald 
Douglass and I presume we will have to hire from that register. 

Recently we sent out announcements for our own Civil Service examina- 

tions (Departmental), such as Game Research Mammalogist 4, Game Research 
Ornithologist A, Game Research Ecologist A and Game Biologist I. Apparently 
Hamerstrom did not apply for any of those positions and therefore we cannot 

allot prairie chicken work to those classifications. 

I am sorry that I did not know about the Hamerstroms in time to urge 

them to make themselves eligible eventhough they prefer to stay in Wisconsin 

should anything break. We desire to initiate the sharptail-prairie chicken 

project es soon as practicable so a decision must be made soon in that connection. 

Without more definite information as to what the Hemerstroms would like 
+to-leew, I am somewhat in doubt as to whether we can sugzest an arrangement through 
our Civil Service procedure. At least I wovld like to discuss it with you et the 
meeting in St. Paul on December 1 and 2. In order to facilitate such discussions 
I suggest that Mr. Hamerstrom outline what kind of proposition he might be interest- 
ed in since we have a policy of not hiring man end wife. The official proposition 

must be with Mr. Hamerstrom. 

Yours very truly, 

“if D. Ruhl 
HDR*LG In Charge, Game Division
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. Mr. F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. Management 
4eh University Farm Place Bird Banding | 
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Ree ar t? 
“ye? X) 

or” "\ 0 Ls : f wl 

; Dear Mr. Hamerstrom: “ae y 

I am enclosing with this letter a copy of a card is 
received from Mr. Peder N. Lund, 512 Mills Street, 
Baraboo, Wisconsin, regarding a grouse banded with 
band No. 28323B. 

I am also listing the bands taken from birds which 
were banded by you. 

2120 Shot three miles southeast of Jefferson by 
Arnold H. Pooch, Fort Atkinson 

28520B Shot three miles west of Riley on October 
16, 1938. No name was given. 

62133C Shot in Sec. 26-21-7E, Portage County, on 
October 17, 1939, by D. C. Woodard, State 
Forest Ranger, Nekoosa, Wisconsin. 

28696C Shot by James Hein, Lake Mills, Near the 
Faville Grove Game Refuge. This bird also 
was band with a yellow band, No. $2. 

From time to time as we receive more bands, we 
shall be glad to forward the information on to you. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR 
_\aq W. F. Grimmer 

whois Supt. of Game Management 

Ay Be b gee [ J. Ks y ) . i 

- B. Kellogg Ur., Manager 
State Exp. Game & Fur Farm 

HBK: DF 
Enc.



(copy) 

Baraboo, Wis., 512 Mills St. 
Oct. 30, 1939 

Gentlemen: 

On Oct. 22, I shot a sharptail grouse 
in Juneau County T.19 N., R. 2 E.-Sec. 34, 
SEZ Swi along ditch bank on west side. The 
band on this bird was numbered 28323B. The 
bird weighed 1 lb. a Oz., had been wounded 
sometime beofre--1 #4 shot in breast and one 
in left leg. 

/s/ PEDER N. LUND 

COPIED 
DRF 
11-7-39



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Regional Office 

Spartanburg, S. C. 

November 6, 1939 

Mre Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is entirely agreeable with me that you 
send my old manuscript on prairie chickens to Dr. 
Baumgartner. 

I em greatly pleased with the interest you 
have evidently aroused and I plan to submit spe- 
cific suggestions for carrying on the work. There 
are at least three phases of study which should be 
carried out but each could be handled independently 
with or without the others. 

I have Mr. Selko's permission to submit a 
copy of those suggestions to the Washington and 
regional offices of Pittman-Robertson directors. 

Sincerely yours, 

U/ 

Verne E. Davison 
Chief, Regional Biology Division 

ec: Dr. F. Me Baumgartner 
Stillwater, Cklahoma



keh University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Oatober 15, 1939 

Dr. F. MH. Baumgartner 

Department of Entomology 
Oklahoma Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Dear Fred: 

Since the Davison manuscript is an unpublished 
piece of research, I feel I should not circulate it with- 
out his consent. However, as soon as I have his permission 
I will send it to you for reading, after which you can re- 
turn it. 

I will be interested in Selko's opinion as to 
the possibilities of contiming Davison's work. ; 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Davison



Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College 

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 

STILLWATER 

Octoberl12, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It was a pleasure to hear from you again and learn that you are 
interested in the prairie chicken research that has been conducted in 
Oklahomae Apparently you are likewise aware of the fact that the State 
Game and Fish Department is starting a Pittman-Robertson program. Un- 
fortunately, the educational institutions in this State have not been 
called upon to actively cooperate in the Pittman-Robertson programe 
I do believe that this development will occur in the near future but 
at the present time my status is that of a long-range advisor and I 

seriously doubt if I will have an opportunity to participate in the 
drawing up of the details of the Pittman-Robertson program. However, 
I am referring your letter to Mr. Selko, who is heading up the State 
program, and feel certain that you will hear from him. One of the 
biologists under the Pittman-Robertson program has done some work with 
chickens on his own and I feel certain that he would be most anxious 

to follow up this type of projecte 

| I will plan to contact Davison immediately, and you may feel cer= 

| tain that the College will cooperate in every possible fashion. I would 

be very anxious to see a copy of the Davison manuscript if it is con- 

venient for you to send it on to me for examination. I quite agree with 

| you that Mr. Davison should give his consent to this arrangement. 

From the Soil Conservation Service Biologist I learned that your ; 

recent trip to the southwest did not include a stop-over in Oklahomae 

We all regret that it was impossible for you to do so and hope that you 

may have an opportunity to return again in the near futuree 

We held the Fourth Annual Wildlife Short Course last week and I 

believe had a very successful meeting. Out of state speakers included 

Rudolf Bennitt of Missouri and Dre Silvey and Dean Harris, fish men from 

Denton Teachers College in north Texas. It was encouraging to see a number 

of the game rangers attending the two and oneshalf day session as well as



Page 2 «Professor Leopold 

interested students, members of the Izaak Walton League, and representatives 
from the State Wildlife Federation. Perhaps another year it will be possible 
for you to head-up the Short Course. I certainly hope so. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fe Me cameartgee © 
Associate Professor 

FMB Wildlife Conservation



42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Seteber 5, 1939 

Dre. F. M. Baumgartner 
Department of Entomology 
Oklahoms Agricultural & Mechanical College 
Stillwater, Oiclahoma 

Dear Fred: 

It has just come to my notice that Verne Davison in 1935 submitted 
to the U.5.3.5. a very good mamsecript of his researches on prairie chicken 
in Mllis Co., Oklahoma. Moreover he has kept up his annual census of the 
ranch despite the fact that he helds down a hesvy job with the 3.6.5. as 

‘ Yeglonal biologist in Spartanburg. North Carolina. 

Welter Taylor and I, having each started fragments of research on 
chickens, have been bemoaning the fact that each fragment gets chopped off 
just about when it gets into full stride. Yell, here is another fragment, 
not yet quite chopped off, and on land under stable ownership, with a man of 
spetial ability as the author. I can't help wondering whether you, in 
cooperation with Davison, can't cook up some way to keep this thing going, 
possibly with Pittman-Kobertson funds. 

A full-time wan would be desirable but not essential. The pro- 
longation of the census alone would have great value. 

If this idea appeals to you, I suggest you get in touch with 
Davison. Call on me for any help I can give. 

I think eventually we ought to organize some attempt to put all 
ehicken workers in touch with each other, 1.e., we need to pool our 
knowledge and our unanswered questions for mtual guidance. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

P.S. I have a copy of the Davison mamscript which I could loan you, with 
bis consent, if you wish to see what has been done. 

A.le 

ec Davison 
Taylor 

Hamerstron : 
Holt



cect Ernest G. Holt ; 

Aldo Leopold ent 

Regional Office 
Spertenburg, Ss 0. 
Usteber 4, 1989 

Mre Homer G. Towns 
Chief, Hegional Diology Division 
Soil Conservation Service 

Fort “orth, Texas 

Dear Yr. Towns: 

As 1 continue to have eme time to consider our prairie chicken 
information, I am elec plemning some way by which the initial work may 
give the greatest returns. 

I am enclosing a letter I am writing to the State Game “erden 
et Oklehome City. Mr. Ee le Whitaker and I had plamed to supply hin 

with certein informetion concerning the release of birde in varicus 
parte of Cklehone in hopes that he or other ef his biologists might 
obtain sone accurate information by observations on the gobbling 
grounds in April end Mey. 

The bird I refer to as being killed enact of Abilene was reported 
by He C. Aamey, Koute 4, Abilene, Texas. I em writing him for more 

careful information but a personal visit would be more enlightening. 
If you travel through Abilene and find time to diseuee the matter with 
him, we might learn wore ef the numbers of preirie chickens in the flock 
and whether they seem to be nigratory or hed located in thet part of 
Texas. This establishes both a long distance record for the lesser 
preirie chieken end for the oldest return, making six_years of age. 
This may not at all be the life span of these birds; wt TO TF inter- 

esting in the steps toward creater tmowledre. You will be interested 
to know thet this particuler bird was one of the young from a covey 
of 18 and I have informetion of two others from the same covey killed 
during the open season of Vetober 1935. 

If you are interested in cbtaining deteiled information concern- 
ing exeet lecation where birds were released end the numbers of bends 
for each group, 1 can lave copies made (about 15 pages, single spaced). 
I recognize thet you my have no facilities available to cheek up on 

this information. 

I will be pleased to hear from you concerning the matter. 

Very truly yours, 

: ‘al 4 

Verne fe Lavison 
Chief, Negional Biclogy bivigion 

Euclosure



Regional Cffice 
Spartenburg, {6 Cs 
Getober 4, 1959 

Ure Ee be Turner 

State Game Yarden 
State Game ami Pish Vepartnent 
Oklahomm City, Cklahoue 

Reer Ere Turners 

I have been following the activity of Ckleheaa conservetion 
through the Monthly Sulletin during the past four years. “eoeuse cf 
my own work with the preirie chicken, 1 ea particulerly interested 
to follow the course of events reletive to thie especiee. Almost 
coupleted is a record of the cock populetion for & years on the 
10,000-acre area set up for intensive study in 1932 on our ranch in 
Ellis County 

I note from the bulletin thet « gene survey is conteuplated 
in cooperation with Pittman-cbingon funis which I presume will in- 
clude the lesser preirie chicken. 411 of the records obtained dur- 
ing the firet four years ere in the files of your department and 1 
en reasonably sure thet there is considerable information there which 
should not be overlooked in a study of thie importance. 

I note thet in 1923 we released 197 prairie chicken in verious 
counties throughout the etate. These birds were smrred with Siclogical 
Survey numbered bande and were released in 16 separate localities in 
eoveye of 10 to 18 each. “oe have the full rocorde of each release. 
In 1934, 240 orairie chicken were released in 5 localities, namely, 6° 

in northern Yegerer, 65 in southeastern Aoble, 72 in southern Murrey, 
ami 38 on the Lew Nents and o. Ve foster preservee at Fonea City end 
Bartlesville. Theee birds were marked with suabered bands bearing 
the netetion: “Notify Cese lepartwent, Cklehomm City.” Various 
ermal reports issued in the past have euggested or promised informe- 
tion concerning the success of these trensplante. ‘The 201 birde re- 
leased in 196 were not banded end therefore would give so specific 
information es to movement sor survivals 

Recectly I have received noti feation thet a sock bird-of-the 
yoar 1988, tended September & in cur study area, was kilied April 12, 
1989, eix miles east of Abilene, Texss, a distance of epproxinzately 
260 wiles directly ‘euth. In addition te these records, several 
hundred birds were banded and released on the sume study area.



Er. Ee Ds Turner 

Oetober 4, 1989 
Fage 2 

In view of the fact that I personally supervised this work, 
I would be pleased to assist you in eathering this seteriel to- 

gether if you ere interested in determining something more of the 
lite history and success of transplanting preirie chicken. buring 
the month of April end probably vey, it would not be diffieult to 
sheck up on the suecese of theee transplants. 

If you heve received any ef the mmbered state bands for 
beth prairie chicken and quail, I would be pleased to heve a copy 
of the record. In reviewing the Siennial Sepert of 19¢6e3h, ft 
note the prairie chicken ceneue teken in the northwest countice. 
*e have spent considerable time and effort end ea moderate exount 
of money which resulted in e more dependable nethed of censusing 
then thet reported in the Eiemmiel Seport. It ig my belief that 
you ere enberking on a program including sore selestifie approach 
to thie problem of wildlife managenent and I sincerely hope you will 
be eble to make use of the information developed by our prairie 
ehicken study. 

I felt sone reluotance in making suggestions concerning this 
matter, however, it is quite poesible that you have not became 
femiliar with the reeerds obtained prior to your administration. 

Iam sending « copy of this letter to cur Regional Blologiet 
in Fort ‘orth, Texms, in hopes that he may find it possible to se- 
eure sone informetion fran our erosion contre] projects or the land 
utilization project in Beckham County. 

It would please ue if i might be of any assistance to you and 
if I might be brought up to date on the recovery cf bands or obeer- 
vetions cencerning the birds transferred from the Lavisen ranch to 
other parte of the state. 

Thanking you in advanee for your reply, { am 

‘ery truly yours, 

Verne E. Uavison 
Chief, Segional fiolegy iivision 

j 

ec: Aldo ol



Regional Office 
Spartanburg, S. Ce 
October 4, 1989 

Mre WeC. Kemey 
Route 4 
Abilene, Texas 

Dear Mre Rameyt 

I recently received notice from the Biological Survey that 
you had returned a band taken froma prairie chicken shot six miles 
east of Abilene, Texas, April 12, 1959. I am particulerly interested 
in mowing more about the circumstances because it was I who placed 
the band on this bird in September &, 1935. At that time I was con- 
dueting an intensive study of the lesser prairie chicken on our ranch 
in western Cklahona.e In 1933 we banded slightly over 600 prairie 
chicken with Biological Survey bands. Cur returns have been meager 
end youre has established the longest record of trevel, approximately 
250 wiles. 

Would you be so kind as to tell me whether or not there were 
other birds in the flock and if so, whether they had been resident 
in your community or whether they were just migrating through? Are 
prairie chicken common in your vicinity? Were there any other birds 
killed at this time? It is particularly importent that we know be- 
yond e doubt just where the bird was killed for we obviously do not 
wish to publish a record which is not authentic. 

Our interest is in the science of prairie chicken management 
and one of the most important problems is their migration from one 
plece to ancther. In addition to this, we have little informaticn 
concerning the normal life of this bird and you will be interested 
to kmow that your record establishes the length of life at least six 

yearse 

My records show thet the bird you recovered was hatched in 
1933 and was one of 15 young banded with their mother on section 25, 

township 18, north, range 23 west, about 10 miles south cf Arnett, 
Oklahoma. The bird is recorded as a umle. Two other young of this 

covey were killed during the open hunting seascn in 1933, one at 
approximately two miles from the banding station and the other three 
and three-fourths miles. A covey of 13 young is exceptional.



Mre Ve Ce Ramey 
Ceteber 4, 1939 
Page 2 

I em writing to one of my colleagues in Fort “orth, Texas, 
suggesting thet he step and talk with you if he can find time on 
one of his trips through Abilene. I presume the bird was shot out 
ef season but I heeten to eseure you thet we are net interested in 
lew enforcement matters. I en sure you recognize the value that 
your information might give as shown by your cooperation in sub- 
mitting the information you obtained. 

Thanking you in edvance for your further assistance, I ean 

Sincerely yours, 

Verne &. Davison 
Chief, Segicnal Mielegy Division 

ec: Ernest G. Holt | 
Aldo Leopold



4ok University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management September 21, 1939 

Dr. Warren W. Chase . 
Soil Conservation Service 
4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dear Warren: 

Coming back from Manitoba about ten days ago I had a chance 
to stop at Baudette and see Manweiler, He showed us over some of the 
project, but because of bad roads couldn't take us far. Nevertheless 
what we saw was very interesting. 

Jack told me that there was a chance at least that he might 
not be able to contime the banding work this winter. I hope that this 
work can go on. The banding which has already been done during the 
last several years makes the potentialities for each succeeding year 
greater according to an almost geometric progression. It would be a 
pity to break it off now, particularly as Jack has gone so far in 
analyging and organizing the results to date. I have » second reason, 
too. On this same Manitoba trip I talked to the people who are 
interested in chickens and sharptails there and urged upon them the 
necessity of starting Canadian banding, pointing out that through the 
Lake States Cooperative and Biological Survey areas in the Dakotas 
there is now a string of banding stations all the way from North Dakota 
to Michigen, which surely improves the chances of getting the information 
which we so much need converning migrations, The northern Minnesota 
banding stations are a very important link in that chain. If we are 
ever going to straighten out this question of migration, we are going to 
need more and more banding and on both sides of the international 
boundary. 

Can you arrange to contimie Jack's banding work? Professor 
Leopold will probably write you when he returns, but I am writing now 
because I know how far ahead one has to make plans in your organization. 

Sincerely yours, 

FY. N. Hamerstrom Jr., In Charge 
Prairie Chicken Investigation



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management Oeteder 4, 1939 

Dr. Warren ¥. Ghase 
Soil Conservation Service . 
4650 North Port Washington Road 
Milwaukee, Wisconsix 

Dear Werrens 

This note is to second Frederick Hamerstrom's 
recommendation that Jack Manweller's banding work be con- 
timed if possible. I know the difficulties you have in 
doing work of this kind, tut nevertheless it is a0 important 
and so closely geared in with what others are doing that I 
think it would meet with Eraest Holt's approval. Of course, 
I cannot pretend to speak for him, but I have a high opinion 
of Jack's activities. 

I had an excellent trip with Ernest and have a 
number of ideas of possible application to Wisconsin that I 

; would like to talk over with you. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



. THE INTERIOR 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF Segara coat 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

IN REPLY REFER TO oo 

LA’ Cosmare Vaan nee cr august 2, 1939 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Obie 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 7 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of August 14 received requesting 

information on the Ohio Prairie Chicken and Sharptails. I have 
been keeping a rather close record on both species each year, but 

more as an ornithological record than as a part of our Game studies. 

Unfortunately most of these notes are in process of being filed and 

are not available. However, I find in my Game files enough data e 

to probably cover your needs. 

My bulletin on the Breeding Birds of Ohio 

summarizes the Ohio Prairie Chicken status up to 1933. I still get 
at least one or two records each ydar in the Fulton-Wood-Lucas 
County area where they have become naturally, but prefariously, 

established. 

I enclose a publicity sheet which mentions the 
first introduction of the Prairie Chicken into Marion County in 1933. 
More were introduced the following year when it was discovered, quite 

by accident (the Game Protector had several birds mounted that died 

before release) that part of the birds received - perhaps one half 

| of those releases in 1934 and perhaps 1933 as well - were Sharptail 

Grouse, although I believe nothing but Prairie Chickens had been 

' ordered. 

T enclose a map of Marion County which shows the 
present range of each species. I am unable to give you now the total 

number of each released but believe it was no more than 50 of both 
species. Perhaps a few were released in 1935, but none since then. 
The releases were made in Big Island Township, but since then the 
Prairie Chickens have spread to at least six towmships and the Shapptail 

to at least five. The Game Protector is a live wire. He watches 
them rather closely and has some well-trained dogs to use in checking 

on them frequently. He reports to me regularly and several times 

each year I get up to see them in the field. One year we think 
that the Prairie Chicken has the edge; the next year we think that the 

Sharptail has the edge.



2. 

We have filed definite evidence of breeding 
of both species each year since releaseg, either nests found or | 
young. We have some pictures. 

In 1937 the Sharptails seemed to be most 
numerous, but now they probably make up no more than 40% of the 
several hundred birds that occur in the western half of Marion 
County. All of the territory occupied is definitely prairie land, 
in most cases the best in Ohio, and the wilder parts appear as 
suitable range for either species as the places where I found them 
in Wisconsin. However, human encroachments are such that their 
range will always be spotty and they have probably already occupied 
one half of the territory suitded to them. It is interesting to 
see kuak how the two species sort out into adjacent, but decidedly | 
different types of habitats. 

I also enclose a map of Ohio enclosing all the 
areas from which we have Prairie Chicken records and indicating 
by x the three places where Sharptails were planted in March 1939. 
The 1939 shipment was supposed to total 500 or 600 birds, but some 
did not arrive, and several dozen died both before and &fter release. 
We made up skins of several and autopsied others. ‘These came from 
Alberta and it was interesting that two races were involved, as we 
received birds of both the Prairie and the Northern Sharptail Grouse. 

I have indicated on the map the area where Game 
Management Agent Gilfillan has been making his observations. Of about 
50 birds released there in March 1939 there was considerable mortality, 
but three nests were found - all in meadows-of which only one was 
successful, We have worked over exhaustively the area where they 
were released and nested. I think it xtkex entirely possible, if 
not even probable, that the 1939 nesting occurred without the usual 
dancing ground ceremonies. If it occurred, it must have been abortive 

| and gather inconspicuous, or some observati>ns of it would have been 
| made. Would it be possible that these birds, not yet acclimated and 

\\ in numbers too small for normal social behaviour, would suppress this 
part of their reproductive behaviour? 

Sincerely yours, 

» ENecthe At Larter ' i oe Lawence E. Hicks, 
we Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 

o~ A 
a\s
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GREATER PRAIRIE CHICKEN. 

The Prairie Chicken is characterized by having the legs feathvred down 

to the base of the toes and a tuft of feathers on cach side of the neck. The 

size of the birds varies from ebout 700 grems to 900 grams. 7 

It is found on the preiries of the Mississippi Valley. In Ohio it was 

most ebundent in the north-western pert of the stete; in other words, where we 

now find the Hungerien Pertridge. 

It was precticelly gone by 1900. On August 24, 1933 cight edult birds from 

Wisconsin and two young birds thet were rnisod et the Urbenn Game Farm were re- 

leesed on the ferm of Fred Hock in Big Islrnd Township, Merion County. On 

March 14, 1934 siz adults a Minnesota were liberated at the seme place. 

This once importent game bird is now a song bird according to Ohio law. 

Its re-establishment, I believe, is well worth while, particularly from the 

stendpoint of general conservetion groups. Our Division, I believo, should make 

an honest effort to bring back birds and mammals that once existed within the 

confines of the Buckeye State. Years ago the Preirie Chicken wes . game bird 

end even though it is a song bird at present, I do not believe we will be 

critized by bringing beck the netive wild life we used to have. It is doubtful 

if we ever have an open season on Preirie Chicken in Ohio, but if we can appeerl 

to conservation groups over the stete as a whole end show them thrt we are 

doing something for general conservation, I think it is e feather in our cap 

end I believe the expcriment will be well worth while and hope it succeeds.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
IN REPLY REFER TO 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

May 1€, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Division of Wildlife Menagement 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just discussed your suggestion of extending 

and tying together the various prairie chicken projects in Texas, 

Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan and Minnesota, with Valgene W. Lehmann, 

and he and I agree that it is sound. There is every reason why we 

should secure a nation-wide or even Continent-wide viewpoint with 

reference to such problems as thet of the prairie chicken. When 
Lehmann saw your letter he suggested the following schedule in 

developing your plan for a "Prairie Chicken Institute": 

1. Accumulate all available data from individuals and 

states where prairie chickens occur, or may be restored. 

2. Write up a paper summarizing findings up to date. 

3. Point out the instances in which available data are weak. 

4. Suggest how cooperative effort through the proposed 

institute will facilitate research, conservation, end * 

manarement. 

5. Submit a tentative outline of procedure, personnel and 

funds necessary for the institute. 

6. Publish the papers. 

: 7. Send copies to the U.S. Biological Survey, American 
Wildlife Institute, National Association of Audubon 

Societies, State Conservation Departments, for sugzesticns 
leading to final solution of the problem. 

I am sorry to learn that your preirie chickens also ere 

becoming a rare species. 

Cordially yours, 

Walter P. Taylor 

wpt: gwd Leader
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Mey 9, 1939 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 
Texas Cooperative “ildlife Research Unit 
College Station, Texas : 

Dear Walter: : 

IT appreciate you and Lehmen giving us an advance leok at the 

prairie chicken sanuscript. 

I would like your opinion about the possibility of extending 

and tying together the various prairie chicken projects in Texas, Wisconsin, 
Tllinois, Michigan, and Minnesota. 

Don't you feel it to be wasteful to pursue a series of short 

local researches, each ceasing abruptly just about the time the student gets 
on the track of something promising? In our own case I fnel that we will 
reach, by the time Hamerstrom gets hie degree, the point at which integration 
with other workers becomes possible. 

Gouldn't the Institute now set up something (we might call it the 
"Prairie Chicken Institute") in which the current prairie chicken projects 
would compare their findings, try to decide on the weak spots in the whole 
"front," and try to induce somebody to plug these gape? The only cost would 
be some exchanges of field trips, and perhaps a "liaison officer" (part time) 
to be the clenring house for all workers on this particular species. 

Our chickens, by the way, are fast becoming a “rare species," just 
as the Attwater chicken is. The Audubon Society and ornithological groups, 
88 well as sporting groups, should be interested. 

I'll see that the manuscript gets back shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec C. M. Palmer Jr... 
A. S. Hawkins 

¥. WN. Hamerstrom Jr. . : 
H. L. Stoddard
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

May 3, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold , 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your Mr. Hamerstrom has requested Mr. V. W. 
lehmann for a copy of his manuscript on the Attwater 
prairie chicken. Iam sending you a copy herewith for 
Mr. Hamerstrom's inspection. The manuscript hes not been 
edited but I am sure ir. Hamerstrom will find it full of 
interesting information. I would much appreciate it if 
you would return the manuscript when you have finsihed with 
it. 

Very sincerely, 

Walter P. Taylor 

leader 
wot: gwd 

cc Vre Lehmann



P.C. MEST STUDY 1939 ; 

Distribution of Nest Record 

50 Hill, Milwaukee (sent 25 to Upper Mich. Nat. Forest) 

25 Upper Mich. Nat'l Forest 

25 Chequamegon Nat'l Forest, Park Falls 

25 Nicolet Nat'l Forest, Rhinelander 

25 Chippewa Nat'] Forest, Cass Lake, Minn. 

25 Ottawa Nat'l Forest, Ironwood, Mich. 

10 Robley Hunt, Necedah, Wis.



SPECIES _Sharptailed Grouse REPORTER F. N. Hamerstrom Jr. 

(A) WHEN FOUND: 

Date _ 6/1/37 By art. Day _—=—s State Wis. T18N R28 Sec 40 Sw/NW 

No. eggs in nest 3. Hggs: whole, tomimuxxkxmmxac. Was hen flushed? yes 

Cover at nest: 8" Vaccinium pennsylvanicum, 16" Myrica asplenifolia. 14" Pyrus 

+ Pteris ilina. 

Concealed from above: 3mxx, partially, mx Concealment: axxakkamrk,cood, 2¢xxxuuax. 

Drainage: amosbhonisogunk, fair, momx Soil type: Dry sand (Plainfield) 

General cover: In strip (10' wide at this point) of blueberry,sweet fern, black chokec : 

& scattered brake, Populus tremloides, Gaultheria procumbens between oak coppice & op 

oak woods W. & open Calamagrostis marsh E. Old borrow pit N., road e 

Distance to cover edge: 4'--borrow pit. To shade 5! . To water 200° 

Distance to nearest dancing or booming ground (if known): _120 rods 

Remarks: _ Nest found by lineman setting telephone poles. 

(B) REVISITED: 

Date _ 6/20/37 By FH No. oggs 11 Was hen flushed?_yes 

Remarks: _ _ . 

Date 6/29/37 By ____FNE No. eggs 11 Was hen flushed?_yes 

Remarks: Touched hen in looking for nest. = 

(Cc) LAST VISIT: 

Date 7/7/37 By __—*FMA No.eges 11 Was hen flushed? 

Outcome of nest: hatched, 

If hatched or deserted: No. oggs hatched _7_; infortile_1 ; dead in shell 1 ; 
not exemincd 0 ; missing 1 ; destroyed 1 ‘i 

If hatched, probable date of hatch:_ About 7/4/37 

If destroyed: No. eggs destroyed by . Probable date 

Remarks: One egg missing and one broken, perhaps after the others hatched. 

Broken e robably crow opened. nn DOS Ses 

Oe ee eo ee eee



NEST RECORD 
SPECIES _t—iti—i‘“‘O;OC;#WRORDER ren bee 

(A) WHEN FOUND: 

Date _ By __ State TO RFR Sec HO 

No. eggs in nest ___—. ~«-Eggs: whole, broken, hatched. Was hen flushed? 

Cover at nest: aa siete 

Concealed from above: yes, partially, no. Concealment: excellent,good, fair,poor. 

Drainage: excellent, good, fair, poor. Soil type: 

General cover: nee ee 

Distance to cover edge! sss CC‘ SCO Shade . To water 

Distance to nearest dancing or booming ground (if known): 

Remarks: ees 

(B) REVISITED: 

Date BY CO. eggs — «Was hon flushed? 

Remarks: a a a 5 a a Rea nt aes 

Date By No. eggs ____s Was hen flushed?_ 

Remarks: tents aul 

(C) LAST VISIT: 

Date By — No.eggs _—s Was hen flushed?_ 

Outcome of nest: hatched, desertod, destroyed, still going. 

If hatched or deserted: No. eggs hatched __} infortile___; dead in shell _ 
not examined so; missing _—s_s; destroyed 

If hatched, probable date of hatch: 

If destroyed: No. ogss destroyed by . Probable date 

Remarks:
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